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Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 98

Date Document Version Description of Modifications and Release

08-11-2020 1.14

Document updated for Kony VisualizerV8 SP4 Fixpack

98 release.

This update includes the following new and revised

features:

l Added Android 10 Behavioral Changes

Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 90

Date Document Version Description of Modifications and Release

06-22-2020 1.13

Document updated for Kony VisualizerV8 SP4 Fixpack

90 release.

This update includes the following new and revised

features:

l Configure the Splash Screen for iOS Native

Devices
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Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 77, V8 SP3 Fixpack 68

Date Document Version Description of Modifications and Release

04-01-2020 1.12

Document updated for Kony VisualizerV8 SP4 Fixpack

77 release.

This update includes the following new and revised

features:

l Native iOS Configuration for Xcode Launch

Storyboard

Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 56

Date Document Version Description of Modifications and Release

04-12-2019 1.11

Document updated for Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack

56 release.

This update includes the following new and revised

features:

l Install the Kony Visualizer Plugin for Sketch
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07-10-2019 1.10

Document updated for Kony Visualizer V8 SP4

Fixpack 47 release.

This update includes the following new and revised

features:

l AndroidX Behavioral Changes

l Manually Customize the Cordova-Generated

Android Project

l Bundle a Customized Cordova-Generated

Android Project

Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 35

Date Document

Version

Description of Modifications and Release

19-08-2019 1.9 Document updated for Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack

35 release.

This update includes the following new and revised

features:

l Directly publish an app to Kony Fabric
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Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 28

Date Document

Version

Description of Modifications and Release

22-07-2019 1.8

Document updated for Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 28

release.

This update includes the following new and revised features:

l Direct import of images into Kony Visualizer elements:

l Widgets

l Components

l Enhanced Default Library to display components

according to corresponding channels

l Availability of Grid Lines for ResponsiveWeb forms

l Modification of the jasmine.DEFAULT_TIMEOUT_

INTERVAL property

l PublishWebApps to the Enterprise App Store
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Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 20

Date Document

Version

Description of Modifications and Release

10-06-2019 1.7

Document updated for Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 20

release.

This update includes the following new and revised features:

l Data Panel Support for Components

10-06-2019 1.7

l Import a Font to all channels at one-go in Kony Visualizer

l Sketch Plugin Compatibility Enhancements

l Kony IQ Design Suggestions

l Added new Visualizer actions in Kony IQ

l Storage Services Discoverability

l New F2 shortcut

l Unpublish Apps from EAS

l Login by using Custom Identity Provider

l Support for enabling Push Notifications for iOS apps in

Kony Visualizer

l Google Play App Signing enhancement in the APK

Tamper Protection Android property

l Support for auto-enabled APM events in Kony Visualizer

l SwitchWorkspace in Kony Visualizer:

l During Startup

l From within Kony Visualizer
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Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 12

Date
Document

Version
Description of Modifications and Release

25-04-2019 1.6

Document updated for Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 12

release.

This update includes the following new and revised features:

l Data Panel enhancements

l Use Existing Services

l Send Data between Two Forms

l Associated Data Panel Features

l Debug iOS native apps in Visualizer Starter

l Added new Visualizer actions in Kony IQ

l Updated the Native properties to support Public Key

Pinning

l SecuringWeb Applications
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Kony Visualizer V8 SP4GA

Date
Document

Version
Description of Modifications and Release

02-04-2019 1.5

Document created for Kony Visualizer V8 SP4GA.

This update includes the following new and revised features:

l Live Preview

l Build and Publish in Visualizer Starter

l Publishing Native Apps to Enterprise App Store

l Publishing aWeb App in Visualizer Starter

l Debugging an app in Visualizer Starter

l Debug iOS native apps in Visualizer Starter

l Support for RTL has been enhanced by adding support for

Flow Horizontal Alignment

l Support for FIPs non-compliant bundle libraries

l Meta Tag

l Internationalizing (i18n) Application Content

l Added the Invoke Sublime Text from Visualizer feature

l Set Native App Properties

l Added the Public Key Pinning feature

l Added the Certificate Pinning section
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Date
Document

Version
Description of Modifications and Release

02-04-2019 1.5

l Data Panel enhancements

l Added the Integrate React Native App into a Kony App

feature

l Added the Incremental Build feature

l Added the Kony IQ feature

l Added the Project Settings in Visualizer Starter feature

l Sharing a Project on Cloud has beenmodified for

Visualizer Starter

l App Performance values for Android have beenmodified

l Android Gradle Updates

l Android Pie Behavioral Changes
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Kony Visualizer V8 SP3

Date
Document

Version
Description of Modifications and Release

09-24-2018 1.4

Document updated for Kony Visualizer V8 SP3. It includes the

following new and revised features:

l Data Panel

l Segment New Template

l Row Template

l Header Template

l Templates

l Generate a Native Library

l NoProxy for Local host

l ProgressiveWeb App

l Desktop Properties

l Building a ProgressiveWeb App

l Invoke Identity Service

l AddedModerator Capabilities for the Private Section of

Kony Marketplace

l Using Test Scripts in Visualizer

l App thinning

l Upgrade Notes

l Component Flattening
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Kony Visualizer V8 SP3

Date
Document

Version
Description of Modifications and Release

09-24-2018 1.4

l File Update Notification

l Version Control

l Placeholder text

l Added support for DELETE, CREATE, and UPDATE

operations for Object Services in Mapping Editor

l Multiple workspaces for iOS application

l Added Support forWearables in CI Build

l CI Build for Starters

l Configure the Splash Screen for theMobile Channel

l Configure the Splash Screen for the Tablet Channel

l Automatically Add System Frameworks to XCode

Project

l ResolvingWidget NameConflicts - Sketch
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Kony Visualizer V8 SP2

Date
Document

Version
Description of Modifications and Release

04-23-2018 1.3

Document updated for Kony Visualizer V8 SP2. It includes the

following new and revised features:

l ResponsiveWebChannel

l AndroidWear

l Sketch Integration

l Support for Right-to-Left languages

l Flex Container

l Prerequisites for Android added

l Web App Compatibility Mode

l Import Mirco App

l Listbox support for Segment

l Build in the Background

l Enhanced JS Debugging in Android

l MipmapDrawables

l Updates to AppGroups (MVC 2.0)
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Date
Document

Version
Description of Modifications and Release

04-09-2018 1.2

Document updated for the following items:

l Headless Build

l New Entries and Existing Entries of Continuous

Integration Build

Kony Visualizer V8 SP1

Date
Document

Version
Description of Modifications and Release

12-18-2017 1.1

Document updated for Kony Visualizer V8 SP1. It includes the

following new and revised features:

l Support for Right-to-Left languages

l Adding Dependent Assets to Components

l Support for iPhone X

l Set Individual Corners in Borders

l SnapMode for Components

l Build and Sign an Android Application in ReleaseMode

l Native App Properties

l Build and Sign

l iOS Navigation Bar Improvements
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Kony Visualizer V8

Date
Document

Version
Description of Modifications and Release

09/19/2017 1.0 Document updated for Kony Visualizer V8. It includes the

following new and revised features:

l User defined widgets in Visualizer

l Continuous Integration Build - App Factory

l Kony Fabric Integration in Visualizer Starter

l Debugging in Functional Preview

l DebugMode

l Debugging in Android

l Debugging in iOS

l Kony Visualizer App Viewer Enhancements

l Enterprise Edition

l Starter Edition

l Creating Applications with Components

l Create, Migrate, or Import a Project

l Organizing Application Elements

l Build a Universal Application

l Migrate from Photoshop

l Appendix G: Accessibility (508 Compliance)
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Kony Visualizer User Guide

This document explains how to use Kony Visualizer, an integrated, intuitive development environment,

to build omni-channel digital applications – all from a single code base. Its unified, shared design

environment makes it easy to publish and share native prototypes and app designswith real-time app

previews and collaboration. And that's just the beginning. Kony Visualizer serves as the front end of

Kony's powerful, multi-channel JavaScript API framework that enables designers and developers to

securely deploy across amultitude of devices ranging from smartphones, tablets, desktops, and

wearables on iOS, Android, andWindows operating systems.

For information on the Revision History of this guide, click here.

Kony Visualizer is a powerful yet easy-to-use integrated development environment (IDE) for

developing, building, testing, debugging, and deploying omni-channel digital applications (apps) for

multiple platforms—all from a single code base. Kony Visualizer empowers you to rapidly develop

digital appswhile giving you the flexibility to integrate with back-end services as and when you need

them.What'smore, you can integrate into your app the very best of the native, web and hybrid

environments.

Platform Compatibility Chart

Visualizer and Kony Fabric both support each other for the current release version and one previous

version.

Product Version Compatible With

Kony Fabric N (For example V8) Kony Visualizer N (For example V8)

Kony Visualizer N-1 (For example, V8 and 7.3)

Kony Visualizer N (For example V8) Kony Fabric N (For example V8)

Kony Fabric N-1 (For example, V8 and 7.3)
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Kony Nitro

We call this approach KonyNitro™, a patented strategy for omni-channel, enterprise-wide digital app

development and deployment. Using Kony Visualizer along with Kony Fabric for back-end services

integration, you can take advantage of multiple platforms' native APIs and tap into the web'smost

popular open standards such asHTML5, Cordova, and Angular, all while lowering your app

development time by asmuch as 50%with extensive, reusable templates and objects. And if you're

looking for something that's ready-to-run, you can explore Kony Apps, a portfolio of enterprise apps

that offer you a best-of-both-worlds digital app solution: built-in best practices, proven business

processworkflows, and enterprise integrations that make it easy to get up and running fast, plus

configuration options designed for cutting-edge customization.

Important: On Native channels, Angular JS can be used through Cordova webview and through

Kony Visualizer Browser Widget local file.

For SPA and DesktopWeb channels, you can use Angular JS in Kony Visualizer Customwidget

and through the Kony Visualizer Browser Widget local file.

So whether you're seeking speed, power, or choice in your app development—or all three—you can find

what you need with KonyNitro™.
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Kony Visualizer and Kony Visualizer Classic

Kony Visualizer is available in two editions: Visualizer and Visualizer Classic (formerly Enterprise).

This user guide provides documentation for both variants of Kony Visualizer.

The Visualizer edition enables you to design, develop, and distribute applications for Native andWeb

platforms by using low-code tooling. This type of low-code tooling includes the ability to generate and

distribute Native andWeb applications by using the Cloud Build service and new Enterprise App Store

(EAS) features. Visualizer also requires amore lightweight installation, without the heavyweight

installation of Eclipse that Visualizer Classic carries. Thismakes the Visualizer editionmore

performant and robust.

The Visualizer Classic edition includes support for legacy/deprecated features aswell as additional

advanced features used by amuch smaller subset of app use cases, such asCordova SDK

integration. For all new users of KonyQuantum and for existing users who want to start new projects,

we recommend that you utilize only the Kony Visualizer edition to create your application. You should

use the Visualizer Classic edition only if any legacy features are required, as described in this Kony

Base Camp article.

Unless otherwise noted, you can assume that the content in this user guide applies to both editions of

Kony Visualizer. If a given topic applies only to Kony Visualizer, the headline for the topic is followed by

the phrase, "Applies to Kony Visualizer." Conversely, if a given topic applies only to Kony Visualizer

Classic, the headline for the topic is followed by the phrase, "Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic."

Widgets — The Building Blocks of your Digital App

Within Kony Visualizer's visual environment, you piece together discrete functional building blocks

called widgets. Widgets range from the simple, such as a button or input field, to the complex, such as

a Cordova Browser widget, or a 3D image with complex rotation and transform animations. All

widgets have attributes and properties that you configure to suit the needs of your app, such as

excluding or including a given widget based upon which device the app runs on.
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Skins, Themes, and Components

To give your app a particular look, feel, and set of behaviors native to a platform, you can use ready-

made skins. You can customize these tomake them your own, or build them from scratch. You can

even group skins together as a collection called a theme tomaximize visual uniformity across devices.

To reduce your app development time, you can create components to group and configure user

interface elements and action sequences in a single definition, and then instantiate them anywhere

throughout an application. You can publish your components on KonyMarketplace, or download third-

party components fromKonyMarketplace and use them in your applications.

Back-End Services

To integrate your appswith back-end services, Kony Visualizer communicates directly and securely

with your existing data system, writing the connection once and then applying it to all devices. Kony

Visualizer also supportsmultiple classes for generatingmarkup based on device capabilities, and

devices can receiveWML, cHTML or a combination of XHTML, CSS, and JavaScript based on

capabilities detected at runtime.

Kony Studio Equivalents in Kony Visualizer

The Kony Studio product line has evolved to a new user interface and expanded functionality in Kony

Visualizer. In addition to itsmany new and improved features, virtually all of the same functionality is

available, but many of those familiar Kony Studio features are accessed differently in Kony Visualizer.

This topic shows you how to accomplish in Kony Visualizer what you are familiar with doing in Kony

Studio.

Note: In Kony Studio 6.5, you could port a project from one platform to another, and to channels

within the target platform. However, issueswould arise due to the wide variations in form factors

from one platform and channel to another. In Kony Visualizer, universality across platforms and

channels is achieved through the use of components andmasters; platform porting is not

supported in Kony Visualizer. For more information, SeeWorking with Components, Kony

Marketplace, andMasters. .
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Feature Locations

The following table outlineswhere different features are located in the respective user interfaces of

Kony Studio and Kony Visualizer.

Feature In Kony Studio In Kony Visualizer

Application assets Navigator View →<AppName> Project Explorer→Assets tab

Clone All Skins View →Clone All icon Project Explorer→Skins tab→<widget
type> → right-click <skin name> (e.g.
btnFocus)→ Fork

Collections N/A Library Explorer→Collections

CustomWidgets Navigator View →<AppName> →
customwidgets

Kony Library pane →Widget tab →
CustomWidget section

Emulators (configure) Emulators View → <Platform> →
<Channel> → right-click
emulator → Edit

Product menu→Emulators & Devices
Configuration
or
Window menu → Preferences → Kony
Visualizer → Emulators

Emulators (display) Window menu→Show View →
Emulators

Preview menu→Launch Emulator

Events/Actions Events are added and edited by
selecting a widget and then navigating
to the Event section in theWidget
Properties View

Global actions can be created and
accessed from Project Explorer→Project
tab→ <Channel>, and open in the Action
Editor

Actions created for a specific widget are
accessed by selecting the widget,
followed by Properties Editor→Action tab

Flex Properties Flex Properties View Properties Editor→ Look tab→Flex
section

Font (change) Skins view →navigate to widget type
→ navigate to channel and platform→
double-click → Font tab

Select widget →Properties Editor→Skin
tab→Fonts section
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Fork a Skin Skins View →<widget type> → right-
click <skin name> (e.g. btnFocus)→
Fork

Project Explorer→Skins tab→<widget
type> → right-click <skin name> (e.g.
btnFocus)→ Fork

or

Properties Editor→Skin tab→General
section→ Platform ellipsis button→
Select platforms →OK

Forms Applications View →<AppName> →
forms

Project Explorer→Project tab→
<Channel> →Forms

Hierarchical view of
forms and widgets

Outline view Project Explorer→Project tab

Images Applications View → resources Project Explorer→Assets tab

Modules Applications View →<AppName> →
modules

Project Explorer→Project tab→Modules

Offline Services Applications View →<AppName> →
offline services

Set up as a service on Kony Fabric that is
then synced locally
Project Explorer→Kony Fabric

Popups Applications View →<AppName> →
popups

Project Explorer→Project tab→
<Channel> →Popups

Projects/Applications Multiple applications can be open at
one time

Only one project can be open at a time

Review/Comments Not Available Properties Editor→Review tab

Search (forms, widgets,
and skins)

Searchmenu→Search Project Explorer→Search tab

Search (modules) Searchmenu→Search Edit menu→Find/Replace (Search in
Kony Visualizer)

Services in use by the
application

Applications View →<AppName> →
services
Also:
The Services View

Project Explorer→Kony Fabric

Skins The Skins view Project Explorer→Skins tab
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Splash Screen File→Application Properties →
Splash Screen tab

Opened from Project Explorer→Project
tab→ <Channel>, and once opened,
configured from Properties Editor→
Splash Screen tab

Templates Applications View →<AppName> →
templates

Project Explorer→ Templates tab→
Components

Themes The Skins view →Theme drop-down
list

Project Explorer→Skins tab→Theme
drop-down list

Web_module Applications View →<AppName>
→web_module

Handled as a part of services in the Kony
Fabric Console

Project Explorer→Project tab→Kony
Fabric

Widgets Widgets Palette Library Explorer→Widgets tab

Widget Properties Widget Properties View Properties Editor

Service Definition

The following table outlineswhere service definition features are located in the respective user

interfaces of Kony Studio and Kony Visualizer.

Feature or Task In Kony Studio In Kony Visualizer

Access and edit
service definitions

Right-click app name in the Applications
View, and then click Open Service
Definition

Project Explorer→Project tab→Kony
Fabric → Integration→Configure New
button or Use Existing button

Sync Configuration Window menu→Show View →Other→
Kony Studio→SyncConfiguration

Project Explorer→Project tab→Kony
Fabric →Synchronization

Form Editor

The following table outlineswhere various form editing features are located in the respective user

interfaces of Kony Studio and Kony Visualizer.

Feature or Task In Kony Studio In Kony Visualizer
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Create a new form Applications View →<AppName> →
forms → right-click <channel> →New
Flex Form

Project Explorer→Project tab→
<channel> → right-click Forms →New
Form→Flex Form

Form editing Uses the Form Designer Uses the Visualizer Canvas

Mapping Editor Open the Event Editor→ right-click
Action Sequence→ select to invoke a
service, navigate to a form, or add
mapping→OpenMapping Editor

Open the Action Editor→ open an Action
Sequence→ right-click an action→
OpenMapping Editor

Open a form Applications View →<AppName> →
forms →<channel> → double-click form

Project Explorer→Project tab→
<channel> → click Forms arrow →Click
Form

Quick Preview Click Preview in the Form Designer→
select the platform and channel → open
Emulators View → right-click emulator→
click Open in Preview

The Visualizer Canvas is always in
preview mode. From the drop-down lists
at the top of the canvas, select the
platform, channel, and device you want

Side-by-Side view Not available Window menu→Arrange→Side By
Side

Toggle BVR (beyond
visible range)
Toggles between
limiting what's viewable
on the canvas to what a
user would see on the
screen, and displaying
all application elements
of a form, regardless of
their position

Not available On the Visualizer Canvas, click BVR to
place and view application items beyond
what's visible on the device screen.
Click BVR again to limit the canvas
display to the device screen

To pan in BVR mode, you can press the
space bar and drag.

Toggle Orientation
Toggles the device
preview between
portrait and landscape
orientations

Not available At the top of the Visualizer Canvas, click
the Toggle Orientation icon
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Toggle Shell
Toggles the device
preview between
displaying just the
screen, and displaying
the device's shape and
dimensions beyond the
screen

Not available At the top of the Visualizer Canvas, click
the Toggle Shell icon

Authentication and Licensing

In Kony Studio, you were prompted for authentication and licensing when Kony Studio started.With

Kony Visualizer, you are prompted for authentication and licensing when you first build a project,

giving you the ability to use Kony Visualizer offline.

Best Practices for using GIT and SVN Repositories

In your development streams, we recommend the following best practices in coordinating the use of

both Kony Visualizer and Kony Visualizer: Enterprise Edition.

l Since both editions of Kony Visualizer use the same file format, they can share a commonGIT

or SVN repository.

l You shouldmaintain separate workspaces for Kony Visualizer projects and Kony Visualizer:

Enterprise Edition projects.

To illustrate, your workspace work flow should look like this:
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Import and Export

The following table outlines how import and export features function in the respective user interfaces

of Kony Studio and Kony Visualizer.

Feature or Issue In Kony Studio In Kony Visualizer

File Format
Compatibility

Since Kony Studio used the .kl file format
and Visualizer uses the JSON file format,
moving a project between one and the
other required converting between the
two formats, resulting in inconsistencies

Both Kony Visualizer: Kony Visualizer
and Kony Visualizer Enterprise:
Enterprise Edition use the JSON file
format for seamless importing and
exporting of projects between the two

Importation of actions
from earlier versions of
Visualizer

When imported into Kony Studio, did not
copy the actions of projects made with
earlier versions of Visualizer

The "Designer Actions" created in earlier
versions of Visualizer, when imported
into Kony Visualizer: Enterprise Edition,
are replicated as "Developer Actions" for
seamless integration and optimal
functionality

Imported Assets Imported project is copied by reference
but is not actually added to the
workspace

Imported project is copied to the
workspace
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Using Skins

The following table outlines differences in how skins are used in the respective user interfaces of Kony

Studio and Kony Visualizer.

Feature or Task In Kony Studio In Kony Visualizer

Assigning skins Assigned from theWidget Properties
through amulti-click process

Assigned from the Skin tab of the
Properties Editor for improved work flow

Common skins vs.
widget-specific skins

Widgets, when added, automatically
assume the default, common skin.

Widgets, when added, are automatically
assigned their own unique, widget-
specific skin

Utilities

The following table describes the differences in certain utilities between Kony Studio and Kony

Visualizer.

Feature In Kony Studio In Kony Visualizer

Build Diff Tool Applications View → right-click App
name→Utilities → Launch Build Diff
Tool

Deprecated. Obsolete in Kony Visualizer

FormMerge Tool For comparing forms and porting
elements from one form to another to
create functional parity across forms

This tool is deprecated since any form
can be easily duplicated

Manage Custom Fonts Skin View → right-click skin→Edit →
Font tab→Platform Specific Font
Names

Copy fonts directly into the project's
Fonts folder

Platform Porting For porting an application created in one
platform to another platform

Deprecated. With flex layouts, Kony
Visualizer dynamically renders from one
platform to another, and can be copied
seamlessly to other channels
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Custom Widget Import

In Kony Studio, customwidgets could be exported as a .zip file and then imported into a different

project. This functionality is not available in Kony Visualizer. As an alternative, you can add custom

widgets. For more information, see Add CustomWidgets.

Code Editor

The following table illustrates a couple of themain differences in how the Code Editor functions

between Kony Studio and Kony Visualizer.

Feature or Task In Kony Studio In Kony Visualizer

Code outline Displayed in a separate panel Displayed inline

Syntax Highlighting Partially supported Supported for the following languages: C,
C#, C++, CSS, HTML4, HTML5, Java,
JavaScript, LESS, Lua, Objective C,
Python, Ruby, Sass, SCSS, XML

Search and Replace

In Kony Visualizer, you can search and replace code, and you can also jump to a code element's

definition, such as a function. For more information, see Find and Replace and Jump to the Definition

of a Code Element.

Local Preview

The following table outlines the differences in how previews are handled locally between Kony Studio

and Kony Visualizer.

Feature or Task In Kony Studio In Kony Visualizer

Functional Preview
Requests

Handled by Jetty Handled by the Node.js runtime
environment

Publish Destination KonyServer Kony Fabric
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PublishModel Applications and services published
individually

In Kony Fabric, you create a Kony Fabric
app to which you add services that you
publish. When you're ready to publish the
Kony Visualizer app, you bind it to the
Kony Fabric app that contains the
services that you want to use. After
publishing the Kony Visualizer app, it
accesses the published Kony
Fabricservices.
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Supported Digital Channels

Kony Visualizer allows you to build applications for several digital channels.

The following table lists the various platforms that are supported for each channel.

Channel Platforms Remarks

Mobile l iPhone

l Android

l Windows

The application exists on themobile device

and is accessed from the device.

HTML5 SPA l iPhone

l Android

l Windows 8.x

l Windows 10

Tablet l iPad

l Android

l Windows 8.x

l Windows 10

l HTML5 SPA

Watch l AppleWatch
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Channel Platforms Remarks

DesktopWeb l Desktop Windows

l DesktopWeb

A DesktopWeb application runs on a

desktop as well as on the web browsers of a

desktop.

DesktopWeb apps support the following

major features:

l ResponsiveWeb: Enables your app

to automatically resize and fit the

content for different-sized layouts,

with the use of breakpoints. This

creates a glitch-free browsing

experience.

l PWA: ProgressiveWeb Apps

leverage the ResponsiveWeb

feature. A Progressive app feels like

a Native app, but is available over all

web browsers. This type of app

works seamlessly even when the

device is offline or has limited

network speed.

Hikes

Hikes is amechanismwithin Kony Visualizer that you can use to learn a few concepts of how to

develop applications by using Visualizer. Hikes are step-by-step interactive walkthroughs that help you

understand the basics of using Kony Visualizer.

Note: Hikes are supported only on Kony Visualizer, and not on Kony Visualizer Classic.
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Access Hikes in Kony Visualizer V8 SP3

You can accessHikes from the left navigation panel in Kony Visualizer V8 SP3.When you click the

Hikes icon, a list of the available Hikes appears. Click the Hike that interests you.

A few UI elements are displayed as part of the Hike procedure to help you to navigate and perform the

required steps. Arrows point to the area where youmust focus to perform the action in a Hike step. For

someHike steps, after you successfully perform an action, the card automaticallymoves to the next

step.

Once you have completed a Hike, you can either move on to the next Hike or close the current Hike.

You can always access the list of Hikes from the navigation panel (asmentioned earlier) and start any

Hike.

Access Hikes in Kony Visualizer V8 SP4

You can accessHikes from the left navigation panel in Kony Visualizer V8 SP4. Hikes are organized

into Guided Tours in a catalog, and the Hikes are in a sequence to take you through a learning path.

You should go through the Hikes in the specified order.

A few UI elements are displayed as part of the Hike procedure to help you to navigate and perform the

required steps. Arrows point to the area where youmust focus to perform the action in a Hike step. For

someHike steps, after you successfully perform an action, the card automaticallymoves to the next

step.

Note: While using a hike, if you want to go back to a card, click the Previous button. If you have

rapidlymoved from hike D card to hike A card, you can get back to the hike D card by clicking the

shift key + Next button.

Tomove directly to the first card on any hike, click shift key + Previous button.

Once you have completed a Hike, you can either move on to the next Hike or close the current Hike.

You can always access the list of Hikes from the navigation panel (asmentioned earlier) and start any

Hike.
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Third-Party Licenses

This section acknowledges the third-party companies for the license of their products.

The third-party license in this section is for the Code Assistance and Inline Debugger features of Kony

Visualizer.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this
software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software
without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,
publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to
whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or
substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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Configuring Your Computer

This part of the Kony Visualizer User Guide provides you with the information you need to ensure that

your computer is set up to run Kony Visualizer, and is divided into the following sections. Click a

section’s link to view its contents.

Hardware Requirements for Kony Visualizer

Install Kony Visualizer

Install and configure platformSDKs and their emulators

Workspaces: Repositories for Your Applications

The Kony Visualizer Default Perspective
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Hardware and Software Requirements

In this document, we will walk you through the hardware and software requirements for the following:

l Installing Kony Visualizer

l Installing Kony Visualizer Enterprise

l Building apps for Android platform

l Building apps for iOS platform

l Building apps for Windows platform

Requirements for Installing Kony Visualizer

The hardware and software requirements for installing Kony Visualizer and Enterprise vary based on

the operating system.

General Prerequisites

l Administrative rights on your computer to install Kony Visualizer.

l For Mac, in the Security & Privacy > General settings, ensure that Select Anywhere option is

selected.

l The available space in the system should be at least three times the size of the installer.

l The Visualizer installer requires HTTP (direct or proxy) access during the execution of the

installation process.

Kony Visualizer

The hardware and software requirements for installing Kony Visualizer vary depending upon your

operating system. To learn about the hardware and software requirements for each platform, refer:
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l Windows install guide

l Mac install guide

Kony Visualizer Enterprise

The hardware and software requirements for installing Kony Visualizer Enterprise vary depending

upon your operating system. To learn about the hardware and software requirements for each

platform, refer:

l Windows install guide

l Mac install guide

Additional Requirements for Building Apps

Depending upon the platform you are developing your apps, requirements vary. Detailed information

on how tomeet these requirements is provided in the procedures for installing each platform's

respective software development kit (SDK) and emulator here.

iOS

l You need aMacOS computer to develop iOS applications

l Latest version of Xcode (the Apple SDK for creating iOS apps)

l An iOS device. To test features such asCamera, Push Notifications, and accelerometer, you

need an iOS device.

Android

l Latest version of JDK

l Ensure that the default JDK install location is <Install

Drive>:\KonyVisualizerEnterprise8.x.x\Java\jdk

l Android SDK
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l Apache Ant (Another Neat Tool) - An open-source tool that automates aspects of the Android

build process

l Gradle - An advanced build toolkit that manages dependencies and allows you to define custom

build logic

Windows

Windows Phone 8.1

l Latest WindowsPhone 8.1 SDK (Optional. To test the built application(xap) on the emulator)

Windows 8.1

l Latest Windows 8.1 SDK

Windows Desktop

l .Net framework 2.0 & 3.5 - For the Build Releasemode

l .Net framework 2.0 & 3.5 4.6.1 - Required if you are using Offline Objects feature for both

Debug and Releasemodes

Windows 10 / Windows 10 Mobile

To learn about the requirements for developing apps for Windows 10/Windows 10mobile devices,

refer to Build Applications For Windows10.

Install Kony Visualizer

The process of installing Kony Visualizer varies depending on what edition you are installing, and on

what platform. For more information, click the option that applies to you.

Kony Visualizer Installation Guide for Windows
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Kony Visualizer Installation Guide for Mac

Kony Visualizer Classic Installation Guide for Windows

Kony Visualizer Classic Installation Guide for Mac

Important: Upgrading from previous versions of Kony Studio to Kony Visualizer is not possible

through the plugins. Youmust use the latest Kony Visualizer installer to upgrade fromKony

Studio.
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Install and Configure Platform SDKs and Their Emulators

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

Having installed Kony Visualizer, you're now ready to install and configure the software development

kits (SDKs) and emulators for the platforms that you intend to run your digital app on. During the Kony

Visualizer installation, you're given the opportunity to download and install various SDKs. If you took

advantage of that opportunity, you already have a head start on this part of the process. The

instructions that follow accommodate both scenarios.

Technically, only one SDK is essential for Kony Visualizer to build a genericmobile app, and that's the

Java Development Kit (JDK). If, during the installation of Kony Visualizer, a compatible version of the

JDK was not detected on your computer, Kony Visualizer automatically installed the JDK. However, to

developmobile apps for other platforms, you need to install those platform's respective SDKs.

Kony Visualizer supports the following platformSDKs and their emulators. Click a platform for

instructions on how to install and configure it.

iOS SDK and simulator

Android SDK and emulator

WindowsSDK and emulator
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iOS SDK and Emulator

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

Building and testing iOS applications in Kony Visualizer requires two primary resources: Java SE 7

runtime, which is required by Eclipse, the hosting application of Kony Visualizer; and Xcode, the SDK

for iOS andMacOS. You are prompted to install these two resources the first time you launch Kony

Visualizer.

Note: iOS-related code and applications can only be developed on aMacOS computer.

In all, getting your system set up to build and test iOS applications in Kony Visualizer involves five

tasks. This section describes them.

1. Confirm your systemmeets iOS development requirements

2. Download and install Java SE 7 runtime

3. Download, install, and configure Xcode

4. Configure iOS simulators in Kony Visualizer

5. Test your set up with the HelloWorld sample app

Confirm your systemmeets iOS development requirements

To develop for the iOS platform and run its emulators, your computer needs tomeet certain hardware

and software requirements.

l Apple computer with a x86-64 CPU (64-bit Intel Core 2 Duo, Intel Core i3, Intel Core i5, Intel

Core i7, or Xeon processor.)

l 150GB of internal storage

l 4GB of memory
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l Network interface card

l MacOS Catalina version 10.15.6 and higher

Download and install Java SE 7 Runtime

Eclipse, the integrated development environment (IDE) application that hosts Kony Visualizer,

requires Java SE 7 to run, but it is not automatically installed when you install Kony Visualizer. You are

prompted to install it when you first launch Kony Visualizer.

To download and install Java SE 7, do the following:

1. Launch Kony Visualizer. By default it is installed in the Applications folder.

2. As Eclipse and Kony Visualizer load, a dialog box displays informing you that Java SE 7 runtime

is required. ClickMore info to launch the Apple download site for Java SE 7 runtime.

3. The Apple Support website opens in the Safari web browser. Follow the prompts to download

Java SE 7 runtime. It will likely have an alternate name, such as Java for OS X.

4. Once the download package has downloaded to your Mac, open the Downloads folder, and

double-click the file you just downloaded.

5. Follow the prompts to install Java SE 7 runtime.

Download, Install, and Configure Xcode

Xcode, the Apple SDK for creating iOS apps, contains the simulators you need to emulate iOS devices

in Kony Visualizer. However, it is not automatically installed when you install Kony Visualizer. It is

imperative to install Xcode before working with Kony Visualizer. Kony recommends using Xcode 12.

With new capabilities, Kony plug-ins are supported on Xcode 12.

Important: Youmust install, at a minimum, Xcode version 7.

To download, install, and configure Xcode, do the following:
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1. In a browser, navigate to the Apple Developer site, and log in to your Apple developer account.

If you do not have one, create one.

2. Navigate to the Apple developer download page. The URL is as follows:
https://developer.apple.com/downloads/index.action

3. From the list of downloads, double-click the listing of the version of Xcode you want to

download, and then click the listed .dmg file to initiate the download.

Important: Youmust install, at a minimum, Xcode version 7.

4. Once the download package has downloaded to your Mac, open the Downloads folder, double-

click the file you just downloaded, and then follow the prompts to install Xcode.

5. When Xcode has finished installing, launch it. To do so, open the Applications folder, and then

click Xcode.

Important: It is imperative that you launch Xcode so that it runs its initialization and

configuration routines. Until it does so, you cannot use iOS simulators in Kony Visualizer.

6. Once it has finished its automated configuration, quit Xcode.

Configure iOS Simulators in Kony Visualizer

Now that you have downloaded, installed, and configured Xcode, you can configure an iOS Simulator

in Kony Visualizer.

To configure an iOS Simulator in Kony Visualizer, do the following:

1. On the Product menu, click Emulators & Devices Configuration.

2. Click the gray arrow for Emulators to expose the available channels (Desktop, Mobile, and

Tablet), and then click the gray arrow of the channel you want to configure an emulator for.

Within that channel, click iOS.
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3. The details of your Xcode installation should automatically populate the iOS Build Options fields.

If they don't, click Fetch Xcode Details.

4. To configure a new emulator, click the green plus button, and then in the Name text box, type a

name for the emulator. If you want to open the project in Xcode, check theOpen project in

Xcode checkbox. Additionally, if you want the simulator to support rendering for AppleWatch,

check the Enable Watch checkbox.

Note: To use an emulator enabled for AppleWatch, your project must have at least one

form created for theWatch channel. If you select to emulate a project using aWatch-

enabled emulator but your project has no forms for theWatch channel, an error message

displays.

5. When you are finished configuring the emulator, click Save.

Note: If you navigate away from the emulator configuration pane or clickOK or Cancel

without first saving the changes youmade to the emulator, any changes youmade to the

emulator configuration are lost.

6. To configure additional emulators, repeat steps 2 through 5.

7. When you are finished, clickOK.

Test your Set Up with the HelloWorld Sample App

Having configured an iOS Simulator in Kony Visualizer, you can ensure everything is working properly

using the HelloWorld sample app.

Note: If you want to take advantage of Kony Visualizer's right-click functionality on your Mac,

make sure your right mouse button is set up properly. To do so, openMouse in System

Preferences, and then assign Secondary Button to the right portion of themouse.

To test the iOS emulators with the HelloWorld sample app, do the following:
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1. Download the HelloWorld sample app and import it into Kony Visualizer. To do so, navigate to

the HelloWorld sample app page onGitHub, and then click Download ZIP. Next, in Kony

Visualizer, on the File menu, click Import, and then in the Import Kony Application dialog box,

click the Browse button for Select project root, navigate to the .zip file that you downloaded,

open the HelloWorld-master folder, click the HelloWorld folder, clickOpen, and then click

Finish.

2. If you have not done so already, in Kony Visualizer, log in to your Kony account. To do so, in the

top right corner of the Kony Visualizer window, click Login. The Kony Account sign-in window

opens. Enter your email and password credentials for your Kony user account, and then click

Sign in. Kony Visualizer uses the The Kony Fabric URL configured inWindow >

Preferences > Kony Visualizer > Kony Fabric to sign in to Kony Fabric.

Important: If you are not able to get beyond the login page for the Kony Fabric Console, it

may be that you set up Kony Fabric using a self-signed certificate that made it possible to

install Kony Fabric, but whichWindows andGoogle Chrome does not trust to allow you to

log in. To resolve this, locate the certificate (youmay need to contact your system

administrator to do so), and then import it into theWindowsCertificate Store, into the

Trusted Root Certification Authorities folder. For more information on how to import a

certificate into theWindowsStore, see Import or export certificates and private keys on the

Microsoft web site.

3. With Kony Kony Fabric, you can createmultiple cloud accounts and connect to any one of them.

Now that you're logged in to your Kony account, select the cloud account that you want to use.

To do so, in the status bar located over the Properties Editor, click the current cloud account

name to display a drop-down list of available accounts, and then click the one you want.
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4. If you have not yet selected a default environment for the particular cloud account that you

selected in the previous step, you need to do so. On the File menu, click Settings. Next, click the

Kony Fabric Details tab. At the top of this tab, under Kony Fabric Environment, select an

environment from the drop-down list. Click Finish. If you do not see any environments listed,

you need to create one. For more information, see Environments in the Kony Fabric Console

User Guide.

5. To build the project and have it run in an iOS simulator, on the Product menu, point to Run As,

next under iOS, point to the simulator you want to use, and then select whether you want it

rendered asNative or SPA. Alternately, if you don't want to rebuild the project, from the

Product menu, point to Launch Emulator, next under iOS, point to the simulator you want to

use, and then select whether you want it rendered asNative or SPA.

6. If prompted enter your license information, either by logging in to Kony Fabric, or browsing to

the license file located on your Mac. After making your selection, in the License Information

dialog box, click Finish. In the case of logging in to Kony Fabric, its log in page appears. Enter

your credentials.

7. The app proceeds to build. If prompted, choose the iOS simulator application, which is

Xcode.app.

8. When prompted, if you have a particular debugger port that you use, enter it in the Debugger

Host Port text box, and then click Start. If you want to forgo the use of a debugger port, click

Cancel.

After a while, the simulator renders the HelloWorld app.
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Android SDK and Emulator

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

Building and testing Android applications in Kony Visualizer requires two primary resources: Android

SDK andGradle. Gradle is an advanced build toolkit that manages dependencies and allows a

developer to define custom build logic. This section describes how to install and configure these

resources.

Prerequisites that you need to download:

l For V8 SP2

l Required Android SDK Build Tool version is 26.0.2

l Required Android SDK PlatformAPI level is 26

l For V8 SP3

l Required Android SDK Build Tool version is 27.0.3

l Required Android SDK PlatformAPI level is 26

l For V8 SP4

l Required Android SDK Build Tool version is 28.0.3

l Required Android SDK PlatformAPI level is 28

For any queries youmay have about installing Android SDKs and Android Studio, see Android SDK

and Platform FAQs.

To build and view applications on the Android platform, do the following:

l Download and install Android Studio

l Download and unzip the Android SDK and setup necessary support packages

l Configure Kony Visualizer to build for the Android platform
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l Set the Android SDK HomeEnvironment Variable

l Manually Set the Android Environment Variables

(This is necessary only if the Android SDK was installed after installing Kony Visualizer)

l Configure Device for USB debugging

l Listing devices and viewing logs

l Configure an Android emulator

l Follow Gradle-related Changes for different Kony Visualizer Versions:

l V8 SP2

l V8 SP3

l V8 SP4

l Follow Gradle Recommendations:

l General Recommendations

l Build-related Recommendations

l Be Aware of Common Issueswith GradleMigration

Download and install Android Studio

Youmust install Android Studio for building and testing Android applications using Kony Visualizer. To

download and install Android Studio, clickGoogle Android Studio.

Download and unzip the Android SDK and support packages

Required SDKs and support packages can be optionally downloaded during the Android Studio

installation process. If you have not downloaded the required SDKs during the Android Studio

installation, you can download and install the Android Command line tools (stand-alone SDK tools) by

doing the following:
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To download and install the Android Command line tools and necessary support packages, do

the following:

1. Using a web browser, navigate to the Command Line Tools download section on the Android

studio and SDK tools download site.

2. Depending on the operating system of your computer, click the appropriate SDK tools package.

After reviewing the terms and conditions of the Android SDK license agreement, if you agree to

them, check the option indicating that you have read and agree to them, and then click the

download button.

3. Once the zip file downloads, navigate to the downloaded zip file location and unzip it. Place the

contents in a folder in your system.

Important: For Windows users, install the Android SDK to a folder with a path that has no

spaces, for example:

C:\Android\android-sdk

The default installation path contains at least one space, whichmay result in the emulator

not being accessible in Eclipse and, therefore, Kony Visualizer.

4. Kony Visualizer Android project will download all required SDKs, support packages, and any

project specific build library dependencies using theGradle Auto Downloadmechanism during

the Android native project build.

All required SDK, support packages, and dependent libraries are auto downloaded byGradle

build.

5. You can also download themissing artifacts using Android Studio.
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Click Install missing platform(s) and sync project link in themessage that appears.

Select the defaults through the Component Installer and wait until Finish is enabled.

Click the Install Build Tools 26.2 and sync project link in themessage window.
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Select the defaults through the Component Installer and wait until Finish is enabled.

Known Issues:

l When a download dependency is in progress, and the network disconnects in themiddle,

Android build may hang indefinitely. This is a known technical issue with Gradle. Refer

https://github.com/gradle/gradle/issues/868 for more info. Youmay have to restart visualizer to

build again.

l When an SDK component is partially downloaded or corrupted, the build fails. Delete the

corrupted SDK component and then proceed with the build.

Configure Kony Visualizer to build for the Android platform

Now that you have installed the Android SDK, you need to configure Kony Visualizer to recognize the

Android platform.

To configure Kony Visualizer to build for the Android platform, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, click theWindow menu, and then click Preferences.

2. In the left pane, double-click Kony Visualizer, and then click Build.

3. If it hasn't done so already, at this point Kony Visualizer auto-detects the Android SDK and asks

if you would like to use the path that it has discovered as the Android Home. If you wish to, click

OK. If Kony Visualizer did not auto-detect the Android SDK, in the Android Home text box,

enter the path to the Android SDK packages. To ensure you don't introduce errors into the path

that you type, youmaywant to click the accompanying Browse button, navigate to the Android

SDK's location, and then clickOK.

4. ClickOK.

5. Specify which Android SDK to use when building an app. To do so, on the Project menu, click

Settings.
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6. In the Project Properties dialog box, click the Native tab. A row of secondary tabs displays.

From this row, click Android.

7. In the SDK Versions section of the tab, from theMinimum drop-down list, ensure you set the

minimumSDK version.

8. From the Target drop-down list, select the SDK version you would prefer to build for.

9. Click Finish.

Set the Android SDK Home Environment Variable

The following procedure is for theWindows environment, for theMac, run the following command:
export ANDROID_HOME=/<installation location>

To set the Android SDK home environment variable, do the following:

1. Click Start.

2. Right-click Computer, and then select Properties.

3. Click Advanced system settings.

4. On the Advanced tab, click Environment Variables.

5. Under User variables, click New.

6. For Variable name, type the following value:

ANDROID_HOME

7. For Variable value, type the path to the parent directory where your Android SDK is installed.

For instance:

C:\Android\android-sdk

8. ClickOK until you have closed all dialog boxes. Do not click Cancel.

9. Restart your computer.
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Manually Set the Android Environment Variables

Under some circumstances, youmight have to add the Android SDK environment variablesmanually.

This ismost commonly necessary if you installed Kony Visualizer before installing the Android SDK. If

you already had the Android SDK installed when you install Kony Visualizer, Kony Visualizer detects

the presence of the Android SDK and adds the necessary environment variables automatically.

For more information, click the procedure you want.

AddWindowsAndroid Environment VariablesManually

AddMacAndroid Environment VariablesManually

Add Windows Android Environment Variables Manually

To manually set the Android environment variables for a Windows computer, do the following:

1. Click Start.

2. Right-click Computer, and then select Properties.

3. Click Advanced system settings.

4. On the Advanced tab, click Environment Variables.

5. Under SystemVariables, double-click Path.

6. Add to the Path variable the location of the /bin folder in your installation of the JDK. For

example:

C:\Java\jdk1.7.0_79\bin

7. Add to the Path variable the locations of the /emulators, /tools, and /platform-

tools folders in your installation of the Android SDK. For example:

C:\Android\android-sdk\emulator; C:\Android\android-

sdk\tools;C:\Android\android-sdk\platform-tools
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8. ClickOK until you have closed all dialog boxes. Do not click Cancel.

9. Restart your computer.

Add Mac Android Environment Variables Manually

To manually set the Android environment variables for a Mac computer, do the following:

1. In the home directory, locate .bash_profile, and then open it. If you do not have the

.bash_profile file, create it.

2. Add to the Path variable the locations of the /emulators, /tools, and /platform-

tools folders in your installation of the Android SDK. For example:
C:\Android\android-sdk\emulator; C:\Android\android-

sdk\tools;C:\Android\android-sdk\platform-tools

3. Save the file and close it.

Enable USB debugging on your Android Device

OnAndroid 4.1 and lower, the Developer options screen is available by default. On Android 4.2 and

higher, do the following:

1. Open the Settings app.

2. Select System.

3. Scroll to the bottom and select About phone.

4. Scroll to the bottom and tap Build number 7 times.

5. Return to the previous screen to find Developer options near the bottom.

6. Scroll down and enable USB debugging.

List Devices and View Logs

To List the Android devices connected to theWindows 10 PC, do the following:
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1. Navigate to C:\Users\USERNAME\AppData\Local\Android\platform-tools.

2. Open a commandwindow.

3. Run adb devices -l to list the Android devices connected to theWindows 10 PC.

To connect to an Android device on your Windowsmachine, do the following:

1. Navigate to C:\Users\USERNAME\AppData\Local\Android\tools

2. Run monitor.bat and click on the connected device.

Configure an Android Emulator

Google has stopped supporting the standalone AVD manager and SDKManager GUI tools, with

latest Android SDK tools. When using, latest Android SDK tools >= 25.3.0, support for launching AVD

Manager GUI to create android emulators and SDKmanager to downloadmissing components are

deprecated fromKony Visualizer V8 release. Youmust install Android Studio on your machine to get

GUI to create and use Android emulators. Click here for more information.

Alternatively, you can use avdmanager command line utility to create the emulators. Refer

https://developer.android.com/studio/command-line/avdmanager.html for avdmanager command

usage.

When using older Android SDK tools( < 25.3.0), you still would be able to create and launch AVDs

using AVD Manager and SDKManager GUI Tools.

Follow Gradle-related Changes for different Kony Visualizer Versions

This section describes the variousGradle-related changes pertaining to different versions of Kony

Visualizer.

V8 SP2 Changes

l The Android plugin version has been updated to 3.0.1.

l Gradle version has been updated to 4.3.
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l compileSdkVersion has been changed to 26.

l buildToolsVersion has been changed to 26.0.2.

l Support library dependencies changed to 26.0.0.

V8 SP3 Changes

l The Android plugin version has been updated to 3.1.0.

l Gradle version has been updated to 4.4.

l buildToolsVersion has been changed to 27.0.3.

V8 SP4 Changes

l The Android plugin version has been updated to 3.2.1.

l Gradle version has been updated to 4.6.

l compileSdkVersion has been changed to 28.

l buildToolsVersion has been changed to 28.0.3.

l Support library dependencies changed to 28.0.0.

l Konyminsdkversion has been changed to API level 17 (4.2).

Important Considerations

l minsdkversion change has beenmade because of the following reasons:

l A very small percentage of all Android devices are using API levels earlier than 16.

Currently that figure is 1.1% or fewer. Click here for more information.

l Google Play is discontinuing updates for lower API levels. Click here for more

information.
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l Support libraries, Recycler View, and AppCompat have been updated to 28.0.0.

l Any support library dependencies, existing or newly added, (for example,

com.android.support:support: or com.android.support:design:) in the build.gradle

file must be of version 28.0.0.

Mismatch in versionsmay result in version conflicts and gradle build will fail. To

resolve this issue, follow the Compilation dependencies and Java symbol conflicts

resolutionmethodology.

l New Gradle 3.2.1 strictly checks some of the Lint issues and leads to Gradle build failure

with Lint errors in Releasemode.

The following Lint errors are observed:

l ExpiredTargetSdkVersion: If the application target sdk version is earlier than the

Google Play-mandated targetsdk version(Currently 26), then this leads to build

failure in Releasemode. Click here for more information. Youmust set the

targetsdk version asGoogle Play-mandated version in release builds.

l MissingDefaultResource: If a resource is only defined in folders with qualifiers

such as -l and or -en (for example, drawable-en-hdpi) and there is no default

declaration in the base folder (for example, drawable), layout, or values, then the

app will crash. The app crasheswhen that resource is accessed on a device where

the device is in a configuration, where the specified qualifier ismissing. Click here

for more information.

Follow Gradle Recommendations

For using Gradle, youmust go through the following sections:

l General Recommendations

l Build-related Recommendations

Important: When you upgrade to Kony Visualizer 8.2 and later, ensure that there are no conflicts

in the dependencies of the build.gradle and libs folder. For example, appcompat-v7 added to the

build.gradle is X version and if the same file is in the libs folder is of Y version. Due to differences in
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versions of the file, following build exceptions occur.

duplicate entry exception or com.android.builder.dexing.DexArchiveMergerException:

Unable to merge dex

For more information on how to debug these type of conflicts, click here.

General Recommendations

l Gradle generates a build error if it detects that a JPEG file is named as a PNG file (that is, the

JPGhas a .png extension). For instructions on how to automatically convert such JPGs, see

Convert JPGs named as PNGs to the PNGFormat.

l Android has deprecated libraries that are included in earlier versions using the

libprojectmechanism.

l The default NDK support has changed to arm-v7, so any third party FFI moduleswhich use

NDK need to include the arm-v7 libraries.

l Libraries to be includedmust be added in .aar format in the lib folder.

l Google-play-services are added fromGradle directly. Youmust install the Android Support

Library so that the required libraries are detected.

l For guidelines on converting to the .aar format, seeMigrating fromEclipse ADT on the

Android Developer site.

l TheGradle build system strictly enforces its build requirements, so youmust ensure that you

have followed all of the Gradle requirements with regard to names, tags in xml, and so on when

creating Native Android applications.

Build-related Recommendations

Build failures occur if there are any deviations from the Android-specified requirements. To build an

understanding of how Android enforces its requirements, you can create a native application and test

various scenarios. In creating such an app, you will want to be aware of the following:
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l Any files not supported by Androidmust not reside in any part of the application folder (build

folders which are generated). For example, if a file named abc.txt or cert.crt is added to

the drawable folder, Gradle will fail the build.

l FFI JARsmust use correct pro-guard obfuscation techniques (if you are planning tomask the

jar). If they do not, build errors occur, such asUnknown verification type [] in stackmap frame.

This error indicates that there aremasking issueswith the JAR that need to be corrected.

l Gradle generates a build error if it detects that a JPEG file is named as a PNG file (that is, the

JPGhas a .png extension). For instructions on how to automatically convert such JPGS, see

Convert JPGs named as PNGs to the PNGFormat. Otherwise, you can use some third party

application to convert such files. The error that is generated is as follows:

libpng warning: iCCP: Not recognizing known sRGB profile that has

been edited

Compilation Dependencies and Gradle Build Java Symbol Conflicts Resolution Methodology

If the build fails with the following exceptions and you do not know the root cause, following the

debugging procedure provided here:

l Execution failed for the task :app:transformClassesWithDexForDebug.

com.android.build.api.transform.TransformException: Error while generating themain dex list.

l DexArchiveException or ProgramTypealreadyPresent or DuplicateClassesException

The debugging procedure for these build issues is as follows:

1. Find the two jars/dependencies that are conflicting bymaking the following changes in the

generated native Android build project. These latest tools will print exactly which classes conflict

and their sources/origins. These are taken fromGoogle's suggestions form:

a. Go to the folder where the native Android project is generated:

l For Mobile: <workspace>\temp\<appid folder>\build\luaandroid\dist\<appid

folder>\
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l For Tablet: <workspace>\temp\<appid folder>\build\luatabandroid\dist\<appid

folder>\

b. Change com.android.tools.build:gradle version to 3.4.0-beta03 in the

build.gradle file:
buildscript {dependencies{classpath

'com.android.tools.build:gradle:3.4.0-beta03'}}

c. Change the distributionUrl in the gradle-wrapper.properties file

(available in dist\<appid folder>\gradle\wrapper) to

https://services.gradle.org/distributions/gradle-5.1.1-all.zip.

d. Type the following command in the command prompt, with the same directory as the

native Android project: gradlew assembleDebug

The build log then prints the complete details of all the conflicting libraries that fetch duplicate

classes.

2. Identify fromwhere the conflicting dependencies are pulled by using this command: gradlew

dependencies

This command helps you to view the dependency tree hierarchy in your project. You can then

locate the dependency version that was enforced by the relevant compilation dependency.

3. Resolve the conflicts by following these steps:

a. Adopt the conflict resolution strategy, if dependency version conflicts is the reason. For

example, if the project specifies design dependency version (say X) and another version

of design dependency (say version Y) is pulled form recursive dependencies of another

dependency (say appcompat-v7), then the build fails.

To resolve this build issue, you can force the build to use only the Y version, regardless of

any version included by the dependency tree by adding a snippet as shown in the

build.gradle.

configurations.all {
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resolutionStrategy {

force "com.android.support:design:Y"

}

}

b. Remove any duplicate jars or classes found in any of the .aar files and libraries.

For example, you can use the following script to delete the volley and gson-2.2.4 jar files

from libs if they conflict with your dependencies in the build.gradle file.

task deleteJars

{

delete "libs/volley.jar"

delete "libs/gson-2.2.4.jar"

}}

Note: To add additional entries in the build.gradle file, select the build.gradle entries to suffix

option under the Gradle Entries tab in Application Properties. For more information onGradle

properties, click here.

Proxy-Related Build Recommendations

If your computer has proxy settings, you can alleviate build errors at the system level, and at the project

level.

System-Level Proxy Recommendations

To address proxy-related build issues at the system level, you can either disable your computer's

proxy settings, or create a gradle.properties file to your Gradle installation.

To create a gradle.properties file, do the following:

1. Navigate to the following folder:

For Windows

C:\Users\<UserName>\.gradle
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For the Mac

/Users/<UserName>/.gradle

2. Create a new text file using a text editor such asNotepad or TextEdit, and save it with the

following file name:
gradle.properties

3. Edit the gradle.properties file to include the following settings (replace the values given in

the example with your own settings).

4. Replace http with https, based on the proxy server settings.

For more information, see The Build Environment on theGradle web site.

Project-Level Automated Recommendations

To automate project-level requirements, do the following:

1. Create Android pre-compile and post-compile automated tasks. For more information, see

Android Pre-compile and Post-compile Ant Tasks Support.

2. Add the gradle.properties file mentioned earlier to the project folder. For example:

For Windows
C:\<workspace>\<ProjectName>

For the Mac

/Users/<UserName>/<Workspace>/<ProjectName>
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3. Copy the file androidprecompiletask.xml from the path

<workspace>\temp\DeepLinkApp\build\luaandroid\extres

to
<workspace>\DeepLinkApp

4. Open androidprecompiletask.xml in a text editor such asNotepad or TextEdit, and edit

it as your situation requires. For example:

<target name = "PreCompileSetup">

<echo message = "basedir = ${basedir}, appdir = ${app.dir},

isMobileBuild = ${isMobileBuild}">

<echo message = "Build mode = ${build.option}, Packagepath =

${packagepath}, x86 Support = ${supportx86}">

<delete file = "${app.dir}/gradle.properties">

<copy file = "${basedir}/gradle.properties">

tofile = "${app.dir}/gradle.properties">

</target>

Project-Level Manual Recommendations

To manually make the necessary changes at the project level, do the following:

Note: This needs to be done following each time you build the project

1. InWindowsExplorer or Finder, navigate to the following path:

For Windows

<Workspace>\temp\<ProjectName>\build\luaandroid\dist\<ProjectName>

For the Mac
/Users/<UserName>/<Workspace>/temp/<ProjectName>/build/luaandroid/

dist/<ProjectName>
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2. If you haven't done so already, edit the gradle.properties file to include the proxy settings

mentioned earlier.

3. Open a command or terminal window.

l To open a terminal on aMac, from the Dock, select Finder, double-click Applications,

next double-click Utilities, and then double-click Terminal.

l To open a commandwindow inWindows, Click Start, and then in the Search programs

and files text box, type cmd.exe.When it appears in the search results, right-click it, and

then click Run as administrator.

4. Navigate to the path in step 1.

5. Build the application using the following command line:
gradle assembleDebug

Packaging Error Build Recommendations

Android generates a packaging error if one or more JAR files have duplicate files or classes. To solve

this issue, do one of the following:

l Manually delete duplicate files from the JAR files and perform a command-line build. To build

the APK file from the command line, do the following:

1. Open a command or terminal window.

l To open a terminal on aMac, from the Dock at the top of the screen, select Finder,

double-click Applications, next double-click Utilities, and then double-click

Terminal.

l To open a commandwindow inWindows, Click Start, and then in the Search

programs and files text box, type cmd.exe. When it appears in the search

results, right-click it, and then click Run as administrator.

2. Navigate to the following path:

For Windows
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<Workspace>\temp\<ProjectName>\build\luaandroid\dist\<Project

Name>

For the Mac
/Users/<UserName>/<Workspace>/temp/<ProjectName>/build/luaand

roid/dist/<ProjectName>

3. Run the following command:
gradle assembleDebug

4. Install the generated APK file.

l Use the post compile task and exclude the duplicate files from getting packaged by adding the

packagingOptions tag in the build.gradle file. To do so, do the following:

1. Navigate to the build.gradle file, which is located at the following path:

For Windows
<Workspace>\temp\<ProjectName>\build\luaandroid\dist\<Project

Name>

For the Mac
/Users/<UserName>/<Workspace>/temp/<ProjectName>/build/luaand

roid/dist/<ProjectName>

2. Open the build.gradle file in a text editor such asNotepad or TextEdit.

3. In the build.gradle file, inside the Android tag, add the following lines.

packagingOptions {

exclude 'META-INF/LICENSE.txt' //File name to delete }
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Convert JPGs named as PNGs to the PNG Format

Gradle checks for PNG files while building your application. If a JPEG file in the folder is named as a

PNG file (that is, the JPGhas a .png extension) Gradle generates a build error. To avoid this issue,

Kony developed a Python script tool to check if the image files are correctly named. You can use this

tool to convert the JPEG files to PNG.

To use the Python JPG conversion tool, do the following:

1. Install the following Python executables: 

https://www.python.org/ftp/python/2.7.10/python-2.7.10.msi

http://effbot.org/downloads/PIL-1.1.7.win32-py2.7.exe

2. Download the following archive from here and execute the following command: 

$ python pngConversion.py -p E:\res\drawable(replace with the

folder)

Common Issues with Gradle Migration

The following issues and errors can arise as a result of a Gradlemigration.

Gradle Could not resolve com.android.tools.build:gradle:1.3.1

This condition can occur if there is no internet connection or when the system is being used when the

proxy is not set. To resolve, set the proxy, or connect the computer to an internet connection.

Error: Gradle Wrapper not found in Android SDK

If you have been using Cordova applications in Visualizer and upgrade your Android SDK tools

version to later than 25.2.5, when you build a project with Cordova support the GradleWrapper not

found error occurs. Android removedGradle wrapper package from the Android SDK tools version

later than 25.2.5. As a result, Gradle wrapper does not exist in the Android SDK PATH and that results

in the error.

To resolve, addGradle to your path environment variable. For more information, refer to Gradle in

Android PlatformGuide.
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Error: Unsupported type net, etc.

This condition can occur if the application is packing some internal files which are used in the android

fwk, this would normally happen if the application is be packing *.xml which can be found in the

following folder:

..\resources\res\values

To resolve, modify the XML files to change the custom tags net to string.

Duplicate Entry error

Occurs when the same .jar files are being addedmultiple times, or when different .jar files have the

same classes. To resolve, remove the duplicate classes from .jar files.

Gradle OOM issue

To resolve, add javaMaxHeapSize (build.gradle), org.gradle.jvmargs(gradle.properties) values to the

script. These are general options, which you can configure according to the needs of your app.

Peer not authenticated (proxy with https setting)

To resolve, download the local proxy server certificate and add it to the Java Key store.

Error: Could not create the Java Virtual Machine

Usually occurs whenGradle is not able to allocate the requiredmemory to build the project, generally

noticed on 32-bit computers. If the error occurs on a 64-bit computer, add javaMaxHeapSize

(build.gradle), org.gradle.jvmargs (gradle.properties) values to the script. These are general options,

which you can configure according to the needs of your app.

Common Issues with Android Builds

The following build issuemay occur while using theQuantumVisualizer plugin compatible with

Android 12(API Level 31) compile-SDK:

[exec-shell] An exception has occurred in the compiler (1.8.0_151).

Please file a bug against the Java compiler via the Java bug reporting

page (http://bugreport.java.com) after checking the Bug Database

(http://bugs.java.com) for duplicates. Include your program and the

following diagnostic in your report. Thank you.

[exec-shell] java.lang.AssertionError: annotationType(): unrecognized
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Attribute name MODULE (class

com.sun.tools.javac.util.UnsharedNameTable$NameImpl)

[exec-shell] \tat com.sun.tools.javac.util.Assert.error

(Assert.java:133)

You can use one of the following workarounds to resolve the build issue:

l Delete the compileOptions entries if Java 1.8 compatibility is not required

If the app does not require compatibility with Java version 1.8, delete the following Android

compileOptions from the build.gradle file:

android.compileOptions.sourceCompatibility = JavaVersion.VERSION_

1_8

android.compileOptions.targetCompatibility = JavaVersion.VERSION_

1_8

The Android Framework does not add these lines of code, by default. You can add these lines

by using the precompile-task or the Gradle Entries section of Kony Visualizer if the app requires

support for Java 1.8.

l Delete the sourceCompatibility entry from the Android compileOptions

Delete the sourceCompatibility entry from the compileOptions in the build.gradle file, if

the application build is successful by using just the targetCompatibility entry as follows:

android.compileOptions.targetCompatibility = JavaVersion.VERSION_

1_8

l Upgrade the Gradle plugin and Gradle Wrapper

Upgrade the version of the Gradle plugin to 4.0.0 in the build.gradle file, and the version of

the GradleWrapper to 6.5 in the gradle\gradle-wrapper.properties file by using the

precompile task.
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l Upgrade to JDK 11 within Kony Visualizer

Add the following line in the Gradle Entries section of Kony Visualizer:
org.gradle.java.home=<jdk11_path>

Note: Ensure that you provide the correct file path.

For example, org.gradle.java.home=D:\\JavaLoc\\jdk11.

Setting a New Android Environment in Windows

This section explains how to set up new Android Environment onWindows.

1. Download the latest version of Android Studio for the desired operating system.

https://developer.android.com/studio/index.html

2. Install Android Studio.

3. Start Android Studio.

4. Following the instructions by the Android Studio install wizard to download and install SDK

Components. Select default options as required.

5. Start a new Android Studio project.
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6. In the Target Android Devices page, make sure to select the form factor andminimumSDK as

API 27.

7. Continue selecting defaults until the Finishbutton is available.
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8. At this point, the AVD button in the top right will be greyed out.

9. Click Install missing platform(s) and sync project link in themessage that appears.

10. Select the defaults through the Component Installer and wait until Finish is enabled.
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11. Click the Install Build Tools 26.2 and sync project link in themessage window.

12. Select the defaults through the Component Installer and wait until Finish is enabled.

13. Wait for the Gradle build to complete, and the AVD button should now enable.

14. Click the AVD button and select Create Virtual Device.

15. Select Nexus 5X and then click Next.
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16. Download theOreo API 26 x86 image from the Recommended tab.

17. Once the download completes, finish the setup with defaults.

18. Launch the emulator from the AVD window.

19. Open Kony Visualizer V8.

20. Navigate toWindow > Preferences.

21. Select KonyVisualizer > Build.

22. Set the Android Home field to the same location as the SDK install location of Android Studio

and then click Apply.

If you have trouble finding this, in Android studio open the SDKManager and look at the Android

SDK Location.
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23. Open the Preferences again and navigating to Kony Visualizer > Emulators > Mobile >

Android

24. Click on the + sign

25. Set the name to Nexus5X.

26. Set the emulator location by browsing to the SDK location tools directory and selecting the

emulator launcher.

27. Select Nexus_5X_API_276 for the AVD Name. (If it is not there, youmight need to restart

Visualizer)

28. Click Save and thenOK.

Note: If you are asked to install the Intel HAXM software, install the software.

Important: There is a bug in Visualizer for Windows that stops the emulator from launch when you

click RunAs. Youmust launch the emulator first fromAVD to work around this issue.

Android 9 Behavioral Changes

In this document, we will explain the various Android 9 (version Pie and API Level 28) behavioral

changes that are observed when apps use Android targetSDK version 28 and run on Android 9.0

devices.

Network Security

Android Pie recommends using secure https connections henceforth. Network connectionswith

scheme as http do not work on apps targeting Android Pie.

HTTP connectionswill fail with the following exceptionmessage: Cleartext HTTP traffic to * not

permitted

Consequently, youmust migrate all http URLs to https URLs used in [[[Undefined variable

MyVariables.MADP]]] Android application.
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If your app needs to enable cleartext for specific domains, youmust explicitly set

cleartextTrafficPermitted to true for those domains in your app's Network Security Configuration.

For example, if you want to permit clear text traffic to google.com and its sub-domains, use the

following network_security_config.xml.

<?xml version = "1.0" encoding = "utf-8"?>

<network-security-config>

<domain-config cleartextTrafficPermitted = "true">

<domain includeSubdomains = "true">

google.com </domain>

</domain-config> </network-security-config>

For more information, click here.

Restrictions on the Use of non-SDK Interfaces

For apps running on Android 9 (API level 28), Android introduces new restrictions on the use of non-

SDK interfaces, whether directly, via reflection, or via JNI. For more information on these restrictions,

click here.

For more information on the types of SDK interfaces and their descriptions, click here.

l whitelist: The SDK providedmethods that can be used in the application.

l light-greylist: When the application uses non-SDKmethods or fields that are still accessible,

this log is printed in Debugmode: Accessing hidden …(light grey list).

No log is printed in Releasemode.

l blacklist: The usage of these APIs or fields are restricted regardless of the target SDK. The

platformwill behave as if the interface is absent.

l Android Frameworkwill throw NoSuchMethodError or NoSuchFieldException

whenever the app tries to use blacklistedmethods.
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When the app tries to list or enumerate blacklisted fields or methods of a particular class,

theywill not be listed.

l dark-greylist: For appswhose target SDK is earlier than API level 28, the use of a dark greylist

interface is permitted.

For appswhose target SDK is API level 28 or later, the same behavior is observed as in the

case of blacklist.

Note: Youmust build a app that can be debugged, and then run your tests for the app. A

logcat warning is printed of the formAccessing hidden field|method... for every use of

non-SDK interfaces, including that are denied.

Important: Youmust not use the hidden interfaces that are listed in darklist and blacklist via

NFI or FFI. If any of these interfaces are used, the applicationmay crash.

Android 10 Behavioral Changes

In this document, we will explain the various Android 10 (version Qand API Level 29) behavioral

changes that are observed when apps use Android targetSDK version 29 and run on Android 10

devices.

Migration of External Storage to Scoped Storage

Apps that run on targetSDK version 29 and above are given scoped access to external storage (or

scoped storage), by default. These apps can view files in the app-specific directory that can be

accessed using the kony.io.FileSystem.getExternalFilesDir() and

kony.io.FileSystem.getExternalFilesDirs() APIs within an external storage device, without requiring

any storage-related user permissions.

When the targetSDK version is 29 (or later), for backward compatibility on Android 10 (API level 29)

devices, the requestLegacyExternalStorage tag enables the usage of the

kony.io.FileSystem.getExternalStorageDirectoryPath API.
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In the application settings, when the targetSDK version is set as 29 (or later), and you enable the

READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE orWRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE permissions, the

android:requestLegacyExternalStorage="true" tag is added in the Application tags of

the AndroidManifest.xml file during the build process.

If any of your third-party libraries use external storage for reading/writing to the files, youmust add the

requestLegacyExternalStorage tag in the librarymanifest file.

For applications that use Target SDK version 29, the requestLegacyExternalStorage tag helps

migrate files from legacy storage to scoped storage.

Storage Migration Recommendations

Applications that use targetSDK version 30 (or later) and run on Android 11 devices can not access

files from the legacy external storage. Before you submit the app to the Google Play store with Target

SDK version 30 (or later), youmust submit an update to the app that migrates the files from the legacy

external storage to the scoped storage to prevent data loss. The

kony.io.FileSystem.getExternalStorageDirectoryPath API returns the legacy external storage location

and the kony.io.FileSystem.getExternalFilesDir API returns the scoped storage location.

Device Location Access

In apps that run on Android 10 (API level 29, or later) devices, the Android framework has introduced a

new location permission, ACCESS_BACKGROUND_LOCATION to fetch location updateswhen an

application is running in the background.

In apps that run on Android 9 (targetSDK version 28) or earlier devices, the ACCESS_BACKGROUND_

LOCATION permission is automatically added by the systemwhen the app requests for foreground

location permission (by using the ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION or the ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION

permissions).

When an app that runs on Android 10 (API level 29) devices requires location accesswhen the app

runs in the background, youmust add the following tag in the AndroidManifest.xml file:

<manifest ... >

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_BACKGROUND_

LOCATION" />

</manifest>
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Support to fetch location updateswhen an application is running in the background has been added in

the kony.location.getCurrentPosition and kony.location.watchPosition APIs. Youmust specify the

requireBackgroundAccess parameter as part of the positionoptions parameter to achieve this

functionality.

When an app that runs on Android 10 (API level 29) devices requests location access, the following

dialog box appears:

The following list provides information about the impact on location updates of every option.

l Allow all the time — The app can access the device location at any time (while the app is running

in the foreground or the background).

l Allow only while the app is in use — The app can access the device location only when the app is

being used (while the app is running in the foreground).

l Deny — The app cannot access the device location.

Access Location Information in Camera Metadata

If you want to access the location information of an image (captured by using the onCapture event of

the Camera widget), ensure that you declare and request foreground location access on the device

(by using the ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION or the ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION permissions).
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In apps that use Android targetSDK API level 29 (or later) and run on Android 10 (or later) devices,

youmust additionally declare the ACCESS_MEDIA_LOCATION permission in the AndroidManifest

File. To add the ACCESS_MEDIA_LOCATION permission, navigate to Visualizer Project Settings >

Native > Android Mobile/Tablet, and add the following tag in the Child tag entries under<manifest>

tag field:

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_MEDIA_

LOCATION" />

AndroidX Behavioral Changes

AndroidX is the new and enhanced version of the Android Support Library. Android Pie is the final

release for android.support; all new feature releaseswill be available in androidx-packaged.

In this document, we will explain about Kony's AndroidX-supported plugins and the Jetifier flags that

are automatically added in the gradle.properties file. Furthermore, we will discuss about the

various issues that arise while you try to migrate your project to AndroidX and how to resolve these

issues.

This document contains the following sections:

l Automatic addition of Jetifier flags in the gradle.properties file

l Issueswhile migrating to AndroidX and their resolutions

l Convert android.support references by using Jetifier tool

Automatic Addition of Jetifier Flags in gradle.properties File

FromV8 SP4 Fixpack 47, Kony has released AndroidX-supported plugins. As part of these plugins,

the following Jetifier flags are specified in the gradle.properties file:

l android.useAndroidX=true: The Android plugin uses the appropriate AndroidX library,

instead of using a Support Library.
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l android.enableJetifier=true: The Android plugin automaticallymigrates existing

third-party libraries (such as, JAR and AAR) to use AndroidX by rewriting their binaries.

Important: After both these flags have been set, if the native Android project contains any

references to the Android Support Library in its sources files andmanifest entries, the command-

line build will fail due to an Android Tools issue.

Note: With Android Studio 3.2 and later, you canmigrate an existing project to AndroidX by

selecting Refactor > Migrate to AndroidX from themenu bar. This action converts all

android.support references to androidx. For more information about how tomigrate an

existing project to AndroidX, click here.

Issues while Migrating to AndroidX and their Resolutions

While consuming Kony's AndroidX-supported plugins andmigrating your project to AndroidX, you

must manually replace any android.support references in the following scenarios:

l The plugins of a Cordova project or a React Native project that use android.support

libraries.

Resolution: In this scenario, you can use the following Cordova and ReactNative project folders

and click theMigrate to AndroidX option in Android Studio to convert all android.support

references to androidx:

l Cordova: Kony has provided you the control of the cordova android build folder (which

gets generated during build time) to make the necessary changes. You canmanually

customize the Cordova-generated Android project, bundle this customized project, and

then check in themodified cordova android build folder. For more information about the

details of this resolution, click here.

l ReactNative: Because you already have control of the react-native android project

folder, you can directly integrate the AndroidX-migrated project. This folder gets

integrated into the Kony project as a library project during build time.

l For android.support references in NFIs and Android manifest tag entries added
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through Kony Visualizer.

Resolution: Youmust manually change all android.support references, and then build the

application again. For more information about how to convert android.support references

by using the Jetifier tool, click here. For more information about themapping of namespaces

from android.support to androidx, click here.

Convert android.support References by using Jetifier Tool

1. Search the JavaScript files, AndroidManifest tag entries, and XML files for the occurrence of

the android.support string.

2. The Jetifier tool only accepts a .JAVA or .XML file as input. In accordance with this, copy all the

android.support strings that you find to one file. For example, supportstrings.java.

3. Click here to download the Jetifier zip file from the Install jetifier section, and then extract it.

Note: Your must install Java version 1.8 in your system to run the Jetifier standalone tool.

4. Go to the extracted folder > bin folder, and then run the following command to get androidx

equivalent references of android.support in the output file.

-i: The input file with android.support references.

-o: The output file where the equivalent androidx references are to be saved.

jetifier-standalone -i <source-library> -o <output-library>

5. You can now use the contents of the androidxstrings.java file to replace all the

android.support references.
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Windows Phone and Tablet

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

Using Kony Visualizer, you can develop applications on a number ofWindows versions for different

devices and channels. For instructions on how to do so, click one of the following options.

l Windows 10 UWP Tablet

l WindowsPhone 8.0 and 8.1

l WindowsPhone

l DesktopWindows

Windows 10 UWP Tablet

With Kony Visualizer, you can create an app that supportsWindows 10 universalWindows program

(UWP) tablets. Getting your system set up to build and test Windows 10 applications in Kony

Visualizer involves the following tasks.

l TheWindows 10 SDK works best on theWindows 10, Version 1511 operating system.

However, it is also supported on the following versions ofWindows, although not all tools are

supported on these versions:Windows 8.1, Windows 8,Windows 7,WindowsServer 2012,

WindowsServer 2008 R2

l If you want to use theWindows 10 tablet simulator, your computer must be running, at a

minimum,Windows 8.0.

Getting your system set up to build and test Windows 10 applications in Kony Visualizer involves the

following tasks.

1. Confirm your systemmeetsWindows 10 development requirements

2. Create and/or sign in to your Microsoft account

3. Install and Configure theWindowsSDK 10
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Confirm Your System Meets Windows 10 Development Requirements

To develop for theWindowsPhone 10 platform and run its emulator, your computer needs tomeet

certain hardware and software requirements. The procedures in this section guide you through

confirming that your systemmeets them. At aminimum, it needs to be capable of runningMicrosoft

Windows 8.

Confirm that your computer's CPU supports SLAT.

Confirm other system requirements for Windows 10.

Confirm that your computer's CPU supports SLAT

To run theWindows 10 tablet simulator, your computer needs a central processing unit (CPU) that

supports Second Level Address Translation (SLAT) .

Note: SLAT support is necessary to use theWindows 8 emulator. If your CPU does not support

SLAT, you can still install and use theWindows 8 SDK in Kony Visualizer on a computer running

Windows 8 Pro or greater, but you won't be able to use theWindows 10 tablet simulator.

To check if your CPU supports SLAT, do the following:

1. Download Coreinfo.zip from theWindowsSysinternals web page.

2. Extract the zip file to a folder, such asC:\Coreinfo.

3. Click Start, and then in the Search programs and files text box, type cmd.exe.

4. When it appears in the search results, right-click it, and then click Run as administrator.

5. In the commandwindow that launches, type coreinfo.exe -v, and then press Enter.

6. Edit the system environments. Doing so opens the System Properties dialog box.

7. Navigate to the path where you extracted the zip file.
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8. In the commandwindow that launches, type coreinfo.exe -v, and then press Enter. After

a few seconds, a license agreement for Coreinfo appears. If you agree to the terms, click Agree.

Coreinfo will then display the results of its analysis.

An asterisk (*) displays if the CPU supports theWindows 8 platform. If no asterisk displays, then

the CPU does not support theWindows 8 platform.

For example, for an Intel CPU, if the processor supports SLAT, an asterisk (*) displays in the

EPT row, indicating support for extended page tables, as seen here.

If you have an AMD processor, then an asterisk (*) is displayed for NP (Nested Page tables), as

seen here.

Confirm Other System Requirements for Windows 10

To develop for theWindows 10 platform and run its tablet simulator, your computer needs tomeet the

following additional system requirements for hardware and software.
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l 64-bit (x64) CPU

l 2.5 GB of internal storage

l 4GB RAM

l Windows 8 Pro edition or greater

Create and/or sign in to your Microsoft account

While it is possible to download and install theWindowsSDK 10 without aMicrosoft account, getting

additional resources, such as emulators, requires one. So if you don't already have an account,

creating one at this point in the processwill cause the least amount of disruption to you.

To create and/or sign in to your Microsoft account, do the following:

1. Using a web browser, navigate to theWindowsDevCenter.

2. Click Sign in.

3. Do one of the following, depending on which applies to you:

l You already have a Microsoft account. Enter the email address and password of your

account, and then click Sign in.

l You do not have a Microsoft account. Do the following.

1. Scroll down to the prompt that asksDon't have aMicrosoft account?, and then click

Sign up now. Doing so opens the Create an account page.

2. Fill in the required fields, and then click Create account. A verification page

appears informing you that Microsoft has sent you an email message to confirm

your identity.

3. Following the instructions on the verification page, check the email account you

associated with your Microsoft account, and using the link in the email message

Microsoft sent you, verify your identity.
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Note: If you do not see the email message in your inbox, check your spam or

junkmail folder.

4. Once you have verified your Microsoft account, if you are not already signed in, do so now by

following the initial steps of this procedure.

Note: If you are signed in, the email address you associated with your Microsoft account

appears in the upper right corner of the web page.

Install and configure the Windows SDK 10

TheWindowsSDK 10 contains resources to develop universalWindows apps (UWA) for Windows

10, aswell as apps and desktop applications for WindowsPhone, including emulators.

To install the Windows SDK 10, do the following:

1. Using a web browser, navigate to theWindowsSDK 10 page on theMicrosoft Download

Center.

2. Click Download the standalone SDK.

3. Choose the language version you want to install, and then click Download. Doing so initiates the

downloading of sdksetup.exe.

4. Once sdksetup.exe has downloaded, launch it and follow the prompts to install the SDK.
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Windows Phone 8.0 and 8.1

l TheWindowsPhone 8.0 and 8.1 emulators cannot be installed and tested on theWindows 7

operating system. Your computer must be runningWindows 8.0 or 8.1

l To run theWindowsPhone 8.1 emulator, your computer must be runningWindows 8.1

l The highest version ofWindowsPhone for which you can develop using theWindows 7

operating system isWindowsPhone.

Getting your system set up to build and test Windows 8 applications in Kony Visualizer involves seven

tasks. This section describes them.

1. Confirm your systemmeetsWindows 8 development requirements

2. Create and/or sign in to your Microsoft account

3. Install and Configure theWindowsPhone SDK 8.0

4. Download and install Visual Studio Express 2013 for Windows

5. Download and install theWindowsPhone 8.1 Update 1 Emulators

6. Configure theWindows Phone emulators in Kony Visualizer

Confirm your system meets Windows 8 development requirements

To develop for theWindowsPhone 8 platform and run its emulator, your computer needs tomeet

certain hardware and software requirements. The procedures in this section guide you through

confirming that your systemmeets them.

1. Confirm that your computer's CPU supports SLAT.

2. Confirm other system requirements for WindowsPhone 8.
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Confirm that your computer's CPU supports SLAT

To run theWindowsPhone 8 emulator, your computer needs a central processing unit (CPU) that

supports Second Level Address Translation (SLAT) .

Note: SLAT support is necessary to use theWindows 8 emulator. If your CPU does not support

SLAT, you can still install and use theWindows 8 SDK in Kony Visualizer on a computer running

Windows 8 Pro or greater, but you won't be able to use theWindows 8 emulator.

To check if your CPU supports SLAT, do the following:

1. Download Coreinfo.zip from theWindowsSysinternals web page.

2. Extract the zip file to a folder, such asC:\Coreinfo.

3. Click Start, and then in the Search programs and files text box, type cmd.exe.

4. When it appears in the search results, right-click it, and then click Run as administrator.

5. In the commandwindow that launches, type coreinfo.exe -v, and then press Enter.

6. Edit the system environments. Doing so opens the System Properties dialog box.

7. Navigate to the path where you extracted the zip file.

8. In the commandwindow that launches, type coreinfo.exe -v, and then press Enter. After

a few seconds, a license agreement for Coreinfo appears. If you agree to the terms, click Agree.

Coreinfo will then display the results of its analysis.

An asterisk (*) displays if the CPU supports theWindows 8 platform. If no asterisk displays, then

the CPU does not support theWindows 8 platform.

For example, for an Intel CPU, if the processor supports SLAT, an asterisk (*) displays in the

EPT row, indicating support for extended page tables, as seen here.
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If you have an AMD processor, then an asterisk (*) is displayed for NP (Nested Page tables), as

seen here.

Confirm other system requirements for Windows Phone 8

To develop for theWindowsPhone 8 platform and run its emulator, your computer needs tomeet the

following additional system requirements for hardware and software.

l 64-bit (x64) CPU

l 6.5 GB of internal storage

l 4GB RAM

l Windows 8 Pro edition or greater
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Create and/or sign in to your Microsoft account

While it is possible to download and install theWindowsPhone SDK 8.0 without aMicrosoft account,

getting additional resources, such as emulators, requires one. So if you don't already have an account,

creating one at this point in the processwill cause the least amount of disruption to you.

To create and/or sign in to your Microsoft account, do the following:

1. Using a web browser, navigate to theWindowsDevCenter.

2. Click Sign in.

3. Do one of the following, depending on which applies to you:

l You already have a Microsoft account. Enter the email address and password of your

account, and then click Sign in.

l You do not have a Microsoft account. Do the following.

1. Scroll down to the prompt that asksDon't have aMicrosoft account?, and then click

Sign up now. Doing so opens the Create an account page.

2. Fill in the required fields, and then click Create account. A verification page

appears informing you that Microsoft has sent you an email message to confirm

your identity.

3. Following the instructions on the verification page, check the email account you

associated with your Microsoft account, and using the link in the email message

Microsoft sent you, verify your identity.

Note: If you do not see the email message in your inbox, check your spam or

junkmail folder.

4. Once you have verified your Microsoft account, if you are not already signed in, do so now by

following the initial steps of this procedure.
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Note: If you are signed in, the email address you associated with your Microsoft account

appears in the upper right corner of the web page.

Install and configure the Windows Phone SDK 8.0

TheWindowsPhone SDK 8.0 contains resources to developmobile apps for WindowsPhone 8 and

WindowsPhone, and contains the emulator for WindowsPhone.

l To emulateWindowsPhone 8.0, you need to also download and install Visual Studio Express

2013 for Windows, which is covered in the next procedure

l To emulateWindowsPhone 8.1, after downloading and installing Visual Studio Express 2013

for Windows, you need to also download and install theWindowsPhone 8.1 Update 1

Emulators, which is covered in the procedure following the installation of Visual Studio Express

2013 for Windows

l If your computer has amotherboard fromGigabyte and you have the USB 3.0 host controller

enabled in the BIOS, when installing theWindowsPhone SDK 8.0, your computer might stop

responding when it restarts. You can avoid this by disabling USB 3.0 support in your computer's

BIOS. For more information onGigabytemotherboardmodels affected by this issue, see

Installing Hyper-V onGigabyte systems. To resolve this, disable USB 3.0 support in your

computer's BIOS

l TheWindowsPhone SDK 8.0 installs side-by-side with previous versions of theWindows

Phone SDK. You don't need to uninstall previous versions before beginning this installation

l TheWindowsPhone 8.0 emulator does not work on a computer runningWindows 8.1. You

need to install Visual Studio Express 2013 for Windows and theWindowsPhone 8.1 Update 1

Emulators

l Each language version ofWindowsPhone SDK 8.0 is designed to function with the

corresponding language version of the operating system and Visual Studio 2012

To install the Windows Phone SDK 8.0, do the following:
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1. Using a web browser, navigate to theWindowsPhone SDK 8.0 page on theMicrosoft

Download Center.

2. Choose the language version you want to install, and then click Download.

3. Check the box for WPexpress_full.exe. If you want to download the release notes for Windows

Phone 8, then also check the box for WindowsPhone 8 Release Notes.htm.

4. Click Next.

5. OnceWPexpress_full.exe has downloaded, launch it and follow the prompts to install the SDK.

Download and install Visual Studio Express 2013 for Windows

If you want to run your app on aWindowsPhone 8.0 or 8.1 emulator, you need to download and install

Visual Studio Express 2013 for Windows.

Note: This procedure assumes that you already have aMicrosoft account.

To download and install Visual Studio Express 2013 for Windows, do the following:

1. Using a web browser, navigate to theWindowsDevCenter.

2. If you are not already signed in to your Microsoft account, click Sign in, and then sign in to your

account.

3. Click Develop, and then click Downloads.

4. Under the heading Visual Studio Express 2013 for Windows, clickGet Visual Studio Express

2013 for Windows.

5. Click the installation button for Microsoft Visual Studio Express 2013 with Update 4 for Windows

- English.
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6. Under Your Selection, click Express 2013 for Windows. The file winexpress_full.exe

downloads to your computer. Ignore the prompts and text fields for creating a project on Visual

Studio Online.

7. Once it has finished downloading, double-click winexpress_full.exe and follow the prompts to

install Visual Studio Express 2013 for Windows.

Note: Your computer will restart at least twice during the installation process andmay take

a considerable amount of time.

8. Once Visual Studio Express 2013 for Windows is installed, launch it.

9. You need a developer license to test and evaluate theWindowsPhone 8.0 and 8.1 apps that

you create. When prompted to get a developer license, if you agree to the terms, click Agree,

and then follow the prompts.

10. After obtaining a developer license, close Visual Studio Express 2013 for Windows.

Download and install the Windows Phone 8.1 Update 1 Emulators

If you want to run your app on aWindowsPhone 8.1 emulator, you need to download and install the

WindowsPhone 8.1 Update 1 Emulators package, which requires that you have already installed

Visual Studio Express 2013 for Windows.

To download and install the Windows Phone 8.1 Update 1 Emulators, do the following:

1. Using a web browser, navigate to theWindowsDevCenter.

2. If you are not already signed in to your Microsoft account, click Sign in, and then sign in to your

account.

3. Click Develop, and then click Downloads.
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4. Under the headingWindowsPhone 8.1 Update 1 Emulators, clickGet the Windows Phone 8.1

Update 1 Emulators. The file MobileTools_EmulatorWP81GDR1.exe downloads to your

computer.

5. Once it has finished downloading, double-clickMobileTools_EmulatorWP81GDR1.exe and

follow the prompts to installWindowsPhone 8.1 Update 1 Emulators.

1. In Kony Visualizer, click the Product menu, and then click Emulators & Devices Configuration.

Doing so opens the Preferences dialog box.

2. From the navigation pane on the left, double-click Emulators.

3. Depending on the channel (i.e. type of device) you want to emulate, double-click either Mobile

(for smartphones) or Tablet, and then clickWindows. Doing so displays the Configure

WindowsEmulators settings.

4. Create aWindows emulator configuration. To do so, click the green plus icon, and then in the

Name text box, type an alphanumeric name for the emulator configuration that doesn't contain

any spaces or special characters.

5. From the Emulator Type drop-down list, select an emulator.

6. Save theWindows emulator configuration by clicking Save.

7. To create additionalWindows emulator configurations, repeat steps 4 through 6.

8. ClickOK. The emulator(s) you created are now available by clicking the Product menu, and

then clicking either Run As or Launch Emulator. Under both of these submenus, under the

Windows heading, Kony Visualizer lists the emulator(s) you just created. The Run As feature

builds your app and then launches the emulator of your choice. The Launch Emulator feature

does not build the app but uses the existing build, launching it with the emulator of your choice. A

prior build of the appmust exist for the Launch Emulator feature to be available.
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Windows Phone

Apps for WindowsPhone devices are built in Kony Visualizer using the resources of theWindows

Phone SDK, which also can build apps for WindowsPhone devices. Getting your system set up to

build and test Windows mobile applications in Kony Visualizer involves four tasks. This section

describes them.

1. Confirm your systemmeetsWindows 7 development requirements

2. Install theWindowsPhone SDK

Confirm your system meets Windows 7 development requirements

To develop for theWindows 7 platform and run its emulators, your computer needs tomeet certain

hardware and software requirements.

l 4GB of internal storage

l 3GB RAM

l Windows 7 (x86 and x64) — all editions except Kony Visualizer Edition

l Windows XP with Service Pack 2 (x86 and x64) — all editions except Kony Visualizer Edition

l Graphics card with aWDDM1.1 driver, and capable of supporting DirectX 10

Install the Windows Phone SDK

TheWindowsPhone SDK contains resources to developmobile apps for WindowsPhone devices.

l If a pre-release version of theWindowsPhone SDK (Beta or RC) is installed on your computer,

you need to uninstall it before installing the released version of theWindowsPhone SDK.

l Each language version ofWindowsPhone SDK is designed to function with the corresponding

language version of the operating system and Visual Studio 2010
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To install the Windows Phone SDK, do the following:

1. Using a web browser, navigate to theWindowsPhone SDK page on theMicrosoft Download

Center.

2. Choose the language version you want to install, and then click Download.

3. Check the box for vm_web2.exe. If you want to download the release notes, then also check the

box for Release Notes - WP SDK 7.1.htm.

4. Click Next.

5. Once vm_web2.exe has downloaded, launch it and follow the prompts to install the SDK.

Desktop Windows

TheDesktopWindows channel in Kony Visualizer is for Windows 7 and is designed for contexts

where customers access the app you create at a kiosk that has a video screen, such as an automated

teller machine (ATM), movie rental kiosk, or coin sorter. As such, the DesktopWindows emulator isn't

actually emulating a device; its running the app you build in aWindows 7 OS context, and so doesn't

require that you configure the emulator. You simply build your app, selecting to build it for theWindows

7/Kiosk channel.

Note: If you have already installed theWindowsPhone SDK, you can skip to the final procedure in

the following list.

To build and run the sample HelloWorld app for Desktop Windows, do the following:

1. Confirm your systemmeetsWindows 7 development requirements

2. Download and install theWindowsPhone SDK

Confirm your system meets Windows 7 development requirements

To develop for theWindows 7 platform and run its emulators, your computer needs tomeet certain

hardware and software requirements.
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l 4GB of internal storage

l 3GB RAM

l Windows 7 (x86 and x64) — all editions except Kony Visualizer Edition

l Windows XP with Service Pack 2 (x86 and x64) — all editions except Kony Visualizer Edition

l Graphics card with aWDDM1.1 driver, and capable of supporting DirectX 10

Install the Windows Phone SDK

Note: If you have already installed theWindowsPhone SDK, you can skip this procedure.

TheWindowsPhone SDK contains resources to developmobile apps for WindowsPhone and

WindowsPhone devices.

l If a pre-release version of theWindowsPhone SDK (Beta or RC) is installed on your computer,

you need to uninstall it before installing the released version of theWindowsPhone SDK.

l Each language version ofWindowsPhone SDK  is designed to function with the corresponding

language version of the operating system and Visual Studio 2010

To install the Windows Phone SDK , do the following:

1. Using a web browser, navigate to theWindowsPhone SDK page on theMicrosoft Download

Center.

2. Choose the language version you want to install, and then click Download.

3. Check the box for vm_web2.exe. If you want to download the release notes, then also check the

box for Release Notes - WP SDK 7.1.htm.

4. Click Next.

5. Once vm_web2.exe has downloaded, launch it and follow the prompts to install the SDK.
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The Executable for the Windows 7 Desktop Channel

When you build an application for theWindows 7 Desktop channel, Kony Visualizer creates an

installer (.msi) package. This .msi package is created based on the app ID defined on the Application

tab, and the app Name defined on the Common sub tab of the Native tab, in the Project Settings

dialog box. Modifying the values of the app ID and the app Name and then building the application

impacts the .msi package also.

The following table lists items in the .msi package that are generated based on the app ID and app

Name.

Item Description

Installer name Based on the app ID

Executable file name Based on the app ID

Shortcut icon on the Desktop Based on the app Name

Folder name of the install location Based on the app Name

Local folder name (in the App data folder) Based on the app Name

Task bar (while running the app) Based on the app ID

Validate the Product License

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

If you did not enter your Kony credentials when you installed Kony Visualizer, the first time you launch

it, you are prompted to sign in using your Kony credentials so that you can validate that you have a

product license. If you do not know your Kony credentials, contact your system administrator.

If you do not have access to a network connection when you launch Kony Visualizer Classic, it

bypasses the sign-in credentials, and you will continue to have access to all the product's features.

You can bypass the presence of a network connection for up to 15 days, during which you can skip

entering your Kony credentials. After 15 days, however, Kony Visualizer Classic once again prompts

you for credentials every time you launch it. If another 30 days passwithout entering your Kony

credentials, you will not be able to use Kony Visualizer Classic until you enter them.
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To validate the Kony Visualizer product license, do the following:

1. Launch Kony Visualizer, and if prompted, specify the workspace you want to use. The Enter

License Information dialog box displays.

2. In the Enter License Information dialog box, do one of the following:

l Sign in. When you sign in to your Kony account, your license is validated, and a license

file called ide.lic is downloaded to your computer, validating your product license

when you're not signed in.

l Upload an existing license file. If you have an existing license file (ide.lic) that you

want to use to validate your Kony Visualizer license, select License, click its

corresponding Browse button, navigate to your ide.lic file, select it, clickOK, and then

click Next. Kony Visualizer uploads your license file to the Kony cloud, where it is

validated.

l Skip license validation. For a period between 15 and 30 days from the time you first

launch Kony Visualizer, you can skip license validation and have still have full use of the

product. However, once this period of time has passed, youmust validate your Kony

Visualizer product license before you can continue using the product.

Kony Visualizer provides different verity of licenses for each environment. Here are the classifications

of each license:

1. Standalone License - Provided as a ide.lic file.

2. Cloud Subscription - Provided as an online subscription.

Standalone License

To change your Kony Visualizer License:

1. In Kony Visualizer, navigate to Help >About Kony License. The Kony Visualizer License

Information dialog appears.

2. ClickManage License.The Developer Login Details and License dialog appears.
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3. You can change your license to IDE or Cloud. The following steps help you to perform the

required task:

a. To change your account to Cloud License, type your log in credentials and click Finish.

Upon successful login, your username appears on the notification bar.

b. To change your account to IDE License, select License and then select the license file by

clicking Browse.

i. Click Next. The License Agreement dialog appears.

ii. To accept the agreement, select I accept the agreement and then click Next. The

Customer Details dialog appears.

iii. Enter your personal details and click Finish. The Registering License dialog

appears to indicate successful login.

iv. Click Finish.

To deactivate your Kony Visualizer License:

1. In Kony Visualizer, navigate to Help >About Kony License. The Kony Visualizer License

Information dialog appears.

2. To deactivate the license click Deactivate License. A confirmation dialog appears.

3. To de-activate your license, click Yes. A message appears stating that the license has been

deactivated.

4. ClickOK.

To activate your Kony Visualizer License:

1. Launch the instance of eclipse for which the license is deactivated. The followingmessage

appears.
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2. Click Yes to activate the license.

3. Follow theOn- screen instructions to update your license.

For more information about activating the license, refer to the Licensing User Guide.

Before License expiry:

1. Launch Kony Visualizer. Before viewing the Studio, the following Notification dialog box is

displayed when the license validity is lesser than or equal to 30 days.

2. Do any one of the following:

l To upgrade your license some other time, click Later.

l If you have a valid license with you and you wish to upgrade it now, click Yes. The Enter
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License Details dialog appears. Follow the on screen instructions to upgrade your

license.

When a license has expired:

1. If your license has expired and you try to launch eclipse, the following dialog appears:

2. Click Yes to activate the license if you have a valid license with you.

3. Follow the onscreen instructions to activate your license.

Cloud Subscription

The following table describes the features provided in each subscription. Kony provides two types of

Cloud subscriptions:

1. Enterprise Apps

2. Customer Apps

Enterprise Apps LITE STANDARD PROFESSIONAL

Mobile App Development

MobileWeb Apps (HTML5/HTML4) ü ü ü

Hybrid App ü ü ü

MixedMode App ü ü

Single Page App (SPA) ü ü

Native App ü ü
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Enterprise Apps LITE STANDARD PROFESSIONAL

Desktop App Development

DesktopWeb ü

Native Desktop Apps ü

EMM

EMMStandard ü

EMM professional ü

Platform Services Capabilities

Device Database & Detection ü ü ü

Basic Reporting ü

Advanced Reporting & Analytics ü

Engagement Services ü

CampaignManagement ü

Kony Direct Sync ü

Kony Persistent Sync ü

Service Integration & Connectors

StandardWeb Service & Database
Connectors

ü ü ü

Enterprise Connectors ü

Customer Apps LITE STANDARD PROFESSIONAL

Mobile App Development

MobileWeb Apps (HTML5/HTML4) ü ü ü

Hybrid App ü ü ü

MixedMode App ü ü

Single Page App (SPA) ü ü

Native App ü ü

Desktop App Development

DesktopWeb ü

Native Desktop Apps ü

Platform Services Capabilities
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Customer Apps LITE STANDARD PROFESSIONAL

Device Database & Detection ü ü

Basic Reporting ü

Advanced Reporting & Analytics ü

Engagement Services ü

CampaignManagement ü

Service Integration & Connectors

StandardWeb Service & Database
Connectors

ü ü ü

Enterprise Connectors ü

Allow Anonymous Usage Data Collection

To help Kony, Inc. understand how you use Kony Visualizer and provide you with relevant

improvements to its products, Kony Visualizer includes functionality allowing it to collect anonymous

usage data regarding your projects. No personal or corporate data is collected; only anonymous data

regarding how the product is used, and participation in the collection of this data is entirely voluntary.

You can also opt in to allow anonymous usage data collection when you install Kony Visualizer.

To allow anonymous user reporting, do the following:

1. On theWindow menu (the Edit menu in Kony Visualizer), click Preferences.

2. Do one of the following, depending on the edition of Kony Visualizer you are using:

l Kony Visualizer. In the left pane, clickGeneral. Next, in the right pane, select On for

Anonymous Usage Data Collection, and then click Apply.

l Kony Visualizer Classic. On the left, click Kony Visualizer. On the right, check the

Anonymous Usage Data Collection check box. Next, click Apply, and then clickOK.
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Use a Proxy Server

If your network configuration uses a proxy server, you can configure Kony Visualizer to recognize it,

whether it is a Basic or NTLM proxy. If yours is an NTLMproxy server, youmust follow the procedures

for both the Basic proxy and the NTLMproxy.

Basic ProxyConfiguration

NTLMProxyConfiguration

Basic Proxy Configuration

Configuring Kony Visualizer to recognize a Basic proxy server involves the following procedures:

Add Proxy Information to the Eclipse Initialization File

Configure the Proxy Server in Kony Visualizer

Configure aManual Proxy for Your Computer

Add Proxy Information to the Eclipse Initialization File

Kony Visualizer uses Eclipse, an open-source integrated development environment (IDE), for some of

its underlying functionality. To use Kony Visualizer with a proxy server, you need tomodify the Eclipse

initialization file.

To add proxy information to the Eclipse initialization file, do the following:

1. If it is currently open, close Kony Visualizer.

2. Using your computer's file explorer, navigate to the Eclipse initialization file.
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l On theMac, the file name is eclipse-orig.ini. It is located within the Eclipse.app

folder, and can be accessed using the Show Package Contents command.

You can access the eclipse.ini file by doing the following:

a. Navigate to the Kony Visualizer Enterprise installation path.

b.Right click Kony_Visualizer-Enterpries and select Show Package Contents.

c. Navigate to Content > MACOS. Open the eclipse.ini in a text editor.

l On aWindows computer, the file name is eclipse.ini, and is located at the following

location:

<VisualizerEnterpriseInstallFolder>\_Kony Visualizer_

installation

3. Using a text editor, open the Eclipse initialization file.

4. Add the following entries to the file:

-Dkony.http.proxyHost=xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx

-Dkony.http.proxyPort=xxxx

-Dkony.http.proxyUser=xxxxxx

-Dkony.http.proxyPassword=xxxxxx

-Dkony.noProxy=xxx.x.x.x

Important: Configure Dkony.noProxy only if you want to bypass the proxy for the localhost

domain.

For example:

-Dkony.http.proxyHost=10.0.0.100/host.example.com

-Dkony.http.proxyPort=8880

-Dkony.http.proxyUser=HannahSmith

-Dkony.http.proxyPassword=3y*ANjScw8BH

-Dkony.noProxy=127.0.0.1,localhost
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Important: For an NTLMproxy server, use the following values for the proxyHost and the

proxyPort:

-Dkony.http.proxyHost=127.0.0.1

-Dkony.http.proxyPort=3128

5. Save and close the file.

6. Restart Kony Visualizer.

Configure the Proxy Server in Kony Visualizer

The following procedure configures Kony Visualizer to recognize the proxy server.

To configure the proxy server in Kony Visualizer, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, on theWindow menu, click Preferences.

2. From the left pane of the dialog box, double-clickGeneral, and then click Network

Connections. Doing so displays the Network Connections options in the right pane.

3. Set Active Provider to Manual.

4. In the Proxy entries table, select the HTTP schema, and then click Edit.

5. In the Host text box, enter the proxyHost value that you added to the Eclipse configuration file.

Important: For an NTLMproxy server, the Host value should be 127.0.0.1.

6. In the Port text box, enter the proxyPort value that you added to the Eclipse configuration file.

Important: For an NTLMproxy server, the Port value should be 3128.

7. ClickOK.
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Configure a Manual Proxy for Your Computer

In addition to configuring Eclipse and Kony Visualizer to recognize the proxy server, your operating

system needs to be configured, aswell. Doing so differs betweenMac andWindows computers.

Configure aManual Proxy for aMac

Configure aManual Proxy for Windows

Configure a Manual Proxy for a Mac

To configure a manual proxy for a Mac, do the following:

1. Click the Applemenu, next click System Preferences, and then click Network.

2. From the list, select the network service you are using, such asWi-Fi or Ethernet.

3. Click Advanced, and then click Proxies.

4. From the Select a protocol to configure list, clear the check box for Auto ProxyDiscovery and

Automatic ProxyConfiguration.

5. From the Select a protocol to configure list, check the check box for Web Proxy (HTTP).

6. WithWeb Proxy (HTTP) selected, in theWeb Proxy Server text box, enter the proxyHost

value that you added to the Eclipse configuration file.

Important: For an NTLMproxy server, theWeb Proxy Server value should be 127.0.0.1.

7. In the accompanying port text box, enter the proxyPort value that you added to the Eclipse

configuration file.

Important: For an NTLMproxy server, the Port value should be 3128.

8. Repeat steps 5 through 7 for the Secure Web Proxy (HTTPS) protocol and the FTP Proxy

protocol.
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9. Check the Exclude simple host names check box.

10. ClickOK.

Configure a Manual Proxy for Windows

To configure a manual proxy for Windows, do the following:

1. Click the Start menu, and then click Settings (for Windows 10) or Control Panel (for Windows 7

and earlier).

2. In the search box, type Internet options, and then press Enter.

3. From the search results, click Internet options. Doing so brings up the Internet Properties dialog

box.

4. Click the Connections tab, and then click LAN Settings.
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5. Clear the Automatically detect settings check box.

6. Under Proxy server, check the check box for using a proxy server for your LAN.

7. In the Address text box, enter the proxyHost value that you added to the Eclipse configuration

file.

Important: For an NTLMproxy server, the Address value should be 127.0.0.1.

8. In the Port text box, enter the proxyPort value that you added to the Eclipse configuration file.

Important: For an NTLMproxy server, the Port value should be 3128.

9. Check the check box for Bypass proxy server for local addresses.

Your settings should look something like this (settings shown are for an NTLMproxy server):

10. ClickOK, and then clickOK again.
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NTLM Proxy Configuration

To configure Kony Visualizer to recognize an NTLMproxy server, youmust follow all the procedures

related to both the Basic proxy and the NTLMproxy. If you have not yet followed the procedures for a

Basic proxy, see Basic ProxyConfiguration. Once you have done so, completing the NTLMproxy

configuration involves two additional tasks.

Run a Cntlm Process

Allow CONNECTRequests fromNon-SSLConnections and Ports

White-List Essential Domains

Run a Cntlm Process

Cntlm is an HTTP proxy that efficiently providesNTLMauthentication on the fly. Cntlm integrates

TCP/IP port forwarding, SOCKS5 proxymode, and standalone proxy configuration to allow intranet,

Internet, and corporate web server accesswith NTLMprotection.

You run the Cntlm process configured with the proper NTLM host and port information, and any

additional needed authentication data.

For more information, refer to the following links:

The Cntlm Authentication Proxyweb site

Download Cntlm

CntlmDocumentation

Allow CONNECT Requests from Non-SSL Connections and Ports

By default, proxies such as Squid and ISA do not allow http CONNECT requests from non-SSL

connections and ports it deems unsafe. As a result, the proxy server has to be explicitly configured to

allow such connections and ports. To do so, contact your system administrator and request that

CONNECT requests from non-SSL connections and ports be allowed.
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White-List Essential Domains

Kony Visualizer access particular domains that the proxy server must be configured to allow. Contact

your system administrator and request that the following domains be white-listed:

https://manage.kony.com

https://api.kony.com

https://visualization.kony.com

https://prototypetransit.kony.com.s3.amazonaws.com

https://accounts.auth.konycloud.com

Log In by using Custom Authentication

Note: This topic is applicable only for users from companies that are receiving custom

authentication support.

To take advantage of Kony Visualizer's full range of functionality, you need to have a Kony user

account and sign in to it fromwithin Kony Visualizer. Features related to being signed in to your Kony

user account include cloud-based functional preview, publishing, and the Kony Fabric Console.

If you do not have a Kony user account, you can create one at the KonyCloud Registration site.

The features available via the Kony Fabric Console include Identity, for authenticating users from

different types of identity providers; Integration, for defining and configuring services; Orchestration,

for leveraging the integration services you've created to create a composite service of concurrent,

sequential, or looped integrated services; Synchronization, for configuring sync services to your app

for backend data, thus enabling offline functionality; and Engagement Services, for configuring

notifications.

Important: If you are not able to get beyond the login page for the Kony Fabric Console, it may be

that you set up Kony Fabric using a self-signed certificate that made it possible to install Kony

Fabric, but whichWindows andGoogle Chrome does not trust to allow you to log in. To resolve

this, locate the certificate (youmay need to contact your system administrator to do so), and then

import it into theWindowsCertificate Store, into the Trusted Root Certification Authorities folder.
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Or you can import the certificate into the Java trust store in Kony Visualizer, which is in the

following location:
C:\KonyVisualizerEnterpriseX.X.X\Kony_Visualizer_

Enterprise\jre\lib\security\cacerts

For more information on how to import a certificate into theWindowsStore, see Import or export

certificates and private keys on theMicrosoft web site.

Before you can log in, youmay need to perform a one-time configuration of your settings. These vary

depending upon which edition of Kony Visualizer you are using.

Kony Visualizer

This procedure is applicable only if your company is receiving custom authentication support.

Modify Kony Visualizer's Cloud Configuration

Kony Visualizer Classic

If you are using Kony Visualizer Classic, youmust first configure Kony Visualizer to connect to the

Kony Fabric Console.

Configure Kony Fabric in Kony Visualizer

Modify the Cloud Configuration of Kony Visualizer

If your company receives custom authentication support, youmust configure Kony Visualizer to

include the custom identity of your company.

To modify the Cloud Configuration of Kony Visualizer, follow these steps:

1. In Kony Visualizer, from the Edit menu, click Preferences.

2. From the the left navigation pane, click Kony Fabric.

3. In the External Login Path field, specify the custom path of the External Authentication

Provider, and then click Done.
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If your company has custom authentication support, the URL endswith the custom identity that

Kony assigned, which usually is the name of your company.

For example, if the URL of your custom identity provider is

https://manage.kony.com/<CustomIdentity>, specify <CustomIdentity> in the

External Login Path field.

Once you configure the Custom Identity Provider, the Login page changes to include an

Enterprise Login option.

4. On the Login page, click Enterprise Login. The Enterprise Login page appears.

5. Specify the name of your company, and then click Next. The Sign In page appears.

6. Type the credentials of your CustomOAuth Provider, and then click Sign In.

Note: You can disable the Enterprise Login option by clearing the URL of the External

Authentication Provider from the External Login Path field in Preferences > Kony Fabric

tab.

For information on how to configure External Authentication for your Kony Fabric cloud

account, refer External User Authentication.

Configure Kony Fabric in Kony Visualizer

If you are using Kony Visualizer Classic, youmust first configure Kony Visualizer to connect to the

Kony Fabric Console.

To connect to the Kony Fabric Console, do the following: 

1. If you have not yet configured Kony Fabric in Kony Visualizer, on theWindow menu, click

Preferences.

2. From the navigation pane on the left, double-click Kony Visualizer to display its options, and

then click Kony Fabric.
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3. In the Kony Fabric URL text box, enter the base URL for your Kony Fabric account, and then

click Validate. For example:
https://manage.kony.com

Note: Ensure that there are no uppercase letters in the HostnameURL of the Kony Fabric

environment. Kony Visualizer does not support the use of uppercase letters in the

HostnameURLs.

Important: If your company has custom authentication support, the URL endswith the

custom identity that Kony assigned, which usually is your company's name. For example:
https://manage.kony.com/<CustomIdentity>

4. Once the Kony Fabric URL is validated, clickOK.

Log In to Your Kony Account

To log in to your Kony account, do the following: 

1. In the top right corner of the Kony Visualizer window, click Login. The Kony Account sign-in

window opens.

2. Enter your email and password credentials for your Kony user account, along with any other

requirements tied to your custom authentication, and then click Sign in. Once you are signed in,

Kony Visualizer has access to your Kony Fabric apps and services.

3. To close the Kony Fabric Console and return to the panes, views, and tabs of the Kony

Visualizer integrated development environment (IDE), from theQuick Launch Bar along the
upper left edge of Kony Visualizer, click theWorkspace icon . Since you are still logged in to

your Kony account, Kony Visualizer continues to have access to your Kony Fabric services.

4. With a Kony account, you can be amember of multiple clouds.When you log on to your Kony

account, Kony Visualizer defaults to one of those clouds. Any cloud that you are working in has
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to have at least one Kony Fabric environment associated with it. If the cloud does not have a

Kony Fabric environment, the cloud icon in the status bar contains a warning symbol.

If you know that you have access to another cloud that has a Kony Fabric environment, you can

select it instead. To do so, on the File menu, click Settings. Click the Kony Fabric Details tab,

and then from the Cloud Account drop-down list, select a cloud that you know has a Kony

Fabric environment. You can then select the environment you want from the Kony Fabric

Environment drop-down list (if only one environment is available, Kony Visualizer defaults to it).

Click Finish. The status bar indicates that you are attached to a cloud with a Kony Fabric

environment. For more information, see Environments in the Kony Fabric Console User Guide.
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Workspaces: Repositories for Your Projects

A workspace is a repository for the projects that you create, and it resides on your computer as a

folder. You can keep all your projects in one workspace, or you can cluster related projects together by

creatingmultiple workspaces.When you launch Kony Visualizer, it prompts you to indicate the

workspace that you want to work in. The default workspace is home to the Kony Visualizer sample

app, which resides in C:\Users\<USERNAME>\KonyVizEWS.

The following topics have been discussed in this document:

l Choose aWorkspace during Startup

l Restore theWorkspace Prompt during Startup

l Switch Your Workspace

Choose a Workspace during Startup

When you launch Kony Visualizer Classic, theWorkspace Launcher dialog box appears, asking you to

confirm the workspace that you want to use. Themost recently used workspace is displayed by

default.

Note: This feature applies to Kony Visualizer Enterprise only.

If you want to use the sameworkspace and do not want to be prompted to select the workspace every

time you launch Kony Visualizer Classic, select the Use this as the default and do not ask again

check box.
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Restore the Workspace Prompt during Startup

Consider a scenario when you had selected the Use this as the default and do not ask again check

box in theWorkspace Launcher dialog box. Now, however, you want Kony Visualizer Classic to

prompt you during startup for the workspace that you want to use. You can restore this prompt from

within Kony Visualizer Classic.

Note: This feature applies to Kony Visualizer Enterprise only.

To restore the workspace prompt during startup, follow these steps:

1. On theWindow menu, click Preferences.

2. In the Preferences dialog box, double-clickGeneral, double-click Startup and Shutdown and

then clickWorkspaces.

3. In theWorkspaces pane, check the Prompt for workspace on startup check box.

4. Click Apply.

Important: For your selection to be saved, youmust click Apply. Clicking OK without

clicking Apply will cancel your changes.

5. ClickOK.
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The next time you launch Kony Visualizer Classic, theWorkspace Launcher dialog boxwill

appear and prompt you to select the required workspace.

Switch Your Workspace

You can switch your workspace either during the Kony Visualizer startup process or fromwithin Kony

Visualizer. This feature helps you to switch the workspace when the default workspace has an issue or

is not valid. Furthermore, you can switch the workspace if you want to access projects that are located

in another workspace.

During Kony Visualizer Startup

For Kony Visualizer Classic

During the startup process of Kony Visualizer Classic, you can switch the workspace from the

Workspace Launcher window by following these steps:

1. Click Browse.

2. Navigate to the required workspace in your local system.

3. Select the workspace. Kony Visualizer Classic openswith your chosen workspace.
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For Kony Visualizer

FromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 20 release onwards, if your default Kony Visualizer workspace

has an issue or is not valid, an appropriate error message is displayed during the startup process. You

can then click Choose Workspace, select a different workspace, and then proceed with the start-up

process.
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FromWithin Kony Visualizer

You can switch the current workspace fromwithin Kony Visualizer, in order to access the projects that

are located in another workspace.

For Kony Visualizer Classic

To switch your workspace in Kony Visualizer Classic, follow these steps:

1. From the File menu, click Switch Workspace. TheWorkspace Launcher window appears.
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2. Click Browse. The Select Workspace Directory window appears.
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3. Select the workspace that you want to switch to, and then clickOK.

4. If you want copy certain settings from your current workspace to the switched workspace,

expand the Copy Settings list and select theWorkbench Layout and/or Working Sets check

boxes.

5. ClickOK. Kony Visualizer Classic prompts you to save your current project if any elements

require saving, and then it restarts, accessing the workspace that you just selected.

For Kony Visualizer

To switch your workspace in Kony Visualizer, follow these steps:

1. From the Project menu, click Switch Workspace.

The Switch Workspace window appears.
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2. Click Browse. The Select Workspace Directory window appears.
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3. Select the workspace that you want to switch to, and then clickOK.

4. ClickOK. Kony Visualizer prompts you to save your current project if any elements require

saving, and then it restarts, accessing the workspace that you just selected.
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The Kony Visualizer Default Perspective

Kony Visualizer's default perspective is optimized to help you create your app. This is what it looks like,

its panes labeled for the sake of illustration. Click a number to locate its description in the sections that

follow.

Left Navigation Bar

Corresponding to item number 1 in the diagram, the left navigation bar gives you access to a number

of frequently-used features.
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Kony on web. Launches a browser window that opens the product page for Kony Visualizer.

Visualizer. This icon is selected by default. It enables you to switch to Visualizer from the
Fabric environment.

Project Settings. Launches the Project Settings window.

Run. Builds and runs the project.

Kony Fabric. Launches the Kony Fabric console and opens the fabric application that is
linked to the Visualizer project.

Marketplace. Launches theMarketplace window

Documentation. Launches a web browser window that opens to the documentation for Kony
Visualizer.

Hikes. Launches the hike catalog.

Kony IQ. Launches the Kony IQ chat window that can answer your queries and give suitable
suggestions fromMarketplace, Base Camp, and Documention.

Project Explorer

Corresponding to item number 2 in the diagram, this pane lists the currently open application, as well

as the elements that comprise it, including forms, pop-ups, templates, script modules, webmodules,

media resources, online services, and offline services. This is the pane you use to open forms and

scripts for editing.

If the Project Explorer is too narrow, cutting off the names of various project elements and assets, you

can widen it by hovering over its right edge until the cursor becomes a double-headed arrow, and then

drag the Project Explorer wider.

The Project Explorer is organized into the following tabs:

l Project. Contains global project settings, the forms and popups of your project organized by

device type, the codemodules, as well as actions and services.

l Skins. Lists the available skins according to widget type.
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l Templates. Lists available, pre-configured elements such as headers and footers, organized by

device type.

l Assets. Lists the various files that comprise your application.

l Search. Makes it possible for you to quickly locate a project element or asset.

l Context Menu. Displays all the elements in the selected tab.When you click on an element, you

are navigated to the selected element in the tab.

Right-clicking a file in this pane displays a set of Kony commands available for that particular file type.

Double-clicking a file opens it using either the default Kony functionality (as in the case of a form), or

the default Windows program assigned to that file type (such as a graphics program for an image file).

Visualizer Canvas

Corresponding to item numbers 3 and 4, the Visualizer Canvas can be divided into two side-by-side

panes, as illustrated in the diagram. To split the Visualizer Canvas, on theWindow menu, point to

Arrange, and then click Side by Side. In the diagram, the side-by-side panes display a form for a

mobile phone in the left pane, and the Code Editor in the right. But you can open any number of assets

in these panes, such as another form so that you are displaying two forms side by side, or another

editor, such as the Action Editor, where you can construct and assign actions to the widgets on your

forms. Or, if you want, you can switch to single panemode so that one pane uses the entire Visualizer

Canvas.

The BVR button (beyond visual range) gives you the flexibility of positioning and viewing widgets

beyond the visual limitations of the device’s screen so that they’re present, but currently not visible to

the user. This is especially helpful for animationswhere, for example, you want a screen element to

come swooping in from the side onto the screen as the result of the user doing something, such as

pressing a button . You can place anywidget you want beyond the visible range and then have it

change its position when it’s needed.

The platform-selection dropdown has a list of platforms and channels, and the device-selection

dropdown has a list of devices based on the selected platform. You can select a platform, channel, and

amobile device from the dropdowns to view the form in the selected device.
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At any given time, the properties of only the element that currently has focus are displayed. On the

Visualizer Canvas, the name of the element with focus is highlighted. If the element with focus is either

an action or a code editor, even though the Properties pane of the last-used widget appears, those

properties at themoment are read-only.

Note: To pan in BVR mode, you can press the space bar and drag.

Properties Panel

Corresponding to item number 5 in the diagram, this pane displays the properties for a number of

aspect of your application, divided into five tabs:

l Look. Contains properties that are specific to the selected widget, such as its ID, the channels to

render for, padding.

l Skin. Contains properties for assigning, importing, copying and pasting skins for the selected

widget, and setting the properties for the skin. The properties that are available vary fromwidget

to widget.

l Form/ Widget.Contains properties for the selected form or widget. They include general

properties and specific properties for various platforms such as iPhone, Android, Windows8.

l Action. Contains general and platform-specific actions that you can apply to the current widget

when a particular event occurs. For example, you can edit the action you want to take place for

the event onHide.When you initiate the editing of an action, the Action Editor opens on the

Visualizer Canvas. For more information, see Action Editor.

l Review. Provides a way to create and read notes and comments by you or others regarding

forms and widgets.

Corresponding to item number 6 in the diagram, the Data panel enables you to link back-end data

services to your application's user interface elements seamlessly with low-code to no-code.
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Using the sample services in the Data panel, you can bind back-end services to your apps and test the

user interface. If you are an advanced user of Visualizer and have previously created back-end

services in your Kony Fabric instance, you can view those services in the Data panel. Further, you can

create new back-end services from the Data panel and associate the serviceswith your apps.

The Data panel contains two lists:

l Sample Services. The Sample Services drop-down list contains several sample services that

you can start using right away in your app. These sample services come pre-built with Kony

Visualizer.

l Project Services. Using Project Services, you can create a new service.

Account Information

Corresponding to item number 8 in the diagram, the Account Information area displays a and

connected devices icon, Notes button, download icon, your kony cloud account, your Kony account

user name.

l Connected device. Displays the names of the connected devices.

l Notes.When you click on the notes button, it synchronizes the project notes so that you can see

notes about the project that others have added.

l Download icon. On clicking the download icon, it notifies you about the latest Visualizer version

available. You can download the latest version by clicking on the download button. It also shows

the latest release notes. (Applies only for Kony Visualizer)

l Kony cloud account. Displays your kony cloud account name.

l Kony account username. Displays your Kony account user name. If you are not logged in to

your Kony account, the Account Information area displays the Login. On clicking, the Login

dialog box is opened.
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Library Explorer

Corresponding to item number 7 in the diagram, the Library Explorer consists of three panes: Default

Library, My Libraries, and Search bar.

l Default Library. Contains a list of widgets, collections, and components. You can drag and drop

anywidget from the Default Library onto the form in the canvas.

Note: FromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 28 onwards, the Default Library filter has been

enhanced to segregate components according to their respective channels. As a result,

mobile-only components are displayed in the Default Library when aMobile form or a

Tablet form is open at that time on the Project Canvas. Similarly, web-only components are

displayed in the Default Library when aWeb form is open on the Project Canvas. However,

when there is no form open on the Project Canvas, all the available components are

displayed in the Default Library.

l My Libraries. Contains imported or custom designed collections and skins. Collections of

widgets that make up a functional unit, make it easier for you to develop your app. Skins provide

your app with a unified look and feel acrosswidgets, platforms, and channels.

l Search bar. Enables you to search for the custom collections or skins.

Console

Corresponding to item number 9 in the diagram, the lower pane consists of the four tabs: Console,

Search, Build and Debug.

l Console. Displays a running record of Kony Visualizer's activity, from loading a workspace and

initializing services to building an app, launching it, andmonitoring its activity.

l Search. Enables you to search for anyword from the controllers and replace it everywhere with

a new word.
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l Build. Displays the build status when a build is in progress.

l Debug. Displays the debugger that it attached.

Kony IQ - Beta Feature

Kony IQ is a chatbot designed to help Kony Visualizer users through their journey to create

applications for various channels on Kony AppPlatform. The chatbot can assist users in variousways:

building a binary, importing projects, searching for helpmaterials on Kony Base Camp in a single

query, andmore.

Kony IQ interacts with users and provides answers for some FAQs. This chatbot can answer casual

queries such as "how to upgrade Visualizer?" and "what ismyVisualizer version?". Using Kony IQ,

users can also get information such as the version of Visualizer and Fabric that is installed on their

system.

The chatbot also helps users in optimization, translation, and in helping them completemanymore

time-consuming taskswith ease. It uses advanced AI algorithms to provide the best-suited

recommendations that enhance users’ app-building experience.

Important: Usersmust have an internet connection for Kony IQ to work. If the network connectivity

is lost after launching Kony IQ, usersmust reconnect to the internet and then click the Refresh icon

in the chat window.

Enable Kony IQ

The Kony IQ feature is available by default for all Kony developers and users who are Early adopters

of Kony Visualizer.

Non-Kony users (who are not Early adopters) can enable the Kony IQ featuremanually. To do so,

follow these steps:

1. Open the Visualizer configuration file that is located at: <installation>\install_config.js

2. Search for the enableIQChat key. If exports.enableIQChat!=1 or
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exports.enableIQChat=null is already available, modify it to

exports.enableIQChat=true. Otherwise add the exports.enableIQChat=true

entry.

Note: To disable Kony IQ, modify exports.enableIQChat=true to

exports.enableIQChat!=1.

3. Save and close the install_config.js file.

4. Restart Kony Visualizer.

The Kony IQ icon appears at the lower-left corner of Visualizer.

Note: Kony IQ is supported in only Kony Visualizer, and not in Kony Visualizer Classic.

Interact with Kony IQ

In Kony Visualizer, you can find the Kony IQ icon at the lower-left corner of the canvas.When you click

on the icon, a chat window opens; using which you can start interacting with Kony IQ.
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To open the Kony IQ, follow these steps:

1. Open Kony Visualizer.

2. From the left navigation bar, click on the Kony IQ icon.

The Kony IQ chat window is displayed.

3. Enter your query into the chat box. Kony IQ then provides an appropriate response.

Kony IQ responds in different ways based on the type of query entered in the chat box. The types of

responses of Kony IQwhen you enter a query are as follows:

l Provides an appropriate response in the chat window.

l Performs action on Kony Visualizer.

l Prompts for more information. In this case, Kony IQ requiresmore information to provide the

appropriate response for your query. If you do not want to continue the conversation, you can

enter cancel in the chat box.

Note: In Kony Visualizer, you canmove or resize the Kony IQ chat window. Drag the lower-right

part of the chat window to resize it.

You can alsomove the Kony IQ chat window out of Kony Visualizer. Click the pop-out icon at the

upper-right corner of the chat window tomove it out of Kony Visualizer. In the popped-out window,

you can click the pop-in icon at the upper-right corner of the chat window tomove it inside the

Kony Visualizer.

Capabilities of Kony IQ

Kony IQ can perform the following tasks:

l Design Suggestions

l Generic search
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o Search fromKonyMarketplace

o Search fromKony Base Camp

o Search fromYouTube

l Translate project to different languages

l Visualizer actions

o Clean up project

o Import/ Export project (Local/ Cloud)

o Import components (Local/ Cloud)

o Run project

o Build project

Kony IQ Design Suggestions

The Kony IQDesign Suggestions feature assists you to develop applications faster. Kony IQ predicts

the UI of your form and recommends relevant designs. These predictions can help you to reuse

existing components and designs, without having to create them from scratch.

For instance, if you design a formwith two TextBoxwidgets, and one Button widget, Kony IQ predicts

that you could be creating a Login form and recommends designs such as the Login component from

KonyMarketplace.

Furthermore, Kony IQ can detect duplicate designs in your project. To fetch the duplicates of a design,

type a command, such as “identify duplicates”, in the Kony IQ chat window and press Enter. A list of

duplicate design groups is displayed in the Kony IQDesign Suggestionswindow. You can then view

each duplicate design and copy it to a form.
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Interact with Kony IQ Design Suggestions

While you are designing a form, Kony IQ compares the UI of the formwith the existing designs from

the current project and fromKonyMarketplace. Kony IQ then generates a list of recommended

designs based on the visual, textual, and widget hierarchical similarities of the designs.

When similar designs are detected, a Kony IQ bubble pops up on the screen. You can click Yes in the

bubble to fetch relevant suggestions. The recommended components are displayed in the Kony IQ

Design Suggestions window.

Depending on the source of the suggested designs, you can perform the following actions:

Designs from the Current Project

l Navigate: Navigates you to the location of the design in the project.

l Copy: Copies the design to the clipboard.

l Replace: Replaces the existing design on the formwith the recommended design.

Components from Kony Marketplace

l View: Opens the component in KonyMarketplace and displays details of the component.

l Download: Downloads the component into your local system.

Note: Kony IQDesign Suggestions is an offline feature. However, youmust have an active

Internet connection to download a recommendedMarketplace component.

Click Turn off Suggestions in the Kony IQ bubble to stop the suggestions from being displayed. You

can also enable or disable the design suggestions by using a command in the Kony IQ chat window.

For example, you can enter commands such as stop design suggestions, and turn on suggestions.

Generic Search

TheGeneric search functionality helps you fetch data fromMarketplace, Base Camp, and YouTube,

based on the availability of results.
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Here are some generic search queries:

l Segment

l What is DBX?

l How to integrate FFI?

Kony Marketplace Search

The KonyMarketplace search feature is integrated with Kony IQ. Using the bot, you can search for

components fromKonyMarketplace, and import those components into your Visualizer project.

To fetch results fromMarketplace, enter@marketplace <Text query to search inMarketplace>

Here are a few KonyMarketplace search queries:

l @markerplace Placelocator

l @marketplace login

l @marketplace Rangeslider

Kony Base Camp Search

The Kony Base Camp search functionality is integrated with Kony IQ. Using the bot, you can search

for articles and documents in Base Camp. The bot shows a list of articles that are related to your

query.

To fetch results fromKony Base Camp, enter@basecamp <Text query to search in Base Camp>

SomeBase Camp search queries are as follows:

l @basecampNFI examples

l @basecamp error in importing component

l @basecampwhat is preprocessor?
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YouTube Search

The search in the Kony YouTube channel is integrated with Kony IQ. Using the bot, you can search for

any videos on the Kony YouTube channel.

To fetch results fromYouTube, enter@youtube <Text query to search in YouTube>

Here are a few YouTube search queries:

l @youtube banking

l @youtube javascript

l @youtube creating a component

Translation

Kony IQ helps you translate your Visualizer project into different languages by using theGoogle

translate API. The bot converts the text in Visualizer project into equivalent i18n keys in the target

language.

The text in an application is converted into equivalent i18n keys in the target language for the

properties that are set through the Properties panel or through code.

Translation can be done in two ways:

l Specify the target language: You can type the target language directly in your query.

l Bot prompts the language: You can type your query to translate the project without specifying

the target language. Kony IQ then prompts you for the language.

Here are a few queries about translation:

l Can you translate this app to German?

l Translate this app to Spanish

l Localize to Spanish
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l Can you translate this app?

l Translatemy app

Visualizer Actions

Kony IQ helps you save time by triggering small actions on Kony Visualizer, using commands in the

bot. For the list of Visualizer actions that are supported on Kony IQ, refer Visualizer actions.

Following are a few Visualizer actions.

Project Clean Up

Cleaning unused skins and actions from a Visualizer project improves the performance of Kony

Visualizer at run time. Using Kony IQ, you can clear the unused skins and actions fromVisualizer

project. Kony IQ displays the count of unused or duplicate items in the project, and provides an option

to delete them. Also, the names of the unused items are displayed in the Console.

Some queries about project clean up are as follows:

l Cleanmy project

l Sanitizemy project

l Project clean up

l Clean unused items

Import and Export Project (Local/Cloud)

The bot helps you import and export projects into Kony Visualizer.

l Import Project: You can import the projects that are stored in the local storage or on the cloud.

When you import a local project, the bot shows a list of related local projects in the file explorer.

You can select the project that you want to import. When you import a cloud project, the cloud

account window appears. You can then select the cloud project that you want to import.
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l Export Project: You can export a project to the local storage or to the cloud.When you export

project locally, the current Visualizer project is zipped and stored in the local storage.When you

export project to cloud, the current project is shared to cloud.

Here are a few queries about importing a project:

l Import project from cloud

l Import project from local

l Import project

l Export project

Import Component (Local/Cloud)

You can import the following types of components into Kony Visualizer:

l Local components: These components are imported from the local storage.When you import a

local component, the bot shows you a list of components in the file explorer. You can then select

the component that you want to import.

l Cloud components: These components are imported fromKonyMarketplace.When you

search for a component from cloud, the KonyMarketplace window appears. You can search for

a component and import the component from theMarketplace window.

Here are a few queries on importing components:

l Import local component

l Import component

l Import component from cloud

Run Project

Using the bot, you can run your current project. The bot helps you generate a live preview by triggering

the action directly on Visualizer.
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Some queries about running the project are as follows:

l Run for iPhone

l Run for Android

l Run for web and Android

Build Project

Kony IQ helps you build the current project for a required platform. You can generate the binaries by

entering a build command in the bot. The bot triggers the build action directly on Visualizer.

Here are the queries on building your project for various platforms:

l Build project

l Build for Android

l Build for iPhone

l Build for Android tablet

l Build project for iPad

l Build for Android SPA

l Build my project for iPhone SPA

l Build for iPad SPA

l Build project for Android tablet SPA

l Build project for Windows 8

l Build for Windows phone

l Build for Windows phone SPA

l Build for Windows tablet
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l Build project for Windows tablet SPA

l Build for Windows

l Build for WindowsSPA

l Build for DesktopWeb

l Build for Desktop Kiosk

l Build for Blackberry SPA

Visualizer Actions in Kony IQ

Kony IQ supports the following list of Visualizer actions.

Action Description Query Examples

Add project to

current

Imports a new project

to the current project.

l add project

here

l import project

here

l import to

current project

l add to current

project
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Browse

Marketplace

Opens the Kony

Marketplace window.

l browse Kony

Marketplace

l open kony

Marketplace

l open

Marketplace

l browse

Marketplace

Build and

publish web

Opens the Build and

Publish Web window.

l build and

publish web

l build and

publish web

application

l build web

Build and

publish native

Opens the Build and

Publish Native

window.

l build and

publish native

l build and

publish native

application

l build native
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Check for

updates

Displays the latest

version of Kony

Visualizer, if any.

You can click

Download to upgrade

your Kony Visualizer

to the latest version.

Note: This

feature is

applicable only in

Kony Visualizer.

l Check

updates

l Are there any

new updates?

Close all Closes all the open

tabs in the canvas.

l close all tabs

l close tabs

Create new

form

Creates a new form for

the specified platform.

Note: If a

platform is not

mentioned, a

mobile form is

created.

l create a new

form

l create a

desktop form

l open amobile

form

l create a new

form for tablet
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Create new

project

Opens the New

Project window.

l setup a new

project

l start a new

project

l begin a fresh

project

Debug app Provides you with two

options for debugging

an app: Debug Live

Preview and Debug

Native App.

Note: This

feature is

applicable only in

Kony Visualizer.

l Debug

l Debug

android app

l Debug iOS

app

l Debug live

preview on

android

Deep linking

project

properties

Deeplink to a Kony

Visualizer Enterprise

property; opens the

tab in which the

property is present.

l change app id

to <name>

l set

application id

to <name>
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Download Kony

Quantum App

Opens the Kony

Quantum App dialog

box.

l Download

Kony

Quantum App

l Download

Preview app

l Where can i

find Kony

Quantum

App?

Edit i18n Opens the Configure

Internationalization

window.

l Edit locales

l Configure

locales

Export fonts Exports fonts l export Font

l export Fonts

Export i18n

resources as

JSON, CSV

Exports i18n

resources as JSON

and CSV.

l export I18N

as json

l export i18n as

csv

l export i18

export i18n

Export themes Exports themes l export theme

l export themes

Import Cordova

project

Imports a Cordova

project into Kony

Visualizer.

l Import

Cordova

project
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Import fonts Imports fonts into the

current project.

l import font

l import fonts

Import i18n

resources

Imports i18n

resources into the

current project.

l import locale

l import i18n

l import i18

Import themes Imports themes into

the current project.

l import theme

l import themes

Live Preview

settings

Opens the Live

Preview Settings

window.

l Open Live

Preview

settings

l Open Preview

settings

l Open Live

Preview

Manage

Cordova

plugins

Opens the Configure

Cordova Plugins

window.

l Manage

Cordova

Plugins

l AddCordova

Plugins

l Remove

Cordova

Plugins
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Manage native

functions API

Opens the Native

Function Interface

window.

l open NFI

settings

l open native

functions

l Manage

native

functions api

Open Freeform

project

Opens a specific

Freeform project.

l open

Freeform

project

<name>

OpenMVC

project

Opens a specific MVC

project.

l openMVC

project

<name>

Open

preferences

Opens the Visualizer

Preferences window.

Note: This

feature is

applicable only in

Kony Visualizer.

l Open

Preferences

l Edit

Preferences

Open project Opens a specific

project.

l open project

<name>

Open project

settings

Opens the Project

Settings window.

l open settings

l open project

settings
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Open tutorials Opens the Hikes

catalog.

l open tutorials

l where can i

find tutorials?

Publish app to

Marketplace

Opens the Publish to

Kony Marketplace

window

l publish to

Marketplace

l publishmy

app to

Marketplace

Publish live

preview

Opens the Publish

Live Preview window.

l publish live

preview

Refresh project Refreshes the project. l refresh

l refresh project

l refresh

Visualizer

Save all Saves the current

project.

l save project

l save current

project

Save current Saves the current tab

or the form in the

canvas.

l save current

tab

l save current

form
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Show global

variable

Displays the

Variables window.

l Manage

global variable

l show global

variable

l change global

variables

Update project

properties

Updates the project

properties such as app

id and version.

l update app id

key to

<name>

l modify app

version key to

<name>

Check for Updates

Kony is constantlymaking improvements to Kony Visualizer, which you can install as updates.

To check for updates to Kony Visualizer, do the following:

1. Do one of the following, depending on what type of computer you have:

l On aMac, click the Kony Visualizer menu, and then click Check for Updates.

l On aWindowsPC, click the Helpmenu, and then click Check for Updates.

2. Follow the prompts of the Updates dialog box.
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Version Control

Version control is an option availableWindows menu in Kony Visualizer. When you click the Version

Control, the default GIT GUI client is launched. If the client is not available, an error displays. Youmust

ensure that the GIT GUI client is already configured on your developer'smachine. Once theGIT GUI is

open and working, you can commit, revert, push, or perform any other version control operations

available in the GIT GUI client.

To initiate version control in Kony Visualizer, do the following:

1. On aWindowsPC, click the Kony Visualizer Windows menu, and then click Version Control.

TheGit GUI displays.

2. Follow the procedure in the Git GUI to use the version control.
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Designing an Application

You can use Kony Visualizer to easily create digital applications acrossmultiple channels — phones,

tablets, wearables, and desktops. You can use existing sample applications and components,

available on KonyMarketplace, or build your applications from scratch.

The following topics cover some of the key tasks in planning and creating your application:

Types of Applications

Ensure You Have All the Resources You Need

Plan Your Mobile App

Create, Migrate, or Import a Project

Create Screens

Populate ScreenswithWidgets

"Organizing andMoving Application Elements" on page 636

Set App Lifecycle Events

Using Native Function APIs andWidgets

Add Actions

Understanding Skins and Themes

Add andManage Images andOther Media

Preview and Collaborate on a Project

Capture Product Requirements with Review Notes

Time and Effort Savers
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Types of Applications

FromKony Visualizer 7.3, you can create several different types of digital application projects.

You can create, build, and deploy applications using various approaches. At one extreme, you can use

a given platform’s native SDK, while at the other extreme, you can use traditional web technologies.

And in between these extremes, you can use a combination of the two. The build and deployment

modes available in Kony Visualizer are as follows:

l Native. Representing one extreme, these applications reside on the device, where all the forms

and user interface (UI) definitions of the widgets are packaged along with the application.

l Hybrid. These applications are a variant of native applications, where the layout, rather than

being rendered by native SDK widgets, is rendered using a native shell provided by the

respective platforms (WKWebView for iPhone andWebView for Android). The native SDK is

invoked only for native device features like Camera, Contacts, and so on. Hybrid applications

are supported only on the iPhone and Android platforms.

l Single Page Application (SPA). With these web applications, all the HTML, CSS, and

JavaScript is retrieved with a single page load. The page does not automatically reload during

user interaction with the application or control the transfer to another page. Once loaded, the

application requires server interaction only for data retrieval. Unlike a traditionalmobile web

application, the native browser on the device executes all the application logic locally, including

validations, UI rules (hiding or showing fields), form transitions/navigations, and so on. In a

SPA, all the application screens are expressed as a JavaScript model/CSS (unlike JSP, or

ASPX in a typical MobileWeb application). This JavaScript model is downloaded to the client-

side with the first page download and resides on the client for the life of the session. SPA also

supports Internet Explorer 10 from release 5.5 onwards.

l Desktop Web. These run on a desktop web browser. The supported browsers include Firefox

3.6 and above, Internet Explorer 8 and above, Safari, and Chrome. DesktopWeb applications

can only be built for JavaScript projects.
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The characteristics of each of the application types are summed up in the following table.

Characteristics Application Type

Native Hybrid SPA Desktop
Web

Is available as a natively deployable
package (.app , .apk, .bar, .xap, and
.ipa)

Yes Yes No No

Uses the native widgets, such as
the title bar, applicationmenu,
ListView, TableView, Search bar,
and so on.

Yes No No No

Has access to native device
functions like GPS, Camera,
Contacts, Accelerometer,
Encryption libraries (and thousands
of other native SDK functions)

Yes Yes11 Yes22 Yes33

Can be distributed through the app
stores (Apple App Store, Google
Play, andWindows Phone App
Marketplace)

Yes Yes No No

1Native SDK functions are accessed using JavaScript bindings.
2Only the APIs exposed and implemented as part of the HTML5 specification.
3OnlyGPS is supported.
1Native SDK functions are accessed using JavaScript bindings.
2Only the APIs exposed and implemented as part of the HTML5 specification.
3OnlyGPS is supported.
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Characteristics Application Type

Native Hybrid SPA Desktop
Web

UI elements (forms, images, and
internationalization content) are
packaged along with the application

Yes Yes No No

Server access only for downloading
data

Yes Yes Yes11

1After the first page is downloaded, the application accesses the server only to fetch business data.
1After the first page is downloaded, the application accesses the server only to fetch business data.
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Ensure You Have All the Resources You Need

The sections that follow assume that you have already set up Kony Visualizer to create and build

applications for the platforms you want to deploy your application to. Doing so includes configuring

Kony Visualizer, and installing platformSDKs and their emulators. If you have not yet completed those

tasks, see Configuring your computer.

Plan Your Mobile App

You can think about the planning of your digital app in terms of three phases: analyzing,

conceptualizing, and visualizing. In this topic we look at these, including some additional information

about planning your app for wearables, such as smart watches.

Analyze What Your App Needs

Using a number of inputs such as business drivers, competitive analysis, customer feedback, and

market opportunities, you want to evaluate what you want your app to do and who it’s for. What are the

most essential features your app requires tomake it a minimally viable product? Knowing your

audience is key: what distinguishes your audience from other mobile users, and what niche is available

in the appmarket that other similar apps currently aren’t filling? Develop a very detailed user profile,

using the 80/20 rule: what characterizes 80% of the people who will use your app?

Conceptualize Your App

Develop a list of features for your app, and then compare that list against your detailed user profile.

What’s needed and what isn’t? Narrow the scope of your app so that it is user-driven, easy to use,

focused in its purpose, meets your business objectives, ideally fills an untapped niche, and is

technically feasible for your company’s IT infrastructure.
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Visualize Your App

Using Kony Visualizer, you want to visualize your app’s flow and hierarchy. In essence, you want to

create a screen-by-screen blueprint of your entire app, ensuring that all the requirements aremet and

features accounted for. You’re not going for the look and feel here somuch as the functional flow of

how the app will work. That’s not to take anything away from the importance of the interface, but this

matter of aesthetics—how the appearance and behavior of the app integrateswith its function, simply

cannot be effectively created until you have a detailed understanding of what your app will do from top

to bottom. After visualizing your app’s functionality screen by screen, youmay decide that you need to

change the scope of your app—usually narrowing it andmaking it more focused and easy to use.

Capture Product Requirements

Using the Review Notes feature in Kony Visualizer, you can capture feedback from users who are

evaluating your app design. Such requirements capturing helps ensure that the design of your app

successfullymeets the requirements of potential users.

Plan Your App for Wearables

Glance-ability. Utility. Intentionality. These are the three watch wordswhen it comes to planning your

app for wearables. And asmuch as your app likely began as an offshoot of a desktop context, apps for

wearables are adaptations of mobile apps—a phenomenon reinforced by the reality that many of the

most popular wearable devices available today draw much of their functionality from pairing with the

mobile device.

Since this is the case, your easiest path to a version of your app for wearableswill come in adapting a

subset of existing functionality in your mobile app for wearable products. But what features should you

adapt? That’s where the concept of glance-ability comes in.

To succeed in the wearablesmarket, your wearable appmust be glance-able; usersmust be able to

access information or gain the benefit they’re seeking quickly, easily, and with as little effort and time

expended as possible. This should lead to asking yourself what features or functions of your current

mobile app are glance-able.
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Once you addresswhat features of your app are glance-able, you need to consider their utility. Do they

truly benefit the user, and what would it take for them to become so?What kinds of notificationswill

you offer and whywould they be of benefit to the user? This leads to the concept of intentionality.

To create a successful wearable app, you need to be very intentional about offering the greatest

amount of utility in themost glance-able way possible. This canmean conducting user surveys and

usability tests, as well as that much-sought-after lightning strike of discovering a feature or

implementation that users don’t realize theywould use, but once they do, they love it. Whatever you

choose to do for your wearables app, ensure that it’s glance-able, offersmaximumutility, and is

implemented with a lot of intentionality to ensure that it meets or exceeds the user’s expectations.

Scale Windows Phone Screens to iOS Screens

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

Because of the differences in how pixels are rendered betweenWindowsPhone and iOS, widgets,

fonts, and images that render as expected on an iOS device can appear smaller or cut off on a

Windows phone. Differences also arise after porting aWindows 8.x app toWindows 10, since these

two likewise have differences in how pixels are rendered. To help address this, you can set the factor

bywhich DPs (device independent pixels) are scaled onWindows phones relative to iOS devices.

To scaleWindowsPhone screens to iOS screens, do the following:

1. On the File menu, click Settings.

2. Click the Native tab, and then click theWindows Phone sub tab.

3. On the Common tab, check the DP Scale Factor checkbox.

4. From the Reference Width drop-down list, select the width of the target iOS device to which the

Windows device screen needs to scale.

5. Click Finish.
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Create, Migrate, or Import a Project

Whether it's an application for phones, tablets, wearables, or desktops, the process of creating an

application in Kony Visualizer involves creating a project. You can create a project from sample

applications and components, or from scratch. You can also import an existing project into your

project, or migrate a project that was created in an earlier version of Kony Visualizer, or in Kony

Studio.

The following topics describe how to create, import, or migrate a project:

Types of Projects

Create a Project fromSample Applications and Components

Create a KonyReference Architecture Project

Create a Free-Form JavaScript Project

Create an Application Extension

Migrate a Project from an Earlier Version of Kony Studio or Visualizer

Import a Kony Visualizer Project

Import a Kony Visualizer Classic Project

Import an Application Extension

Export a Kony Visualizer project

Integration with Design Tools
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Types of Projects

Starting with Kony Visualizer 7.3, you can choose the type of custom project you want to create when

you select the New Project command from the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer) to

start the New Project wizard. In Kony Visualizer V8, you can also create a project based on pre-built

sample applications and components.

In addition to creating a project from sample applications and components available on Kony

Marketplace, you can create the following types of custom projects:

l Kony Reference Architecture. A KonyReference Architecture project provides a framework to

create a structured, modular digital application. It provides a controller to manage forms and

templates as they are created. You can use RequireJS to loadmodules on demand. For

information on creating a KonyReference Architecture project, see Create a KonyReference

Architecture Project.

l Free Form JavaScript. A Free Form JavaScript project lets you create a digital application

without using an application development framework. For information on creating a Free Form

JavaScript project, see Create a Free Form JavaScript Project.

l . An App Extension project lets you create an application extension for the iOS platform. An

application extension gives users access to your application's functionality and content, making

it available to users while they are interactive with other applications or the system. For

information on creating a KonyReference Architecture project, see Create an iOS Application

Extension.
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For more information on creating on project from sample applications and components, see Create a

Project fromSample Applications and Components. 

Create a Project from Sample Applications and Components

To help you easily and quickly develop your applications, Kony Visualizer provides access to a variety

of sample applications and components. You can create a project based on a sample application and

use that application as a template or starting point for your application, or use a rich assortment of pre-

built components as building blocks for your application.

To create a project from a sample application or component: 

1. On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), click New Project to open the Start a

New Project screen of the New Project wizard.
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2. Select Use Sample App, and then click Choose. Kony Visualizer opens the Sample Apps

screen of the New Project wizard.

3. Select one of applications and components displayed on the Sample Apps screen and click

Choose to add that application or component to your project, or click Browse Marketplace to

open the KonyMarketplace web site. KonyMarketplace provides a variety of samples and

components that you can add to your project.

4. Continue adding any additional components that help you build your application.
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You can use components as building blocks for rapid application development without having to write

all the code yourself, or create you own custom components. For more information about working with

and customizing components, see Creating Applicationswith Components.

You can also use the New Project wizard to create a customKonyReference Architecture project, a

customFree Form JavaScript project, or a custom iOS application extension project. For information

on the different types of Kony Visualizer projects, see Types of Projects.

For information about creating a customKonyReference Architecture project, see Create a Kony

Reference Architecture Project. For information about creating a custom free form JavaScript project,

see Create a Free Form JavaScript Project. For information about creating a custom iOS application

extension, see Create an iOS Application Extension.

Create a Kony Reference Architecture Project

A KonyReference Architecture project lets you create a custom application using a structured,

modular framework based on theModel-View-Controller (MVC) architecture. Forms represent the

view of the application, and there is a controller associated with each form that manipulates the view,

handles navigation, and interacts with a statically definedmodel or dynamic object services layer.
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You can use the New Project wizard to create a customKonyReference Architecture project, a

customFree Form JavaScript project, a custom iOS application extension project, or a project that is

built from sample applications and components. For information on the different types of Kony

Visualizer projects, see Types of Projects.

To create a new custom Kony Reference Architecture project: 

1. On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), click New Project to open the Start a

New Project screen of the New Project wizard.
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2. Select Create Custom App, and then click Choose. Kony Visualizer opens the Project Type

screen of the New Project wizard.

3. In the Project Name text box, enter a name for your project.

l A project name should contain fewer than 14 characters.

l A project name can be alphanumeric. However, the first character of a project should

always be a letter.

l Do not use any of the following reserved keywords as a project name: authService,

workspace, mfconsole, kpns, middleware, accounts, syncservice, syncconsole, services,

admin, middleware, and appdownload.

4. Select Kony Reference Architecture, and then click Create.

Kony Visualizer by default creates folders for forms, popups, templates, modules, resources, actions

and services. For a KonyReference Architecture application project, Kony Visualizer also creates a

Controllers folder.
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When you create a form or template, Kony Visualizer automatically creates associated controller and

controller actionsmodules in the Controllers folder, using the form name as a prefix. When you

rename the form or template, Kony Visualizer automatically updates the names of the associated

modules to use the new form or template name.

For more information about the KonyReference Architecture, see the KonyReference Architecture

SDK API Programmer's Guide

For information about creating a project from sample applications and components, see Create a

Project fromSample Applications and Components. For information about creating a free form

JavaScript project, see Create a Free Form JavaScript Project. For information about creating an iOS

application extension, see Create an iOS Application Extension.

Create a Free Form JavaScript Project

A Free Form JavaScript project lets you create a custom application without using an application

development framework.

You can use the New Project wizard to create a customFree Form JavaScript project, a customKony

Reference Architecture project, a custom iOS application extension project, or a project that is built

from sample applications and components. For information on the different types of Kony Visualizer

projects, see Types of Projects.

To create a new custom Free Form JavaScript project: 
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1. On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), click New Project to open the Start a

New Project screen of the New Project wizard.

2. Select Create Custom App, and then click Choose. Kony Visualizer opens the Project Type

screen of the New Project wizard.
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3. In the Project Name text box, enter a name for your application project.

l A project name should contain fewer than 14 characters.

l A project name can be alphanumeric. However, the first character of a project should

always be a letter.

l Do not use any of the following reserved keywords as a project name: authService,

workspace, mfconsole, kpns, middleware, accounts, syncservice, syncconsole, services,

admin, middleware, and appdownload.

4. Select Free Form JavaScript, and then click Create.

By default, Kony Visualizer creates folders for forms, popups, templates, modules, resources, actions

and services.

For information on creating a KonyReference Architecture project, see Create a KonyReference

Architecture Project.
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For information about creating a project from sample applications and components, see Create a

Project fromSample Applications and Components. For information about creating a KonyReference

Architecture project, see Create a KonyReference Architecture Project. For information about

creating an iOS application extension, see Create an iOS Application Extension.

Create an iOS Application Extension

An iOS application extension lets you extend custom functionality and content beyond your

application, making it available to users while they are interacting with other applications or the iOS

system. For example, your application could appear as a widget on the iOS Today screen, or you

could add a custom interface for your application's notifications.

You create an iOS application extension in Kony Visualizer using a customApp Extension project. You

can use the New Project wizard to create a custom iOS application extension project, a customKony

Reference Architecture project, a customFree Form JavaScript project, or a project that is built from

sample applications and components. For information on the different types of Kony Visualizer

projects, see Types of Projects.

To create a new custom iOS application extension: 

1. On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), click New Project to open the Start a

New Project screen of the New Project wizard.
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2. Select Create Custom App, and then click Choose. Kony Visualizer opens the Project Type

screen of the New Project wizard.

3. In the Project Name text box, enter a name for your application extension project.
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l A project name should contain fewer than 14 characters.

l A project name can be alphanumeric. However, the first character of a project should

always be a letter.

l Do not use any of the following reserved keywords as a project name: authService,

workspace, mfconsole, kpns, middleware, accounts, syncservice, syncconsole, services,

admin, middleware, and appdownload.

4. Select App Extension, and then click Next to open the Choose App Extension Type dialog

box.

You can create any of the following types of extensions:

l Action Extension. An Action extensionmanipulates or views content originating in a host

application. For example, an Action extensionmight let a user edit an image in a

document viewed in a text editor, or view a selected item in a different format or language.
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l iMessage. An iMessage extension interacts with theMessages application. For example,

an iMessage extension could let users create and share content, add stickers, or make

payments without leaving their conversations.

l Intents. An Intents extension handles tasks related to supporting Siri integration with your

application. Siri andMaps interact with your application through the Intents extension.

The Intents extension directs Siri to the objects capable of responding to user requests.

l Intents UI. An Intents UI extension customizes the Siri or Maps interface after handling a

task related to supporting Siri integration with your application.

l Notification Content. A Notification Content extension handles tasks that your

application can perform in response to a delivered notification.

l Share Extension. A Share extension posts to a sharing web site, or shares content with

others. A Share extension gives users a convenient way to share content with other

entities, such as social sharing websites or upload services. For example, in an

application that includes a Share button, a user could choose a Share extension that

represents a social sharing website and then use it to post a comment or other content.

l Today Extension. A Today extension gets a quick update or performs a quick task in the

Today view of Notification Center. For example, a user could check current stock prices

or weather conditions, see the current day’s schedule, or mark a current task item as

done.

5. Select an extension type, and then click Add to open the Configure App Extension dialog box.
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6. Enter a display name, and then click Finish.

By default, Kony Visualizer creates folders for modules and resources, and an Info.plist information

property list file. You can use the code editor to make changes to the plist xml.

If necessary, you can import or add a native functionsmodule to the project by selectingManage

Native Functions from the Edit menu.

For information on the iOS application extension programming interface, see App Extension API for

iOS.

For information about creating a project from sample applications and components, see Create a

Project fromSample Applications and Components. For information about creating a customKony

Reference Architecture project, see Create a KonyReference Architecture Project. For information

about creating a custom free form JavaScript project, see Create a Free Form JavaScript Project.
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Migrate a Project from an Earlier Version of Kony Studio or Visualizer

You can import projects into Kony Visualizer that were originally created using Kony Studio and earlier

versions of Kony Visualizer.

If your project was created using a version of Kony Studio older than 6.0, you first must import it into

Kony Studio 6.0 (with the latest hotfix) and then you can import it into Kony Visualizer.

Important:
l If your project was originally created using Kony Visualizer 2.5 that was then imported

into Kony Studio 6.5, and you import it into the latest version of Kony Visualizer, the

action sequences are not imported.

l If yours is a Kony Visualizer 2.5 or earlier project, importing it updates it so that it can take

advantage of all the features of Kony Visualizer, but your earlier version of Kony

Visualizer you will no longer be able to open it.

To migrate your application to Kony Visualizer, do the following: 

1. If your application is built in Kony Studio versions prior to 6.0, import your application to Kony

Studio 6.0 GA version (with the latest hotfix applied).

It is recommended that you take a backup of your project before importing it into Kony

Visualizer.
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2. After importing to Kony Studio 6.0 GA, do the following:

a. Right-click on the project and select Utilities.

b. From the options available, select Upgrade the project to the current version.

c. A confirmationmessage appears. ClickOK.

3. Once the project is upgrade, export your application.

4. Import the application to Kony Visualizer. To do so, on the File menu (the Project menu in Kony

Visualizer), click Import.

5. Do one of the following:

l If your project is located in a standard project folder structure (i.e. has not been zipped up

as an archive (.zip) file), click the Browse button for Select project root, navigate to the

root folder of the project you want to import, and then clickOK.

l If you are importing an archive (.zip) file, click Select archive file, click its Browse button,

navigate to the root folder of the project you want to import, and then clickOK.

6. In the case of a Kony Visualizer project, to convert designer actions to developer actions, select

Copy 'Designer Actions' to 'Developer Actions'. Be aware that in doing so, any developer

actions that the project contains are overwritten.

7. In the case of a Kony Studio project, to import its services to Kony Fabric, select Import

services into Kony Fabric. In Kony Visualizer, all services aremanaged through Kony Fabric.

Importing them adds them to the Kony Fabric workspace.

Important: If the app that you aremigrating fromKony Studio or an earlier version of Kony

Visualizer was configured with custom connectors, you need tomigrate them to Kony

Fabric as a consolidated service definition (CSD). For more information, seeMigrate a

Consolidated Service Definition to Kony Fabric in the Kony Fabric Console User Guide.
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8. Click Finish. Kony Visualizer imports the project.

For projects imported fromKony Studio, all deprecated widgets found in the upgrade process

are deleted from the application.

l Duplicate widgets are renamed automatically.

l Duplicate skins are renamed automatically.

l Reserved keywords are renamed automatically.

l You can find all changes in a log file located in the project root folder. For example,

<ApplicationName>_upgradeLog.log. If there were no changes in the application, the log

file will not be created.

l Youmust take necessary action on any of the issues in the warning section in the log file.

Important:
l Ensure that you import the splash image when importing projects fromKony

Studio. Importing the splash image will fix any inconsistencies related to Flex and

VBox properties.

l Refresh of model files will take place if Import service to Kony Fabric is selected

while migrating the app. If Import service to Kony Fabric is cleared at time of

migration and later the import to Kony Fabric is performed then the refresh of sync

client code will not happen automatically. In this case, right-click Kony Fabric in

Project Explorer and select Refresh Sync Client Code option.

9. In theMigration Report dialog box, click Save. Locate and open themigration report, open the

project in Kony Studio and, using themigration report to guide you, fix the issues. After all the

issues are fixed, export the application fromKony Studio. Then in Kony Visualizer, attempt to

import the project again.
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Integration with Design Tools

With the Kony Visualizer plugins, you can convert your UI designs built on third party design tools into

Visualizer projects. Projects that will be converted into forms, widgets, and image assets that you can

import and open in Kony Visualizer. So even if you don't begin your app design in Kony Visualizer and

you're using a different application as a design environment, you can seamlessly continue the

designing of your app in Kony Visualizer, picking up where you left off.

The following topics describe how tomigrate a project from different applications:

Integration with Photoshop

Integration with Sketch

Integration with Adobe Photoshop

With the Kony Visualizer extension for Adobe Photoshop, you can convert your Photoshop design into

forms, widgets, and image assets that you can then open in Kony Visualizer. So even if you don't begin

your app design in Kony Visualizer, if you're using Photoshop as a design environment, you can

seamlessly continue the designing of your app in Kony Visualizer, picking up where you left off in

Photoshop.

The Kony Visualizer plugin for Photoshop is compatible with Adobe Photoshop CC and above. Please

note that in converting Photoshop layers to Kony Visualizer widgets, the extension has the following

limitations.

Importing a Photoshop design into Kony Visualizer involves the following tasks:

l Install the Kony Visualizer Extension for Photoshop

l Export a Photoshop Design to Kony Visualizer

l Open an Exported Photoshop Project in Kony Visualizer
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Click here to watch a video on importing a Project fromAdobe Photoshop to Kony Visualizer.

Install the Kony Visualizer Extension for Photoshop

To install the Kony Visualizer extension for Photoshop, do the following:

1. Depending on your development environment, download from the Konyweb site one of the

following stand-alone Photoshop extension installers for Kony Visualizer:

Kony Visualizer Photoshop extension for theMac

Kony Visualizer Photoshop extension for Windows

2. Install the extension. The installer leads you through the process of installing the extension to

the correct location on your computer so that it is available in Photoshop.

Export a Photoshop Design to Kony Visualizer

Using the Kony Visualizer extension for Photoshop, you export your Photoshop project as a Kony

Visualizer app that you can then open in Kony Visualizer. In preparing a project for export, you set the

global, default export options that you want, set the export options you want for individual layers

(overriding the global settings for that particular layer), and indicate the channel1 you want the project

to be exported for.

This procedure assumes that you have already installed the Kony Visualizer Photoshop extension. For

more information, see Install the Kony Visualizer Extension for Photoshop.

To export a Photoshop project to Kony Visualizer, do the following:

1. In Adobe Photoshop, open the project you want to export to Kony Visualizer.

2. If it is not already visible, display the Kony Visualizer extension by clicking theWindow menu,

1Device types available within a given platform. These includemobile (i.e. phone), tablet, and desktop.
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next selecting Extensions, and then clicking Kony Visualizer.

3. From the Kony Visualizer extension, clickGlobal. The extension looks like this.
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4. Specify the name of your exported project by setting its path. The folder you create or select

becomes the exported project's Kony Visualizer project name. To set the path, click the ellipsis

button (…) of the Project Name text box, and then navigate to the path where you want to save

the exported project to, creating a new folder, if necessary. When you have finished, clickOK.

5. If you are saving the project to a folder that you have already exported to, indicate whether you

want to append the project to the existing exported content as an additional form (or forms), or

overwrite and replace the existing exported content. To do so, click either Append to Project or

Replace Form. By default, the Kony Visualizer extension appends to any existing projects.

6. Select whether you want to export only the visible layers (as set on the Photoshop Layers tab),

or export all layers regardless of whether they're visible or not.

7. Indicate the type of channel1 that you want to export the project to by selecting either Mobile,

Tablet, or Desktop. The default value isMobile.

8. Set the units options for the size and position of elements. You can select from the following:

l Px. Uses pixels as the unit for the dimensions and positioning of project elements for

Kony Visualizer. Pixels are a fixed, physical unit and do not scale proportionately

depending on the resolution of a devices screen. The rendering of an app on a low-

resolution device will appear larger andmore pixelated than it would on a higher-

resolution device.

l Dp. Uses density-independent pixels, which is based upon the physical density of a

device's screen. Ths allows the dimensions of the elements of your design to scale in size

depending upon the screen resolution of your target device. Because the Dp unit is

relative to a 160 dpi (dots per inch) screen, one dp is equal to one pixel on a 160 dpi

screen. The ratio of dp to pixels varies with the screen density of the device. To

accommodate this, you can set the dp-to-pixel ratio in the Kony Visualizer extension,

which is described in the next step.

1Device types available within a given platform. These includemobile (i.e. phone), tablet, and desktop.
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l %. Sizes the various elements of the project as a percentage of the parent container of

the project. The horizontal value and vertical value of the parent container are designated

as 100% for their respective dimensions.

9. Set the ratio between pixels (Px) and density-independent pixels (Dp). This ratio is used only if

you are using Dp as your unit of choice for element sizes or positioning. This ratio varies from

device to device, depending on the physical density of pixels on the device's screen. Increasing

the value of the ratio increases the number of pixels that equal one Dp. For instance, a value of

2.25 indicates that 2.25 pixels equals 1 Dp. To determine the ratio that you should use for your

device, use the following formula:

Px = DP*(The device's dpi/160)

10. Set the kind of widget you want the Photoshop elements to be converted to on a default basis

for Layer Groups, Text layers, and all other layers (i.e. Art layers). To simplify the conversion

process from a Photoshop project to a Kony Visualizer project, you can globally determine the

default type of widget that a given type of layer gets converted to. However, if you want to

override the global value for a specific layer, you can do so (as described in step 12). The Kony

Visualizer extension categorizes the layers available in Photoshop into three types of layers:

Layer Groups, Text layers, and all other layers (i.e. Art layers). The following table illustrates the

global values that you can set for each of these three types of layers.

Photoshop Layer
Kony Visualizer Widget
Options

Layer Group. Defined as any layer that has layers,
project elements, or other assets nested within it.

Flex Container
Flex Scroll Container

Text Layer. Any layer created using a Photoshop
Type tool.

Label (default)
Button
Text Area
Text Box

Art Layer. Defined as any layer other than a Layer
Group or Text Layer. An art layer may be a shape
layer, or may consist of rasterized pixels.

Image (default)
Flex Container
Flex Scroll Container
Button
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11. Select the global export option for Art layers. Depending on the Kony Visualizer widget type that

you selected for Art layers, you can have such elements converted in either of the following two

ways:

l Export as Shape. The Art layers are exported as the widget type selected in the

Visualizer Widget Type drop-down list, and the layer styles are converted to the

equivalent styles supported under Kony Visualizer skin properties. This option is not

available if the Visualizer Widget Type you select is Image.

l Rasterize. The layer is rasterized (flattened to pixels) and cropped, and saved as a .png

file. If the Visualizer Widget Type you select is either a Flex Container, a Scroll Flex

Container, or a Button, the resulting converted widget uses the generated .png file as an

image background in Kony Visualizer.

12. Set export options for individual layers. For any of the layers you're exporting, you can override

some of the global export options. This is especially helpful if, for example, you want to convert a

particular layer into a Flex Scroll Container instead of a Flex Container, or to size a given layer

as a percentage of the parent container rather than using whatever unit you selected as your

global export option.

To set export options for individual layers, at the top of the Kony Visualizer extension, click

Layer. Next, from the Photoshop Layer tab, select the layer you want to custom configure, and

then select the export options you want for that layer for the Visualizer Widget Type, and the

type of units you want to use for the converted widget's positioning and sizing. Select the next

layer you want to customize, and repeat.
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13. Once you have set all the global and layer-specific export options for your Photoshop project,

click Export.

14. Once the exportation is finished, navigate on your computer to the folder where you exported

the Photoshop project, copy the folder, and then paste it into the desired Kony Visualizer

workspace folder. The default workspace folder for Kony Visualizer is:
C:\workspace

Open an Exported Photoshop Project in Kony Visualizer

Once you have exported a Photoshop project using the Kony Visualizer extension and have copied it

to your Kony Visualizer workspace, you can open it in Kony Visualizer.

To open an exported Photoshop project in Kony Visualizer, do the following:

1. If Kony Visualizer is already open, on the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), click

Refresh. Otherwise, launch Kony Visualizer.

2. Do one of the following:
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l On the Kony Visualizer launch screen, if Kony Visualizer is pointing to the workspace

where you pasted the project, Kony Visualizer lists your exported Photoshop project

among recent projects. Click it.

l On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), point to Open, and then select

from the list of available projects the project you exported fromPhotoshop.

3. On the Project Explorer, click the Project tab, open the channel1 that you converted the

Photoshop project to, open Forms, and then double-click any of the forms listed.

Limitations

The following Photoshop layer styles have no equivalent Kony Visualizer skin property and are

ignored during the export process:

l Bevel and Emboss

l Satin

l Inner Glow

l Pattern Overlay

Best Practices

To optimize the conversion of Photoshop elements into Kony Visualizer elements, we recommend that

you create your Photoshop project using the following best practices.

l Always use vectors / shape layers instead of pixels, since these will translate directly into Kony

Visualizer widgets.

l Instead of pixels, use layer styles for gradients, color overlays, shadows, and borders, since

these will all translate directly to Kony Visualizer widgets and skins.

1Device types available within a given platform. These includemobile (i.e. phone), tablet, and desktop.
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l Only export images as needed, and avoid exporting .png files for anything other than icons or

actual images and photos.

l Do not rasterize text layers, since these can be exported as labels, text boxes, rich text, or

button widgets directly into Kony Visualizer.

Integration with Sketch

With the Kony Visualizer plugin for Sketch app, you can convert your Sketch design into forms,

widgets, and image assets that you can then open in Kony Visualizer. So even if you don't begin your

app design in Kony Visualizer, if you're using Sketch as a design environment, you can seamlessly

continue the designing of your app in Kony Visualizer, picking up where you left off in Sketch.

The Kony Visualizer plugin for Sketch is compatible with Sketch Version 60 and later. This plugin is

supported in Kony Visualizer version V8 SP4 and later.

Importing a Sketch design into Kony Visualizer involves the following tasks:

l Install the Kony Visualizer Plugin for Sketch

l Export a Sketch Design to Kony Visualizer

l Open an Exported Sketch Project in Kony Visualizer

Click here to watch a video on importing a Project fromSketch to Kony Visualizer.

Install the Kony Visualizer Plugin for Sketch

Applicable for Kony Visualizer onMac devices.

To install the Kony Visualizer plugin for Sketch, do the following:

1. Download the Sketch plugin installer for Kony Visualizer from the Kony community site.

The installer is downloaded as a zip file to your computer.

2. Extract the contents of the zip file.

3. Double-click the konyvisualizer.sketchplugin app plugin.

The app is installed to the correct location on your computer so that it is available in Sketch.
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Export a Sketch Design to Kony Visualizer

Using the Kony Visualizer  plugin for Sketch , you export your Sketch project as a Kony

Visualizer Project that you can then open in Kony Visualizer. In preparing a project for export, you set

the global, default export options, set the export options you want for individual layers (overriding the

global settings for that particular layer), and indicate the channel you want the project to be exported

for.

This procedure assumes that you have already installed the Kony Visualizer Sketch Plugin. For more

information, see Install the Kony Visualizer Plugin for Sketch.

To export a Sketch project to Kony Visualizer, do the following:

1. In Sketch, open the project you want to export to Kony Visualizer.

2. Open the Kony Visualizer plugin by clicking the Plugins menu, next click Kony Visualizer>

Export Panel.

3. From the Kony Visualizer plugin, clickGlobal. The plugin looks like this.
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4. Specify the name of your exported project by setting its path. The folder you create or select

becomes the exported project's Kony Visualizer project name. To set the path, click the ellipsis
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button (…) of the Project Name text box, and then navigate to the path where you want to save

the exported project to, creating a new folder, if necessary.

When you have finished, click OK .

Note: Youmust set the export destination of the Sketch project to a Kony Visualizer project

folder or to an empty folder. You cannot export a Sketch project to a non-empty folder.

FromKony Visualizer version V8 SP3 onwards, you will be shown this dialog.

5. If you are saving the project to a folder that you have already exported to, indicate whether you

want to append the project to the existing exported content as an additional form (or forms), or

overwrite and replace the existing exported content. To do so, click either Append to Project or 

Replace Form . By default, the Kony Visualizer plugin appends to any existing projects.

6. Select whether you want to export as Free Form or KonyReference Arch project. If an existing

project is selected, then this will get auto populated.

7. Select whether you want to export only the visible layers (as set on the Sketch), or export all

layers regardless of whether they're visible or not.

8. Indicate the type of channel that you want to export the project to by selecting either Mobile

, Tablet, or Desktop . The default value isMobile .

9. Set the units options for the size and position of elements. You can select from the following:

l Px. Uses pixels as the unit for the dimensions and positioning of project elements

for Kony Visualizer. Pixels are a fixed, physical unit and do not scale proportionately
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depending on the resolution of a devices screen. The rendering of an app on a low-

resolution device will appear larger andmore pixelated than it would on a higher-

resolution device.

l Dp. Uses density-independent pixels, which is based upon the physical density of a

device's screen. This allows the dimensions of the elements of your design to scale in size

depending upon the screen resolution of your target device. Because the Dp unit is

relative to a 160 dpi (dots per inch) screen, one dp is equal to one pixel on a 160 dpi

screen. The ratio of dp to pixels varies with the screen density of the device. To

accommodate this, you can set the dp-to-pixel ratio in the Kony Visualizer plugin, which is

described in the next step.

l %. Sizes the various elements of the project as a percentage of the parent container of

the project. The horizontal value and vertical value of the parent container are designated

as 100% for their respective dimensions.

10. Set the ratio between pixels (Px) and density-independent pixels (Dp). This ratio is used only if

you are using Dp as your unit of choice for element sizes or positioning. This ratio varies from

device to device, depending on the physical density of pixels on the device's screen. Increasing

the value of the ratio increases the number of pixels that equal one Dp. For instance, a value of

2.25 indicates that 2.25 pixels equals 1 Dp. To determine the ratio that you should use for your

device, use the following formula:

Px = DP*(The device's dpi/160)

11. Set the kind of widget you want the Sketch layers to be converted to on a default basis for Layer

Groups, Text layers, and all other layers (i.e. Shape layers). To simplify the conversion process

from a Sketch project to a Kony Visualizer project, you can globally determine the default type of

widget that a given type of layer gets converted to. However, if you want to override the global

value for a specific layer, you can do so (as described in step 13). The Kony Visualizer plugin

categorizes the layers available in Sketch into three types of layers: Layer Groups, Text layers,

and all other layers (i.e. Shape layers). The following table illustrates the global values that you

can set for each of these three types of layers.
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Sketch Layer Kony

Visualizer Widget

Options

Group Layer. Defined as any layer that has layers, project elements,

or other assets nested within it. You canmask group of shapes into a

Group Layer which then can be rasterized.

Flex Container

Flex Scroll Container

Text Layer. Any layer created using a Sketch Text. Label (default)

Button

Text Area

Text Box

Shape Layer. Defined as any layer other than a Layer Group or Text

Layer. An Shape layer may consist of rasterized pixels.

Image (default)

Flex Container

Flex Scroll Container

Button

12. Select the global export option for Group and Shape layers. Depending on the Kony

Visualizer widget type that you selected for Shape layers, you can have such elements

converted in either of the following two ways:

l Export as Shape. The Shape layers are exported as the widget type selected in the

Visualizer Widget Type drop-down list, and the layer styles are converted to the

equivalent styles supported under Kony Visualizer skin properties. This option is not

available if the Visualizer Widget Type you select is Image.
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l Rasterize. The layer is rasterized (flattened to pixels) and cropped, and saved as a .png

file. If the Visualizer Widget Type you select is either a Flex Container, a Scroll Flex

Container, or a Button, the resulting converted widget uses the generated .png file as an

image background in Kony Visualizer. And corresponding SVG files are also generated in

resources/svg folder in Kony project. Which developer can use to get platform specific

vector drawable.

13. Set export options for individual layers. For any of the layers you're exporting, you can override

some of the global export options. This is especially helpful if, for example, you want to convert a

particular layer into a Flex Scroll Container instead of a Flex Container, or to size a given layer

as a percentage of the parent container rather than using whatever unit you selected as your

global export option.

To set export options for individual layers, at the top of the Kony Visualizer plugin, click Layer.

Next, from the Sketch Layer tab, select the layer you want to custom configure, and then select

the export options you want for that layer for the Visualizer Widget Type, and the type of units

you want to use for the converted widget's positioning and sizing. Select the next layer you want

to customize, and repeat.

Note: There will be no layer specific setting for symbols(user widgets in Kony Visualizer).
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14. Once you have set all the global and layer-specific export options for your layers in a Artboard or

a group, you will need to select the Artboards you want to export. You have the following

options:

l Export an Artboard or a group.

l Export multiple Artboards(Export Limit: 15 Artboards)

l Export a page(Export Limit: 10 Artboards)

l

Note: TheGroups present in the page will not get exported, only the Artboardswill.

15. FromKony Visualizer version V8 SP3 onwards, after you click on Export, you will be asked if

you want to export the project as a zip folder or as a Kony Visualizer project folder. You can

choose to generate a zip folder to be able to import the Sketch project in Kony Visualizer.

16. Once the exportation is finished, you will be able to view the exported project in the Visualizer

Project whose path you hadmentioned initially.

If you did not export the Sketch project directly to a Visualizer project, then navigate on your

computer to the folder where you exported the Sketch project, copy the folder, and then paste it

into the desired Kony Visualizer workspace folder. The default workspace folder for Kony

Visualizer is:

/Users/Username/KonyVizEWS/

Open an Exported Sketch Project in Kony Visualizer

Once you have exported a Sketch project using the Kony Visualizer plugin and have copied it to

your Kony Visualizer workspace, you can open it in Kony Visualizer.

To open an exported Sketch project in Kony Visualizer, do the following:

1. If Kony Visualizer is already open, on the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), click

Refresh. Otherwise, launch Kony Visualizer.

2. Do one of the following:
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l On the Kony Visualizer launch screen, if Kony Visualizer is pointing to the workspace

where you pasted the project, Kony Visualizer lists your exported Sketch project among

recent projects. Click it.

l On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), point to Open, and then select

from the list of available projects the project you exported fromSketch.

3. On the Project Explorer, click the Project tab, open the channel that you converted the Sketch

project to, open Forms, and then double-click any of the forms listed. The form appears on the

Visualizer workspace.

Ensure that your widget name does not conflict with another widget. Ensure that the widget

name is also not a Kony Visualizer keyword. If your widget name conflicts with another widget

name, Visualizer displays amessage. Using the options on the screen, you can rename or

replace your widget name.

4. Click on Replace all to rename all the layers automatically. Click on Replace to rename a

specific layer automatically. or,

Click on Rename and type a different name for a specific layer. Click Done to save the change.
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5. ClickOk to save the changes.

Limitations

While converting Sketch layers to Kony Visualizer widgets, the plugin has the following limitations:

l Export is supported for Group and ArtBoard Layer only, otherwise will throw an error.

l You cannot export a Sketch document or a Sketch Page directly. You can only export a

Artboard or a Group Layer.

l In case of Fills, Borders and Shadows only the first enabled entry is considered during Export.

l Multiple symbols with the same name cannot be exported.

l After you export symbols to a Visualizer project in one instance and then try to export additional

symbols to the same project at a later instance, the previously exported symbols are ignored.

This is because symbols are exported as components to the Visualizer project.
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Best Practices

To optimize the conversion of Sketch elements into Kony Visualizer elements, we recommend that

you create your Sketch project using the following best practices.

l Only export images as needed, and avoid exporting .png files for anything other than icons or

actual images and photos.

l Avoid using keywords that visualizer uses to avoid any issueswhile importing the exported

project in Kony Visualizer.

l Do not rasterize text layers, since these can be exported as labels, text boxes, rich text, or

button widgets directly into Kony Visualizer.

l Make sure you have the fonts installed for the current user at the following path :

~/Library/Fonts/.

l SVG files are generated in resources/svg folder in Kony project. Which developer can use to get

platform specific vector drawable.

l Instead of exporting each shape as image, it is recommended toMask group of related shapes

into a Group Layer and then export as image.

l Use appropriate sizemask, whenmasking shapes to aGroup Layer. Otherwise images

dimensions and size will be large.

l Use ArtBoard Layer to define required Form, instead of Group Layer.

l Avoid empty groups and shapes as these will increase unused widgets in Kony Form. You can

make them invisible in Sketch if required.

Import a Kony Visualizer Project

You can import a project that is located locally on your computer or you can import a project from a

cloud account to Kony Visualizer.

For more information, click any of the following sections:
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Import a Local Kony Visualizer Project

Import a Kony Visualizer Project from aCloud Account

Important:

If the project you are importing includesCordova content, ensure the following:

l TheCordova content needs to be in the following location:
<ProjectName>/web/cordova

l Within the Cordova folder, the content must be structured in the following way:
config.xml

hooks

www

www/css

www/img

www/index.html

www/js

Import a Local Kony Visualizer Project

When you import a local Kony Visualizer project, you are essentially locating an archive (.zip) file,

which Kony Visualizer then extracts into the proper location of your workspace.

Important: If your project was created using a version of Kony Studio older than 6.0, you first must

import it into Kony Studio 6.0 (with the latest hotfix) and then you can import it into Kony Visualizer.

To import a local Kony Visualizer project, follow these steps:
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1. On the Project menu, point to Import, and then point to Local Project.

2. You can do any of the following:

l ClickOpen as New Project to import the local project as a new Kony Visualizer project.

l Click Add to Current Project to import the local project to the current Kony Visualizer

project.

The Import into project dialog box appears.

3. Click Browse to locate the archive file that you want to import, select it, and then click Import.

The project is imported to your new or current project. On successful import of the local project,

Kony Visualizer does the following:

l The startup form is highlighted in the Project Explorer. Here, Employee Directory is the

imported sample app and frmHome is the startup form.

l The startup form of the imported project is displayed on the Project Canvas.
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l The Form tab is auto-selected and displayed on the Properties panel.

Note: If a project with the same name exists already, the Conflict dialog box appears, asking you if

you want to overwrite the existing project. ClickOK to overwrite the existing project. Click Cancel

to end the import process.

Import a Kony Visualizer Project from a Cloud Account

It is assumed that you have access to the cloud account where the project is located. For access,

contact someone with admin privileges to the cloud account. They can invite you by referring to Invite

Users to a Cloud Account.

To import a Kony Visualizer project from a cloud account, follow these steps:

1. In Kony Visualizer, if you are not already signed in, sign in to your Kony account.

2. On the Project menu, point to Import, and then click Cloud Project. The Import Project dialog

box appears.

3. Scroll through the list of available projects, and then click Import for the project you want to

download.
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4. In the list of projects, hover over the project you want to import. The project's field highlights, and

an Import button appears along the right-edge of the project's field. Click Import. The project is

imported to your current project. On successful import of the local project, Kony Visualizer does

the following:

l The startup form is highlighted in the Project Explorer. Here, Employee Directory is the

imported sample app and frmHome is the startup form.

l The startup form of the imported project is displayed on the Project Canvas.

l The Form tab is auto-selected and displayed on the Properties panel.
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Note: If a project with the same name exists already, a dialog box appears, asking if you want to

overwrite the existing project or rename the project you're importing with a different name. Click

Overwrite to overwrite the existing project. Click Rename to open a dialog boxwhere you can

enter a new name for the app that you are importing. Then you can either clickOK to proceed with

the import process from the cloud or click Cancel to end the import processwithout downloading

the project from the cloud.

Import a Kony Visualizer Enterprise Project

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

You can import a project that is located locally on your computer or you can import a project from a

cloud account to Kony Visualizer Classic.

For more information, click any of the following sections:

Import a Local Kony Visualizer Classic Project

Import a Kony Visualizer Classic Project from aCloud Account

Important:

If the project you are importing includesCordova content, ensure the following:

l TheCordova content needs to be in the following location:
<ProjectName>/web/cordova

l Within the Cordova folder, the content must be structured in the following way:
config.xml

hooks

www

www/css

www/img

www/index.html

www/js
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Notes:
l If your project was built using a version of Kony Studio older than 6.0, you first must

import it into Kony Studio 6.0 (with the latest hotfix) and then you can import it into Kony

Visualizer.

l If yours is a Kony Visualizer 2.5 or earlier project, importing it updates it so that it can take

advantage of all the features of Kony Visualizer, but your earlier version of Kony

Visualizer you will no longer be able to open it.

Import a Local Kony Visualizer Classic Project

When you import a local Kony Visualizer Classic project, you are essentially locating an archive (.zip)

file, which Kony Visualizer Classic then extracts into the proper location of your workspace.

To import a local Kony Visualizer Classic project, follow these steps:

1. On the File menu, point to Import, and then point to Local Project.

2. You can do any of the following:

l ClickOpen as New Project to import the local project as a new Kony Visualizer Classic

project.

l Click Add to Current Project to import the local project to the current Kony Visualizer

project.

The Import into project dialog box appears.
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3. Click Browse to locate the archive file that you want to import, select it, and then click Import.

The project is imported to your new or current project. On successful import of the local project,

Kony Visualizer Classic does the following:

l The startup form is highlighted in the Project Explorer. Here, Employee Directory is the

imported sample app and frmHome is the startup form.

l The startup form of the imported project is displayed on the Project Canvas.

l The Form tab is auto-selected and displayed on the Properties panel.

Note: If a project with the same name exists already, the Conflict dialog box appears, asking you if

you want to overwrite the existing project. ClickOK to overwrite the existing project. Click Cancel

to end the import process.
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Import a Kony Visualizer Classic Project from a Cloud Account

It is assumed that you have access to the cloud account where the Kony Visualizer Classic project is

located. For access, contact someone with admin privileges to the cloud account. They can invite you

by referring to Invite Users to a Cloud Account.

To import a Kony Visualizer Classic project from a cloud account, follow these steps:

1. In Kony Visualizer Classic, if you are not already signed in, sign in to your Kony account.

2. On the File menu, point to Import, and then click Cloud Project. The Import Project dialog box

appears.

3. Scroll through the list of available projects, and then click Import for the project you want to

download.

4. In the list of projects, hover over the project you want to import. The project's field highlights, and

an Import button appears along the right-edge of the project's field. Click Import. The project is

imported to your current project. On successful import of the local project, Kony Visualizer

Classic does the following:

l The startup form is highlighted in the Project Explorer. Here, Employee Directory is the

imported sample app and frmHome is the startup form.

l The startup form of the imported project is displayed on the Project Canvas.
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l The Form tab is auto-selected and displayed on the Properties panel.

Note: If a project with the same name exists already, a dialog box appears, asking if you want to

overwrite the existing project or rename the project you're importing with a different name. Click

Overwrite to overwrite the existing project. Click Rename to open a dialog boxwhere you can

enter a new name for the app that you are importing. Then you can either clickOK to proceed with

the import process from the cloud or click Cancel to end the import processwithout downloading

the project from the cloud.

Import an Application Extension

You can add custom functionality and content to your application by importing an application extension

into your project. For information on creating an application extension, see Create an iOS Application

Extension.

To import an application extension:

1. On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), select Import. Kony Visualizer displays

a dropdown list of items that can be imported.

2. From the dropdown list, select App Extensions. Kony Visualizer displays a list of available
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extensions.

3. Select the extension you want to import.

Kony Visualizer adds the extension to an app-extensions folder and creates:

l An Info.plist information property list file.

l A javascript folder for associated JavaScript modules.

l A resources folder for any associated resources. To import a resource, right-click the resources

folder and select Import Resources.

To configure the extension, right-click the extension and select Configure App Extension. Tomanage

native function APIs, right-click the extension and select Manage Native Function API(s).

Note: Any changesmade to the extension's code or resources after importing the extension into a

project are local to that project.

To enable or disable an application extension, right-click the extension in the Project pane. If the

extension is currently enabled, select Disable to disable it. If the extension is currently disabled, select

Enable to enable it. Disabled applications extensions are not compiled or added to the application

when you do a build.

To delete an application extension, right-click the extension in the Project pane and select Delete.

Export a Kony Visualizer Project

You can export a project to a local space on your computer or you can export a project to a

[[[Undefined variableMyVariables.Product]]] Cloud account.

For more information, click any of the following sections:

l Share a Local Project

l Share a Project on the Cloud
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Share a Local Project

You can export your Kony Visualizer project locally so that you can share the project with

stakeholders, who can then download and import the project, review it, andmake necessary changes.

To export your project to a local space on your system, do the following:

1. From the Project menu, go to Export > Local Project.

The Save As dialog Box appears.

2. Navigate to the folder where you want to save the project, and then click Save.

Kony Visualizer exports the project as a zipped file.

Share a Project on the Cloud

By publishing your project to the cloud, your stakeholders can download the complete project, make

changes, and then upload themodified project back to the cloud.

To publish your project to the cloud, do the following:

1. If you are not currently logged in to your [[[Undefined variableMyVariables.Product]]] account,

do so now by clicking Login in the top right corner of the Kony Visualizer window. The

[[[Undefined variableMyVariables.Product]]] Account sign-in window opens.

2. Enter your email and password credentials for your [[[Undefined variable

MyVariables.Product]]] account, and then click Continue. Once you are signed in, your account

name displays in the top right corner of the Kony Visualizer window.

3. From the Project menu, go to Export > Cloud Project.

The Share Project dialog box displays.
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4. From the Account drop-down list, select the cloud account to which you want the project

published.

Note: If your profile is linked to a single account, the Share Project dialog box does not

contain a list for the Account field.

5. In the Name text box, the project name is populated automatically. To change this, enter the

name that you want people to see when they log in to the cloud account to download the project.

6. If you want, in the Description text box, type a brief description of your project, such as a version

number or something about what's new in this iteration.

7. Click Apply. The upload begins.

8. Depending on the size of your project and the speed of your internet connection, uploading the

project may take some time. After the project is uploaded, Kony Visualizer displays a

confirmationmessage. Click Close to complete the process of sharing the project.
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Themaximum allowed file size is 256MB (in .zip format).

Now that the project is uploaded to the cloud, users can download and view it using the import feature

in Kony Visualizer. For more information, see Import a Kony Visualizer Project from aCloud Account.

Invite Users to a Cloud Account

Publishing a project to a cloud account presumes necessitates that stakeholders have access to it. To

grant access, you invite users to the cloud account.

To invite users to a cloud account, do the following:

.As an admin of a cloud, you can invite users by following the below steps:

1. Visit http://manage.kony.com and enter your [[[Undefined variableMyVariables.Product]]]

account credentials.

2. After validating your login credentials, click the Settings icon along the left edge of the page.

3. Click Invite User.
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4. In the Invite User dialog box,

l Enter the email address of the user you're inviting.

l Select an account role to be assigned to the user. Available roles include: Owner, Admin,

Billing, andMember.

l From the existing cloud accounts, select the type of access to be provided to the user.

Selecting the Full Access option results in adding the user to the cloud account.

The user receives an email invitation to join the cloud account, complete with instructions on

how to do so.

Modifying a Shared Project

This procedure assumes that you have already imported the shared project into Kony Visualizer. For

more information, see Import a Kony Visualizer Project from aCloud Account.

To modify a shared project, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, if you are not already logged in, log in to your [[[Undefined variable

MyVariables.Product]]] account.

2. Open the shared project in Kony Visualizer.

3. Make the necessary changes to the project and save it. Tomake it easier for stakeholders to

recognize the changes you havemade, use the Review tab on the Properties Editor to add

notes. For more information, see Capture Product Requirements with Review Notes.

4. On the Publishmenu, click Project.

5. Kony Visualizer prompts you to confirm that you want to replace the existing project on the

cloud. Click Apply to upload themodified project.
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6. Depending on the size of your project and the speed of your internet connection, uploading the

project may take some time. After the project is uploaded, Kony Visualizer displays a

confirmationmessage. Click Close to complete the process of sharing the project.

Shared Project Limitations

You can re-upload a project to the same cloud that you imported it from. For example, a user shares a

project on a cloud account A. You can import this project (assuming you have the necessary

permissions) andmake changes to the project, and then upload it back to the same cloud account A.

But you cannot share this project on any other cloud account even if you have access tomultiple

accounts (like cloud account B, C and D).

Hence, it is always advisable that an admin create a cloud account specific to a project and invite all the

stakeholders of the project to this account. This ensures that the project is available for all to share and

modify.
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Export and Import Resources

With Kony Visualizer, you can export resources used within a project and then import them into other

projects, saving time and effort. You can export and import the following:

Internationalization Resources

Export i18n resources

Import i18n resources

Themes

Export and Import Themes

Fonts

Export and Import Fonts

Application Extensions

Export and Import Application Extensions

Internationalizing (i18n) Application Content

The process of designing or developing an application in such a way that it supports various languages

and regions is referred to as Internationalization, also known as i18n. In Kony Visualizer, the i18n

featuresmake it possible to build your app for various language locales without making changes to the

application code or logic. By setting up the locales that you want to support and then adding what

amounts to a vocabulary list for each locale, your app can become functional in multiple languages.

Each entry that youmake is called a key, and defines a given term in each of the locales that you want

your application to support.
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The following topics lead you through the process of implementing i18n functionality in an app:

Create Locales

Add i18n Content for Each Locale

Assign an i18n Key to aWidget

Search for An i18n Key

View a Locale Using the Preview App

In addition, you can also export a project's i18n settings and import them into another project.

Export Internationalization Settings

Import Internationalization Settings

Updating i18N Keys on Android Applications

Create Locales

To create locales, do the following:
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1. In Kony Visualizer, on the Project (Edit menu for Kony Visualizer Classic) menu, click

Internationalization (i18n). The Configure Internationalization window appears.

2. ClickOpen Locales.

3. On the Predefined tab, select the checkboxes of the locales that you want your app to support. If

you do not see the locale you want, click the Custom tab, and then add your own locale, giving it

values for Language, Country, and Locale. For these values, use the patterns found in the

predefined locales as examples to guide you.

Notes:
l The Locale field must use the format aa_AA or aa. For example, jp_JP, or jp

would be a valid locale name.

l TheCountry field can only contain letters.

l The Language field must begin with a letter.

4. Once you have created your locales, clickOK. The Configure Internationalization dialog box

now has a column for each locale you created. For every locale you configure, a corresponding

empty folder is created in your workspace using the following path:

<workspace>\<application>\resources\common

You can add images to this folder which you can use in the project for corresponding locale.

5. Set the default locale by selecting the locale you want from the Default Locale drop-down list.

6. Click Finish.

With your locales chosen, you can now define i18n keys for each locale.

Add i18n Content for Each Locale

When it comes to adding i18n content to your application, you have a couple of options:
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l  You can add i18n content within Kony Visualizer

l By adding i18n keys one after the other manually, or

l By adding all the i18n keys at once from a resource bundle

l You can add i18n content programmatically from the code using APIs.

Add i18n Keys Manually

This procedure assumes that you have already created the locales that you want your app to support.

For more information, see Create Locales.

To add i18n keys manually, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, on the Edit menu (the Project menu for Kony Visualizer), click

Internationalization (i18n). The Configure Internationalization dialog box displays.

2. In the Configure Internationalization dialog box, an initial row for an i18n key and the locales you

want your app to support is displayed. In the Key field, type a name for your key, such as

key001.

3. In each locale's field for the key you just named, enter the word or phrase for the term you're

defining. For instance, if you're entering the Spanish equivalent for the English phrase Sign In,

you would enter Iniciar Sesión.

4. Add a new row for each key you create by clicking the green plus sign button.

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each new key you want to create.
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6. Click Finish.

Add i18n Programmatically Using APIs

For information on how to use APIs to programmatically add i18n functionality to an app, see the Kony

Visualizer API Developer's Guide.

Assign an i18n Key to a Widget

To assign an i18n key to a widget, do the following:

1. Using either the Project Explorer or the Visualizer Canvas, select a widget.

The text of a widget uses the default language of the project.

2. On the Look tab of the Properties pane, select the key you want from the Text i18n Key drop-

down list, or using the search icon, search and filter for the key you want.
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Note: For GroupWidgets (such asComboBox, DataGrid, and CheckBoxGroup) and

SegmentWidget, you assign i18n keys in theMaster Data.

Search for An i18n Key

When adding editing, or deleting i18n keys, you canmake it easier to locate particular keys by

searching for them.

To search for an i18n key, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, on the Edit menu (the Project menu for Kony Visualizer), click

Internationalization (i18n). The Configure Internationalization dialog box displays.

2. In the Search text box, type text that matches the key you're looking for. Keys that contain the

text you type are listed in the table of i18n keys.

View a Locale Using the Preview App

To get a sense for what the user will experience when viewing an app in a particular locale, you can

use the Kony Visualizer preview feature. The preview feature builds a preview version of the app,

posts it to the cloud, and then gives you a publish code that you—or anyone you give the code to—can

use to view the app on a device, such as a smartphone. The device simply needs to have the Kony

Visualizer Preview App installed, which is available free fromKony on your device's app store.

To view a locale using the Preview App, do the following:

1. Set the default locale of the app to the locale that you want to view using Functional Preview. To

do so, on the Project (Edit menu for Kony Visualizer Classic) menu, click Internationalization

(i18n), and then select the locale you want from the Default Locale drop-down list.

2. Follow the instructions provided in the topic, Preview an App on a Device.
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Export Internationalization Settings

You can export your i18n settings so that you can import them for use in a different Kony Visualizer

project. FromV8 SP4 onwards, you can export your i18n settings either as a JSON or as a CSV file

format.

To export i18n settings, you can perform any of the following actions.

From the File Menu

1. In Kony Visualizer, on the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer) , point to Export, and

then click i18n resources.
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2. Select the file format as either JSON or CSV. The Save As dialog box appears.

3. Navigate to the folder where you want to save the i18n settings, and then click Save. Kony

Visualizer exports the i18n resources as a zipped file.

From the Edit Menu

1. In Kony Visualizer, on the Edit menu (the Edit menu in Kony Visualizer) menu, click

Internationalization (i18n). The Configure Internationalization window appears.

2. Click the export icon beside the Configure Locales button.

3. Select the file format as either JSON or CSV. The Save As dialog box appears.

4. Navigate to the folder where you want to save the i18n settings, and then click Save. Kony

Visualizer exports the i18n resources as a zipped file.
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Import Internationalization Settings

If you have the exported i18n settings from another Kony Visualizer project, you can import them into

the project you're working on. FromV8 SP4 onwards, you can import i18n settings either as a JSON

or as a CSV file format.

To import i18n settings, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, on the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer) , point to Import, and

then click i18n resources.

2. In the Open dialog box, navigate to the zipped file that contains the i18n settings you want to

import, select the file, and then clickOpen.

Important Considerations

The following are important considerations when importing i18n keys:

l If the current project contains i18n keys, the imported keys are added to the existing i18n file.

l If the name of an existing key is the same as an imported key, then the imported key values

overwrite the existing key values.

l If the name of an existing key is the same as an imported key but the locales are different, then

only those locales that are common are overwritten.

l If the imported i18n keys have locales that are not defined in the current project, then Kony

Visualizer activates these locales in the current project, and then assigns the imported i18n

values.

Resource Bundle

A resource bundle is a properties file that contains all the i18n keys, along with their values. It is locale-

specific, that is, you will have one resource bundle per locale. To use resource bundles, you design

your application to access the locale of choice at run-time, depending on the language the user

chooses to display the app in. When the user chooses a different language, the resource bundle for
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that locale is implemented. A resource bundle follows the naming convention of <language_

Country>.properties. For example,

l For the United States English locale, the resource bundle isen_US.properties

l For the French Canadian locale, the resource bundle isfr_CA.properties.

Updating i18N Keys on Android Applications

If your Android app is published even once, when youmodify the app (including i18N locales, values),

youmust ensure to change the version of the app from project settings. Modifying the Version Number

and Version Code aremandatory steps for the changes to reflect in the app.

To update the Version Number, do the following:

1. From the File menu, navigate to Project Settings.

The Project Settings window opens.

2. In the Application tab, update the version number to the next version. For example, if the

Version is 1.0.0, modify it to 1.0.1

3. Click Finish.

To update the Version Code, do the following:

1. From the File menu, navigate to Project Settings.

The Project Settings window opens.

2. Navigate to Native > Android.

The Android tab contents appear. By default, theMobile/Tablet tab displays.

3. Update the entry in the Version Code. For example, if the Version Code is 1.0, modify it to 1.1

4. Click Finish.
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Export and Import Themes

To export a theme, do the following:

1. On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), point to Export, and then click

Themes.

2. Select the skins you want to export.

3. Click Finish. The Save As dialog box displays.

4. Enter the file name of the .zip file into which you want the skins to be bundled, and then navigate

to the folder where you want it to be saved.

5. Click Save. The skins you selected are bundled as a .zip file, and a status box informs you that

the export was successful.

To import a theme, do the following:

1. On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), point to Import, and then click

Themes.

2. Navigate to the .zip file of the theme you want to import, select it, and then clickOpen. The

Import Themes dialog box opens.

3. Select the skins you want to import, and then click Next.

4. If a skin that is being imported has a name identical to a skin that exists in the project, you have

an opportunity to rename the skin you are importing. If you do not rename the skin, it will

overwrite the existing skin. Click Next.

The skins you selected are imported, and a status box informs you that the import was

successful.
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Export and Import Fonts

Export Fonts from Kony Visualizer

To export a font file from Kony Visualizer, follow these steps:

1. On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), point to Export, and then click Fonts.

Note: If Kony Visualizer does not find any custom fonts in the project to export, it posts a

warning to the Console to this effect, and takes no further action related to exporting.

2. Enter the file name of the .zip file into which you want the fonts to be bundled, and then navigate

to the folder where you want it to be saved.

3. Click Save. The fonts you selected are bundled as a .zip file, and a status box informs you that

the export was successful.

Import Fonts to Kony Visualizer

Earlier, you had to individually import each .ttf font file for every channel in Kony Visualizer. From

V8 SP4 Fixpack 20 onwards, you can now import any font file directly to your Kony Visualizer project,

and the font is automaticallymade available for all the channels. You also have the option to import a

font file for one specific channel at a time, and the imported font is then available for that channel only.

In addition, when you try to import a font, Kony Visualizer verifies the name of your font file and the

original font family name. If there is amismatch between the names, an alert appears. This alert

indicates that the font file has been renamed to the actual font name, for a glitch-free functioning of the

font within Visualizer.

To import a font file to Kony Visualizer, follow these steps:
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1. In Kony Visualizer, go to Project Explorer > Assets.

2. Depending on your requirement, do any one of the following:

l Import a font for all channels:

a. Right-click Fonts, and then click Import Fonts. Your local File Explorer window

appears.

l Import a font for specific channels:

a. Expand Fonts. The list of available channels to which you can import fonts,

appears.

b. Right-click a particular channel, and then click Import Fonts. Your local File

Explorer window appears.

3. Browse for and select the required font(s), and then clickOpen.

Note: If the selected font file is already available in Kony Visualizer, a Conflict dialog box

appears indicating that the font exists for certain or all channels. ClickOverride to import

and replace the existing font file; alternatively, click Skip to abort the import process.

Note: If you havemodified the original name of the font file that you are trying to import,

Kony Visualizer automatically renames the file to the actual font namewhile importing it.

4. Once the font file is imported successfully to Kony Visualizer, the Import Fonts dialog box

appears displaying an appropriate successmessage. Click Close.

5. You can now use the imported font for the required channels in Kony Visualizer.
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Create Screens

In Kony Visualizer, you build screens using forms that you populate with widgets such as buttons, text

fields, labels, and the like. Any given screen that the user sees is the result of a form, and your

application can consist of asmany or as few forms as it needs. To have the appmove from one form to

another, you associate that action with a particular widget, such as a button.

You can use a form acrossmultiple platforms1, and you can adapt a form created for one channel2 for

use on other channels. For information on creating forms for AppleWatch, see AppleWatch.

Note: In Kony Studio 6.5, you could port a project from one platform to another, and to channels

within the target platform. However, issueswould arise due to the wide variations in form factors

from one platform and channel to another. In Kony Visualizer, universality across platforms and

channels is achieved through the use of components andmasters; platform porting is not

supported in Kony Visualizer. For more information, seeWorking with Components, Kony

Marketplace, andMasters. .

To add a form to your application, do the following:

1. On the Project Explorer, click the Project tab.

2. Expand the channel you want to create the form for, either Mobile, Tablet, Watch, or Desktop.

3. Hover over Forms, click its context menu arrow, select New Form, and then click Flex Form. A

new form is added to the Project tab, and becomes the form of focus on the Visualizer Canvas.

Note: Do not select VBox Form from the New Form menu. This is used only for legacy

applications that were created in Kony Studio 6.0 and earlier.

1The operating system of a given device. iOS and Android are examples of platforms.
2Device types available within a given platform. These includemobile (i.e. phone), tablet, and desktop.
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4. To rename the form, on the Look tab of the Properties Pane, type the new name in the ID text

box. The form name cannot have any spaces.

Apple Watch

The AppleWatch is a smartwatch that runs on theWatchOS platform, and is paired to an iPhone (5 or

above) to perform functions such as calling, texting, and receiving notifications. Kony Visualizer

supports AppleWatch 42mmand AppleWatch 38mm.

The following are themain features of a watch:

l Forms

l Notifications

l Glances

l Reviews

Forms

A form is the starting point for any application, and is the topmost container. A form can contain any

number of widgets but cannot contain another form. For more information regardingWatch widgets,

see AddWatchWidgets.

Your Watch app can consist of multiple forms, and you canmove from one form to another using a

couple of different methods. You can use an action sequence, such as assigning the Navigate to Form

action to a button so that, when it's clicked, it displays a different form.

Add a Form to a Watch

To add a form, follow these steps:
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1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, expand theWatch folder. Right-click Form > New

Form. This results in creating a new formwith a default name assigned to it.

2. Youmay choose to rename the form by clicking the down-arrow next to the form and then

clicking Rename. The name of the form becomes editable.

3. Tomake a form function as the app's startup form (that is, the first form to appear after the

application is loaded), click the down-arrow next the form, and then clickMark as Startup.

The following widgets are supported on a form:

Group Button Date Image2

Label Line Slider Timer

Map Segment2 Switch

Add a Widget to a Form

To add a widget to a form, do the following:

To add a widget to a form, follow these steps:

1. From theWidget Library, drag the required widget and drop it on a form on the Visualizer

Canvas.

2. If you want, rename the widget.

3. Save the form.

Duplicate a Form

When you want to have a form that is similar to an existing form, you can duplicate the required form

and reuse it.

To duplicate a form, do the following:

1. Right-click the form you want to duplicate, and then click Duplicate.

A duplicate form is created.
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2. If you want, rename the form.

Delete a Form

When you no longer require a form, you can delete it.

To delete a form, do the following:

1. Right-click the form you want to delete, and then click Delete.

2. A deletion confirmationmessage appears. ClickOK to delete the form.

Open the Assets' Folder

To navigate to the location where the form assets are available on your computer, do the following:

1. Right-click the required form and click Resources Location.

TheWindowsExplorer where the form assets are located appears.

Form Properties

You can customize the following properties of a form:

l Look

l Skin

l Form

l Action

l Review

Look

On the Look tab, you set properties that control the way a form appears on an app. The following are

themajor properties you can condition for a form:
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1. ID: It is the unique identifier of the form.When a form is added, system assigns a unique ID (or

name). You can rename the form ID, if required.

2. Render: This property defines if a form should appear on a specific platform. By default, a form

is rendered for all the platforms.

If you do not want to render a form for a specific platform, click the Edit button against the

Render to open the Fork Platforms dialog box. Clear a platform check box for which you do not

want to render the form.

3. Padding: Defines the space between the content of the form and the form boundaries. The

following padding options are available for the form.

Property Definition Action

Top Top padding Move the slider to adjust the top padding of the widget.

Bottom Bottom padding Move the slider to adjust the bottom padding of the widget.
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Property Definition Action

Left Left padding Move the slider to adjust the left padding of the widget.

Right Right padding Move the slider to adjust the right padding of the widget.

Skin

On this tab, you define properties such as background color, borders, and shadows for a form. For a

Watch form, you can define a skin its Normal state.

For more information on skin properties, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Note: Custom themes developed in Kony Visualizer are not supported on AppleWatch. Apple

Watch applications support the default theme of Kony Visualizer.

Form

On this tab, you set properties that are common for all the platforms and also, set properties that are

unique to a platform.

Title

Use this property to set the title of a form.
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Hides When Loading

This property specifies if the form should be hidden while loading the application.

Spacing

This property defines the amount of space between the widgets in a notification. The spacing values

are assigned in Dp format and can take values in the range of 0-100 Dp.

Next Form

From the Next Form list, click the form that should appear after the current form.

Action

On this tab, you define the events that are executed when an action is run. For a notification, you can

run the following actions:

l onInit: This action allows you initialize your interface controller.

l onWillActivate: This action lets you know that your interface will soon be visible to the user. Use

thismethod only to make small changes to your interface. For example, youmight use this

method to update a label based on new data.

l onDidDeactivate: This action allows you to clean up your interface and put it into a quiescent

state. For example, use thismethod to invalidate timers and stop animations.

l onAwake: This action is called to let you know that the interface controller’s contents are

onscreen.

l localNotificationActionHandler: This action delivers a local notification payload and a user-

selected action to the interface controller.

l remoteNotificationActionHandler: This action delivers a remote notification payload and a user-

selected action to the interface controller.

For more information on using these actions, see the topic, Add Actions.

Review

This tab can be used to add Notes and Comments to the selected form.
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You can search for the noteswritten about a form by typing its name in the Searchbox.

You can expand, contract, add, and delete notes.

Notifications

A notification informs a user about information received on their AppleWatch, such as amessage, an

upcoming appointment, or new data. These notifications appear in the form of an alert message or a

badge on the app icon. Depending on the app settings, youmay also hear a voice alert when you

receive a notification. The iOS platform supports both local notifications and remote notifications (or

push notifications.)

A local notification is scheduled by an app and delivered on the same device.Whereas, a remote

notification is sent by your server to the Apple Push Notification service (APNS) and from there the

notification is delivered to your device.

The notifications you receive are either short look notification or long look notifications. To customize a

l Short-LookNotification uses a static notification.

l Long-LookNotification you can use both static notification and dynamic notification.

The following example shows how a notification appears on your watch.

Short-Look NotificationLong-Look Notification
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Youmay receive a Short-Look notification instead of a Long-Look notification due to the following

reasons:

l Battery Saver is on.

l You have exceed your carrier's data plan limits.

l Data Sense is enabled and you have exceeded your specified limit.

l Dynamic notification not configured.

A notification consist of following panes:

l Sash: It is the top pane of a notification. In Sash, the app icon (you can upload the icon from the

Project Settings > AppleWatchOS > Long-LookNotification Icon) and project title are

displayed.

l App Content: The central pane of a notification. Here, you can design a notification using the

Kony Visualizer widgets.
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l Dismiss: The bottom pane of a notification. This pane contains system defined Dismiss button

only. You cannot delete this button or add another widget.

Add a Static Notification

In Kony Visualizer, initially when you add a notification, it implies that you are adding a static

notification. Only after you add a static notification, you can add a dynamic notification.

To add a static notification, follow these steps:

1. Expand theWatch channel and hover on Notifications to display a drop-down arrow.

2. Click the drop-down arrow and click New Notification. A new static notification is created. The

system assigns a unique name to this notification.

3. Rename the notification (if required) by clicking the drop-down arrow next to the notification and

then clicking Rename. The notification name becomes an editable text field. Rename the

notification and then press Enter on your keyboard.

Add a Dynamic Notification

You can add a dynamic notification only after you have added a static notification. For each static

notification, you can add only a single dynamic notification.

To add a static notification, follow these steps:

1. Hover on a static notification to display a drop-down arrow.

2. Click the drop-down arrow and then click Create Dynamic Notification.

A new dynamic notification is created with the same name as static notification and appended

with the word [Dynamic]. For example, if a static notification is namedwatchNotification, its

dynamic notification is named aswatchNotification [Dynamic].
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Note: If a static notification is renamed, its dynamic notification is also renamed. The

dynamic notification follows the naming convention Name of the static notification +

[Dynamic].

Difference between a Static Notification and Dynamic Notification

l A static notification displays the notification’s alert message and any static images and text are

configured during design time.

l A dynamic notification allows you to customize the appearance of your notification’s content.

This notification is optional when designing a notification scene.

Notification Properties

The notification properties contain the following tabs:

1. Look

2. Skin
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3. Static Notification (available only on Static Notifications)

4. Action

5. Review

Look

On the Look tab, you set properties that control the way a notification appears on a watch.

ID

Denotes the name of a notification.When a notification is added to a watch, a unique name is assigned

to the notification. You can rename a notification by entering a new name in the ID box.

Note: You can also rename a notification from the Project Explorer by right-clicking a notification,

and then clicking Rename.

Padding

Defines the space between the content of the notification and the notification boundaries. You can use

this option to assign the top, left, right, and bottom distance between the notification content and the

notification boundaries.

Property Definition Action
Top Top padding Move the slider to adjust the top padding of a notification.

Bottom Bottom padding Move the slider to adjust the bottom padding of a notification.

Left Left padding Move the slider to adjust the left padding of a notification.

Right Right padding Move the slider to adjust the right padding of a notification.

Notes:

l Click to apply uniformmargins across all the padding boundaries of a notification.

Skin

A skin defines the background color that you apply to a Normal state of a notification. For more

information on skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.
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Static Notification

This section list the properties that you can control for static notifications.

Spacing

This property defines the amount of space between the widgets in a notification. The spacing values

are assigned in Dp format and can take values in the range of 0-100 Dp.

Sash Blur

The Sash Blur controls the background color of Sash area. You can either have the background color

of a notification as the background color of the Sash area or choose a unique background color for the

Sash area. To assign a background color, do one of the following:

l On:When you select On button next to Sash Blur, the Sash area background color is same as

that of its notification's background color but with a blur.

l Off: When you chooseOff button next to Sash Blur, the Sash area background color is

controlled by Sash Color.

l Sash Color: Click on the color palette icon next to Sash Color to open the color palette.

Choose a required color for use as Sash area background color.

Title Color

Controls the font color of the title in the Sash area.
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Click on the color palette icon next to Title Color to open the color palette. Choose a required color for

use as font color for the title text.

Notification Label

A notification label controls the text that appear on a short notification. The Notification Label list

displays all the Label widgets added to App Content pane. Click on a Label widget to use a notification

label.

Action

On this tab, you define the events that are executed when an action is run. For a notification, you can

run the following actions:

l onInit: This action allows you initialize your interface controller.

l onWillActivate: This action lets you know that your interface will soon be visible to the user. Use

thismethod only to make small changes to your interface. For example, youmight use this

method to update a label based on new data.

l onDidDeactivate: This action allows you to clean up your interface and put it into a quiescent

state. For example, use thismethod to invalidate timers and stop animations.

l onAwake: This action is called to let you know that the interface controller’s contents are

onscreen.

Glances

A glance is a supplemental way for a user to view important information from the app.When you click

on a glance of an app, the relevant app appears on your screen. For example. a glancemight inform

you of an upcomingmeeting. Each glance is divided into Upper Glance and Lower Glance. The Upper

Glance covers the top half of a watch and the lower glance covers the bottom half of a watch. Kony

Visualizer supports only oneGlance for each app. It is not mandatory for an app to have a glance.

To add a Glance in Kony Visualizer, do the following:
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1. Expand theWatch channel and hover onGlance to display a drop-down arrow.

2. Click the drop-down arrow and click New Glance. A new Glance is created. The system

assigns a unique name to this Glance.

3. If you want, rename the notification by clicking the drop-down arrow next to the Glance and then

clicking Rename. TheGlance name becomes an editable text field. Rename theGlance and

then press Enter on your keyboard.

Note: When aGlance is added to aWatch, the Upper Glance and Lower Glance are

created automatically.

The following widgets are supported on aGlance:

Group Date Image2 Label

Line Timer Map

Look

On the Look tab, you set properties that control the way aGlance appears on an app. The following

are themajor properties you can condition on this tab:

l Specify a name for the Glance.

l Choose the platforms on which a widget should be rendered.

Action

On this tab, you define the events that are executed when an action is run. For a notification, you can

run the following actions:

l onInit: This action allows you initialize your interface controller.
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l onWillActivate: This action lets you know that your interface will soon be visible to the user. Use

thismethod only to make small changes to your interface. For example, youmight use this

method to update a label based on new data.

l onDidDeactivate: This action allows you to clean up your interface and put it into a quiescent

state. For example, use thismethod to invalidate timers and stop animations.

l onAwake: This action is called to let you know that the interface controller’s contents are

onscreen.

For more information on using these actions, see Add Actions.

Configure a Screen for Both Portrait and Landscape (Beta)

With Kony Visualizer, you can create a screen with properties for both portrait and landscape

orientationswithout having to write any code. You set these properties at the form level. Once the app

is published and is installed, when users rotate their device, a screen designed to support both

orientations takes on the properties you set for that specific orientation.

To configure a screen for both portrait and landscape orientations, do the following:

1. On the Project Explorer, click the Project tab.

2. Expand Forms, and then click the formwhose orientation you want to configure.

3. On the Form tab of the Properties pane, from theOrientation drop-down list, click Both.

4. Click a child widget on the form, and then click its Look tab on the Properties pane. Two buttons

are located at the top of the tab: Portrait and Landscape.
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5. Click the orientation button that you want to configure the widget for.

6. Change the orientation of the screen on the Visualizer Canvas by clicking theOrientation toggle

button.When you click this button, the orientation selected on the Look tab changes tomatch it.

7. Modify the widget's properties by dragging the widget into position on the Visualizer Canvas,

and/or setting the properties in the Flex section of the Look tab.

8. To lock a particular Flex property so that it cannot bemodified (whether by dragging, or

changing its value in its property field), click its lock icon.

9. When you have set the Flex properties for one orientation, change the orientation of the screen

on the Visualizer Canvas by clicking theOrientation toggle button, click the other orientation

button on the Look tab, and thenmodify the widget's Flex properties in that orientation by

dragging the widget into position on the Visualizer Canvas, and/or setting its Flex properties on

the Look tab. Lock any properties whose values you don't want to be inadvertently changed.
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10. Repeat steps 4 through 9 for each widget on the form that you want to customize for both

portrait and landscape orientations.

Android Wear

AndroidWear (now calledWear OS) is a version of Google's Android Operating system designed for

smart watches and other wearables. AndroidWear pairs with devices running on Android 4.3 or

newer and iOS version 8.2 or newer phones. You can use AndroidWear to perform functions such as

calling, text messaging, and receiving notifications.Watch face styles include round and square. Kony

Visualizer supports Sony SmartWatch 3 (320 x 320), AndroidWear (400 x 400), and AndroidWear

(480 x 480).

Ensure that you configured AndroidWear properties in Project Settings. For more information, see

AndroidWear Properties.

The following are themain features of an AndroidWear:

l Forms

l FormProperties

Forms

A form is the starting point for any application and is the topmost container. A form can contain any

number of widgets but cannot contain another form.

Your AndroidWear app can consist of multiple forms, and you canmove from one form to another

using a couple of different methods. You can use an action sequence, such as assigning the Navigate

to Form action to a button so that, when it is clicked, it displays a different form.

Add an Android Wear Form

To add an Android Wear form to the Visualizer canvas, follow these steps:

1. Open Kony Visualizer.

2. From the File menu, select New Project or Open > <your Project name>.

Your project opens.
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3. In the Project tab, expand theWearables folder.

TheWearables folder expands displaying its contents.

4. Expand the Android Wear folder.

The Android wear folder expands displaying its contents.

5. Click on the down-arrow next to Forms.

A list appears.

6. Select New Form from the list.

A new form is created with a default name.

7. If you want to rename the form, click on the down-arrow next to the form and then click

Rename.

Rename the form.

Mark as StartUp

Mark as StartUp functionality is used tomake a form function as the app's start up form. The form that

is amarked as start up is the first form to appear after the application is loaded.

To mark a form as the start up form, follow these steps:

1. In your Visualizer project, in the Project tab, expand theWearables folder.

2. Expand the Android Wear folder.

The Android wear folder expands displaying its contents.

3. Expand the Forms folder.

All forms available in the folder appear.

4. From the list, select the form you want to choose as the startup form.

5. Click on the down-arrow next to the form and select Mark as StartUp.

Note: By default, the first form is considered as the start up form until another form is

specificallymarked as start up.
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Add a Widget to a Form

To add a widget to a form, do the following:

1. From the Default Library pane of Kony Visualizer, drag the required widget and drop it on a

form on the Visualizer Canvas.

2. A new widget with a default name/ID is added to the form.

3. Youmay choose to rename the widget by changing its ID in the Look tab under the Properties

pane of Kony Visualizer or right-click the widget name in the Project tab and then click Rename.

4. Save the form.

The following widgets are supported on an AndroidWear form:

FlexContainer FlexScrollContainer Tab TabPane

Button Calendar CheckBoxGroup DataGrid

Image Label Listbox RadioButtonGroup

RichText Slider TextArea TextBox

Map Phone PickerView Segment

Switch Video

Duplicate a Form

When you want to have a form that is similar to an existing form, you can duplicate the required form

and reuse it.

To duplicate a form, do the following:
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1. Click on the down-arrow next to the form you want to duplicate.

A drop downmenu appears.

2. From that drop downmenu click on Duplicate.

3. A duplicate formwith a default name is created.

4. If you want to rename the form, click on the down-arrow next to the form and then click

Rename.

Rename the form.

Delete a Form

When you no longer require a form, you can delete it.

To delete a form, do the following:

1. Click on the down-arrow next to the form that you want to delete.

A drop downmenu appears.

2. Click on Delete from that drop down.

A deletion confirmation alert appears.

3. ClickOK on the alert to delete the form.

Open the Assets Folder

To navigate to the location where the form assets are available on your computer, do the

following:

1. Click on the down-arrow next to the formwhose assets folder you want to view.

A drop downmenu appears.

2. Select Resource Location from that drop down.

TheWindowsExplorer or Finder where the form assets are located appears.

Form Properties

You can customize the following properties of a form:
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l Look

l Skin

l Form

l Action

l Review

Look

On the Look tab, you set properties that control the way a form appears on an app. The following are

themajor properties you can condition for a form:

Property Definition Action

ID It is the unique identifier of the

form.

When a form is added, the system

assigns a unique ID (or name). You

can rename the form ID if required.

Render This property defines if a form

should appear on a specific

platform.

By default, a form is rendered for all

the platforms.

If you do not want to render a form for

a specific platform, click the Edit

button against the Render to open

the Render Platforms dialog box.

Clear the platform check box for

which you do not want to render the

form.

Friendly

Name

The friendly name of the form is the

name that the Navigation object is

to be created for.

You can give any friendly name to the

form here.
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Property Definition Action

Controller The code for the FormController

object is created by the code

generation tool for you. It

communicates with both the

models for the data sources and

the viewmodels for the forms.

You can choose which

FormControllers actions you want to

link to this form. Click the ... button

against the Controller to open the

Switch Controller dialog box.

Skin

On this tab, you define properties such as background color, borders, and shadows for a form. For an

AndroidWear form, you can define a skin its Normal, Menu Normal, andMenu Focus state. You can

copy, paste, assign and duplicate any of these skins.

For more information on skin properties, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Normal

Under the Normal tab the properties we have are:

Property Definition Action

General The name of the skin(s) is

stored here.

You can fork a skin and apply

whichever one you choose

Background The background of the form

can be customized here.

You can choose the type of gradient,

color, and preferred opacity of the

background.

Border This feature helps apply a

border to the form.

You can choose the size, type of

gradient, color, opacity, and style of

the border.
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Menu Normal

After we tick the Enable checkbox, all the properties can be edited.

Under theMenu Normal tab the properties we have are:

Property Definition Action

General The name of the skin(s)

is stored here.

You can fork a skin and apply

whichever one you choose

Background The background of the

form can be customized

here.

You can choose the type of

gradient, color, and preferred

opacity of the background.

Border This feature helps apply

a border to the form.

You can choose the size, type of

gradient, color, opacity, and style

of the border.

Menu Focus

After we tick the Enable check box all the properties can be edited.

Under theMenu Focus tab the properties we have are:

Property Definition Action

General The name of the skin(s)

is stored here.

You can fork a skin and apply

whichever one you choose

Background The background of the

form can be customized

here.

You can choose the type of

gradient, color, and preferred

opacity of the background.
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Property Definition Action

Border This feature helps apply

a border to the form.

You can choose the size, type of

gradient, color, opacity, and style

of the border.

Form

On this tab, you set properties that are common for all the platforms and also, set properties that are

unique to a platform.

General

Property Definition Action

Enable Idle

Timeout

This property is used if the user has

been idle on a form for a specific period

of time.

You can select On or Off for this

property using the radio buttons

provided.

Transition: IN Specifies how the form appears on the

screen. You can choose a transition

effect out of 11 available transitions.

Click the Edit button against the

Transition: IN to open the

Transition: IN dialog box. Select

the preferred Transition event

from the drop-down.

Transition: OUT Specifies how the formmoves away

from the screen. You can choose a

transition effect out of 11 available

transitions.

Click the Edit button against the

Transition: OUT to open the

Transition: OUT dialog box.

Select the preferred Transition

event from the drop-down.

Title Specifies the title of the Form. Enter a tile for the Form.
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Property Definition Action

Retain Scroll

Position

Specifies if the Formmust remember

the scroll position when the user

revisits the Form.

You can select On or Off for this

property using the radio buttons

provided.

Header Overlap Specifies if the header must overlap

the form. If this field is selected, the

form scrolls behind the header

background and a part of the header

background is transparent.

You can select On or Off for this

property using the radio buttons

provided.

Click the ... button against the

Header Overlap to open the

Header Overlap dialog box and

choose the platforms for which

you want this property to work.

Footer Overlap Specifies if the footer must overlap the

form. If this field is selected, the form

scrolls behind the footer background

and a part of the footer background is

transparent.

You can select On or Off for this

property using the radio buttons

provided.

Click the ... button against the

Footer Overlap to open the

Footer Overlap dialog box and

choose the platforms for which

you want this property to work.

Layout Type Specifies if the arrangement of the

widgets either in free form or vertical

direction.

Choose any layout type from

Free Form or Flow Vertical.

Enable Scrolling Specifies whether the scrolling is

enabled on the flex container or not.

You can select On or Off for this

property using the radio buttons

provided.
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Property Definition Action

Bounces Specifies whether the scroll view

bounces past the edge of the content

and back again.

You can select On or Off for this

property using the radio buttons

provided.

Horizontal Bounce Specifies whether the scroll bounce is

enabled or disabled in the horizontal

direction.

You can select On or Off for this

property using the radio buttons

provided.

Vertical Bounce Specifies whether the scroll bounce is

enabled or disabled in the vertical

direction.

You can select On or Off for this

property using the radio buttons

provided.

Vertical Scroll

Indicator

Specifies whether the scroll indicator

must be shown or not in the vertical

direction.

You can select On or Off for this

property using the radio buttons

provided.

Paging Specifies the whether the paging is

enabled for the container. If this

property is set to true, the scroll view

stops onmultiples of the scroll view's

bounds when the user scrolls.

You can select On or Off for this

property using the radio buttons

provided. By default, it is Off.

Content Offset X Specifies the X coordinate of the top-

left scrollable region. When the value is

set, the container scrolls even if the

scrolling is disabled. This will always

return the value that you set, but never

reflects the actual computed offset.

You can specify the coordinates

using Dp, Px, and% units.

The default unit is Dp.
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Property Definition Action

Content Offset Y Specifies the Y coordinate of the top-

left scrollable region. When the value is

set, the container scrolls even if the

scrolling is disabled. This will always

return the value that you set, but never

reflects the actual computed offset.

You can specify the coordinates

using Dp, Px, and% units.

The default unit is Dp.

Content Size Width Specifies the width of the flex container

to accommodate all the widgets placed

in it. This will returns the values that

you set, but never reflects the actual

computed content size.

You can specify the coordinates

using Dp, Px, and% units.

The default unit is Dp.

Content Size

Height

Specifies the height of the container to

accommodate all the widgets placed in

it. This will returns the values that you

set, but never reflects the actual

computed content size.

You can specify the coordinates

using Dp, Px, and% units.

The default unit is Dp.

Snap to Grid When turnedOn, this feature sets

default positions that a widget will

move on drag (or any other) action by a

user into the AndroidWear layout

automatically.

You can select On or Off for this

property using the radio buttons

provided.

Snap Grid Size When turnedOn, this feature sets

default positions that a widget will

move on drag (or any other) action by a

user. you can specify the grid size

using this feature.

You can specify the number of

the size.

Default Unit Specifies the unit that will be used as

the default unit value throughout the

form properties.

You can choose between Dp,

Px, and%.
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Android Wear OS

Property Definition Action

Soft Input

Mode

This property defines how the

main Form interacts with the

window containing the on-

screen soft keyboard. It

determines the adjustments

made to the Form whether it is

resized smaller to make room

for the soft keyboard or whether

its contents pan tomake the

current focus visible when part

of the Form is covered by the

soft keyboard.

You can choose between Adjust-Pan and

Adjust-Resize.

FORM_ADJUST_RESIZE: Specifies the

form is resized and when you click or start

typing within the widget which requires an

input, the form scrolls up and the widget

which requires an input is not overlapped by

the keypad or footer.

FORM_ADJUST_PAN: Specifies the

widget which requires an input is placed at

the bottom of the popup is overlapped by the

keypad. Themain Form is not resized to

make room for the soft keyboard. Rather, the

contents of the Form are automatically

panned so that the current focus is never

obscured by the keyboard and users can

always see what they are typing. This is

generally less desirable than resizing,

because the user may need to close the soft

keyboard to get at and interact with obscured

parts of the Form.

Dismiss on

Edge Swipe

Using this feature, you can

enable or disable dismissing

forms by swiping at the edge.

You can turn it On or Off.
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Action

General

On this tab, you define the events that are executed when an action is run. For a notification, you can

run the following actions:

Property Definition Action

init This action allows you initialize

your interface controller.

Click Edit to add actions.

preShow This action allows you to

customize an event which is

triggered every time a form is

to be displayed.

Click Edit to add actions.

postShow This action allows you to

customize an event which is

triggered every time after a

form is displayed.

Click Edit to add actions.

onHide This action allows you to

customize an event which is

triggered when a form goes

completely out of view.

Click Edit to add actions.

onDestroy This action allows you to

customize an event which is

triggered when the Form is

destroyed.

Click Edit to add actions.
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Property Definition Action

onTouchStart This action allows you to

customize an event which is

triggered once the user

touches the touch surface.

Click Edit to add actions.

onTouchMove This action allows you to

customize an event which is

triggered once the user's touch

moves on the touch surface.

Click Edit to add actions.

onTouchEnd This action allows you to

customize an event which is

triggered once the user's touch

is released from the touch

surface.

Click Edit to add actions.

Android Wear OS

Property Definition Action

onDeviceMenu This action allows you to

customize an event

which is triggered once

the user accesses the

devicemenu.

Click Edit to add actions.
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Property Definition Action

onDeviceBack This action allows you to

customize an event

which is triggered once

the user uses the back

button on the device

menu.

Click Edit to add actions.

onOrientationChange This action allows you to

customize an event

which is triggered when

there is a change in

orientation of the form.

Click Edit to add actions.

onActionBarBack This action allows you to

customize an event

which is triggered once

the user uses the back

button on the action bar.

It is enabled only when the

onActionBarBack callback is

registered on form and the

showActionBarIcon is set to true.

Click Edit to add actions.

For more information on using these actions, see the topic, Add Actions.

Review

This tab can be used to add Notes and Comments to the selected form.

You can search for the noteswritten about a form by typing its name in the Search box.

You can expand, contract, add, and delete notes.
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Populate Screens with Widgets

Widgets are the building blocks of a screen (form) in a digital application, and each one has a specific

purpose, such as user interaction or animation. Kony Visualizer provides you with built-in widgets that

help you achieve your required functionality. You can configure every widget based on your needs.

This topic covers widgets for theMobile, Tablet, and Desktop channels. For information regarding

Watch widgets, see AddWatchWidgets.

Kony Visualizer provides three types of widgets: Container, Basic, and Advanced.

Click a topic for more information. 

Accesswidgets from theWidget Tab

The Three Types ofWidgets

Populate FormswithWidgets

Occupy the ParentWidget’s Entire Area

Convert Flex Container Widgets

Resize and reposition widgets

GroupWidgets into a Container Widget

Copy theWidget Path

Parent or unparent a widget

Set the Default Widget Style

Look Properties for Widgets
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Access Widgets from the Widget Tab

Thewidgets are located on theWidget tab of the Kony Library pane. To add widgets to a form, simply

drag and drop them into place. As you do so, alignment guides display to guide your positioning of the

widget.

The Three Types of Widgets

Kony Visualizer provides you with three types of widgets.

Container Widgets

BasicWidgets

AdvancedWidgets

Container Widgets

Container Widgets act as containers to group other widgets. Using the container widgets you can

group two or more widgets so that you can position them as a unit. Following are the Container

Widgets available in Kony Visualizer: 
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Widget Description Image

FlexContainer A ContainerWidget with flexible

properties. Flexible properties

allow you to place widgets

anywhere in the form and configure

alignment properties such as Left,

Right, Top, and Bottom. You can

set the properties of the

FlexContainer in three units of

measurement: dp(device

independent pixels, dip = dp); px

(actual picture elements [i.e.

pixels] on screen); and

percentage. If you want, you can

convert a FlexContainer to a

FlexScrollContainer. For more

information, see Convert Flex

ContainerWidgets.

A FlexContainerWidget with a Button

Widget inside.

FlexScrollContainer A ContainerWidget that works as

a FlexContainer but scrolls

horizontally or vertically. If you

want, you can convert a

FlexScrollContainer to a

FlexContainer. For more

information, see Convert Flex

ContainerWidgets.

A FlexScrollContainerWidget with

button widgets inside, arranged

vertically with the Scroll Direction

property.
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Widget Description Image

TabPane A ContainerWidget in which you

can group widgets in tabs. Each

tab can have its own set of

widgets, and you can add a new

tab by using the TabWidget.

Tab A ContainerWidget to be used

only with the TabPaneWidget.

Drag-and-drop this widget onto a

TabPaneWidget to create a new

tab.

Basic Widgets

BasicWidgets help you build the user interface in your application. Along with designing the

application, you can also configure events to these widgets or write code snippets to achieve a

functionality.

Widget Description Image

Button A ButtonWidget enables you to provide

input to an application or to trigger an

event. For example, you can navigate to a

form, interact with a dialog box, or confirm

an action.
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Widget Description Image

Calendar CalendarWidget allows you to select a

date from a graphical calendar. The

CalendarWidget appears as a label with a

small calendar icon (icon does not appear

onMobileWeb platforms) and displays the

date or the date format you specified. Click

the CalendarWidget to interact.

CheckBoxGroup The CheckBoxGroupWidget allows you to

make selections from a group of check

boxes. When you select a check box, a

check mark appears inside the check box,

to indicate the selection.

DataGrid The DataGridWidget allows you to present

a collection of data in rows and columns

(tabular format).

Image2 The Image widget is a non-interactive

widget that you can use to display a

graphic (local or remote). You can use an

ImageWidget in scenarios such as

displaying your company's logo, displaying

a snapshot, and providing an illustration.

Label The Label Widget displays non-editable

text on the Form and is non-interactive.
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Widget Description Image

ListBox The ListBox Widget displays a list of items

such as a drop-down box and allows you to

select a single item at a time.

RadioButtonGroup The RadioButtonGroup is a widget that

allows you to define a set of radio buttons,

and a user can choose one of the buttons

as an option.

RichText The RichText Widget displays non-editable

and formatted text on the Form. HTML

formatting tags in the RichText Widget to

display text with styles (bold, underlined

and so on), links, and images.

Slider The SliderWidget allows you to select a

value from a defined range of values by

moving the thumb (an indicator) in a

horizontal direction.

TextArea2 The TextArea2Widget provides ameans

by which the user can enter text.

TextBox2 The TextBox2Widget is used to capture

input from the user.
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Advanced Widgets

Advanced widgets provide you the capability to achieve themost commonly used functionality in your

application. TheseWidgets are developed by Kony. Also, the option to configure properties of the

widgets is provided.

Widget Description Image

Browser Use the BrowserWidget to display HTML content of

your application without navigating away from the

application or opening the native browser.

Cordova

Browser

Use the Cordova BrowserWidget to make the

content of a Cordova application accessible to the

user. For more information, see Create Cordova

Applications.

Camera Uses the device's native camera and its

functionality for image and video capture.

Map A MapWidget displays locations defined by latitude

and longitude on an on-screenmap.

Phone Accesses the native phone dialer and initiate a voice

call to the number that appears on the widget.

PickerView A PickerView Widget uses either a spinning wheel

control or flat view picker to display multiple sets of

values and allows you to select a combination of

values.
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Widget Description Image

Segment2 A Segment2Widget consists of multiple segments

(rows or records), and each segment (row or record)

can havemultiple child widgets.

Switch The SwitchWidget presents twomutually exclusive

choices or states.

Video Used for displaying a video as referenced by a URL

or the video user upload.

Populate Forms with Widgets

Using the following options you can populate a formwith widgets:

l Kony Library: You can populate a formwith widgets by dragging a widget from theWidget

Library and dropping the widget on a form.
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Note: You cannot place a Tab widget directly on a form. You can drop a Tab widget only

inside a TabPane container widget.

Important: You cannot create new VBox(deprecated) forms, but you can import VBox

forms from your previous projects into your latest projects and continue to work with them

seamlessly.

When you create a new template in a project in Kony Visualizer fromV8 SP2 onwards, the

top-level FlexContainer automatically is created along with your template. You can delete

the FlexContainer and add a VBox(deprecated) form if needed.

l User-defined Collections: From the user-defined collections, you can drag and drop a widget.

l Duplicate: If you have a widget that you want to duplicate within the same form, use the

Duplicate feature. To duplicate a widget, right-click a widget and click Duplicate. The duplicated

widget appears offset from the prior widget by a horizontal and vertical offset of 10 units, making

it easy to distinguish from the prior widget.
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l Copy and Paste: If you want to reuse a widget on another form or channel, you can copy and

paste it. To copy and paste a widget, right-click a widget, click Copy, and then click Paste.

Note: The Duplicate feature and Copy and Paste feature differ in that you can duplicate a widget

within the same formwhereas you can copy a widget and then paste the widget within the same

form, a different form, or a different channel.

Occupy the Parent Widget’s Entire Area

You can fit a widget to its parent such that it occupies the parent widget’s entire area.

To fit a widget to its parent, do the following:

l On the Visualizer Canvas, right-click the widget you want to fit to its parent, and then click Fit to

Parent. The Top and Left properties of the widget are set to 0, and the Height andWidth

properties are set to 100%, causing the widget to occupy the parent widget’s entire area.

l This option is available only on Flex forms, and when the parent widget’s property Layout Type

is Free Form.

l This option not available for the Tab widget.
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Convert Flex Container Widgets

After adding a flex container to a form and populating it with widgets, youmight decide that your app

would be better served by having a flex scroll container—a container that allows the user to scroll

vertically or horizontally. Or youmight find yourself in the opposite situation. Youmay have a flex scroll

container that you want to convert to a non-scrolling flex container. You can convert any flex container

to a flex scroll container—and vice versa—with a couple of clicks.

To convert a flex container widget to its alternate, do the following:

1. On the Project tab of the Project Explorer, locate and click the flex container or flex scroll

container that you want to convert. The container displays on the Visualizer Canvas and is now

the container with focus.

2. On the Visualizer Canvas, right-click the instance, point to Convert To, and then select the

available alternate type of container available.

Resize and Reposition Widgets

You can re-size and reposition widgets, either individually or as part of amultiple selection, in two

ways: by dragging their boundary handles, or by changing the Flex properties located on the Look tab

of the Properties pane.

To re size and reposition widgets, do the following:
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1. Select the widget or widgets. For more information, see Select Multiple Items.

2. To reposition, hover over the widget (or any one of the widgets if multiple widgets are selected),

and then drag the widget(s) to the desired position. Alternately, on the Look tab of the

Properties pane, change the Flex properties for Left or Right, and Top or Bottom.

3. To re size, hover over a boundary handle and then drag the widget(s) to the desired size.

Depending on whether you drag horizontally or vertically, the widget(s) re size in one-unit

increments relative to their original dimensions. Alternately, if you want the widgets to have the

same dimensions, on the Look tab of the Properties pane, change the Flex properties for Width

and Height.

4. On the Visualizer Canvas, click the context menu arrow of one of the selected widgets, point to

Group Into Flex, and then select either Flex Container (for a non-scrollable container) or Flex

Scroll Container (for a container that can be scrolled vertically and horizontally).

The Flex properties on the Look tab of the Properties pane are as follows:

l Left - Determines the left edge of the widget andmeasured from the left boundary of the parent

container.

l Top - Determines the top edge of the widget andmeasured from the top boundary of the parent

container.

l Width - Determines the width of the widget andmeasured along the x-axis.

l Min Width - Specifies theminimumwidth of the widget. This property is considered only when

width property is not specified.

l Min Height - Specifies theminimumheight of the widget. This property is considered only when

the height property is not specified.

l Center X - Determines the center of the widget measured from the left boundary of the parent

container.

l Z Index - Specifies the stack order of the widgets. A widget with higher zIndex is in front of the

one with lower zIndex.
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l Right - Determines the right edge of the widget and it ismeasured from the right boundary of the

parent container.

l Bottom - Determines the bottom edge of the widget and ismeasured from the bottom boundary

of the parent container.

l Height - Determines the height of the widget and ismeasured along the y-axis (height of the

parent)

l Max Width - Specifies themaximumwidth of the widget. This property is considered only when

the width property is not specified.

l Max Height - Specifies theminimumheight of the widget. This property is considered only

when the height property is not specified.

l Center Y - Determines the center of the widget measured from top boundary of the parent

container.

Group Widgets into a Container Widget

With Kony Visualizer, you can group widgets together under a single container widget so that you can

manipulate them as a single unit, includingmoving and duplicating them.

To group widgets into a container widget, do the following:

1. Select the widgets you want to group together. For more information, see Select Multiple Items.

2. On the Visualizer Canvas, click the context menu arrow of one of the selected widgets, point to

Group Into Flex, and then select either Flex Container (for a non-scrollable container) or Flex

Scroll Container (for a container that can be scrolled vertically and horizontally).

Copy the Widget Path

If you need tomake reference to a particular widget in amodule, you can copy the widget path and

paste it into your code rather than having to type it out. Widget paths follow the hierarchy of the forms

and containers that they appear in. A common basic widget path is organized in the following way:
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FormName.ContainerName.WidgetName

To copy the path of a widget, do the following:

1. In the Project Explorer, on the Project tab, navigate to the widget whose path you want to copy.

2. Click the context menu arrow of the widget, and then click Copy Widget Path.

You can now paste the widget path into your codemodule.

Parent or Unparent a Widget

You canmake a widget into a parent and then add widgets under it so that they are grouped together.

To parent or unparent widgets, do the following: 

1. Drag and drop a widget onto your form.

2. Select the widget from the Project Explorer.

3. From the Project Explorer, drag and drop the widget you want onto the form. On the Project

Explorer the widget you dropped is indented under the previously selected widget.

4. To unparent a widget, right-click the child widget and click Unparent. The widget's link is

removed from the parent widget and linked one-level up in the project hierarchy.
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Set the Default Widget Style

For every type of widget, Kony Visualizer has its own generic default style, but youmaywant to set

your own default widget style to simplify the process of formatting new widgets.

To set the default widget style, do the following:

1. On the Visualizer Canvas, select the widget that you want to use as the default style for any new

widgets of that type that you create.

2. Click the widget's context menu arrow, and then select Set Default Widget Style. Any new

widgets of that type that you create are automatically formatted with the new characteristics.

3. To reset a type of widget to be formatted according to Kony Visualizer's default formatting for

that widget type, click the widget's context menu arrow, and then select Reset to Visualizer

Default.

Look Property for Widgets

For information on common properties of widgets, seeWidget Look Properties.

FlexContainer

Use a FlexContainer widget to create a layout area on a form that can contain other widgets. If you

want the layout area to include scroll bars, use a FlexScrollContainer widget. For more information,

see Convert Flex Container Widgets.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.
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l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.

For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.

Auto Growth of a FlexContainer Widget

You can specify that a FlexContainer widget dynamically adjusts its height based on the height of its

child widgets by setting the Height property on the Look tab to Preferred. The height of the

FlexContainer then adjusts when the height of any child widgets changes.

Following are important considerations for a FlexContainer that is set to adjust dynamically:

l A FlexContainer will not dynamically adjust it has a static height; for example, if Top and Bottom

values are set.

l A FlexContainer that contains other dynamically-adjusting widgets adjusts it's height after the

child widgets have adjusted. For example, if the FlexContainer contains another FlexContainer
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that is set to grow dynamically and a Segment2 widget with the Auto Grow property enabled,

the height of the parent FlexContainer dynamically adjusts after the heights of the child

FlexContainer and Segment2 widgets adjust.

The following table summarizes how to calculate the height of child widgets:

Height Center Y Top Bottom Child Height

Yes Yes Yes Yes centerY + height/2 + bottom

Yes Yes No Yes centerY + height/2 + bottom

Yes Yes Yes No centerY+ height/2

Yes Yes No No centerY+ height/2

No Yes Yes Yes (centerY – top) * 2 + top + bottom

No Yes Yes No (centerY – top) * 2 + top

No Yes No Yes centerY + bottom + cph/2

No Yes No No centerY + CPH/2

Yes No Yes Yes top + height + bottom

No No Yes Yes top + CPH + bottom

Yes No Yes No top + height

No No Yes No top + CPH

Yes No No Yes height + bottom

No No No Yes cph + bottom

Yes No No No height

No No No No CPH

Note: The Computed Preferred Height (CPH) is determined by the calculated height for the

content-driven widget, the default value returned from the configuration file, and the calculated

height of the Auto Grow Segment or FlexContainer.

Limitations:
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l If top or bottom values of child widgets are not provided, then zero values are used when

determining the height of a FlexContainer.

l If the height of a widget changeswhen the widget's skin state changes (for example, from

normal to focus), the height of a FlexContainer will not grow dynamically.

l If a widget's top value is negative, then the widget will be clipped in case of Free Form and

overlapped on the previouswidget in Flow Vertical.

l A FlexContainer will not grow dynamically when placed inside an HBox or a VBox.

Note: You can place a FlexContainer inside an HBox or VBox only while creating aMap or

Gridcalendars template.

l If clip bounds are disabled for a child FlexContainer, the children of the child FlexContainer that

are out of the bounds do not affect the height of the parent FlexContainer. Only the heights of

direct children of the parent FlexContainer are be used to determine its height.

l A Segment template created using a FlexContainer will dynamically grow only when the

Segment2 view type is Table View.

l FlexContainer dynamic growth is not supported on a Tab Widget.

l In theWindowsPlatform, the Segment2 Auto Grow property is not supported if the Segment 2

widget is placed inside a FlexContainer.

Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.

For a FlexContainer widget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following states:

Skin Definition

Normal The default skin of the widget.
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Skin Definition

Focus The skin applied when the widget has the focus.

Blocked

UI

The skin applied to block the interface until the action in progress (for example, a service

call) completes.

Note: Blocked UI is available only for SPA platforms.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

FlexContainer Properties

FlexContainer properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony

Visualizer, and assign platform-specific properties.
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Clip Bounds

Specifies whether to clip child widgets when they go out of boundaries.

Layout Type

Specifies whether the arrangement of widgets in the FlexContainer flows horizontally, vertically, or in

both directions.

Default: Vertical

Child Widget Align

Specifies whether the arrangement of widgets in the child widget of the FlexContainer flows

horizontally, vertically, or in both directions.

Default: Right to Left.

Visualizer generates reverseLayoutDirection property with true for Right to Left and Bottom to Top.

Visualizer generates this property with false for Left to Right and Top to Bottom.

Snap to Grid

Specifies whether the widget aligns to the nearest intersection of lines in the grid, or other widgets.

Snap Grid Size

Specifies the grid size. This option is available only when Snap to Grid is enabled.

Default Unit

Specifies the default unit used for interpretation of numbers with no qualifiers when passed to layout

properties.

Following are the options:

l dp: Specifies the values in terms of device independent pixels.

l px: Specifies the values in terms of device hardware pixels.

l %: Specifies the values in percentage relative to the parent dimensions.
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Action

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a FlexContainer widget, you can run an action

when the following events occur:

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

l onClick: The action is triggered when the user clicks on the widget.

For more information, see Add Actions.

FlexScrollContainer

Use a FlexScrollContainer widget to create is a scrollable layout area on a form that can contain other

widgets. It can contain any number of widgets within it. If you do not want the layout area to include

scroll bars, use a FlexContainer widget. For more information, see Convert Flex Container Widgets.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.
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Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.

For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.
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Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.

For a FlexScrollContainer, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following states:

Skin Definition

Normal The default skin of the widget.

Focus The skin applied when the widget has the focus.

Blocked

UI

The skin applied to block the interface until the action in progress (for example, a service

call) completes.

Note: Blocked UI is available only for SPA platforms.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

FlexScrollContainer Properties

FlexScrollContainer properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by

Kony Visualizer, and assign platform-specific properties.
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Clip Bounds

For Kony Visualizer Version 7.3 and later, specifies whether child widgets are clipped to the bounds of

the FlexScrollContainer.

Layout Type

Specifies whether the widget content flows horizontally, vertically, or in both directions.

Default: Vertical

Following are the options:

l Free Form: Navigation occurs in both directions.

l Flow Vertical: Navigation is vertical.

l Flow Horizontal: Navigation is horizontal.

Enable Scrolling

Specifies whether scrolling is enabled.

Bounces

Specifies whether scroll bounce is enabled.

Horizontal Bounce

Specifies whether scroll bounce is enabled in the horizontal direction.

Default: Off

Vertical Bounce

Specifies whether scroll bounce is enabled in the vertical direction.

Default: On

Horizontal Scroll Indicator

Specifies whether the horizontal scroll indicator is enabled.

Note: Depending on the platform, scroll indicatorsmay be visible only during scrolling.
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Vertical Scroll Indicator

Specifies whether the vertical scroll indicator is enabled.

Note: Depending on the platform, scroll indicatorsmay be visible only during scrolling.

Paging

Specifies the whether paging is enabled for scrolling.

Scroll Direction

Specifies the scroll direction, either horizontal, vertical, or both horizontal and vertical.

Default: Vertical

Content Offset X

Specifies the X coordinate of the top-left of the scrollable region.When content offset values are set,

the FlexScrollContainer scrolls even if scrolling is disabled. The value does not reflect the actual

computed offset.

Content Offset Y

Specifies the Y coordinate of the top-left of the scrollable region.When content offset values are set,

the FlexScrollContainer scrolls even if scrolling is disabled. The value does not reflect the actual

computed offset.

Content Size Width

Specifies the FlexScrollContainer width to accommodate all the widgets placed in it. The value does

not reflect the actual computed content size.

Content Size Height

Specifies the FlexScrollContainer height to accommodate all the widgets placed in it. The value does

not reflect the actual computed content size.

Snap to Grid

Specifies whether the widget aligns to the nearest intersection of lines in the grid, or other widgets.
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Snap Grid Size

Specifies the grid size. This option is available only when Snap to Grid is enabled.

Default Unit

Specifies the default unit to be used for interpretation of numbers with no qualifiers when passed to

layout properties.

Following are the options:

l dp: Specifies the values in terms of device independent pixels.

l px: Specifies the values in terms of device hardware pixels.

l %: Specifies the values in percentage relative to the parent dimensions.

Zoom Scale

Specifies the scale factor applied to the FlexScrollContainer content.

Default:1

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Min Zoom Scale

Specifies theminimum zoom scale factor that can be applied to the FlexScrollContainer.

Default: 1

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Max Zoom Scale

Specifies themaximum zoom scale factor that can be applied to the FlexScrollContainer.

Default: 1

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.
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Bounces Zoom

Specifies whether the scroll view animates the content scaling when the scaling exceeds the

maximumor minimum limits. If Bounces Zoom is set to On and zooming exceeds either theminimum

or maximum limits for scaling, the scroll view temporarily animates the content scaling just past the

limits before returning to them. If Bounces Zoom is set to Off, zooming stops immediately when it

reaches scaling limits.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a FlexScrollContainer widget, you can run an

action when the following events occur:

l onScrollStart: The action is triggered when when the user starts scrolling the content. This

event occurs asynchronously.

l onScrollTouchReleased: The action is triggered when the user's touch is released from the

touch surface. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onScrolling: The action is triggered when scrolling is in progress. This event occurs

asynchronously.

l onDecelerationStarted: The action is triggered when the user stops scrolling but the content still

moves before the content actually stops. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onScrollEnd: The action is triggered when scrolling is ended. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user's touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.
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l widgetToZoom: An event callback is invoked by the platform to return one of the child widgets of

source to zoom. The returning source itself makes the complete scroll container zoomable. If a

null value is returned then the container does not zoom. This event occurs asynchronously.

Note: This action is specific to the iOS platform.

l onZoomStart: The action is triggered when the FlexScrollContainer is about to zoom. This

event occurs asynchronously.

Note: This action is specific to the iOS platform.

l onZooming: The action is triggered when the FlexScrollContainer is zooming. This event occurs

asynchronously.

Note: This action is specific to the iOS platform.

l onZoomEnd: The action is triggered when the zooming has ended. This event occurs

asynchronously.

Note: This action is specific to the iOS platform.

For more information, see Add Actions.
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TabPane

Use a TabPane widget to organizemultiple tabs. Each tab hold a collection of widgets on a form. A

user views one tab at a time.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Important Considerations

The following are important considerations for a TabPane widget:

l You can navigate within the TabPane only using the down key.

l If you press the down key, the focus shifts to the next widget in the TabPane.

l If you press the down keywhile you are on the last widget in the TabPane, you are taken to the

topmost widget in the TabPane.

l If you press the right or the left arrow keys, youmove to next or previous tabs.

l Tab cycling is supported (that is, if you are on the last tab and you press the right arrow, you

move to the first tab).

l On devices that have a navigation key, the following are applicable:

o Each tab has a context menu. The context menu appears in themenu optionswhen the

tab has the focus.

o Widget focuswithin a tab is saved. For example, if Widget2 of Tab2 has the focus, and

you navigate to Tab1 and then back to Tab2,Widget2 still has the focus.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.
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l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.

For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.

Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.
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For a TabPane widget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following states

Skin Definition
Active The skin applied when a TabPane is active.

Active
Focus

The skin applied when a TabPane is active and has the focus.

Inactive The skin applied to inactive tabs.

Page
The skin for the page indicator. The skin is applicable only when View Type is set to Page and
images are specified for Focused Page and Unfocused Page icons.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

TabPane Properties

TabPane properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony

Visualizer, and assign platform-specific properties.

Active Tabs

Specifies whether tabs in the TabPane are active or inactive.
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Full Screen Widget

For a TabPane on a VBox form, specifies whether the TabPane occupies the entire form.

Note: Do not placemore than one full-screen widget on a form.

Note: This property is available only when a TabPane is placed inside a VBox form.

View Type

Specifies the TabPane view type for each platform. To specify the view type, click the Edit button to

open the View Type dialog box, select a platform, and then select a view type.

Following are the options:

l Tab

l Collapsible

l Page (iPhone and Android only)

l Panorama (Windows only)

Height

Specifies the height of the TabPane as a percentage of the Height Reference property.

Note: This property is available only when TabPane is placed inside a VBox Forms.

Height Reference

Specifies how the Height percentage is calculated.

Following are the options:

l FormReference: The height percentage is calculated based on the height of the form, excluding

headers and footers. This option does not apply if the TabPane is placed inside a popup or a

template.
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l ParentWidth: If the TabPane is placed inside a popup or in templates, the width is calculated

based on the width of the parent container.

Note: This property is available only when TabPane is placed inside a VBox Forms.

Progress Indicator

Specifies whether the progress indicator is displayed.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Progress Indicator Color

Specifies the color of the progress indicator, either Grey or White.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Tab Header Height

Specifies the height of the tab header.

Note: This property is specific to the Android platform.

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a Tab widget, you can run an action when the

following events occur:

l onTabClick: The action is triggered when the tab is clicked. This action is available only when

the View Type is set to Collapsible View, and is triggered when you expand or collapse a tab.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.
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l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

For more information, see Add Actions.

Placement inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere a TabPane widget can be placed:

Flex Form Yes.

VBox Form Yes, only 1

FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes

HBox Yes, only 1

VBox Yes, only 1

ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation -No

Vertical Orientation- No

Tab No

Segment Horizontal Orientation -No

Vertical Orientation- No

Popup Yes, only 1

Template Header- No

Footer- No
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Tab

Use a Tab widget to hold a collection of widgets on a form. You can usemultiple tabs to display groups

of related widgets. A user views one tab at a time.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget.

Tab Properties

Tab properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony Visualizer, and

assign platform-specific properties.
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Image

Specifies an image to display next to the tab name. To select an image, click Edit to display the Image

window. From the list of images, choose an image, and then clickOK.

Tab Name

Specifies the name of the tab.

Clip Bounds

Specifies whether to clip child widgets displayed in the tab pane when they go out of boundaries.

Layout Type

Specifies whether the arrangement of widgets in the tab flows horizontally, vertically, or in both

directions.

Default: Vertical

Snap to Grid

Specifies whether the widget aligns to the nearest intersection of lines in the grid, or other widgets.
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Snap Grid Size

Specifies the grid size. This option is available only when Snap to Grid is enabled.

Default Unit

Specifies the default unit used for interpretation of numbers with no qualifiers when passed to layout

properties.

Following are the options:

l dp: Specifies the values in terms of device independent pixels.

l px: Specifies the values in terms of device hardware pixels.

l %: Specifies the values in percentage relative to the parent dimensions.

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a Tab widget, you can run an action when the

following events occur:

l onInit: The action is triggered when the user navigates to the tab.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

For more information, see Add Actions.

Placement Inside a Widget

A Tabwidget can only be placed inside a TabPane widget.
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Button

Use a Button widget to trigger an action or set of actions; for example, clicking the buttonmight open a

form or dialog box, start an action or series of actions, or confirm an action.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Important Considerations

The following are important considerations for a Button widget.

l You can specify different skins for normal and focus states of a button.

l You can specify a background image for normal and focus states of a button.

l To avoid a jumping effect or toverlap of neighboring widgets, make sure the image for normal

and focus skins are the same size.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.
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For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.
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Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.

For a Button widget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following states:

Skin Definition

Normal The default skin of the widget.

Focus The skin applied when the focus is on the widget.

Blocked
UI

The skin applied to block the interface until the action in progress is completed; for example, a
service call .

Note: The Blocked UI skin is available only for SPA platforms.

Pressed The skin to indicate that the widget is pressed or clicked.

Note: The Pressed skin is available only on Android Native platforms.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Button Properties

Button properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony Visualizer,

and assign platform-specific properties.
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Progress Indicator

For the iOS platform, specifies whether to display the progress indicator when a user clicks the button.

Enable this property when the loading time for an application is long.

Default: The progress indicator is enabled.

Tool Tip

For theWindows Tablet platform, specifies amessage that displayswhen you hover themouse

pointer over the widget.

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a Button widget, you can run an action when

the following event occurs:

l onClick: The action is triggered when the user clicks on the button.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.
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l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

For more information, see Add Actions.

Placement inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere a Button widget can be placed:

Flex Form Yes

VBox Form Yes

FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes

HBox Yes

VBox Yes

ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation -Yes
Vertical Orientation -Yes

Tab Yes

Segment Horizontal Orientation -Yes
Vertical Orientation -Yes

Popup Yes

Template Header- No
Footer- No
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import Calendar

Use a Calendar widget to display or select a date from a calendar. Click the calendar icon to select a

date. The date and the calendar display in the format you specify. The icon does not appear onMobile

Web platforms .

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Important Considerations

The following are important considerations for a Calendar widget:

l If you do not specify an image, clicking the calendar icon displays the default calendar image.

l By default, the Calendar widget occupies the complete width of its parent widget.

l Clicking the calendar icon opens the current month calendar. On the Android platform, it is not

possible to restrict the date selection between validStartDate and validEndDate with the native

calendar view.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.

For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.
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Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.

For a Calendar widget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following states:

Important: Custom border capability is now extended to iOS for the Calender widget.

Skin Definition

Normal The default skin of the widget.

Focus The skin applied when the focus is on the widget.

Grid The skin properties applied for the grid calendar.

Cell The skin properties applied for the grid calendar cell.

Cell - Selected The skin applied when a grid calendar cell is selected.

Cell - Focus The skin applied when there is a focus on the grid calendar cell.

Cell - Today The skin applied for the grid calendar today cell.

Cell -Weekend The skin applied for the weekend days of a grid calendar.

Cell - Inactive The skin applied for non-working inactive days of a grid calendar.

Done Button The skin to be applied for Done button that appear on a calendar pop up.

Cancel Button The skin to be applied for a Cancel button that appear on a calendar pop up.

Day The day portion of the currently selected date.
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Skin Definition

Month Themonth portion of the currently selected date.

Hover Skin The look and feel of a widget when the cursor hovers over the widget.

Note: Hover Skin is available only on theWindows (native) Tablet platform.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Calendar Properties

Calendar properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony

Visualizer, and assign platform-specific properties.

Note: In this section, properties that can be forked are identified by an icon located to the left of

the property. For more information, see Fork aWidget Property.
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Start Date

Specifies the start date in the specified Data Format. The default start date is the current date.
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To input a different default start date or to provide a platform-specific start date, click Edit to open the

Start Date dialog box.

The Default value is the current date. To change this value, click the calendar icon and select a date

from the calendar.

To provide a platform-specific start date, click the desired platform check box, and then click the

calendar icon in the corresponding Value field. Select a date from the calendar.

End Date

Specifies the end date in the specified Data Format. The default end date is the current date.
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To input a different default end date or to provide a platform-specific end date, click Edit to open the

End Date dialog box.

The Default value is the current date. To change this value, click the calendar icon and select a date

from the calendar.

To provide a platform-specific start date, click the desired platform check box, and then click the

calendar icon in the corresponding Value field. Select a date from the calendar.

View Type

Specifies the calendar view type:

l Default: Specifies the default native calendar view in respective platforms.

l OnscreenGrid

l PopupGrid (only SPA platforms supports this option.)
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The View Type of the widget selected from this list becomes the default for all the platforms. You can

provide a platform-specific value for a platform by forking the View Type property. See Fork aWidget

Property for more details.

Default Date

Specifies a default date to be displayed on a Calendar widget. You can choose a date by clicking the

calendar icon, and then selecting a date.

This date replaces any Placeholder value.

Data Format

Specifies the date format.

Default: DD/MM/YYY

Following date formats are supported:

l DD/MM/YYYY

l MM/DD/YYYY

l MM/DD/YY

Calendar Icon

Specifies the calendar icon.

Kony Visualizer provides a default calendar icon. You can replace the default icon or provide a

platform-specific icon by clicking the Edit button to open the Calendar Icon dialog box.
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Select the platform and click the value field to open the Select Image dialog box. You can either select

an image in the dialog box or provide an image URL.

Left Nav Image

Specifies the left navigation image that appears on the calendar popup. Click this image to navigate

and select a past date from the calendar.

To specify an image, click the Edit button to open the Left Nav Image dialog box. You can either select

an image in the dialog box or provide an image URL.
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Right Nav Image

Specifies the right navigation image that appears on the calendar popup. Click this image to navigate

and select a future date from the calendar.

To specifiy an image, click the Edit button to open the Right Nav Image dialog box. You can either

select an image in the dialog box or provide an image URL.

Weekend Selectable

Select the check box to enable selection of weekend dates.

Mode

Specifies the calendar mode. (iOS only)

Following are the options:

l Date (Default): Allows selection of a date only.

l Time: Allows selection of a time only

l Date & Time: Allows selection of both date and time.

Hide Days Header

This property is available only when View Type is set to OnscreenGrid or PopupGrid. It specifies

whether the weekdays are hidden on the header of a grid calendar.

l On hidesweekdays.

l Off displaysweekdays.

Note: This property is specific to iOS and Android platforms.

Hide Months Header

This property is available only when View Type is set asOnscreenGrid or PopupGrid. It indicates

whether themonths header is hidden for the grid calendar, including the navigation buttons.
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l ClickOn to hide themonths header.

l ClickOff to display themonths header.

Note: This property is specific to iOS and Android platforms.

Day Text Alignment In Cell

This property is available only when the View Type is set to OnscreenGrid or PopupGrid. It specifies

the alignment of the text for a Calendar Day cell, regarding its boundaries. The alignment values are:

l Top-Left: Specifies the text should align at the top left corner of a Calendar Day cell.

l Top-Center: Specifies the text should align at the top center of a Calendar Day cell.

l Top-Right: Specifies the text should align at the top right of a Calendar Day cell.

l Middle-Left: Specifies the text should align at themiddle left of a Calendar Day cell.

l Center: Specifies the text should align at the center of a Calendar Day cell.

l Middle-Right: Specifies the text should align at themiddle right of a Calendar Day cell.

l Bottom-Left: Specifies the text should align at the bottom left of a Calendar Day cell.

l Bottom-Center: Specifies the text should align at the bottom center of a Calendar Day cell.

l Bottom-Right: Specifies the text should align at the bottom right of a Calendar Day cell.

Note: This property is specific to iOS and Android platforms.

Cell Template

This property is available only when the View Type is set to OnscreenGrid or PopupGrid. It specifies

the common template to be used for a Calendar Day cell. A template is used only when the data is

present for a Calendar Day cell. If the data is not set to a cell, the cell appears with the default look,

which has no template.

To assign a template for cell template:
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1. Click Edit to display the cellTemplate window.

2. From the list of templates, select a template.

3. ClickOK.

Note: This property is specific to iOS and Android platforms.

Data

Tomodify the Data property, you need to assign a grid template to the Cell Template property.

Data represents the actual data to be rendered in each cell.

To specify the data:

1. Click Edit to display theMaster Data for GridCalendar window.

2. From the Data column, click the calendar icon.

3. Select a date.

4. From the Template Data column, click the ellipsis button to display the Template Data window

and update the data or skin of the widget.

5. ClickOK.

Note: This property is specific to iOS and Android platforms.

Height

This property is available only when View Type is set asOnscreenGrid or PopupGrid. It specifies the

available height of the container in terms of percentage. The percentage is with reference to the value

of Height Reference property.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS and Android platforms.
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Height Reference

This property is available only when View Type is set asOnscreenGrid or PopupGrid and when you

set the Height property.

The container height percentage is calculated based on the following:

l FormReference: The Calendar height is a percentage based on the height of the Form

excluding header and footer.

l ParentWidth: Use this option if the Calendar is placed inside a Box. The width is calculated

based on the width of the Box.

Note: This property is specific to iOS and Android platforms.

Popup Title

For the SPA platform, specifies the title text to be displayed on the calendar popup.

Tool Tip

For theWindows platform, specifies amessage that displayswhen you hover themouse pointer over

the widget.

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a Calendar widget, you can run an action

when the following event occurs:

l onSelection: The action is triggered when an item is selected.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.
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l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

For more information, see Add Actions.

Placement Inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere a Calendar widget can be placed:

Flex Form Yes

VBox Form Yes

FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes

HBox Yes

VBox Yes

ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation - Yes

Vertical Orientation- Yes

Tab Yes

Segment No

Popup Yes

Template Header- No

Footer- No
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CheckBoxGroup

Use a CheckBoxGroup widget to select from a group of check boxeswhen a user canmake one or

more selections. A checkmark inside the check box indicates the selection.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Important Considerations

The following are important considerations for a CheckBoxGroup Widget.

All Platforms

l A CheckBoxGroup widget is always a group widget.

l Use a CheckBoxGroup widget if there are a limited number of possible selections and you can

makemore than one selection. If you canmake only one selection from the group, use a

RadioButtonGroup widget. To display a list of selections, use a ListBoxwidget.

Android

l If you set the Orientation property to horizontal, do not placemore than two items in the group. If

you placemore than two items and the associated text is large, additional itemsmay not fit in the

screen width and will not be visible.

iPhone

l You cannot apply skins in the on-off switch view.

SPA

l The Focus skin is not supported.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:
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l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.

For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.
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Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.

For a CheckBoxGroup widget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following

states:

Skin Definition

Normal The default skin of the widget.

Focus The skin applied when the focus is on the widget.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

CheckBoxGroup Properties

CheckBoxGroup properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony

Visualizer, and assign platform-specific properties.
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Master Data

Specifies the set of values that must be displayed for the user to make a selection from the available

choices.

To specify this set of values, click the Edit button of theMaster Data field to open theMaster Data

dialog box.

TheMaster Data dialog box contains the following columns:

l Key: The unique identifier of each check box.

l Display Value: The label or descriptive text displayed for each check box

l Selected Key:Whether each check box is selected by default. You can select more than one

check box.
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To addmore check boxes to the widget, click Add. To delete a check box, click inside a check box, and

then click Delete.

Click Apply to create themaster data.

Selected Image

Specifies the image to be displayed when youmake a selection.

To provide a default or platform-specific image, click the Edit button to open the Selected Image

dialog box.

To provide a platform-specific image or replace the default image, select the platform and click inside

the corresponding Value field to open the Selected Image dialog box. You can either:

l Select an available image.

l Provide an image URL.

Unselected Image

Specifies the image to be displayed when a selection is cleared.
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To provide a default or platform-specific image, click the Edit button to open the Unselected Image

dialog box.

To provide a platform-specific image or replace the default image, select the platform and click inside

the corresponding Value field to open the Selected Image dialog box. You can either:

l Select an available image.

l Provide an image URL.

Orientation

Specifies whether the alignment of the check boxes is horizontal or vertical.

Default: Vertical

View Type

For the iOS platform, specifies the view type of the CheckBoxGroup, either Switches, Table, or On-

screenWheel.
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Default: Switches

Group Cells

When the view type is Table, specifies whether the Group Cells style is applied. TheGroup Cells style

groups items in the check box group.

Default: TheGroup Cells style is applied.

Tool Tip

For theWindows Tablet platform, specifies amessage that displayswhen you hover themouse

pointer over the widget .

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a CheckBoxGroup widget, you can run an

action when the following event occurs:

l onSelection: The action is triggered when an item is selected.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

For more information, see Add Actions.

Placement Inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere a CheckBoxGroup widget can be placed:

Flex Form Yes
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VBox Form Yes

FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes

HBox Yes

VBox Yes

ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation - Yes

Vertical Orientation- Yes

Tab Yes

Segment No

Popup Yes

Template Header- No

Footer- No

DataGrid

Use a DataGrid widget to display a collection of data in rows and columns (tabular format). The

DataGrid widget supports common table formatting options, such as alternating the row background

color, customizing the grid line, and the ability to hide or show headers.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.
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Important Considerations

The following are important considerations for a DataGrid widget.

l To set the data, first specify the rows and columns using the Data property.

l If the DataGrid supports theMulti-Select property, make sure to specify a Row - Focus property.

Otherwise, you will not be able to distinguishmultiple selections.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.
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For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.

Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.

For a DataGrid widget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following states:
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Skin Definition

Header The skin applied to the Header row.

Row The skin applied when the row does not have the focus.

Row - Alternate The skin applied to alternate rows.

Row - Focus The skin applied when the row has the focus.

Hover Skin The look and feel of the widget when the cursor hovers over the widget.

Note: Hover skins are available only on theWindows (native) Tablet platform.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

DataGrid Properties

DataGrid properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony

Visualizer, and assign platform-specific properties.
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Data

Represents the data displayed in each cell of the data grid.

To input the data, click the Edit button to open theMaster Data : DataGrid dialog box.

TheMaster Data : DataGrid dialog box includes two tabs:

l Columns

l Rows

Columns
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TheColumns table lets you provide details such as:

l ID: Specifies the unique identifier of a column.

l Header: Specifies the Column header.

l Column Type: Specifies whether the column type is text or image.

l Width (%): Specifies the width of each column as percentage of the data grid.

l Sort: Specifies whether sorting is enabled for the column.

l Alignment: Specifies the alignment of the content in each column. The following alignment

options are available:

o Top-Left

o Top-Center

o Top-Right

o Middle-Left
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o Center

o Middle-Right

o Bottom-Left

o Bottom-Center

o Bottom-Right

l OnClick: Specifies an action that takes place when you click on the header of a column. To

specify anOnClick action for a column, click the ellipses button (...).

Rows

The fields in the Rows tab are based on the inputs provided in the Columns tab and include:

l ColumnHeaders are the Header values specified in the Columns tab.

l Table cells whose Column Type is Text are text fields. You can type the text within these cells.

l Table cells whose Column Type is Image are image fields. You can choose an image to be

displayed in these cells. Click the ellipses button (...) in the image field to open theSelect Image

dialog box, and then select an image or provide the URL of the image and clickOK. The

selected image displays in the cell.

l The text or image is aligned according to the Alignment setting.

Multi-Select

Specifies whether you can choosemultiple rows of the DataGird. The Row - Focus skin is applied to

selected rows.

Column Headers

Specifies the visibility of the DataGrid column headers.

Grid Line Color

Specifies the color of the grid line.
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Note: This property is specific to the Android platform.

Tool Tip

For theWindows Tablet platform, specifies amessage that displayswhen you hover themouse

pointer over the widget .

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a DataGrid widget, you can run an action

when the following event occurs:

l onRowSelected: The action is triggered when a row is selected.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

For more information on using this action, see Add Actions.

Placement Inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere a DataGrid widget can be placed:

Flex Form Yes

VBox Form Yes

FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes
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HBox Yes

VBox Yes

ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation - Yes

Vertical Orientation - Yes

Tab Yes

Segment No

Popup Yes

Template Header- No

Footer- No

Image

Use an Image widget to display a graphic image such as a company logo, photo, or illustration in PNG,

JPEG, or GIF format.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Important Considerations

The following are important considerations for an Image widget:
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l Before using an image in a project, copy the image to a project subfolder. For more information,

see Add andManage Images andOther Media.

l On an Android device, imported images from a drawable folder are ignored during functional

preview.

l An Image file namemust contain only lowercase characters and numbers, must begin with an

alphabetic character, and can't be a JavaScript reserved word or keyword.

The following table shows examples of valid and invalid file names:

Valid File

Names

Invalid File Names Remarks

myicon.png Myicon.png The file name is invalid because it contains an

uppercase character.

icon2.png Icon_2.png The file name is invalid because it contains

uppercase character and an underscore.

accntsummary.png aCCNT&summary.png The file name is invalid because it contains

uppercase characters and special character.

accountdetails.png Details.png The file name is invalid because it contains an

uppercase character.

flightstatus123.png continue.png The file name is invalid because it contains a Java

keyword.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:
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l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.

For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.
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Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.

Note: On iOS and the Android platforms, rounded border skins are not supported.

For an Image widget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following states:

Skin Definition

Normal The default skin of the widget.

Hover Skin The look and feel of the widget when the cursor hovers over the widget.

Note: Hover skins are available only on theWindows (native) Tablet platform.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Image Properties

Image properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony Visualizer,

and assign platform-specific properties.
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Scale Mode

Specifies how the image is scaled within the Image widget.

Default: Maintain Aspect Ratio

The following scale options are available:

l Fit To Dimensions

l Maintain Aspect Ration

l Crop

Source

Specifies the source of the image to be displayed. You can specify an image from the Resources

folder or an image URL.

To specify an image:
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1. Click the Edit button to open the Source dialog box.

2. Do one of the following:

l Locate and select the image you want from the list of available images.

Enter a partial file name in the Search box to narrow down the number of images listed.

You can also change how the images are displayed by clicking the Layout icons in the

upper-left portion of the Source dialog box. You can display the image files as a grid of

small previews; a list that includes file names, dimensions, and sizes; or as a file list with a

preview pane that displays a preview of the currently highlighted image.

l In the http Image URL text box, enter an image URL.

3. ClickOpen. The Source property displays the file name or URL of the image.

Downloading Image

Specifies the image displayed when the remote source is being downloaded.

To specify an image, click the Edit button open the Downloading Image dialog box. You can either

select an available image or specify an image URL.

Failed Image

Specifies the image to be displayed when the remote resource is not available.

To specify an image, click Edit button to open the Failed Image dialog box. You can either select an

available image or specify an image URL.

Tool Tip

For theWindows Tablet platform, specifies amessage that displayswhen you hover themouse

pointer over the widget .

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On an Image widget, you can run an action when

the following event occurs:
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l onDownloadComplete: The action is triggered when the image download is complete.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

For more information, see Add Actions.

Placement Inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere an Image widget can be placed:

Flex Form Yes

VBox Form Yes

FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes

HBox Yes

VBox Yes

Scroll Box Horizontal Orientation - Yes

Vertical Orientation- Yes

Tab Yes

Segment Yes
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Popup Yes

Template Header- No

Footer- No

Label

Use a Label widget to display static text. A label typically identifies a nearby text box or other widget.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.
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For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.

Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.
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For a Label widget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following states:

Skin Definition

Normal The default skin of the widget.

Hover Skin The look and feel of the widget when the cursor hovers over the widget.

Note: Hover skins are available only on theWindows (native) Tablet platform.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Label Properties

Label properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony Visualizer,

and assign platform-specific properties.
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Wrapping

Specifies how the label wraps text, either WordWrap or Character Wrap:
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l WordWrap (Default): Text wraps between words at the end of a line.

l Character Wrap: Text wraps between characters at the end of a line.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Text Copyable

Specifies whether label text can be copied.

Tool Tip

For theWindows Tablet platform, specifies amessage that displayswhen you hover themouse

pointer over the widget.

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On an Image widget, you can run an action when

the following event occurs:

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

For more information, see Add Actions.

Placement Inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere an Image widget can be placed:

Flex Form Yes

VBox Form Yes
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FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes

HBox Yes

VBox Yes

ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation - Yes

Vertical Orientation- Yes

Tab Yes

Segment Yes

Popup Yes

Template Header- No

Footer- No

Widget Appearance on Platforms

The appearance of the Label widget on various platforms is as follows:

Platform Appearance

Android
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Platform Appearance

iOS

SPA

ListBox

Use a List Boxwidget to display a drop-down list of items. You can then click on an item to select it.

You can now add a list box to a segment. When you add a list box to a segment, you can:

l Assign data to the list box easily aswhen you add the list box to a segment, the widget datamap

is automatically assigned to the list box.

l Dynamically assign data to the list box using themandated format for list box. i.e. [["key1",
"value1"],["key2", "value2"],["key3", "value3"]]

When the list box is selected, the wheel pops-up in iOS. The segment row will not cover/hide the row.

If the segment height isn't enough for the list box to expand, the segment expands to display the list

box. Thismay distort the UI temporarily.
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When the onRowClick event is triggered in a segment, the selected list box data is passed on to the

action. If the default option ismentioned, then it is passed on in ["key1","value1"] format. If a default

option is not mentioned, then null is assigned to the list box value. The list box is activated only when

the segment row is in focus. You cannot openmultiple list-boxes simultaneously.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Example

var masterData = [{

"ListBoxadd": {

"masterData": [

["lb1", "ListBox One"],

["lb2", "ListBox Two"],

["lb3", "ListBox Three"]

],

"selectedKey": ["lb1"]

},

}, {},{}];

this.view.DataSegment.rowTemplate = "rowFlex";

this.view.DataSegment.sectionHeaderTemplate = "";

this.view.DataSegment.widgetDataMap = {

"rowFlex": "rowFlex",

"ListBoxadd": "ListBoxadd"

};

this.view.DataSegment.setData(masterData);

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.
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l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.

For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.
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Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.

For a ListBoxwidget, you can apply a skin for the following states:

Skin Definition

Normal The default skin of the widget.

Focus The skin applied when the focus is on the widget.

Native

Field

The skin applied to each item in the ListBox popup window.

Native

Field Focus

The skin applied when an item in the ListBox popup window has the focus.

Blocked UI The skin applied to block the interface until the action in progress (for example, a

service call) completes.

Note: The Blocked UI skin property is available only for SPA platforms.

Placeholder Reads the font color set in the skin and ignores other attributes. Android does not

support setting a background color for a placeholder.

Hover Skin The look and feel of a widget when the cursor hovers over the widget.

Note: Hover skins is available only on theWindows (native) Tablet platform.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.
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ListBox Properties

ListBox properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony Visualizer,

and assign platform-specific properties.

Note: In this section, properties that can be forked are identified by an icon located to the left of

the property. For more information, see Fork aWidget Property.
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Master Data

Specifies the set of values displayed in the list box. To enter or add values, click the Edit button to open

theMaster Data dialog box.

TheMaster Data dialog box contains the following columns:

l Key: The unique identifier of each list box entry.

l Display Value: The values displayed in the list box.

l Select Key : Specifies the default list box value.

To add List box values, click Add. To delete a list box entry, click inside a cell, and then click Delete.

Click Apply to create themaster data.

View Type

Specifies the list box view mode. Select a view type from the View Type drop-down list under either

the iPhone or Android properties. The options available for iOS and Android vary.
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View Types for iOS

Following are the options available for iOS platform:

l List. Displays the list items in a conventional, drop-down format.

l Table. Displays all available list items. The selected item has a checkmark next to it.

l Toggle. Displays all available items as a series of side by side segments. The background of the

selected item is a different color from the other options. This color is referred to as the Tint Color,

and you can change it by setting Enable Tint Color to On, and then selecting the color you want

from the color palette. In addition, you can select one of three styles for the toggle: Plain,

Bordered, or Bar. To distribute the segments in equal proportions, set the Equal Segments

option to On.

l On-screen Wheel. Similar to the iOS Picker control, presents the list options as a cylinder that

you rotate tomake your selection.

View Types for Android

Following are the options available for the Android platform:

l List. Displays the list items in a conventional, drop-down format.

l Spinner. Displays the list options as though they're on a cylinder that you rotate tomake your

selection.
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Drop Down Image

Specifies the image used for the drop-down box indicator. The default is an inverted triangle.

To specify a different image or a platform-specific image, click the Edit button to open the Drop Down

Image dialog box.

Select the desired platform and click inside corresponding Value field. From the Select Image dialog

box, you can either select an available image or provide an image URL.

Selected Image

Specifies the image to be displayed when youmake a selection.

Note: If you specify a Selected Image, make sure to also specify an Unselected Image.

To specify a default image or a platform-specific image, click the Edit button to open Selected Image

dialog box.
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Select the desired platform and click inside corresponding value field. From the Select Image dialog

box, you can either select an available image or provide an image URL.

Unselected Image

Specifies the image to be displayed when a selection is cleared.

Note: If you specify a Selected Image, make sure to also specify an Unselected Image.

To specify a default image or a platform-specific image, click the Edit button to open the Unselected

Image dialog box.
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Select the desired platform and click inside corresponding value field. From the Select Image dialog

box, you can either select an available image or provide an image URL.

Placeholder

Specifies temporary or substitute text displayed until a selection ismade; for example, a hint provided

as a word or phrase.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Popup Icon

Specifies the icon that appears on the top left of the popup window's title area.
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To select a popup icon, click the Edit button to open the Popup Icon dialog box. Select an image and

clickOK.

Note: This property is specific to the Android platform.

Popup Title

Specifies the list box title text.

Note: This property is specific to the Android platform.

Tool Tip

For theWindows Tablet platform, specifies amessage that displayswhen you hover themouse

pointer over the widget .

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a ListBoxwidget, you can run an action when

the following event occurs:

l onSelection: The action is triggered when an item is selected.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.
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l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

For more information, see Add Actions.

Placement Inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere a ListBoxwidget can be placed:

Flex Form Yes

VBox Form Yes

FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes

HBox Yes

VBox Yes

ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation - Yes

Vertical Orientation- Yes

Tab Yes

Segment No

Popup Yes

Template Header- No

Footer- No
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RadioButtonGroup

Use a RadioButtonGroup widget to select from a group of radio buttonswhen a user can choose only

one option.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Important Considerations

The following are important considerations for a RadioButtonGroupWidget.

All Platforms

l A RadioButtonGroup widget is always a group widget.

l Use a RadioButtonGroup widget if there are a limited number of possible selections and you

canmake only one selection. If you canmakemore than one selection from the group, use a

CheckBoxGroup widget. To display a list of selections, use a ListBoxwidget.

Android

l If you set the Orientation property to horizontal, do not placemore than two items in the group. If

you placemore than two items and the associated text is large, additional itemsmay not fit in the

screen width and will not be visible.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:
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l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.

For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.
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Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.

For the RadioButtonGroup widget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following

states:

Skin Definition

Normal The default skin of the widget.

Focus The skin applied when the focus is on the widget.

Hover Skin The look and feel of the widget when the cursor hovers over the widget.

Note: Hover Skins is available only onWindows (native) Tablet devices.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

RadioButtonGroup Properties

RadioButtonGroup properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony

Visualizer, and assign platform-specific properties.
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Master Data

Specifies the set of values that must be displayed for the user to make a selection from the available

choices.

To specify this set of values, click the Edit button of theMaster Data field to open theMaster Data

dialog box.
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TheMaster Data dialog box contains the following columns:

l Key: The unique identifier of each radio button.

l Display Value: The label or descriptive text displayed for each radio button.

l Select Key :Whether a radio button is selected by default.

To addmore radio buttons to the widget, click Add. To delete a radio button, click inside a cell, and

then click Delete.

ClickOK to create themaster data.

Selected Image

Specifies the image to be displayed when youmake a selection.

Note: If you specify a Selected Image, make sure to also specify an Unselected Image.
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To provide a default or platform-specific image, click the Edit button to open the Selected Image

dialog box.

To provide a platform-specific image or replace the default image, select the platform and click inside

the corresponding Value field to open the Selected Image dialog box. You can either:

l Select an available image.

l Provide an image URL.

Unselected Image

Specifies the image to be displayed when a selection is cleared.

To provide a default or platform-specific image, click the Edit button to open the Unselected Image

dialog box.
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To provide a platform-specific image or replace the default image, select the platform and click inside

the corresponding Value field to open the Selected Image dialog box. You can either:

l Select an available image.

l Provide an image URL.

Orientation

Specifies whether the alignment of the radio buttons is horizontal or vertical.

Default: Vertical

View Type

For the iOS platform, specifies the view type of the RadioButtonGroup , either List, Table, Toggle, or

On-screenWheel.

Default: List
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l

Note:  If you select the On-screenWheel view type, you cannot view the on-screen wheel

on the Visualizer canvas.

Drop Down Image

If the view type is List, specifies the image used for the drop-down box indicator. The default is an

inverted triangle.

To specify a different image or a platform-specific image, click the Edit button to open the Drop Down

Image dialog box.

From the Drop Down Image dialog box, select an image and clickOK.

Group Cells

If the view type is Table, specifies whether the Group Cells style is applied. TheGroup Cells style

groups items in the radio button group.

Default: Cells are not grouped.

View Style

If the view type is Toggle, specifies the view style of the toggle button, either Plain, Bordered, or Bar.

Default: Plain

Equal Segments

If the view type is Toggle, specifies whether to distribute the segments in equal proportions.

Default: Segments are distributed in equal proportions.

Enable Tint Color

If the view type is Toggle, specifies whether to enable a tint color.

Default: Tint color is not enabled.

Tint Color

If tint color is enabled, specifies the tint color. To select a tint color, click the color picker to open the

color selection dialog box, and then select a color.
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Tool Tip

For theWindows Tablet platform, specifies amessage that displayswhen you hover themouse

pointer over the widget .

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a RadioButtonGroup widget, you can run an

action when the following event occurs:

l onSelection: The action is triggered when an item is selected.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

For more information, see the topic, Add Actions.

Placement Inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere a RadioButtonGroup widget can be placed:

Flex Form Yes

VBox Form Yes

FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes

HBox Yes
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VBox Yes

ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation - Yes

Vertical Orientation- Yes

Tab Yes

Segment No

Popup Yes

Template Header- No

Footer- No

RichText

Use a RichText widget to display formatted text. The RichText widget usesHTML formatting tags to

display text with links, images, and character styles such as bold and italic.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Important Considerations

The following is an important considerations for a RichText widget.

l If you specify a skin for a RichText widget, font level settings such as color style and size are

applied to the entire content of the widget. Use the label style HTML formatting tag to override
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the text color specified by the skin.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.
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For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.
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Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.

For a RichText widget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following states:

Skin Definition
Normal The default skin of a widget.

Link The skin applied to a link in the RichText widget.

Link Focus The skin applied to link when it has the focus.

Telephone Link

The skin applied to a telephone link in the RichText widget.

Note: Telephone Link skins are available only on theWindows platform.

Hover

The look and feel of the widget when the cursor hovers over the widget.

Note: Hover skins are available only on theWindows (native) Tablet platform.

Super Script

The skin applied to superscripts in the RichText widget.

Note: Super Script skins are available only on theWindows platform.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Rich Text Properties

Rich Text properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony

Visualizer, and assign platform-specific properties.

Rich Text Wrapping

Specifies how the label wraps text, either WordWrap or Character Wrap:

l WordWrap (Default): Text wraps between words at the end of a line.

l Character Wrap: Text wraps between characters at the end of a line.
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Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Tool Tip

For theWindows Tablet platform, specifies amessage that displayswhen you hover themouse

pointer over the widget .

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a RichText widget, you can run an action

when the following event occurs:

l onClick: The action is triggered when the user clicks on the widget.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

For more information, see the topic, Add Actions.

Placement Inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere a RichText widget can be placed:
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Flex Form Yes

VBox Form Yes

FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes

HBox Yes

VBox Yes

ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation - Yes

Vertical Orientation- Yes

Tab Yes

Segment Yes

Popup Yes

Template Header- No

Footer- No

Widget Appearance on Platforms

The appearance of the RichText widget varies as follows:

Platform Appearance

Android
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Platform Appearance

iOS

SPA

Slider

Use a Slider widget to select from a range of values bymoving a slider indicator horizontally. You can

displayminimumandmaximum values, and update the displayed value when you drag the indicator

along the slider.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Note: The Slider widget is not supported in SPA platforms.

Important Considerations

The following are important considerations for a Slider widget.
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l All platforms (except iPhone): Use theMin Label andMax Label properties to specifyminimum

andmaximum values.

l iPhone: Use theMin Value Image and theMaxValue Image properties to display images of

minimumandmaximum values.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.
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For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.

Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.

For a Slider widget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following states:

Skin Definition
Left The skin applied to the background of the slider on left side of the thumb image.

Right The skin applied to the background of the slider on right side of the thumb image.

Min Label The skin applied to themin property of the slider.

Max Label The skin applied to themax property of the slider.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Slider Properties

Slider properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony Visualizer,

and assign platform-specific properties.

Note: In this section, the properties that can be forked are identified by an icon located to the

left of the property. For more information, see Fork aWidget Property.
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Min Value

Specifies theminimum value that you can select.

Default: 0

Max Value

Specifies themaximum value that you can select.

Default: 100
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Step

Specifies the increment bywhich the slider value is increased or decreased between theminimumand

maximum values.

Default: 1

You can specify a value between the difference of themaximumandminimum values of the slider; for

example, if theminimum value is 40 and themaximum value is 45, the step value can be between 1

and 5.

Selected Value

Specifies the value that is displayed as the selected value.

Default: 40

If you do not specify a selected value, the value displayed is theminimum value plus half the difference

between theminimumand themaximum value. For example, if theminimum value is 0 and the

maximum value is 100, the value displayed is 50.

If you specify a selected value that is less than theminimum value, the selected value uses the

minimum value. If you specify a selected value that is greater than themaximum value, the selected

value uses themaximum value.

Thumb Image

Specifies the image used for the indicator, or thumb.

To provide a default or platform-specific image, click the Edit button to open the Thumb Image dialog

box.
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To provide a platform-specific image or to replace the default image, select the desired platform and

click inside the Value field to open the Select Image dialog box. You can either select an available

image or provide an image URL.

Thumb Image Focus

Specifies an image to indicate that the thumb has the focus.

To provide a default or a platform-specific image, click the Edit button to open the Thumb Focus

Image dialog box.
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To provide a platform-specific image or to replace the default image, select the desired platform and

click inside the Value field to open the Select Image dialog box. You can either select an available

image or provide an image URL.

Thickness

Specifies the thickness of the seek bar.

Default: 15

Min Label

Specifies the text displayed below theminimum value of the slider. This text become the default for all

platforms.
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To provide a platform-specific label, click the Edit button to open theMin Label dialog box.

Max Label

Specifies the text displayed below themaximum value of the slider. This text become the default for all

platforms.

To provide a platform-specific label, click the Edit button to open theMax Label dialog box.
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Min Value Image

For the iOS platform, specifies an image for theminimum value of the slider.

Click the Edit button to open theMin Value Image dialog box, and either select an available image or

provide and image URL.

Max Value Image

For the iOS platform, specifies the image for themaximum value of the slider.
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Click the Edit button to open theMax Value Image dialog box, and either select an available image or

provide and image URL.

Enable Thumb Tint Color

For the iOS platform, specifies whether to enable a color for the slider thumb.

Thumb Tint Color

For the iOS platform, specifies a tint color for the thumb if tint color is enabled. To select a tint color,

click the color picker to open the color selection dialog box, and then select a color.

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a Slider widget, you can run an action when

the following events occur:

l onSlide: The action is triggered when the slider moves.

o For touch-based devices, the action is triggered when you stop sliding the thumb

indicator.

o For non touch-based devices, the action is triggered when the left or right key is released.

l onSelection: The action is triggered when youmakes a selection.

o For touch-based devices, the action is triggered when you stop sliding the thumb

indicator.

o For non touch-based devices, the action is triggered when the left or right key is released.
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l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

For more information, see the topic, Add Actions.

Placement Inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere an Image widget can be placed:

Flex Form Yes

VBox Form Yes

FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes

HBox Yes

VBox Yes

ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation - Yes

Vertical Orientation- Yes

Tab Yes

Segment No

Popup Yes
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Template Header- No

Footer- No

Widget Appearance on Platforms

The appearance of the Slider widget on varies as follows:

Platform Appearance

Android

iPhone

TextArea2

Use a TextArea widget to enable a user to enter multiple lines of text. For example, you can add a

TextArea widget to the Feedback section of an application to enable users to enter comments.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Important Considerations

The following are important considerations for a TextArea Widget.

l Editing on deviceswith a small form factor takes place on a new screen.

l Editing on deviceswith amedium or large form factor takes place on the same screen.
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l In Mobile web, some browsers by default enable a vertical or horizontal scroll bar for the text

area, even if the number of lines are less than number of visible lines. TheMobileWeb platform

does not control whether the scroll bars appear.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.
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For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.
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Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.

For the TextArea widget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following states:

Skin Definition
Normal The default skin of a widget.

Focus The skin applied when the widget has the focus.

Blocked UI

The skin applied to block the interface until the action in progress (for example, a service call) is
completed.

Note: The Blocked UI skin is available only for SPA platforms.

Placeholder The skin applied to placeholder text in the widget. Only the font color skin attribute is applicable.

Hover Skin

The look and feel of a widget when the cursor hovers over the widget.

Note: The Hover skin is available only on theWindows (native) Tablet platform.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Text Area Properties

TextArea properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony

Visualizer, and assign platform-specific properties.

Note: In this section, the properties that can be forked are identified by an icon ( ) located to the

left of the property. For more information, see Fork aWidget Property.
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Max Characters

Specifies themaximumnumber of characters that the text field can accept.

Input Mode

Specifies whether the text area accepts any characters or only numeric values. The Numeric Only

option is not supported on server-sideMobileWeb platforms.

Keyboard Style

Specifies the style of keyboard displayed when a user enters text or numeric values in the text area.
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Note: This property is specific to the Android platform.

Placeholder

Specifies placeholder text for the text area; for example, a hint that describeswhat should be entered.

Auto Correct

Specifies whether auto-correction is enabled. Click the ellipsis (...) button tomake the Auto Correct

property setting platform-specific.

Note: You cannot execute this property on the Visualizer Canvas.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS and the SPA platform.

Auto Capitalize

Specifies the character capitalization behavior.

Following are the options available:

l None: No action takes place on the input string.

Example : This is sample text.

l Words: Changes the first character of all the words to uppercase. (Not supported onMobile

Web)

Example : This Is Sample Text.

l Sentences: Changes the first character of all the sentences to uppercase.

Example : This is sample text.

l All: Changes all the characters to uppercase. (Not supported onMobileWeb)

Example : THIS IS SAMPLE TEXT.
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Pasteboard Type

Enables an application to share data within the application or with another application using system-

wide or application-specific paste boards.

Typically, an object in the application writes data to a pasteboard when the user requests a copy or cut

operation on a selection in the user interface. Another object in the same or different application then

reads that data from the pasteboard and presents it to the user at a new location; this usually happens

when the user requests a paste operation.

Note: You can only paste the text to a text area with the same pasteboard type as that of the

source textbox. For example, if you set the Pasteboard type as App Level Persistent , you can

paste the text only to another text area whose pasteboard type is also set to App Level Persistent .

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Close Button

Specifies whether the keypad window displays a Done button.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Close Button Text

Specifies alternate text for the "Done" button. This property is available only when the Close Button is

enabled.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Progress Indicator

Specifies whether to display a progress indicator showing that widget content is being loaded.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.
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Keyboard Action Label

Specifies the text displayed on the action key of the keyboard.

Default: Done

For example, the following shows the keyboard action label set to "Search":

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Tool Tip

For theWindows Tablet platform, specifies amessage that displayswhen you hover themouse

pointer over the widget .

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a TextArea widget, you can run an action

when the following events occur:
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l onTextChange: The action is triggered when text in the text area changes. The action is not

triggered if the text changes programmatically.

l onDone: The action is triggered when the user has entered text and clicks or touches the action

key.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

l onBeginEditing: The action is triggered when the user clicks within the text area to start editing

(iOS and Android).

l onEndEditing: The action is triggered when the user ends the editing process by clicking on

another widget or the Done button (iOS and Android).

For more information, see Add Actions.

Placement Inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere a TextArea2 widget can be placed:

Flex Form Yes

VBox Form Yes

FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes

HBox Yes
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VBox Yes

ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation - Yes

Vertical Orientation- Yes

Tab Yes

Segment No

Popup Yes

Template Header- No

Footer- No

Widget Appearance on Platforms

The appearance of the TextArea2 widget varies as follows:

Platform Appearance

Android

iOS
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Platform Appearance

SPA

TextBox2

Use a TextBoxwidget to enable a user to enter single line of text. For example, you can add TextBox

widgets to the Login page of an application to enable users to enter their login credentials.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.
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For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.

Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.
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For the TextBoxwidget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following states:

Skin Definition
Normal The default skin of a widget.

Focus The skin applied when the widget has the focus.

Blocked UI

The skin applied to block the interface until the action in progress (for example, a service call) is
completed.

Note: The Blocked UI skin is available only for SPA platforms.

Placeholder The skin applied to placeholder text in the widget. Only the font color skin attribute is applicable.

Hover Skin

Tthe look and feel of a widget when the cursor hovers over the widget.

Note: The Hover skin is available only on theWindows (native) Tablet platform.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

TextBox Properties

TextBox properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony Visualizer,

and assign platform-specific properties.

Note: In this section, the properties that can be forked are identified by an icon located to the

left of the property. For more information, see Fork aWidget Property.
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Mask Text

Specifies whether the text entered by the user is hidden by amask character, such as asterisk or dot.

This is typically enabled for a text box used to enter secure information, such as a password.

Default: Off (Mask Text is disabled)
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Max Characters

Specifies themaximumnumber of characters that a user can enter in the text box.

Input Mode

Specifies whether the text area accepts any characters or only numeric values.

Height Mode

Specifies how the text box height is determined, either by the intrinsic content or the system default.

The default option is available only for iPhone and SPA platforms.

To provide a platform-specific or default value, click the Ellipsis button (...) to open the Height Mode

dialog box, and then select a value.
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Container Height

Specifies the dimensions of the text box, based on the Height Reference option. This property is

available for non-flex formswhen the Height Mode is Custom.

Height Reference

Specifies how the text box dimensions are determined:

l FormReference: If the text box is not placed inside a popup or in templates, the height

percentage is based on the height of the form, excluding headers and footers. T
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l ParentWidth: If the text box is placed inside a popup or in templates, the width is based on the

width of the parent container.

Note: This property is unavailable on Flex Forms.

View Type

Specifies whether the text box can be used as a search field. The default setting is a text field.

The selected view type becomes the default for all the platforms. To provide a platform-specific value

or a different default value, click the Ellipsis button (...) to open the View Type dialog box, and then

select a value.
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Keyboard Style

Specifies the style of keyboard displayed when a user enters text or numeric values in the text area.

Note: This property is specific to the Android platform.

Placeholder

Specifies placeholder text for the text area; for example, a hint that describeswhat should be entered.

Auto Capitalize

Specifies the character capitalization behavior.

Following are the options available:

l None: No action takes place on the input string.

Example : This is sample text.

l Words: Changes the first character of all the words to uppercase. (Not supported onMobile

Web)

Example : This Is Sample Text.

l Sentences: Changes the first character of all the sentences to uppercase.

Example : This is sample text.

l All: Changes all the characters to uppercase. (Not supported onMobileWeb)

Example : THIS IS SAMPLE TEXT.

Auto Filter

Specifies whether characters entered in the text box arematched against the filter list, and possible

matches are displayed.

Default: Off (input characters are not matched against the filter list)
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Auto Correct

Specifies whether auto-correction is enabled. Click the ellipsis (...) button tomake the Auto Correct

property setting platform-specific.

Note: You cannot execute this property on the Visualizer Canvas.

Note: This property is specific to the SPA platform.

Pasteboard Type

Enables an application to share data within the application or with another application using system-

wide or application-specific paste boards.

Typically, an object in the application writes data to a pasteboard when the user requests a copy or cut

operation on a selection in the user interface. Another object in the same or different application then

reads that data from the pasteboard and presents it to the user at a new location; this usually happens

when the user requests a paste operation.

Note: You can only paste the text to a text boxwith the same pasteboard type as that of the source

textbox. For example, if you set the Pasteboard type as App Level Persistent , you can paste the

text only to another text boxwhose pasteboard type is also set to App Level Persistent .

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Close Button

Specifies whether the keypad window displays a Done button.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Close Button Text

Specifies alternate text for the "Done" button. This property is available only when the Close Button is

enabled.
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Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Clear Button

Specifies whether the keypad window displays a Clear button that clears text in the text box.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Progress Indicator

Specifies whether to display a progress indicator showing that widget content is being loaded.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Keyboard Action Label

Specifies the text displayed on the action key of the keyboard.

Default: Done

Note: This property is specific to iOS and Android platform.

Left Image

Specifies an image displayed on the left side of the text box. For example, use amagnifying glass

image to indicate the text box is used as a search field:

To select an image, click the Edit button to open the LeftViewImage dialog box, and then select an

available image or provide an image URL.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.
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Done Go Search Next

Send Google Join Route

Yahoo Call

Auto Complete

Specifies whether characters entered in the text box arematched against a dictionary of words, and

word suggestions are displayed.

Default: Off (word suggestions are not displayed)

Note: This property is specific to the SPA platform.

Tool Tip

For theWindows Tablet platform, specifies amessage that displayswhen you hover themouse

pointer over the widget .

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a TextBoxwidget, you can run an action

when the following events occur:

l onTextChange: The action is triggered when text in the text area changes. The action is not

triggered if the text changes programmatically.

l onDone: The action is triggered when the user has entered text and clicks or touches the action

key.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.
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l onBeginEditing: The action is triggered when the user clicks within the text box to start editing

(iOS, Android, and Single Page Application (SPA)).

l onEndEditing: The action is triggered when the user the user ends the editing process by

clicking on another widget or the Done button (iOS, Android, and Single Page Application

(SPA)).

For more information, see Add Actions.

Placement Inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere a TextBox2 widget can be placed:

Flex Form Yes

VBox Form Yes

FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes

HBox Yes

VBox Yes

ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation - Yes

Vertical Orientation- Yes

Tab Yes

Segment No

Popup Yes

Template Header- No

Footer- No
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Widget Appearance on Platforms

The appearance of the TextBox2 widget varies as follows:

Platform Appearance

Android

iOS

SPA

Browser

Use a Browser widget to display HTML content in your application. The HTML content can be static or

obtained from aURL.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.
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Important Considerations

The following are important considerations for a Browser widget:

l For the iOS platform, use a Browser widget as a screen-level widget andmove other widgets to

the header or footer. Otherwise, dual scrolling barsmay be displayed.

l The Browser widget ismemory- and performance-intensive. Initial RAMusage is high, and the

RAMusage grows in proportion to the size and number of rendered images and static text.

l If there aremultiple instances of a Browser widget in the same application, information sharing

(for example, cookies) may not behave as expected. Do not placemultiple Browser widgets on

a form, or more than two Browser widgets in an application.

l Do not use a Browser widget to display rich text. It should be used only to display large HTML

content. Use a RichText widget to display rich text.

l Avoid using a Browser widget to create an application that looks and behaves like a web

browser. Typically, users expect to use the native browser to browse web content.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.
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For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.

Browser Properties

Browser properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony Visualizer,

and assign platform-specific properties.
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Master Data

Specifies the content source for the Browser widget. Click Edit button to open theMaster Data dialog

box, and select one of the following options:

l Content. Displays a text field where you enter or paste the HTML content to be displayed.

l URL. Displays a text boxwhere you specify the URL of an HTML page to display. The URL

must begin with http:// .

l Local File. Displays a text boxwhere you specify a local web-based file for launching local

HTML content, such as a web app. For more information, see Add Local HTMLContent.

Detect Phone Number

Specifies whether the Browser widget supports the detection of phone numbers on the web page and

displays them as clickable links. When a user clicks a phone link, the Phone application launches and

dials the number.
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The option you choose becomes the default for all the platforms. You can change the default option or

provide a platform-specific option by forking the Detect Phone Number property. For more

information, see Fork aWidget Property.

Native Communication

Specifies whether to enable a web app JavaScript module running in the Browser widget to execute

JavaScript code in the Kony native context.

Full Screen Widget

Specifies whether the Browser widget occupies the full screen. Typically, enabling the Full Screen

Widget property is recommended. If it is disabled, a scroll bar displays either on the Browser widget or

the Form.

The option you choose here becomes the default for all platforms. You can change the default option

or provide a platform-specific option by forking the Full Screen Widget property. For more

information, see Fork aWidget Property.

Notes:
l This property is available only on VBox forms.

l Do not placemore than one Cordova Browser widget as a full-screen widget on a form.

Also, if youmake a Cordova Browser widget a full-screen widget, place only the

Cordova Browser widget on the form and do not place any other widgets on the form.

l Do not enable the Full Screen Widget property for more than one widget on a form.

Otherwise, usersmay experience unexpected display and scrolling behavior.

Zoom

Specifies whether enable the Zoom feature for the Browser widget. The Zoom feature provides the

ability to change the scale of the view area.

The option you choose here becomes the default for all the platforms. You can change the default

option or provide a platform-specific option by forking the Zoom property. For more information, see

Fork aWidget Property.
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Base URL

For the iOS platform, specifies a URL to provide additional web-based functionality.

Enable Cache

For theWindows 8 platform, specifies whether data is cached relative to the Browser widget. For

more information, refer to kony.evaluateJavaScriptInNativeContext in the Kony Visualizer API

Developer's Guide.

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a Browser widget, you can run an action

when the following events occur:

l onFailure: The action is triggered when the specifiedMaster Data URL fails to load content.

Note: This action is executed only for the given request URL, but not for the subsequent

web navigation request failures.

l onSuccess: The action is triggered when the specifiedMaster Data URL successfully loads

content.

l

Note: This action is called only for the given request URL, but not for the subsequent web

navigation requests.

l onPageStarted: The action is triggered when the specified page starts loading.

l onPageFinished: The action is triggered when the specified page has finished loading.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.
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l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

l onReceive: The action is triggered when the specified page has loaded and has an event

callback such as digest authentication (Android).

Placement Inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere a Calendar widget can be placed:

Flex Form Yes

VBox Form Yes

FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes

HBox Yes

VBox Yes

ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation -Yes

Vertical Orientation- Yes

Tab Yes

Segment No

Popup Yes

Template Header- No

Footer- No
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Widget Appearance on Platforms

The appearance of the Browser widget varies as follows:

Platform Appearance

Android

iOS
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Platform Appearance

SPA

Cordova Browser

Use a Cordova Browser widget to display Cordova-based HTML content in your application. The

HTML content can be static or obtained from aURL.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Important Considerations

The following are important considerations for a Cordova Browser widget:
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l For the iOS platform, use a Cordova Browser widget as a screen-level widget andmove other

widgets to the header or footer. Otherwise, dual scrolling barsmay be displayed.

l TheCordova Browser widget ismemory- and performance-intensive. Initial RAMusage is high,

and the RAMusage grows in proportion to the size and number of rendered images and static

text.

l If there aremultiple instances of a Cordova Browser widget in the same application, information

sharing (for example, cookies) may not behave as expected. Do not placemultiple Cordova

Browser widgets on a form, or more than two Cordova Browser widgets in an application.

l Do not use a Cordova Browser widget to display rich text. It should be used only to display large

HTML content. Use a RichText widget to display rich text.

l Avoid using a Cordova Browser widget to create an application that looks and behaves like a

web browser. Typically, users expect to use the native browser to browse web content.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.
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For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.

Cordova Browser Properties

Cordova Browser properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony

Visualizer, and assign platform-specific properties.
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Master Data

Specifies the content source for the Cordova Browser widget. Click Edit button to open theMaster

Data dialog box, and select one of the following options:

l Content. Displays a text field where you enter or paste the HTML content to be displayed.

l URL. Displays a text boxwhere you specify the URL of an HTML page to display. The URL

must begin with http:// .

l Local File. Displays a text boxwhere you specify a local web-based file for launching local

HTML content, such as a web app. For more information, see Add Local HTMLContent.

Detect Phone Number

Specifies whether the Cordova Browser widget supports the detection of phone numbers on the web

page and displays them as clickable links. When a user clicks a phone link, the Phone application

launches and dials the number.

The option you choose becomes the default for all the platforms. You can change the default option or

provide a platform-specific option by forking the Detect Phone Number property. For more

information, see Fork aWidget Property.
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Native Communication

Specifies whether to enable a web app JavaScript module running in the Cordova Browser widget to

execute JavaScript code in the Kony native context.

Zoom

Specifies whether enable the Zoom feature for the Cordova Browser widget. The Zoom feature

provides the ability to change the scale of the view area.

The option you choose here becomes the default for all the platforms. You can change the default

option or provide a platform-specific option by forking the Zoom property. For more information, see

Fork aWidget Property.

Base URL

For the iOS platform, specifies a URL to provide additional web-based functionality.

Enable Cache

For theWindows 8 platform, specifies whether data is cached relative to the Cordova Browser widget.

For more information, refer to kony.evaluateJavaScriptInNativeContext in the Kony Visualizer API

Developer's Guide.

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a Cordova Browser widget, you can run an

action when the following events occur:

l onFailure: The action is triggered when the specifiedMaster Data URL fails to load content.

Note: This action is executed only for the given request URL, but not for the subsequent

web navigation request failures.

l onSuccess: The action is triggered when the specifiedMaster Data URL successfully loads

content.
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Note: This action is called only for the given request URL, but not for the subsequent web

navigation requests.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

Placement Inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere a Calendar widget can be placed:

Flex Form Yes

FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes

ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation -Yes

Vertical Orientation- Yes

Tab Yes

Segment No

Popup Yes

Template Header- No

Footer- No
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Widget Appearance on Platforms

The appearance of the Cordova Browser widget varies as follows:

Platform Appearance

Android

iOS
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Camera

Use a Camera widget to display a button that opens the device's native camera application to capture

an image. By default, a saved image is stored as a PNG (Portable NetworkGraphics) image with the

original size.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Note: The Camera widget is not supported on SPA platforms.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.
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For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.

Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.
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For the Camera widget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following states:

Skin Definition

Normal The default skin of the widget.

Focus The skin applied when the widget has the focus.

Hover Skin The look and feel of the widget when the cursor hovers over it.

Note: Hover skins are available only on theWindows (native) Tablet platform.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Camera Properties

Camera properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony Visualizer,

and assign platform-specific properties.

Note: In this section, the properties that can be forked are identified by an icon located to the

left of the property. For more information, see Fork aWidget Property.
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Access Mode

Specifies how the captured image is stored.

Following are the options:

l Public: The captured image is stored on the device and is accessible to all the applications on

the device. For example, the captured images are accessible in ImageGallery.

l Private: This is the default option for Windows. The captured image is stored on the device but is

not accessible to any other application on the device and remains private to the application.
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l In-Memory: The captured camera image is stored inmemory and is never written to disk.

Captured images are lost when the application closes.

To specify the accessmode, click the Edit button to open the Access Mode dialog box. To change the

default accessmode, select Default and then select an accessmode from the value list. To specify a

platform-specific accessmode, select the platform and then select an accessmode from the list.

Compression Level

For JPEG images, specifies the compression level with which a captured image is stored. The

compression level determines picture quality. You can specify a compression level value between 0

(best picture quality) and 100 (low picture quality).

Default: 0

To specify the compression level, click Edit to open the Compression Level dialog box. To change the

default compression level, select Default and then select a compression level from the value list. To

specify a platform-specific compression level, select the platform and then select a compression level

from the list.

Overlay - Photo Mode

Applicable when the capturemode is photomode.

Specifies the overlay configuration parameters for overlaying a form.

The following are the configurable properties available for various platforms:

iOS

l Overlay Form : Specifies the reference of the form to be rendered over the camera view.When

this option is set, the Capture Orientation property is not respected.

Default : None

l Cropping Reference Image : Specifies the reference of the Image widget in the Overlay Form

which guides the camera to crop the captured image to the Reference Image Dimensions.

Default : None

Android
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l Overlay Form : Specifies the reference of the form to be rendered over the camera view.When

this option is set, the Capture Orientation property is not respected.

Default : None

l Cropping Reference Image : Specifies the reference of the Image widget in the Overlay Form

which guides the camera to crop the captured image to the Reference Image Dimensions.

Default : None

l Capture Button Skin : Specifies the skin for a captured button.

l Capture Button Text : Specifies the text for a captured button.

l Tap Anywhere: Specifies to capture an image with a tap on the camera overlay view.

Default : false

Windows 8

l Overlay Form : Specifies the reference of the form to be rendered over the camera view.When

this option is set, the Capture Orientation property is not respected.

Default : None

l Cropping Reference Image : Specifies the reference of the Image widget in the Overlay Form

which guides the camera to crop the captured image to the Reference Image Dimensions.

Default : None

l Tap Anywhere: Specifies to capture an image with a tap on the camera overlay view.

Default : false

Overlay - Video Mode

Applicable when the capturemode is videomode.

Specifies the overlay configuration parameters for overlaying a form.

The following are the configurable properties available for various platforms:
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iOS

l Overlay Form : Specifies the reference of the form to be rendered over the camera view.

Default : None

l Start Button Text: Specifies the text on the start button for the camera. You can enter text here.

l Stop Button Text: Specifies the text on the stop button for the camera. You can enter text here.

l Start Button Skin: Specifies the skin on the start button for the camera. Default is none. You can

select a skin from the drop-down list.

l Stop Button Skin: Specifies the skin on the stop button for the camera. Default is none. You can

select a skin from the drop-down list.

l Timer Control Skin: Specifies the skin on time controller for the camera. Default is none. You

can select a skin from the drop-down list.

Android

l Overlay Form : Specifies the reference of the form to be rendered over the camera view.When

this option is set, the Capture Orientation property is not respected.

Default : None

l Start Button Text: Specifies the text on the start button for the camera. You can enter text here.

l Stop Button Text: Specifies the text on the stop button for the camera. You can enter text here.

l Start Button Skin: Specifies the skin on the start button for the camera. Default is none. You can

select a skin from the drop-down list.

l Stop Button Skin: Specifies the skin on the stop button for the camera. Default is none. You can

select a skin from the drop-down list.

l Timer Control Skin: Specifies the skin on time controller for the camera. Default is none. You

can select a skin from the drop-down list.

Windows 8
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l Overlay Form : Specifies the reference of the form to be rendered over the camera view.When

this option is set, the Capture Orientation property is not respected.

Default : None

l Cropping Reference Image : Specifies the reference of the Image widget in the Overlay Form

which guides the camera to crop the captured image to the Reference Image Dimensions.

Default : None

l Tap Anywhere: Specifies to capture an image with a tap on the camera overlay view.

Default : false

Scale Factor

Specifies the ratio bywhich a captured image is scaled down. You can specify a scale factor between

10 percent of the captured image and 100 percent (no reduction).

Enable Overlay

Specifies whether to enable overlay of a form interface over the camera view.

Default: Disabled.

To specify the Enable Overlay property, click Edit to display the Enable Overlay dialog box. To

change the default Enable Overlay setting, select Default and then select a value from the list. To

specify a platform-specific Enable Overlay setting, select the platform and then select a value from the

list.

Capture Mode

Specifies the capturemode of the camera. You can select PhotoMode or VideoMode.

Camera Source

Specifies the camera source, either Default, Rear, or Front.

Video Duration

WhenCaptureMode is set to VideoMode, specifies the duration of the video in seconds.
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Capture Orientation

For the iOS platform, specifies the orientation of the captured image, either Default, Landscape, or

Portrait.

Default: Default

Image Format

For the iOS platform, specifies whether the image is saved as a PNG (Portable NetworkGraphics) or

a JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) image.

Default: PNG

Native UI

For the iOS platform, specifies whether the camera uses the native interface with the default platform

controls for the camera, or a user interface with custom options.

Default: On (the camera uses the native interface)

Video Format

For the iOS platformwhenCaptureMode is set to VideoMode, specifies whether the video is saved in

Mp4 or MOV format.

Default: MP4

Video Stabilization

For the Android platform, specifies whether video stabilization is enabled.

Default: Off (video stabilization is disabled)

Enable Photo Crop

For theWindows platform, specifies whether the captured image can be cropped.

Default: Off (photo crop is disabled)
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Tool Tip

For theWindows Tablet platform, specifies amessage that displayswhen you hover themouse

pointer over the widget.

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a Camera widget, you can run an action when

the following events occur:

l onCapture: The action is triggered when the user captures a picture.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

l onFailure: The action is triggered when an error occurs using a Camera widget. For example,

you set a camera source but it is not available on the device (iOS and Android).

For more information, see Add Actions.

Placement inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere a Camera widget can be placed:

Form Yes

HBox Yes

VBox Yes
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ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation -Yes

Vertical Orientation- Yes

Tab Yes

FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes

Segment No

Popup Yes

Template Header- No

Footer- No

Widget Appearance on Platforms

The appearance of the Camera widget varies as follows:

Platform Appearance

Android

iOS
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Map

Use aMapwidget to display locations on amap. Platforms such as iPhone (above 3.0) and Android

provide a nativemapwidget, that can be displayed as part of an application. The following table shows

the availablemapping services:

Platform Mapping Service
Android GoogleMaps

iPhone GoogleMaps

MobileWeb (advanced) Google Static Maps, Nativemaps of the device, and interactivemaps (Java script)

On platformswhere a nativemapwidget is not available, theMapwidget integrateswith GoogleMaps

to display a static image with zoom and pan controls. You can customize themap view.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Note:
l MobileWeb (basic) and Non-Touch HTML devices support only staticmaps.

l On the Android platform, theMapwidget is not available in a popup window.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.
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For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.

Map Properties

Map properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony Visualizer, and

assign platform-specific properties.

Note: In this section, the properties that can be forked are identified by an icon located to the

left of the property. For more information, see Fork aWidget Property.
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Callout Template

Specifies a template for amap callout (for example, a pin) that indicates a particular location on amap.

The template can include Label, Link, RichText, Button, and Image widgets.

Note: If a template is not specified, the platform-specific default callout is used.

For information about creating a callout template, see Templates:Maps.

To specify a template, click Edit to open the Callout Templates dialog box, and then choose a

template from the list of available templates.

Pin Image

Specifies the pin image to use to indicate a location onmap. A default image is provide by the system.
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To specify a pin image, click the Edit button to open the Pin Image dialog box. To change the default

pin image, select Default and then select a pin image from the value list. To specify a platform-specific

pin image, select the platform and then select a pin image from the list.

Mode

Specifies themap viewingmode. Themode can be one of the following:

l Normal: A traditionalmap view of roads, parks, borders, etc.

l Satellite: A map showing aerial imagery.

l Street: A mapwith street-level imagery.

l Hybrid: A street map superimposed on satellite map.

l Terrain: A map showing the surface of the land in 3D view.

l Polygon: A map showing the polygonal area specified in the locationdata property.

l Traffic: A map showing streets with different colors to indicate traffic congestion. Green

indicates low traffic, orange indicatesmedium traffic and red indicates heavy traffic.

Select a value from theMode list to specify a default mode that is applied to all platforms. To provide a

platform-specificmode, you can fork theMode property. See Fork aWidget Property for more details.

Source

Specifies themap source. Themap source can be one of the following:

l Native: The application usesmapKey and provider properties to fetch themap. The fetched

map is interactive with the ability to zoom and pan.

Note: Polygon view on the advancedMobileWeb platform is available only when the

source is set to non-native.

l NonNative: The application uses themap that is on the device.
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Note: SPA platforms support onlyGoogle StaticMaps as a source. Staticmaps are directly

requested fromGoogle for a given latitude and longitude. Kony Visualizerdoes not support any

other option because the size of the get request URL could be larger than 256 characters, causing

the request to fail.

Select a value from theMap Source list to specify a default map source that is applied for all the

platforms. To provide a platform-specificmap source, you can fork theMap Source property. See

Fork aWidget Property for more details.

Zoom Level

Specifies the zoom level for the current map view. The range varies from platform to platform.

Select a value from the zoom level slider to specify a default zoom level that is applied for all the

platforms. To provide a platform-specific zoom level, you can fork the Zoom Level property. See Fork

aWidget Property for more details.

Full Screen Widget

Specifies whether theMapwidget occupies the full screen.

Note: This property is available only on VBox forms.

Callout Width

Specifies the width of the callout on themap. You can specify a value between 1 and 100 that

represents a percentage relative to the width of theMapwidget. For example, a callout width of 100

uses the full width of the widget. If the specified value is less than 1 or more than 100, the callout width

is set to 80 percent.

Height

Specifies the height of themap as a percentage relative to the value of the Height Reference property.

Note: This property is not available on Flex Forms.

Height Reference

Specifies how themap height is calculated:
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l FormReference: Themap height is calculated as a percentage of the form height, excluding

headers and footers. This option does not apply to aMapwidget on a popup or template.

l ParentWidth: If theMapwidget is on a popup or template, the width is calculated based on the

width of the parent container.

Note: This property is not available on Flex Forms.

Show Current Location

Specifies whether and how the current location on themap is indicated:

l None: The current location is not indicated.

l Pin: The current location is indicated by a pin.

l Circle: The current location is indicated by a circle.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Zoom Control

Specifies whether to display the zoom control on themap.

Note: This property is specific to the Android platform.

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a Camera widget, you can run an action when

the following events occur:

l onClick: The action is invoked by the platformwhen themap is clicked.

l onPinClick: The action is triggered when a user clicks themap pin, passing the selected

locationdata to the callback.

l onSelection: The action is triggered when a user clicks on amap callout.
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l onMapLoaded: The action is invoked by the platformwhenmap rendering is complete.

l onBoundsChanged: The action is invoked by the platformwhen the content of themap changes

For more information, see Add Actions.

Placement inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere aMapwidget can be placed:

Flex Form Yes

VBox Form Yes

FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes

HBox Yes

VBox Yes

ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation -Yes

Vertical Orientation- Yes

Tab Yes

Segment No

Popup Yes

Template Header- No

Footer- No
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Widget Appearance on Platforms

The appearance of theMapwidget varies as follows:

Platform Appearance

Android
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Platform Appearance

iOS

SPA
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Phone

Use a Phone widget to launch the native phone dialer and initiate a phone call to a specified phone

number. When a user clicks the Phone widget, the native dialer launches tomake a call.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.
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For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.

Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.
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For the Phone widget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following states:

Skin Definition

Normal The default skin of the widget.

Focus The skin applied when the widget has the focus.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a Phone widget, you can run an action when

the following events occur:

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

For more information, see Add Actions.

Placement Inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere a Phone widget can be placed:

Form Yes

HBox Yes

VBox Yes
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ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation -Yes

Vertical Orientation- Yes

Tab Yes

Segment Yes

Popup Yes

Template Header- No

Footer- No

Widget Appearance on Platforms

The appearance of the Phone widget varies as follows:

Platform Appearance

Android

iOS
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Platform Appearance

SPA

PickerView

Use a PickerView widget to enable a user to select a single combination of values frommultiple sets of

values. A user rotates through each set of valueswith a selection indicator. For example, a user can

select a single date from lists of months, days of themonth, and years.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Note: The PickerView widget is not available on SPA platforms.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.
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l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.

For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.

Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.

For the PickerView widget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following states:

Skin Definition

Normal The default skin of the widget.
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Skin Definition

Focus The skin applied when the widget has the focus.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

PickerView Properties

PickerView properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony

Visualizer, and assign platform-specific properties.

Master Data

Specifies the values displayed in the PickerView widget.

To specify values, click the Edit button to open the PickerView Master Data dialog box.
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Specify key and display values for each component in the PickerView. Each component represents a

set of data; for example, years andmonths. You can add a component or a key/value pair by clicking

the appropriate + button.

Note: The combined component width should total 100 percent.

View Type

For the Android platform, specifies the picker view type.

Default: Flat

The following are the options:
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l Flat: The picker appearance is flat.

l Wheel: The picker displays as a wheel.

Enable Cache

For theWindows 8 platform, specifies whether data is cached relative to the PickerView widget.

Default: Off

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a PickerView widget, you can run an action

when the following event occurs:

l onSelection: The action is triggered when the component selection changes.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

For more information, see Add Actions.

Placement Inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere a PickerView widget can be placed:

Form Yes

HBox Yes

VBox Yes
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Scroll Box Horizontal Orientation - Yes

Vertical Orientation- Yes

Tab Yes

Segment No

Popup Yes

Template Header- No

Footer- No

Widget Appearance on Platforms

The appearance of the PickerView widget varies as follows

Platform Appearance

Android
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Platform Appearance

iOS

Segment2

A Segment2 widget consists of multiple segments (rows or records) and each segment can have

multiple child widgets. You can use Segment2 widgets to createmenus and grouped lists in your

applications.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

You can place a Segment2 widget within a number of parent widgets, and you can place a number of

child widgets within a Segment2 widget.

You can add a Segment2 widget to the following widgets:

Flex Form VBox Form

FlexContainer FlexScrollContainer
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ScrollBox (vertical orientation only) Tab

Popup VBox widget (but not an HBox)

You can place the following widgets within a Segment2 widget:

Button Calendar FlexContainer

Image2 Label Phone

RichText Slider Switch

TextArea2 TextBox2 Listbox

Important Considerations

The following are important considerations for a Segment2 widget:

l Segment2 occupiesmemory from two perspectives:

o The amount of data required by the number of rows. For example, if you set data for 100

rows, memory for all 100 recordswill be in memory.

o The view hierarchy (Box and other supported widgets) in each segment row. If the View

hierarchy is complex, thememory usage is high.

Note: iOS, Android, andWindows platforms, if your segment has large data sets

(more than 20 recordswith each record havingmore than 15 widgets), set the

segment as a Screen LevelWidget.

l You cannot add any elements to the widgets dynamically, but you can hide any elements if you

do not provide any data for that element.

l You can dynamically change the skin of the widgets in the segment.

l A Segment2 widget can be placed in a ScrollBoxwidget only if the ScrollBoxwidget has a

vertical orientation.
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l The height of the Segment2 widget is determined by the content of the widget. If you set the

Screen LevelWidget to True, then the height of the Segment2 widget is the form height

excluding headers and footers.

Using the Segment2 Widget in a Component or Master

One you add a Segment2 widget to a component or master, you cannot drop other widgets onto that

segment widget. To add a widget to a Segment2 widget in a component or master, create a segment

row template, populate it with the widgets you want it to have, and then you configure the segment

widget in the component or master to reference that row template. Once the segment widget in your

component or master is populated width content from the row template, you can edit the segment

widget'smaster data to have the per-row customized data that you need.

Note: A segment template can only apply to one channel. To work around this, create the

segment template for one channel, copy it, and then paste it into the other channels.

To use a Segment2 widget in a component or master:

1. Create a segment row template. To do so, in the Project Explorer, click the Templates tab,

open the channel you want to create the segment template for (e.g. Mobile), click the context

menu arrow of Segments, and then click New Template. The template is created and opens on

the Visualizer Canvas. It might be a good idea to rename the template to something descriptive,

such as rowMobile. To do so, on the Templates tab, click the context menu arrow of the newly-

created template, and then click Rename.

2. Drag a FlexContainer widget onto the new template on the Visualizer Canvas, and configure it

how you want.

3. Drag onto the FlexContainer the widgets that you want the segment row template to have, and

configure them how you want.

4. Once you have the segment row template configured the way you want it, if you want to copy it

to other channels, click the context menu arrow of the configured template, and then click Copy.

Navigate to and open the channel you want to paste it to, click the context menu arrow of
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Segments, and then click Paste. Rename the template if you'd like, and thenmake any needed

modifications so that it looks and behaves correctly in that channel.

5. On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), click Save All.

6. Add a Segment2 widget to the component or master. To do so, in the Project Explorer, on the

Templates tab, in the Components or Masters section, select the component or master so that it

opens on the Visualizer Canvas, add (or select an existing) container widget in the component

or master, and then drag a Segment2 widget onto it.

7. In the Properties Editor for the Segment2 widget you just added, click the Segment tab. Then

from the Row Template drop-down list, select the row template you want to use.

8. From the Segment tab, click the Edit button for Master Data, andmake any changes needed to

the segment data.

9. On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), click Save All.

Look Properties

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.
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For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.

Skin Properties

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.

For the Segment2 widget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following states:
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Skin Definition

Row The skin that is applied for each row.

Row -

Focus

The skin that is applied when user focuses on a row.

Section

Header

The skin that is applied to the Section Header of Segment2 widget.

Widget The skin that is applied to the entire Segment2 .

Row -

Alternate

The skin that is applied to every alternate even numbered row in the segment.

Blocked UI The skin that is to block the interface until the action in progress (for example, a service

call) is completed.

Note: Blocked UI is available only for SPA platforms.

Pressed The skin to indicate that the row of the segment is pressed or clicked.

Refresh -

Pull

The look and feel of a widget when the scroll bar is pulled.

Refresh -

Push

The look and feel of a widget when the scroll bar is pushed.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Segment2 Properties

Segment2 properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony

Visualizer, and assign platform-specific properties.
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Note: Properties that can be forked are identified by an icon located to the left of the property.

For more information, see Fork aWidget Property.
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Master Data

Themaster data is enabled only when the widgets are added to the Segment2 widget.

The following example illustrates using theMaster Data property to add an image and button to the

Segment2 widget:

1. Select the Segment2 widget.

2. Drag an Image widget and Button widget onto the Segment2 widget.

3. From the Segment2 widget properties, click the Segment tab.

4. Click the Edit button of theMaster Data option to open theMaster Data dialog box.

5. Provide the image and button widget details as shown in the following image.
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6. ClickOK.

Row Template

Indicates the common template to be used for each row while creating the row and filling the data. This

can be overridden at the row level when setting the data using the template key.You can create a new

template without going to the Templates section using the Create New option from the drop-down list.

You can also edit a template inline in the segment.
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Note: Only those templates that are created fromProject Explorer >Templates > Segments are

visible on the Row Template drop-down list.

Section Header Template

Specifies the common template to be used for each section while creating the section header and

filling the data. This is optional parameter and if not provided the default template provided by each

platformwill be used. It can also be provided at each section level when setting the data. You can

create a new template without going to the Templates section using the Create New option from the

drop-down list. You can also edit a template inline in the segment.

Note: Only those templates that are created fromProject Explorer >Templates > Segments are

visible on the Row Header Template drop-down list.

Note: When a Section Header is provided along with the rows/items, the Section Header is

"clamped" to the top of the scrollable area (on the Form) as one scrolls through a long list of items

(for example, if you have a long list of contacts that all begin with the letter "A", the "A" header will

be fixed at the top until you scroll down past the last "A" item). This behavior can be clearly seen

iPhone's Contacts application.

This behavior of Section Headers is available on iOS and Android platform and is enabled when

the Screen LevelWidget has been set to true.

Group Cells

Specifies whether all the rows in a segment should be grouped using a rounded corner background

and border.

l If On is selected, the cells will not have rounded border.

l If Off is selected, the cells will have a rounded border.

Retain Selection

Specifies whether the segment should retain the selectionmadewhen the user navigates out of the

form and revisits the form.
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l If On is selected, the selection is retained when the user navigates to different form.

l If Off is selected, the selection is not retained.

Full Screen Widget

Specifies whether the widget should occupy the whole container or not. Youmust set the value to true

if your segment has large data sets (more than 20 recordswith each record havingmore than 15

widgets) to facilitate a better reuse of the widgets and a different scrolling behavior.

l If On is selected, the widget occupies the whole container and there is a reduction in load time of

the Segment2 as only few rows are loaded at the load time. The rest of the rows are loaded as

the user scrolls through the widget. But the scrolling speed reduces.

l If Off is selected, the widget does not occupy the whole container and load time of Segment2

increases because all the rows are loaded at the beginning. But the scrolling speed improves.

Note: This property is available only when a Segment2 widget is placed in a VBox form.

Separator

Specifies if the segment should display the separator between the rows.

l If On is selected, the separator appears.

l If Off is selected, the sarator is not displayed.

Separator Thickness

Specifies the thickness of the separator in pixels.

Separator Color

Specifies the color of the separator between rows of a Segment2 widget. Click the color sampler to

open the color picker fromwhere you can select a separator color.

Separator Transparency

Provide the desired transparency for the separator.
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Show Scrollbars

Specifies if the scrollbars of the segment must be visible all the time.

l If On is selected, the scrollbars are displayed.

l If Off is selected, the scrollbars are not displayed.

Orientation

Specifies how you can stack the widgets within the Segment2. You can set the orientation of the

Segment2 as horizontal or vertical.

Following are the options:

l Horizontal: Enables you to stack the content within the Segment2 horizontally.

l Vertical: Enables you to stack the content within the Segment2 vertically.

Note: This property is avialable only when Segment2 widget is placed in a VBox form.

View Type

Specifies the view type of a segment. The following are the available view types that you can select

and their appearances on iPhone native client:

l Table: The rows of the segment appear in a table as a list.

l Page: The rows of the segment appear in pages and you need to scroll through the pages to
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view the rows.

Layout Alignment

Specifies the direction in which the widgets are laid out.

Default: LEFT

The options are:

l Left: The widgets placed inside a Segment2 are aligned left.

l Center: The widgets placed inside a Segment2 are aligned center.

l Right: The widgets placed inside a Segment2 are aligned right.

Note: This property is avialable only when Segment2 widget is placed in a VBox form.

Selection Behavior

Specifies whether the segment will support single or multiple selection.

Following are the options:

l Default: Indicates that the segment does not support either single or multiple selection. This

option allows you to define an onRowClick event for the segment.

l Single Select: Indicates that you canmake one selection when you havemany choices in the

segment (the behavior is similar to a RadioButtonGroup).
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l Multi Select: Indicates that you canmakemore than one selection when you havemany choices

in the segment (the behavior is similar to a CheckBoxGroup).

Enable Reordering

For Kony Visualizer Version 7.3 and later, specifies whether to enable or disable reordering rows in a

segment.

Autogrow Mode

This property is applicable only when the segment is placed inside a flex container and View Type is

set as Table. It specifies the segment to grow when the new content is added.

Following are the options:

l None: Auto growth of a Segment is disabled.

l Autogrow-Height: Auto growth of a Segment is enabled.

Rules and Priorities of Autogrow-Mode property

l If the height of the Segment2 is not computable and Autogrow Mode property is configured as

Autogrow-Height, then the height of the Segment2 will be the Preferred Height, andmin and

max constraints are applied on top of the Preferred Height computed.

Note: Preferred Height in the above statement refers to the cumulative height of the

segment contents (rows - defined using templates, section headers / footers, separators

etc.).

l If the height of the Segment2 is not computable and Autogrow Mode property is configured as

None, then the height of the Segment2 will be the default value andmin/max constraints are

applied on top of the default value.

l The Autogrow Mode property gets preference, when the height of the Segment2 is specified as

preferred and Autogrow Mode property is configured Autogrow-Height.

l If the Autogrow Mode property is not specified or the specified value is invalid, then the default

value of the Autogrow Mode property is equal to specifying None.
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l If Autogrow Mode property is specified, and the templates defined are specified in percentage,

then the height of the row, which uses percentage template will be considered as the default

row height of the template, which is 100dp.

l All the above rules are applied even if the template specified is a box template.

l When a Segment2 is generated using single bucket constructor, height propertymust be set as

undefined for Autogrow Mode property to work.

l If the row template height is not specified and the Segment2 Autogrow Mode property is set as

Autogrow-Height, then row height of the Segment2 is 220dp (preferred height of a flex

container).

Height

Specifies the height of the Segment2 in terms of percentage. The percentage is with reference to the

value of Height Reference property.

Note: This property is unavailable on Flex Forms.

Height Reference

The Segment2 height percentage is calculated based on the option selected.

l FormReference: The Segment2 height percentage is calculated based on the height of the

form excluding headers and footers. This option is not respected if Segment2 is placed inside a

popup or in templates.

l ParentWidth: This option is used if the Segment2 is placed inside a popup or in templates. The

width is calculated based on the width of the parent container.

Note: This property is unavailable on Flex Forms.

Dictionary

Specifies whether the dictionarymust be enabled for easy navigation.
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If the dictionary property is enabled, alphabets fromA to Z appear on the screen and when you select

any alphabet, all the corresponding results that start with the selected alphabet are displayed.

Note: This property is applicable if Screen LevelWidget property is set to true and the section

headers have been set.

l If On is selected, the dictionary is available.

l If Off is selected, the dictionary is not available.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Indicator

Specifies the indicator type as rowSelect, rowClick, or none. Based on your selection, the behavior is

exhibited:

Following are the options:

If the user selects the indicator, the related content appears in the next screen .

l Click: Specifies the disclosure button. The button appears as follows:

If the user selects the disclosure button, the detailed content appears.

l None: No indicator or button appears.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Edit Style

Specifies the way in which the edit feature of Segment2 can be enabled.

Following are the options:
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l Icon: An icon will be displayed on the left hand side of each row.

l Swipe: A delete or insert button will be shown on the right hand side of each row when the user

performs a SWIPE gesture on the row.Whether an insert button or delete button is to be shown

is controlled by the editmode property that is set using the data property of the Segment2.

l None: No special edit styles are applied.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Progress Indicator

Specifies whether the progress indicator is displayed.

Default: true (the progress indicator appears on the widget)

l If On is selected, the progress indicator appears on the widget.

l If Off is selected, the progress indicator is not displayed on the widget.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Progress Indicator Color

Specifies the color of the progress indicator aswhite or grey.

l White: The progress indicator is white in color.

l Grey: The progress indicator is grey in color.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Scroll Bounces

Specifies whether the scroll view bounces past the edge of the content and back again.

l If On is selected, the scroll view bounce is applied.

l If Off is selected, the scroll view bounce is not applied.
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Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Search Criteria

Specifies the search criteria to be applied when searching has been enabled.

Note: This property applies only when the Full ScreenWidget property is enabled, View Type is

set to Table, and a template is selected for Search By property.

The options are:

l StartsWith : The search is performed on the strings that start with the input string.

l EndsWith: The search is performed on the strings that end with the input string.

l Contains: The search is performed on the strings that contain the input string.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Search By

Specifies the identifier of the widget placed inside the row of the Segment2. Search will be performed

against the content present inside the widget.

Note: Note: This property is applicable only when Full ScreenWidget property is enabled, View

Type is set to Table, and a template is selected for Row Template property.

Note: This property is specific to the iOS platform.

Dock Section Header

Specifies whether to dock the section header at the top of the segment while scrolling the section

content. If you are scrolling the segment data, the next section header will be docked on top of the

segment
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Note: This property applies only when the Full ScreenWidget property is enabled and View Type

is set to Table.

For example, if you scroll the segment data shown in the following figure, as the segment data scrolls

up, the Samsung Phones docked header moves out oThe Samsung header f view. and is replaced

with the HTC Phones section header, which is now docked.

Note: This property is specific to the Android platform.

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a Segment2 widget, you can run an action

when the following events occur:

l onRowClick: The action is triggered when a user clicks any row of the widget.

l onPull: The action is triggered when the widget is pulled from the top.

l onPush: The action is triggered when the widget is pushed from the bottom.
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l onReachingBegining : The action is triggered when scrolling reaches the beginning of the

widget.

l onReachingEnd: The action is triggered when scrolling reaches the end of the widget.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

l onEditing: The action is triggered when a user edits the row. This action is only triggered if the

Edit Style is set to SEGUI_EDITING_STYLE_ICON or SEGUI_EDITING_STYLE_SWIPE

(iOS).

For more information, see Add Actions.

Widget Appearance on Platforms

The appearance of the Segment2 widget varies as follows

Platform Appearance

Android
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Platform Appearance

iOS

Windows Phone
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Platform Appearance

SPA

Switch

Use a Switch widget to let a user choose between twomutually exclusive choices or states, similar to

the Switch control on an iPhone .

The Switch widget displays the value that is currently in effect. Slide the control to select or reveal the

other value.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Note: The Switch widget is supported on iOS, Android, andWindows platforms, both Native and

SPA.
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Important Considerations

The following are important considerations for a Switch widget:

l Use a predictable pair of values so that the user does not have to slide the switch to know the

other value.

l Consider using the Switch widget to change the state of other user interface elements in the

view. For example, in an airline application booking screen you could use a Switch widget to let

the user select betweenOneWay and Round Trip, displaying a different set of user interface

elements for each option.

Look

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:

l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.
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For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.

Skin

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.

For the Switch widget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following states:

Skin Definition

Normal The default skin of a widget.

Focus The skin applied when the focus is on a widget.
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Skin Definition

Thumb

Color

The color of switch's slider button. This property is available under BackGround when you

fork the skin for iPhone Native, and also when you fork the entire form for Android Native.

Tint

Color

This property is available under BackGround only when you fork the skin for iPhone Native.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Switch Properties

Switch properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony Visualizer,

and assign platform-specific properties.
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State

Lets you toggle the switch colors.

Left Text

Specifies the text to be displayed on the left portion of the switch.

Right Text

Specifies the text to be displayed on the right portion of the switch.

Actions

Actions define what happenswhen an event occurs. On a Switch widget, you can run an action when

the following events occur:

l onSlide: The action is triggered when there is a change in the default selected value.

l onTouchStart: The action is triggered when the user touches the touch surface. This event

occurs asynchronously.
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l onTouchMove: The action is triggered when the touchmoves on the touch surface continuously

until movement ends. This event occurs asynchronously.

l onTouchEnd: The action is triggered when the user touch is released from the touch surface.

This event occurs asynchronously.

For more information, see Add Actions.

Placement Inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere a Switch widget can be placed:

Widget Switch placement inside a widget

Flex Form Yes

VBox Form Yes

FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes

HBox Yes

VBox Yes

ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation - yes

Vertical Orientation- Yes

Tab Yes

Segment Yes

Popup Yes
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Widget Switch placement inside a widget

Template Header- No

Footer- No

Video

Use a Video widget to stream video within a form.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer Kony Visualizer Widget guide.

Important Considerations

The following are important considerations for a VideoWidget:

l When the form contains dockable components such as headers, footers, or amenu bar,

scrolling the video widget on iPhone or iPad does not scroll the form since Video controls on and

iPhone or iPad do not respond to custom touch events whenmedia controls are present. To

enable scrolling of the form, apply left or right margins to the either side of the video widget.

l You can play only one video at a time.

l The Video widget is available for iOS and Android platforms.

Look

Look properties define the appearance of the widget. The following are themajor properties you can

set:
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l Whether the widget is visible.

l The platforms on which the widget is rendered.

l How the widget alignswith its parent widget and neighboring widgets.

l If the widget displays content, where the content appears.

For descriptions of the properties available on the Look tab of the Properties pane, see Look.
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Skin

Skin properties define a skin for the widget, including background color, borders, and shadows. If the

widget includes text, you can also specify the text font.

For a Video widget, you can apply a skin and its associated properties for the following state:

l Normal: The default skin of a widget.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Video Properties

Video properties specify properties that are available on any platform supported by Kony Visualizer,

and assign platform-specific properties.

Source

Specifies the video's source. You can add the videos that you want to be part of the app in its

respective channels common folder. For example, Native>Android>Common>Video.
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Prior to Kony Visualizer V8 SP1 release, video files were inside the raw folder. Video files are now

moved into a separate video folder. Project built on versions lower that 8.1 will continue to work

without any changes.

Note: The supported video formats areMP4,WebMandOGV. The device will play video only if

the format is compatible with the underlying SDK

Controls

Specifies whether to display the default video controls. When this property is set to false, video is

playable by clicking anywhere on the Poster.
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Note: This property is specific to the SPA and DesktopWeb platforms.

Poster

Specifies an image to be displayed as a poster or as a starting image for the video. The image location

must point to an external URL. For example, www.kony.com/sites/all/themes/kony/logo.png

Note: This property is specific to the SPA and DesktopWeb platforms

Review

Displays review feedback. For more information, see Capture Product Requirements with Review

Notes.

Placement Inside a Widget

The following table summarizeswhere a Video widget can be placed:

Widget Video placement inside a widget

Flex Form Yes

VBox Form Yes

FlexContainer Yes

FlexScrollContainer Yes

HBox Yes

VBox Yes

ScrollBox Horizontal Orientation -Yes

Vertical Orientation- Yes
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Widget Video placement inside a widget

Tab Yes

Segment No

Popup Yes

Template Header- No

Footer- No

Specifying a Video

To specify a video:

1. Click the Edit button to open the Source dialog box.

2. Do one of the following:

l Locate and select the video you want from the list of available videos.

l In the video URL text box, enter a video URL.

3. ClickOpen. The Source property displays the file name or URL of the video.

Add Watch Widgets

Widgets are the building blocks of a screen (form) in a digital application, and each one has a specific

purpose, such as user interaction or animation. Kony Visualizer provides you with built-in widgets that

help you achieve your required functionality. You can configure every widget based on your needs.
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This topic covers widgets for theWatch channel. For information regarding widgets for theMobile,

Tablet, and Desktop channels, see Populate ScreenswithWidgets.

Kony Visualizer provides three types of widgets for the AppleWatch: Container, Basic, and Advanced.

Click a topic for more information. 

Accesswidgets from theWidget Tab

The Three Types ofWidgets

Access Widgets from the Widget Tab

Thewidgets are located on theWidget tab of the Kony Library pane. To add widgets to a form, simply

drag and drop them into place. As you do so, alignment guides display to guide your positioning of the

widget.
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Dragging a button widget onto aWatch form.

The Three Types of Widgets

Kony Visualizer provides you with three types of widgets.

Container Widget

BasicWidgets

AdvancedWidgets
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Container Widget

The container widget category for theWatch channel consists of a single widget, the Group container

widget. You can add any of theWatch widgets directly onto aWatch formwithout using theGroup

container. But if you want to structure your formwith grouped widgets that align on either a horizontal

or vertical axis, you can use theGroup container. This widget behaves similarly to HBox and VBox

forms, which were the de factomethod for adding widgets to a form in Kony Studio 6.0 and earlier. A

Group container can orient the widgets it contains either horizontally, or vertically. By nesting one or

more vertically-orientedGroup containers within a horizontally-orientedGroup container, and then

adding widgets to those containers, you can create a grid of widgets. Similarly, you can also nest

horizontally-orientedGroup containers within a vertically -orientedGroup container. With the right

combination and alignment of horizontal and vertical Group containers, you can position a widget

anywhere on theWatch form. For more information about the Group container widget, seeGroup

Widget.

Two vertically-orientedGroup containers, each containing four button widgets, nested within a single,

horizontally-orientedGroup container.
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Basic Widgets

BasicWidgets help you build the user interface in your application. Along with designing the

application, you can also configure events to these widgets or write code snippets to create

functionality.

Widget Description Image

Button The Button widget provides input to an application

or to trigger an event. For example, you can

navigate to a form, interact with a dialog box, or

confirm an action.

Date The Date widget can display a date, a time of day,

or both. It does not have an Actions tab.

Image2 The Image2 widget is a non-interactive widget that

you can use to display a local image file. You can

use an Image2 widget in scenarios such as

displaying your company's logo, displaying a

snapshot, and providing an illustration.

Label The Label widget displays non-editable text on a

form and is non-interactive.

Line The Line widget is a non-interactive widget that

provides ameans of visually separating widgets

from one another on theWatch screen.

Slider With the Slider widget, you select a value from a

defined range of values by moving the thumb (an

indicator) in a horizontal direction.
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Widget Description Image

Timer The Timer widget displays a non-editable

countdown on a form and is non-interactive.

Advanced Widgets

Advanced widgets provide you the capability to achieve themost commonly used functionality in your

application. TheseWidgets are developed by Kony. Also, the option to configure properties of the

widgets is provided.

Widget Description Image

Map TheMapwidget displays locations defined by latitude

and longitude on an on-screenmap.

Segment2 The Segment2 widget consists of multiple segments

(rows or records), and each segment (row or record)

can havemultiple child widgets.

Switch The Switch widget presents twomutually exclusive

choices or states.

Group Widget

The container widget category for theWatch channel consists of a single widget, the Group container

widget. You can add any of theWatch widgets directly onto aWatch formwithout using theGroup

container. But if you want to structure your formwith grouped widgets that align on either a horizontal

or vertical axis, you can use theGroup container. This widget behaves similarly to HBox and VBox
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forms, which were the de factomethod for adding widgets to a form in Kony Studio 6.0 and earlier. A

Group container can orient the widgets it contains either horizontally, or vertically. By nesting one or

more vertically-orientedGroup containers within a horizontally-orientedGroup container, and then

adding widgets to those containers, you can create a grid of widgets. Similarly, you can also nest

horizontally-orientedGroup containers within a vertically -orientedGroup container. With the right

combination and alignment of horizontal and vertical Group containers, you can position a widget

anywhere on theWatch form.

Two vertically-orientedGroup containers, each containing four button widgets, nested within a single,

horizontally-orientedGroup container.

Click any of the following to learn about the properties found on the tabs of the Group container widget.

Look Tab

Skin Tab

Group Tab

Action Tab

Review Tab
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Look Tab

On the Look tab, you define properties and behaviors related to a Group container's appearance and

position. The following sections describe each of the properties.

ID

Denotes the name of a widget. When a widget is added to a form, a unique name is assigned to the

widget. You can rename awidget by entering a new name in the ID text box.

Note: You can also rename awidget from the Project Explorer by right-clicking a widget, and then

clicking Rename.

Visible

Controls whether or not the user of the app can see the widget.

l Tomake a widget visible, clickOn.

l Tomake a widget invisible, clickOff.

Render

Defineswhether a widget appears on a specific platform. Currently, theWatch channel supports only

the AppleWatch Native and HTML5 SPA platforms. Clicking the Render property's Edit button opens

the Render Platforms dialog box.
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Clear the check box of the platforms for which the widget should not be rendered.

The Difference between Visible and Render

l When aWidget is not rendered for a platform, it implies that the widget is hidden from that

specific platform.

l Whereas, when a widget is set as invisible, it implies that the widget is available, but is invisible.

This feature is useful when you wanted to display a widget based on certain conditions.

Widget Align

TheWidget Align property specifies how awidget's boundaries are aligned with respect to its parent.

The following alignment options are available:

Aligns the left edge of the widget with the left edge of its parent.

Aligns the horizontal center of the widget with the horizontal center of its parent.

Aligns the right edge of the widget with the right edge of its parent.

Aligns the top edge of the widget with the top edge of its parent.

Aligns the vertical center of the widget with the vertical center of its parent.

Aligns the bottom edge of the widget with the bottom edge of its parent.
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Width

Width determines the width of the widget asmeasured along the x-axis.

Following are the options that can be used as units of width:

l %. Specifies the values in percentage relative to the parent dimensions.

l Dp. Specifies the values in terms of device independent pixels.

l Preferred.When this option is specified, the layout uses preferred height of the widget as height

and preferred size of the widget is determined by the widget andmay varies between platforms.

Height

Height determines the height of the widget asmeasured along the y-axis (height of the parent). You

can use any of the following options:

l %. Specifies the values in percentage relative to the parent dimensions.

l Dp. Specifies the values in terms of device independent pixels.

l Preferred.When this option is specified, the layout uses preferred height of the widget as height

and preferred size of the widget is determined by the widget andmay varies between platforms.

Padding

Defines the space between the content of the widget and the widget boundaries. You can use this

option to assign the top, left, right, and bottom distance between the widget content and the widget's

boundaries.

Important: Default padding for Android is not set, as the devices aremanufactured with

predefined padding values.

Property Definition Action

Top Top padding Move the slider to adjust the top padding of the widget.
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Property Definition Action

Bottom Bottom padding Move the slider to adjust the bottom padding of the widget.

Left Left padding Move the slider to adjust the left padding of the widget.

Right Right padding Move the slider to adjust the right padding of the widget.

Notes:

l When you click the UniformPadding button , changing the value for one padding

boundary changes all of them to the same value.

l Modifying a widget's padding affects the padding of its parent and its children.

Skin Tab

A widget’s appearance is defined by the skin that is applied to it. Every widget has a skin, even if it’s

just the Kony Visualizer default skin. Skins give you the ability to establish visual continuity in your app.

On the Skin tab, you can select to use a specific skin for your widget. In addition, you can configure the

widget's background and font.

In theMobile, Tablet, and Desktop channels, a widget may have a number of states, such asNormal

(when it's not being interacted with), Focus (e.g. when it's been tabbed to), or Pressed. However, the

Watch channel has only one button state: Normal.

General

Under the General section of the Skin tab, you can change the name of the skin currently applied (if it's

not one of the default skins), or you can select from the other available skins by clicking themagnifying

glass icon next to the Name text box.

Platform

In channels that support multiple platforms, it's possible to fork a skin by clicking the Platform ellipsis

button , and then selecting the platforms that you want to fork the widget to. In the case of the

Watch channel, currently the only platform available isWatch (Native). For more information, see

Forking.
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Background

Under the Background section of the Skin tab, you can set the type of background you want to use,

and set the color and its opacity.

Type

For theWatch channel, the Group widget is capable of two types of backgrounds:

Background Type Description

Single Color Applies a uniform, single color as the background of the skin that you choose.

Image Applies an image of your choosing as the background of the skin. The image
stretches to fill the dimensions of whatever widget the skin is applied to.

Color

If you select Single Color as the background type, you can configure the hue you want by clicking the

square color icon and dragging the cursor to the color of your choosing.

Opacity

Similarly, with Single Color as the background type, you can configure the opacity of the background

color. By default, the opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no

transparency. However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency, you can

decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the Opacity text box, or drag the

opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Border

The Border section on the Skin tab of the Group container widget determines the degree to which the

corners of the Group widget are rounded. The style of the rounding is set as Custom in the Style drop-

down list. By changing the radius of the border, you can change how rounded the corners are. The

higher the number in pixels, themore rounded the border. To see the rounding, make sure you have

the background color set to something other than black, and the opacity higher than 20% or so.
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Group Tab

Widgets placed within a Group container widget cannot overlap each other. They are aligned either

horizontally, like a row of widgets, or vertically, like a column. On theGroup tab, you can set the

following properties:

Orientation. Specifies whether the widgets inside theGroup widget are oriented horizontally, like a

row, or vertically, like a column.

Spacing. Specifies the amount of space in Dp (device-independent pixels) you want to have in

between the widgets that are inside theGroup widget.

Opacity. Specifies the degree to which theGroup widget is transparent or opaque. By default, the

opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no transparency. However, if

you want the background to have a degree of transparency, you can decrease its opacity. To do so,

type a value between 0 and 100 in the Opacity text box, or drag the opacity slider to the degree of

opacity that you want.

Action Tab

On this tab, you define the events that are executed when an action is run. A Group widget supports

only one action.

onClick. This action is invoked by the platformwhen the user performs a click action on the button.

For more information, see Add Actions.

Review Tab

On this tab, you can add and review notes. With the Review Notes feature, you can capture feedback

from users who are evaluating your app design. Such requirements capturing helps ensure that the

design of your app successfullymeets the requirements of potential users. The Review Notes feature

supports rich text formatting such as font type and size, paragraph alignment, numbered and bulleted

lists, block quotes, and even tables.

For more information, see Capture Product Requirements with Review Notes.
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Button Widget for Watch

A button is a control that you use to provide input to an application or trigger an event. For example,

navigating to a form, interacting with a dialog box, or confirming an action.

Click any of the following to learn about the properties found on the tabs of the Button widget.

Look Tab

Skin Tab

Button Tab

Review Tab

Look Tab

On the Look tab, you define properties and behaviors related to a button widget's appearance and

position. The following sections describe each of the properties.
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ID

Denotes the name of a widget. When a widget is added to a form, a unique name is assigned to the

widget. You can rename awidget by entering a new name in the ID box.

Note: You can also rename awidget from the Project Explorer by right-clicking a widget, and then

clicking Rename.

Visible

Controls whether or not the user of the app can see the widget.

l Tomake a widget visible, clickOn .

l Tomake a widget invisible, clickOff.

Enabled

Controls whether the widget is functional or not. You can programmaticallymake the widget functional

or nonfunctional through an action sequence, triggered by the user.

l To enable the widget, clickOn.

l To disable the widget, clickOff.

Render

Defineswhether a widget appears on a specific platform. Currently, theWatch channel supports only

the AppleWatch Native and HTML5 SPA platforms. Clicking the Render property's Edit button opens

the Render Platforms dialog box.
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Clear the check box of the platforms for which the widget should not be rendered.

The Difference between Visible and Render

l When aWidget is not rendered for a platform, it implies that the widget is hidden from that

specific platform.

l Whereas, when a widget is set as invisible, it implies that the widget is available, but is invisible.

This feature is useful when you wanted to display a widget based on certain conditions.

Widget Align

TheWidget Align property specifies how the edges of the Button widget are aligned with respect to its

parent's edges. The following alignment options are available:

Aligns the left edge of the widget with the left edge of its parent.

Aligns the horizontal center of the widget with the horizontal center of its parent.

Aligns the right edge of the widget with the right edge of its parent.

Aligns the top edge of the widget with the top edge of its parent.

Aligns the vertical center of the widget with the vertical center of its parent.

Aligns the bottom edge of the widget with the bottom edge of its parent.
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Text

Specifies the text that the user seeswhen running the app.

Width

TheWidth property sets the x-axis dimension of the widget using the numeric quantity and type of unit

that you specify.

You can use the following units of measure to set the width of the widget.

%  Specifies the width as a percentage of the parent's dimensions.

Dp  Specifies the width in terms of device independent pixels.

Preferred Size  Specifies an optimal width for the widget given the size of the font and the amount of

text that the widget displays. The Preferred Size can vary from one platform to another.

Height

TheWidth property sets the y-axis dimension of the widget using the numeric quantity and type of unit

that you specify.

You can use the following units of measure to set the height of the widget.

%.  Specifies the height as a percentage of the parent's dimensions.

Dp.  Specifies the height in terms of device independent pixels.

Preferred Size.  Specifies an optimal height for the widget given the size of the font and the amount of

text that the widget displays. The Preferred Size can vary from one platform to another.

Skin Tab

A widget’s appearance is defined by the skin that is applied to it. Every widget has a skin, even if it’s

just the Kony Visualizer default skin. Skins give you the ability to establish visual continuity in your app.

On the Skin tab, you can select to use a specific skin for your widget. In addition, you can configure the

widget's background and font.
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In theMobile, Tablet, and Desktop channels, a widget may have a number of states, such asNormal

(when it's not being interacted with), Focus (e.g. when it's been tabbed to), or Pressed. However, the

Watch channel has only one button state: Normal.

General

Under the General section of the Skin tab, you can change the name of the skin currently applied (if it's

not one of the default skins), or you can select from the other available button skins by clicking the

magnifying glass icon next to the Name text box.
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Platform

In channels that support multiple platforms, it's possible to fork a skin by clicking the Platform ellipsis

button , and then selecting the platforms that you want to fork the widget to. In the case of the

Watch channel, currently the only platform available isWatch (Native). For more information, see

Forking.

Background

Under the Background section of the Skin tab, you can set the type of background you want to use,

and set the color and its opacity.

Type

For theWatch channel, the Button widget is capable of two types of backgrounds:

Background Type Description

Single Color Applies a uniform, single color as the background of the skin that you choose.

Image Applies an image of your choosing as the background of the skin. The image
stretches to fill the dimensions of whatever widget the skin is applied to.

Color

If you select Single Color as the background type, you can configure the hue you want by clicking the

square color icon and dragging the cursor to the color of your choosing.

Opacity

Similarly, with Single Color as the background type, you can configure the opacity of the background

color. By default, the opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no

transparency. However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency, you can

decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the Opacity text box, or drag the

opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.
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Fonts

Under the Fonts section of the Skin tab, you can set the following properties.

Property Description

Color Sets the color that you want the font to be. You configure the hue you want by clicking the
square color icon and dragging the cursor to the color of your choosing

Opacity Sets the degree to which the background color is transparent or opaque. By default, the
opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no transparency.
However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency, you can decrease its
opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in theOpacity text box, or drag the opacity
slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Size You can set the font size by pixels (0 to 600) or as a percentage (0 to 600) of the baseline font
size of 28 pixels.

Font Family Currently, the System font is the only font family supported by Kony Visualizer for the Label
widget.

Weight You can set the weight of the font either to Normal, which is the default, or Bold.

For more information, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Button Tab

On this tab, you configure properties unique to the Button widget. Currently, there is only one.
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Opacity. Sets the degree to which the widget is transparent or opaque. By default, the opacity is set to

100, making the widget completely opaque with no transparency. However, if you want it to have a

degree of transparency, you can decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the

Opacity text box, or drag the opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Action Tab

On this tab, you define the events that are executed when an action is run. On a Button widget, you

can run the following action:

l onClick. This action is invoked by the platformwhen the user performs a tap action on the

button.

For more information on using this action, see Add Actions.

Review Tab

On this tab, you can add and review notes. With the Review Notes feature, you can capture feedback

from users who are evaluating your app design. Such requirements capturing helps ensure that the

design of your app successfullymeets the requirements of potential users. The Review Notes feature

supports rich text formatting such as font type and size, paragraph alignment, numbered and bulleted

lists, block quotes, and even tables.

For more information, see Capture Product Requirements with Review Notes.

Date Widget for Watch

TheDate widget can display a date, a time of day, or both. It does not have an Actions tab.

Click any of the following to learn about the properties found on the tabs of the Date widget.

Look Tab

Skin Tab

Date Tab

Review Tab
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Look Tab

On the Look tab, you define properties and behaviors related to a Date widget's appearance and

position. The following sections describe each of its properties.

ID

Denotes the name of a widget. When a widget is added to a form, a unique name is assigned to the

widget. You can rename awidget by entering a new name in the ID text box.

Note: You can also rename awidget from the Project Explorer by right-clicking a widget, and then

clicking Rename.

Visible

Controls whether or not the user of the app can see the widget.

l Tomake a widget visible, clickOn.

l Tomake a widget invisible, clickOff.
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Render

Defineswhether a widget appears on a specific platform. Currently, theWatch channel supports only

the AppleWatch Native and HTML5 SPA platforms. Clicking the Render property's Edit button opens

the Render Platforms dialog box.

Clear the check box of the platforms for which the widget should not be rendered.

The Difference between Visible and Render

l When aWidget is not rendered for a platform, it implies that the widget is hidden from that

specific platform.

l Whereas, when a widget is set as invisible, it implies that the widget is available, but is invisible.

This feature is useful when you wanted to display a widget based on certain conditions.

Widget Align

TheWidget Align property specifies how awidget's boundaries are aligned with respect to its parent.

The following alignment options are available:

Content Alignment

Aligns the left edge of the content with the left edge of the widget.

Aligns the horizontal center of the content with the horizontal center of the widget.
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Aligns the right edge of the content with the right edge of the widget.

Widget Alignment

Aligns the left edge of the widget with the left edge of its parent.

Aligns the horizontal center of the widget with the horizontal center of its parent.

Aligns the right edge of the widget with the right edge of its parent.

Aligns the top edge of the widget with the top edge of its parent.

Aligns the vertical center of the widget with the vertical center of its parent.

Aligns the bottom edge of the widget with the bottom edge of its parent.

Width

Width determines the width of the widget asmeasured along the x-axis.

Following are the options that can be used as units of width:

l %. Specifies the values in percentage relative to the parent dimensions.

l Dp. Specifies the values in terms of device independent pixels.

l Preferred.When this option is specified, the layout uses preferred height of the widget as height

and preferred size of the widget is determined by the widget andmay varies between platforms.

Height

Height determines the height of the widget asmeasured along the y-axis (height of the parent). You

can use any of the following options:

l %. Specifies the values in percentage relative to the parent dimensions.

l Dp. Specifies the values in terms of device independent pixels.
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l Preferred.When this option is specified, the layout uses preferred height of the widget as height

and preferred size of the widget is determined by the widget andmay varies between platforms.

Skin Tab

A widget’s appearance is defined by the skin that is applied to it. Every widget has a skin, even if it’s

just the Kony Visualizer default skin. Skins give you the ability to establish visual continuity in your app.

On the Skin tab, you can select to use a specific skin for your widget. In addition, you can configure the

widget's background and font.

In theMobile, Tablet, and Desktop channels, a widget may have a number of states, such asNormal

(when it's not being interacted with), Focus (e.g. when it's been tabbed to), or Pressed. However, the

Watch channel has only one state: Normal.
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General

Under the General section of the Skin tab, you can change the name of the skin currently applied (if it's

not one of the default skins), or you can select from the other available date skins by clicking the

magnifying glass icon next to the Name text box.

Platform

In channels that support multiple platforms, it's possible to fork a skin by clicking the Platform ellipsis

button , and then selecting the platforms that you want to fork the widget to. In the case of the

Watch channel, currently the only platform available isWatch (Native). For more information, see

Forking.

Fonts

Under the Fonts section of the Skin tab, you can set the following properties.

Property Description

Color Sets the color that you want the font to be. You configure the hue you want by clicking the
square color icon and dragging the cursor to the color of your choosing

Opacity Sets the degree to which the background color is transparent or opaque. By default, the
opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no transparency.
However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency, you can decrease its
opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in theOpacity text box, or drag the opacity
slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Size You can set the font size by pixels (0 to 600) or as a percentage (0 to 600) of the baseline font
size of 28 pixels.

Font Family Currently, the System font is the only font family supported by Kony Visualizer for the Date
widget.

Weight You can set the weight of the font either to Normal, which is the default, or Bold.

For more information, see Understanding Skins and Themes.
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Date Tab

On this tab, you configure properties unique to the Date widget.

Opacity. Sets the degree to which the widget is transparent or opaque. By default, the opacity is set to

100, making the widget completely opaque with no transparency. However, if you want it to have a

degree of transparency, you can decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the

Opacity text box, or drag the opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Lines. Sets themaximumnumber of lines allowed for the label text. Text that does not fit on the

specified number of lines is truncated.

Min-Scale. Sets the amount bywhich the font may be scaled to accommodate text. Valuesmust be

100% or less. Specifying a value of 0 causes the AppleWatchKit to use the default scaling behavior,

which allows the font to be scaled to no less than 80% of the original font size.

Format. Sets themanner in which the date and time is displayed. The following table outlines the

available formats. These values are case-sensitive. You canmix andmatch these date and time

values however you wish, such as MM/dd/yyyy or yy-d-M.

Element Value Description Example

Day d
dd

Displays days 1-9 with one digit and 10-31 with two digits.
Displays all days with two digits, placing a zero in front of days
1-9.

7      12
07    12
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Month M
MM

Displays months 1-9 with one digit and 10-12 with two digits.
Displays all months with two digits, placing a zero in front of
months 1-9.

3       10
03     10

Year yy or YY
yyyy or
YYYY

Displays the year using its last two digits.
Displays the year as a four digit number.

16
2016

Hour h
H
hh
HH

Displays in 12-hour time hours 1-9 with one digit and 10-12 with
two digits.
Displays in 24-hour time hours 1-9 with one digit and 10-12 with
two digits.
Displays in 12-hour time all hours with two digits, placing a zero
in front of hours 1-9.
Displays in 24-hour time all hours with two digits, placing a zero
in front of hours 1-9.

8
08

Minute mm Displays all minutes with two digits, placing a zero in front of
minutes 1-9.

21

Seconds ss Displays all seconds with two digits, placing a zero in front of
seconds 1-9.

03

Other a
v
G
Z

Displays either AM or PM, depending on the value in the
Preview.
Indicates either Standard or Daylight Time, depending on the
time of year.
Indicates AD (anno Domini).
Indicates the hour in GreenwichMean Time.

PM
Eastern Standard
Time
AD
-0400

Preview. Used for entering a placeholder value to see how the date and time are rendered in the Date

widget on the Visualizer Canvas.

Review Tab

On this tab, you can add and review notes. With the Review Notes feature, you can capture feedback

from users who are evaluating your app design. Such requirements capturing helps ensure that the

design of your app successfullymeets the requirements of potential users. The Review Notes feature

supports rich text formatting such as font type and size, paragraph alignment, numbered and bulleted

lists, block quotes, and even tables.
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For more information, see Capture Product Requirements with Review Notes.

Image2 Widget for Watch

The Image2 widget is a non-interactive widget that you can use to display a local image file. Kony

Visualizer version 7.3 suppcrts PNG, JPEG, andGIF image formats. Kony Visualizer version 7.2 and

earlier supported PNG image format only.

To use images in Kony Visualizer, you copy the images to a specific folder in theWorkspace and then

use the Image2 widget to insert the image in a form. You can see what images are a part of your

project on the Assets tab of the Project Explorer. You can also specify images for a specific channel

and then use them in your application. For more information, see Adding andManaging Images and

Other Media.

Be sure you name your images correctly by following the guidelines in Image Naming Conventions.

Click any of the following to learn about the properties found on the tabs of the Image2 widget.

Look Tab

Skin Tab

Image Tab

Review Tab

Image Naming Conventions

If an image file has an invalid file name, Kony Visualizer does not list it in theMedia folder of the Assets

tab. In Kony Visualizer version 7.2 and earlier, Kony Visualizer does not list it the file in theMedia folder

of the Assets tab if it is not a PNG file. You will want to be sure to use the following conventionswhen

naming image files:

l For Kony Visualizer version 7.2 and earlier, the file format for imagesmust be PNG.

l The file namemust contain only lowercase characters.

l The file namemust start with a letter.
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l Numbers are allowed as long as they are not the first character in the file name.

l Do not use special characters, such as dashes and underscores.

l Do not use any reserved JavaScript words or keywords ( of JavaScript) as the file name for

images.

The following table shows a few examples of valid and invalid file names for images:

Valid File Names Invalid File Names Remarks

myicon.png Myicon.png The invalid file name contains an uppercase character.

icon2.png icon_2.png The invalid file name contains an underscore.

accntsummary.png accnt&summary.png The invalid file name contains a special character.

accountdetails.png 2details.png The invalid file name begins with a number.

companylogo.png company logo.png The invalid file name contains a space.

flightstatus123.png continue.png The invalid file name contains a Java keyword.

Look Tab

On the Look tab, you define properties and behaviors related to a Image2 widget's appearance and

position. The following sections describe each of its properties.
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ID

Denotes the name of a widget. When a widget is added to a form, a unique name is assigned to the

widget. You can rename awidget by entering a new name in the ID text box.

Note: You can also rename awidget from the Project Explorer by right-clicking a widget, and then

clicking Rename.

Visible

Controls whether or not the user of the app can see the widget.

l Tomake a widget visible, clickOn.

l Tomake a widget invisible, clickOff.

Render

Defineswhether a widget appears on a specific platform. Currently, theWatch channel supports only

the AppleWatch Native and HTML5 SPA platforms. Clicking the Render property's Edit button opens

the Render Platforms dialog box.

Clear the check box of the platforms for which the widget should not be rendered.

The Difference between Visible and Render
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l When aWidget is not rendered for a platform, it implies that the widget is hidden from that

specific platform.

l Whereas, when a widget is set as invisible, it implies that the widget is available, but is invisible.

This feature is useful when you wanted to display a widget based on certain conditions.

Widget Align

TheWidget Align property specifies how awidget's boundaries are aligned with respect to its parent.

The following alignment options are available:

Aligns the left edge of the widget with the left edge of its parent.

Aligns the horizontal center of the widget with the horizontal center of its parent.

Aligns the right edge of the widget with the right edge of its parent.

Aligns the top edge of the widget with the top edge of its parent.

Aligns the vertical center of the widget with the vertical center of its parent.

Aligns the bottom edge of the widget with the bottom edge of its parent.

Width

Width determines the width of the widget asmeasured along the x-axis.

Following are the options that can be used as units of width:

l %. Specifies the values in percentage relative to the parent dimensions.

l Dp. Specifies the values in terms of device independent pixels.

l Preferred.When this option is specified, the layout uses preferred height of the widget as height

and preferred size of the widget is determined by the widget andmay varies between platforms.
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Height

Height determines the height of the widget asmeasured along the y-axis (height of the parent). You

can use any of the following options:

l %. Specifies the values in percentage relative to the parent dimensions.

l Dp. Specifies the values in terms of device independent pixels.

l Preferred.When this option is specified, the layout uses preferred height of the widget as height

and preferred size of the widget is determined by the widget andmay varies between platforms.

Skin Tab

A widget’s appearance is defined by the skin that is applied to it. Every widget has a skin, even if it’s

just the Kony Visualizer default skin. Skins give you the ability to establish visual continuity in your app.

On the Skin tab, you can select to use a specific skin for your widget. In addition, you can configure the

widget's background.

In theMobile, Tablet, and Desktop channels, a widget may have a number of states, such asNormal

(when it's not being interacted with), Focus (e.g. when it's been tabbed to), or Pressed. However, the

Watch channel has only one state: Normal.
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General

Under the General section of the Skin tab, you can change the name of the skin currently applied (if it's

not one of the default skins), or you can select from the other available Image2 skins by clicking the

magnifying glass icon next to the Name text box.

Platform

In channels that support multiple platforms, it's possible to fork a skin by clicking the Platform ellipsis

button , and then selecting the platforms that you want to fork the widget to. In the case of the

Watch channel, currently the only platform available isWatch (Native). For more information, see

Forking.

Background

Under the Background section of the Skin tab, you can set the type of background you want to use,

and set the color and its opacity.

Type

For theWatch channel, the Group widget is capable of two types of backgrounds:

Background Type Description

Single Color Applies a uniform, single color as the background of the skin that you choose.

Image Applies an image of your choosing as the background of the skin. The image
stretches to fill the dimensions of whatever widget the skin is applied to.

Color

If you select Single Color as the background type, you can configure the hue you want by clicking the

square color icon and dragging the cursor to the color of your choosing.
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Opacity

Similarly, with Single Color as the background type, you can configure the opacity of the background

color. By default, the opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no

transparency. However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency, you can

decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the Opacity text box, or drag the

opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

For more information, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Image Tab

On this tab, you configure properties unique to the Image2 widget.

Source

The Source property specifies the file name of the image to be displayed.When you click the Edit

button, the Source dialog box lists those images located in themedia folder. Different platforms have

their ownmedia folder; the folder that's opened is set on the Skin tab using the Platform property. By

default, the platform is Common; images in the Commonmedia folder are accessible to all platforms. If

you select a specific platform, the images listed include those from that platform'smedia folder, and

also from the Commonmedia folder.
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Opacity

TheOpacity property sets the degree to which the image is transparent or opaque. By default, the

opacity is set to 100, making the image completely opaque with no transparency. However, if you want

it to have a degree of transparency, you can decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0

and 100 in the Opacity text box, or drag the opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Scale Mode

The ScaleMode property determines how the image's width, height, aspect ratio, and alignment are

set when the dimensions and aspect ratio of the source image varies from the dimensions of the

Image2 widget itself. The available values are as follows:

Scale to Fit. Fills the entire area of the Image2 widget with the image without regard for maintaining

the aspect ratio.

Aspect Fit. Scales the image to fit the width of the Image2 widget while maintaining the image's

aspect ratio, resulting in unused space in the widget above and below the image itself.

Aspect Fill. Fills the entire area of the Image2 widget while maintaining the image's aspect ratio

Redraw. Refreshes the image such that it fills the entire area of the Image2 widget without regard for

maintaining the aspect ratio.

Center. Displays the center of the image, filling the entire area of the Image2 widget without regard for

maintaining the aspect ratio.

Top. Displays the center top edge of the image, filling the entire area of the Image2 widget without

regard for maintaining the aspect ratio.

Bottom. Displays the center bottom edge of the image, filling the entire area of the Image2 widget

without regard for maintaining the aspect ratio.

Left. Displays the center left edge of the image, filling the entire area of the Image2 widget without

regard for maintaining the aspect ratio.
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Right. Displays the center right edge of the image, filling the entire area of the Image2 widget without

regard for maintaining the aspect ratio.

Top Left. Displays the top left edge of the image, filling the entire area of the Image2 widget without

regard for maintaining the aspect ratio.

Top Right. Displays the top right edge of the image, filling the entire area of the Image2 widget without

regard for maintaining the aspect ratio.

Bottom Left. Displays the bottom left edge of the image, filling the entire area of the Image2 widget

without regard for maintaining the aspect ratio.

Bottom Right. Displays the bottom right edge of the image, filling the entire area of the Image2 widget

without regard for maintaining the aspect ratio.

Review Tab

On this tab, you can add and review notes. With the Review Notes feature, you can capture feedback

from users who are evaluating your app design. Such requirements capturing helps ensure that the

design of your app successfullymeets the requirements of potential users. The Review Notes feature

supports rich text formatting such as font type and size, paragraph alignment, numbered and bulleted

lists, block quotes, and even tables.

For more information, see Capture Product Requirements with Review Notes.

Label Widget for Watch

The Label widget displays non-editable text on a form and is non-interactive. If the text in the Label

widget is occupyingmore space than the allocated height of the widget, the widget is stretched

vertically to accommodate the full text (infinite wrapping). It does not stretch horizontally.

Click any of the following to learn about the properties found on the tabs of the Label widget.

Look Tab

Skin Tab

Label Tab
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Review Tab

Look

On the Look tab, you define properties and behaviors related to a Label widget's appearance and

position. The following sections describe each of its properties.

ID

Denotes the name of a widget. When a widget is added to a form, a unique name is assigned to the

widget. You can rename awidget by entering a new name in the ID text box.

Note: You can also rename awidget from the Project Explorer by right-clicking a widget, and then

clicking Rename.

Visible

Controls whether or not the user of the app can see the widget.
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l Tomake a widget visible, clickOn.

l Tomake a widget invisible, clickOff.

Render

Defineswhether a widget appears on a specific platform. Currently, theWatch channel supports only

the AppleWatch Native and HTML5 SPA platforms. Clicking the Render property's Edit button opens

the Render Platforms dialog box.

Clear the check box of the platforms for which the widget should not be rendered.

The Difference between Visible and Render

l When aWidget is not rendered for a platform, it implies that the widget is hidden from that

specific platform.

l Whereas, when a widget is set as invisible, it implies that the widget is available, but is invisible.

This feature is useful when you wanted to display a widget based on certain conditions.

Widget Align

TheWidget Align property specifies how awidget's boundaries are aligned with respect to its parent.

The following alignment options are available:

Content Alignment
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Aligns the left edge of the content with the left edge of the widget.

Aligns the horizontal center of the content with the horizontal center of the widget.

Aligns the right edge of the content with the right edge of the widget.

Widget Alignment

Aligns the left edge of the widget with the left edge of its parent.

Aligns the horizontal center of the widget with the horizontal center of its parent.

Aligns the right edge of the widget with the right edge of its parent.

Aligns the top edge of the widget with the top edge of its parent.

Aligns the vertical center of the widget with the vertical center of its parent.

Aligns the bottom edge of the widget with the bottom edge of its parent.

Width

Width determines the width of the widget asmeasured along the x-axis.

Following are the options that can be used as units of width:

l %. Specifies the values in percentage relative to the parent dimensions.

l Dp. Specifies the values in terms of device independent pixels.

l Preferred.When this option is specified, the layout uses preferred height of the widget as height

and preferred size of the widget is determined by the widget andmay varies between platforms.

Height

Height determines the height of the widget asmeasured along the y-axis (height of the parent). You

can use any of the following options:
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l %. Specifies the values in percentage relative to the parent dimensions.

l Dp. Specifies the values in terms of device independent pixels.

l Preferred.When this option is specified, the layout uses preferred height of the widget as height

and preferred size of the widget is determined by the widget andmay varies between platforms.

Skin

A widget’s appearance is defined by the skin that is applied to it. Every widget has a skin, even if it’s

just the Kony Visualizer default skin. Skins give you the ability to establish visual continuity in your app.

On the Skin tab, you can select to use a specific skin for your widget. In addition, you can configure the

widget's background and font.

In theMobile, Tablet, and Desktop channels, a widget may have a number of states, such asNormal

(when it's not being interacted with), Focus (e.g. when it's been tabbed to), or Pressed. However, the

Watch channel has only one label state: Normal.
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General

Under the General section of the Skin tab, you can change the name of the skin currently applied (if it's

not one of the default skins), or you can select from the other available label skins by clicking the

magnifying glass icon next to the Name text box.

Platform

In channels that support multiple platforms, it's possible to fork a skin by clicking the Platform ellipsis

button , and then selecting the platforms that you want to fork the widget to. In the case of the

Watch channel, currently the only platform available isWatch (Native). For more information, see

Forking.

Fonts

Under the Fonts section of the Skin tab, you can set the following properties.

Property Description

Color Sets the color that you want the font to be. You configure the hue you want by clicking the
square color icon and dragging the cursor to the color of your choosing

Opacity Sets the degree to which the background color is transparent or opaque. By default, the
opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no transparency.
However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency, you can decrease
its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in theOpacity text box, or drag the
opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Size You can set the font size by pixels (0 to 600) or as a percentage (0 to 600) of the baseline
font size of 28 pixels.

Font Family Currently, the System font is the only font family supported by Kony Visualizer for the Label
widget.

Weight You can set the weight of the font either to Normal, which is the default, or Bold.

For more information, see Understanding Skins and Themes.
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Label Tab

On this tab, you configure properties unique to the Label widget.

Opacity. Sets the degree to which the widget is transparent or opaque. By default, the opacity is set to

100, making the widget completely opaque with no transparency. However, if you want it to have a

degree of transparency, you can decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the

Opacity text box, or drag the opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Lines. Sets themaximumnumber of lines allowed for the label text. Text that does not fit on the

specified number of lines is truncated.

Min-Scale. Sets the amount bywhich the font may be scaled to accommodate text. Valuesmust be

100% or less. Specifying a value of 0 causes the AppleWatchKit to use the default scaling behavior,

which allows the font to be scaled to no less than 80% of the original font size.

Review Tab

On this tab, you can add and review notes. With the Review Notes feature, you can capture feedback

from users who are evaluating your app design. Such requirements capturing helps ensure that the

design of your app successfullymeets the requirements of potential users. The Review Notes feature

supports rich text formatting such as font type and size, paragraph alignment, numbered and bulleted

lists, block quotes, and even tables.

For more information, see Capture Product Requirements with Review Notes.
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Line Widget for Watch

The Line widget is a non-interactive widget that provides ameans of visually separating widgets from

one another on theWatch screen.

Click any of the following to learn about the properties found on the tabs of the Line widget.

Look Tab

Skin Tab

Line Tab

Review Tab

Look

On the Look tab, you define properties and behaviors related to a Line widget's appearance and

position. The following sections describe each of its properties.

ID

Denotes the name of a widget. When a widget is added to a form, a unique name is assigned to the

widget. You can rename awidget by entering a new name in the ID text box.
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Note: You can also rename awidget from the Project Explorer by right-clicking a widget, and then

clicking Rename.

Visible

Controls whether or not the user of the app can see the widget.

l Tomake a widget visible, clickOn.

l Tomake a widget invisible, clickOff.

Render

Defineswhether a widget appears on a specific platform. Currently, theWatch channel supports only

the AppleWatch Native and HTML5 SPA platforms. Clicking the Render property's Edit button opens

the Render Platforms dialog box.

Clear the check box of the platforms for which the widget should not be rendered.

The Difference between Visible and Render

l When aWidget is not rendered for a platform, it implies that the widget is hidden from that

specific platform.
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l Whereas, when a widget is set as invisible, it implies that the widget is available, but is invisible.

This feature is useful when you wanted to display a widget based on certain conditions.

Widget Align

TheWidget Align property specifies how awidget's boundaries are aligned with respect to its parent.

The following alignment options are available:

Aligns the left edge of the widget with the left edge of its parent.

Aligns the horizontal center of the widget with the horizontal center of its parent.

Aligns the right edge of the widget with the right edge of its parent.

Aligns the top edge of the widget with the top edge of its parent.

Aligns the vertical center of the widget with the vertical center of its parent.

Aligns the bottom edge of the widget with the bottom edge of its parent.

Width

Width determines the width of the widget asmeasured along the x-axis.

Following are the options that can be used as units of width:

l %. Specifies the values in percentage relative to the parent dimensions.

l Dp. Specifies the values in terms of device independent pixels.

l Preferred.When this option is specified, the layout uses preferred height of the widget as height

and preferred size of the widget is determined by the widget andmay varies between platforms.

Height

Height determines the height of the widget asmeasured along the y-axis (height of the parent). You

can use any of the following options:
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l %. Specifies the values in percentage relative to the parent dimensions.

l Dp. Specifies the values in terms of device independent pixels.

l Preferred.When this option is specified, the layout uses preferred height of the widget as height

and preferred size of the widget is determined by the widget andmay varies between platforms.

Skin

A widget’s appearance is defined by the skin that is applied to it. Every widget has a skin, even if it’s

just the Kony Visualizer default skin. Skins give you the ability to establish visual continuity in your app.

On the Skin tab, you can select to use a specific skin for your widget. In addition, you can configure the

widget's background and font.

In theMobile, Tablet, and Desktop channels, a widget may have a number of states, such asNormal

(when it's not being interacted with), Focus (e.g. when it's been tabbed to), or Pressed. However, the

Watch channel has only one state: Normal.
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General

Under the General section of the Skin tab, you can change the name of the skin currently applied (if it's

not one of the default skins), or you can select from the other available line skins by clicking the

magnifying glass icon next to the Name text box.

Platform

In channels that support multiple platforms, it's possible to fork a skin by clicking the Platform ellipsis

button , and then selecting the platforms that you want to fork the widget to. In the case of the

Watch channel, currently the only platform available isWatch (Native). For more information, see

Forking.

Background

Under the Background section of the Skin tab, you can set the type of background you want to use,

and set the color and its opacity.

Type

For theWatch channel, the Line widget is capable of a Single Color background.

Color

With Single Color as the background type, you can configure the hue you want by clicking the square

color icon and dragging the cursor to the color of your choosing.

Opacity

Similarly, with Single Color as the background type, you can configure the opacity of the background

color. By default, the opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no

transparency. However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency, you can

decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the Opacity text box, or drag the

opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.
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Line Tab

On this tab, you configure properties unique to the Line widget. Currently, there is only one.

Opacity. Sets the degree to which the widget is transparent or opaque. By default, the opacity is set to

100, making the widget completely opaque with no transparency. However, if you want it to have a

degree of transparency, you can decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the

Opacity text box, or drag the opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Review Tab

On this tab, you can add and review notes. With the Review Notes feature, you can capture feedback

from users who are evaluating your app design. Such requirements capturing helps ensure that the

design of your app successfullymeets the requirements of potential users. The Review Notes feature

supports rich text formatting such as font type and size, paragraph alignment, numbered and bulleted

lists, block quotes, and even tables.

For more information, see Capture Product Requirements with Review Notes.

Slider Widget for Watch

With the Slider widget, you can select a value from a defined range of values bymoving the thumb (the

control that you slide) in a horizontal direction along the seek bar, which is also known as the track.

Optionally, you can display aminimum value and amaximum value. By adding an action sequence,

the value or process can update continuously, appearing on the trackwhen the thumb ismoved.

The Slider widget
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Unlike other platforms, the AppleWatch does not display theminimumandmaximum values

programmatically at either end of the slider, but you can compensate for this by using theMin Image

and theMax Image properties to indicate the values. By default, these two values are represented by a

minus symbol image and a plus symbol image.

Click any of the following to learn about the properties found on the tabs of the Slider widget.

Look Tab

Skin Tab

Slider Tab

Action Tab

Review Tab

Look Tab

On the Look tab, you define properties and behaviors related to a Slider widget's appearance and

position. The following sections describe each of the properties.
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ID

Denotes the name of a widget. When a widget is added to a form, a unique name is assigned to the

widget. You can rename awidget by entering a new name in the ID box.

Note: You can also rename awidget from the Project Explorer by right-clicking a widget, and then

clicking Rename.

Visible

Controls whether or not the user of the app can see the widget.

l Tomake a widget visible, clickOn .

l Tomake a widget invisible, clickOff.

Enabled

Controls whether the widget is functional or not. You can programmaticallymake the widget functional

or nonfunctional through an action sequence, triggered by the user.

l To enable the widget, clickOn.

l To disable the widget, clickOff.

Render

Defineswhether a widget appears on a specific platform. Currently, theWatch channel supports only

the AppleWatch Native and HTML5 SPA platforms. Clicking the Render property's Edit button opens

the Render Platforms dialog box.
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Clear the check box of the platforms for which the widget should not be rendered.

The Difference between Visible and Render

l When aWidget is not rendered for a platform, it implies that the widget is hidden from that

specific platform.

l Whereas, when a widget is set as invisible, it implies that the widget is available, but is invisible.

This feature is useful when you wanted to display a widget based on certain conditions.

Widget Align

TheWidget Align property specifies how the edge of the widget is aligned with respect to its parent's

edge. The following alignment options are available:

Aligns the left edge of the widget with the left edge of its parent.

Aligns the horizontal center of the widget with the horizontal center of its parent.

Aligns the right edge of the widget with the right edge of its parent.

Aligns the top edge of the widget with the top edge of its parent.

Aligns the vertical center of the widget with the vertical center of its parent.

Aligns the bottom edge of the widget with the bottom edge of its parent.
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Text

Specifies the text that the user seeswhen running the app.

Width

TheWidth property sets the x-axis dimension of the widget using the numeric quantity and type of unit

that you specify.

You can use the following units of measure to set the width of the widget.

%.  Specifies the width as a percentage of the parent's dimensions.

Dp.  Specifies the width in terms of device independent pixels.

Preferred Size.  Specifies an optimal width for the widget given the size of the font and the amount of

text that the widget displays. The Preferred Size can vary from one platform to another.

Height

TheWidth property sets the y-axis dimension of the widget using the numeric quantity and type of unit

that you specify.

You can use the following units of measure to set the height of the widget.

%.  Specifies the height as a percentage of the parent's dimensions.

Dp.  Specifies the height in terms of device independent pixels.

Preferred Size.  Specifies an optimal height for the widget given the size of the font and the amount of

text that the widget displays. The Preferred Size can vary from one platform to another.

Skin Tab

A widget’s appearance is defined by the skin that is applied to it. Every widget has a skin, even if it’s

just the Kony Visualizer default skin. Skins give you the ability to establish visual continuity in your app.

On the Skin tab, you can select to use a specific skin for your widget. In addition, you can configure the

widget's background and font.
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In theMobile, Tablet, and Desktop channels, a widget may have a number of states, such asNormal

(when it's not being interacted with), Focus (e.g. when it's been tabbed to), or Pressed. However, the

Watch channel has only one slider state: Normal.

Enable

Depending on the current task at hand on theWatch screen, it maymake sense for the Slider widget

to be disabled, even as it's visible. A particular action taken by the user can then trigger the Slider

widget to become enabled. Depending on the needs of your Watch app, you can set the Slider app to

be initially enabled or not. By default, the Enabled checkbox is checked.

General

Under the General section of the Skin tab, you can change the name of the skin currently applied (if it's

not one of the default skins), or you can select from the other available slider skins by clicking the

magnifying glass icon next to the Name text box.
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Platform

In channels that support multiple platforms, it's possible to fork a skin by clicking the Platform ellipsis

button , and then selecting the platforms that you want to fork the widget to. In the case of the

Watch channel, currently the only platform available isWatch (Native). For more information, see

Forking.

Background

Under the Background section of the Skin tab, you can set the type of background you want to use,

and set the color and its opacity.

Type

For theWatch channel, the Slider widget is capable of a Single Color background.

Color

With Single Color as the background type, you can configure the hue you want by clicking the square

color icon and dragging the cursor to the color of your choosing.

Opacity

Similarly, with Single Color as the background type, you can configure the opacity of the background

color. By default, the opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no

transparency. However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency, you can

decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the Opacity text box, or drag the

opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

For more information about applying skins, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Slider Tab

On this tab, you configure properties unique to the Slider widget.
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Min Value

TheMin Value property specifies theminimum value on the Slider widget that you can select. The

default value is 0 (zero). You can set any positive or negative number you want, up to 4 bytes in length.

Max Value

TheMaxValue property specifies theminimum value on the Slider widget that you can select. The

default value is 100. You can set any positive or negative number you want, up to 4 bytes in length.

Step

The Step property specifies the number of increments bywhich the slider value is increased or

decreased between theminimumandmaximum slider values you've set. You can specify a number

between 1 and 5. The default value is 3. If you enter a number that is not between 1 and 5, Kony

Visualizer uses the default value of 3.
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Selected Value

The Selected Value property specifies the value representing the position of the thumb along the slider

when the widget is initially presented to the user. You can either set this value yourself, or let the Kony

Visualizer determine an initial value for you. In the absence of you specifically setting the Selected

Value property, Kony Visualizer calculates it as theMin Value plus half the difference between theMax

Value and theMin Value (Selected Value = Min Value + (MaxValue –Min Value/2)).

In the absence of you setting any values for Min Value, Max Value, and Selected Value, the default

setting for the Selected Value property is 40.

If you set the Selected Value property to a number lower than theMin Value number, Kony Visualizer

will calculate the Selected Value to be equal to theMin Value. If you set the Selected Value property to

a number higher than theMaxValue number, Kony Visualizer will calculate the Selected Value to be

equal to theMaxValue.

Min Image

Specific to the iOS platform, theMin Image property specifies the image for theminimum value of the

slider. If you do not specify an image, Kony Visualizer uses aminus symbol. The aspect ratio for this

image is 1:1, and any image that does not have this ratio will be stretched and scrunched to the 1:1

ratio.

To set theMin Image property, click its Edit button. From theMin Image dialog box, you can either

select one of the listed images, or provide a URL. The listed images are located in the following

folders:

<Workspace>\<ProjectName>\resources\common

<Workspace>\<ProjectName>\resources\watch\common

<Workspace>\<ProjectName>\resources\watch\native\watchos

For more information, see Add andManage Images andOther Media.
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Max Image

Specific to the iOS platform, theMax Image property specifies the image for themaximum value of the

slider. If you do not specify an image, Kony Visualizer uses a plus symbol. The aspect ratio for this

image is 1:1, and any image that does not have this ratio will be stretched and scrunched to the 1:1

ratio.

To set theMax Image property, click its Edit button. From theMax Image dialog box, you can either

select one of the listed images, or provide a URL. The listed images are located in the following

folders:

<Workspace>\<ProjectName>\resources\common

<Workspace>\<ProjectName>\resources\watch\common

<Workspace>\<ProjectName>\resources\watch\native\watchos

For more information, see Add andManage Images andOther Media.

Continuous

TheContinuous property specifies whether the slider displays the seek bar as segmented or not. The

number of segments is set by the Step property. By default, the Continuous property is set to Off,

displaying both the progress-made portion and progress-remaining portion of the seek bar as

segmented.When the Continuous property is set to On, the progress-made portion has a very subtle

segmentation, while the progress-remaining portion isn't segmented at all.

Continuous property set to Off

Continuous property set to On
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Action Tab

On the Action tab, you define the events that are executed when an action is run. On a Slider widget,

you can run the following action:

l onValueChange. This action is invoked when the progress on the Slider widget changes.

For more information on using this action, see the topic, Add Actions.

Review Tab

On this tab, you can add and review notes. With the Review Notes feature, you can capture feedback

from users who are evaluating your app design. Such requirements capturing helps ensure that the

design of your app successfullymeets the requirements of potential users. The Review Notes feature

supports rich text formatting such as font type and size, paragraph alignment, numbered and bulleted

lists, block quotes, and even tables.

For more information, see Capture Product Requirements with Review Notes.

Timer Widget for Watch

The Timer widget displays a non-editable countdown on a form and is non-interactive.

Click any of the following to learn about the properties found on the tabs of the Timer widget.

Look Tab

Skin Tab

Timer Tab

Review Tab

Look Tab

On the Look tab, you define properties and behaviors related to a Timer widget's appearance and

position. The following sections describe each of its properties.
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ID

Denotes the name of a widget. When a widget is added to a form, a unique name is assigned to the

widget. You can rename awidget by entering a new name in the ID text box.

Note: You can also rename awidget from the Project Explorer by right-clicking a widget, and then

clicking Rename.

Visible

Controls whether or not the user of the app can see the widget.

l Tomake a widget visible, clickOn.

l Tomake a widget invisible, clickOff.
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Enabled

Controls whether the widget is functional or not. You can programmaticallymake the widget functional

or nonfunctional through an action sequence, triggered by the user.

l To enable the widget, clickOn.

l To disable the widget, clickOff.

Render

Defineswhether a widget appears on a specific platform. Currently, theWatch channel supports only

the AppleWatch Native and HTML5 SPA platforms. Clicking the Render property's Edit button opens

the Render Platforms dialog box.

Clear the check box of the platforms for which the widget should not be rendered.

The Difference between Visible and Render

l When aWidget is not rendered for a platform, it implies that the widget is hidden from that

specific platform.

l Whereas, when a widget is set as invisible, it implies that the widget is available, but is invisible.

This feature is useful when you wanted to display a widget based on certain conditions.
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Widget Align

TheWidget Align property specifies how awidget's boundaries are aligned with respect to its parent.

The following alignment options are available:

Content Alignment

Aligns the left edge of the content with the left edge of the widget.

Aligns the horizontal center of the content with the horizontal center of the widget.

Aligns the right edge of the content with the right edge of the widget.

Widget Alignment

Aligns the left edge of the widget with the left edge of its parent.

Aligns the horizontal center of the widget with the horizontal center of its parent.

Aligns the right edge of the widget with the right edge of its parent.

Aligns the top edge of the widget with the top edge of its parent.

Aligns the vertical center of the widget with the vertical center of its parent.

Aligns the bottom edge of the widget with the bottom edge of its parent.

Width

Width determines the width of the widget asmeasured along the x-axis.

Following are the options that can be used as units of width:

l %. Specifies the values in percentage relative to the parent dimensions.

l Dp. Specifies the values in terms of device independent pixels.
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l Preferred.When this option is specified, the layout uses preferred height of the widget as height

and preferred size of the widget is determined by the widget andmay varies between platforms.

Height

Height determines the height of the widget asmeasured along the y-axis (height of the parent). You

can use any of the following options:

l %. Specifies the values in percentage relative to the parent dimensions.

l Dp. Specifies the values in terms of device independent pixels.

l Preferred.When this option is specified, the layout uses preferred height of the widget as height

and preferred size of the widget is determined by the widget andmay varies between platforms.

Skin Tab

A widget’s appearance is defined by the skin that is applied to it. Every widget has a skin, even if it’s

just the Kony Visualizer default skin. Skins give you the ability to establish visual continuity in your app.

On the Skin tab, you can select to use a specific skin for your widget. In addition, you can configure the

widget's background and font.

In theMobile, Tablet, and Desktop channels, a widget may have a number of states, such asNormal

(when it's not being interacted with), Focus (e.g. when it's been tabbed to), or Pressed. However, the

Watch channel has only one Timer state: Normal.
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General

Under the General section of the Skin tab, you can change the name of the skin currently applied (if it's

not one of the default skins), or you can select from the other available timer skins by clicking the

magnifying glass icon next to the Name text box.

Platform

In channels that support multiple platforms, it's possible to fork a skin by clicking the Platform ellipsis

button , and then selecting the platforms that you want to fork the widget to. In the case of the

Watch channel, currently the only platform available isWatch (Native). For more information, see

Forking.

Fonts

Under the Fonts section of the Skin tab, you can set the following properties.
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Property Description

Color Sets the color that you want the font to be. You configure the hue you want by clicking the
square color icon and dragging the cursor to the color of your choosing

Opacity Sets the degree to which the background color is transparent or opaque. By default, the
opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no transparency.
However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency, you can decrease its
opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in theOpacity text box, or drag the opacity
slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Size You can set the font size by pixels (0 to 600) or as a percentage (0 to 600) of the baseline font
size of 28 pixels.

Font Family Sets the font that you want the timer display to use. You can select one of the following fonts
for the Timer widget:
Arial
Helvetica
HelveticaNeue
System
System-Italic

Weight You can set the weight of the font either to Normal, which is the default, or Bold.

For more information, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Timer Tab

On this tab, you configure properties unique to the Timer widget.
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Opacity. Sets the degree to which the widget is transparent or opaque. By default, the opacity is set to

100, making the widget completely opaque with no transparency. However, if you want it to have a

degree of transparency, you can decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the

Opacity text box, or drag the opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Lines. Sets themaximumnumber of lines allowed for the timer text. Text that does not fit on the

specified number of lines is truncated.

Min-Scale. Sets the amount bywhich the font may be scaled to accommodate text. Valuesmust be

100% or less. Specifying a value of 0 causes the AppleWatchKit to use the default scaling behavior,

which allows the font to be scaled to no less than 80% of the original font size.

Format. Working in conjunction with the Units property and Preview Seconds property, the Format

property sets themanner in which the timer's numbers and text are displayed. The following table

outlines the available formats.

Format Type Description Example

Positional Displays from largest to smallest, the various units that you have
set the timer to display using the Units property. The example
displays the Positional format for a timer that includes hours,
minutes, and seconds, with the Preview Seconds set to 200
(equal to 3minutes and 20 seconds).

0:03:20
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Abbreviated Displays with one-letter unit descriptors, in as few units as
possible using conventional time formatting, the amount of time
you have set the Preview Seconds property to display, using the
time units selected in the Units property. The example displays
the Abbreviated format for a timer that includes hours, minutes,
and seconds, with the Preview Seconds set to 200 (equal to 3
minutes and 20 seconds).

3m 20s

Short Displays with three or four-letter unit descriptors, in as few units
as possible using conventional time formatting, the amount of
time you have set the Preview Seconds property to display,
using the time units selected in the Units property. The example
displays the Short format for a timer that includes hours,
minutes, and seconds, with the Preview Seconds set to 200
(equal to 3minutes and 20 seconds).

3min 20secs

Full Displays with full-word unit descriptors, in as few units as
possible using conventional time formatting, the amount of time
you have set the Preview Seconds property to display, using the
time units selected in the Units property. The example displays
the Full format for a timer that includes hours, minutes, and
seconds, with the Preview Seconds set to 200 (equal to 3
minutes and 20 seconds).

3 minutes 20 seconds

Spelled Out Displays with words only (no numbers), in as few units as
possible using conventional time formatting, the amount of time
you have set the Preview Seconds property to display, using the
time units selected in the Units property. The example displays
the Spelled Out format for a timer that includes hours, minutes,
and seconds, with the Preview Seconds set to 200 (equal to 3
minutes and 20 seconds).

threeminutes twenty
seconds

Units. Used for selecting the units of time that you want the timer to display. To change the units, click

the property's Edit button. The available units are as follows:

Year, Month, Week, Day, Hour, Minute, Second
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Preview Seconds. Used for entering a placeholder value to see how the timer is rendered in the

Timer widget on the Visualizer Canvas. You can set this property to a value between 0 and 600

seconds (10minutes). The default is 600.

Review Tab

On this tab, you can add and review notes. With the Review Notes feature, you can capture feedback

from users who are evaluating your app design. Such requirements capturing helps ensure that the

design of your app successfullymeets the requirements of potential users. The Review Notes feature

supports rich text formatting such as font type and size, paragraph alignment, numbered and bulleted

lists, block quotes, and even tables.

For more information, see Capture Product Requirements with Review Notes.

Map Widget for Watch

AMapwidget provides you the capability to display pre-defined locations (latitude and longitude) on an

onscreenmap. The iOS platform (above 3.0) provides a nativemapwidget that can be displayed as

part of the application.

TheMapwidget for Watch rendersmaps using GoogleMaps.

Click any of the following to learn about the properties found on the tabs of theMapwidget.

Look Tab

Map Tab

Review Tab

Look Tab

On the Look tab, you define properties and behaviors related to aMapwidget's appearance and

position. The following sections describe each of the properties.
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ID

Denotes the name of a widget. When a widget is added to a form, a unique name is assigned to the

widget. You can rename awidget by entering a new name in the ID box.

Note: You can also rename awidget from the Project Explorer by right-clicking a widget, and then

clicking Rename.

Visible

Controls whether or not the user of the app can see the widget.

l Tomake a widget visible, clickOn.

l Tomake a widget invisible, clickOff.

Enabled

Controls whether the widget is functional or not. You can programmaticallymake the widget functional

or nonfunctional through an action sequence, triggered by the user.
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l To enable the widget, clickOn.

l To disable the widget, clickOff.

Render

Defineswhether a widget appears on a specific platform. Currently, theWatch channel supports only

the AppleWatch Native and HTML5 SPA platforms. Clicking the Render property's Edit button opens

the Render Platforms dialog box.

Clear the check box of the platforms for which the widget should not be rendered.

The Difference between Visible and Render

l When aWidget is not rendered for a platform, it implies that the widget is hidden from that

specific platform.

l Whereas, when a widget is set as invisible, it implies that the widget is available, but is invisible.

This feature is useful when you wanted to display a widget based on certain conditions.

Widget Align

TheWidget Align property specifies how the edges of theMapwidget are aligned with respect to its

parent's edges. The following alignment options are available:
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Aligns the left edge of the widget with the left edge of its parent.

Aligns the horizontal center of the widget with the horizontal center of its parent.

Aligns the right edge of the widget with the right edge of its parent.

Aligns the top edge of the widget with the top edge of its parent.

Aligns the vertical center of the widget with the vertical center of its parent.

Aligns the bottom edge of the widget with the bottom edge of its parent.

Width

TheWidth property sets the x-axis dimension of the widget using the numeric quantity and type of unit

that you specify.

You can use the following units of measure to set the width of the widget.

%.  Specifies the width as a percentage of the parent's dimensions.

Dp.  Specifies the width in terms of device independent pixels.

Preferred Size.  Specifies an optimal width for the widget given the size of the font and the amount of

text that the widget displays. The Preferred Size can vary from one platform to another.

Height

TheWidth property sets the y-axis dimension of the widget using the numeric quantity and type of unit

that you specify.

You can use the following units of measure to set the height of the widget.

%.  Specifies the height as a percentage of the parent's dimensions.

Dp.  Specifies the height in terms of device independent pixels.

Preferred Size.  Specifies an optimal height for the widget given the size of the font and the amount of

text that the widget displays. The Preferred Size can vary from one platform to another.
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Map Tab

On this tab, you configure properties unique to theMapwidget. Currently, there is only one.

Opacity. Sets the degree to which the widget is transparent or opaque. By default, the opacity is set to

100, making the widget completely opaque with no transparency. However, if you want it to have a

degree of transparency, you can decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the

Opacity text box, or drag the opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Review Tab

On this tab, you can add and review notes. With the Review Notes feature, you can capture feedback

from users who are evaluating your app design. Such requirements capturing helps ensure that the

design of your app successfullymeets the requirements of potential users. The Review Notes feature

supports rich text formatting such as font type and size, paragraph alignment, numbered and bulleted

lists, block quotes, and even tables.

For more information, see Capture Product Requirements with Review Notes.

Switch Widget for Watch

The Switch widget is identical to the Switch Control in iPhone (an on-off switch that is non

customizable) and presents twomutually exclusive choices or states.

The Switch widget displays the value that is currently in effect. Youmust slide the control to select (or

reveal) the other value.

Click any of the following to learn about the properties found on the tabs of the Switch widget for

Watch.

Look Tab

Skin Tab
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Switch Tab

Action Tab

Review Tab

Look Tab

On the Look tab, you define properties and behaviors related to a Switch widget's appearance and

position. The following sections describe each of the properties.

ID

Denotes the name of a widget. When a widget is added to a form, a unique name is assigned to the

widget. You can rename awidget by entering a new name in the ID box.

Note: You can also rename awidget from the Project Explorer by right-clicking a widget, and then

clicking Rename.

Visible

Controls whether or not the user of the app can see the widget.
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l Tomake a widget visible, clickOn .

l Tomake a widget invisible, clickOff.

Enabled

Controls whether the widget is functional or not. You can programmaticallymake the widget functional

or nonfunctional through an action sequence, triggered by the user.

l To enable the widget, clickOn.

l To disable the widget, clickOff.

Render

Defineswhether a widget appears on a specific platform. Currently, theWatch channel supports only

the AppleWatch Native and HTML5 SPA platforms. Clicking the Render property's Edit button opens

the Render Platforms dialog box.

Clear the check box of the platforms for which the widget should not be rendered.

The Difference between Visible and Render

l When aWidget is not rendered for a platform, it implies that the widget is hidden from that

specific platform.
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l Whereas, when a widget is set as invisible, it implies that the widget is available, but is invisible.

This feature is useful when you wanted to display a widget based on certain conditions.

Widget Align

TheWidget Align property specifies how the edge of the widget is aligned with respect to its parent's

edge. The following alignment options are available:

Aligns the left edge of the widget with the left edge of its parent.

Aligns the horizontal center of the widget with the horizontal center of its parent.

Aligns the right edge of the widget with the right edge of its parent.

Aligns the top edge of the widget with the top edge of its parent.

Aligns the vertical center of the widget with the vertical center of its parent.

Aligns the bottom edge of the widget with the bottom edge of its parent.

Text

Specifies the text that the user seeswhen running the app.

Width

TheWidth property sets the x-axis dimension of the widget using the numeric quantity and type of unit

that you specify.

You can use the following units of measure to set the width of the widget.

%.  Specifies the width as a percentage of the parent's dimensions.

Dp.  Specifies the width in terms of device independent pixels.

Preferred Size.  Specifies an optimal width for the widget given the size of the font and the amount of

text that the widget displays. The Preferred Size can vary from one platform to another.
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Height

TheWidth property sets the y-axis dimension of the widget using the numeric quantity and type of unit

that you specify.

You can use the following units of measure to set the height of the widget.

%.  Specifies the height as a percentage of the parent's dimensions.

Dp.  Specifies the height in terms of device independent pixels.

Preferred Size.  Specifies an optimal height for the widget given the size of the font and the amount of

text that the widget displays. The Preferred Size can vary from one platform to another.

Skin Tab

A widget’s appearance is defined by the skin that is applied to it. Every widget has a skin, even if it’s

just the Kony Visualizer default skin. Skins give you the ability to establish visual continuity in your app.

On the Skin tab, you can select to use a specific skin for your widget. In addition, you can configure the

widget's background and font.
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In theMobile, Tablet, and Desktop channels, a widget may have a number of states, such asNormal

(when it's not being interacted with), Focus (e.g. when it's been tabbed to), or Pressed. However, the

Watch channel has only one state: Normal.

General

Under the General section of the Skin tab, you can change the name of the skin currently applied (if it's

not one of the default skins), or you can select from the other available switch skins by clicking the

magnifying glass icon next to the Name text box.
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Platform

In channels that support multiple platforms, it's possible to fork a skin by clicking the Platform ellipsis

button , and then selecting the platforms that you want to fork the widget to. In the case of the

Watch channel, currently the only platform available isWatch (Native). For more information, see

Forking.

Background

Under the Background section of the Skin tab, you can set the type of background you want to use,

and set the color and its opacity.

Type

For theWatch channel, the Switch widget is capable of two types of backgrounds:

Background Type Description

Single Color Applies a uniform, single color as the background of the skin that you choose.

Image Applies an image of your choosing as the background of the skin. The image
stretches to fill the dimensions of whatever widget the skin is applied to.

Color

If you select Single Color as the background type, you can configure the hue you want by clicking the

square color icon and dragging the cursor to the color of your choosing.

Opacity

Similarly, with Single Color as the background type, you can configure the opacity of the background

color. By default, the opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no

transparency. However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency, you can

decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the Opacity text box, or drag the

opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.
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Fonts

Under the Fonts section of the Skin tab, you can set the following properties.

Property Description

Color Sets the color that you want the font to be. You configure the hue you want by clicking the
square color icon and dragging the cursor to the color of your choosing

Opacity Sets the degree to which the background color is transparent or opaque. By default, the
opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no transparency.
However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency, you can decrease its
opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in theOpacity text box, or drag the opacity
slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Size You can set the font size by pixels (0 to 600) or as a percentage (0 to 600) of the baseline font
size of 28 pixels.

Font Family Currently, the System font is the only font family supported by Kony Visualizer for the Label
widget.

Weight You can set the weight of the font either to Normal, which is the default, or Bold.

For more information, see Understanding Skins and Themes.

Switch Tab

On this tab, you can assign properties that are run on any platform (which is supported by Kony

Visualizer) and also, assign properties specific to a platform.
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State

Allows you to swap the colors.

Text

Specifies the text that the user sees to identify the switch.

Opacity

TheOpacity property sets the degree to which the switch is transparent or opaque. By default, the

opacity is set to 100, making the switch completely opaque with no transparency. However, if you want

it to have a degree of transparency, you can decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0

and 100 in the Opacity text box, or drag the opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Action Tab

On this tab, you define the events that are executed when an action is run. On a Switch widget, you

can run the following action:

l onStateChange. This action is invoked when the state of the Switch widget changes from

enabled to disabled, or vice versa.

For more information on using the above action, see the topic, Add Actions.
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Review Tab

On this tab, you can add and review notes. With the Review Notes feature, you can capture feedback

from users who are evaluating your app design. Such requirements capturing helps ensure that the

design of your app successfullymeets the requirements of potential users. The Review Notes feature

supports rich text formatting such as font type and size, paragraph alignment, numbered and bulleted

lists, block quotes, and even tables.

For more information, see Capture Product Requirements with Review Notes.

Using the Native UI Container

In Kony Visualizer, you can use native UI widgets in addition to the existing [[[Undefined variable

MyVariables.MADP]]] cross-platformwidgets. These native UI widgets are platform-specific widgets

to either iOS or Android, and can be used in an application by placing them in a native UI container

widget called a NativeContainer. A native UI container can only be used for native UI widgets; it

cannot contain any [[[Undefined variableMyVariables.MADP]]] cross-platformwidgets.

You can place a NativeContainer widget in a FlexContainer, FlexScrollContainer, component, or

master. However, you cannot add it to the Tab and TabPane container widgets, nor can you add it to

templates. Even a component or master containing a NativeContainer widget cannot be placed in a

template.

Once it's added, to be able to see a NativeContainer widget listed in the widget library, you have to

select that platform's canvas on the Visualizer Canvas. For example, the iOS NativeContainer will not

display in the widget library if the platform of choice on the Visualizer Canvas is Android: Native. You'd

need to select Apple-iOS: Native.

To add a NativeContainer or native UI widget to an app, you first must download it and add it to Kony

Visualizer. The following procedure describes how to do so, along with how to activate the

NativeContainer and native UI widget once it's downloaded. For more information about SSMs and

NativeContainers, see the Kony Visualizer API Developer's Guide.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer [[[Undefined variableMyVariables.MADP]]]

Widget guide.
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Download and Activate the Assets for the Native Container

To download and activate the native function UI API assets for NativeContainer widgets, do the

following:

1. Download the Native Function UI API you want from the Kony install site. They are located at

the bottom of the page under the heading, Other Downloads.

2. On the Project menu of Kony Visualizer, click Add JS Modules. The Add JS Modules dialog

box opens.

3. In the Add JS Module dialog box, click Browse, and then navigate and select an native function

UI API zip file that you downloaded.

4. Click Finish. A message box appears indicating that the API was successfully added to your

app. ClickOK.

5. Repeat steps 2 through 4 for each API that you want to add.

6. Click the Project Settings icon. The Project Settings window openswith the Self Sufficient

Module tab added. Click the Self Sufficient Module tab. The tab openswith the name of the

native function API that you imported, displayed with a check box under the platform to which it

is applicable.

7. Select the check boxes of the native function APIs that you want to use aswidgets with the

native UI container, and then click Finish.

8. On the Visualizer Canvas, select the platform of the SSM that you just added to Kony Visualizer.

9. In the widget library, scroll to the bottom. You will see a new category of widget called

NativeContainer, and listed under it is the widget itself. You can now drag the native UI

container onto your app and add the imported native UI widgets to it.

Add or Import Native Function APIs for the Native Container

To add native function APIs for NativeContainer widgets, do the following:
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1. On the Edit menu, click Add Native Function API. The Native Function Interface dialog box

displays, and lists any native APIs you have already added or imported into the project.

2. Click the platform you want to download an API for, either iOS or Android.

3. Click Add. Kony Visualizer retrieves a list of native APIs available for the platform you chose.

4. In the Search text box, type keywords that help narrow the scope of the APIs listed.

5. From the list, select an API you want, and then click Add.

6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 until you have added all the native APIs you want.

7. When you are finished adding native APIs, close the dialog box by clicking the X in the upper

right corner.

8. On the Visualizer Canvas, select the platform that corresponds to the NativeContainer widget

you want to add.

9. In the widget library, scroll to the bottom. You will see a new category of widget called

NativeContainer, and listed under it is the widget itself. You can now drag the native UI

container onto your app and associate the added native APIs to it.

To import native function APIs for NativeContainer widgets, do the following:

1. On the Edit menu, click Add Native Function API. The Native Function Interface dialog box

displays, and lists any native APIs you have already added or imported into the project.

2. Click the platform you want to download an API for, either iOS or Android.

3. Click Import.

4. Navigate to the location of the native API, select it, and then clickOK. The API is added to the

list of native APIs associated with your project.

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until you have imported all the native APIs you want.
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6. When you are finished importing native APIs, close the dialog box by clicking the X in the upper

right corner.

7. On the Visualizer Canvas, select the platform that corresponds to the NativeContainer widget

you want to add.

8. In the widget library, scroll to the bottom. You will see a new category of widget called

NativeContainer, and listed under it is the widget itself. You can now drag the native UI

container onto your app and associate the imported native APIs to it.

Add and Use Third-Party and Custom Widgets

Kony Visualizer comeswith a broad variety of native widgets. But youmight see a widget elsewhere

not available in Kony Visualizer that you want to incorporate into your Kony app.With Kony Visualizer,

you can import such third-party and customwidgets from external libraries and frameworks. The

process for doing so varies by platform. For instructions on how to import and use third-party and

customwidgets, choose from the following platforms:

iOS

Android

Windows

SPA and DesktopWeb

For amore hands-on approach on how to use CustomWidgets, import and preview the Rating Panel

using CustomWidget app by using Kony Visualizer.

Importing CustomWidgets for iOS

You can import, create, and integrate third party customwidgets for the iOS platform. To help you do

so, Kony Visualizer defines the following:
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l A customwidget protocol. Kony Platform defines a customwidget protocol called CWIWidget.

The widget protocol consists of mandatorymethods that help you initialize, render, define

properties, or update properties, for your widget. As part of customwidget implementation, a

classmust confirm to this protocol, so that the platform can communicate with the custom

widget for initialization.

l A Kony Environment class. The Kony environment class consists of a propertymodel, which

enables you to fetch data from the customwidget protocol and to send data between the

application and customwidget protocol.

To successfully define and import an iOS customwidget into Kony Visualizer, youmust do the

following:

1. Create a customwidget class implementation (mandatory). This implementation communicates

with Kony Visualizer‘s customwidget protocol CWIWidget.

2. Create a protocol for the KonyCustomEvent Delegate (optional). This protocol consists of

events to be invoked for the customwidget.

3. Import the widget.

Custom Widget Protocol for iOS

The following comprise the widget protocol:

l (id) initWithEventDelegate: (id) eventDelegate withKonyEnvironment:(id) env: Initializes any

object of the customwidget set. Initializing the Kony Environment and CustomWidget instance.

l (CGSize)getPreferredSizeForGivenSize:(CGSize)givenSize: Fetch the preferred size

(Height and width) for the widget. The CGSize parameter is the parent width and height of the

widget.

l (void)setWidgetViewFrame:(CGRect)frame: Set the position of the customwidget with

respect to the parent widget. Provides x, y coordinates, height, and width for the customwidget

with reference to the parent widget.
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l (UIView*) getWidgetView: Returns the view defined for the customwidget. This view will be

defined in a customwidget class.

l (void) modelUpdatedForProperty:(NSString*) propertyName withOldValue:(id) oValue

newValue:(id) nValue;: Invoked when there are any updates in the end user defined properties.

l (void)willBeginLayout Invoked before the widget is laid out.

l (void)didEndLayout :Invoked after the widget is laid out.

l (void)didCreateWidget Invoked on creation of a widget.

l (void)willDestroyWidget : Invoked when the customwidget is destroyed.

The customwidget protocol provided by Kony is as follows:

//

// CWIWidget.h

// VM

//

// Created by Amba Babjee Dhanisetti on 19/08/12.

// Copyright (c) 2012 Kony Solutions. All rights reserved.

//

#

import < Foundation / Foundation.h >

@protocol CWIWidget < NSObject >

@required

/***

Internally, will be used to initialize

****/

- (id) initWithEventDelegate: (id) eventDelegate withKonyEnvironment:

(id) env;
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// View related methods

- (UIView * ) getWidgetView;

- (CGSize) getPreferredSizeForGivenSize: (CGSize) givenSize; - (void)

setWidgetViewFrame: (CGRect) frame;

@

optional

// Model updates

- (void) modelUpdatedForProperty: (NSString * ) propertyName

withOldValue: (id) oValue newValue: (id) nValue;

// Layout related methods

- (void) willBeginLayout; - (void) didEndLayout;

// Widget lifecycle events

- (void) didCreateWidget; - (void) willDestroyWidget;

@

end

// KonyEnvironment

/***

1. Forcing the Layout

-(void) forceLayout;

2. Model exposing - Key Value compliant

(valueForKey:,setValue:forKey:) - to access properties in model

KonyEnvironmentInstace.model - access the mapped properties
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3. model class : save/get private data methods

- (void) setNonModelStateValue:(id)value forKey:(NSString *)key;

- (id) getNonModelStateValueForKey:(NSString *)key;

***/

Kony Environment Protocol

Kony provides a Kony Environment protocol. Themodel property in the Kony Environment Protocol

fetches the data from the customwidget protocol and to send across data between the application and

customwidget protocol.

@interface KonyCWIEnvironment: NSObject

@property(nonatomic, retain) id model;

- (void) forceLayout;

@end

Sample Custom Widget Implementation

The following is a sample implementation for the customwidget, Range Slider. This consists of all the

basic data about the Range Slider Widget.

//

// RangeSlider.m

// RangeSlider

//

// Copyright 2011 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved.

//

#import "RangeSlider.h"

@interface RangeSlider(PrivateMethods) - (float) xForValue: (float)

value; - (float) valueForX: (float) x; - (void) updateTrackHighlight;@
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end

@implementation RangeSlider

@synthesize minimumValue, maximumValue, minimumRange,

selectedMinimumValue, selectedMaximumValue;

@synthesize konyEnviroment, rangeSliderDelegate;@

synthesize minThumbImageName, maxThumbImageName,

trackBackgroundImageName, trackHighlightImageName;

- (id) init {

self = [super init];

if (self) {

_minThumbOn = false;

_maxThumbOn = false;

_padding = 20;

_trackBackground = [

[

[UIImageView alloc] initWithImage: [UIImage

imageNamed: @"bar-background.png"]

] autorelease

];

[self addSubview: _trackBackground];

_track = [

[

[UIImageView alloc] initWithImage: [UIImage

imageNamed: @"bar-highlight.png"]

] autorelease
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];

[self addSubview: _track];

_minThumb = [

[

[UIImageView alloc] initWithImage: [UIImage

imageNamed: @"handle.png"] highlightedImage: [UIImage imageNamed:

@"handle-hover.png"]

] autorelease

];

_minThumb.contentMode = UIViewContentModeCenter;

[self addSubview: _minThumb];

_maxThumb = [

[

[UIImageView alloc] initWithImage: [UIImage

imageNamed: @"handle.png"] highlightedImage: [UIImage imageNamed:

@"handle-hover.png"]

] autorelease

];

_maxThumb.contentMode = UIViewContentModeCenter;

[self addSubview: _maxThumb];

}

return self;

}

- (void) updateWithFrame: (CGRect) frame {

self.frame = frame;

_trackBackground.frame = CGRectMake(0, 0, frame.size.width, _

trackBackground.image.size.height);

_track.frame = CGRectMake(0, 0, frame.size.width, _
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track.frame.size.height);

_trackBackground.center = self.center;

_track.center = self.center;

_minThumb.frame = CGRectMake(0, 0, self.frame.size.height,

self.frame.size.height);

_maxThumb.frame = CGRectMake(0, 0, self.frame.size.height,

self.frame.size.height);

}

- (void) layoutSubviews {

// Set the initial state

_minThumb.center = CGPointMake([self xForValue:

selectedMinimumValue], self.center.y);

_maxThumb.center = CGPointMake([self xForValue:

selectedMaximumValue], self.center.y);

[self updateTrackHighlight];

}

- (float) xForValue: (float) value {

return ((self.frame.size.width - (_padding * 2)) * ((value -

minimumValue) / (maximumValue - minimumValue)) + _padding);

}

- (float) valueForX: (float) x {

return minimumValue + (x - _padding) / (self.frame.size.width - (_

padding * 2)) * (maximumValue - minimumValue);

}
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- (BOOL) continueTrackingWithTouch: (UITouch * ) touch withEvent:

(UIEvent * ) event {

if (!_minThumbOn & amp; & amp; !_maxThumbOn) {

return YES;

}

CGPoint touchPoint = [touch locationInView: self];

if (_minThumbOn) {

_minThumb.center = CGPointMake(MAX([self xForValue:

minimumValue], MIN(touchPoint.x - distanceFromCenter, [self xForValue:

selectedMaximumValue - minimumRange])), _minThumb.center.y);

selectedMinimumValue = [self valueForX: _minThumb.center.x];

}

if (_maxThumbOn) {

_maxThumb.center = CGPointMake(MIN([self xForValue:

maximumValue], MAX(touchPoint.x - distanceFromCenter, [self xForValue:

selectedMinimumValue + minimumRange])), _maxThumb.center.y);

selectedMaximumValue = [self valueForX: _maxThumb.center.x];

}

[self updateTrackHighlight];

[self setNeedsLayout];

[self sendActionsForControlEvents: UIControlEventValueChanged];

return YES;

}

- (BOOL) beginTrackingWithTouch: (UITouch * ) touch withEvent:

(UIEvent * ) event {

CGPoint touchPoint = [touch locationInView: self];

if (CGRectContainsPoint(_minThumb.frame, touchPoint)) {
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_minThumbOn = true;

distanceFromCenter = touchPoint.x - _minThumb.center.x;

} else if (CGRectContainsPoint(_maxThumb.frame, touchPoint)) {

_maxThumbOn = true;

distanceFromCenter = touchPoint.x - _maxThumb.center.x;

}

return YES;

}

- (void) endTrackingWithTouch: (UITouch * ) touch withEvent: (UIEvent

* ) event {

_minThumbOn = false;

_maxThumbOn = false;

}

- (void) updateTrackHighlight {

_track.frame = CGRectMake(

_minThumb.center.x,

_track.center.y - (_track.frame.size.height / 2),

_maxThumb.center.x - _minThumb.center.x,

_track.frame.size.height

);

[self.rangeSliderDelegate updatedMinValue:

self.selectedMinimumValue andMaxValue: self.selectedMaximumValue];

}

/*

// Only override drawRect: if you perform custom drawing.

// An empty implementation adversely affects performance during

animation.

- (void)drawRect:(CGRect)rect
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{

// Drawing code

}

*/

#

pragma mark Custom Widget Protocols Methods

- (id) initWithEventDelegate: (id) eventDelegate withKonyEnvironment:

(id) env {

self = [self init];

self.rangeSliderDelegate = eventDelegate;

self.konyEnviroment = env;

[self setDefaultValuesFromModel];

return self;

}

// View related methods

- (UIView * ) getWidgetView {

return self;

}

- (CGSize) getPreferredSizeForGivenSize: (CGSize) givenSize {

CGSize preferredSize = givenSize;

preferredSize.height = 44;

return preferredSize;

}

- (void) setWidgetViewFrame: (CGRect) frame {

[self updateWithFrame: frame];
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}

- (void) modelUpdatedForProperty: (NSString * ) propertyName

withOldValue: (id) oValue newValue: (id) nValue {

if ([propertyName isEqualToString: @"maximumValue"]) {

self.maximumValue = [nValue floatValue];

} else if ([propertyName isEqualToString: @"minimumValue"]) {

self.minimumValue = [nValue floatValue];

} else if ([propertyName isEqualToString: @"minThumbImageName"]) {

self.minThumbImageName = nValue;

[_minThumb setImage: [UIImage imageNamed:

self.minThumbImageName]];

} else if ([propertyName isEqualToString: @"maxThumbImageName"]) {

self.maxThumbImageName = nValue;

[_maxThumb setImage: [UIImage imageNamed:

self.maxThumbImageName]];

} else if ([propertyName isEqualToString:

@"trackBackgroundImageName"]) {

self.trackBackgroundImageName = nValue;
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[_trackBackground setImage: [UIImage imageNamed:

self.trackBackgroundImageName]];

} else if ([propertyName isEqualToString:

@"trackHighlightImageName"]) {

self.trackHighlightImageName = nValue;

[_track setImage: [UIImage imageNamed:

self.trackHighlightImageName]];

}

}

// Layout related methods

- (void) willBeginLayout {

NSLog(@"in %s", __PRETTY_FUNCTION__);

}

- (void) didEndLayout {

NSLog(@"in %s", __PRETTY_FUNCTION__);

}

// Widget lifecycle events

- (void) didCreateWidget {

NSLog(@"in %s", __PRETTY_FUNCTION__);

}

- (void) willDestroyWidget {

NSLog(@"in %s", __PRETTY_FUNCTION__);

}
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- (void) setDefaultValuesFromModel {

self.minimumRange = [

[self.konyEnviroment.model valueForKey: @"minimumRange"]

floatValue

];

self.maximumValue = [

[self.konyEnviroment.model valueForKey: @"maximumValue"]

floatValue

];

self.minimumValue = [

[self.konyEnviroment.model valueForKey: @"minimumValue"]

floatValue

];

self.selectedMaximumValue = [

[self.konyEnviroment.model valueForKey:

@"selectedMaximumValue"] floatValue

];

self.selectedMinimumValue = [

[self.konyEnviroment.model valueForKey:

@"selectedMinimumValue"] floatValue

];

self.minThumbImageName = [self.konyEnviroment.model valueForKey:

@"minThumbImageName"];

self.maxThumbImageName = [self.konyEnviroment.model valueForKey:

@"maxThumbImageName"];
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self.trackBackgroundImageName = [self.konyEnviroment.model

valueForKey: @"trackBackgroundImageName"];

self.trackHighlightImageName = [self.konyEnviroment.model

valueForKey: @"trackHighlightImageName"];

}

- (void) dealloc {

self.minThumbImageName = nil;

self.maxThumbImageName = nil;

self.trackBackgroundImageName = nil;

self.trackHighlightImageName = nil;

[super dealloc];

}

@end

Event Delegate Protocol

The Event delegate protocol consists of information about all the events to be invoked for your custom

widget. Themethods in this protocol are useful for raising events for the widget in the Kony platform.

This ensures that amapping exists between themethods in this CustomWidgetEventDelegate

protocol and the events defined in Kony Visualizer. Kony Visualizer automatically generates a class

that confirms to the CustomWidgetEventDelegate protocol, passing an instance of it in the initialization

method. Thus, when an event needs to be raised, themethods in protocol

CustomWidgetEventDelegate can be invoked on the saved instance object.

Sample Event Delegate Implementation

The following code snippet provides a sample Event Delegate implementation for a Range Slider.

//

// RangeSliderEventDelegate.h

// CustomRangeSlider
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// Copyright (c) 2013 Kony. All rights reserved.

//

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>

@protocol RangeSliderEventDelegate <NSObject>

-(void)updatedMinValue:(CGFloat)minValue andMaxValue:(CGFloat)

maxValue;

@end

Import a Custom Widget for iOS

To import files for a third-party widget, execute the following:

1. On the Edit menu of Kony Visualizer, point to Integrate Third Party, thenManage Custom

Widgets, and then click iOS.

2. In the left pane, right-click JavaScript Custom Widget Definition and click Add JavaScript

Namespace.

3. Under JavaScript Namespace, in the Name field, enter a name. The name you enter should be

easily correspondable with the name of the widget you’re importing, must be unique, and cannot
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be any of the reserved namespace names of the Kony system. For example, widget, window,

segui, and so forth are reserved namespace names and should not be used for custom and

third-partylibraries.

4. Click Finish. If you’re asked if you want to proceed with generating code for the customwidget,

click Yes.

5. To add the widget libraries to the namespace you just created, on the Project menu of Kony

Visualizer, point to Integrate Third Party, thenManage Custom Widgets, and then click iOS

6. The namespace you created appears in the left pane. Right-click the namespace and select

Add JavaScript Widget.

7. Specify a name and an icon for the customwidget. The icon that you specify for the custom

widget will accompany the widget in the Kony Visualizer user interface in the list of available

customwidgets. The supported icon format is .png.
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8. You now import the customwidget’s library. Click the Native Mappings tab, click the browse

icon , and then click Import to browse to and select the zip file that consists of the protocols,

event delegates, files, and images (if any) required for the customwidget.

9. On the NativeMappings tab, enter any additional frameworks required in the frameworks field.

Kony provides some default frameworks required for the customwidget. You can add a
framework to the list by clicking , and you can delete a framework by selecting a row, and then

clicking . You can change the order of the frameworks you add using the up and down

arrows. You can also insert a framework before or after a defined framework by clicking the

or icons respectively. You can enable or disable frameworks by setting their values as

true or false. Click Finish.
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10. In theWidget Class text box, specify the widget class name, which should be the same as the

one widget class declaration in the CustomWidget header file. For example@interface

FancyButtonWidget in the header implies that theWidget Class name in IDE should be

FancyButtonWidget.

11. Enter the name of the Event Delegate Protocol (if any). The Event Delegate Protocol name

should be the same as the one declared in the Event delegate. For example,@protocol

FEventDelegate in the protocol implies that the Event protocol name in IDE should be

FEventDelegate.

12. Now that you have the library imported, you can add any additional properties that you want the

customwidget to have in addition to the default properties that Kony Visualizer provides. To do
so, in the left pane of the CustomWidget Interface dialog box, click the arrow of the widget you

created to reveal its properties, and then clickWidget Properties. Click , and then specify the

JavaScript Type, the IDE Data Type, the Default Value for the property, indicate whether or not

the property isWritable, and specify any Event Parameters (if applicable). Click Finish.

13. Click Populate events and methods to populate all the events andmethods from the protocol

files in theWidget Properties tab. Description of theWidget Properties tab is provided in the

step below.

Delegatemethods added in the Event delegate Protocol[RangeSliderEventDelegate], will be

mapped with property name in a specific format.

method_Name+label_Name_For_First_Parameter+label_Name_For_Second_Parameter

..etc.

The first letter of the parameter namesmust be in upper case. For example:

-(void)updatedMinValue:(CGFloat)minValue andMaxValue:(CGFloat)

maxValue;

Property name for the above delegatemethod is: updatedMinValueAndMaxValue.
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14. If you want to define additional properties for a widget, do the following:

l Expand the CustomWidget in the left pane. An entry for Widget Properties appears.

l In the right pane, under the Properties tab, specify the name of the property, its

corresponding JavaScript datatype, the IDE datatype, the default value of the property,

and specify whether the given property isWritable, that is, it can be dynamically set. The

datatypes for the widget properties are as follows: string, boolean, number, object, array,

and function.

l You can add properties to the list when you click . You can delete a properties when

you click a row and select . You can change the order of the properties defined using

the up or down arrow. You can also insert a properties before or after a defined

properties by clicking the or icons respectively.

l Under the NativeMappings tab, map each of the property to its corresponding datatype in

the Native platform. To define an event in theWidgets Properties tab, youmust specify

datatype as Function. The Kony Visualizer automatically assigns this datatype as
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Callback in the Native Mapping tab.
The following table explains the datatypemapping for iOS:

JavaScript Type Objective -C Type

Number int, long,float, double, NSNumber (Depending on the

metadata provided)

String NSString

Boolean BOOL(primitive)

Array NSArray

Object NSDictionary, id

Function Callback

void void

15. To define amethod associated with a widget, do the following:

l In left pane, right-click the defined widget, and select Add JavaScript Method. The

widget method, is added in the left pane
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l In the right pane, in the Custom Widget Method Definition tab, you can define the

parameters and corresponding datatypes of a particular method. You can also set a

return type of amethod.

l Under the Native Mappings tab, map each of the parameter to its corresponding

datatype in the Native platform. JavaScript data types are represented asObject counter

parts in the Native SDK as against primitive types.
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The following table explains the datatypemapping for iOS:

JavaScript Type Objective -C Type

Number int, long,float, double, NSNumber (Depending on the

metadata provided)

String NSString

Boolean BOOL(primitive)

Array NSArray

Object NSDictionary, id

Function Callback

void void

l Based on the datatypes specified for the parameter and the return type, all the fields in

the Native Mappings tab are populated. You can change the datatype for a parameter if

the JavaScript type is set as Number or Object. Enter the name for the instancemethod

(Defined in the widget protocol file and declared in the corresponding header file) to

which you want to map your nativemethod.

16. Click Finish to import the CustomWidget. A confirmation dialog appears.

17. Click Finish to import the CustomWidget. A confirmation dialog appears. Click Yes.

The customwidget is now available at the bottom of theWidget tab, located on the Kony Library

pane, and you can drag it into a container like any other widget, and view its properties on the

Properties pane.
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18. Click Finish to import the CustomWidget. A confirmation dialog appears. Click Yes.

The customwidget is now available at the bottom of theWidget tab, located on the Kony Library

pane, and you can drag it into a container like any other widget, and view its properties on the

Properties pane.

The Preview feature is not available for customwidgets. After you build the application you can

view the library files which are built in the

....webapps/<appname>/platform/jslib/thirdparty/widgets folder.

Important: If you edit the properties of a defined customwidget after you drag and drop it on

a form, ensure that you delete the added instances of the customwidget on the form and

add it on the form again. Since the customwidgets added on the form before the edit will not

reflect the newly changed properties.

Important: Currently customwidget cannot be placed inside a Segment

Importing CustomWidgets for Android

You can import and create your own customwidgets for the Android platform.Kony platform has

defined a contract that any customwidget should implement. This contract is referred to as a widget

wrapper. Themain purpose of the widget wrapper is to enable Kony platform to initialize the widget

when it is placed in a form that is currently being rendered. The wrapper notifies the customwidget

when there is a change in its state. The change in state can be a programmatic change to one of the

properties exposed by it or a user driven event raised on the customwidget.

All changes in state are notified to the customwidget through the widget wrapper contract. If you want

to use a widget developed by using any 3rd party library or framework, you should expose the widget

to the Kony Android platform by implementing a Java abstract class defined by the Kony Android

platform. This java class implementation should be done in a separate java project which should be

exported as a library jar file. These class files in the library jar are imported using the Importing Custom

Widgets procedure.
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Android Wrapper

The contract definition is as follows:

public abstract android.view.View onCreateView (android.content.Context context)

Thismandatorymethod is called by the platformwhenever a new instance of customwidget view is

required. The subclasses should not hold the reference to the created View and the context argument

in any local instance variables. If reference is held, it should be nullified in onDestroyView callback,

otherwise would lead to Out of Memory issues.

public void onPropertySet (View widgetInstance, Object name, Object value)

Thismethod is called by the platformwhenever a value is assigned to customwidget property by the

application. The widgetInstance argument can be null if the customwidget View component is not yet

created.

public void Object onPropertyGet (View widgetInstance, Object key)

Thismethod is invoked by the platformwhen a property is read by the application. The widgetInstance

argument can be null if the customwidget view component is not yet created. If thismethod is not

overridden, or if overridden and do not handle the property key i.e., return null, then platformwill pick

the value of the property from themodel. Subclasses can use the setModelProperty to update the

model.

public final void setPropertyToModel(String name, Object value)

Thismethod adds or updates themodel for a given property with a given value.

public final Object getPropertyFromModel(String name)

Thismethod returns the value for a given property name

public abstract void onDestroyView(View widgetInstance)

Thismethod is called by the platform just before View instance is freed by the platform.
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public void onOrientationChanged(int orientation)

This is a callback invoked by platformwhenever an orientation is changed for a Formwhose

orientationmode is set to BOTH. The value of orientation argument is as that of android platform

orientation constants.

Important: The abstract class for these contracts are available in the following JAR files at:

l Location in theWorkspace folder:

\temp\AppName\build\luaandroid\dist\AppName\libs\konywidgets.jar

l Location in the Android-SDK folder: \android-sdk\platforms\android-18\android.jar

Android wrapper Java class for customwidget implementation should be done in a separate java

project that should be exported as a library JAR file. Then this library JAR is imported using the

Importing CustomWidgets procedure.

Creating a Custom Widget Wrapper Java Project

The java project implementing customwidget requiremethods/interfaces fromKony Android platform

to be able to compile the project. Thesemethods are available in the konywidgets.jar file. The

project must include this JAR file in its project properties as a dependent library.

To get konywidgets.jar file, do the following:

1. Open the project in Kony Visualizer and build the project for Android.

2. Navigate to the location

<workspace>/temp/<app>/build/luaandroid/dist/<app>/libs directory. It

contains a konywidgets.jar file.
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Note: The konywidgets.jar file can either be:

l Copied to the libs directory in the Java project that is created for developing the

customwidget. Or

l Added as dependent library in the Java project’s properties by giving the path to this

file.

Java application has to be compiled and exported as a JAR file. It will be used during customwidget

importing in Kony Visualizer.

Sample wrapper.class File for Android

package com.example.bar;

//The following APIs are part of android.jar file

import android.content.Context;

import android.util.Log;

import android.view.View;

//The following APIs are part of konywidgets.jar file

import com.example.bar.RangeSeekBar.OnRangeSeekBarChangeListener;

import com.konylabs.api.ui.KonyCustomWidget;

import com.konylabs.vm.Function;

//The class name specified must be the same as the name of the custom

widget in Kony Visualizer

public class CustomRange extends KonyCustomWidget {

Function jsCallback;

RangeSeekBar < Integer > rangeBar;

private static String TAG = "CustomRange";
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//This is a mandatory method

public View onCreateView(Context context) {

int low = ((Double) getPropertyFromModel("low")).intValue();

int high = ((Double) getPropertyFromModel("high")).intValue();

rangeBar = new RangeSeekBar < Integer > (low, high, context);

rangeBar.setOnRangeSeekBarChangeListener(new

OnRangeSeekBarChangeListener < Integer > () {@

Override

public void onRangeSeekBarValuesChanged(RangeSeekBar <? >

bar, Integer minValue, Integer maxValue) {

// handle changed range values

try {

jsCallback.execute(new Object[] {

minValue, maxValue

});

} catch (Exception e) {

// TODO Auto-generated catch block

e.printStackTrace();

}

Log.i("FullscreenActivity", "User selected new range

values: MIN=" + minValue + ", MAX=" + maxValue);

}

});

jsCallback = (Function) getPropertyFromModel("slideCheck");

return rangeBar;

}

//Destroys the widget instance when the form goes out of view

public void onDestroyView(View widgetInstance) {

// TODO Auto-generated method stub

//setPropertyToModel("text",b.gettext());

widgetInstance = null;

}
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public void printLog() {

Log.d(TAG, "**********************CUSTOM

WIDGET***************************************");

}

public void onPropertySet(View widgetInstance, Object key, Object

value) {

Log.d(TAG,

"**********************onPropertySe

t***************************************");

String k = ((String) key).intern();

if (k == "low")

((RangeSeekBar < Number > )

widgetInstance).setSelectedMinValue(((Double) value).intValue());

else if (k == "high")

((RangeSeekBar < Number > )

widgetInstance).setSelectedMaxValue(((Double) value).intValue());

}

public Object onPropertyGet(View widgetInstance, Object key) {

String k = ((String) key).intern();

Log.d(TAG,

"**********************onPropertyGe

t***************************************");

if (k == "low")

((RangeSeekBar < Number > )

widgetInstance).getSelectedMinValue();

else if (k == "high")

((RangeSeekBar < Number > )

widgetInstance).getSelectedMaxValue();

return null;
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}

public void onOrientationChanged(int orientation) {}

}

Limitations

1. As JavaScript is dynamic typed language, all it understands is a number which can hold any

float number. So, all number type arguments aremapped to Double always. It is the

responsibility of the customwidget implementer to convert the double type to the respective

types. If not, you would see class cast exception.

2. You cannot pass any kind of java object to JavaScript. It should be either Vector (for JS array) or

Hashtable (for JS Object).

Importing Custom Widgets for Android

To import files for a third-party widget, execute the following:

1. On the Edit menu of Kony Visualizer, point to Integrate Third Party, thenManage Custom

Widgets, and then click Android.

2. In the left pane, right-click JavaScript Custom Widget Definition and click Add JavaScript

Namespace.

3. Under JavaScript Namespace, in the Name field, enter a name. The name you enter should be

easily correspondable with the name of the widget you’re importing, must be unique, and cannot

be any of the reserved namespace names of the Kony system. For example, widget, window,

segui, and so forth are reserved namespace names and should not be used for third-party

libraries.

4. Click Finish. If you’re asked if you want to proceed with generating code for the customwidget,

click Yes.
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5. To add the widget libraries to the namespace you just created, on the Project menu of Kony

Visualizer, point to Integrate Third Party, thenManage Custom Widgets, and then click

Android.

6. The namespace you created appears in the left pane. Right-click the namespace and select

Add JavaScript Widget.

7. Specify a name and an icon for the customwidget. The icon that you specify for the custom

widget will accompany the widget in the Kony Visualizer user interface in the list of available

customwidgets. The supported icon format is .png.

8. You now import the customwidget’s library. Click the Native Mappings tab, click theManage

Libraries icon , and then click Import to browse to and select the .jar file that consists of the

protocols, event delegates, files, and images (if any) required for the customwidget.

9. Enter the Package andWidget Class names in the appropriate fields. The names should be

the same as the package name and class name in the wrapper file.

10. Now that you have the library imported, you can add any additional properties that you want the

customwidget to have in addition to the default properties that Kony Visualizer provides. To do
so, in the left pane of the CustomWidget Interface dialog box, click the arrow of the widget you

created to reveal its properties, and then clickWidget Properties. Click , and then specify the

JavaScript Type, the IDE Data Type, the Default Value for the property, indicate whether or not

the property isWritable, and specify any Event Parameters (if applicable). Click Finish.

11. On the NativeMappings tab, map each of the property to its corresponding datatype in the

Native platform. To define an event in theWidgets Properties tab, youmust specify datatype as

Function. Kony Visualizer automatically assigns this datatype asCallback in the Native

Mapping tab.
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The following table explains the datatypemapping for Android:

JavaScript Type Native Type

Number int, long,float, double , java.lang.Integer, java.lang.Long,

java.lang.Double, java.lang.Float(Depending on the

metadata provided)

String java.lang.String

Boolean java.lang.Boolean, boolean

Array java.util.Vector

Object java.lang.Object, java.lang.Hashtable

Function com.kony.vm.Function

12. To define amethod associated with a widget, do the following:

l In left pane, right-click the defined widget, and select Add JavaScript Method. The

widget method, is added in the left pane

l In the right pane, in the Custom Widget Method Definition tab, you can define the

parameters and corresponding datatypes of a particular method. You can also set a
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return type of amethod.

l Under the NativeMappings tab, map each of the parameter to its corresponding datatype

in the Native platform. JavaScript data types are represented asObject counter parts in

the Native SDK as against primitive types. For example, java.lang.Double is used instead

of double and java.lang.Boolean instead of boolean.
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The following table explains the datatypemapping for Android:

JavaScript Type Native Type

Number int, long,float, double , java.lang.Integer,

java.lang.Long, java.lang.Double, java.lang.Float

(Depending on themetadata provided)

String java.lang.String

Boolean java.lang.Boolean, boolean

Array java.util.Vector

Object java.lang.Object, java.lang.Hashtable

Function com.kony.vm.Function

l Based on the datatypes specified for the parameter and the return type, all the fields in

the Native Mappings tab are populated. You can change the datatype for a parameter if

the JavaScript type is set as Number or Object. Enter a name for the instancemethod in

which the parameters are passed. If any property or parameter to themethod is of type

Function, then this function/method/callback can be executed from the Java classwith the

help of a wrapper method provided by the platform.
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public void printLog(String name, Function callbackJS) {

try {

callbackJS.execute(new Object[] {

infotable

});

} catch (Exception e) {

e.printStackTrace();

}

}

If the callback / method has time taking tasks then it should use

the method "executeAsync” instead of "

execute”. And it is always advised not to perform time taking
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tasks in these callbacks.Also use "executeAsync” as much as

possible.try { callbackJS.executeAsync(new Object[]

{infotable});}catch(Exception e) {e.printStackTrace();}}

13. Click Finish to import the CustomWidget. A confirmation dialog appears. Click Yes.

The customwidget is now available at the bottom of theWidget tab, located on the Kony Library

pane, and you can drag it into a container like any other widget, and view its properties on the

Properties pane.

The Preview feature is not available for customwidgets. After you build the application you can

view the library files which are built in the

....webapps/<appname>/platform/jslib/thirdparty/widgets folder.

Important: If you edit the properties of a defined customwidget after you drag and drop it on

a form, ensure that you delete the added instances of the customwidget on the form and

add it on the form again, since the customwidgets added on the form before the edit will not

reflect the newly changed properties.

Important Considerations

1. All resources related to customwidget must reside in this location:

<workspace>/<app>/resources/mobile/native/android.

2. Under resources folder, sub-directories include: assets, drawable, layout, anim, values,

xml, raw, and so on.

3. In the customwidget, these resources cannot be accessed using resource IDs directly

like R.drawable.xxx.

These resources can be accessed as follows:
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int resId = KonyMain.getAppContext().getResources

().getIdentifier(resName, type, KonyMain.getAppContext

().getPackageName());

l Scenario 1: If the resource name is logo.png and it is present in drawable

(type) directory, then resource ID can be retrieved as follows:

int resId = KonyMain.getAppContext().getResources

().getIdentifier(“logo.png”, “drawable”,

KonyMain.getAppContext().getPackageName());

l Scenario 2: If the xml layout resource calendar_view.xml is present in

layout directory, then it can be retrieved as follows:

KonyMain.getAppContext().getResources().getLayout

(KonyMain.getAppContext().getResources().getIdentifier

("calendar_view", "layout", KonyMain.getAppContext

().getPackageName()))

4. AnyUI updatemade to customwidget must be posted as a runnable to UI Thread as

follows:

KKonyMain.getAppContext().getResources().getLayout

(KonyMain.getAppContext().getResources().getIdentifier

("calendar_view", "layout", KonyMain.getAppContext

().getPackageName()))((Activity) KonyMain.getActivtiyContext

()).runOnUIThread(new Runnable() {

public void run() {

//Do necessary Custom widget UI updates

}

});

5. To receive touch events for the widget (If customwidget is placed inside a scrollable

container), it needs to override below function and the widget or view must be changed to
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ViewGroup.

public boolean onInterceptTouchEvent(MotionEvent ev) {

int action = ev.getAction();

switch (action) {

case MotionEvent.ACTION_DOWN:

this.getParent

().requestDisallowInterceptTouchEvent(true);

break;

}

return super.onInterceptTouchEvent(ev);

}

Importing CustomWidgets for Windows

You can import customwidgets for Windows platforms such asWindowsPhone 8, and 8.1, Windows

8.1 Tablet, andWindows 7 Kiosk. Kony platform has defined a contract through which any custom

widget can be implemented. This contract is referred to as a widget wrapper. The widget wrapper

initializes the widget when it is placed on a form, such as a flex container. The wrapper also notifies the

customwidget when there is a change in its state. The change in state can be a programmatic change

to one of the properties exposed by it or a user-driven event raised on the customwidget.

If you want to use a widget developed by using any third-party library or framework, you should expose

the widget to the Kony platform by implementing a C# interface defined by the KonyWindows

platform. This C# interface implementation should be done in C# class library project that will output a

library dll file. This library dll is imported using the Importing CustomWidgets procedure.

Windows Wrapper

The contract definition is as follows:

public static FrameworkElement GetControl()
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Thismandatorymethod is invoked by the platformwhenever a new instance of customwidget control

is required. The subclasses holding the reference of the created control and the context argument in

any local instance variables.should nullify the control reference in DisposeControl callback, otherwise

would lead to out of memory issues.

public void OnSetProperty (String PropertyName, Object value)

Thismethod is invoked by the platformwhenever a value is assigned to customwidget property by the

application.

public void Object OnGetProperty (String PropertyName)

Thismethod is invoked by the platformwhen a property is read by the application.

public void DisposeControl()

Thismethod is invoked by the platform just before control instance is freed by the platform.

public void onOrientationChanged(enum orientation)

This is a callback invoked by platformwhenever an orientation is changed for a Form for which

different orientationmodes are supported. The value of orientation argument is as that of windows

platform orientation constants. For controls where orientation change does not happen, provide empty

implementation of thismethod. For Desktop or Kiosk, OnOrientationChanged callbackwill not be

called since it does not support orientation changes.

Important: The interface for this contract is available in the Foundation.dll file.

Once you build for the following windows platforms, the Foundation.dll file is located at their

defined locations:
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Platform Foundation.dll File Location

Windows 8 l x86 -Workspace\temp\<application

Name>\build\windows8\Windows8\output

l x64 -Workspace\temp\<application

Name>\build\windows8x64\Windows8\output

l ARM -Workspace\temp\<application

Name>\build\windows8ARM\Windows8\output

Windows Phone 8 l x86 -Workspace\temp\<application

Name>\build\windowsphone8\WP8_x86

l ARM -Workspace\temp\<application

Name>\build\windowsphone8\WP8_ARM

Desktop or Kiosk l Kiosk -Workspace\temp\<application

Name>\build\luawindows\kiosk

Sample wrapper.class File for Windows

using System.Text;

using Windows.UI.Xaml;

using Windows.UI.Xaml.Controls;

using Windows.UI.Xaml.Markup;

using System.Reflection;

using System.Linq;

namespace CustomWidTab {

// The class name specified should be the same as the

// name of the customwidget specified in the

public class WidgetWrapper: IKonyCustomWidget {
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public static FrameworkElement GetControl() {

return new CustomWid();

}

public object GetProperty(FrameworkElement control, string

PropertyName) {

if (control != null) {

return control.Margin;

}

return null;

}

public bool SetProperty(FrameworkElement control, string

PropertyName, object value) {

if (control != null) {

switch (PropertyName) {

case "margin":

control.Margin = (Thickness) value;

break;

case "displayDate":

break;

default:

return false;

}

return true;

}

return false;

}

public void DisposeControl(FrameworkElement control) {

control = null;
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}

public void onOrientationChanged(FrameworkElement control,

enum orientation) {

//Resize the control based on orientation if required.

}

}

}

Important Considerations:

If any dependent files are to be packaged with the application, consider the following:

l Bundle all files such as, XAMLs, Images, any other loose text or binary files, into a zip file.

l Folder hierarchy in the zip file ismaintained in final xap/appx from root level.

l If the folder namematcheswith any of these names such as, konythemes, i18n,

FFIManifestFiles and Images/Assets, the contents are extracted to existing folders.

Ensure you avoid any file name conflicts in these folders.

l This zip must contain at least one DLL in which custom control is available. The DLL file name

must match with the zip file name.

l TheDLL names should not conflict with theMicrosoft Windows binary names such as,

Foundation.dll, Framework.dll, DatabaseManager.dll, and so on).

l Maintain the sameCPU architecture folder structure in the zip file that is present in the output

folder.

If the native library has libraries specific to a given architecture, consider the following:

l Maintain the library hierarchy in zip file. For example, if the CustomChart.dll file for Windows 8

platform in each processor architecture has to be included, such as:

o \ARM\CustomChart.dll

o \x86\CustomChart.dll
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o \x64\CustomChart.dll

l In case you have a specific library for one particular architecture, you have to provide libraries

for each architecture type that you are intending to use.

l If the architecture-specific folder is present, there should not be any content placed anywhere

outside these folders. When zipping the files, there should not be any root folder apart from the

architecture folders.

l Developers of native environments shouldmaintain their resources bundled with the library in a

zip file, but in the event theywant to use resources kept in a resources folder:

o You can refer all the images kept in the resources folder as follows:

o Images folder for WindowsPhone 8, andWindows 7 Desktop or Kiosk.

o Assets folder for Windows 8 tablet.

o The sub hierarchy such as localization/resolution based will bemaintained as

it is under the Images or Assets location.

o The platform-specific categorization hierarchy in the resources folder ismaintained in the

Images and Assets location.

Limitations:

l UseWindowsPhone Silverlight if you are building CustomControls for WindowsPhone.

l Currently, static functions are not supported.

l The customwidget import loads the control implemented by you or third-party on the fly. The

new styles present in generic.xaml cannot be imported as it is , since the new control style is not

already registered, all new styles and templates have to be set from code behind using

XamlReader or other mechanism supported byMicrosoft. This restriction does not apply to

Windows desktop / Kiosk.

l Namespace and class name combinations should not conflict with VM namespaces and

classes. For example, string, math, os, and so on.
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l Namespace and class name combinations should not conflict with framework namespaces and

classes. For example, widget, window, tabwidget, datagrid, segui, imagestrip, form, popup,

box, app, i18n, net, ds, and phone.

l Ideally any common third-party library that is present in the build folder (location where

foundation.dll is present) should not be referenced with the same name, as it may overwrite the

existing library.

Note: As Kony Visualizer uses the following library names, we recommend you to rename

these libraries in Visual Studio while referring the customwidget:

l Common libraries for WindowsPhone 8

l Microsoft.Phone.Controls.dll

l Microsoft.Phone.Controls.Maps.dll

l Microsoft.Phone.Controls.Toolkit.dll

l Phone.Controls.Samples.dll

l WinRTXamlToolkit.Composition.dll

l WinRTXamlToolkit.dll

Importing Custom Widgets for Windows

To import files for a third-party widget, do the following:

1. On the Edit menu of Kony Visualizer, point to Integrate Third Party, thenManage Custom

Widgets, and then clickWindows.

2. In the left pane, right-click JavaScript Custom Widget Definition and click Add JavaScript

Namespace.
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3. Under JavaScript Namespace, in the Name field, enter a name. The name you enter should be

easily correspondable with the name of the widget you’re importing, must be unique, and cannot

be any of the reserved namespace names of the Kony system. For example, widget, window,

segui, and so forth are reserved namespace names and should not be used for third-party

libraries.

4. Click Finish. If you’re asked if you want to proceed with generating code for the customwidget,

click Yes.

5. To add the widget libraries to the namespace you just created, on the Project menu of Kony

Visualizer, point to Integrate Third Party, thenManage Custom Widgets, and then click

Windows.

6. The namespace you created appears in the left pane. Right-click the namespace and select

Add JavaScript Widget.

7. Specify a name and an icon for the customwidget. The icon that you specify for the custom

widget will accompany the widget in the Kony Visualizer user interface in the list of available

customwidgets. The supported icon format is .png.

8. You now import the customwidget’s library. Click the Native Mappings tab, for the version of

WindowsMobile that you’re developing for, click its correspondingManage Libraries icon ,

and then click Import to browse to and select the .dll or .zip file that consists of the

protocols, event delegates, files, and images (if any) required for the customwidget.

Note: Ensure that the .zip archive namematcheswith any one of the .dll files that

reside in the archive.

9. Enter the Package andWidget Class names. The Package name should be the same as the

namespace in the .dll file andWidget Class name should be same as theWindowswrapper

class.
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10. To define properties for a widget, do the following:

a. Expand the Custom Widget in the left pane and clickWidget Properties. The Native

Mapping for Widget Properties dialog appears:

b. In the right pane, under the Properties tab, specify the following:

l Property name

l JavaScript datatype. The datatypes for the widget properties are as follows: string,

boolean, number, object, array, and function.

l IDE datatype

l Default Value of the property

l Writable property, that is, if it can be dynamically set.
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Note: You can add a property to the list by clicking on the Plus icon. You can delete a

properties by selecting a row and clicking the Delete icon. You can change the order

of the properties defined using the Up or Down icon. You can also insert a properties

before or after a defined properties by clicking the Insert Before icon or Insert After

icon respectively.

c. Under the Native Mappings tab, map each of the property to its corresponding datatype

in the Native platform. To define an event in theWidgets Properties tab, youmust

specify datatype as Function. Kony Visualizer automatically assigns this datatype as

Callback in the Native Mapping tab.
The following table explains the datatypemapping for Windows:

JavaScript Type Native Type

Number System.Int32, System.Long, System.Double

String System.String

Boolean System.Boolean

Array System.Collections.Generic.List<T>

Object System.Collection.Dictionary<T,T>,System.Object

Function Framework.JS.Foundation.JSClosure

11. To define amethod associated with a widget, do the following:

a. In the left pane, right-click the defined widget, and select Add JavaScript Method. The

widget method is added in the left pane.
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b. On the right pane, under the Custom Widget Method Definition tab, you can define the

parameters and corresponding datatypes of a particular method. You can also set a

return type of amethod.

l Under the Native Mappings tab, map each of the parameter to its corresponding

datatype in the Native platform. JavaScript data types are represented asObject counter

parts in the Native SDK as against primitive types. For example, System.Double is used

instead of double and System.Boolean instead of boolean.
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The following table explains the datatypemapping for Windows:

JavaScript Type Native Type

Number System.Int32, System.Long, System.Double

String System.String

Boolean System.Boolean

Array System.Collections.Generic.List<T>

Object System.Collection.Dictionary<T,T>,System.Object

Function Framework.JS.Foundation.JSClosure

l Based on the datatypes specified for the parameter and the return type, all the fields in

the Native Mappings tab are populated. You can change the datatype for a parameter if

the JavaScript type is set as Number or Object. Enter a name for the instancemethod in

which the parameters are passed. If any property or parameter to themethod is of type

Function, then this function/method/callback can be executed from the C# classwith the

help of a wrapper method provided by the platform.
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public void printLog(String name, JSClosure callbackJS) {

try {

callbackJS.doExecuteClosure(new object[] {

name

});

} catch (Exception e) {}

}

If the callback / method has time taking tasks then it should

use the method use Asynchronous method And it is always

advised not to perform time taking tasks in these callbacks.

try {

VM.Create().executeClosure(callbackJS, new object[] {

name

}, false);

} catch (Exception e) {}
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12. Click Finish to import the CustomWidget. A confirmation dialog appears. Click Yes.

The customwidget is now available at the bottom of theWidget tab, located on the Kony Library

pane, and you can drag it into a container like any other widget, and view its properties on the

Properties pane.

After you build the application you can view the library files which are built in the

../webapps/<appname>/platform/jslib/thirdparty/widgets folder.

Important: If you edit the properties of a defined customwidget after you drag and drop it on

a form, ensure that you delete the added instances of the customwidget on the form and

add it on the form again. Since the customwidgets added on the form before the edit will not

reflect the newly changed properties.

Import CustomWidgets for SPA and Desktop Web

A customwidget is a third-party widget, and it is specific to a particular project where it is created. This

section illustrates the process of importing a customwidget for SPA and DesktopWeb channels. This

process involves the following three tasks:

l Copy the Assets to theWorkspace

l Write and Import the Contract Definition File

l Import the CustomWidget into Kony Visualizer

Copy the Assets to the Workspace

Ensure that all the customwidget assets(.css and .js files) are in a folder in your workspace1 before

you begin importing a customwidget.

1A repository for the applications and any other projects you create (such as a patch or new feature). It

resides on your computer as a folder, the default path being C:\Workspace.
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For example, the resource location path is
C:\Users\KH1668\KonyVizEWS\CustomWidgetTest\resources\thirdpartywidget

s

Let us consider an example where you want to import a customwidget (namedNewGrid) that is built

on a jQuery library. Ensure that you copy the library files, .css, .js, and the contract definition files into

your workspace.

To copy the custom widget assets to your workspace:

1. In Kony Visualizer, create a new project.

2. Create and design a form for the ResponsiveWeb/ Desktop channel.

3. From the Project Explorer, go to Assets.

4. Right-click onMedia and click Resource Location.

5. Create a new folder and name it thirdpartywidgets, if it doesn’t exist already.

6. In the thirdpartywidgets folder, create a new directory to store the library file on which the

customwidget is developed. In this example, jQuery.

7. Add your .js file to the jQuery folder. In this example, the jQuery.js file.
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8. Create a new directory to store the .css and .js files, in this example, JSGrid.

9. Add your .css and .js files to the newly created directory. The filesmust include the contract

definition file. In this example, the wrapper.js file.

To learnmore about the contract definition file, refer Write and Import the Contract Definition

File. Once you copy the customwidget assets to your workspace, youmust import the custom

widget into your Kony Visualizer project.

Note: Multiple widgets can be created using the same library file.

Write and Import the Contract Definition File

All changes in state are notified to the customwidget through the widget wrapper contract

(modelChange). The developer of the customwidget and its wrapper canmake use of the information

provided in themodelChange call andmake changes to the customwidget state accordingly.

If you want to use a widget developed by using any third party library or framework, you should expose

the widget to the Kony SPA platform by implementing an interface defined in JavaScript. The contract

definition is as follows:

/*Using this function you initialize the widget. A parentNode is a

container where you place the custom widget. It is the placeholder div
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that respects the layout of a Kony Widget and the custom widget is

placed in the parentNode.The widgetModel parameter is a hashmap

containing key - value pairs of the properties and its corresponding

values.*/

function initializeWidget(parentNode, widgetModel)

/*Using the modelChange function any changes to the widget property is

mapped both in Kony widget model and the third party widget property.

The widgetModel is a hash map containing key-value pairs of the

properties and its corresponding values. propertyChanged is the key of

the property being changed. propertyValue is the value assigned to the

key.*/

function modelChange(widgetModel, propertyChanged, propertyValue)

Sample wrapper *.js file for SPA

Here is the contract definition file for the NewGrid widget that you want to import into your project.

/*Ensure the name of the class is the same as that of the widget name

specified through IDE*/

NewGrid = {

/*Initialize widget is invoked by SPA for widget initialization

using the constructor*/

initializeWidget: function(parentElement, widgetModel) {

parentElement.innerHTML = '<div id="jsGrid"

style="height:100%; width:100%;"><div id="div1"></div></div>';

var clients = [{

"Name": "Otto Clay",

"Age": 25,

"Country": 1,

"Address": "Ap #897-1459 Quam Avenue",

"Married": false
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}, {

"Name": "Connor Johnston",

"Age": 45,

"Country": 2,

"Address": "Ap #370-4647 Dis Av.",

"Married": true

}, {

"Name": "Lacey Hess",

"Age": 29,

"Country": 3,

"Address": "Ap #365-8835 Integer St.",

"Married": false

}, {

"Name": "Timothy Henson",

"Age": 56,

"Country": 1,

"Address": "911-5143 Luctus Ave",

"Married": true

}, {

"Name": "Ramona Benton",

"Age": 32,

"Country": 3,

"Address": "Ap #614-689 Vehicula Street",

"Married": false

}];

var countries = [{

Name: "",

Id: 0

}, {

Name: "United States",

Id: 1

}, {
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Name: "Canada",

Id: 2

}, {

Name: "United Kingdom",

Id: 3

}

];

$("#jsGrid").jsGrid({

height: "auto",

width: "100%",

inserting: true,

editing: true,

sorting: ((widgetModel.sortable === 'true' ||

widgetModel.sortable === true) ? true : false),

paging: true,

data: clients,

fields: [{

name: "Name",

type: "text",

width: 150,

validate: "required"

}, {

name: "Age",

type: "number",

width: 50

}, {

name: "Address",

type: "text",

width: 200

}, {
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name: "Country",

type: "select",

items: countries,

valueField: "Id",

textField: "Name"

}, {

name: "Married",

type: "checkbox",

title: "Is Married",

sorting: false

}, {

type: "control"

}]

});

},

modelChange: function(widgetModel, propertyChanged, propertyValue)

{

if (propertyChanged === 'data') {

$("#jsGrid").jsGrid({

data: propertyValue

});

} else if (propertyChanged === 'sortable') {

$("#jsGrid").jsGrid({

sorting: ((propertyValue === 'true' || propertyValue

=== true) ? true : false)

});

}

}

};

Important: If you specify an absolute value for a property in the library files, the widgets placed

next to it or after it might be distorted.We recommend not to provide an absolute value.
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Important: Third-party container customwidgets such as tab panes are not supported.

Import the Custom Widget into Kony Visualizer

To import files for a third-party widget:

1. On the Edit menu of Kony Visualizer, point to Integrate Third Party, thenManage Custom

Widgets, and then click SPA.

2. TheManage Custom Widget Libraries window appears. Select the platformSPA.
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3. Click New to add a new customwidget.

The Add New Library dialog box appears.

4. Enter the name of the library folder you want to import and clickOK.

This namemust correspond to a folder in the resources/thirdpartywidgets folder. In

this example, jQuery.
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5. Click Next.

TheManage Custom Widgets dialog appears.
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6. Click to add a widget name and its corresponding widget library.

The Add Custom Widget dialog appears.

7. In the Name field, add the name of the customwidget.

8. From the Select Library dropdown, select the library that you want to import.

In this example, NewGrid is the customwidget and jQuery is the corresponding widget library.

Important: Ensure the widget name you specify is the same as the function specified in the

contract definition file.
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9. In the SPA section, select the checkbox next to the files you want to import for the widget.

The *.js files contain the information about the functional aspects of the widget, such as the

methods and events associated with the widget. The *.css files contain styles that define how

the widget appears.

Note: Using the up or down arrows in the Selected Files area, you can select a file and set

the dependency order in which the files are loaded and executed.
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10. In theWidget Property area, you can:

l View the default properties defined for the widget in the Default Property tab.When

customwidgets are used in an application, the Kony SPA/Desktop channels provide a

pre-defined area ( defined by the container weight of the widget) with in which the widget

can render itself. The pre-defined default properties defined are as follows:

o ID - widget ID

o Visibility - visibility of the widget. The platform uses this to make a widget visible or

invisible based on values provided by the developer.

o Margins - This is applied by the platform to the container area provided to the

customwidget

o Paddings - This is applied by the platform to the container area provided to the

customwidget.
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o Skin - This again applied to the container area provided to the customwidget by

the platform.

l In the SPA Property tab, you can define your own properties that can appear in Kony

Visualizer in the Property Palette against the widget.

l Add platform specific properties for the customwidget.

l After specifying a property name, specify the datatype for that property in the Value Type

field.

l The Value type can be String, Date, Number, Boolean, List. Specify a default value for

the defined property. In this example, sortable and data properties.

Note: If you select the Value Type as List, click the button in the Default Value

column. In the subsequent dialog that appears, define the values to be displayed in

the list. You can reorder the list using the up or down arrows.

Note: You can also specify any events that are exposed by the customwidget. The

event is handled by the third party widget.
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11. In the Select files specific to Custom Widget area, click to add the imported wrapper

classes for the customwidget.

The Select Library dialog appears.

12. Search for the specific files (.css,.js, and contract definition files) you want to import and click

OK.

You can view all the files present within the <workspacename>><applicationname> folder

when you search for the library name.

13. Select a file and use the up or down arrow to set the dependency order in which the wrapper

filesmust be loaded and executed. Ensure that the contract definition file, here wrapper.js file

comes at the end.
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14. ClickOK and then click Finish to import the CustomWidget.
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The customwidget is now available in Default Library. You can drag the widget into a Responsive

Web/ Desktop form like any other widget, and view its properties on the Properties panel.
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Note: The Preview feature is not available for customwidgets. After you build the application, you

can view the library files which are built in the

../webapps/<appname>/platform/jslib/thirdpartywidgets folder.

Organizing and Moving Application Elements

As you add forms, modules, and other items to your application, youmaywant to organize related

application elements into groups, or copy andmove them. You can create application groups for

related forms and other elements, then drag and drop forms and elements from one application group

to another, or copy individual application element to the Clipboard library.

You can thenmove application elements to an application group or collection, or export them. You can

also save an application group to a collection, or export and import application groups between

projects.

In addition to including forms, modules, and related elements in your project, you canmake a variety of

related resources such as test scripts, specifications, and HTML files available in your project by

adding them to theOther Resources folder in Project Explorer.
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The following topics provide additional information about using application groups, the Clipboard

library, and theOther Resources folder:

Create an Application Group

Add an Application Group to a Collection

Copy an Application Element to the Clipboard Library

Export and Import an Application Group

AddingOther Resources to Your Project

Create an Application Group

You can create a new application group for mobile, tablet, desktop or watch channels. Kony Visualizer

automatically creates an a group with the same name for the form's associatedmodules and

controllers.

To create an application group in a Kony Reference Architecture project:

1. In Project Explorer, expand theMobile, Tablet, Desktop, or Watch node where you want to

add the application group.

2. Right-click the Forms node or an existing application group, and select New Group. Kony

Visualizer creates a new application group within the Forms node or application group, and

adds a corresponding group to the Controllers node.

For mobile, tablet, and desktop channels, Kony Visualizer also adds a corresponding group to

the require folder of theModules node. For the watch channel, Kony Visualizer adds a

corresponding group to theWatch folder of theModules node.

You can nest application groups and include a variety of elements within the group, including

forms and components. You can alsomove elements between groups by dragging and

dropping them from one group to another.

To create an application group in a Free Form JavaScript project:
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1. In Project Explorer, expand theMobile, Tablet, Desktop, or Watch node where you want to

add the application group.

2. Right-click the Forms node or an existing application group, and select New Group. Kony

Visualizer creates a new application group within the Forms node or application group, and

adds a corresponding group to theModules node. For the watch channel, Kony Visualizer adds

the corresponding group to theWatch folder of theModules node.

You can nest application groups and include a variety of elements within the group, including

forms and components. You can alsomove elements between groups by dragging and

dropping them from one group to another.

Add an Application Group to a Collection

Once you have created an application group, you canmake it available to all of your application

projects by adding it to a collection.

To add an application group to a collection:

1. In Project Explorer, right-click the application group that you want to add to a collection, and

hover over Add to Collection.

2. Hover over the library that contains the collection, and click the collection where you want to

save the component. If the library or collection does not exist, you can create the library or

collection.

If any elements of the application included bundled services, Kony Visualizer prompts you to

select and package the services. When you use the application group in an application, Kony

Visualizer adds the services to the application.
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Copy an Application Element to the Clipboard Library

You canmake an individual application element available to other application projects by copying it to

the built-in Clipboard library. You can copy a single form, multiple forms, components, codemodules,

andmasters created in earlier versions of Kony Visualizer. When you copy forms, any associated

templates or controller modules are copied with them.

Once you have copied an application element to the Clipboard library, you can insert it into an

application group, move it to a collection, or export it to your computer, network, or the cloud.

Note: There are some restrictions on what can be copied to the Clipboard library, depending on

the type of application project. When you copy an application element to the Clipboard library from

a KonyReference Architecture project, you cannot insert into or move it to a Free Form JavaScript

project. Also, when you copy a form from a Free Form JavaScript project to the Clipboard library,

named actions and popups are not included. For more information on types of Kony custom

application projects, see Types of Projects.

To copy an application element to the Clipboard library:

1. In Project Explorer, right-click the form, component, template, or codemodule, and then select

Copy to Clipboard Library. Kony Visualizer displays the Create New Library Component

dialog box.

2. In the Create New Library Component dialog box, specify a name and description for the

application element, and then clickOK. Kony Visualizer adds the application element to the

Clipboard library in Library Explorer.

To insert an application element in the Clipboard library into an application group:

1. In Library Explorer, select theMy Libraries tab and navigate to the Clipboard library.

2. For a form, application group, or component, right-click the application element and then hover

over Insert Into. For a codemodule, right-click the application element and then hover over

Merge Into.
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3. Select the application group where you want the application element to be inserted. Kony

Visualizer inserts the application element into the application group.

To move an application element in the Clipboard library to a collection:

1. In Library Explorer, select theMy Libraries tab and navigate to the Clipboard library.

2. Right-click the application element, and then hover over Move To.

3. Select the library and collection where you want the application element to bemoved. Kony

Visualizer moves the application element to the collection.

To export an application element in the Clipboard library to your computer, network, or the cloud:

1. In Library Explorer, select theMy Libraries tab and navigate to the Clipboard library.

2. Right-click the application element, and then hover over Export. Kony Visualizer displays the

Save As dialog box.

3. Navigate to the location where you want to export the application element, and then click Save.

Kony Visualizer exports the application group to that location.

Export and Import an Application Group

You can share application groups between projects without adding them to a collection by exporting

and importing them. For example, if you have created an application group in your project and want to

use it in a different project, you can export it to your computer, network, or the cloud, and then import it

into another project.

To export an application group:

1. In Project Explorer, right-click the application group, and then select Export. Kony Visualizer

displays the Save As dialog box.
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2. Navigate to the location where you want to export the component, and then click Save. Kony

Visualizer exports the application group to that location.

The exported application group includes all forms and correspondingmodules associated with the

application group, including any nested folders.

To import an application group:

1. In Project Explorer, expand theMobile, Tablet, Desktop, or Watch node where you want to

add the application group.

2. Right-click the Forms node or an existing application group, and select Import. Kony Visualizer

displays the Import Forms dialog box.

3. Click Browse to navigate to the location of the application group, select the application group,

and then click Import. Kony Visualizer adds the application group and its associated application

items to your project.

The imported application group includes all forms and correspondingmodules associated with the

application group, including any nested folders.

Adding Other Resources to Your Project

In addition to including forms, modules, and related elements in your project, you can add a variety of

related resources such as test scripts, specifications, and HTML files. These resources are listed in the

Other Resources folder in Project Explorer.

To add resource files to your project:

1. In Project Explorer, right-click the Other Resources folder and select Resource Location. Kony

Visualizer opens the otherresources folder on your computer.

2. Drag and drop the files you want to add to the project to the otherresources folder.
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3. To view the list of resource files in Kony Visualizer, right-click the Other Resources folder and

select Refresh.

To view or edit a resource file in Kony Visualizer:

1. In Project Explorer, open theOther Resources folder.

2. Select the file name, or right-click the file name and select Open. Kony Visualizer displays the

file in an editable window for the following file types:

l Text (.txt)

l Gherkin (.feature)

l JSON (.json)

l XML (.xml)

l Java (.java)

l Python (.py, .pw)

l HTML (.html, .htm)

l Javascript (.js)

l CSS (.css)

l Swift (.swift)

l Plist (.plist)

Kony Visualizer opens files with other file types using the default application associated with the

file type.
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Add Custom CSS Code to an SPA App

You can customize the look and feel of certain widgets in an SPA app by adding your ownCSS code.

This code replaces certain properties that you would otherwise set on the Skin tab of a widget,

including background, border, font, and shadows.

In SPA and Desktop web channels, on somewidgets, you have to use selectors in the customCSS

and for other widgets, you don't have to use selectors.

Youmust write the customCSS along with selectors such as .labelskin1 { background-

color: red; } for the following widgets:

l Label

l Segment

l Tabpane

l Menu container

l Switch

l Datagrid

For all remaining widgets, you can write customCSS without selectors for example, background-

color:red;.

To add custom CSS code to an SPA app, do the following:

1. On the Project tab of the Project Explorer, expand the Desktop channel, and then navigate to

and select the widget that you want to customize with CSS code.
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2. On the Skin tab of the Properties pane, check the Custom CSS checkbox. Doing so opens a

small CSS code editor.

3. Type or paste the CSS code that you want. The CSS code editor offers syntax

recommendations as you type.

Add Local HTML Content

With Kony Visualizer, you can leverage your existing web apps and other HTML content, incorporating

it right into your project. Accessed through the Browser widget, such content is packaged locally within

the completed app so that it is always available. You can also integrate it with Kony Fabric to make the

most of Kony's powerful services integration.

The local HTML content that you add to your project can be used for a traditional web app, or

embedded within a native app. If you want, you can use the local HTML content across all platforms

and channels.

For more information, refer to the following topics:

Add Existing HTMLContent to a Project

Create New HTMLContent for a Project

Open a Resource's Folder

Add HTMLContent to an App Screen
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Preview HTMLContent

Disable Live Rendering

Add Existing HTML Content to a Project

If you have existing web content, you can integrate it into your Kony Visualizer project.

To add existing HTML content to a project, do the following:

1. Using your computer's folder browser, navigate to the files and folders you want to add to your

Kony Visualizer project.

2. In Kony Visualizer, on the Project Explorer, on the Project tab, expand theWeb category. A

folder displays called Localfiles.

3. Click the context menu arrow of the Localfiles folder, and then click Resource Location. The

folder opens in a new window of your computer's folder browser.

4. Switch to the folder browser window that contains the files and folders you want to add to your

Kony Visualizer project, select them, and then copy them.

5. Switch to the folder browser window for the Localfiles folder, and then paste the files you

copied.

6. To see the added files reflected in Kony Visualizer, on the File menu (the Project menu in Kony

Visualizer), click Refresh.

Alternately, you can import HTML content by clicking the context menu arrow of the Localfiles folder,

clicking Import File(s), navigating to the files and folders you want to import, selecting them, and then

clicking Open.

Create New HTML Content for a Project

You can create different kinds of web-related files to your local HTML content, and then edit them

within Kony Visualizer. The Intellisense capabilities of the Code Editor simplify the creation of code by

recommending completed code based on the incomplete code you have typed.
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To create new HTML content for a project, do the following:

1. On the Project Explorer, on the Project tab, expand theWeb category. A folder displays called

Localfiles.

2. Click the context menu arrow of the Localfiles folder, and then click any of the following options:

New Folder

New JS File

New HTML File

New CSS File

3. Enter a name for the new folder or file, and then clickOK.

In the case of a new file, it opens in the Code Editor, where you can begin coding it.

Open a Resource's Folder

All the web-based resources of your project reside in folders in your workspace.With Kony Visualizer,

you can open the folder location of any resource from the Project Explorer.

To open a resource's folder, do the following.

l In the Project Explorer, click the context menu arrow of any resource, and then click Resource

Location.

The folder where that resource is located opens.

Add HTML Content to an App Screen

Once you have imported or added local HTML content to your project, youmake it accessible within

your app by associating it with a browser widget.

To add HTML content to an app screen, do the following:

1. Display on the Visualizer Canvas the browser widget that you want you want to associate your

HTML content with.
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2. On the Project Explorer, on the Project tab, expand theWeb category, and then click

Localfiles.

3. Locate the HTML file you want to associate with the browser widget, and then drag it onto the

browser widget. The widget'sMaster Data property is updated to associate with the HTML file

you selected.

4. On the Project Explorer, click the Project tab.

5. Locate and open the container widget in the form you want to add the HTML content to.

6. On the Library Explorer, on theWidget tab, under AdvancedWidgets, click and drag a Browser

widget onto the container widget.

7. In the Properties Editor, click the Browser tab, and then click theMaster Data Edit button. The

Master Data dialog box displays.

Note: You can also open theMaster Data dialog box by double-clicking the browser widget.

8. Select Local File, click Browse, navigate to and select the HTML file you want, and then click

OK. The path to the file is represented by a relative path to the HTML content file you want,

where the Localfile folder is the root. For example, if the file you want is called Home.htm and is

located in a folder called Source, the relative path would be as follows:
\Source\Home.htm

9. ClickOK.

Alternately, you can add HTML content to an app screen by doing the following:

1. On the Project Explorer, click the Project tab.

2. Locate and open the container widget in the form you want to add the HTML content to.

3. On the Library Explorer, on theWidget tab, under AdvancedWidgets, click and drag a Browser

widget onto the container widget.
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4. In the Properties Editor, click the Browser tab, and then click theMaster Data Edit button. The

Master Data dialog box displays.

Note: You can also open theMaster Data dialog box by double-click the browser widget.

5. Select Local File, click Browse, navigate to and select the HTML file you want, and then click

OK. The path to the file is represented by a relative path to the HTML content file you want,

where the Localfile folder is the root. For example, if the file you want is called Home.htm and is

located in a folder called Source, the relative path would be as follows:
\Source\Home.htm

6. ClickOK.

Preview HTML Content

You can preview HTML content within Kony Visualizer, or using an external browser. Within Kony

Visualizer, you can also use the side-by-side functionality to preview the HTML in one pane while

viewing and editing the HTML code in the other pane.

To preview HTML content, do the following:

1. On the Project Explorer, on the Project tab, expand theWeb category, expand the Localfiles

folder, and then locate the HTML file you want to preview.

2. Click the file's context menu arrow, and then do one of the following:

l ClickOpen Preview. The file displayswithin the Visualizer Canvas.

l Click Launch in external browser. The file opens in a new instance of your computer's

default web browser.

To preview HTML content side by side, do the following:

1. Enable the HTML preview feature. To do so, do the following, depending on whether you're

using Kony Visualizer or Kony Visualizer Classic:
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l Kony Visualizer. On the Edit menu, click Preferences. From the left pane of the dialog

box, clickGeneral, and then set Enable HTMLPreview to Yes. Click Apply.

l Kony Visualizer Classic. On theWindow menu, click Preferences. From the left pane

of the dialog box, click Kony Visualizer, and then set Enable HTMLPreview to Yes. Click

Apply, and then clickOK.

2. On the Project Explorer, on the Project tab, expand theWeb category, expand the Localfiles

folder, and then click the HTML file you want, opening it as a tab in the Code Editor.

3. On the Project tab, click the HTML file's context menu arrow, and then clickOpen Preview. The

file previews on the Visualizer Canvas, and a second pane opens displaying the HTML code.

Changes youmake to the HTML code and then save are reflected in the preview.

If you prefer not to enable the HTMLPreview setting but still want to preview the HTML and view the

HTML code side by side, you canmanually preview the content.

To manually preview HTML content side by side, do the following:

1. On the Project Explorer, on the Project tab, expand theWeb category, expand the Localfiles

folder, and then click the HTML file you want, opening it as a tab in the Code Editor.

2. On the Project tab, click the HTML file's context menu arrow, and then clickOpen Preview. The

file previews on the Visualizer Canvas.

3. On theWindow menu, point to Arrange, and then click Side By Side. A new pane opens to the

right of the existing pane.

4. From the pane on the left, drag the tab of the HTML file you opened onto the right pane.When

the edges of the right pane glow blue, drop the file onto the pane.

The preview of the HTML file appears on the left pane while the code of the HTML file appears

on the right pane. Changes youmake to the HTML code and then save are reflected in the

preview.
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Disable Live Rendering

Once you have associated a local HTML file with a browser widget, youmay not want the contents of

the HTML file to be perpetually rendering on the Visualizer Canvas, especially if the HTML content is

complex and requires an inordinate amount of your computer's resources. In such a case, you can

disable the browser widget's live rendering functionality.

To disable live rendering, do the following:

1. Right-click the browser widget for which you want to disable live rendering, and then click

Disable Preview. The browser widget takes on a gray background, and only displays the name

of the HTML file associated with it.

2. To re-enable live rendering, click the context menu arrow, and then click Enable Preview.

Add a Local Database to an App

With Kony Visualizer, you can bundle a SQLite database into an app so that the data in the database is

always available locally on whatever device the app is installed on. This capability can be used to store

something as simple as a collection of web site favorites tomore complex data, such as a product

catalog.

Notes:
l Any file type can be added to the folder where the database resides.

l Youmust ensure that the size of the database, in addition to all the other assets of your

app, do not exceed the app size limit for a given platform's application store.

To add a SQLite database to an app, do the following:

1. Using your computer's folder browser, navigate to the files and folders you want to add to your

Kony Visualizer project.
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2. In Kony Visualizer, on the Project Explorer, on the Assets tab, expand the channel that you

want to add the SQLite database to, whether Common (to be available to all channels),

Desktop, Mobile, Tablet, or Watch.

3. Expand the environment that you want the SQLite database to be accessible to, whether

Common (to be available to all environments), Native, or Web.

4. If you selected the Native environment, expand the platform that you want the SQLite database

to be accessible to, whether Common (to be available to all platforms), Android, iOS, or

Windows.

Once the node is fully expanded, a raw folder is visible.

5. Click the context menu arrow of the raw folder, and then click Resource Location. The folder

opens in a new window of your computer's folder browser.

6. Switch to the folder browser window that contains the files and folders you want to add to your

Kony Visualizer project, select them, and then copy them.

Important: If you are copying the files to a raw folder for the Android platform, be aware that

Android only supports file names that contain letters, numbers, periods (.), and underscores

( _ ). The presence of other characters in a file name invalidate that file for inclusion in the

compiled Android app.

7. Switch to the folder browser window for the raw folder, and then paste the files you copied.

8. To see the added files reflected in Kony Visualizer, on the File menu (the Project menu in Kony

Visualizer), click Refresh.

Folder Paths for a SQLite Database

The folder path where you store a SQLite database in a Kony Visualizer project varies, depending on

the channel, environment, and platform. Any file type can be added to these folders.
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Note: Files in the platform-specific folders whose file names are identical to files in the Common

folder take precedence and override the Common folder versions of those files.

Common (located under the Mobile channel)

<WorkspaceName>\<ProjectName>\resources\mobile\common\raw

Common (located under the Tablet channel)

<WorkspaceName>\<ProjectName>\resources\tablet\common\raw

Android Mobile

<WorkspaceName>\<ProjectName>\resources\mobile\native\android\raw

Android Tablet

<WorkspaceName>\<ProjectName>\resources\tablet\native\androidtab\raw

iOS Mobile

<WorkspaceName>\<ProjectName>\resources\mobile\native\iphone\raw

iOS Tablet

<WorkspaceName>\<ProjectName>\resources\tablet\native\ipad\raw

Windows Mobile

<WorkspaceName>\<ProjectName>\resources\mobile\native\winphone8\raw

Windows Tablet

<WorkspaceName>\<ProjectName>\resources\tablet\native\windows8\raw

Create Cordova Applications

Kony Visualizer supports the creation of Apache Cordova apps. Cordova is an open-source

development framework for mobile applications that rely on JavaScript, HTML5, and CSS3 rather

than the APIs that are specific to a given platform, such as iOS and Android. The layout of a Cordova

app is rendered using web views rather than any platform's native UI framework, and yet unlike web

apps, they're capable of accessing native APIs and are bundled as apps for publication. For these

reasons, Cordova applications are hybrid in nature, being neither native to a particular platform, nor

entirely web-based, and are capable of mixing native and web-based code snippets.
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Kony Visualizer supports internationalization in Cordova applications.

Important:
l For Android: maximumCordova version supported is 7.1.0

l For Android: AddingGradle to the global scope is a pre-requisite for building Cordova

applications. For more information, refer to Gradle in Android PlatformGuide.

l For Windows: Youmust integrate Gradle home into your machine by setting the PATH

environment variable.

l For Mac: You can integrate Gradle into your Mac using any of the following procedures

and verify the command "ls -l /usr/local/bin/gradle" points to the installed Gradle.

a. Create a symbolic link to "/usr/local/bin/gradle" to the actual Gradle installation.

b. Install Gradle using the command "brew install gradle".

Creating a Cordova app involves the following tasks:

l Enable Cordova

l Import or Create Cordova Assets

l Add a Cordova Browser Widget to a Form

l Add or Import Cordova Plugins

l Default Cordova Plugins for KonyQuantumApp

l Best Practices for Creating Cordova Applications

l Manually Customize the Cordova-Generated Android Project

l Errors andWorkarounds
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Enable Cordova

To enable Cordova, do the following:

1. On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), click Settings.

2. On the Application tab, check the Enable Cordova checkbox.

3. By default, Kony Visualizer uses the version of Cordova that you have installed, as indicated by

the checkboxUse globally installed Cordova version being checked. However, if you want to

use a different version of the Cordova command line interface (CLI), clear the Use globally

installed Cordova version checkbox, and then from the Cordova CLI drop-down list, select the

version you want. After you close the dialog box, Kony Visualizer installs the version of Cordova

that you selected. Kony Visualizer supports Cordova version 4.2 and up.

Important: Changing the Cordova CLI versionmay affect your application code.

4. Click Finish (Apply in Kony Visualizer).

Kony Visualizer creates a Cordova folder structure accessible on the Project tab of the Project

Explorer, under theWeb section.

Import or Create Cordova Assets

With Kony Visualizer, you can import existing Cordova content or create new content.
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Import Cordova Assets

You can import an entire existing Cordova project into Kony Visualizer, or import one or more assets

into individual Cordova folders.

To import an entire existing Cordova project into Kony Visualizer, do the following:

1. Using your computer's folder browser, navigate to the Cordova project that you want to import,

and compress it into an archive (.zip) file.

2. In Kony Visualizer, on the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), click Import

Cordova Project.

3. Navigate to the archive file that contains the Cordova project that you want to import, click it, and

then clickOpen.

Kony Visualizer imports the Cordova assets into the Cordova file structure within your Kony

Visualizer project.

To import one or more assets into individual Cordova folders, do the following:

1. On the Project tab of the Project Explorer, expand theWeb section, and then expand the

Cordova folder.

2. Navigate to any of the folders within the Cordova folder, click that folder's context menu arrow,

and then click Import File(s). This command is also available from the context menu of the

Cordova folder itself.

3. Navigate to the file or files you want to import, select them, and then clickOpen.

The file or files you selected are imported into that folder.

Create Cordova Assets

To create Cordova assets, do the following:
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1. On the Project tab of the Project Explorer, expand theWeb section, and then expand the

Cordova folder.

2. Navigate to the folder within the Cordova folder structure where you want to add the asset, click

that folder's context menu arrow, hover over New, and then select one of the following options:

Folder

JS File

HTML File

CSS File

In the case of a folder, a new folder is added. In the case of a file, a new file is opened in the code

editor. You can rename the file or folder by clicking its context menu arrow in the Project

Explorer, clicking Rename, and then entering the name you want.

Add a Cordova Browser Widget to a Form

Tomake Cordova content accessible to the user of your app, you add a Cordova browser widget to a

form. For information about its properties, see Cordova Browser.

To add a Cordova browser widget to a form, do the following:

1. Open the form that you want to add the Cordova browser widget to.

2. From theWidget tab of the Library Explorer, under the AdvancedWidgets section, drag a

CordovaBrowser widget onto the form. The Cordova browser widget becomes the widget of

focus on the Visualizer Canvas.

3. Associate an HTML file—typically Index.html for Cordova content—with the Cordova browser

widget. To do so, on the Project tab of the Project Explorer, in the Cordova folder structure,

locate the HTML file you want to associate with the browser widget—typically Index.html for

Cordova content—and then drag it onto the Cordova browser widget. The widget'sMaster Data

property is updated to associate with the HTML file you selected.
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Add or Import Cordova Plugins

A Cordova plugin is a codemodule that extendsCordova's functionality beyond what is available in a

purely web-based app, giving your Cordova context an interface to a device's native components and

capabilities, such as the battery status or camera.

Cordova plugins can either be added or imported.When you add a plugin in Kony Visualizer, you are

in fact fetching it from the Apache Cordova web site. Kony Visualizer searches the Cordova plugin

catalog and lists the available plugins so that you can add the ones you want. In contrast, when you

import a Cordova plugin into a Kony Visualizer project, you browse your computer for a plugin that you

have already downloaded.

By default, a number of Cordova plugins are supported in KonyQuantumApp. For more information,

see Default Cordova Plugins for KonyQuantumApp.

To add Cordova plugins, do the following:

1. On the Edit menu, clickManage Cordova Plugins. TheManage Cordova Plugins dialog box

displays, and lists any plugins that you have already added to the project.

2. Click Add. Kony Visualizer populates the dialog boxwith the Cordova plugins available on the

Cordova Plugins page of the Apache Cordova web site.

3. In the Search text box, type keywords that help narrow the scope of the plugins listed.

4. Click the name of the plugin you want, and then click Add. The plugin is added to the list of

plugins associated with your project.

5. Code your Cordova context to access the plugin. For more information, see CordovaBrowser

Widget in the Kony Visualizer Widget Programmer's Guide.

To import Cordova plugins, do the following:

1. On the Edit menu, clickManage Cordova Plugins. TheManage Cordova Plugins dialog box

displays, and lists any plugins that you have already added to the project.

2. Click Import.
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3. Navigate to the location of the plugin, select it, and then clickOK. The plugin is added to the list

of plugins associated with your project.

4. Code your Cordova context to access the plugin. For more information, see CordovaBrowser

Widget in the Kony Visualizer Widget Programmer's Guide.

Default Cordova Plugins for Kony Quantum App

Kony Visualizer by default supports the following plugins for KonyQuantumApp:

Battery Device Network Information

BlueTooth LE DeviceMotion Notification

Camera Device Orientation Push

Capture File Splashscreen

CodePush File Transfer StatusBar

Console Geolocation Vibration

Contacts Globalization Whitelist

Cordova SQLite storage InAppBrowser

CrossWalk WebView engine Media

Best Practices for Creating Cordova Applications

To ensure the best performance and security, it is recommended that you adhere to the following best

practices.
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Invoking Kony Fabric Services from Cordova

With Kony Visualizer, a Cordova application can invoke Kony Fabric services. And if your application

requires it, you can invoke Kony Fabric services from both a Cordova context and a native context.

If your Kony Visualizer project includes both native forms and Cordova forms, it is best to invoke Kony

Fabric services from the native context, and then pass the required data to the Cordova browser

widget.

Prevent the Execution of Unverified JavaScript Functions

To prevent the execution of any unverified JavaScript functions on a device, any functions that are

invoked for use in the Browser or Cordova Browser widgets should exist in the underlying JavaScript

files of your project.

Manually Customize the Cordova-Generated Android Project

While integrating your Cordova-generated Android project, certain gradle dependency conflicts or

android.support to androidx conversion issues can arise. FromKony Visualizer V8 SP4

Fixpack 47, you canmanually customize this Cordova project and then resolve these issues.

You can bundle this customized Cordova project by specifying the cordovabuildmode property as

incremental in the androidbuild.properties file. For more information about the

cordovabuildmode property, click here.

To manually customize your Cordova-generated Android project, follow these steps:

1. Youmust build your kony project at least once to get a temporary cordova folder, where the

actual Cordova project is copied and built.

2. After the kony project is built once (whichmay fail due to unresolved android.support

references or due to some other build conflicts), youmust copy all the contents in the

<konyproject>\cordovatemp\platforms\android folder to the

<konyproject>/cordovaprebuilt folder.

The Cordova project (which is, <konyproject>/cordovaprebuilt) is now available for

customization.
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Note: If you face any android.support to androidxconflicts, you canmanually

change those references. Alternatively, with Android Studio 3.2 and later, you canmigrate

an existing project to AndroidX by selecting Refactor > Migrate to AndroidX from themenu

bar. This action converts all android.support references to androidx.

3. To pick the customization from the new Cordova project, youmust specify the value of the

cordovabuildmode property as incremental in the androidbuild.properties file,

which is located at: <konyproject>/androidbuild.properties.

Note: If you do not specify the cordovabuildmode property, the

<konyproject>/cordovaprebuilt folder will be ignored.

Note: If you specify the cordovabuildmode property, the

<konyproject>/cordovaprebuilt folder must be available; otherwise, the build will

fail.

Errors and Workarounds

While developing Cordova supported applications in Kony Visualizer, youmight see the following

errors due tomemory-related issues.

Execution failed for task ':mergeDebugResources'

Error: java.util.concurrent.ExecutionException: java.io.IOException: The pipe is being closed

Follow the steps below to fix the problem:

1. Navigate to the home directory of the user.

You can navigate to the User home directory by running the command (Windows + R)

%userprofile% onWindowsmachines and ~/ onMacs.

2. In the directory, create a new file with the name gradle.properties.
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3. Copy the code below and paste it in the gradle.properties file.

org.gradle.jvmargs=-Xms512M -Xmx4g -XX:MaxPermSize=2048m -

XX:MaxMetaspaceSize=1g -Dkotlin.daemon.jvm.options="-Xmx1g"

4. Save and close the gradle.properties file.

5. Run the command gradle -- stop on your machine. This action stops theGradle process

and unlocks any locked files byGradle.

Incorporate Amazon AWS Services

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

With Kony Visualizer, you can download and import the Amazon AWS JS SDK into your project to

integrate AWS cloud services into your app, which are available for the iOS, Android, andWindows

platforms.

Amazon offers separate AWS JS SDKs for Node.js and browser-based implementation. Kony

Visualizer uses the browser SDK.

After importing the Amazon AWS JS SDK into your project, you access the AWS APIs, enabling your

app to interface with the following AWS services:

l Amazon Cognito Identity. For adding user sign-up and sign-in to your apps, including the

capability to authenticate users through Facebook, Twitter, or Amazon, whether via SAML or

another identity system.
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l Amazon Cognito Sync. For synchronizing app-related user data acrossmobile devices and the

webwithout the need for your own backend.

l Amazon DynamoDB. For storing, updating, and querying JSON documents.

l Amazon Kinesis. For loading and analyzing streaming data on AWS, and creating custom

streaming apps for data.

l Amazon AWS Lambda. For administrating the running of code for just about any application or

backend service without the overhead of having to provision andmanage servers yourself.

l Amazon Mobile Analytics. For gathering app usage and revenue data, includingmeasuring

new versus returning users, tracking user retention, andmonitoring custom in-app behavior

events so that you canmake data-driven business decisions.

l Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3). For backing up and archiving data.

Tasks Involved in Integrating AWS Cloud Services into Your App

Incorporating Amazon AWS services into your project involves the following tasks:

Enable AWS JS SDK Functionality

Download the AWS JS SDK

Import the AWS JS SDK into Your Project

Integrate your App with AWS Services

Enable AWS JS SDK Functionality

AWS JS SDK functionality is enabled in the Project Settings dialog box.

To enable AWS JS SDK functionality, do the following:

1. On the File menu, click Settings.

2. On the Application tab, check the Enable AWS SDK checkbox.
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3. Click Finish.

Download the AWS JS SDK

Amazon offers separate AWS JS SDKs for Node.js and browser-based implementation. Kony

Visualizer uses the browser SDK. You can download either the default build of the SDK, or build your

own customized SDK to include services not available in the default SDK. For more information about

building a customSDK, see Building the SDK for Browsers in Amazon's AWS SDK for JavaScript

Developer Guide.

To download the AWS JS SDK, do the following:

1. On the Edit menu, point to Manage AWS SDK, and then click Download. Doing so opens a

browser that navigates to the Amazon AWS SDK for JavaScript in the Browser page.

2. In the Download portion of the page, click one of the following buttons:

l Download the default build. Clicking this button leads to a version of the SDK that

includes all the AWS services needed to support the cross-origin resource sharing

(CORS) standard for accessing web resources on different domains. Next, under the

Download section for the latest release of the SDK, click browser.zip, and then save the

file to your computer.

l Customize your build. Clicking this button leads to a version of the SDK that gives you

the option of selecting additional services, such as AWS.CloudSearch and

AWS.AppStream. Initially, this customSDK includes all the services of the default SDK,

but you can deselect any or all of the default services to be part of your customSDK.

Next, under the Build Configuration list of services, ensure theMinified option is

selected, and then click Build. Your customSDK is bundled as a .js file which, after a

minute or so, you are prompted to save to your computer. For more information, see

Building the SDK for Browsers in Amazon's AWS SDK for JavaScript Developer Guide.

3. Using your computer's file browser, navigate to the folder where the AWS JS SDK was saved.

If you downloaded the default SDK as a .zip file, select it and extract its contents, which consist
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of two .js files: aminified and developer version of the SDK. For optimal app performance, the

minified version is recommended.

Import the AWS JS SDK into Your Project

Once you have downloaded the Amazon AWS JS SDK, you import it into your product so that you can

invoke and build its services into your app.

Note: Importing the AWS JS SDK adds it only to your current project; it does not globally import

the SDK so that it's available to all projects.

To import the AWS JS SDK into your project, do the following:

1. On the Edit menu, point to Manage AWS SDK, and then click Import.

2. Navigate to the folder where you downloaded the SDK.

3. If you downloaded and extracted the default version of the SDK, you will see two .js files listed: a

minified version and a developer version. For better app performance, select theminified

version (aws-sdk.min.js). If you downloaded a custom version, its file name uses the

following naming convention, where n represents numbers: aws-sdk-n.nn.n.min.js.

4. ClickOpen. Kony Visualizer imports the AWS JS SDK into your project in the following folder:

<WorkSpaceName>\<ProjectName>\cloudssdks

Integrate your App with AWS Services

Once you have imported the Amazon AWS JS SDK into your project, you can write code that

accesses the AWS cloud services you want to use in your app. An example follows the upcoming

procedure. The intellisense capabilities of the Kony Visualizer code editor assist you in using the

correct AWS JS SDK syntax.
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For more information on how to structure your code, seeWorking with Services in the SDK for

JavaScript in Amazon's AWS SDK for JavaScript Developer Guide. To access Amazon's AWS API

reference, see AWS SDK for JavaScript. For code examples, see SDK for JavaScript Code

Examples.

Important: Your code needs to reference the applicable AppKey and AppSecret.

To integrate AWS Services into your app, do the following:

1. In the Project Explorer, on the Project tab, hover over Modules, click its context menu arrow,

and then click New JS module. A new file is opened in the code editor. You can rename the file

by clicking its context menu arrow in the Project Explorer, clicking Rename, and then entering

the name you want.

2. Write the code necessary to access the AWS APIs and invoke the AWS services you want to

use. Ensure that your codemakes reference to the applicable AppKey and AppSecret.

AWS Services Integration Example

The following code sample illustrates how you can use the Lambda API and invoke a Lambda function

on AWS. For more code examples, see SDK for JavaScript Code Examples in Amazon's AWS SDK

for JavaScript Developer Guide.

var awsDemo = (function(AWS, config) { 

AWS.config.update({    

accessKeyId: config.accessKeyId,

    secretAccessKey: config.secretAccessKey,

    httpOptions: {      

timeout: 1800000,

      xhrAsync: true   

}

});  

AWS.config.region = cpnfig.region;  

var dynamodb = new AWS.DynamoDB({    
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apiVersion: '2012-08-10'  

});   

var cognitoidentity = new AWS.CognitoIdentity({    

apiVersion: '2014-06-30'   

});  

var cognitoidentityserviceprovider = new

AWS.CognitoIdentityServiceProvider();  

var cognitosync = new AWS.CognitoSync();  

var lambda = new AWS.Lambda();  

var bucket = new AWS.S3({

apiVersion: '2006-03-01',

                         params: {                           

Bucket: config.Bucket                         

}

});  

function validateUser(userDetails, callback) {   

var params = {     

FunctionName: 'validateUser',

     InvocationType: 'RequestResponse',

     LogType: 'None',

     Payload: JSON.stringify(userDetails)

};    

lambda.invoke(params, function(err, data) {     

if (err) kony.print("error in validation " + err);

//an error occurred     else {       var playLoad = JSON.parse

(data.Payload);       callback &amp;&amp; callback(playLoad);     }

    });  }});
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Set App Lifecycle Events

The arc of activity from the time an app is launched and enters into a device'smemory to when it is

exited and released frommemory is referred to as the app's lifecycle. Particular phases characterize

the lifecycle of an app, such as the following (which are explained in greater detail later): Pre-

initialization, Post-initialization, App Service, Deeplink, On View State Change, andOn Search.

For any of these phases, you can design your app to launch action sequences, as your app requires.

App lifecycle action sequences are supported for all four available app channels, namelyMobile,

Tablet, Desktop, andWatch.

To set app lifecycle events, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, open the project for which you want to set action sequences for the app's

lifecycle.

2. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, click either Mobile, Tablet, Desktop, or Watch.

The Visualizer Canvas displays text indicating that you can define app life cycle events from the

Properties Editor.

3. On the App Events tab of the Properties Editor, click the Edit button of the app lifecycle phase

for which you want to create action sequences. Doing so opens the Action Editor. All four

available app channels consist of the following app lifecycle phases:

l Pre Appinit. Pre-initialization, which refers to that part of the app lifecycle after the app is

launched but prior to it loading.

l Post Appinit. Post-initialization, which refers to that part of the app lifecycle after the app

has loaded, but prior to the displaying of data.

l App Service. Refers to the launching of background services that the app relies upon.

l Deeplink. Refers to creating services links in your app that enable third-party native and

browser applications to connect to your app, providing a unified and seamless

experience.

Additionally, the Tablet channel includes the following two app lifecycle phases:
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l On View State Change. Refers to any time the state of the view changes between

portrait and landscape, or between normal view and full screen.

l On Search. Refers to any time a search is initiated.

4. Using the Action Editor, create the action sequences you want. For more information, see Add

Actions.

Using Native Function APIs and Widgets

With Kony Visualizer, you can take advantage of native functionality for iOS and Android.

Click any of the following topics for more information.

Enable Native Function APIs

Add or Import Native Function APIs

Using the Native UI Container

Enable Native Function APIs

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

With Kony Visualizer, you can use native function APIs for iOS and Android in your apps.

To enable native function APIs, do the following:

1. On the File menu, click Settings. Doing so opens the Project Settings dialog box.

2. Click the Native tab, and then do any of the following, depending on the platforms you're

enabling native function APIs for:

l Click the iPhone/iPad/Watch sub-tab, and then check the Enable Native Function APIs

check box.
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l Click the Android sub-tab, and then in theMiscellaneous section, check the Enable

Native Function APIs check box.

Important: If Kony Visualizer does not find any Android native function APIs in the

project, functionality to support them is disabled, even if you enable it in the Project

Settings dialog box. However, once you add or import Android native function APIs,

Kony Visualizer automatically enables support for them. For information on adding or

importing Android native function APIs, see Add or Import Native Function APIs.

3. Click Finish.

Add or Import Native Function APIs

In Kony Visualizer, you can add native function APIs for use with native UI widgets. These native UI

widgets are platform-specific widgets to either iOS or Android, and can be used in an application by

placing them in a native UI container widget called a NativeContainer. A native UI container can only

be used for native UI widgets; it cannot contain any Kony cross-platformwidgets. For more

information, see Using the Native UI Container.

To add native function APIs, do the following:

1. On the Edit menu, clickManage Native Function API(s). The Native Function Interface dialog

box displays, and lists any native APIs you have already added or imported into the project.

2. Click the platform you want to download an API for, either iOS or Android.

3. Click Add. Kony Visualizer retrieves a list of native APIs available for the platform you chose.

4. In the Search text box, type keywords that help narrow the scope of the APIs listed.

5. From the list, select an API you want, and then click Add.

6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 until you have added all the native APIs you want.
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7. When you are finished adding native APIs, close the dialog box by clicking the X in the upper

right corner.

To import native function APIs, do the following:

1. On the Edit menu, clickManage Native Function API. The Native Function Interface dialog box

displays, and lists any native APIs you have already added or imported into the project.

2. Click the platform you want to download an API for, either iOS or Android.

3. Click Import.

4. Navigate to the location of the native API, select it, and then clickOK. The API is added to the

list of native APIs associated with your project.

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until you have imported all the native APIs you want.

6. When you are finished importing native APIs, close the dialog box by clicking the X in the upper

right corner.

Using the Native UI Container

In Kony Visualizer, you can use native UI widgets in addition to the existing [[[Undefined variable

MyVariables.MADP]]] cross-platformwidgets. These native UI widgets are platform-specific widgets

to either iOS or Android, and can be used in an application by placing them in a native UI container

widget called a NativeContainer. A native UI container can only be used for native UI widgets; it

cannot contain any [[[Undefined variableMyVariables.MADP]]] cross-platformwidgets.

You can place a NativeContainer widget in a FlexContainer, FlexScrollContainer, component, or

master. However, you cannot add it to the Tab and TabPane container widgets, nor can you add it to

templates. Even a component or master containing a NativeContainer widget cannot be placed in a

template.
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Once it's added, to be able to see a NativeContainer widget listed in the widget library, you have to

select that platform's canvas on the Visualizer Canvas. For example, the iOS NativeContainer will not

display in the widget library if the platform of choice on the Visualizer Canvas is Android: Native. You'd

need to select Apple-iOS: Native.

To add a NativeContainer or native UI widget to an app, you first must download it and add it to Kony

Visualizer. The following procedure describes how to do so, along with how to activate the

NativeContainer and native UI widget once it's downloaded. For more information about SSMs and

NativeContainers, see the Kony Visualizer API Developer's Guide.

To learn how to use this widget programmatically, refer [[[Undefined variableMyVariables.MADP]]]

Widget guide.

Download and Activate the Assets for the Native Container

To download and activate the native function UI API assets for NativeContainer widgets, do the

following:

1. Download the Native Function UI API you want from the Kony install site. They are located at

the bottom of the page under the heading, Other Downloads.

2. On the Project menu of Kony Visualizer, click Add JS Modules. The Add JS Modules dialog

box opens.

3. In the Add JS Module dialog box, click Browse, and then navigate and select an native function

UI API zip file that you downloaded.

4. Click Finish. A message box appears indicating that the API was successfully added to your

app. ClickOK.

5. Repeat steps 2 through 4 for each API that you want to add.

6. Click the Project Settings icon. The Project Settings window openswith the Self Sufficient

Module tab added. Click the Self Sufficient Module tab. The tab openswith the name of the

native function API that you imported, displayed with a check box under the platform to which it

is applicable.
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7. Select the check boxes of the native function APIs that you want to use aswidgets with the

native UI container, and then click Finish.

8. On the Visualizer Canvas, select the platform of the SSM that you just added to Kony Visualizer.

9. In the widget library, scroll to the bottom. You will see a new category of widget called

NativeContainer, and listed under it is the widget itself. You can now drag the native UI

container onto your app and add the imported native UI widgets to it.

Add or Import Native Function APIs for the Native Container

To add native function APIs for NativeContainer widgets, do the following:

1. On the Edit menu, click Add Native Function API. The Native Function Interface dialog box

displays, and lists any native APIs you have already added or imported into the project.

2. Click the platform you want to download an API for, either iOS or Android.

3. Click Add. Kony Visualizer retrieves a list of native APIs available for the platform you chose.

4. In the Search text box, type keywords that help narrow the scope of the APIs listed.

5. From the list, select an API you want, and then click Add.

6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 until you have added all the native APIs you want.

7. When you are finished adding native APIs, close the dialog box by clicking the X in the upper

right corner.

8. On the Visualizer Canvas, select the platform that corresponds to the NativeContainer widget

you want to add.

9. In the widget library, scroll to the bottom. You will see a new category of widget called

NativeContainer, and listed under it is the widget itself. You can now drag the native UI

container onto your app and associate the added native APIs to it.

To import native function APIs for NativeContainer widgets, do the following:
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1. On the Edit menu, click Add Native Function API. The Native Function Interface dialog box

displays, and lists any native APIs you have already added or imported into the project.

2. Click the platform you want to download an API for, either iOS or Android.

3. Click Import.

4. Navigate to the location of the native API, select it, and then clickOK. The API is added to the

list of native APIs associated with your project.

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until you have imported all the native APIs you want.

6. When you are finished importing native APIs, close the dialog box by clicking the X in the upper

right corner.

7. On the Visualizer Canvas, select the platform that corresponds to the NativeContainer widget

you want to add.

8. In the widget library, scroll to the bottom. You will see a new category of widget called

NativeContainer, and listed under it is the widget itself. You can now drag the native UI

container onto your app and associate the imported native APIs to it.
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Add Actions

Once you have added widgets to a form, youmake them functional by adding actions to them. In Kony

Visualizer, there are eight categories of actions that you can add to a widget. Click a category for

instructions on how to add its actions to an action sequence.

Conditions Actions: For running an action based on certain conditions.

Navigation Actions: For navigating from one form to another, displaying, anchoring, or dismissing a

pop-up, or closing an app.

Widgets Actions: For setting widget properties, updatingmaster data, replacing a widget skin, or

setting amap location.

External Actions: For sending an SMSmessage, an email message, displaying an alert, or opening a

webpage.

Functions Actions: For writing code snippets or reusing an existing action.

Animation Actions: For moving, scaling, rotating, or transforming a widget, or changing its background

color.

Network APIs Actions: For invoking synchronous or asynchronous services.

Mapping Actions: For mapping (i.e. associating) the properties of one widget with another.

For the above actions, when you right-click on them in an action sequence, the following options are

available:

l Copy: For copying an action.

l Paste: For pasting a copied action. Available when you copy an action

l Delete: For deleting an action.

l Move Down: For moving down an action in the sequence. Available whenmore than one action

is defined.
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l Move Up: For moving up an action in the sequence. Available whenmore than one action is

defined.

l Indent In: For moving an action inside a condition action. Available when an action is below a

condition action.

l Indent Out: For moving an action outside a condition action. Available when an action is below a

condition action.

This topic also contains information related to the following subjects:

Important Considerations

AddWatch Actions

Validate the Code of an Action

Generate Code from an Action

Copy an Action Sequence

Disable an Action

List All Action Sequences in the ActionsNode

Important Considerations

The following are limitations you should be aware of relative to actions:

l Animation actions are available only for flex widgets.

l The Action Editor does not checkwhether you have assigned a valid action or not. If you assign

an invalid action, the appmight not function as expected during functional preview.

l You cannot run the actions on the Visualizer Canvas.

l The Properties Editor always displays the properties of themost recently selected widget. If you
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switch to an action sequence or code, regardless of what widget it is associated with, the

Properties Editor will continue to display the properties of themost recently selected widget, and

those properties will not be currently editable.

Important: If your project was originally created using Kony Visualizer 2.5 that was then

imported into Kony Studio 6.5, and you import it into the latest version of Kony Visualizer,

the action sequences are not imported.

Add Watch Actions

In Kony Visualizer, you add action sequences for AppleWatch as functionswritten in the Swift

programming language; watchOS does not support JavaScript. For more information, see Swift on

the Apple Developer site.

You can access all the Swift code snippets in your project from theWatch folder, located under

Modules on the Project pane of the Project Explorer.

Important: For projects withWatch action sequenceswritten in JavaScript, created in Kony

Visualizer 7.0, to continue working on such a project in Kony Visualizer 7.0.3 or later, thoseWatch

action sequenceswill have to be rewritten in Swift. When you attempt to open such a project in

Kony Visualizer 7.0.3, a dialog box appears stating that continuing will cause allWatch action

sequenceswith JavaScript to be dropped, and theywill need to be rewritten. You can choose to

continue, which opens the project and drops thoseWatch action sequenceswith JavaScript, or

cancel, which doesn't open the project and leaves it unchanged.

To add a Swift code snippet, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, navigate to theWatch channel, locate the form or

widget you want to apply the action to, click its context menu arrow, and then select one of the

action sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an

action sequence for you to configure.
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2. Click Add Swift Snippet from the Functions section. The action is added to the action sequence

and is the current action of focus.

3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, in the code editor, enter the Swift code that you want to

add, or paste it in from another source by pressing Ctrl+V.

4. Save the action by pressing Ctrl+S.

Validate the Code of an Action

Once you have configured an action, you can check to ensure that the code of the action sequence is

valid.

To validate the code of an action sequence, do the following:

1. Open the action sequence that you want to validate. To do so, select the widget with the action

sequence, click the Action tab on the Properties pane, and then click the Edit button of the

action you want. The action sequence opens on the Visualizer Canvas.

2. Kony Visualizer points out statements in the action sequence that are in error or are incomplete

with a red information icon. Correct these statements.

3. When you're ready to validate the action sequence, on the Visualizer Canvas, to the right of the

Action ID, click Validate Code.

4. Kony Visualizer evaluates the action sequence. If the code is not valid, follow the feedback of

the validator and correct the sequence.
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5. If you revised the sequence, click Validate Code again. Kony Visualizer verifies the validity of

the action sequence with amessage.

Generate Code from an Action

Once you have configured an action, you can generate a code snippet that you can reuse in a

JavaScript module.

To generate code from an action, do the following:

1. Open the action sequence that you want to generate code from. To do so, select the widget with

the action sequence, click the Action tab on the Properties pane, and then click the Edit button

of the action you want. The action sequence opens on the Visualizer Canvas.

2. On the Visualizer Canvas, just to the right of the Action ID, clickGenerate Code.

3. In the Code window that appears, select the tab for the platform and channel that you want.
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4. Click in the pane to set the focus, and then select the code snippet by pressing Ctrl+A.

5. Copy the snippet by pressing Ctrl+C.

Note: The Properties Editor always displays the properties of themost recently selected

widget. If you switch to an action sequence or code, regardless of what widget it is

associated with, the Properties Editor will continue to display the properties of themost

recently selected widget, and those properties will not be currently editable.

Copy an Action Sequence

You can copy an entire action sequence and apply it to another widget.

To copy an action sequence, do the following:

1. Open the action sequence you want to copy.

2. Right-click the top node name of the action sequence, and then click Copy.

3. Navigate to the widget you want to paste the action sequence to, right-click it, and then select

the action that you want to paste to.

4. Right-click the top node name of the action sequence, and then click Paste.

Disable an Action

You can disable an action to help you isolate trouble areas in your testing of action sequences.

To disable an action in an action sequence, do the following:

1. Open the action sequence that has the action or actions you want to disable.

2. Right-click the action you want to disable, and click Disable. The name of the action fades,

indicating that it is disabled.
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List All Action Sequences in the Actions Node

By default, the only action sequences that display in the Actions node of the Project tab in the Project

Explorer are those actions that you create fromwithin the Action node. In contrast, action sequences

that you add to widgets do not appear in the Actions node. If you want, you can have all action

sequences display in the Actions node.

To list all action sequences in the Actions node, do the following:

l Do one of the following, depending on the edition of Kony Visualizer you are using:

l Kony Visualizer. On the Edit menu, click Preferences. ClickGeneral in the left pane,

select Show All Actions, and then click Apply.

l Kony Visualizer Classic. On theWindow menu, click Preferences. ClickGeneral in the

left pane, select Show All Actions, click Apply, and then clickOK.

Important: Youmust click Apply before clicking OK. If you clickOK without clicking

Apply, your selection is not saved, and so your changes are not applied.

Invoke Sublime Text from Kony Visualizer

FromV8 SP4 onwards, you can invoke the latest version of Sublime Text (a third-party source code

editor) fromwithin Kony Visualizer. This feature ensures that developers have the option to use an

alternative tool to write andmodify code within Visualizer, in addition to Visualizer's in-built code editor.

You can alsomake use of the auto-complete Intellisense feature for KonyUI, API, and SDK functions

while working with Sublime Text.

Sublime Text is a proprietary cross-platform source code editor with a Python API. This source code

editor natively supports various programming andmarkup languages. You can use Sublime Text to

add functionswith plugins, which are typically community-built andmaintained under free-software

licenses.

Prerequisites

Before you can start using Sublime Text fromVisualizer, youmust meet the following prerequisites:
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l Use Kony Visualizer V8 SP4

l Install the latest version of Sublime Text

l Install Package Control

l Install Ternjs for Sublime Text (to add Intellisense for Kony APIs)

Enable Sublime Text

After you havemet the prerequisitesmentioned previously, youmust enable the feature to invoke

Sublime Text fromVisualizer.

Note: By default, Visualizer will recognize Sublime Text if it is installed at a default location.

For Kony Visualizer Enterprise

To enable the feature for Kony Visualizer Enterprise, follow these steps:

1. In Kony Visualizer Enterprise, do the following:

l For Windows: On themainmenu, clickWindow and then click Preferences.

l For Mac: On themainmenu, click Kony Visualizer and then click Preferences.

The Preferences window appears.

2. From the left pane, expand Kony Visualizer and click Code Editor. The Code Editor section

appears.

3. Under the Sublime section, click Browse and select the absolute file path where you installed

Sublime Text in your local system.

For example, C:\ProgramFiles\Sublime Text 3\sublime_text.exe.

For more information, click the Using Sublime Text with Visualizer link. You will be navigated to

the Kony Basecamp article on using Sublime Text.
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4. ClickOK. The Sublime Text feature is enabled.

For Kony Visualizer

To enable the feature for Kony Visualizer, follow these steps:

1. In Kony Visualizer, do the following:

l For Windows: On themainmenu, click Edit and then click Preferences.

l For Mac: On themainmenu, click Kony Visualizer and then click Preferences.

The Visualizer Preferences window appears.

2. From the left pane, click Code Editor. The Code Editor section appears.

3. Under the Sublime section, click Browse and select the absolute file path where you installed

Sublime Text in your local system.

For example, C:\ProgramFiles\Sublime Text 3\sublime_text.exe.
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For more information, click the Using Sublime Text with Visualizer link. You will be navigated to

the Kony Basecamp article on using Sublime Text.

4. Click Done. The Sublime Text feature is enabled.

Open a JavaScript File with Sublime Text

Now that you have enabled the required option, you can open any JavaScript file in Sublime Text from

Visualizer.

To do so, follow these steps:

1. In your Kony Visualizer project, in the Project Explorer, right-click a JavaScript file/folder. A

context menu appears.
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2. ClickOpen with Sublime. The Sublime Text source code editor appears with the code snippet

of that particular JavaScript file/folder.

You canmake any changes to the code in any JavaScript file/folder by using Sublime Text.
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Add Intellisense for Kony APIs

You can add the auto-complete Intellisense feature for KonyUI, API, and SDK functionswhile

working with Sublime Text fromVisualizer. Youmust install the Ternjs for Sublime package to enable

this feature. Ternjs is a package for Sublime Text that provides JavaScript auto-fill intelligence.

To install Ternjs, follow these steps:

1. Install the Ternjs for Sublime package fromGitHub.

2. Check out the following code into a sub-directory of your Sublime Text's Packages directory.

cd /path/to/sublime-text-N/Packages

git clone https://github.com/ternjs/tern_for_sublime.git

3. Ensure that you have installed node.js and npm (Tern is a JavaScript program), and then install

the dependencies of the package.

cd tern_for_sublime

npm install

Note: OnOS X, youmight also need to install the FixMacPath Sublime plugin to help Sublime

Text to locate your node binary.

Once you successfully install the Ternjs for Sublime package, the Kony JavaScript auto-complete

feature appears as you start typing in the Sublime Text editor.

Note: If you have not installed the Ternjs for Sublime package, theMissing Dependencies

window appears asking you to install that package.
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Create a Condition Based on a Form's Orientation

With Kony Visualizer, you can have an action sequence execute a conditional statement based on a

form's orientation.

To create a conditional statement based on a form's orientation, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the form you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as postShow. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, click one of the four

types of conditions from the Conditions section. The action is added to the action sequence and

is the current action of focus.

3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, from the leftmost drop-down list, set the condition to

Widget Property.
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4. Click the next field over, and with the form being the widget of choice, click displayOrientation.

5. Set the operator you want, most likely either Equals or Not Equal to.

6. Set the second condition to Value.

7. In the last field, enter one of the following values, depending on whether the condition is portrait,

landscape, or both:
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constants.FORM_DISPLAY_ORIENTATION_PORTRAIT

constants.FORM_DISPLAY_ORIENTATION_LANDSCAPE

constants.FORM_DISPLAY_ORIENTATION_BOTH

8. Save the action sequence by pressing Ctrl+S.

Conditions Actions

The conditional behaviors that you can assign are as follows:

Action Property

If Condition Specifies an action to be executed when one or more conditions are
satisfied.

Else If
Condition

Specifies an action to be executed when one or more conditions (in
addition to the If condition) are satisfied.

Else
Condition

Specifies an action to be executed when an If orElse If condition is not
satisfied.

Channel
Condition

Specifies for which channels an action is executed.

To add conditional behavior to an action sequence, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, click one of the four

types of conditions from the Conditions section. The action is added to the action sequence and

is the current action of focus.
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3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, set the conditions that you want to bemet. To add

additional conditions, click the green plus icon. To delete a condition, click its corresponding red

x icon.

4. Add the action or actions that you want to carry out when the condition ismet by locating and

clicking the action from the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor. To

subordinate the action under the conditional statement, right-click the action you just added, and

then click Indent In.

5. Repeat steps 2 through 5 for any other conditional behavior that you want to associate with the

action sequence.

6. Save the action by pressing Ctrl+S.

Navigation Actions

The navigational actions that you can use in an action sequence are as follows:

Action Property

Navigate to Form Navigates from one form to another.

Display Popup Opens a pop-up.

Anchor Popup Anchors a pop-up to the form from where the pop-up is called.

Dismiss Popup Closes a pop-up.

Exit App Closes the application.

To add conditional behavior to an action sequence, do the following:
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1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, click one of the five

navigation actions from the Navigation section. The action is added to the action sequence and

is the current action of focus.

3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, select the form or popup that the navigational action

applies to (this step isn't used for the Exit App action).

4. Save the action by pressing Ctrl+S.

Widgets Actions

From theWidgets section of the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, you

can add any of the following four actions. Click an action for instructions on how to add it to an action

sequence.

Action Property

Set Widget Property Alters a widget's property. The following are the properties that
you can define:

l isVisible:This property defines whether you wanted a
widget to appear in an application.

l text: This property allows you to update the text that is
displayed on a widget.

l src: This property allows you to update an image to the
Image2widget.
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Action Property

Set Master Data Somewidgets, such as CheckBoxGroup, ComboBox,
DataGrid, RadioButtonGroup, PickerView, and Segment2,
need to be configured with an initial set of options or data
before they canmeet the needs for which you're using them.
This initial configuration is referred to as the widget's master
data.

Set Widget Skin Modifies which skin is associated with the widget.

Set Map Location Assigns map coordinates to aMapwidget.

Set Widget Property

To configure an action that sets a particular property for a widget, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, click Set Widget

Property from theWidgets section. The action is added to the action sequence and is the

current action of focus.

3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, from the Property drop-down list, select the property

that you want to set. When you do so, that property's sub-properties display.

4. Make changes to the sub-properties.

5. For each additional widget property that you want to set for this action sequence, repeat steps 2

through 4.

6. Save the action by pressing Ctrl+S.
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Set Master Data

Somewidgets, such as the CheckBoxGroup, ComboBox, DataGrid, RadioButtonGroup, PickerView,

and Segment2, need to be configured with an initial set of options or data before they canmeet the

needs for which you're using them. For instance, a checkbox group needs to be configured with the

correct number of options, their labels, and their initial setting (either checked or not checked). This

initial configuration is referred to as the widget'smaster data.

Setting themaster data is applicable only for certain widgets.

To configure an action that sets the master data for a widget, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

This widget needs to be capable of havingmaster data set for it, such as a CheckBoxGroup.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, click Set Master

Data from theWidgets section. The action is added to the action sequence and is the current

action of focus.

3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, click Set Master Data.

4. Configure themaster data so that the data set of the widget contains the data you want as a

result of the action.

5. When you are finished, clickOK.

6. Save the action by pressing Ctrl+S.

Set Widget Skin

To configure an action that sets the skin of a widget, do the following:
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1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, click Set Widget Skin

from theWidgets section. The action is added to the action sequence and is the current action of

focus.

3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, from the Skin drop-down list, select whether the skin

you select applies to the Skin or the focusSkin.

4. From the Theme drop-down list, select the theme you want to use.

5. Select the skin you want from the list of available skins. The quantity and names of the skins

listed depend on whether or not you have already created skins.

6. Save the action by pressing Ctrl+S.

Set Map Location

The Set Map Location action applies only to theMapwidget, and gives you the ability to set amap

location, label, and description in response to an event.

To configure an action that sets the map location for a Map widget, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, click Set Map

Location from theWidgets section. The action is added to the action sequence and is the

current action of focus.
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3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, in the Latitude text box, enter the latitude coordinate for

the location.

4. In the Longitude text box, enter the longitude coordinate for the location.

5. In the Name text box, enter the name of the location that you want the user to see.

6. In the Desc text box, enter the description of the location that you want the user to see.

7. Save the action by pressing Ctrl+S.

External Actions

From the External section of the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, you

can add any of the following four actions. Click an action for instructions on how to add it to an action

sequence.

Action Property

Send
SMS

Sends a text message.

Send
Email

Sends an email message.

Show
Alert

Displays an alert message to the user. Alerts can be one of three types:

l Confirmation: A confirmationmessage with Yes and No options
appears on the screen.

l Error: An error message appears on the screen.

l Info: An informativemessage appears on the screen. This message
can function as either a warning or a success message.

All the alerts aremodal in nature. That is, the user cannot proceed with other
UI operations until the alert is dismissed.

Open
URL

Opens a web page.
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Send SMS

To configure an action that sends an SMS message, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, click Send SMS from

the External section. The action is added to the action sequence and is the current action of

focus.

3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, in the Send SMS to number text field, enter the phone

number to where you want the SMSmessage sent.

4. In the SMS Content text field, enter the text of themessage you want sent.

5. Save the action by pressing Ctrl+S.

Send Email

To configure an action that sends an email message, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, click Send Email

from the External section. The action is added to the action sequence and is the current action of

focus.

3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, enter the appropriate values for the following:

Field Description
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To The email address of the recipient or recipients (separated by
semicolons) that the email message is being sent to.

Cc The email address of the recipient or recipients that are to receive a
"carbon copy" of the email message being sent.

Bcc The email address of the recipient or recipients that are to receive a "blind
carbon copy" of the email message being sent (i.e. the other recipients of
the email message are not able to see that the Bcc recipients are
included.

Subject The text that you want to appear in the subject line of the email message.

HTML Formatted Body Check this check box if the body of your email message includes HTML
code, otherwise, the email message is sent using simple text formatting.

Note: If you check theHTML Formatted Body check box, you
must ensure that the HTML code that you use in the body of your
email message is correct. Otherwise, your messagemay not display
correctly.

Body The text that you want to appear in the body of the email message. This
text appears in simple text format unless you check theHTML
Formatted Body check box and format the body with correct HTML
code.

4. Save the action by pressing Ctrl+S.

Show Alert

To configure an action that shows an alert, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.
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2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, click Show Alert from

the External section. The action is added to the action sequence and is the current action of

focus.

3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, enter the appropriate values for the following:

Field Description

Alert Type From the Alert Type drop-down list, select eitherConfirmation, Error, or
Info.

Alert Title The text that the user will see in the title bar of the alert. Alternately, if you
are localizing the app and have set up an internationalization (i18n) key
for this value, select the key you want from the Alert Title i18n drop-down
list.

Yes Label The button text that the user will see to accept the information of the alert,
commonly configured as Yes orOK. Alternately, if you are localizing the
app and have set up an internationalization (i18n) key for this value,
select the key you want from the Yes Label i18n drop-down list.

No Label The button text that the user will see to reject the information of the alert,
commonly configured as No orCancel. Alternately, if you are localizing
the app and have set up an internationalization (i18n) key for this value,
select the key you want from the No Label i18n drop-down list.

Alert Icon If you want an icon to accompany the alert message, click Browse,
select the .png format image you want to use (or provide a URL to an
externally located image), and then click OK.

Message Type From theMessage Type drop-down list, select eitherConstant or
Expression.

Alert Message The body of the alert, informing users of what you want them to know.
Alternately, if you are localizing the app and have set up an
internationalization (i18n) key for this value, select the key you want from
the Alert Message i18n drop-down list.

4. Save the action by pressing Ctrl+S.
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Open URL

To configure an action that opens a URL, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, clickOpen URL from

the External section. The action is added to the action sequence and is the current action of

focus.

3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, in the URL to Open text box, enter the URL that you

want to open.

Functions Actions

From the Functions section of the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, you

can add any of the following four actions. Click an action for instructions on how to add it to an action

sequence.

Action Description

Add Local Variable Adds a variable that is available within a function. Local
variable can be of type Constant or Expression and take the
following data type: String, Number, Boolean and or Collection.

Add Snippet Opens the code editor where you can write or paste a code
snippet for use within a function.

Add Swift Snippet Available only for theWatch channel. Opens the code editor
where you can write or paste a Swift code snippet for use within
a function. To create action sequences for watchOS, youmust
use Swift; watchOS does not support JavaScript.
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Action Description

Call Actions Calls the action of your choosing from a list of available
actions. To use this feature, you have to have already set up at
least one action in the Project Explorer, on the Project tab,
under the Actions section.

Invoke Function Invokes the function of your choosing from a list of available
functions.

Add Local Variable

To add a local variable, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, click Add Local

Variable from the Functions section. The action is added to the action sequence and is the

current action of focus.

3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, in the Name text box, enter a name for the variable.

4. From the Value Type drop-down list, select a value type, either Constant or Expression.

5. In the Value field, enter the value of the local variable.

6. Save the action by pressing Ctrl+S.

Add Snippet

To add a code snippet, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action
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sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, click Add Snippet

from the Functions section. The action is added to the action sequence and is the current action

of focus.

3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, in the code editor, enter the code that you want to add,

or paste it in from another source by pressing Ctrl+V.

4. Save the action by pressing Ctrl+S.

Add Swift Snippet

In Kony Visualizer, action sequences for watchOS are written using the Swift programming language;

watchOS does not support JavaScript. For more information, see Swift on the Apple Developer site.

You can access all the Swift code snippets in your project from theWatch folder, located under

Modules on the Project pane of the Project Explorer.

Important: For projects withWatch action sequenceswritten in JavaScript, created in Kony

Visualizer 7.0, to continue working on such a project in Kony Visualizer 7.0.3 or later, thoseWatch

action sequenceswill have to be rewritten in Swift. When you attempt to open such a project in

Kony Visualizer 7.0.3, a dialog box appears stating that continuing will cause allWatch action

sequenceswith JavaScript to be dropped, and theywill need to be rewritten. You can choose to

continue, which opens the project and drops thoseWatch action sequenceswith JavaScript, or

cancel, which doesn't open the project and leaves it unchanged.

To add a Swift code snippet, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, navigate to theWatch channel, locate the form or

widget you want to apply the action to, click its context menu arrow, and then select one of the

action sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an

action sequence for you to configure.
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2. Click Add Swift Snippet from the Functions section. The action is added to the action sequence

and is the current action of focus.

3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, in the code editor, enter the Swift code that you want to

add, or paste it in from another source by pressing Ctrl+V.

4. Save the action by pressing Ctrl+S.

Call Action

To use this feature, you have to have already set up at least one action in the Project Explorer, on the

Project tab, under the Actions section.

Once you have configured the Call Action function, you can navigate to and edit the source action that

the function is calling.

To call an action, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, click Call Action from

the Functions section. The action is added to the action sequence and is the current action of

focus.

3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, from the Action Type drop-down list box, select the

action you want to call.

4. Save the action by pressing Ctrl+S.

To edit the source action that the function is calling, do the following:
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1. Open the action sequence that has the Call Action function.

2. Right-click the Call Action function, and then click Edit Source Action. The action opens in the

Action Editor.

Invoke Function

With the Invoke Function action, you choose the function you want to invoke from the Function Name

list. To locate in the code the function you're invoking, you use the Navigate to Definition feature.

To invoke a function, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, click Invoke Function

from the Functions section. The action is added to the action sequence and is the current action

of focus.

3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, from the Function Name drop-down list box, select the

function you want to invoke.

4. To locate the function you've chosen in the code, click Navigate to Definition. Kony Visualizer

opens the asset that contains the function to the line number where the function begins.

5. Save the action by pressing Ctrl+S.

Animation Actions

From the Animation section of the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, you

can add any of the following six actions. Click an action for instructions on how to add it to an action

sequence.
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Action Property

Flex Move Moves the widget from its original position.

Flex Scale Resizes a widget.

Flex Layout Moves, scales, and rotates a widget with a single action along an X
and Y axis (two dimensional).

Transform Moves, scales, and rotates a widget with a single action along an X, Y,
and Z axis (three dimensional).

Rotate Rotates a widget along an X and Y axis (two dimensional).

Rotate 3D Rotates a widget along an X, Y, and Z axis (three dimensional).

Set Style Changes the background color of a widget.

Flex Move

To move a widget, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, scroll down, and then

click Flex Move from the Animation section of available actions.

3. Update the properties with the following details, and then save your changes to the action

sequence by pressing Ctrl+S:

Property Description Examples

Animation ID The name or ID of the animation. You can use the default ID, or
you can enter your own ID, ensuring that it has no spaces, and
does not duplicate the name of an existing animation.

Move_left
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Property Description Examples

Left Specifies the distance a widget moves to the left from its original
position.

-20 px, 100 dp,
15%

Right Specifies the distance a widget moves to the right from its original
position.

10 px, 175 dp, 25%

Top Specifies the distance a widget moves to the top from its original
position.

-15 px, 200 dp, 7%

Bottom Specifies the distance a widget moves to the bottom from its
original position.

23 px, 225dp, 6%

Center X Specifies the distance a widget's center moves horizontally from
its original position.

-21 px, 263 dp,
11%

Center Y Specifies the distance a widget's center moves vertically from its
original position.

-15 px, 200 dp, 7%

Time Specifies the number of milliseconds (ms) in which an animation
is completed.

1000

Time
Function

The following time functions are available:

l Ease. Specifies a transition effect with a slow start, then
fast, then end slowly.

l Linear. Specifies a transition effect with the same speed
from start to end.

l Ease-In. Specifies a transition effect with a slow start.

l Ease-Out. Specifies a transition effect with a slow end.

l Ease-In-Out. Specifies a transition effect with a slow start
and end.

Delay Specifies the number of milliseconds (ms) to wait before starting
an animation.

2000

Repeat Specifies the number of times an action is repeated. To run the
action indefinitely, select the Infinite check box.

5
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Property Description Examples

Direction Specifies whether the direction of the animation goes in one
direction or alternates. When the animation alternates, the
animated widget moves toward the end position specified in the
positional properties, and then returns to its starting point at the
same rate. The following options are available:

l None. The animationmoves from its starting point to the
end position specified in the positional properties.

l Alternate.When theRepeat property is set to greater
than 1, the animation actionmoves toward the end position
specified in the positional properties during odd
occurrences, and then returns back to the starting point
during even occurrences.

None, Alternate

Start Specifies how an animation action starts. The following options
are available:

l Immediately. Start the animation immediately, with delay,
if selected.

l With Animation. Action is run along with another action.

l After Animation. Action is run after completing another
action.

Note:With Animation andAfter Animation properties are
ignored if only single action is available in theAction
Sequence pane.

Immediately
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Property Description Examples

Inherit The following options are available:

l None. Upon completing this action, widget returns to its
original size.

l Forward. Upon completing this action, widget stays at
final position.

l Backward. Upon completing an action, widget will come
return to the original position.

l Both. Applies Forward and Backward options.

Both

Note: For the following properties Left, Right, Top, Bottom, Center X and Center Y, you can

specify the values in Device Independent Pixels (dp), pixels (px), and percentage (%). You can

also specify negative values for these properties.

Flex Scale

To scale a widget, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, scroll down, and then

click Scale from the Animation section of available actions.

3. Update the properties with the following details, and then save your changes to the action

sequence by pressing Ctrl+S:
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Property Description Examples

Animation ID The name or ID of the animation. You can use the default ID, or you can
enter your own ID, ensuring that it has no spaces, and does not duplicate
the name of an existing animation.

Scale_
widget

Width Specifies the width of a widget. 100 px

Height Specifies the height of a widget. 250 dp

MinWidth Specifies theminimum width of a widget. 20%

Min Height Specifies theminimum height of a widget. 15%

Max Width Specifies themaximum width of a widget. 540px

Max Height Specifies themaximum width of a widget. 300px

Anchor X Specifies the horizontal anchor point from where widget rotation begins. 15%

Anchor Y Specifies the vertical anchor point from where widget rotation begins. 25%

Time Specifies the number of milliseconds (ms) in which an animation is
completed.

1000

Time
Function

The following time functions are available:

l Ease. Specifies a transition effect with a slow start, then fast, then
end slowly.

l Linear. Specifies a transition effect with the same speed from
start to end.

l Ease-In. Specifies a transition effect with a slow start.

l Ease-Out. Specifies a transition effect with a slow end.

l Ease-In-Out. Specifies a transition effect with a slow start and
end.

Delay Specifies the number of milliseconds (ms) to wait before starting an
animation.

2000

Repeat Specifies the number of times an action is repeated. To run the action
indefinitely, select the Infinite check box.

5
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Property Description Examples

Direction Specifies whether the direction of the animation goes in one direction or
alternates. When the animation alternates, the animated widget moves
toward the end position specified in the positional properties, and then
returns to its starting point at the same rate. The following options are
available:

l None. The animationmoves from its starting point to the end
position specified in the positional properties.

l Alternate.When theRepeat property is set to greater than 1, the
animation actionmoves toward the end position specified in the
positional properties during odd occurrences, and then returns
back to the starting point during even occurrences.

None,
Alternate

Start Specifies how an animation action starts. The following options are
available:

l Immediately. Start the animation immediately, with delay, if
selected.

l With Animation. Action is run along with another action.

l After Animation. Action is run after completing another action.

Note:With Animation andAfter Animation properties are ignored
if only a single action is available in theAction Sequence pane.

Immediately
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Property Description Examples

Inherit The following options are available:

l None. Upon completing this action, widget returns to its original
size.

l Forward. Upon completing this action, widget stays at final
position.

l Backward. Upon completing an action, widget will come return to
the original position.

l Both. Apply Forward and Backward options.

Both

Note: For the following propertiesWidth, Height, MinWidth, Min Height, MaxWidth, MaxHeight,

you can specify the values in Device Independent Pixels (dp), pixels (px), and percentage (%).

You can also specify negative values for these properties.

Flex Layout

Using this single action, you canmove, scale, and rotate a widget in two dimensions.

To use the Flex Layout animation, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, scroll down, and then

click Flex Layout from the Animation section of available actions.

3. Update the properties with the following details, and then save your changes to the action

sequence by pressing Ctrl+S:
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Property Description Examples

Animation ID The name or ID of the animation. You can use the default ID,
or you can enter your own ID, ensuring that it has no spaces,
and does not duplicate the name of an existing animation.

FlexLayoutAnimation

Left Specifies by how much a widget moves to the left from its
original position.

-20 px, 100 dp, 15%

Right Specifies by how much a widget moves to the right from its
original position.

10 px, 175 dp, 25%

Top Specifies by how much a widget moves to the top from its
original position.

-15 px, 200 dp, 7%

Bottom Specifies by how much a widget moves to the bottom from its
original position.

23 px, 225dp, 6%

Center X Specifies by how much a widget's center moves horizontally
from its original position.

-21 px, 263 dp, 11%

Center Y Specifies by how much a widget's center moves vertically
from its original position.

-21 px, 263 dp, 11%

Width Specifies the width of a widget. 100 px

Height Specifies the height of a widget. 250 dp

MinWidth Specifies theminimum width of a widget. 20%

Min Height Specifies theminimum height of a widget. 15%

Max Width Specifies themaximum width of a widget. 540px

Max Height Specifies themaximum width of a widget. 300px

Rotate Specifies the angle at which a widget is rotated. 45

Anchor X Specifies the horizontal anchor point from where widget
rotation begins.

15%

Anchor Y Specifies the vertical anchor point from where widget rotation
begins.

15%

Time Specifies the number of milliseconds (ms) in which an
animation is completed.

1000
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Property Description Examples

Time
Function

The following time functions are available:

l Ease. Specifies a transition effect with a slow start,
then fast, then end slowly.

l Linear. Specifies a transition effect with the same
speed from start to end.

l Ease-In. Specifies a transition effect with a slow start.

l Ease-Out. Specifies a transition effect with a slow end.

l Ease-In-Out. Specifies a transition effect with a slow
start and end.

Delay Specifies the number of milliseconds (ms) to wait before
starting an animation.

2000

Repeat Specifies the number of times an action is repeated. To run the
action indefinitely, select the Infinite check box.

5

Direction Specifies whether the direction of the animation goes in one
direction or alternates. When the animation alternates, the
animated widget moves toward the end position specified in
the positional properties, and then returns to its starting point
at the same rate. The following options are available:

l None. The animationmoves from its starting point to
the end position specified in the positional properties.

l Alternate.When theRepeat property is set to greater
than 1, the animation actionmoves toward the end
position specified in the positional properties during odd
occurrences, and then returns back to the starting point
during even occurrences.

None, Alternate
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Property Description Examples

Start Specifies how an animation action starts. The following
options are available:

l Immediately. Start the animation immediately, with
delay, if selected.

l With Animation. Action is run along with another
action.

l After Animation. Action is run after completing
another action.

Note:With Animation andAfter Animation properties
are ignored if only single action is available in theAction
Sequence pane.

Immediately

Inherit The following options are available:

l None. Upon completing this action, widget returns to
its original size.

l Forward. Upon completing this action, widget stays at
final position.

l Backward. Upon completing an action, widget will
come return to the original position.

l Both. Apply Forward and Backward options.

Both

Note: For the following properties Left, Right, Top, Bottom, Center X and Center Y,Width,

Height, MinWidth, Min Height, MaxWidth, andMaxHeight, you can specify the values in Device

Independent Pixels (dp), pixels (px), and percentage (%). You can also specify negative values for

these properties.
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Transform

Using this single action, you canmove, scale, and rotate a widget in three dimensions.

To use the Flex Layout animation, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, scroll down, and then

click Flex Layout from the Animation section of available actions.

3. Update the properties with the following details, and then save your changes to the action

sequence by pressing Ctrl+S:

Property Description Examples

Animation ID The name or ID of the animation. You can use the default ID,
or you can enter your own ID, ensuring that it has no spaces,
and does not duplicate the name of an existing animation.

TransformAnimation

Left Specifies by how much a widget moves to the left from its
original position.

-20 px, 100 dp, 15%

Top Specifies by how much a widget moves to the top from its
original position.

-15 px, 200 dp, 7%

Width Specifies the width of a widget. 100 px

Height Specifies the height of a widget. 250 dp

Rotate Specifies the angle at which a widget is rotated. This can
range between 180 and -180.

45

Anchor X Specifies the horizontal anchor point from where widget
rotation begins.

15%

Anchor Y Specifies the vertical anchor point from where widget rotation
begins.

15%
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Property Description Examples

Time Specifies the number of milliseconds (ms) in which an
animation is completed.

1000

Delay Specifies the number of milliseconds (ms) to wait before
starting an animation.

2000

Repeat Specifies the number of times an action is repeated. To run the
action indefinitely, select the Infinite check box.

5

Direction Specifies whether the direction of the animation goes in one
direction or alternates. When the animation alternates, the
animated widget moves toward the end position specified in
the positional properties, and then returns to its starting point
at the same rate. The following options are available:

l None. The animationmoves from its starting point to
the end position specified in the positional properties.

l Alternate.When theRepeat property is set to greater
than 1, the animation actionmoves toward the end
position specified in the positional properties during odd
occurrences, and then returns back to the starting point
during even occurrences.

None, Alternate
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Property Description Examples

Fill Mode Defines the appearance of the animated widget after the
animation has executed, outside of the time the animation
takes place. The following options are available:

l Forward. Causes the animated widget to carry
forward, after the animation, the properties it had when
the animation ended.

l Backward. Causes the animated widget to go back,
after the animation, to the properties it had when the
animation ended.

l Both. Causes the animated widget to carry forward,
after the animation, the properties it had when the
animation ended, except for whatever property or
properties are key-framed to revert back after the
animation, as defined in additional code.

-21 px, 263 dp, 11%

Note: For the following properties Left, Top,Width, and Height, you can specify the values in

Device Independent Pixels (dp), pixels (px), and percentage (%). You can also specify negative

values for these properties.

Rotate

To rotate a widget, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, scroll down, and then

click Rotate from the Animation section of available actions.
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3. Update the properties with the following details, and then save your changes to the action

sequence by pressing Ctrl+S:

Property Description Examples

Animation ID The name or ID of the animation. You can use the default ID, or you
can enter your own ID, ensuring that it has no spaces, and does not
duplicate the name of an existing animation.

Rotate_
angle

Rotate Specifies the angle at which a widget is to be rotated. 45

Anchor X Specifies the horizontal anchor point from where widget rotation
begins.

15%

Anchor Y Specifies the vertical anchor point from where widget rotation begins. 15%

Time Specifies the number of milliseconds (ms) in which an animation is
completed.

1000

Time Function The following time functions are available:

l Ease. Specifies a transition effect with a slow start, then fast,
then end slowly.

l Linear. Specifies a transition effect with the same speed from
start to end.

l Ease-In. Specifies a transition effect with a slow start.

l Ease-Out. Specifies a transition effect with a slow end.

l Ease-In-Out. Specifies a transition effect with a slow start
and end.

Delay Specifies the number of milliseconds (ms) to wait before starting an
animation.

2000

Repeat Specifies the number of times an action is repeated. To run the action
indefinitely, select the Infinite check box.

5
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Property Description Examples

Direction Specifies whether the direction of the animation goes in one direction
or alternates. When the animation alternates, the animated widget
moves toward the end position specified in the positional properties,
and then returns to its starting point at the same rate. The following
options are available:

l None. The animationmoves from its starting point to the end
position specified in the positional properties.

l Alternate.When theRepeat property is set to greater than 1,
the animation actionmoves toward the end position specified
in the positional properties during odd occurrences, and then
returns back to the starting point during even occurrences.

None,
Alternate

Start Specifies how an animation action starts. The following options are
available:

l Immediately. Start the animation immediately, with delay, if
selected.

l With Animation. Action is run along with another action.

l After Animation. Action is run after completing another
action.

Note:With Animation andAfter Animation properties are
ignored if only single action is available in theAction Sequence
pane.

Immediately
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Property Description Examples

Inherit The following options are available:

l None. Upon completing this action, widget returns to its
original size.

l Forward. Upon completing this action, widget stays at final
position.

l Backward. Upon completing an action, widget will come
return to the original position.

l Both. Apply Forward and Backward options.

Both

Rotate 3D

To rotate a widget along the X, Y, and Z axes, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, scroll down, and then

click Rotate 3D from the Animation section of available actions.

3. Update the properties with the following details, and then save your changes to the action

sequence by pressing Ctrl+S:
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Property Description Examples

Animation ID The name or ID of the
animation. You can use the
default ID, or you can enter
your own ID, ensuring that it
has no spaces, and does
not duplicate the name of an
existing animation.

Rotate3D_angle

Rotate 3D Specifies which axes
rotate, and the angle of their
rotation. For each axis—X,
Y, and Z—you specify
either 0, whichmeans you
don't want that axis to
rotate, or 1, whichmeans
you do want it to rotate. You
also specify the number of
degrees by which the
widget should rotate upon
the chosen axes.

Perspective Sets the perspective
transform and the vanishing
point to center of the
widget; this can be
platform-specific.
Perspective creates the
illusion of distance between
the user and the object.

1000

Anchor X Specifies the horizontal
anchor point from where
widget rotation begins.

15%

Anchor Y Specifies the vertical
anchor point from where
widget rotation begins.

15%
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Property Description Examples

Time Specifies the number of
milliseconds (ms) in which
an animation is completed.

1000

Time
Function

The following time functions
are available:

l Ease. Specifies a
transition effect with
a slow start, then
fast, then end
slowly.

l Linear. Specifies a
transition effect with
the same speed from
start to end.

l Ease-In. Specifies a
transition effect with
a slow start.

l Ease-Out. Specifies
a transition effect
with a slow end.

l Ease-In-Out.
Specifies a transition
effect with a slow
start and end.

Delay Specifies the number of
milliseconds (ms) to wait
before starting an
animation.

2000
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Property Description Examples

Repeat Specifies the number of
times an action is repeated.
To run the action
indefinitely, select the
Infinite check box.

5
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Property Description Examples

Direction Specifies whether the
direction of the animation
goes in one direction or
alternates. When the
animation alternates, the
animated widget moves
toward the end position
specified in the positional
properties, and then returns
to its starting point at the
same rate. The following
options are available:

l None. The
animationmoves
from its starting point
to the end position
specified in the
positional properties.

l Alternate.When
theRepeat property
is set to greater than
1, the animation
actionmoves toward
the end position
specified in the
positional properties
during odd
occurrences, and
then returns back to
the starting point
during even
occurrences.

None, Alternate
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Property Description Examples

Inherit The following options are
available:

l None. Upon
completing the
action, the widget
returns to its original
position.

l Forward. Upon
completing the
action, the widget
stays at its final
position.

l Backward. Upon
completing the
action, the widget
animates backwards
back to its original
position.

l Both. The Forward
and Backward
options are both
implemented.

Both

Set Style

The Set Style animation changes the background color of a widget.

To change the background color of a widget, do the following:
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1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, scroll down, and then

click Set Style from the Animation section of available actions.

3. Update the properties with the following details, and then save your changes to the action

sequence by pressing Ctrl+S:

Property Description Examples

Animation ID The name or ID of the animation. You can use the default ID, or you
can enter your own ID, ensuring that it has no spaces, and does not
duplicate the name of an existing animation.

SetStyle_
Color

Background Color Select a color from the color picker. Only Single color .

Opacity Specifies the opacity of the background color. 15%

Time Specifies the number of milliseconds (ms) in which an animation is
completed.

1000

Time Function The following time functions are available:

l Ease. Specifies a transition effect with a slow start, then
fast, then end slowly.

l Linear. Specifies a transition effect with the same speed
from start to end.

l Ease-In. Specifies a transition effect with a slow start.

l Ease-Out. Specifies a transition effect with a slow end.

l Ease-In-Out. Specifies a transition effect with a slow start
and end.

Delay Specifies the number of milliseconds (ms) to wait before starting an
animation.

2000
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Property Description Examples

Repeat Specifies the number of times an action is repeated. To run the
action indefinitely, select the Infinite check box.

5

Direction Specifies whether the direction of the animation goes in one
direction or alternates. When the animation alternates, the
animated widget moves toward the end position specified in the
positional properties, and then returns to its starting point at the
same rate. The following options are available:

l None. The animationmoves from its starting point to the
end position specified in the positional properties.

l Alternate.When theRepeat property is set to greater than
1, the animation actionmoves toward the end position
specified in the positional properties during odd
occurrences, and then returns back to the starting point
during even occurrences.

None,
Alternate

Start Specifies how an animation action starts. The following options are
available:

l Immediately. Start the animation immediately, with delay, if
selected.

l With Animation. Action is run along with another action.

l After Animation. Action is run after completing another
action.

Note:With Animation andAfter Animation properties are
ignored if only single action is available in theAction
Sequence pane.

Immediately
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Property Description Examples

Inherit The following options are available:

l None. Upon completing this action, widget returns to its
original size.

l Forward. Upon completing this action, widget stays at final
position.

l Backward. Upon completing an action, widget will come
return to the original position.

l Both. Apply Forward and Backward options.

Both

Network APIs Actions

From the Network APIs section of the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor,

you can add the following three actions. Click an action for instructions on how to add it to an action

sequence.

Invoke Synchronous Service

Invoke Asynchronous Service

InvokeObject Service

Invoke Identity Service

Invoke Synchronous Service

The Invoke Synchronous Service action in the Action Editor calls a synchronous service in response to

the triggering of an event for a widget. When you add a synchronous service to an action sequence, all

the services that are part of the service definition file appear in the drop-down list.
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When youmake a service call, you have the option tomake a secure call (https call). You also have the

option to block the UI till the service call is complete. Selecting this option blocks the UI and prevents

you from performing other actions on the UI.

Block UI

Freezes the UI till the service call is complete.

Secure

Makes the service call through a secure connection, i.e., https protocol.

Note: Block UI and Secure aremutually exclusive options. You can select either of the options,

both the options, or none of the options based on your requirement.

Open Mapping Editor

This button is enabled when you select a service. With theMapping Editor you canmap the

service parameters to the widgets on the form fromwhich the service was invoked.

Add Custom HTTP Headers

You can add your own custom http headers in this frame. You can define any information you

want to pass in the header of the service call, apart from the default header parameters. Each row

allows you to add a custom header parameter along with its value. You can define the value in the

Mapping Editor or write an expression to derive the value.
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The header namemust be unique for every custom header. You can give any name to the custom

headers you define except for the reserved header names. However, it is recommended to use

user-friendly names for the headers.

Note: Authorization is a reserved header name that captures the user authentication

details.

To define an action sequence for invoking a synchronous service, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, click Invoke

Synchronous Service from the Network APIs section. The action is added to the action

sequence and is the current action of focus.

3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, select a service from the drop-down list.

4. ClickOpen Mapping Editor. TheMapping Editor opens.

5. Map the service parameters to variables, data store keys, or widgets on the form fromwhich the

service was invoked.

6. Click Finish on theMapping Editor. An action sequence is defined for invoking a synchronous

service.

Invoke Asynchronous Service

For invoking an asynchronous service when an event is triggered for a widget, use this action

sequence in the Action Editor. When you add an asynchronous service to an action sequence, all the

services that are part of the service definition file appear in the drop-down list.

When youmake a service call, you have the option tomake a secure call (https call).
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Secure

Makes the service call through a secure connection, i.e., https protocol.

Open Mapping Editor

This button is enabled when you select a service. TheMapping Editor enables you tomap the

service parameters to the widgets on the form fromwhich the service was invoked.

Add Custom HTTP Headers

You can add your own customHTTP headers in this frame. You can define any information you

want to pass in the header of the service call, apart from the default header parameters. Each row

allows you to add a custom header parameter along with its value. You can define the value in the

Mapping Editor or write an expression to derive the value.

The header namemust be unique for every custom header. You can give any name to the custom

headers you define except for the reserved header names. However, it is recommended to use

user-friendly names for the headers.

Note: Authorization is a reserved header name that captures the user authentication

details.

To define an action sequence for invoking an asynchronous service, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget you want to apply the action to.

Once it’s highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it, and then select one of the action
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sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

2. From the list of actions available along the left column of the Action Editor, click Invoke

Asynchronous Service from the Network APIs section. The action is added to the action

sequence and is the current action of focus.

3. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, select a service from the drop-down list.

4. ClickOpen Mapping Editor. TheMapping Editor opens.

5. Map the service parameters to variables, data store keys, or widgets on the form fromwhich the

service was invoked.

6. Expand the Asynchronous Service node on the left frame.

7. Right-click callback sequence and define an appropriate Action Sequence for the callback

sequence.

8. Click Finish on theMapping Editor. An action sequence is defined for invoking an asynchronous

service.

Invoke Object Service

For invoking anObject service when an event is triggered for a widget, use this action sequence in the

Action Editor. When you try to add anObject service to an action sequence, all Object services that are

part of the service definition file appear in the drop-down list.

To define an action sequence for invoking an Object service, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget to which you want to apply the

action.

2. Once it is highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.
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3. From the list of actions available on the left column of the Action Editor, click Invoke Object

Service in the Network APIs section. The action is added to the action sequence and is the

current action of focus.

4. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, choose anObject service from the Select Service drop-

down list.

5. Then, choose an accompanyingmethod from the Select Method drop-down list.

Note: FromV8 SP3 onwards, Kony Visualizer supportsGET, CREATE, UPDATE, PARTIAL-

UPDATE, and DELETEoperations. To provide request/input mapping, click onOpen Mapping

Editor. You canmap the service request parameters to the variables, data store keys or widgets

on the form .

6. Click AddMapping. TheMapping Editor opens.

7. Map theObject service parameters to variables, data store keys, or widgets on the form from

which you have invoked theObject service.

8. Expand theObject Service node on the left frame.

9. Right-click callback sequence, and define an appropriate Action Sequence for the callback

sequence.

10. Save your changes. An action sequence is defined for invoking anObject service.

Invoke Identity Service

Under the Network APIs available in Visualizer, a new API is added. The new API is called Invoke

Identity Service. When you use this API, the list of all identity services created and linked to the

associated Kony Fabric application is displayed. You can view the type of the identity service and if

there are any request parameters or response structure in themapping editor, you can view them too.

If the identity service is of typeOAuth or SAML, a default browser widget is created on the form. You

can choose whether the operation is login or logout on the identity service.

To define an action sequence for invoking an Object service, do the following:
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1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the widget to which you want to apply the

action.

2. Once it is highlighted on the Visualizer Canvas, right-click it and then select one of the action

sequences, such as onTouchStart. Doing so opens the Action Editor and creates an action

sequence for you to configure.

3. From the list of actions available on the left column of the Action Editor, click Invoke Identity

Service in the Network APIs section. The action is added to the action sequence and is the

current action of focus.

4. In the bottom pane of the Action Editor, choose an identity service from the Select Service drop-

down list.

5. Then, choose an accompanyingmethod from the Select Method drop-down list.

6. Click AddMapping. TheMapping Editor opens.

7. Map the Identity service parameters to variables.

8. Click Finish on theMapping Editor. An action sequence is defined for invoking anObject

service.

Map Widget Properties to One Another

Mapping provides an easyway of linking a widget property (or skin, variable, or an i18n key) to another

widget. Mapping also allows you to achieve a uniform look and feel across the design, and reduces the

effort required to design an app since anymodificationmade to a widget property results in modifying

all its linked widget properties. Click any of the following topics for more information.

MappingOverview

Important Considerations

Map Properties to One Another

Add an Expression

UnlinkMapped Properties
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Locate Properties by Filtering and Searching

MapData with the Help of Expressions

Map a Collection to aWidget or a Service Parameter

Mapping Overview

TheMapping Editor consists of two panes: the source and the target.

Source

The left pane of theMapping Editor is called the Source, and contains the following folders:

l Forms: Lists all the forms and their child widgets. All the properties of a form and its child

widgets that can bemapped are displayed.

l Popups: Lists all the pop-ups and their child widgets. All the properties of a pop-up and its child

that can bemapped are displayed.

l Headers: List all the header templates and their child widgets. All the properties of a header and

its child that can bemapped are displayed.

l Footer: List all the footer templates and their child widgets. All the properties of a header and its

child that can bemapped are displayed.

l Variables: List all the variables created for a project.

l Skins: List all the skins available for a form (or pop-up) and its child widgets.

l i18n Keys: List all the i18n keys available for the project.

Target

The right pane of theMapping Editor is called the Target, and contains the following folders:

l Forms: Lists all the forms and their child widgets. All the properties of a form and its child

widgets that can bemapped are also displayed.
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l Popups: Lists all the pop-ups and their child widgets. All the properties of a pop-up and its child

that can bemapped are also displayed.

l Headers: List all the header templates and their child widgets. All the properties of a header and

its child that can bemapped are also displayed.

l Footer: List all the footer templates and their child widgets. All the properties of a header and its

child that can bemapped are also displayed.

l Variables: List all the variables created for a project.

Note: Skins and i18n keys folders are unavailable in the Target pane.

Important Considerations

l The datatype for both the source and the target has to be the same. If they’re not, Kony

Visualizer notifies you.

l You cannot map across channels. That is, you cannot map the widget text of aMobile channel

to the widget text of a Tablet (or Desktop) channel.

l If a form is forked (e.g. iOS:Native), only when the source and target are of same platform

(iOS:Native) are themapped values are applied during functional preview.

l A source element can have one-to-manymappings, but a target element can have only one-to-

onemapping. That is, a source element can be linked tomultiple target elements. But a target

element can only be linked to one source element.

l Whilemapping skins, source and target widgets should be of the same type. That is, you can

map a skin of a Button to another Button only.

l The data type of the source and target should be same. That is, if the source data type is String,

you canmap it only to a target element of data type String.

l When youmap a collection to another collection, youmust first map at the parent-level (map

one collection to the other collection) and thenmap the elements.
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l If the source and target widgets are of the same type, and the values of the two properties being

mapped are identical, you cannot map them.

l Since tabs are listed under form elements, you cannot map any data to a tab widget using the

Mapping Editor.

l For servicemappings, do not use structures that havemore than simple key value pairs and

attributes. Break out complex structures and use code to get the lost values.

l Kony servicemappings cannot support dynamic associations or hierarchical structures. Use

code to work around this limitation

Map Properties to One Another

It's important to note that, after mapping, any changes youmake to the target element effects the

source element aswell.

To map properties, do the following:

1. From the left pane of the Action Editor, under theMapping section, click Add Mapping. Doing so

opens theMapping Editor.
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2. From the Source pane, navigate to a widget's property, and then click it. You canmake it easier

to locate the property you want by using the Filter drop-down list to filter the app's forms and

widgets according to any of the following criteria: Widget ID,Widget Category, Variables, Skins,

I18N Keys, Mapped Elements, and Services.

3. From the Target pane, navigate to a widget's property, and then click it. Doing so establishes a

mapping relationship between the source element and the target element. You canmake it

easier to locate the property you want by using the Filter drop-down list to filter the app's forms

and widgets according to any of the following criteria: Widget ID,Widget Category, Variables,

Skins, I18N Keys, Mapped Elements, and Services.
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4. To save the changes you havemade to the action sequence, pressCtrl+S.

Add an Expression

You can write a code snippet on a target element for manipulating a widget property.

To add an expression, do the following:

1. Right-click the target element.

2. Click Add Expression.

3. Type the code and save the project. Example of an expression:

"Welcome " + loginPage.FirstName.text + loginPage.LastName.text;;

Unlink Mapped Properties

To unlink amapping or to remove any expression, do the following:
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1. In the Target pane, right-click a property that ismapped to a source property.

2. Click Unbind.

3. To save the changes you havemade to the action sequence, pressCtrl+S.

Locate Properties by Filtering and Searching

The elements under Source and Target in theMapping Editor can be sorted by either filtering or

searching.When you search, the pane lists only those elements that match what you type in the

Search box. The Filter feature includes the following filtering parameters:

Filter Category Description

All Displays all the elements

By Widget Id Displays widgets sorted by their ID

By Widget Category Displays widgets sorted by their categories

Variables Displays only variables, both local and global

Skins Displays only skins

I18N Displays only i18n keys

Services Displays only services

1. To save the changes you havemade to the action sequence, pressCtrl+S.

Map Data with the Help of Expressions

You can alsomap data to widgets or service parameters by creating an expression.When you write

an expression tomap the data, you can perform the required operations on the data beforemapping it

to the selected element.

Note: You can add an expression only to the elements that have a data type associated with it.

These elements can be service parameters or attributes of a widget. You cannot add an

expression at the widget name or service name level.

To map data with the help of an expression, do the following:
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1. In theMapping Editor, select the element in the Target to which you want to map data.

2. Right-click this element, and then click Add Expression. Doing so displays the Expression

Editor.

3. Define the required expression, and then click outside of the Expression Editor. The data

derived out of the expression ismapped to the selected element, and a red circle appears next

to the element indicating that it has an expression.

4. To save the changes you havemade to the action sequence, pressCtrl+S.

Map a Collection to a Widget or a Service Parameter

When you want to map elements within a collection to a widget or a service parameter, the first

element in the collection getsmapped to the widget by default.

Note: You have to explicitly edit the expression tomodify the index of the collection that needs to

bemapped.

To edit the collection index value, follow these steps:

1. On the Source pane of theMapping Editor, select an element within the collection as the source

by clicking it.

2. On the Target pane, click a widget (or service parameter) that has the same data type as the

collection element. The first element within the collection getsmapped to the widget you

selected.

3. Right-click themapped widget (or service parameter), and then click Edit Expression. Doing so

opens the Expression Editor.

4. Delete the default index value in the expression and provide the required index value. For

example, students[3]["name"] indicates that you havemapped the value at the third index of

namewithin the students collection.
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5. ClickOK.

6. To save the changes you havemade to the action sequence, pressCtrl+S.

iOS Navigation Bar

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

With Kony VisualizerV8 SP1 release, you can customize the navigation bar in iOS. Before Kony

Visualizer V8 SP1 release, a user could onlymodify the Left button, Right button, and the title.

However, iOS natively provides an option to add other UI controls to the navigation bar. To support the

UI controls in the navigation bar, Kony hasmodified the navigation bar to provide the same features in

Kony Visualizer.

TitleBar properties for forms created on older version of Visualizer (< V8 SP1) will be carried over to

the new NavigationBar when the projects ismigrated to Visualizer V8 SP1.

The following are the various new keys that are supported in the NavigationBar tab of Properties pane

in Visualizer for iOS.

Key Description

Render Title Text Switches the form title on or off.

Bar Style Specifies the UI bar style to apply to the navigation bar.

Master Data Collection of bar button items that can be set to the properties (Left Bar

Button Items, Right Bar Button Items, and Back Bar Button Item).

Tint Color Controls the tint color of the navigation bar.

Translucent Specifies whether the navigation bar is translucent

Prompt A single line of text displayed at the top of the navigation bar
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Key Description

Shadow Image Represents the image used as a shadow beneath the navigation bar. This

image is stretched horizontally to match the width of the bar.

Extended View This is a reference to a component without a contract which is displayed at

the bottom of the navigation bar.

Back Indicator Image Specifies the image that appears at the leading edge of the back button.

This attributemust be used in combination with the Back Indicator

Transition Mask Image attribute.

Back Indicator

TransitionMask Image

Specifies themask associated with the Back Indicator Image attribute.

This is used to control the appearance of the Back button during animated

transitions, and thereforemust be used in conjunction with the Back

Indicator Image attribute.

Hides Back Button Indicates whether the left items are displayed in addition to the back button.

Left Items Supplement

Back Button

Sets whether the back button is hidden, optionally animating the transition.

To configure the items on the navigation bar, youmust use the Edit button in fromMaster Data.

Using the following steps, you can configure any of the Left Bar Button Items, Right Bar Button Items,

and the Back Bar Button Item.

Note: You can addmultiple items for the Left Bar and the Right Bar, however, you can only add

one item to the Back Button Item.

To add an item for the navigation bar, do the following: 
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1. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, select the form you want to modify the navigation

bar.

Ensure that your current form is for iOS.

2. Select the Navigation bar on the Visualizer canvas.

3. In the Properties pane, click the NavigationBar tab.

4. Click the Edit button next to Master Data. The Navigation Bar Master Data window displays.

This will display the existing bar button items. Migrated title bar data appears as type Legacy.
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You can not modify the legacy items type and index.
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5. For the item you want to add, for example, Right Bar Button Items, click the + symbol. A new

row is added.

6. Select the type from the Type list. Options are Image, Title. System Item, and Custom. Based

on your selection, how you enter the value pair changes.

i. Image: Select an image from your project using the image browser.

ii. Title: Enter the tile in the text box.

iii. System Item: Select an option from the predefined list.

iv. Custom: Select the widget type, Button or Label.

7. If you want to change the order of the Bar Button Items, you canmove them up and down using

the up arrow and down arrow icons. Youmust select the Bar Item tomove it up or down.

8. Once you are done with your changes, click Apply. Changesmadewill reflect in the Visualizer

Canvas.
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Once you have configured the navigation bar button items, you can select then individually and

configure their settings independent of the navigation bar.
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Understanding Skins and Themes

A widget’s appearance is defined by the skin that is applied to it. Every widget has a skin, even if it’s

just the Kony Visualizer default skin. Skins give you the ability to establish visual continuity in your app.

For instance, youmaywant all buttons in your app to use the same skin. Skins can also be applied

depending on the state of a widget—for instance, when it’s at rest, receives focus, or is pressed.

Several visual settings comprise a skin, such as the widget background color and opacity; the widget

border color, opacity, size, and shape; the widget shadow settings; and in the case of certain widgets,

font type, size, color, opacity, and shadow.

You can apply andmanipulate skins in many different ways tomeet your design needs, including

editing, duplicating, copying and pasting, and forking. And by grouping skins together, you can create

a theme that you can apply to widgets across the entire application.

You interact with widgets in two primary ways: on the widget level, using the Skins tab of an individual

widget, and on a global level, using the Skins tab on the Project Explorer, where the skins of all

widgets are listed.

Kony Visualizer also provides a default theme that has a set of skins defined for all the widgets within

an application. The skins in this theme can be applied to widgets to get a different look and feel for the

widgets. Themes are accessed from the Skins tab of the Project Explorer.

For information on impact of upgrade from any previous Kony Visualizer to Kony Visualizer V8, click

here.

The following topics describe how to work with skins and themes:

Use Default Skins

Create a New Skin

Configure a New Skin

Edit a Skin

Apply a Skin

Reuse Skins
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Fork a Skin

Delete a Skin

Copy and Paste a Color or Gradient

Using Themes - Applying a Collection of Skins as aGroup

Use Default Skins

The default skins allow you to specify common skins for widgets in states like Normal and Focus.

Normal state is the default look of the widget, and Focus state occurs when the user touches or clicks

the widget in the application.With Kony default skins, you can provide a uniform look and feel for the

widgets across various platforms.

For example, if you specify btnSkinNormal as the Normal skin for Button in Themes, all the buttons in

the application will use btnSkinNormal as the Normal Skin for buttons.

Though the Application themes define a common skin for a particular widget across the application,

you can still specify a different skin for a widget by selecting a different skin under the widget

properties.

To view the default skins navigate to Project Explorer and click the Skins tab.
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Click on a widget to view the default forms.

Create a New Skin

You can create asmany skins in Kony Visualizer as you want so that you can achieve the balance

between continuity and flexibility that your app design needs.

To create a new skin, do the following: 

1. On the Project Explorer, click the Skins tab.

2. On the Skins tab, locate the type of widget that you want to create the new skin for, such as a
Button, and then click that widget type’s context menu arrow .

3. From themenu, click New Skin, and then click the type of new skin you want to create. Many

widget types offer just the standard Skin, while others also offer a Focus Skin, or some variation.

Your new skin is created and is ready for you to configure.

Configure a New Skin

Now that you have created a new skin, you need to configure its various properties with the look that

you want. Here’s what you can do:

Rename the Skin

Set the Skin Background

Set the Skin Border

Set Individual Corners in Borders

Set the Skin Shadow
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Set the Skin Font

Set the Skin Font Shadow

Rename the Skin

When you create a new skin, Kony Visualizer generates a unique name for it. And while you're

welcome to keep the name that Kony Visualizer generates, youmight find it more useful and easily

recognizable if you rename it. You can renamewidgets in two primary ways: using the Skins tab of an

individual widget, and using the Skins tab on the Project Explorer, where the skins of all widgets are

listed.

To rename a skin using the Skins tab on the Project Explorer, do the following:

1. On the Project Explorer, click the Skins tab.

2. On the Skins tab, locate the type of widget that the skin you want to rename is categorized

under. If the skins currently don't appear under the type of widget, click the widget type to open

the category and display the skins.

3. From the list of skins, hover over the skin you want to rename and click its context menu arrow
to open the skin's context menu.

4. From the skin's context menu, click Rename.

5. Type a new name for the skin, and then press Enter.

To rename a skin using the Skins tab of an individual widget, do the following:

1. On the Visualizer Canvas, locate a widget that's using the skin you want to rename, and then

select it.

2. in the Properties Editor, click the Skins tab.

3. In the Name text box, type a new name for the skin, and then press Enter.
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Set the Skin Background

Kony Visualizer gives you a variety of ways to configure the background of a skin, which are described

in the following table.

Note: Not all background options are available for all widgets.

Background Type Description

Single Color Applies a uniform, single color as the background of the skin that you choose.

Two StepGradient Applies two equally-applied colors as the background of the skin that you choose.

Image Applies an image of your choosing as the background of the skin. The image
stretches to fill the dimensions of whatever widget the skin is applied to.

Multi Step Gradient Applies two or more colors as the background of the skin that you choose. A color can
take up whatever percentage of the background you want. You can also adjust the
opacity of each color, and you can change the orientation of the colors on a 360
degree axis.

To set the skin background, do the following:

1. On the Visualizer Canvas, locate a widget that's using the skin you want to change the

background for, and then select it.

2. On the Properties pane of the widget, click the Skins tab.

3. Click the state that you want the background to apply to, as follows:

State Description

Normal Refers to the state the widget is in when it is at rest and not being engaged by the user.

Focus Refers to the state of the widget in instances when it is tabbed to or hovered over. This
state is not available for all widgets.
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Blocked UI Refers to the state of the widget when it is still visible to the user but is inactive.
Designers customarily give a faded background to a Blocked UI to indicate to the user
that it isn't currently available, such as a Sign In button being faded because the User
Name and Password fields are empty. This state is not available for all widgets.

Pressed Refers to the state of the widget when it is being pressed. For example, changing the
background as a button widget is being pressed provides visual feedback to the user
that the button is working and that they successfully pressed the button. This state is
not available for all widgets.

4. In the Background section of the Skins tab, click the Type drop-down list and select the type of

background you want. Instructions for how to configure each type are found in the following sub

procedures.

Single Color

1. Click the square color icon to open the Color Palette window.

2. To select a particular hue, on the vertical color bar drag the two opposing arrows to the

hue you want, and then change the hue’s lightness, darkness, and saturation by dragging

to the desired location on the large color square. You can also assign a color by changing

the RGB values, the HSB values, or pasting a hexadecimal value from another program

into the # text box. To close the Color Palette window, click anywhere outside of it.

3. By default, the opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no

transparency. However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency,
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you can decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the Opacity text

box, or drag the opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Two Step Gradient

1. Click the color preview bar to open the Two-StepGradient Editor.

2. Click the left gradient icon.

3. Click the square of color next to Color to open the Color Palette window.

4. To select a particular hue, on the vertical color bar drag the two opposing arrows to the

hue you want, and then change the hue’s lightness, darkness, and saturation by dragging

to the desired location on the large color square. You can also assign a color by changing

the RGB values, the HSB values, or pasting a hexadecimal value from another program

into the # text box. To close the Color Palette window, click anywhere outside of it.

5. By default, the opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no

transparency. However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency,

you can decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the Opacity text

box, or click the arrow just to the right of the text box to display the opacity slider, and then

drag the opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

6. Click the right gradient icon, and then repeat steps 3 through 5 for the right gradient step.

7. When you have completed configuring the colors and their opacity, click Apply.

Image
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1. Copy the images you want to use to the following path in your workspace:
<Workspace Name>\<App Name>\resources\common

2. On the Project Explorer, click the Assets tab, and then click the Refresh button to bind

any newly added images to the project.

3. On the Skins tab of the widget you are changing the background for, in the Background

section, click the Type drop-down list and select Image.

4. Click Choose Image. The Background Image dialog box displays.

5. From the Background Image dialog box, select the platforms you want to use the

background image for. The image you select for the Default platform option is used if you

don't specify a custom image for a specific platform.

6. For each platform option you selected, click its corresponding Value field. Doing so brings

up the Select Image dialog box. Click the image you want to use, and then clickOK, and

then clickOK again.

The image you selected displays as the background, and stretches to fill the dimensions

of whatever widget the skin is applied to. The file name of the image is also listed as the

image being used in the Background section of the Skin tab in the Properties Editor.

Multi-Step Gradient

1. Click the color preview bar to open theMulti-Step Gradient Editor.

2. Click one of the gradient step icons .

3. Click the square of color next to Color to open the Color Palette window.
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4. To select a particular hue, on the vertical color bar drag the two opposing arrows to the

hue you want, and then change the hue’s lightness, darkness, and saturation by dragging

to the desired location on the large color square. You can also assign a color by changing

the RGB values, the HSB values, or pasting a hexadecimal value from another program

into the # text box. To close the Color Palette window, click anywhere outside of it.

5. By default, the opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no

transparency. However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency,

you can decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the Opacity text

box, or click the arrow just to the right of the text box to display the opacity slider, and then

drag the opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 for the other gradient steps.

7. Add additional gradient steps by clicking anywhere just below the color bar, and you can

delete a step by selecting it and then clicking Delete.

8. Change the portion of the background that the gradient color affects by dragging its

gradient step icon to a different position on the color bar.

9. Change the orientation of the colors by trying out the Angle options, and then press Enter

to apply the change. The available orientations are as follows:

Angle Description

To top ↑ Orients the bottom color to be the topmost color.

To right → Orients the bottom color to be the rightmost color.
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To bottom ↓ Orients the bottom color to be the bottommost color.

To left ← Orients the bottom color to be the leftmost color.

Custom Orients the bottom color to the degree you specify in the numeric field that
appears, along a 360 degree axis. For example, 225 orients the bottom color
half way between the bottom angle (180), and the left angle (270).

10. When you have completed configuring the colors and their opacity, click Apply.

Set the Skin Border

The Border properties on the Skins tab become activated when the border width is greater than 0.

Upon setting the border size to 1 or greater, the other border properties become editable. For the

border color you can pick a single color or amulti-step gradient. And you can change its opacity.

Configuring the skin border for an SPA environment is slightly different. For more information, see

SPA Borders.

To configure the skin border, do the following:

1. In the Border section of the Skins tab, set the Size property to at least 1 pixel by either entering a

number in the Px text box, or bymoving the Size slider to the desired position.

2. In the Border section of the Skins tab, click the Type drop-down list and select the type of border

you want, either Single Color or Multi Step Gradient. Instructions for how to configure each type

are as follows:

Single Color
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i. Click the square color icon to open the Color Palette window.

ii. To select a particular hue, on the vertical color bar drag the two opposing arrows to the

hue you want, and then change the hue’s lightness, darkness, and saturation by dragging

to the desired location on the large color square. You can also assign a color by changing

the RGB values, the HSB values, or pasting a hexadecimal value from another program

into the # text box. To close the Color Palette window, click anywhere outside of it.

iii. By default, the opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no

transparency. However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency,

you can decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the Opacity text

box, or drag the opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Multi Step Gradient

i. Click the color preview bar to open theMulti-Step Gradient Editor.

ii. Click one of the gradient step icons .

iii. Click the square of color next to Color to open the Color Palette window.
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iv. To select a particular hue, on the vertical color bar drag the two opposing arrows to the

hue you want, and then change the hue’s lightness, darkness, and saturation by dragging

to the desired location on the large color square. You can also assign a color by changing

the RGB values, the HSB values, or pasting a hexadecimal value from another program

into the # text box. To close the Color Palette window, click anywhere outside of it.

v. By default, the opacity is set to 100, making the border completely opaque with no

transparency. However, if you want the border to have a degree of transparency, you can

decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the Opacity text box, or

click the arrow just to the right of the text box to display the opacity slider, and then drag

the opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

vi. Repeat steps 3 through 5 for the other gradient steps.

vii. Add additional gradient steps by clicking anywhere just below the color bar, and you can

delete a step by selecting it and then clicking Delete.

viii. Change the portion of the border that the gradient color affects by dragging its gradient

step icon to a different position on the color bar.

ix. Change the orientation of the colors by trying out the Angle options, and then press Enter

to apply the change. The available orientations are as follows:

Angle Description

To top ↑ Orients the bottom color to be the topmost color.

To right → Orients the bottom color to be the rightmost color.
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To bottom ↓ Orients the bottom color to be the bottommost color.

To left ← Orients the bottom color to be the leftmost color.

Custom Orients the bottom color to the degree you specify in the numeric field that
appears, along a 360 degree axis. For example, 225 orients the bottom color
half way between the bottom angle (180), and the left angle (270).

x. When you have completed configuring the colors and their opacity, click Apply.

3. In the Border section of the Skins tab, click the Style drop-down list and select the type of

corners you want, either Plain, Rounded Corner, Complete Rounded Corner, or Custom.

Instructions for how to configure each type are found in the following table.

Border Style Instructions

Plain l Plain border corners have a sharp 90 degree angle. To give a
border plain border corners, click the Style drop-down list, and
then select Plain.

Rounded Corner Rounded border corners with an opacity of 0 look like this:

l Click the Style drop-down list, and then select Rounded Corner.

Complete Rounded Corner Complete Rounded border corners with an opacity of 0 look like this:

l Click the Style drop-down list, and then select Complete
Rounded Corner.
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Custom With Custom border corners you can round the corners as deeply or
shallowly as you want.

1. Click the Style drop-down list, and then select Custom.

2. Set the Custom rounded property between 1 and 100 pixels by
entering a number in the Px text box, or by moving the Radius
slider to the desired position.

SPA Borders

SPA borders can be applied when you have forked a form to the SPA platform. For more information,

see Forking a Form.

You canmodify the following border properties of a widget on an SPA platform:

1. Size: When you fork a widget skin for an SPA platform, you can either set unique values for

each side of the widget border or set the same value for all the border sides.

To set unique values for each border side, follow these steps:

1. Click the left border icon (|). The icon changes from gray to blue.

2. Either type the value or using the slider, set the left border size.

3. Perform the above steps for all the border sides.
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To set identical values for all border sides, do the following:

1. Click the border indicator . The indicator changes from grey to blue.

2. Either type the value or using the slider, set the uniform border values.

Note: Border values are not retained if you unfork a widget skin.

2. Color: Tomodify the border color, do one of the following:

l Update the border color of the widget.

l Reuse an existing color. For more information, see Copy and Paste a Color.

3. Opacity: Change how opaque or transparent the border color is.

4. Style: When you define the border size, the Style property is enabled. The following types of

styles are available for widgets:

l Plain: Widget corners have a standard, 90-degree angle.

l Rounded Corner: Widget corners are rounded rather than having a sharp, 90-degree

angle. If you select this option, you can either set unique values for each corner of the

widget border or set the same value for all the border corners.

To set unique values for each corner, do the following:

1. Click the left-top corner icon ( ). The icon changes from grey to blue.

2. Either type the value or using the slider, set the left-top corner size.

3. Perform the above steps for all the border corners.

To set identical values for all border corners, do the following:
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1. Click the corner indicator . The indicator changes from grey to blue.

2. Either type the value or using the slider, set the uniform corner values.

Set Individual Corners in Borders

Rounded edges can be applied for widgets on skins forked for Android andWindows native platforms.

Note: Android/Windows native platforms support configuring individual corner radius. Configuring

border properties for each of the four edges of a given widget is not supported by

Android/Windows native platforms.

To set unique values for each corner, do the following: 

1. Click the border indicator . The indicator changes from grey to blue.

2. Either type the value or using the slider, set the uniform border values.

3. Border values are not retained if you unfork a widget skin.

4. Perform the above steps for all the border corners.
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Set the Skin Shadow

Note: Shadow feature is available only when a skin is forked.

You canmodify the following shadow properties of a widget:

1. Dist X: Denotes the horizontal shadow distance away from the widget. When a positive Dist X

value is entered the shadow ismoved to the right-side of a widget. When a negative value is

entered the shadow ismoved to the left-side of a widget.

2. Dist Y: Denotes the vertical shadow distance away from the widget. When a positive Dist Y

value is entered, shadow ismoved to the top-side of a widget. When a negative value is entered

the shadow ismoved to the bottom-side of a widget.

3. Blur: Denotes the shadow blur of the widget by allowing you to soften shadow.

4. Color: Denotes the color of the shadow. You can select a shadow color by clicking the Color

Picker.

5. InnerShadow: Click this check box if you want the shadow to display inside the widget.

Otherwise, clear the check box to display the shadows outside the widget.

Set the Skin Font

You canmodify the following font properties of a widget:
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l Color: Denotes the font color. Tomodify the font color, do one of the following:

l Select a color. To do so, click the square color icon to open the Color Palette window. To

select a particular hue, on the vertical color bar drag the two opposing arrows to the hue

you want, and then change the hue’s lightness, darkness, and saturation by dragging to

the desired location on the large color square. You can also assign a color by changing

the RGB values, the HSB values, or pasting a hexadecimal value from another program

into the # text box. To close the Color Palette window, click anywhere outside of it.

l Reuse an existing color. For more information, see Copy and Paste a Color or Gradient.

l Opacity: You can change the opacity level of the font color.

l Size: You can set the font size by pixels (0 to 600) or as a percentage (0 to 600) of the baseline

font size of 28 pixels.

Note: The Kony framework, however, consumes only percentage-based values for font

size. As the px values are purely representational, youmust use percentage-based values

while setting the skin's font size.

Note: FromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 FP 45 and V8 SP3 FP 58 onwards, in iOS devices

with OS 13, for certain font sizes, you will observe spacing.

l Font Family: Click the Edit button of the Font Family property to open the Font Names

window.
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Here, you can select the fonts for individual platforms for bothMobile and Tables

l Font Family: You can either assign a default font family for all platforms by selecting a font from

the Font Family drop-down list, or assign a font by platform using the Edit button. In assigning

fonts by platform, you can use either of the two followingmethods:

Assign a font to a single platform Assign a font to multiple platforms
To assign a font to an individual platform, do the
following:

To assign a font to multiple platforms, do the
following:
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Assign a font to a single platform Assign a font to multiple platforms

1. On theVisualizer Canvas, from thePlatform
drop-down list, select a platform.

2. From the widget Properties pane, click Skin
tab.

3. From the Font Family drop-down list, select a
font.

4. Save the project.

Repeat the above steps for assigning fonts to other
platforms.

1. Click Edit, next to the Font Family drop-
down list.

2. On theMobile tab, select the required
font for each of the native and SPA
platforms.

3. On the Tablet tab, select the required
font for each of the native and SPA
platforms.

4. On theDesktop tab, select the required
font forWeb andWindows platforms.

5. Click Apply.

l Weight: Select whether text on the widget should be normal or bold.

l Style: Select whether text on the widget should be underlined or italicized.

Set the Skin Font Shadow

Configure the text properties of a skin using Distance X, Distance Y, Blur, and Color properties -
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Note: The Text Shadow feature is available only for specific widgets such as Button, Label, and

TextBox2.

You canmodify the following text shadow properties of a widget:

a. DistX: Denotes the horizontal shadow distance away from the widget text.

l A positive value places the text shadow to the right of the text.

l A negative value places the text shadow to the left of the text.

b. DistY: Denotes the vertical shadow distance away from the widget.

l A positive value places the text shadow below the text.

l A negative value places the text shadow above the text.

c. Blur: Denotes the shadow blur of the widget and allows you to soften text shadow.

d. Color: Denotes the color of the text shadow. You can select a text shadow color by clicking the

Color Picker.

Location of Skin Files

Skins are grouped into a theme and the files are available in the themes folder in your application's

workspace. See the following folder structure: 

<Workspace><your application name><themes>
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For example, if your workspace is C:/Users/your username/KonyVizEWS and your

application name is Application1, then the themes are located

at: C:/Users/username/KonyVizEWS/Application1/themes.

Edit a Skin

To edit a skin you created in Kony Visualizer, do the following:

1. Right-click the skin, and select Edit As.

2. Select an option from themenu. The options are: 

a. Skin: Skin of the widget when it is not focused.

b. Menu Focus Skin: Skin of the widget when it is focused by the user.

3. Configure the skin as required.

4. Save the skin. After you save the skin, a new skin file is created in Project Explorer. You can use

this skin for widgets in your application.

Apply a Skin

To apply a skin to a widget, do the following: 
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1. Select a widget from the Visualizer Canvas.

2. In the Properties pane, click the Skins tab.

3. Select the state of the widget that you want the skin to apply to, such asNormal or Focus.

4. Click the Search icon to the right of the Name text box. The drop-down list that appears lists all

the available skins. To filter out unwanted skins from the list, begin typing the name of the skin

you want.

5. From the drop-down list of skins, select the skin you want to use.

6. Go to Skins tab.

7. Navigate to your widget of choice.

8. Right-click and select Assign To > Skin / Focus Skin. If you select Skin, the skin will be

applied to the normal state of the widget. If you select Focus Skin, the skin will be applied to the

focused state of the widget.

Reuse Skins

Skins can be used to display different views of widgets in different platforms.

l Import: Allows you to import a CSS file to be used as skin. This action can be performed using

CSS Hat plug-in and Adobe Photoshop. You can find the list of CSS elements supported for

import here.

l Copy: Allows you to copy the current skin of a widget to a clipboard.

l Paste: Allows you to paste the copied skin to a selected widget.

l

Note: Copying and pasting a skin creates another version of the original skin. The pasted
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skin becomes an independent skin. Any changesmade to the original skin do not affect the

pasted skin.

Note: The paste function can be applied across the widget states. For example, a Normal

state skin of a ButtonWidget can be copied and pasted to the Focus skin state of the Button

Widget.

l Assign: Allows you to assign the copied skin to a widget.

l Duplicate: Allows you to duplicate the current skin.

Differences between the Copy-Paste and Copy-Assign functions:

l When a skin is copied and pasted, a new skin is created. However, when a skin is copied and

assigned, no new skin is created.

l Changes to the original skin do not affect the pasted skin. However, changesmade to the

original skin affects the assigned skin (because the copied and assigned skin are one and the

same).

Supported CSS Properties for Import

CSS Rule CSS Values

background-image linear-gradient, -webkit-linear-gradient

Multiple gradients are not supported. For gradients that

have two color stops, angles other than 0, 90, 180, and

270 are not supported.

background

 -webkit-background-image

-webkit-background

background-color All

opacity All
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CSS Rule CSS Values

border-radius All

-webkit-border-radius All

border All

border-color All

border-width All

color All

font-size All

font-weight bold, normal

font-style italic, none

text-decoration underline, line-through, overline, none

text-shadow All

box-shadow All

-webkit-box-shadow All

Fork a Skin

Through forking you can provide different values for the same skin across different platforms.

However, only certain widget properties can be forked. You can identify if a property can be forked by

the presence of a wishbone-shaped icon to the left of the property's name. Two types of forking are

available:

Simple Forking. Fork one platform at a time.
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Complex Forking. Forksmultiple platforms of your choosing at the same time.

You can configure a skin andmake it common to all platforms or apply it to a particular platform using

the fork option in the Properties > Skins tab.

To fork a skin, do the following: 

1. From the Application Canvas, select the platform for which you want to fork.

2. In the Properties Editor on the Skin tab, in the General section, click the Fork icon to fork the

skin for a selected platform. If the option is selected, the fork icon turns blue. The platform for

which the skin is forked also appears at the platform.

Note: You can also go to the Skins tab in Project Explorer, and right-click a skin to fork the

skin.
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3. Click the lock icon to lock a skin. If you lock a skin, changesmade to a widget's skin in one

platform are applied to the remaining platforms.

4. Click the ellipsis icon. The Fork Skin dialog appears.

Note: For widgets like Calendar, which has the View Type property while forking. You can

set the View Type property to different values.

5. Select the platforms to fork and clickOK. The skin will be forked for selected platforms.

Important Considerations in Forking

l Widgets that have background type asMulti-Step Gradient are by default forked (for example,

Button and PhoneWidgets).
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l When you fork and lock a widget skin, changesmade to a widget's skin in one platform get

applied to the remaining platforms, unless you specifically, unlock a platform.

l To provide a unique skin for a platform, you apply fork and unlock properties for that platform.

l By default all the widgets (except widgets that have background type asMulti-Step Gradient),

will have a Common skin. Changesmade to the Common skin will be applied across the

platforms.

l You can select the platforms to be forked by clicking the ellipsis button. From the Fork Skin

dialog, select the desired platforms to be forked.

Delete a Skin

To delete a skin from the project library in Kony Visualizer, do the following: 

1. Go to the Skins tab in the Project Explorer.

2. Select the widget that has the skin you want to delete.

3. Right-click the skin, and then click Delete.
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4. Select Yes in the confirmation window that appears. The selected skin is deleted.

Note: If a skin is deleted, widgets attached to the skin revert to the default skins.

Impact of Upgrade to Kony Visualizer V8 on Skins in Widgets

When you upgrade from any previous version of Kony Visualizer to Kony Visualizer V8, for widgets

which don’t have any skins or themes applied on them, the following changesmay be noticed.

l Button/Label themes change

l Height and width of buttons change.
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l Background color of the form/flex changes to a lighter shade when we have the opacity set for

Form/Flexwhich is present as root widget in form.

l Checkbox group and radio button group default selection color is changed to black.

l Combobox opened list view background color will change.
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l Radio button default value selected color will change

Importing Photoshop Styles and Colors

With Kony Visualizer, you can take advantage of styles that you have already created in Photoshop.

You can also copy the hexadecimal value for a color in Photoshop, and then paste that into Kony

Visualizer to achieve the same color.

You can use one of the followingmethods to use a color fromPhotoshop in Kony Visualizer:

l Import Photoshop Styles

l Copy a Photoshop Color
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Import Photoshop Styles

You import Photoshop styles into Kony Visualizer by converting them into a cascading style sheet

(CSS) file using the CSS Hat plug-in for Photoshop, and then importing that CSS file into Kony

Visualizer. If you do not already have the CSS Hat plug-in for Photoshop, you can install it from the

CSS Hat website.

To import Photoshop styles into Kony Visualizer, follow these steps:

1. In Photoshop, select the layer you want to export to Kony Visualizer.

2. Open the CSS Hat extension, and ensure that the equivalent CSS properties are populated.

Click Copy. The CSS values are copied to the clipboard.

Note: Do not select any of these options in the CSS Hat palette.

3. In Kony Visualizer, select a widget to which you want to apply Photoshop styles.

4. On the Properties tab, click Skin.
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5. Select a skin state such asNormal, Focus, or Blocked UI.

6. To import all the Photoshop styles (such as background, border, and shadow), click Import. The

widget skins are updated based on the Photoshop CSS.

Selective Photoshop CSS import: To import a selective Photoshop style (such as a

background, a border, or a shadow style), click Import on the individual property tabs. Based on

the Photoshop style, the individual property is updated.
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Naming Conventions

Some of the properties in Kony Visualizer are referred to differently in Photoshop. The following table

outlines these differences.

Kony Visualizer Photoshop
Border Stroke
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Kony Visualizer Photoshop
Background: Multi-step Gradient

Background: Two-step Gradient
Gradient Overlay

Background: Single Color Color Overlay

Shadow Drop Shadow

Shadow Outer Glow

Shadow (Inset) Inner Shadow

Shadow (Inset) Inner Glow

Limitations

Not all CSS values are imported, and Kony Visualizer ignores the values that are unsupported. The

unsupported CSS values are as follows:

l Font families are not imported fromPhotoshop. It is recommended that you provide the font

family for a widget in Kony Visualizer.

l Borders with aMulti-Step Gradient (MSG) are not properly imported fromPhotoshop. It is

recommended that you provide the border MSG in Kony Visualizer.

l If you create non-uniform borders, you need to import the CSS styles in the Native andWeb

channels.

Copy a Photoshop Color

Kony Visualizer gives you the ability to copy a color fromPhotoshop and assign this color to any of the

widget’s skin properties such as the Background, Border, Font, Shadow, and Font Shadow.

Note: Kony Visualizer is not able to copy a two-step or multi-step gradient color fromPhotoshop.

To copy a color from Photoshop Studio to your widget skin, do the following:

1. In Photoshop Studio, use the Eyedropper tool to copy the color’s hexadecimal value. To do so,

hover the Eyedropper tool over the object, right-click, and then click Copy Color’s Hex Code.
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2. In Kony Visualizer, go to the Skin tab of a widget’s Properties pane, click color, and then paste

the hex code.

Note: You can copy the color to any of the widget's properties such as Background, Border,

Font, Shadow, and Font Shadow.
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Copy and Paste a Color or Gradient

With Kony Visualizer, you can reuse a color or gradient by copying it from one widget property and

pasting it to another property, such as from a background to a border. Gradients are especially tedious

to replicate, so being able to copy and paste them can save you considerable time and effort.

To reuse a color or gradient, follow these steps:

1. On the Properties tab of a widget, click Skin.

2. Right-click the color palette of a property and then click Copy.

3. Depending on whether you want to paste the color and gradient within the samewidget or

another widget, do one of the following:

l Within the same widget. Right-click the color palette of a property, and then click Paste.

l Different widget. Navigate to the Skin tab of the widget, right-click the color palette of a

property, and then click Paste.
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.

Notes:
l The color palette of the copied property and the pasted property should be of the same

type. That is, if the copied color is of multi-step gradient, the pasted property color should

also bemulti-step gradient.

l You can reuse a color across the widgets. That is, you can copy the color of a button

widget and paste it to a Flex Container widget.

l You cannot copy and paste an image.
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Using Themes - Applying a Collection of Skins as a Group

Kony Visualizer provides a default theme that has a set of skins defined for all the widgets within an

application. The skins in this theme can be applied to widgets to get a different look and feel for the

widgets. Themes are accessed from the Skins tab of the Project Explorer. A drop-down list at the top

of the Skins tab indicates the current theme. When you create a theme, it is created using the default

theme as the base. All the skins available in the default theme are copied to the created theme. Kony

Visualizer allows you to add, modify, rename, copy, fork, and delete skins within a theme.

Note: Any changes youmake to the skins within a theme are limited only to that theme.

Kony Visualizer provides a set of APIs that allow you to perform different actionswith themes. The

theme you create using the Kony Visualizer can only be applied using the

kony.theme.setCurrentTheme API. For more information about the APIs related to Theme, see

Kony API ReferenceGuide in KonyDocumentation Library.

What are themes and why would I want them?

A theme is a collection of skins. By default, Kony provides you with skins for all the widgets. If required,

you can configure a new set of skins for your company and group them as a theme. Themes can be

exported and imported in Kony Visualizer. Using themes you can apply skins to all the widgets in your

application in one single action. For example, if you have configured skins for Button, Form, Label,

SegmentWidgets based on your company's branding, then you can create a new theme and export

the theme. The exported theme can be sent to a designer or developer in your company tomaintain

consistencywhile developing the applications.

Important: The default Theme and the default skins cannot bemodified, deleted, or renamed.

If you attempt to modify a default skin it results in creating a new skin. These new skins can be used

within the same project. If you require these skins for other projects, save them in a user-defined

theme, and then export them.
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Create a Theme

For storing default as well asmodified skins you create a new theme. In the Skin tab of the Project

Explorer, click Default Theme list and then click Create New Theme. A new themewith a default

name is created.

Important: All the skins (default and customized) that are used in the project until the time of

creating this new theme are added automatically to the newly created theme.

To create a new theme, navigate to Skins tab in the project explorer.

1. Navigate to Skins tab in Project Explorer.

2. Click the theme list and select Create New Theme.

A new themewill be created with a random name. This theme contains all the skins you have

created in Kony Visualizer.
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3. Configure the skins as required and save the theme. The skinsmodified or created will be

available for all the applications in Kony Visualizer.

Note: The themes you have created in Kony Visualizer appear in the Theme drop-down list

and you can easily navigate to other themes using the list.

Location of Theme Files

The theme files for a project are located in the following folder:

<Workspace>\<ProjectName>\<themes>

Rename a Theme

To rename a theme, do the following: 

1. Navigate to Skins tab in Project Explorer.

2. Click the theme list and select Rename.

The Rename Theme dialog appears.
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3. Type a name for the name and clickOK. The themewill be renamed.

Duplicate the Current Theme

To duplicate the current theme, do the following: 

1. Navigate to Skins tab in Project Explorer.

2. Click the theme list and select Duplicate Current Theme. The current themewill be duplicated

and a random name is generated. You can rename the theme to ameaningful name.

Delete a Theme

To delete an existing theme, do the following: 

1. Navigate to Skins tab in Project Explorer.

2. Click the theme list and select Delete Current Theme. The current themewill be deleted.
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Note: You can view the theme drop-down list to confirm if the theme is deleted.

Templates Tab

Templates provide an easyway to display the same information across the forms, pop-ups, calendars,

segments, or maps.

The following templates are supported on various channels:

Headers

Footers

Segments

Maps

Gridcalendars

Grids

Tab Headers

Context Menus

Menus
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Headers

A header is a section of the form that is docked at the top of the form, and can be reused across the

forms. You can createmultiple headers for a project, but you can assign only one header to a form.

You can reuse the headers across the channels. That is, a header created in theMobile channel can

be reused in the Tablet or Desktop channels.

To create a header template, follow these steps:

1. Click the Templates tab fromProject Explorer.

2. ExpandMobile, Tablet, or Desktop (depending on which channel you want to create a header

template), point to Headers to display a down-arrow. Click this down-arrow and then click New

Template. Rename the template, if required.

3. Drag and drop a container widget on the template.

Note: A template requires that you add a container widget (for Flex form: FlexContainer

and for VBox form: HBox) before adding other widgets.

4. Drag and drop the required widgets on the container.

5. Set the properties of these widgets and save the header template.

Footers

A footer is a section of the form that is docked at the bottom of the form and can be reused across the

forms.

To create a footer template, follow these steps:

1. Click the Templates tab fromProject Explorer.
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2. ExpandMobile, Tablet, or Desktop (depending on which channel you want to create amap

template), point to Footers to display a down-arrow. Click this down-arrow and then click New

Template. Rename the template, if required.

3. Drag and drop a container widget on the template.

Note: A template requires that you add a container widget (for Flex form: FlexContainer

and for VBox form: HBox) before adding other widgets.

4. Drag and drop the required widgets on the container.

5. Set the properties of these widgets and save the footer template.

Adding a Header or a Footer to a Form

To insert a header or a footer on a form, follow these steps:

1. From the Project tab of Project Explorer, expandMobile, Tablet, or Desktop channel

(depending on whether you have created the header or a footer for amobile, tablet, or desktop

channel).

2. Expand Forms and click on a required form.

3. From the form properties, click Form2 tab.

4. For inserting header,

a. Click the Edit button against the Header field to open the Header dialog box.

b. From the available list, choose a header and then clickOK.

5. For inserting footer,

a. Click the Edit button against the Footer field to open the Footer dialog box.

b. From the available list, choose a footer and then clickOK.
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Segments

A Segment template enables you to define a template for section headers and rows of the segment.

This is primarily useful for achieving common look and feel of section headers along with few widgets

added as part of section header of a segment. For Segment, two sample templates are available

starting fromKony Visualizer V8 SP3GA. One sample for the row and another for the header.

Important: When you add a segment to a form, you can create a new template without going to

the Templates section using the Create New option from the drop-down list. You can also edit a

template inline in the segment.

Click here to watch a video on using Segment templates in Kony Visualizer.

To create a segment template, from the Template tab, follow these steps:

1. Click the Templates tab fromProject Explorer.

2. ExpandMobile, Tablet, or Desktop (depending on which channel you want to create amap

template), point to Segments to display a down-arrow. Click this down-arrow and then click

New Template. Rename the template, if required.

3. Drag and drop a container widget on the template.

Note: A template requires that you add a container widget (for Flex form: FlexContainer

and for VBox form: HBox) before you can add other widgets.

4. Drag and drop the required widgets on the container.

5. Set the properties of these widgets and save the Segment template.
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Creating a Segment Template within a Segment Widget

To create a segment template, follow these steps:

1. From the Project tab of Project Explorer, expand either Mobile, Tablet, or Desktop.

2. Expand Forms and navigate to the form that contains a segment widget.

3. Navigate to the Segment tab, depending on your requirement, click the down-arrow of the row

template or a section header template and then click Create New .

Screen navigates to the Templates section with a blank template. Rename the template, if

required.

4. Drag and drop a container widget on the template.

5. Drag and drop the required widgets on the container.

6. Set the properties of these widgets and save the Segment template.

Edit a Segment Template within a Segment Widget

To edit a segment template, follow these steps:
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1. From the Project tab of Project Explorer, expand either Mobile, Tablet, or Desktop.

2. Expand Forms and navigate to the form that contains a segment widget with a template. If such

a formwith a segment and segment template does not exist, create one. The template can be a

row template or a Section Header template.

3. In the Properties pane, go to the Segment tab.

4. On the template(row or Section header template) you want to edit, click the corresponding edit

button.

Visualizer navigates to the Templates section in the Project properties pane.

5. You canmodify the template here. Changesmade here will reflect across all the formswhich

use the template youmodified.

Edit a Segment Template inline within a Segment Widget

To edit a segment template, follow these steps:

1. From the Project tab of Project Explorer, expand either Mobile, Tablet, or Desktop.

2. Expand Forms and navigate to the form that contains a segment widget with a template. If such

a formwith a segment and segment template does not exist, create one. The template can be a

row template or a Section Header template.
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If your segment has both a Row Template and a Section Header Template, you can edit them

inline.

3. Right-click on the segment and then select Enable Template Editing., and then select Row or a

Section Header.

You can only edit one template at a time. Youmust disable the template you are editing to start

editing the other template.

4. You can click on each individual item in the template and edit it.

You can also add additional widgets to the template.

Inserting a Segment Template to a Segment Widget

To insert a Segment template to a Segment widget, follow these steps:
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1. From the Project tab of Project Explorer, expandMobile, Tablet, or desktop channel

(depending on whether you have created the segment template for amobile, tablet, or desktop).

2. Expand Forms and navigate to the form containing a segment widget.

3. Expand this form, and click the segment widget.

4. From the Segment properties, click Segment tab.

5. The segment templates are available under General > Row Template and Section Header

Template list. Youmay choose to use the template as either Row Template or Section Header

Template for the Segment widget.

Note: Kony Visualizer provides some sample templates that you can use.

Duplicate a Template

When you are using a template, if youmake any changes to that template, it affects all segments

where the template is used. To avoid that, you can duplicate a template andmodify that specific

template.

To duplicate a template, do the following:

1. From the Project tab of Project Explorer, expand either Mobile, Tablet, or Desktop.

2. Expand Forms and navigate to the form that contains a segment widget with a template.

If such a formwith a segment and segment template does not exist, create one. The

template can be a row template or a Section Header template.

3. Right-click on the segment and then select Duplicate Template.. The template is

duplicated and is visible in your list of templates.

Maps

Amap template gives you a standard and consistent way of presentingmap-related content in your

app, such as amap callout (i.e. a pin) that indicates a particular location on amap.
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To create a map template, do the following:

1. On the Project Explorer, click the Templates tab.

2. On the Templates tab, open the channel you want to add amap template to, either Mobile,

Tablet, or Desktop.

3. Within the channel of choice, hover over Maps until itsmenu arrow appears, click it, and then

click New Template. Kony Visualizer creates a new, emptymap template.

4. Add a FlexContainer to the new map template to hold all the widgets that you want to

characterize themap template. To do so, from theWidget pane of the Library Explorer, in the

Container Widgets section, click on FlexContainer and then drag it onto themap template.

5. Now that themap template has a FlexContainer, drag other widgets onto the FlexContainer.

Arrange them and set their properties according to how you want them to display.

6. Save themap template by clicking Save on the File menu (the Project menu in Kony

Visualizer).

Inserting a Map Template to a Map Widget

To insert a Map template to a Map widget, follow these steps:

1. From the Project tab of Project Explorer, expand either Mobile, Tablet, or Desktop

(depending on whether you have created themap template for amobile, tablet, or desktop).

2. Expand Forms and navigate to the form that contains amapwidget, and to which you want to

add themap template.

3. Expand this form and click themapwidget.

4. From theMap properties, clickMap tab.

5. Click Edit button against Callout Template field. This results in opening calloutTemplate dialog

box.

6. From the available list, choose amap and clickOK.
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Gridcalendars

A Gridcalendar template enables you to define a template for Calendar Day cell. Only one template

can be used for each Calendar. TheGridcalendar templates are used:

l to define a Calendar Day cell with custom look and feel.

l to achieve the behavior of having widgets such as an Image and a label for a Calendar Day cell.

l to perform an action on the event of an onclick of a Calendar Day cell.

To create a Gridcalendar template, follow these steps:

1. Click the Templates tab fromProject Explorer.

2. ExpandMobile or Tablet (depending on which channel you want to create aGridcalendar

template), point to Gridcalendar to display a down-arrow. Click this down-arrow, and then click

New Template. Rename the template, if required.

3. Drag and drop a container widget onto a template.

Note: You need to add a FlexContainer or HBox to a template before adding other widgets.

4. Drag and drop the required widgets on the HBox.

5. Set the properties of these widgets and save theGridcalendars template.

Grids

A Grid template enables you to define a template for DataGrid widget. You can specify a template for

cell and cell headers.

Important Considerations:

l You use aGrid template to update themaster data of a DataGrid widget.

l A Grid Template is available only when you fork a form for the Desktop :WebChannel.
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To create a Grid template, follow these steps:

1. Click the Templates tab fromProject Explorer.

2. Expand Desktop, point to Grids to display a down-arrow. Click this down-arrow and then click

New Template. Rename the template, if required.

3. Drag and drop a container widget on the template.

Note: A template requires that you add a container widget before adding other widgets.

4. Drag and drop the required widgets on the container.

5. Set the properties of these widgets and save the template.

Tab Headers

Note: Tab Headers templates are supported only on DesktopWeb platform.

A Tab header template enables you to define a template for tab headers with specified widgets. You

can use the template on individual tab headers of a Tab pane. This is primarily useful for developers to

achieve common look and feel of the tab headers of a Tab Pane widget.

A Tab header templates are used in the following cases:

l To have uniform look and feel of the tab headers with the specified widgets.

l To display different tab headers for different Tab panes.

l To perform an action on a tab header.

Creating a Template for Tab Header

When you want information to be displayed or customized in a tab header of a Tab pane in the

application, you have a provision to add a tab headers template.

To create a Tab Header template at the application-level, follow these steps:
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1. Click the Templates tab from the Project Explorer.

2. Expand Desktop, point to Tab Header to display a down-arrow. Click this down-arrow, and

then click New Template. Rename the template, if required.

3. Drag and drop a container widget on the template.

Note: A template requires that you add a container widget ( HBox) before you can add

other widgets.

4. Drag and drop the required widgets.

5. Set the properties of these widgets and save the Tab Header template.

Context Menus

Note: Context Menu templates are supported only on DesktopWeb platform.

What is a Template for a Context Menu

In DesktopWeb, when you right-click aMenuContainer or a Box the context specificmenu will be

displayed with the array of menu items. A Context Menu Template is essentially a template having a

MenuContainer in which the developer customizes the overall look and feel of the context menu.

Where to use a Context Menu Template

Context Menu Templates are used to display how the data is presented to the end user when a

context menu pops up.

Creating a Template for Context Menu

When you want the same template to be displayed across all the Context Menus in an application, you

have a provision to add a Context Menu Template.

To create a context menu template at the application-level, follow these steps:
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1. Click the Templates tab from the Project Explorer.

2. Expand Desktop, point to Context Menus. A down-arrow appears. Click this down-arrow, and

then click New Template. Rename the template, if required.

3. Drag and drop anMenuContainer on the template.

4. Follow the steps described in creatingMenu templates.

Menus

Note: Menu templates are supported only on DesktopWeb platform.

Menu templates contains a list of menu items that are displayed when you right-click a widget.

To create amenu, follow these steps:

1. Click the Templates tab from the Project Explorer.

2. Expand Desktop, point to Menus to display a down-arrow. Click this down-arrow and then click

New Template. Rename the template, if required.

3. Drag and drop an HBox onto a template.

Note: You need to add an HBox to a template before adding other widgets.

4. Drag and drop the required widgets on the HBox.

5. Set the properties of these widgets and save theMenu template.
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Design a Responsive Web App

Overview

ResponsiveWebDesign is an approach to web-page creation that makes use of flexible layouts,

flexible images, and cascading style sheet (CSS) media queries. The goal of ResponsiveWebDesign

is to build web pages that can detect a user's screen size and orientation, and then change the layout

accordingly. ResponsiveWebDesign is about using HTML and CSS to automatically resize, hide,

shrink, or enlarge a website, to make it look good on all devices (desktops, tablets, and phones).

FromKony Visualizer V8 onwards, the ResponsiveWebDesign feature has been implemented in

Kony Visualizer. When you resize a web browser screen, content in the browser resizes based on the

resizing design. Using Responsive design, you can design a web page for different form factors in a

single FlexForm.

ResponsiveWebDesign supports the following features:

l Browser size changes

l Browser zoom-in and zoom-out

l Screen resolution changes

Note: A Progressive Web App (PWA) acts as a progression of a ResponsiveWeb app. For

example, if you have a website (web page/web app) that ismobile responsive, you can leverage

the new features supported bymodern web browsers tomake it a ProgressiveWeb App. For

more information about ProgressiveWeb Apps, click here.

FromKony Visualizer V8 SP2, the existing ResponsiveWebDesign feature has been enhanced.

Prior to Kony Visualizer V8 SP2, ResponsiveWebDesign was achieved through code. FromKony

Visualizer V8 SP2 onwards, you can build ResponsiveWeb desktop applications fromwithin Kony

Visualizer.

Click here to watch a video on the ResponsiveWebDesign feature.
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For amore hands-on approach on the ResponsiveWebDesign feature provided by Kony

AppPlatform, import and preview the Resort Feature sample app by using Kony Visualizer.

The ResponsiveWeb design feature is currently available only for the DesktopWeb platform.

Important: Youmust enable the ResponsiveWeb feature in the DesktopWeb Properties section

here.

When your app is open in a browser, if the browser window resizes, content which is in a bigger layout

does not resize according to the smaller layout automatically. Responsive web enables you to design

your desktop web applications to fit various layouts and create a glitch free browsing experience.

There are three pre-existing breakpoints: Mobile, Tablet, and Desktop These breakpoints help you to

resize your web application to pre-set scales. You can either use them or you can create your own

custom breakpoint and use it. The ruler in the form assists you in viewing these breakpoints. When you

hover on the breakpoint section, the breakpoint area is highlighted in the ruler indicating the screen

size.

You can switch between various breakpoints set on the canvas.When you click a break point, the

canvas resizes to the width specified on that breakpoint and all the content in the canvas adjusts

according to the specified canvaswidth. You cannot hide the ruler when breakpoints are set for a form.

You can resize the breakpoints using the resize handle icon on the right side of the canvas. This

provides a quick review so that you can determine the exact width where the content design breaks

during the resize. You can also use a key (Command + D key inMac and Ctrl + D key inWindows)

when you reach the required width to insert a breakpoint of a specified width when you are resizing a

breakpoint. You can drag a breakpoint in a ruler.

For New projects, you can use the three default values or create a new one by using the Add New

button.

l Desktop - 1200 PX

l Tablet - 1024 PX
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l Mobile - 640 PX

l AddNew - Button

For existing projects, you do not have any default breakpoints. You can add a breakpoint by using the

Add New button.

Breakpoints are always sorted from largest to smallest. If you add a new breakpoint which is larger

than the existing large breakpoint, the newly added largest one goes to the top.

Important: A new event onBreakpointChange is added to the Actions list in the Properties pane.

You can define what happens to the formwhen the breakpoint changes.

Enable Breakpoint Forking

You can choose the layout for each of the breakpoints separately by using the Breakpoint Forking

feature. When this feature is turned on, you can rearrange your layout in the form, specific to each

breakpoint. This helps you in defining how you want to display the form in each layout. You can choose

the changes at the breakpoint level or a global level for all breakpoints.

Important: When you turn Breakpoint Forking on, you can fork your widgets separately for each

breakpoint. If you do not fork your widgets for each breakpoint, the canvaswill resize only a few

widgets and not all of them.

Limitation

A limitation related to Breakpoint Forking and setting the height of a widget as Preferred/any non-

Preferred value is present in a ResponsiveWeb form of Kony Visualizer.

Consider a scenario where you have a ResponsiveWeb formwith Breakpoint Forking turned off. You

add anywidget to the form and under Properties > Look > Flex, set the Height of the widget as

Preferred.When you then turn on Breakpoint Forking and select a breakpoint, it is not possible to

change the Height of the widget to any non-Preferred value (such as 10 Dp).
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The same limitation exists when you first set the Height of a widget as any non-Preferred value (such

as 10 Dp), then turn on Breakpoint Forking, and try to modify the Height of the widget to Preferred.

Enable Grid Lines

You can choose to enable grid lines on your ResponsiveWeb canvas. These grid lines help you to

properly align widgets and other elements of your ResponsiveWeb app. You can use grid lines as

reference points while placing various app elements according to the breakpoints that you have

specified.

After you enable or disable grid lines for one ResponsiveWeb form, the corresponding setting is

applied for all ResponsiveWeb forms in Kony Visualizer. Grid lines for ResponsiveWeb forms are

disabled by default. Both these behaviors are applicable fromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 28

onwards.

To enable grid lines for Responsive Web, follow these steps:

1. Select a ResponsiveWeb form.

2. At the upper-right corner of the Project Canvas, click the down-arrow icon . A list of options

appears.

3. Click Show Grid.

Note: If grid lines are already enabled and you want to disable this feature, click Hide Grid

from the down-arrow icon list.
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4. Kony Visualizer enables grid lines for your ResponsiveWeb form.

Working with Skins, Widgets, and Components

You can also fork skins for different breakpoints. For Video and Image widgets, the source of images

and videos can be forked based on the breakpoint. For Labels, whenever you change a breakpoint in

the canvas, the width of the label changes and the content wrapping is adjusted for the breakpoint.

When you drag and drop a widget to the form andmake changes, unless you have selected the

Breakpoint Forking feature, all changes reflect across breakpoints. If a breakpoint is forked, changes

will not reflect in that breakpoint.

When you drag and drop a widget on any breakpoint, the widget is added to all breakpoints. When you

delete or rename awidget on a breakpoint, the widget is deleted or renamed on all breakpoints. You

can change properties of a widget specific to each breakpoint.
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You can use components across breakpoints. You cannot create source components with forked

responsive properties. However, you can create instances of responsive components (without

contract) within responsive forms.When you add these components to a collection library, the

responsive properties (such as custom breakpoints) of these components do not change even when

you reuse the component in a different project or form through the collection library. Similarly, widgets

with responsive data also retain their responsive configuration when reused. You can use Desktop

web templates for the ResponsiveWeb application. You can also create different templates for

different breakpoints. Once you publish your responsive web app, you can preview the app in the kdw

(desktop web output) mode.

Responsive Web APIs

The following are the APIs, keys, and constants associated with ResponsiveWeb.

l kony.application.setApplicationBehaviors (Breakpoint key)

l kony.application.getCurrentBreakpoint();

l constants.BREAKPOINT_MAX_VALUE

Create a Breakpoint

To create a Responsive Design application, do the following:

1. On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), click New Project to open the Start a

New Project screen of the New Project wizard.

2. Select Create Custom App, and then click Choose. Kony Visualizer opens the Project Type

screen of the New Project wizard.

3. In the Project Name text box, enter a name for your project.

l A project name should contain fewer than 14 characters.

l A project name can be alphanumeric. However, the first character of a project should

always be a letter.
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l Do not use any of the following reserved keywords as a project name: authService,

workspace, mfconsole, kpns, middleware, accounts, syncservice, syncconsole, services,

admin, middleware, and appdownload.

4. Select Kony Reference Architecture, and then click Create. As this is a new project, in the

Project Explorer, you will see ResponsiveWeb / Desktop.

5. Right-click Form > New Form. This results in creating a new formwith a default name assigned

to it.
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6. You will have three different breakpoints by default.

You can view these breakpoints in the Properties pane.

7. To add a new breakpoint, click Add New. A new row appears.
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8. Enter the breakpoint details. You will see that the new breakpoint is added.

The breakpoint is added and it reflects in the Properties pane and the Canvas.

Create a form with Breakpoint Forking Off

To create a form with Responsive Web with Breakpoint Forking Off, do the following:

1. In your Visualizer Project, on the form that you want to use ResponsiveWeb design, in

Visualizer Canvas, select Responsive Web.

The Responsive web layout appears on Visualizer Canvas.

Tip: Youmaywant to set the view of Canvas to 75%. Setting the canvas to 75% view makes it

easier to navigate through three different breakpoints.

2. Drag and drop a FlexContainer to the form.

3. Ensure that this FlexContainer is spread across all three default breakpoints.

Tip: For better visibility on how the canvas changes the FlexContainer in different breakpoints,

youmaywant to change the background color of the FlexContainer.

4. Add a few TextBoxwidgets to the FlexContainer.

Tip: Add three TextBoxwidgets spread across the entire canvas.
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5. Add a few buttons below the FlexContainer in the form.

Tip: Ensure that three buttons are spread across the entire canvas.

6. Using the resize handle, resize the canvas to different breakpoints, observe how the

breakpoints change.

Create a form with Breakpoint Forking On

To create a form with Responsive Web with Breakpoint Forking On, do the following:

1. In your Visualizer Project, on the form that you want to use ResponsiveWeb design, in

Visualizer Canvas, select Responsive Web.

The Responsive web layout appears on Visualizer Canvas.

Tip: Youmaywant to set the view of Canvas to 75%. Setting the canvas to 75% view makes it

easier to navigate through three different breakpoints.

2. Drag and drop a FlexContainer to the form.

3. Ensure that this FlexContainer is spread across all three default breakpoints.

Tip: For better visibility on how the canvas changes the FlexContainer in different breakpoints,

youmaywant to change the background color of the FlexContainer.

4. Add a few TextBoxwidgets to the FlexContainer.

Tip: Add three TextBoxwidgets spread across the entire canvas.

5. Add a few buttons below the FlexContainer in the form.

Tip: Ensure that three buttons are spread across the entire canvas.

6. On Visualizer Canvas, toggle the Breakpoint Forking button.
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7. At this point, your UI elements are already organized for the largest breakpoint.

8. Using the canvas resize handle, resize the canvas to the tablet layout.

9. Reorganize your UI elements for this layout.
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10. Using the canvas resize handle, resize the canvas to themobile layout.

11. Reorganize your UI elements for this layout.

12. Your form now has three different views for three different breakpoints.

13. Using the resize handle, resize the canvas to different breakpoints, observe how the

breakpoints change.
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14. To view your app locally on an internet browser, from the Project Menu, click Run and select

Run.

15. The project is built for the Responsive web channel and you can view the app in your internet

browser.

To invoke any function that is not supported by Visualizer, you can do it through code. Click here for

more information.

Design a Progressive Web App

Overview

A ProgressiveWeb App (PWA) is the next step of a ResponsiveWeb app. For example, if you have a

website (web page/web app) that ismobile responsive, you can leverage the new features supported

bymodern web browsers tomake it a ProgressiveWeb App. These additional features include using

service workers, web appmanifests, push notifications, and offline support.

A ProgressiveWeb App is an application that feels like a Native app, but is available over web

browsers to a user. A user can access a ProgressiveWeb App on anyweb browser on amobile

device. The app is responsive, functions even when the device is offline or has limited network speed,

and does not require any updates.

For information about how to build a ProgressiveWeb app, click here.

Important: Before you start to build a ProgressiveWeb App, youmust enable the PWA option for

a ResponsiveWeb application.When you do so and build the application, a new output is created

in the ProgressiveWeb App format. This new output does not replace anyResponsiveWeb

output, but instead a new output is created in the same folder. For more information about

ResponsiveWeb apps, click here.

This topic consists of the following sections:
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l Guidelines to Optimize ProgressiveWeb Applications

l ProgressiveWeb Apps vs. Native Apps vs. ResponsiveWebsites

l ProgressiveWeb Apps - Videos

l ProgressiveWeb Apps - FAQs

A ProgressiveWeb App is always up to date as it uses a ServiceWorker. A ServiceWorker is a script

which ensures that the features that are not required to appear in the web browser or that don't need

any user interaction are linked with the web app. This service worker script runs in the background and

helps in synchronizing the data in the background and in displaying push notifications.

When the ProgressiveWeb App feature is enabled, on Kony Fabric, youmust configure server assets

caching as zero. Furthermore, youmust not select the HttpSessioncaching option to fetch the latest

content from the server. For more information, click here.

A ProgressiveWeb App has the following features: 

l Progressive: Site URLswork across all mobile web browsers.

l Responsive: All web pages are responsive onmobile and tablet devices.

l Secure: The web app is served over HTTPS.

l Offline: The app URLs load when they are offline.

l Easy Access: You can add a ProgressiveWeb app to your home screen on your device.

l Fast: When you load the app for the first time on 3G, the app is fast.

l Unique Links: Each page in the ProgressiveWeb application has a unique URL.

The ProgressiveWeb App generated by Kony Visualizer meets 100% of Google's PWA baseline

checklist.

For amore hands-on approach on the ProgressiveWeb Apps feature provided by Kony AppPlatform,

import and preview the Events, Employee Directory, and Resort Feature sample apps by using Kony

Visualizer.
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l Events app:

l Employee Directory app:

l Resort Feature app:

Progressive Web Apps vs. Native Apps vs. Responsive Websites

The following table illustrates the differences in the availability of various features between PWAs,

Native apps, and Responsive websites.

Functionality Native

App

Responsive

Website

Progressive

Web App

Functions Offline

Push

Notifications

Installable on

Home screen

Full-screen

experience

Indexable by

search engines

One place to

enter content
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Functionality Native

App

Responsive

Website

Progressive

Web App

Works across all

devices

No download

required

Does not require

updates

Guidelines to Optimize Progressive Web Applications

ProgressiveWeb Apps can be enabled on the ResponsiveWeb channel on Visualizer. When you

build ProgressiveWeb Apps, you can useGoogle Lighthouse to improve the quality of your

ProgressiveWeb Apps. The higher the score onGoogle Lighthouse, the higher the quality of your

ProgressiveWeb App. You can achieve a better score onGoogle Lighthouse by taking care of a few

things.

Important: To get an ideal evaluation with Google Lighthouse, build your app in the ReleaseMode

and publish the app on your runtime environment.

Optimize Application Load or Startup

By optimizing your application startup or the load page, you can achieve a better score onGoogle

Lighthouse.

l Ensure that the first screen of the app is lightweight and of the lowest size possible.

l Add a Splash screen for the application.

l Avoid placing any unwanted images on the first screen.

l Avoid placing service calls in the first screen of the App that are not required for its functionality
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Optimize Web App Manifest

When you optimize your web appmanifest file for the ProgressiveWeb app, it can increase your

quality score onGoogle Lighthouse. The optimizations define how your app anchor appears when a

user adds your app to their home screen on their device.

l Ensure that you add images for your App to anchor the App on the home screen.

l For mobile devices, add to Home screen is displayed by the device browser if the

manifest contains the App icons.

l For desktop browsers, use the beforeinstallprompt event for Google Chrome to display a

notification to the users. You can findmore information on beforeinstallprompt and

similar functionality on other browsers at

https://developers.google.com/web/fundamentals/app-install-banners/

l Add a background color in theManifest file.

l Add a theme color in theManifest file.

Service Workers

When ProgressiveWeb is enabled, the application is not expected to specificallymake any changes

for the Service workers to be registered and enabled. The web frameworkwithin Visualizer inherently

helps your application create and register a service worker. The service worker is created using the

default cachingmechanism.

Progressive Web Apps - Videos

This section contains a series of videos that explain how to create ProgressiveWeb Apps using Kony

Visualizer.

Video One

This is the first of the ProgressiveWeb App tutorial series. Here, we walk you through the steps to

build a basic web application bymaking use of Visualizer's low-code capabilities.

Click here to watch the PWA Series - Video 1 of 3: Building a BasicWeb App.
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Video Two

In this second tutorial of the PWA series, we walk you through the steps to enhance the web app

created in our first video.Wewill add the search capability, better responsive layout, and improved

aesthetics.

Click here to watch the PWA Series - Video 2 of 3: Enhancing theWeb App.

Video Three

In this third video tutorial of the PWA series, we will take the app that we built in our previous videos

and add PWA capabilities.

Click here to watch the PWA Series - Video 3 of 3: Making the App a ProgressiveWeb App.

Progressive Web Apps - FAQs

l Is it possible to create Segment templates responsively? Can we use the Breakpoint

Forking feature while creating Segment templates?

No, it is not possible to do so. Breakpoints are a concept of forms. Form layouts change based

on the breakpoint that the page (form) width hits. Breakpoints are only provided at form-level.

For Segments, you can use separate templates to achieve a unique layout for every breakpoint.

l Can we create components with Breakpoint Forking?

Breakpoints are only provided at form-level. Components are designed to be cross-platform,

and are not specific for a breakpoint. Because breakpoint is a form concept, you can fork a

component for a specific breakpoint within a form, but not outside the form. And prior to run

time, you can validate the designs on the form canvas.

l Is it possible to create a Map Pin callout template responsively?

Similar to Segment templates, you can use separate templates if you want a unique layout for

each breakpoint.

l If a Progressive Web App is installed on an Android device by using the Google Chrome

app install banner, will Kony be able to send push notifications for that app?

Yes, Kony can send push notifications in such a scenario. However, youmust ensure that the
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Google Chrome version is 73 or later.

l A Progressive Web App runs on the Android stock browser. Will Kony be able to send

push notifications for that app?

Kony can send push notifications for that PWA, if the Android stock browser is compatible with

PWA (works properly onGoogle Chrome).

l If a Progressive Web App is installed on an Android device through the Google Play store,

will Kony be able to send push notifications?

If the PWA is installed through theGoogle Play store, that app opens as aGoogle Chrome

window. So, Kony can send push notifications in that case.

Using Masters

Masters provide the capability to define user interface elements and action sequences in a single defin-

ition, and then instantiate them anywhere throughout an application. A master may be nested within

other masters, or within forms. Additionally, masters can be built once and then instanced for mobile,

tablet, and desktop, as illustrated in the following diagram.
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For example, let’s say you have amaster container for amenu, and that menu ismade up of numerous

menu items using Segment widgets. Bymaking a Segment widget of a givenmenu item amaster

within that master container, changes to that individualmaster menu item result in just that item being

changed in every instance where that master container is used. Editing the properties of amaster

changes the properties of every instance of the givenmaster. And if you find that, within an instance of

amaster, you need tomake a change to data in a widget, just that widget is changed; themaster itself

and any other instances of that widget that are based on themaster remain unchanged.

Mastersmay be nested within the following widgets, whether inside of another master or within a form.

l FlexContainer

l Flex Scroll Container

l Segment

l Tab Pane

When you insert an instance of amaster into a form—or even into another master—the instance

appears in the Project Explorer as blue text, making it easy to identify as amaster instance. The

instance has the same name as the top widget or container in themaster.

Masters also support the inclusion of common code for lifecycle events and other actions at the

container level. For more information, see Create aMaster fromScratch. Also, beginning in Kony

Visualizer 7.2, you referencemaster elements in code using the following hierarchy:

FormName.MasterName.WidgetName
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The use of this hierarchymakes it possible to duplicate widget names betweenmasters and their

instances, since inclusion of the entire hierarchy ensures a unique element reference.

For information on usingmasters in Kony Visualizer, click any of the following topics:

Convert an Existing Container to aMaster

Create aMaster fromScratch

Insert an Instance of aMaster

Control the Cascading of Changes from theMaster to Its Instances

Reset the Values in aMaster Instance

Use the Segment2Widget in aMaster

CreateWidgets from aMaster

Edit a Master

Move the Templates Tab

Duplicate aMaster

Export and Import Masters

Add aMaster to a Collection

Identify theMaster Being Used

Hide and UnhideWidgets in Instances of aMaster

Rename aWidget in aMaster

Delete aMaster

Additional Information about Masters
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Convert an Existing Container to a Master

The easiest way to create amaster is to base it off of a container you have already created. You can do

so from either an existing form or an existingmaster.

To convert an existing container to a master, do the following:

1. On the Visualizer Canvas, click the top level container that you want to convert to amaster. This

can reside either in a form or amaster.

2. Right-click it, and then click Create Master. Doing so creates amaster, and links it within its

original parent container.

3. To access andmodify themaster you have just created, click the Templates tab on the Project

Explorer, expand theMasters category, and then click themaster, opening it on the Visualizer

Canvas.

Important: When you are converting a set of widgets to amaster, ensure that you specify the

coordinates and dimensions of the widgets in% units.

Create a Master from Scratch

If you want, you can create amaster from scratch rather than basing it on existing assets.

To create a Master from scratch, do the following:

1. Depending on where you've placed the Templates tab, on either the Project Explorer or the

Library Explorer, click the Templates tab.

2. Hover over Masters, click its context menu arrow, and then click New Master.

A new master is created, along with a FlexContainer for the widgets that you will add.

3. By design, the FlexContainer is not scrollable. To change the FlexContainer into a

FlexScrollContainer, making the container scrollable, on the Templates tab, hover over the
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FlexContainer that you want to convert, click its context menu arrow, point to Convert To, and

then click Flex Scroll Container.

4. Add widgets to the container of themaster just as you would on a standard form.

5. Add code to lifecycle events and other actions. To do so, select the flex container, then on the

Properties pane, on the Action tab, click the Edit button of the event to which you want to add

code. For more information, see Add Actions and Set App Lifecycle Events.

Insert an Instance of a Master

You can insert an instance of amaster to virtually any form scenario, including insertingmasters within

another master.

If it makes it easier for you, you can simplify the process of inserting amaster bymoving the Templates

tab from the Project Explorer to the Library Explorer. By doing so, the Templates tab (which displays

masters) and the Project tab (which displays forms) become viewable at the same time since they're

no longer occupying the same pane. Tomove the Templates tab from the Project Explorer to the

Library Explorer, on the Project Explorer, right-click the Templates tab, and then click Dock to

Library.

To insert an instance of a master, do the following:

1. On the Project tab of the Project Explorer, locate and open the form that you want to apply the

master to. The form displays on the Visualizer Canvas and is now the formwith focus.

2. On the Templates tab, locate themaster that you want to apply to the form.

3. Do either of the following:

l Click the context menu arrow of themaster you want to create an instance of, and then

click Insert Into. An instance of themaster is placed on the form you originally selected.

l Drag themaster from the Templates tab over to the Visualizer Canvas and drop it onto

the formwhere you want to insert an instance of amaster.
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The instance appears in the Project Explorer as blue text, making it easy to identify as amaster

instance. The instance has the same name as the top widget or container in themaster.

Control the Cascading of Changes from the Master to Its Instances

You can control whether changes to amaster are inherited by its instances. The types of changes are

divided into two categories: the data contained in themaster (called Reference Data), and the

properties of themaster (called Reference Flex Properties). In some cases, youmaywant to ensure

that an instance does not vary from amaster, such as in the case of the positioning and dimensions of

amenu bar. In other cases, youmaywant an instance to vary from themaster, such as in the particular

data that the instances contain.

By default, an instance of amaster does not automatically inherit changesmade to themaster. To

enable such inheritance, you need to select the instance and set it to inherit the reference data and/or

reference flex properties of themaster.

To control the cascading of changes from the master to its instances, do the following:

1. On either the Project tab of the Project Explorer, or on the Visualizer Canvas, locate and select

the parent container of the instance for which you want to change data and properties

inheritance.

2. From the Properties pane, Click the FlexContainer tab.

3. Depending on what your need is, do any of the following:
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Important: If the data or flex properties of your instance vary from themaster, and you set

the instance to inherit from themaster, all variationswill be overwritten, and you cannot

undo this operation.

l To have the data of the instance of themaster reference and inherit the data of the

master, set Reference Data to On.

l To have the flex properties (such as position and dimensions) of the instance of the

master reference and inherit the flex properties of themaster, set Reference Flex

Properties to On.

l To allow the data of the instance of themaster to vary from the data of themaster, set

Reference Data to Off.

l To allow the flex properties of the instance of themaster to vary from the flex properties of

themaster, set Reference Flex Properties to Off.

The types of widgets in which you can change data are listed in the following table. The changes

youmake are specialized to that widget without affecting themaster. Any future changesmade

to themaster involving the widget are not reflected in the widget you just modified.

Widget Data

Button l Button Text

l All properties in the Flex section of the Look
tab on the Properties pane

l Action Sequences

l Review tab
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Widget Data

Calendar l All properties in the Flex section of the Look
tab on the Properties pane

l Default date on theCalendar tab

l Action Sequences

l Review tab

Check Box Group l All properties in the Flex section of the Look
tab on the Properties pane

l Master Data property, on theCheck Box
Group tab

l Action Sequences

l Review tab

Data Grid l All properties in the Flex section of the Look
tab on the Properties pane

l Data, located on theData Grid tab

l Action Sequences

l Review tab

Image l All properties in the Flex section of the Look
tab on the Properties pane

l All properties in the General section of the
Image tab on the Properties pane

l Action Sequences

l Review tab
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Widget Data

Label l All properties in the Flex section, and the
Text property, on the Look tab on the
Properties pane

l All properties in the General section of the
Image tab on the Properties pane

l Action Sequences

l Review tab

List Box l All properties in the Flex section of the Look
tab on the Properties pane

l Master Data property, on the List Box tab

l Action Sequences

l Review tab

Radio Button Group l All properties in the Flex section of the Look
tab on the Properties pane

l property, on theRadio Button Group tab

l Action Sequences

l Review tab

Rich Text l All properties in the Flex section, and the
Text property, on the Look tab on the
Properties pane

l Action Sequences

l Review tab
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Widget Data

Slider l All properties in the Flex section of the Look
tab on the Properties pane

l Min Label andMax Label values on the
Slider tab

l Action Sequences

l Review tab

TextArea2 l All properties in the Flex section, and the
Text property, on the Look tab on the
Properties pane

l The following properties on the Text Area
tab: Max Characters, Input Mode,
Placeholder, Auto Capitalize

l Action Sequences

l Review tab

TextBox2 l All properties in the Flex section, and the
Text property, on the Look tab on the
Properties pane

l The following properties on the Text Area
tab: Max Characters, Input Mode,
Placeholder, Auto Capitalize

l Action Sequences

l Review tab
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Widget Data

Browser l All properties in the Flex section of the Look
tab on the Properties pane

l Master Data property, on theBrowser tab

l Action Sequences

l Review tab

CordovaBrowser l All properties in the Flex section of the Look
tab on the Properties pane

l Master Data property, on the
CordovaBrowser tab

l Action Sequences

l Review tab

Camera l All properties in the Flex section, and the
Text property, on the Look tab on the
Properties pane

l Action Sequences

l Review tab

Map l All properties in the Flex section of the Look
tab on the Properties pane

l Action Sequences

l Review tab
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Widget Data

Phone l All properties in the Flex section, and the
Text property, on the Look tab on the
Properties pane

l Action Sequences

l Review tab

Picker View l All properties in the Flex section of the Look
tab on the Properties pane

l Master Data property, on thePicker View
tab

l Action Sequences

l Review tab

Segment l All properties in the Flex section of the Look
tab on the Properties pane

l Master Data property, on theSegment tab

l Action Sequences

l Review tab

Switch l All properties in the Flex section of the Look
tab on the Properties pane

l The following properties on the Text Area
tab: Left Text, Right Text

l Action Sequences

l Review tab
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Widget Data

Video l All properties in the Flex section of the Look
tab on the Properties pane

l Action Sequences

l Review tab

Reset the Values in a Master Instance

If you have been changing the values in an instance of amaster to differ from those of themaster itself,

you can reset these values, clearing them and causing the instance of themaster to inherit all the

values of themaster. Resetting these values does not prevent you from continuing to customize the

values of the instance, it just resets them to the original master values.

To reset the values in a master instance, do the following

1. On the Project tab of the Project Explorer, locate and select the parent container of the instance

for which you want to reset its values. The instance becomes selected and is the item of focus

on the Visualizer Canvas.

2. Right-click the instance on the Visualizer Canvas, and then click Reset Instance Values. all the

values in the instance are cleared, and inherit the values of themaster.

Use the Segment2 Widget in a Master

One you add a Segment2 widget to amaster, you cannot drop other widgets onto that segment widget

because it's inside amaster. To get around this limitation, you create a segment row template,

populate it with the widgets you want it to have, and then you configure the segment widget in the

master to reference that row template. Once the segment widget in your master is populated width

content from the row template, you can edit the segment widget'smaster data to have the per-row

customized data that you need.
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Note: A segment template can only apply to one channel. To work around this, create the

segment template for one channel, copy it, and then paste it into the other channels.

To use a Segment2 widget in a master, do the following:

1. Create a segment row template. To do so, in the Project Explorer, click the Templates tab,

open the channel you want to create the segment template for (e.g. Mobile), click the context

menu arrow of Segments, and then click New Template. The template is created and opens on

the Visualizer Canvas. It might be a good idea to rename the template to something descriptive,

such as rowMobile. To do so, on the Templates tab, click the context menu arrow of the newly-

created template, and then click Rename.

2. Drag a FlexContainer widget onto the new template on the Visualizer Canvas, and configure it

how you want.

3. Drag onto the FlexContainer the widgets that you want the segment row template to have, and

configure them how you want.

4. Once you have the segment row template configured the way you want it, if you want to copy it

to other channels, click the context menu arrow of the configured template, and then click Copy.

Navigate to and open the channel you want to paste it to, click the context menu arrow of

Segments, and then click Paste. Rename the template if you'd like, and thenmake any needed

modifications so that it looks and behaves correctly in that channel.

5. On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), click Save All.

6. Add a Segment2 widget to themaster. To do so, in the Project Explorer, on the Templates tab,

in theMasters section, select themaster so that it opens on the Visualizer Canvas, add (or

select an existing) container widget in themaster, and then drag a Segment2 widget onto it.

7. In the Properties Editor for the Segment2 widget you just added, click the Segment tab. Then

from the Row Template drop-down list, select the row template you want to use.

8. From the Segment tab, click the Edit button for Master Data, andmake any changes needed to
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the segment data.

9. On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), click Save All.

Create Widgets from a Master

You can use amaster as the basis for a form and then create widgets from themaster that are no

longer associated with it. This gives you the freedom to create a form that is consistent with other

forms, but which you canmodify totally independent of themaster that it was originally an instance of.

To create widgets from a master, do the following:

1. On the Project tab of the Project Explorer, locate and click the flex container for the instance of

themaster you want to create the widgets from. The instance displays on the Visualizer Canvas

and is now the container with focus.

Note: Youmust click the instance's flex container, not its parent nor its children, to create

widgets from themaster.

2. On the Visualizer Canvas, right-click the instance, and then click Create Widgets From Master.

The instance of themaster is converted to widgets that have no association with themaster.

Note: If you do not see Create Widgets From Master in the context menu, you probably do

not have the correct container selected on the Project tab of the Project Explorer. You likely

have either a parent or child selected.

Edit a Master

Editing amaster is virtually identical to editing any form. The key difference is that the changes you

make to themaster can propagate to every instance in your project where that master is used.

You can navigate to themaster from the Templates tab, where themaster resides, or from any

instance of amaster.

To edit a master, do the following:
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1. Navigate to themaster, either from the Templates tab, or from an instance of themaster.

l From the Templates tab. Depending on where you've placed the Templates tab, on

either the Project Explorer or the Library Explorer, click the Templates tab.

l From an instance of themaster. Instances of masters have blue text. From the Project

tab of the Project Explorer, click the context menu arrow of themaster instance that you

want to edit. The select one of the following commands, depending on your what you

select.

l If you select the top-level container of themaster, click Edit Master.

l If you select an element under the top-level container, such as a widget or an
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embeddedmaster, click Edit Parent Master.

Kony Visualizer navigates to the Templates tab, selects the top-most flex container of the

master you selected, and opens themaster on the Visualizer Canvas.

2. If it isn't expanded already, expand theMasters category.

3. Open themaster you want to edit by double-clicking its name.

4. On the Visualizer Canvas, make the changes you want to make, just as you would to any other

form. This includes all activities, such as adding and removing widgets, changing their

properties, setting up action sequences, and so on. The changes youmake to themaster

propagate to every instance in your project where that master is used.

Move the Templates Tab

By default, the Templates tab (which displaysmasters) and the Project tab (which displays forms)

occupy the same pane (i.e. the Project Explorer) and are therefore not viewable at the same time. If

you prefer, you canmove the Templates tab from the Project Explorer to the Library Explorer, which

makes it possible to view both tabs at the same time since they're no longer occupying the same pane.

To move the Templates tab, do the following:
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1. On the Project Explorer, right-click the Templates tab.

2. Click Dock to Library. The Templates tabmoves from the Project Explorer to the Library

Explorer.

Duplicate a Master

To duplicate a Master, do the following:

1. Depending on where you've placed the Templates tab, on either the Project Explorer or the

Library Explorer, click the Templates tab.

2. If it isn't expanded already, expand theMasters category.

3. Hover over the name of themaster you want to duplicate, click its context menu arrow, and then

click Duplicate.

Identify the Master Being Used

When you are working within an instance of amaster, you can identify the name of themaster using

the Properties Editor.

To identify the master being used, do the following:

1. Open the form that is an instance of amaster.

2. In the Properties Editor, click the Look tab. TheMaster Name property lists the name of the

master being used. If theMaster Name property is not listed, the form is not an instance of a

master, and is therefore not associated with amaster.

Disable Widget Data Changes outside a Master

To disable widget data changes outside a master, do the following:
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1. Navigate to the form that contains the widgets you want to lock relative to themaster.

2. On the Properties pane, click the FlexContainer tab, and then switch Reference Data to On.

Hide and Unhide Widgets in Instances of a Master

By default, when you create a new master, the widgets in instances of themaster, as they appear on

the Project tab of the Project Explorer, are hidden; only the top-level flex container is visible. This is

especially helpful if you want to help prevent the inadvertent modification of widgets and their

properties in instances of amaster. These hidden widgets are still visible on the Visualizer Canvas, but

they are not individually selectable or editable.

Note: Widgets in instances of masters for projects created in versions of Kony Visualizer earlier

than 7.2 are, by default, unhidden on the Project tab of the Project Explorer.

To hide or unhide the widgets in an instance of a master, do the following:

1. Depending on where you've placed the Templates tab, on either the Project Explorer or the

Library Explorer, click the Templates tab.

2. If it isn't expanded already, expand theMasters category.

3. Expand themaster whose widgets you want to hide or unhide in instances of that master.

4. Click the topmost flex container of themaster.

5. In the Properties Editor, on the FlexContainer tab, do one of the following:

l Hide master widgets. To hide the widgets in instances of amaster, click set HideMaster

Widgets to On. The widgets in instances of themaster are no longer listed in the

hierarchy of screen elements on the Project tab of the Project Explorer. Only the topmost

flex container displays in the hierarchy. On the Visualizer Canvas, the widgets of the

master instance are visible, but not selectable or editable.
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l Unhide master widgets. To unhide the widgets in instances of amaster, click set Hide

Master Widgets to Off. The widgets in instances of themaster are listed in the hierarchy

of screen elements on the Project tab of the Project Explorer, and are selectable and

editable on the Visualizer Canvas.

Rename a Widget in a Master

To rename a widget in a master, do the following:

1. Depending on where you've placed the Templates tab, on either the Project Explorer or the

Library Explorer, click the Templates tab.

2. If it isn't expanded already, expand theMasters category.

3. Expand themaster that has the widget you want to rename.

4. Hover over the name of the widget you want to rename, click its context menu arrow, and then

click Rename. The name becomes editable and is highlighted.

5. Type the name you want for the widget, and then press Enter.

6. A dialog box displays asking if you also want to rename the widget in all the instanceswhere it

appears in the project. Depending on what you prefer, click either Yes or No.
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Delete a Master

Important: Deleting amaster also deletes every instance of that master from your application. Any

instances that you don't want to have deleted you should first unlink from themaster by creating

widgets from it. For more information, see CreateWidgets from aMaster.

To delete a master, do the following:

1. Depending on where you've placed the Templates tab, on either the Project Explorer or the

Library Explorer, click the Templates tab.

2. If it isn't expanded already, expand theMasters category.

3. Hover over the name of themaster you want to delete, click its context menu arrow, and then

click Delete.

Export and Import Masters

With Kony Visualizer, you can export one or all masters, and then import them into another project or

onto another computer.

The following table showswhat elements are included and excluded from amaster export.

Item Exported Data Cleared Comments

Nestedmasters Yes No -

Templates Yes No -

Skins Yes No -

Images Yes No -

Fonts Yes No -

Action
sequences

Yes No Only action sequences contained within themaster
are exported. Indirect references are not exported.

Locales No Yes -
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Local files No Yes -

Cordova files No Yes -

Export a Master

To export a master, do the following:

1. Depending on where you've placed the Templates tab, on either the Project Explorer or the

Library Explorer, click the Templates tab.

2. If it isn't expanded already, expand theMasters category.

3. Do one of the following, depending on whether you want to export all masters or a single

master:

l Export all masters. Click the context menu arrow of theMasters category, and then click

Export Masters.

l Export a single master. Click the context menu arrow of themaster you want to export,

and then click Export.

4. Navigate to the folder where you want to export the .zip file to, rename the file (optional), and

then click Save.

A dialog box appears informing you that the file was exported successfully. By clicking the name

of the file in the dialog box, a file explorer window opens to the folder that the file was saved to.

Import a Master

To import a master .zip file, do the following:

1. Open the project that you want to import themasters file into.

2. Depending on where you've placed the Templates tab, on either the Project Explorer or the

Library Explorer, click the Templates tab.

3. Click the context menu arrow of theMasters category, and then click Import Masters.
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4. Click the Browse button that corresponds to the File name text box, navigate to themasters .zip

file that you want to import, and then clickOpen.

5. If themaster file that you're importing contains components that already exist in the project,

check the check box labeled Duplicate, if master or its components exist.

6. Click Import. Kony Visualizer imports themaster(s) in the .zip file.

Add a Master to a Collection

A collection is a visual catalog within the Library Explorer that contains templates. A Kony library can

havemultiple collections. A template is a group of widgets that you can drag onto a form, providing an

easyway to replicate commonwidget groupings. Along with templates, you can also addmasters to a

collection, providing you with a visual, simplemeans of adding amaster to a form.

To add a master to a collection, do the following:

1. Depending on where you've placed the Templates tab, on either the Project Explorer or the

Library Explorer, click the Templates tab.

2. If it isn't expanded already, expand theMasters category.

3. Click the context menu arrow of themaster you want, hover over Add to Collection, hover over

the library you want, and then click the collection that you want to add themaster to.

Additional Information about Masters

The following are additional facts about masters.

l The nesting of masters is not circular. That is to say, if master B is nested within master A, you

cannot then nest master A within master B. An up-levelmaster cannot be nested inside a

master that's down-level from it.

l Masters can only be used with flex layout elements; they do not work using the legacy VBox and

HBox layout elements, or pop-ups.
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l You cannot modify the skin of an instance of amaster's widget. If you want to change the skin of

a widget that's based on amaster, youmust make the change to the widget in themaster itself.
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Add and Manage Images and Other Media

While designing an application, you will have the need to use images, videos, and other media in a

form. To do so, you copy themedia to a specific folder in theWorkspace and then use the appropriate

widget to insert themedia in a form. You can see what media are a part of your project on the Assets

tab of the Project Explorer. You can also specifymedia for a specific channel and then use them in

your application.

After addingmedia to amedia folder, to see them reflected in Kony Visualizer, refresh the list of media

assets by clicking the Refresh Folders icon located on the top left corner of the Assets tab in the

Project Explorer.

This section covers the following topics:

Conventions for Images

Import and Use Images

Troubleshoot Invalid Images

Manage Android Image Folders

Add a Favorite Icon (FavIcon) for Use in a Browser

Add a Touch Icon for Apple for Use in a Browser

Android App Icons - MipmapDrawables
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Conventions for Images

This section covers the following subjects:

Image Assets Based on Dots Per Inch (DPI) or Form Factors

GesturesUsing DPI

Retina Display on iPhone

Apple Touch Icon

Naming Conventions for Images

Image Assets Based on Dots Per Inch (DPI) or Form Factors

Applicationsmust have right image assets to handle variousDPIs. SPA platform enables automatic

detection of the device DPI by default and requests for the right set of images based on the DPI.

For deviceswith different form factors but sameDPI, the SPA platform uses the device screen width

as a factor while requesting the appropriate image assets. SPA platform also handles screen

orientation specific asset requests.

Gestures Using DPI

Besides using the DPI for the resource identification, SPA platform also usesDPI for calculating the

threshold limits to identify various gestures like swipe, scroll, tap, and double-tap.

Retina Display on iPhone

iPhone 4.0 has a high resolution screen (960x640) with a density of 326 ppi. When the screen density

ismore than 300 ppi, images, videos, text, and other objects appear very smooth with high clarity on

the screen. This high resolution screen enables a very clear view of all the objects on the screen, which

is similar to high quality printed output. Apple has named this technologyRetina Display.
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All the iPhone applications are developed for 320x480 resolution. The images used in the application

are automatically scaled up to suit the high resolution screen.When the images are scaled up for a

high resolution screen, the clarity of images is distorted. The Retina Display feature ensures excellent

image clarity by preventing automatic scaling.

To support images within an application for Retina Display, do the following:

1. Create an image with twice the pixel dimensions as the original image.

2. Add the following suffix to the image name: @2x.

For example, if you have a company logo image named logo.png that is 50x50 pixels, and

you want to use it for a high resolution screen, create the same image at a size of 100x100

pixels, and name it logo@2x.png.

3. Place this high-resolution image in the Resources folder along with the other images.When you

build your project, the resulting app automatically picks up the high resolution images for those

devices that support the retina display.

Apple Touch Icon

The Apple Touch Icon or apple-touch-icon.png is a file used for a web page icon on the Apple iPhone,

iPod Touch, and iPad.When someone bookmarks your web page or adds your web page to his or her

home screen, the Apple Touch icon is used. If this file is not found these Apple products will use the

screenshot of the web page, which often looks like nomore than a white square.

This file should be saved as a .png, have dimensions of 58 x 58, and be stored in your resources

common directory.

Naming Conventions for Images

This section explains the naming convention you should follow while naming the images. The allowed

characters in the image file names are:

l Lowercase alphabetical characters

Note: The image namemust start with a lowercase alphabetical character.
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l Numerical characters

l Underscore (_)

l Period (.)

Important: Do not use spaces in your image file names. Also, do not use any reserved words or

keywords as the file names for the images.

You will want to be sure to use the following conventionswhen naming image files:

Valid File Names Invalid File Names Remarks

myicon.png Myicon.png Contains an uppercase character.

icon2.png icon_2.png Contains an underscore.

accntsummary.png accnt&summary.png Contains a special character.

accountdetails.png 2details.png Begins with a number.

companylogo.png company logo.png Contains a space.

flightstatus123.png continue.png Contains a JavaScript keyword.

Import and Use Images

To use images in your application, youmust import them into Kony Visualizer. For conventional 2D

images, use either PNG, GIF, or JPEG image formats while working with an application.

You can import an image into Kony Visualizer by using the followingmethods:

l Add an image to the Assets tab, and then use the image.

l Directly import an image into a widget.

Note: GIFs are supported only in Image widget.

The 3D formats Kony Visualizer supports are as follows:
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l The Autodesk 3DSMax file format (.3ds)

l TheCOLLADA file format (.dae)

Following are the subfolders in which you can store images, videos, and other media:

l Common. Themedia assets stored here are available across all the channels (mobile and

tablet applications) andmodes (native and web).

l Desktop. Themedia assets stored here are available for all ResponsiveWeb applications.

l Common. Themedia assets stored here are available for native and web applications.

l Native. Themedia assets stored here are available only for native applications.

l Web. Themedia assets stored here are available only for web applications.

l Mobile. Themedia assets stored here are available for all mobile devices.

l Common. Themedia assets stored here are available for native and web applications.

l Native. Themedia assets stored here are available only for native applications.

l Web. Themedia assets stored here are available only for web applications.

l Tablet. Themedia assets stored here are available for all tablet devices.

l Common. Themedia assets stored here are available for native and web applications.

l Native. Themedia assets stored here are available only for native applications.

l Web. Themedia assets stored here are available only for web applications.

l Wearables. Themedia assets stored here are available for all wearable devices.

l Apple Watch. Themedia assets stored here are available for only AppleWatch devices.

l Common. Themedia assets stored here are available for native and web Apple

Watch applications.

l Native. Themedia assets stored here are available for only native AppleWatch

applications.
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l Android Wear. Themedia assets stored here are available for only AndroidWear

devices.

l Common. Themedia assets stored here are available for native and web Android

Wear applications.

l Native. Themedia assets stored here are available for only native AndroidWear

applications.

Import Images to Assets Tab

To add images to the Assets tab and then use them in a Kony Visualizer project, follow these

steps:

1. In Kony Visualizer, go to Project Explorer > Assets.

2. Expand the channel to which you want to add the image files; whether Common (to be available

to all channels), Desktop, Mobile, Tablet, or Wearables.

3. Expand the environment that you want the image files to be accessible to; whether Common (to

be available for all environments), Native, or Web.

4. If you selected the Native environment, expand the platform that you want the SQLite database

to be accessible to, whether Common (to be available to all platforms), Android, iOS, or

Windows.

Once the node is fully expanded, a raw folder is visible.

5. Click the context menu arrow of the raw folder, and then click Import Media.

6. Navigate to the folder containing the images you want to import, and then select them, holding

down the Ctrl key as you click to select non-contiguously listed images, or the Shift key to select

contiguously listed images.

7. ClickOpen.

8. To see the added files reflected in Kony Visualizer, on the File menu (the Project menu in Kony

Visualizer), click Refresh.
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Directly Import Images into a Widget

Alternatively, you can directly import images into a widget; without the need to add them to the Assets

tab first. You can directly import images into an Image widget, as the skin of a widget (for example,

Button), or into anywidget property that takes an image name (for example, the seleted and

unselected images in a CheckBoxGroup). As an example, we have discussed the process of how to

directly import images into an Image widget later in this section.

Furthermore, you can directly import images into the widgets inside a component. For more

information, refer the Import and Add Images to a Component section.

To directly import images into an Image widget, follow these steps:

1. From the Default Library, drag and drop an Image widget to your form.

2. You can perform any of the following actions:

l On the Project Canvas, double-click the Image widget.

l In the Project Explorer, expand your form, right-click the Image widget, and then click Edit

Image Source.
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The Select Image dialog box appears, containing the list of available imported images.

3. Click Import. The File Explorer of your local computer appears.

4. Select the required image, and then clickOpen. The Import Images dialog box appears,

indicating that the image has been imported successfully. If required, Kony Visualizer

automaticallymodifies the file name of the imported image according to the Kony resource

name specification.
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5. The imported image appears in the list of images of the Select Image dialog box. Select the

image, and then clickOK. The image is added to the Image widget.

Troubleshoot Invalid Images

If any of the images in theMedia folder of the Assets tab have an invalid file name or are not a PNG

file, theMedia folder icon displays a yellow triangle with an exclamationmark. Similarly, the icon of any

Media subfolder that contains such an invalid image displays a yellow triangle with an exclamation

mark. To resolve this, you need to identify the invalid files and correct them.

To troubleshoot invalid images, do the following:

1. On the Project Explorer, click the Asset tab. Observe if theMedia folder icon displays a yellow

triangle with an exclamationmark.

2. If it does, expand theMedia folder and for each affected channel, navigate to the lowest-level

subfolder that displays the warning icon.
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3. Click the context menu arrow of the subfolder with the warning icon, and then click Resource

Location. Your computer's file browser opens the folder.

4. Examine the file names and the image formats of the files. All images need to be in the PNG

format, and all files need to follow the naming conventions described in Naming Conventions for

Images. If necessary, use a graphics application to save images that are using invalid file

formats as PNG, JPEG, or GIF files.

5. Repeat the last step for any other subfolders in the channel, and thenmove on to any other

affected channels.

When all files have been corrected, theMedia folder icon returns to normal.

Manage Android Image Folders

This section covers the following subjects:

Particulars for managing Android image folders

Range of screen supported in Android

Nine Patch Background Image

Particulars for managing Android image folders

Following are some particulars for managing Android image folders: 

l You can create a folder in which resources are added based on the specific scenarios: 

l MCC and MNC: Creates a folder based on theMobile Country Code andMobile

Network code. Add images or resources in the folder based on theMCC andMNC. You

can add an image when you right-click the newly created folder and select Add

Resources.

l Screen Size: Screen size for which the application is built. Add the images based on the

screen sizes specified. You can add an image when you right-click the newly created

folder and select Add Resources.
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l Screen Aspect: Aspect for which the application is built. Add the images based on the

screen aspect specified. You can add an image when you right-click the newly created

folder and select Add Resources.

l Screen Orientation: Can be set as portrait or landscape. A folder is created accordingly

under android. You can add an image when you right-click the folder and select Add

Resources. Ensure that the image name specified and added is the same as the image

name specified in Splash Screen Properties.

l Dock mode: Creates a folder based on the dockmode specified. The dockmode can be

car or normal. Add images in the respective folder based on the dockmode specified.

You can add an image when you right-click the newly created folder and select Add

Resources.

l Night mode: Mode in which the application is built. Add the images based on themode

specified. You can add an image when you right-click the newly created folder and select

Add Resources.

l Screen pixel density: Creates a folder based on the dpi of the device. Add the images

based on the dpi specified.You can add an image when you right-click the newly created

folder and select Add Resources.

l Touchscreen type: Creates a folder based on the dpi of the device. Add the images

based on the touch screen specified.You can add an image when you right-click the

newly created folder and select Add Resources.

l Keyboard availability: Creates a folder based on the keyboard availability set. Add the

images based on the keyboardmode specified.You can add an image when you right-

click the newly created folder and select Add Resources.

l Primary text input method: Creates a folder based on the input method set . Add the

images based on themethod specified.You can add an image when you right-click the

newly created folder and select Add Resources.
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l Navigation key availability: Creates a folder based on the navigation key availability.

Add the images based on the availability specified.You can add an image when you right-

click the newly created folder and select Add Resources.

l Primary non-touch navigation method: Creates a folder based on the navigation set .

Add the images based on themethod specified.You can add an image when you right-

click the newly created folder and select Add Resources.

l Platform Version: Creates a folder based on the Android Platform version. Add the

images based on themethod specified.You can add an image when you right-click the

newly created folder and select Add Resources.

l drawable-<language>-r<Region> when you have resources specific to locales only. For

example, if you want to add a resource for en_US locale, then create a drawableen-rUS

folder and place the resource in drawable-en-rUS folder.

l drawable-<screensize> when you have resources specific to screen size only. Possible

screen sizes are small, normal, large, and xlarge. For example, if you want to add a

resource for normal screen size, then create a drawable-normal folder and place the

resource in drawable-normal folder.

l drawable-<orientation> when you have resources specific to orientation only. Possible

values for orientation are land and port. For example, if you want to add a resource for

landscape orientation, then create a drawable-land folder and place the resource in

drawable-land folder.

l drawable-<screen-pixel-density> when you have resources specific to resolution or

screen-pixel-density only. Possible values for screen-pixel-density are ldpi, mdpi, hdpi,

xhdpi, and nodpi. For example, if you want to add a resource for hdpi pixel density, then

create a drawable-hdpi folder and place the resource in drawable-hdpi folder.

If you have resources specific to a combination of the above folder, youmust follow precedence rules

and name the folders appropriately. The precedence rules are as follows:

l Locales or language and region

l Screen size
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l Orientation

l Screen pixel density

The following table explains a few examples:

Folder Description

drawable-en-rUS-land Resources specific to US-English

devices in landscapemode

drawable-port-hdpi Resources specific to devices in

portrait mode with hdpi pixel-density

drawable-en-rUSlarge-land Resources specific to US-English

large screen devices in landscape

mode

drawable-en-rUSlarge-land-hdpi Resources specific to US-English

large screen devices in landscape

mode with hdpi density

Range of screens supported in Android

A set of four generalized sizes: small, normal, large, and xlarge

Note: Beginning with Android 3.2 (API level 13), these size groups are deprecated in favor of a

new technique for managing screen sizes based on the available screen width. If you're

developing for Android 3.2 and greater, see Declaring Tablet Layouts for Android 3.2 for more

information.

A set of six generalized densities:
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l ldpi (low) ~120dpi

l mdpi (medium) ~160dpi

l hdpi (high) ~240dpi

l xhdpi (extra-high) ~320dpi

l xxhdpi (extra-extra-high) ~480dpi

l xxxhdpi (extra-extra-extra-high) ~640dpi

Note: For more information on images, see SupportingMultiple Screens on the Android

Developer site.

Nine Patch Background Image

Kony Visualizer supports Android's NinePatch image class. A NinePatchDrawable graphic is a

resizeable bitmap image that Android automatically resizes to accommodate the contents of the view

in which you have placed it as the background. Benefit of the NinePatch image is the ability to define

what can be stretched. You can define what parts can be stretched and what remains as it was

originally designed. This way you can have content appear without distortion on different screen size

devices.

Use Case

l Used as background image for a segment, textbox, popup and other widgets whose content

increases dynamically. This image does not look stretched or loose proportions on different

screen sizes.

l Another advantage ismemory, same small size image can be reused for different screen size

devices.

l Used as splash screen images to occupy complete width and height on different screen sizes.

Note: For detailed information on NinePatch image, see

http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/graphics/2d-graphics.html#nine-patch.
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OnWindows, a draw9patch.bat file exists in the Android SDK folder within the tools folder. OnMac, a

draw9patch executable file exists in the Android SDK folder within the tools folder. Launch this tool to

create 9-patch images. This tool is developed by Android.

To launch the NinePatch tool, do the following:

1. Navigate to Android SDK or tools folder.

2. Run the file draw9patch.bat to launch the Draw 9-patch tool.

3. Drag the PNG image that you want to edit into the Draw 9-patch window.

4. The image appears with a blank one-pixel border around it. Click within the 1-pixel perimeter to

draw the lines that define the stretchable patches.

5. Remove anymistakes by holding the Shift key and clicking on amarked pixel.

6. Once the editing is done, on the File menu, click Save 9-patch.Youmust save it with the file

name format <imagename>.9.png, saving it to the following folder:
\resources\mobilerichclient\android

Note: For more information about using the 9-patch tool, see

http://developer.android.com/guide/developing/tools/draw9patch.html.

Add a Favorite Icon (Favicon) for Use in a Browser

A favicon file is a .ico file containing one or more small icons for display in web browsers, andmost

commonly appear next to a web site's URL, on a browser tab, and can also be associated with

shortcuts and bookmarks.

To add a favorite icon for use in a browser, do the following:

1. On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), and then click Settings.

2. Click the Desktop Web tab.
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3. For theWeb Browser (favicon.ico) field, click its corresponding Browse button (the Edit button

in Kony Visualizer).

4. Navigate to the file you want to use, select it, and then clickOpen (OK in Kony Visualizer).

Note: Kony Visualizer Classic uses .ico files. Kony Visualizer uses .png files.

5. Click Finish (Apply in Kony Visualizer).

Add a Touch Icon for Apple for Use in a Browser

The Apple Touch Icon or apple-touch-icon.png is a file used for a web page icon on the Apple iPhone,

iPod Touch, and iPad.When someone bookmarks your web page or adds your web page to his or her

home screen, the Apple Touch icon is used. If this file is not found these Apple products will use the

screenshot of the web page, which often looks like nomore than a white square.

This file should be saved as a .png, have dimensions of 58 x 58, and be stored in your resources

common directory.

To add a touch icon for Apple for use in a browser, do the following:

1. On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), and then click Settings.

2. Click theMobile Web tab.

3. For the iPhone Shortcut field, click its corresponding Browse button (the Edit button in Kony

Visualizer).

4. Navigate to the file you want to use, select it, and then clickOpen (OK in Kony Visualizer).

5. Click Finish (Apply in Kony Visualizer).

Android App Icons - Mipmap Drawables

Android guidelines recommend to useMipmap drawables for launcher icons. The advantage of using

mipmap icons is described in detailed below.
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When you target your application to support a specific set of device densities, (by specifying

android.splits.abi block in build.gradle), Android build eliminates other resources from the drawable

folders that are not relevant to a user’s device density from apk.When a launcher app wants to

upscale a low-resolution icon, the iconmight look blurred. A user can use theMipmap drawable folder

to store app launcher icons for all densities. Android system never removes files in theMipmaps folder

that is packed into apk. PackingMipmaps folder into the apk ensure that right icon is picked up by

launcher apps for best resolution.

l App usesMipmap/ folders instead of the drawable/ folders for launcher icons.

l If you are targeting a specific density deice, ensure to add higher resolution versions of the icons

to enhance the visual experience of the icons on higher resolution devices. For example, if you

target xxhdpi, ensure to pack xxxhdpi launcher mipmap icons.

Adding Mipmap Resource

To add aMipmap resource folder,

1. In your platform folders, create amipmap folder. For example, navigate to Resources >

Channel > Native > Platform

2. Create a folder, for examplemipmap-<screen-pixel-density>.

Some possible values for screen-pixel-density are ldpi (low), mdpi (medium), hdpi (high), xhdpi

(extra-high), xxhdpi (extra-extra-high), and xxxhdpi(extra-extra-extra-high).

3. Alternatively, you can also addmipmap resources in the followingmanner.

Copymipmap> <screen-pixel-density> folders for the following:

For mobile - <WorkSpace>\<Application>\resources\mobile\native\android

For tablet - <WorkSpace>\<Application>\resources\tablet\native\androidtab

Configure Mipmap in Project Settings

To ensure that Mipmaps feature works, youmust do the following.
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1. Navigate to Settings > Native > Android > Application-Tag-Attributes

2. Enter the following code in it.

android:icon="@mipmap/<iconImageName without extension>"

For example, if the image name is launcher.png
android:icon="@mipmap/launcher"

Configure Splash Screens

A splash screen is the initial screen that appears when you launch an application.
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This topic covers the following procedures:

Configure the Splash Screen for theMobile Channel

Configure the Splash Screen for the Tablet Channel

Configure the Splash Screen for the Desktop Channel

Clear the Splash Screen of a Channel

Configure the Splash Screen for the Mobile Channel

To configure the splash screen for themobile channel, do the following:

1. In the Project Explorer, on the Properties tab, expand theMobile channel, and then click Splash

Screen. Its properties display in the Properties pane.
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2. In the General section, click Edit to select a Splash Image. The Splash Image dialog appears.

l If you want a default splash image for all the platforms, select default option under

platform and assign a desired image.

l If you want to set image for selected platforms, you need to select required platform and

an image respectively.
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Note: Splash screen Image names should not have spaces, uppercase letters, special

characters. Supported formats for the image are PNG, JPEG, andGIF.

3. In the General section, click Edit to configure a Loading Indicator. This property is applicable

only for iPhone, Android, Windows platform.

l The Show Loading Indicator dialog appears in which you need to select required platform

and set value to true in order to show loading indicator.

l If you want to set same value for all platforms, select default option under platform and set

its value to true or false.

4. Click Edit to select Splash Video. Choose Splash Video dialog appears in which you need to

select a video (Make sure the video is placed in common folder under Resources). This property

is applicable only for iPhone and Android platforms.

Note: Splash video occupies the time between start of the application till the initialization of

the application. Once the application gets initialized, it ends the video (even if it is not

complete) and launches the application. The preferable video formats areMP4 andM4V.

Note: For iOS apps, to mix the audio of the splash video with other music apps (running in

the background) youmust add a new mix audio attribute in the infoplist_

configuration.json file of the app in the resources file of the app project.

"mixAudio":true

5. Select if the video can be interrupted using Video Interpretable check box.

6. Specify the Animation Duration in seconds. Each progress bar image you specify appears on

the screen for the specified number of seconds.

7. Specify the Progress Bar Animation Images by clicking the Edit button. Browse and select to

add each progress bar animation image. This property is applicable only for Android.
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8. Select the Background Color

l Under Android andWindows, the Color picker dialog appears in which you need to

choose a desired background color.

l Under SPA, the Color picker dialog appears in which you need to choose a desired

background color.

Native iOS Configuration for Xcode Launch Storyboard

AsApple has deprecated support for Splash images fromApril 2020, support for creating and

launching an Xcode Storyboard through Visualizer has been added fromKony Visualizer V8 SP4

FP77 and V8 SP3 FP68.

For more information on how to configure the launch storyboard feature, refer the article on

Basecamp.

Kony has deprecated support for the iOS Splash screens. Youmust use the Launch Storyboard

feature to configure splash screens for iOS devices. The launch storyboard feature supports all the

existing functionality of the splash screen such as support for video, active indicator, and others.

However, the Splash image that you set will not work.

Storyboards are flexible to any device orientation and any device size. Using the storyboard, you can

design a splash screen by configuring the UISupportedInterfaceOrientations keywith information

about the supported orientations in the infoplist_configuration.json file.

Important: These settings are equivalent to the app-level setting. If a specific orientation is

mentioned here, and an unsupported orientation ismentioned at the form-level, the application

may crash.

Here is an example for configuring the infoplist_configuration file to support the Xcode Storyboard

feature on an application setting level.

{

"UISupportedInterfaceOrientations": [

"UIInterfaceOrientationPortrait",
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"UIInterfaceOrientationPortraitUpsideDown",

"UIInterfaceOrientationLandscapeLeft",

"UIInterfaceOrientationLandscapeRight"

]

}

l If the applicationmust only support portrait orientation, youmust mention only the

UIInterfaceOrientationPortrait, UIInterfaceOrientationPortraitUpsideDown values for iPad

and {{UIInterfaceOrientationPortrait}} value for iPhone.

l If the applicationmust only support landscape orientation, youmust mention only the

UIInterfaceOrientationLandscapeLeft, UIInterfaceOrientationLandscapeRight values for both

iPhone and iPad.

Note: If you do not configure the UISupportedInterfaceOrientations key, iPhone appswill support

all device orientations other than the upside-down orientation, and iPad appswill support all

device orientations, by default.

Configure the Splash Screen for iOS Native Devices

AsApple has deprecated support for Splash images fromApril 2020, support to customize a Splash

screen for the iOS Native channel has been added in Visualizer fromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack

90. For the iOS Native channel, you can add widgets to the Splash screen, and also customize the

properties for the widgets.

QuantumVisualizer has deprecated support for the iOS Splash images. Youmust use the Launch

Storyboard feature to configure the splash screens for iOS devices. The launch storyboard feature

supports all the existing functionality of the splash screen such as support for video, active indicator,

and others. However, the Splash image that you set will not work.

Note: If you import a project that was created in previous versions of Kony Visualizer, youmust re-

configure the Splash screen for the iOS Native channel.
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For the iOS Native channel, in addition to the stepsmentioned at Configure the Splash Screen for the

Mobile Channel, you can configure the Background of the Form from the Skin tab, and also drag and

drop theWidgets from the Default Library onto the Form.

Note: Currently, only the Image and Label widgets can be added to a Splash Screen Form.

Configure the Skin Properties of the Splash Screen

In the Background section of the Skins tab, from the Type drop-down list, select the type of

background you want.

Note: Background Type for the Splash Screen Skin only supports Single Color.

l Click the square color icon to open the Color Palette window.

To select a particular hue, on the vertical color bar drag the two opposing arrows to the hue you

want, and then change the hue’s lightness, darkness, and saturation by dragging to the desired

location on the large color square. You can also assign a color by changing the RGB values, the

HSB values, or pasting a hexadecimal value from another program into the # text box. To close

the Color Palette window, click anywhere outside of it.

l By default, the opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no

transparency. However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency, you can

decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the Opacity text box, or drag

the opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Add Widgets from the Default Library

The Splash Screen Form only supports the Image and Label widgets.

When you add an Image widget to a Splash Screen, the following properties are available in the

Properties panel:
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Look Image

General

Visible

Controls whether or not the widget is visible to the

user of the app.

l Tomake a widget visible, click On.

l Tomake a widget invisible, click Off.

Flex Properties

The Flex properties enables you to resize, move

and position a widget.

Following are the options that can be used as

units of the Flex properties:

l dp: Specifies the values in terms of device

independent pixels.

l %: Specifies the values in percentage

relative to the parent dimensions.

Left: Determines the left edge of the widget and

measured from the left bound of the parent

container.

Right: Determines the right edge of the widget

andmeasured from the right bound of the parent

container.

Top: Determines the top edge of the widget and

measured from the top bounds of the parent

container.

Bottom: Determines the bottom edge of the

widget andmeasured from the bottom bounds of

the parent container.

Width: Width determines the width of the widget

as measured along the x-axis.

Height: Determines the height of the widget as

measured along the y-axis (height of the parent).

Center X: The Center X property refers to the

center of the widget as measured from the left

boundary of the parent container.

Center Y: The Center Y property refers to the

center of the widget as measured from the top

boundary of the parent container.

Source

Specifies the source of the image to be displayed.

You can specify an image from the Resources

folder.

To specify an image:

1. Click the Edit button to open the Source

dialog box.

2. Locate and select the image you want from

the list of available images.

3. Click Open. The Source property displays

the file name.

Content Mode

Specifies how the image is scaled within the

Image widget.

Default: Scale Aspect Fit

The following scale options are available:

l Scale to Fill: Scales the image

horizontally and vertically in the frame of

the image widget (stretches). It does not

maintain the aspect ratio.

l Scale Aspect Fit: Fits the image into the

frame based on the dimension of the image

and the frame of the widget (either fits

horizontally or fits vertically depending on

the dimensions of the image widget, or the

rendering room available for the image). It

maintains the aspect ratio of the image.

l Scale Aspect Fill: Fills the image

completely in the frame of the image

widget (fills both horizontally and vertically

depending on the dimensions of the image,

covering the complete frame of the

widget). It maintains the aspect ratio of the

image.
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When you add a Label widget to a Splash Screen, the following properties are available in the

Properties panel:
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Look Skin

General

Visible: Controls whether or not the widget is

visible to the user of the app.

l Tomake a widget visible, click On.

l Tomake a widget invisible, click Off.

Appearance

Content Align

Allows you to define how content lines up within

the widget. Following alignment options are

available:

1. Horizontal Alignment : Aligns content

relative to the left and right margins of the

widget. The available options for alignment

are Left, Center , and Right.

Note: Horizontal alignment of a

widget is possible only when the

Expand Horiz property is enabled.

Text

Specifies the text displayed on a widget.

Flex Properties

The Flex properties enables you to resize, move

and position a widget.

Following are the options that can be used as

units of the Flex properties:

l dp: Specifies the values in terms of device

independent pixels.

l %: Specifies the values in percentage

relative to the parent dimensions.

Left: Determines the left edge of the widget and

measured from the left bound of the parent

container.

Top: Determines the top edge of the widget and

measured from the top bounds of the parent

container.

Width: Width determines the width of the widget

as measured along the x-axis.

Height: Determines the height of the widget as

measured along the y-axis (height of the parent).

Center X: The Center X property refers to the

center of the widget as measured from the left

boundary of the parent container.

Center Y: The Center Y property refers to the

center of the widget as measured from the top

boundary of the parent container.

General

Name:When you create a new skin, Kony

Visualizer generates a unique name for it. And

while you're welcome to keep the name that Kony

Visualizer generates, youmight find it more useful

and easily recognizable if you rename it.

Fonts

You canmodify the following font properties of a

widget:

l Color: Denotes the font color. Tomodify

the font color, do one of the following:

l Select a color. To do so, click the

square color icon to open the Color

Palette window. To select a

particular hue, on the vertical color

bar drag the two opposing arrows to

the hue you want, and then change

the hue’s lightness, darkness, and

saturation by dragging to the

desired location on the large color

square. You can also assign a color

by changing the RGB values, the

HSB values, or pasting a

hexadecimal value from another

program into the # text box. To

close the Color Palette window,

click anywhere outside of it.

l Reuse an existing color. For more

information, see Copy and Paste a

Color or Gradient.

l Opacity: You can change the opacity level

of the font color.

l Size: You can set the font size by pixels (0

to 600) or as a percentage (0 to 600) of the

baseline font size of 28 pixels.

Note: The [[[Undefined

variable MyVariables.MADP]]]

framework, however,

consumes only percentage-

based values for font size. As

the px values are purely

representational, youmust use

percentage-based values while

setting the skin's font size.

Note: In iOS devices with OS

13, for certain font sizes, you

will observe spacing.

l Font Family: Click the Edit button of the

Font Family property to open the Font

Names window.
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Configure the Splash Screen for the Tablet Channel

To configure the splash screen for the tablet channel, do the following:

1. In the Project Explorer, on the Properties tab, expand the Tablet channel, and then click Splash

Screen. Its properties display in the Properties editor.
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2. In the General section, click Edit to select a Splash Image. The Splash Image dialog appears.

l If you want a default splash image for all the platforms, select default option under

platform and assign a desired image.
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l If you want to set image for selected platforms, you need to select required platform and

an image respectively.

l You need to set image for iPad-LandscapeMode separately.

Note: Splash screen Image names should not have spaces, uppercase letters, special

characters. Supported formats for the image are PNG, JPEG, andGIF.

3. In the General section, click Edit to configure a Loading Indicator. This property is applicable

only for iPad, Android, Windows platforms.

l The Show Loading Indicator dialog appears in which you need to select required platform

and set value to true in order to show loading indicator.

l If you want same value for all platforms, select default option under platform and set its

value to true or false.

4. Click Edit to select Splash Video. Choose Splash Video dialog appears in which you need to

select a video (Make sure the video is placed in common folder under Resources). This property

is applicable only for iPad and Android platforms.

Note: Splash video occupies the time between start of the application till the initialization of

the application. Once the application gets initialized, it ends the video (even if it is not

complete) and launches the application. The preferable video formats areMP4 andM4V.

5. Select if the video can be interrupted using Video Interpretable check box.

6. Specify the Animation Duration in seconds. Each progress bar image you specify, appears on

the screen for the specified number of seconds.

7. Specify the Progress Bar Animation Images by clicking the Edit button. Browse and select to

add each progress bar animation image. This property is applicable only for Android.
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8. Select the Background Color.

l Under Android, the color picker dialog appears, in which you need to choose a desired

background color.

l Under SPA, the color picker dialog appears in which you need to choose a desired

background color.

l Under Windows 8 Tablet, the color picker dialog appears in which you need to choose a

desired background color.

9. Select Foreground Color under Windows 8 Tablet section, the color picker dialog appears in

which you need to choose a desired foreground color.

Native iOS Configuration for Xcode Launch Storyboard

AsApple has deprecated support for Splash images fromApril 2020, support for creating and

launching an Xcode Storyboard through Visualizer has been added fromKony Visualizer V8 SP4

FP77 and V8 SP3 FP68.

For more information on how to configure the launch storyboard feature, refer the article on

Basecamp.

Kony has deprecated support for the iOS Splash screens. Youmust use the Launch Storyboard

feature to configure splash screens for iOS devices. The launch storyboard feature supports all the

existing functionality of the splash screen such as support for video, active indicator, and others.

However, the Splash image that you set will not work.

Storyboards are flexible to any device orientation and any device size. Using the storyboard, you can

design a splash screen by configuring the UISupportedInterfaceOrientations keywith information

about the supported orientations in the infoplist_configuration.json file.

Important: These settings are equivalent to the app-level setting. If a specific orientation is

mentioned here, and an unsupported orientation ismentioned at the form-level, the application

may crash.
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Here is an example for configuring the infoplist_configuration file to support the Xcode Storyboard

feature on an application setting level.

{

"UISupportedInterfaceOrientations~ipad": [

"UIInterfaceOrientationPortrait",

"UIInterfaceOrientationPortraitUpsideDown",

"UIInterfaceOrientationLandscapeLeft",

"UIInterfaceOrientationLandscapeRight"

]

}

l If the applicationmust only support portrait orientation, youmust mention only the

UIInterfaceOrientationPortrait, UIInterfaceOrientationPortraitUpsideDown values for iPad

and {{UIInterfaceOrientationPortrait}} value for iPhone.

l If the applicationmust only support landscape orientation, youmust mention only the

UIInterfaceOrientationLandscapeLeft, UIInterfaceOrientationLandscapeRight values for both

iPhone and iPad.

Note: If you do not configure the UISupportedInterfaceOrientations key, iPhone appswill support

all device orientations other than the upside-down orientation, and iPad appswill support all

device orientations, by default.

Configure the Splash Screen for iOS Native Devices

AsApple has deprecated support for Splash images fromApril 2020, support to customize a Splash

screen for the iOS Native channel has been added in Visualizer fromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack

90. For the iOS Native channel, you can add widgets to the Splash screen, and also customize the

properties for the widgets.

QuantumVisualizer has deprecated support for the iOS Splash images. Youmust use the Launch

Storyboard feature to configure the splash screens for iOS devices. The launch storyboard feature

supports all the existing functionality of the splash screen such as support for video, active indicator,

and others. However, the Splash image that you set will not work.
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Note: If you import a project that was created in previous versions of Kony Visualizer, youmust re-

configure the Splash screen for the iOS Native channel.

For the iOS Native channel, in addition to the stepsmentioned at Configure the Splash Screen for the

Tablet Channel, you can configure the Background of the Form from the Skin tab, and also drag and

drop theWidgets from the Default Library onto the Form.

Note: Currently, only the Image and Label widgets can be added to a Splash Screen Form.

Configure the Skin Properties of the Splash Screen

In the Background section of the Skins tab, from the Type drop-down list, select the type of

background you want.

Note: Background Type for the Splash Screen Skin only supports Single Color.

l Click the square color icon to open the Color Palette window.

To select a particular hue, on the vertical color bar drag the two opposing arrows to the hue you

want, and then change the hue’s lightness, darkness, and saturation by dragging to the desired

location on the large color square. You can also assign a color by changing the RGB values, the

HSB values, or pasting a hexadecimal value from another program into the # text box. To close

the Color Palette window, click anywhere outside of it.

l By default, the opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no

transparency. However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency, you can

decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the Opacity text box, or drag

the opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Add Widgets from the Default Library

The Splash Screen Form only supports the Image and Label widgets.

When you add an Image widget to a Splash Screen, the following properties are available in the

Properties panel:
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Look Image

General

Visible

Controls whether or not the widget is visible to the

user of the app.

l Tomake a widget visible, click On.

l Tomake a widget invisible, click Off.

Flex Properties

The Flex properties enables you to resize, move

and position a widget.

Following are the options that can be used as

units of the Flex properties:

l dp: Specifies the values in terms of device

independent pixels.

l %: Specifies the values in percentage

relative to the parent dimensions.

Left: Determines the left edge of the widget and

measured from the left bound of the parent

container.

Right: Determines the right edge of the widget

andmeasured from the right bound of the parent

container.

Top: Determines the top edge of the widget and

measured from the top bounds of the parent

container.

Bottom: Determines the bottom edge of the

widget andmeasured from the bottom bounds of

the parent container.

Width: Width determines the width of the widget

as measured along the x-axis.

Height: Determines the height of the widget as

measured along the y-axis (height of the parent).

Center X: The Center X property refers to the

center of the widget as measured from the left

boundary of the parent container.

Center Y: The Center Y property refers to the

center of the widget as measured from the top

boundary of the parent container.

Source

Specifies the source of the image to be displayed.

You can specify an image from the Resources

folder.

To specify an image:

1. Click the Edit button to open the Source

dialog box.

2. Locate and select the image you want from

the list of available images.

3. Click Open. The Source property displays

the file name.

Content Mode

Specifies how the image is scaled within the

Image widget.

Default: Scale Aspect Fit

The following scale options are available:

l Scale to Fill: Scales the image

horizontally and vertically in the frame of

the image widget (stretches). It does not

maintain the aspect ratio.

l Scale Aspect Fit: Fits the image into the

frame based on the dimension of the image

and the frame of the widget (either fits

horizontally or fits vertically depending on

the dimensions of the image widget, or the

rendering room available for the image). It

maintains the aspect ratio of the image.

l Scale Aspect Fill: Fills the image

completely in the frame of the image

widget (fills both horizontally and vertically

depending on the dimensions of the image,

covering the complete frame of the

widget). It maintains the aspect ratio of the

image.
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When you add a Label widget to a Splash Screen, the following properties are available in the

Properties panel:
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Look Skin

General

Visible: Controls whether or not the widget is

visible to the user of the app.

l Tomake a widget visible, click On.

l Tomake a widget invisible, click Off.

Appearance

Content Align

Allows you to define how content lines up within

the widget. Following alignment options are

available:

1. Horizontal Alignment : Aligns content

relative to the left and right margins of the

widget. The available options for alignment

are Left, Center , and Right.

Note: Horizontal alignment of a

widget is possible only when the

Expand Horiz property is enabled.

Text

Specifies the text displayed on a widget.

Flex Properties

The Flex properties enables you to resize, move

and position a widget.

Following are the options that can be used as

units of the Flex properties:

l dp: Specifies the values in terms of device

independent pixels.

l %: Specifies the values in percentage

relative to the parent dimensions.

Left: Determines the left edge of the widget and

measured from the left bound of the parent

container.

Top: Determines the top edge of the widget and

measured from the top bounds of the parent

container.

Width: Width determines the width of the widget

as measured along the x-axis.

Height: Determines the height of the widget as

measured along the y-axis (height of the parent).

Center X: The Center X property refers to the

center of the widget as measured from the left

boundary of the parent container.

Center Y: The Center Y property refers to the

center of the widget as measured from the top

boundary of the parent container.

General

Name:When you create a new skin, Kony

Visualizer generates a unique name for it. And

while you're welcome to keep the name that Kony

Visualizer generates, youmight find it more useful

and easily recognizable if you rename it.

Fonts

You canmodify the following font properties of a

widget:

l Color: Denotes the font color. Tomodify

the font color, do one of the following:

l Select a color. To do so, click the

square color icon to open the Color

Palette window. To select a

particular hue, on the vertical color

bar drag the two opposing arrows to

the hue you want, and then change

the hue’s lightness, darkness, and

saturation by dragging to the

desired location on the large color

square. You can also assign a color

by changing the RGB values, the

HSB values, or pasting a

hexadecimal value from another

program into the # text box. To

close the Color Palette window,

click anywhere outside of it.

l Reuse an existing color. For more

information, see Copy and Paste a

Color or Gradient.

l Opacity: You can change the opacity level

of the font color.

l Size: You can set the font size by pixels (0

to 600) or as a percentage (0 to 600) of the

baseline font size of 28 pixels.

Note: The [[[Undefined

variable MyVariables.MADP]]]

framework, however,

consumes only percentage-

based values for font size. As

the px values are purely

representational, youmust use

percentage-based values while

setting the skin's font size.

Note: In iOS devices with OS

13, for certain font sizes, you

will observe spacing.

l Font Family: Click the Edit button of the

Font Family property to open the Font

Names window.
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Configure the Splash Screen for the Desktop Channel

To configure the splash screen for the Desktop channel, do the following:

1. On the Project Explorer, on the Properties tab, expand the Desktop channel, and then click

Splash Screen.

2. In the General section, click the Edit button that correspondswith Select an image. The Splash

Image dialog displays.

3. appears in which you need to select DesktopWeb platform and an image.

Note: Splash screen Image names should not have spaces, uppercase letters, special

characters. Supported format for the image is PNG. Supported formats for the image are

PNG, JPEG, andGIF.

4. In the General section, click Edit to configure a Loading Indicator. The Show Loading Indicator

dialog appears in which you need to select DesktopWeb platform and set value to true in order

to enable this property.

5. In DesktopWeb section, select Background Color. The color picker dialog appears in which you

need to choose a desired background color.
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Clear the Splash Screen of a Channel

You can clear the splash screen configuration so that you can either restart the configuration or do

without a splash screen.

To clear the splash screen configuration of a channel, do the following:

1. In the Project Explorer, on the Project tab, expand the channel for which you want to clear the

splash screen.

2. Click Splash Screen.

3. In the Properties Editor, on the Splash Screen tab, click the Edit button associated with the

Splash Image property.

4. Ensure that the check box for the platform you want to clear the splash screen from is checked,

then click that platform's Value cell.

5. Click once any image file that is listed so that it is selected in the list, then click it again so that no

image in the list is selected.

6. ClickOK to close the Select Image dialog box.

7. Repeat steps 4 through 6 for any other platforms that you want to clear the splash screen from.

8. ClickOK to close the Splash Image dialog box.

l In the Project Explorer, on the Project tab, click the context menu arrow for the desired channel

(Mobile, Tablet, or Desktop), and then click Clear Splash Screen.

Refresh the Project

In the course of working on your project, youmay have added resources or made changes that are not

yet visually reflected in the various panes and tabs of Kony Visualizer. You can update the project to

reflect these changes by refreshing it.

To refresh the project, do the following:
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1. On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), click Refresh.

2. If your project has any unsaved files and you want to save those changes before refreshing,

click Yes if prompted to save your changes. If you click No, the project will refresh and your

changeswill be lost.

File Update Notification

In Visualizer, you can edit some files using Visualizer code editor. These files can also bemodified

externally from their location through an external code editor. When a file is open in Visualizer canvas,

if that file ismodified externally, then you will receive a notification about themodification.

If the file is not active (open on canvas but not in focus), when you view that file, you will get the

notification. You can choose how to handle thesemodifications.

l When you select OK, you override the current file version with the version in the file system.

l When you select Cancel, you retain the version that is on Visualizer.
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Add Deep Links to Windows Platform Apps

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

In the context of Kony Visualizer, a deep link is a link from your digital app to a link destination within

another digital app. Ideally, links in a digital app to a specific third-party location, such as a product

listing, ought to open that listing in that company's digital app, if indeed that app is installed on one's

device. Instead, as a rule, such links within a digital app open that third-party's listing on its web page

using a browser, resulting in a less than optimal user experience.

Using a URI association, you can add deep link functionality to a digital app for theWindows platform.
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Note: This functionality is available for projects supportingMicrosoft WindowsPhone 8 and 8.1,

Windows 8.1, andWindows 10 for the digital and tablet channels.

To add deep link functionality to a native Windows app, do the following:

1. On the File menu, click Settings. Doing so displays the Project Settings dialog box.

2. Click the Native tab, and then do one of the following, depending on what channel you want to

configure.

l Windows Phone. Click theWindows Phone tab, and then the Common sub-tab.

l Windows Tablet. Click theWindows Tablet tab, and then the Common sub-tab.

3. Scroll down to the Deeplink URL Scheme property and enter a string that is between 2 and 39

characters in length that contains numbers, lower-cased letters, periods (.), pluses (+), or

hyphens (-). The string cannot begin with a period.When you build the project, this value is

added to themanifest file.

4. Click Finish.

5. To launch the target application, create an action sequence that uses the

kony.application.launchApp API in the following way:

var data = {};

kony.application.launchApp("Deeplink URL Scheme added to Kony

Visualizer", data);

For more information about action sequences, see Add Actions. For more information about the

kony.application.launchApp API, see the Kony Visualizer API Developer's Guide.

Open an External File

As you create an app and add functionality to it, youmaywant to incorporate code or other data that

resides in a file located outside the project you're working on.With Kony Visualizer, you can open such

files so that you can copy the data you need and add it to your app.
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To open a file that is external to your current project, do the following:

1. On the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), clickOpen File.

2. Navigate to the file you want to open, and then clickOpen. The file opens on the Visualizer

Canvas.

3. Select the portion of the file that you want, and then from the Edit menu, click Copy.

4. Open the asset where you want to paste the data you copied, place the insertion point where

you want to paste, and then from the Edit menu, click Paste.

Disable Resizing an Application

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

With Kony Visualizer, you can provide an option to disable resizing of application inWindowsDesktop

platform.

To disable Resizing of application for Windows Desktop, do the following:

1. Create a win7build.properties file in the project directory of kony Visualizer application.

2. Open the File and add below statement in it.

windesktop_disableapplicationresize = true

Set the property to True for disabling application resize.

3. Build the project normally.

Open Console Logs

For performance reasons, only the 50most recent log statements are displayed on the Logs tab of the

Console. However, if you want to see earlier log activity, you can open the complete log file. The log

file contains statements tracking all Kony Visualizer activity and user actions.When a log file reaches

5.2Mb in size, it is archived and a new log file is created, picking up where the previous log file left off.

Log files are located at the following path:
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C:\Users\<user>\Kony Visualizer\vizdata\logs

To open the Console log file, do the following:

1. On the Console, if it's not already the front-most tab, click the Logs tab.

2. In the upper right corner of the Console, click the context menu arrow, and then select Open

Log File. The log file opens in your computer's default text editor.

Forking

Forking allows you to customize properties uniquely for a platform. You can fork:

l A Form

l AWidget Property

l A Skin

Forking a Form

Forking forms enables you to customize the position and availability of widgets on different platforms.

You fork a form to accomplish the following:

l Position widgets differently on different platforms

l Makewidgets available on one platform but not on another platform

l Replace a widget on one platformwith a widget on another platform

Important Considerations
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l You can fork Flex forms and VBox forms.

l All the forked forms appear below their source forms in the Project Explorer.

l Renaming a source form renames all its forked forms.

l Deleting a source form deletes all its forked forms.

l A forked form only lists common (i.e. General) properties and platform-specific properties. For

example, a form forked for Windows 8 Native lists only common properties andWindows 8

properties. In the following example, the General properties are not expanded, but are still

present.

l Default skins and user-defined skins are also forked during form forking.

l Notes have only those commentsmade in the forked form's platform. For example, a form

forked for Android Native will have only the noteswritten on an Android device.
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l During forking, any unsupported widgets are ignored. For example, CameraWidget is not

supported on iOS web. If a form containing a CameraWidget is forked for iOS web, the formwill

be forked, but the CameraWidget is not forked.

How to Fork a Form

Forking allows you to customize a form specific to a platform. For example, you can fork a form to

appear on an iOS (native) platformwith green background and have the same form forked to appear

on an Android (web) platformwith yellow background.

To fork a form, do the following:

1. In the Project Explorer, on the Project tab, expand the channel with the form you want to fork,

either Mobile, Tablet, or Desktop.

2. Expand Forms, click the context menu arrow of the form you want to fork, and then click

Fork.The Fork Platforms dialog box displays.
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3. Select the platforms for which you want to create a fork, and then clickOK.
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The form is forked for the platforms you selected, which is reflected on the Project tab.

Fork a Widget Property

Forking allows you to provide different values for the same property or skin, across the platforms. You

can fork the flex layout and fork all the look properties associated with the flex container.
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Only certain widget properties can be forked. You can identify whether a property can be forked by the
presence of an icon(  ) to the left of the property's name. Two types of forking are available for you:

1. Simple Forking: Allows you to fork one platform at a time.

2. Complex Forking: Allows you to forkmultiple platforms at the same time.

Simple Forking

This example illustrates how to do a simple forking, which forks just one platform at a time. In it, the

View Type property of a Calendar widget is forked, but the same principle is applicable for all simple

forking of widget properties.

To fork an individual property for a particular platform, do the following:

1. On the Visualizer Canvas, select the widget whose property you want to fork.

2. Select the desired platform from the Platform list—for example, Android : Native.

3. In the Properties Editor, on either the Look tab or the properties tab for the specific widget

(which, since our example is a Calendar widget, the properties tab is the Calendar tab),

configure the value of the property you want to fork. In this example, we'll select Popup Grid

from the View Type drop-down list.

4. Click the fork icon located to the left of the property you changed, The icon changes to ,

indicating that the value is forked specifically for the platform you chose, which in this example is

the Android : Native platform.
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When you navigate to a different platform, the value of the forked property is replaced either

with:

l A default value of the property.

l A forked property value, if the property is forked for that specific platform.

Complex Forking

This example illustrates how to do a complex forking, which forksmultiple platforms at the same time.

In it, the View Type property of a Calendar widget is forked, but the same principle is applicable for all

complex forking of widget properties.

Properties for which complex forking is possible have an ellipsis button located at the far right of

the property.

In this section, using the View Type property of a Calendar widget, let us understand complex forking.

The below steps, however, can be used for forking any of the widget properties.

To fork an individual property for multiple platforms, do the following:

1. On the Visualizer Canvas, select the widget whose property you want to fork.

2. In the Properties Editor, on either the Look tab or the properties tab for the specific widget

(which, since our example is a Calendar widget, the properties tab is the Calendar tab),

configure the value of the property you want to fork. In this example, we'll select Popup Grid

from the View Type drop-down list.

3. Click the ellipsis button to the right of the property you want to fork for multiple platforms.
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4. In the dialog box that opens, click the platforms for which you want to fork the property, and then

for each platform, select the property value you want. ClickOK.

The icon changes to , indicating that the value is forked specifically for the platforms you

chose.

Configuring Project Settings

Project Settings are the various properties that are to be set for the application. The properties are

listed below:

l Application Properties

l Kony Fabric Properties

l App Settings

l Splash Screen Properties

l MobileWeb Properties
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l DesktopWeb Properties

l Push Notifications

l Native Properties

l Metrics APMProperties

To learnmore about various project properties in Kony Visualizer, refer Project Settings in Kony

Visualizer.

Note: Setting all these properties is a prerequisite for building the application you have developed.

Open Project Settings

Before you proceed with configuring various Project Settings, youmust open the Project Settings

dialog box.

To launch project properties window, follow these steps:

l In Kony Visualizer, click the Project menu, and then click Settings.

Application Properties

Application properties are specific to the application. These are the properties like application ID,

version, name, and company name.

To set application properties, do the following:

1. Go to Project Properties window.

2. Click Application tab. ID, Version, Company Name fields are automatically populated based

on the application you select. You can change these values if required.

Important: Do not use admin as the app ID as this is a keyword.
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3. Enter a value for a key in the all theMap widget key fields. This key needs to generated. For

more information about map key and generating it, seeGenerating and ConfiguringMap APIs

Keys.

4. Click Finish.

Set Application Settings Properties

With the App Settings tab, you can expose application-level settings so that users of the app have the

freedom tomodify the properties you expose and change the app's behavior.

For instance, youmight want to give users the ability can developers can choose to set the following

for an application:
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l Define views for widgets.

l Change dynamic properties for widgets.

l Enable and disable components of the application, such as videos.

To set App Settings properties, do the following:

1. Go to Project Properties window.

2. Click the App Settings tab. The following dialog appears.

3. The settings under the common header are common across all platforms. You can create

platform specific settings under a new header by clicking the Configure button and setting

platforms on which the setting will be rendered on.

4. Select to add a setting for an application that the user can configure.
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5. Set the following:

l Key: specifies a unique identifier for each setting.

l Display Name: specifies the name to be displayed for a setting(key).

l Display Option: specifies the way in which the settings are set. For example, if you set

your display option as a textbox in the settings of the application, once the application is

built and deployed , you can set the settings for that key as text in a textbox.

l Keyboard Type: specifies a keyboard type if the Display Option set is textbox. For more

information on Keyboard types see the Kony Visualizer Widget Programmer's Guide.

l Default Value: Specifies the default value for each key.

The following illustration depicts the settings built and deployed for iPhone that

correspond to the Application settings configured in Kony Visualizer.
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Use cases for different Display Options

Textbox

You can set a display option as a textbox and use the application settings APIs to read or write

the values set to the application. In the figure above User Name is a value entered in a

textbox. You can read this key and its corresponding value use it anywhere in the application.

The values in this field are stored as a string in appsettings.

Label

You can set a label in application settings for two purposes. First to read/write the value of the

label to the application. Second you can use the label as a separator in the settings area itself

to show different types of settings. The values in this field are stored as a string in appsettings.

Switch

You can set permissions for an application using the Switch display option. For example if you

use the appsettings APIs to read the value of the switch and if the value is false you can

disable some functionality of that application. The values in this field are boolean.

Single Select

If you set the Single Select display option, you provide the user with the option to select only

one value from a list of given options.When you select your Display Option as singleselect,

in the Default Value column click to definemultiple values and the default value set is the

first value in the first row. Suppose you definemultiple views for a segment in the appsettings

area, the user can select any one of the listed views using the settings. Using the appsetting

APIs, the value the user selects can be assigned to frm.segment.view="" and the view can be

changed at runtime. The values in this field are stored as string. The figure below depicts how

single select is viewed on application settings.
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Multi Select

If you set theMulti select display option, you provide the user to select multiple values from a

list of given options.When you select your DisplayOption asmultiselect, in the Default Value

column click to definemultiple values and the default value set is the first value in the first

row. Suppose the user setsmultiple values for locations, the locations set are returned as a

lua table and can be assigned to anywidget using the application settings APIs. The figure

below depicts how multiselect is rendered on iPhone.

Configure Splash Screens

A splash screen is the initial screen that appears when you launch an application.

This topic covers the following procedures:

Configure the Splash Screen for theMobile Channel
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Configure the Splash Screen for the Tablet Channel

Configure the Splash Screen for the Desktop Channel

Clear the Splash Screen of a Channel

Configure the Splash Screen for the Mobile Channel

To configure the splash screen for themobile channel, do the following:

1. In the Project Explorer, on the Properties tab, expand theMobile channel, and then click Splash

Screen. Its properties display in the Properties pane.
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2. In the General section, click Edit to select a Splash Image. The Splash Image dialog appears.

l If you want a default splash image for all the platforms, select default option under

platform and assign a desired image.

l If you want to set image for selected platforms, you need to select required platform and

an image respectively.
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Note: Splash screen Image names should not have spaces, uppercase letters, special

characters. Supported formats for the image are PNG, JPEG, andGIF.

3. In the General section, click Edit to configure a Loading Indicator. This property is applicable

only for iPhone, Android, Windows platform.

l The Show Loading Indicator dialog appears in which you need to select required platform

and set value to true in order to show loading indicator.

l If you want to set same value for all platforms, select default option under platform and set

its value to true or false.

4. Click Edit to select Splash Video. Choose Splash Video dialog appears in which you need to

select a video (Make sure the video is placed in common folder under Resources). This property

is applicable only for iPhone and Android platforms.

Note: Splash video occupies the time between start of the application till the initialization of

the application. Once the application gets initialized, it ends the video (even if it is not

complete) and launches the application. The preferable video formats areMP4 andM4V.

Note: For iOS apps, to mix the audio of the splash video with other music apps (running in

the background) youmust add a new mix audio attribute in the infoplist_

configuration.json file of the app in the resources file of the app project.

"mixAudio":true

5. Select if the video can be interrupted using Video Interpretable check box.

6. Specify the Animation Duration in seconds. Each progress bar image you specify appears on

the screen for the specified number of seconds.

7. Specify the Progress Bar Animation Images by clicking the Edit button. Browse and select to

add each progress bar animation image. This property is applicable only for Android.
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8. Select the Background Color

l Under Android andWindows, the Color picker dialog appears in which you need to

choose a desired background color.

l Under SPA, the Color picker dialog appears in which you need to choose a desired

background color.

Native iOS Configuration for Xcode Launch Storyboard

AsApple has deprecated support for Splash images fromApril 2020, support for creating and

launching an Xcode Storyboard through Visualizer has been added fromKony Visualizer V8 SP4

FP77 and V8 SP3 FP68.

For more information on how to configure the launch storyboard feature, refer the article on

Basecamp.

Kony has deprecated support for the iOS Splash screens. Youmust use the Launch Storyboard

feature to configure splash screens for iOS devices. The launch storyboard feature supports all the

existing functionality of the splash screen such as support for video, active indicator, and others.

However, the Splash image that you set will not work.

Storyboards are flexible to any device orientation and any device size. Using the storyboard, you can

design a splash screen by configuring the UISupportedInterfaceOrientations keywith information

about the supported orientations in the infoplist_configuration.json file.

Important: These settings are equivalent to the app-level setting. If a specific orientation is

mentioned here, and an unsupported orientation ismentioned at the form-level, the application

may crash.

Here is an example for configuring the infoplist_configuration file to support the Xcode Storyboard

feature on an application setting level.

{

"UISupportedInterfaceOrientations": [

"UIInterfaceOrientationPortrait",
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"UIInterfaceOrientationPortraitUpsideDown",

"UIInterfaceOrientationLandscapeLeft",

"UIInterfaceOrientationLandscapeRight"

]

}

l If the applicationmust only support portrait orientation, youmust mention only the

UIInterfaceOrientationPortrait, UIInterfaceOrientationPortraitUpsideDown values for iPad

and {{UIInterfaceOrientationPortrait}} value for iPhone.

l If the applicationmust only support landscape orientation, youmust mention only the

UIInterfaceOrientationLandscapeLeft, UIInterfaceOrientationLandscapeRight values for both

iPhone and iPad.

Note: If you do not configure the UISupportedInterfaceOrientations key, iPhone appswill support

all device orientations other than the upside-down orientation, and iPad appswill support all

device orientations, by default.

Configure the Splash Screen for iOS Native Devices

AsApple has deprecated support for Splash images fromApril 2020, support to customize a Splash

screen for the iOS Native channel has been added in Visualizer fromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack

90. For the iOS Native channel, you can add widgets to the Splash screen, and also customize the

properties for the widgets.

QuantumVisualizer has deprecated support for the iOS Splash images. Youmust use the Launch

Storyboard feature to configure the splash screens for iOS devices. The launch storyboard feature

supports all the existing functionality of the splash screen such as support for video, active indicator,

and others. However, the Splash image that you set will not work.

Note: If you import a project that was created in previous versions of Kony Visualizer, youmust re-

configure the Splash screen for the iOS Native channel.
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For the iOS Native channel, in addition to the stepsmentioned at Configure the Splash Screen for the

Mobile Channel, you can configure the Background of the Form from the Skin tab, and also drag and

drop theWidgets from the Default Library onto the Form.

Note: Currently, only the Image and Label widgets can be added to a Splash Screen Form.

Configure the Skin Properties of the Splash Screen

In the Background section of the Skins tab, from the Type drop-down list, select the type of

background you want.

Note: Background Type for the Splash Screen Skin only supports Single Color.

l Click the square color icon to open the Color Palette window.

To select a particular hue, on the vertical color bar drag the two opposing arrows to the hue you

want, and then change the hue’s lightness, darkness, and saturation by dragging to the desired

location on the large color square. You can also assign a color by changing the RGB values, the

HSB values, or pasting a hexadecimal value from another program into the # text box. To close

the Color Palette window, click anywhere outside of it.

l By default, the opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no

transparency. However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency, you can

decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the Opacity text box, or drag

the opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Add Widgets from the Default Library

The Splash Screen Form only supports the Image and Label widgets.

When you add an Image widget to a Splash Screen, the following properties are available in the

Properties panel:
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Look Image

General

Visible

Controls whether or not the widget is visible to the

user of the app.

l Tomake a widget visible, click On.

l Tomake a widget invisible, click Off.

Flex Properties

The Flex properties enables you to resize, move

and position a widget.

Following are the options that can be used as

units of the Flex properties:

l dp: Specifies the values in terms of device

independent pixels.

l %: Specifies the values in percentage

relative to the parent dimensions.

Left: Determines the left edge of the widget and

measured from the left bound of the parent

container.

Right: Determines the right edge of the widget

andmeasured from the right bound of the parent

container.

Top: Determines the top edge of the widget and

measured from the top bounds of the parent

container.

Bottom: Determines the bottom edge of the

widget andmeasured from the bottom bounds of

the parent container.

Width: Width determines the width of the widget

as measured along the x-axis.

Height: Determines the height of the widget as

measured along the y-axis (height of the parent).

Center X: The Center X property refers to the

center of the widget as measured from the left

boundary of the parent container.

Center Y: The Center Y property refers to the

center of the widget as measured from the top

boundary of the parent container.

Source

Specifies the source of the image to be displayed.

You can specify an image from the Resources

folder.

To specify an image:

1. Click the Edit button to open the Source

dialog box.

2. Locate and select the image you want from

the list of available images.

3. Click Open. The Source property displays

the file name.

Content Mode

Specifies how the image is scaled within the

Image widget.

Default: Scale Aspect Fit

The following scale options are available:

l Scale to Fill: Scales the image

horizontally and vertically in the frame of

the image widget (stretches). It does not

maintain the aspect ratio.

l Scale Aspect Fit: Fits the image into the

frame based on the dimension of the image

and the frame of the widget (either fits

horizontally or fits vertically depending on

the dimensions of the image widget, or the

rendering room available for the image). It

maintains the aspect ratio of the image.

l Scale Aspect Fill: Fills the image

completely in the frame of the image

widget (fills both horizontally and vertically

depending on the dimensions of the image,

covering the complete frame of the

widget). It maintains the aspect ratio of the

image.
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When you add a Label widget to a Splash Screen, the following properties are available in the

Properties panel:
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Look Skin

General

Visible: Controls whether or not the widget is

visible to the user of the app.

l Tomake a widget visible, click On.

l Tomake a widget invisible, click Off.

Appearance

Content Align

Allows you to define how content lines up within

the widget. Following alignment options are

available:

1. Horizontal Alignment : Aligns content

relative to the left and right margins of the

widget. The available options for alignment

are Left, Center , and Right.

Note: Horizontal alignment of a

widget is possible only when the

Expand Horiz property is enabled.

Text

Specifies the text displayed on a widget.

Flex Properties

The Flex properties enables you to resize, move

and position a widget.

Following are the options that can be used as

units of the Flex properties:

l dp: Specifies the values in terms of device

independent pixels.

l %: Specifies the values in percentage

relative to the parent dimensions.

Left: Determines the left edge of the widget and

measured from the left bound of the parent

container.

Top: Determines the top edge of the widget and

measured from the top bounds of the parent

container.

Width: Width determines the width of the widget

as measured along the x-axis.

Height: Determines the height of the widget as

measured along the y-axis (height of the parent).

Center X: The Center X property refers to the

center of the widget as measured from the left

boundary of the parent container.

Center Y: The Center Y property refers to the

center of the widget as measured from the top

boundary of the parent container.

General

Name:When you create a new skin, Kony

Visualizer generates a unique name for it. And

while you're welcome to keep the name that Kony

Visualizer generates, youmight find it more useful

and easily recognizable if you rename it.

Fonts

You canmodify the following font properties of a

widget:

l Color: Denotes the font color. Tomodify

the font color, do one of the following:

l Select a color. To do so, click the

square color icon to open the Color

Palette window. To select a

particular hue, on the vertical color

bar drag the two opposing arrows to

the hue you want, and then change

the hue’s lightness, darkness, and

saturation by dragging to the

desired location on the large color

square. You can also assign a color

by changing the RGB values, the

HSB values, or pasting a

hexadecimal value from another

program into the # text box. To

close the Color Palette window,

click anywhere outside of it.

l Reuse an existing color. For more

information, see Copy and Paste a

Color or Gradient.

l Opacity: You can change the opacity level

of the font color.

l Size: You can set the font size by pixels (0

to 600) or as a percentage (0 to 600) of the

baseline font size of 28 pixels.

Note: The [[[Undefined

variable MyVariables.MADP]]]

framework, however,

consumes only percentage-

based values for font size. As

the px values are purely

representational, youmust use

percentage-based values while

setting the skin's font size.

Note: In iOS devices with OS

13, for certain font sizes, you

will observe spacing.

l Font Family: Click the Edit button of the

Font Family property to open the Font

Names window.
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Configure the Splash Screen for the Tablet Channel

To configure the splash screen for the tablet channel, do the following:

1. In the Project Explorer, on the Properties tab, expand the Tablet channel, and then click Splash

Screen. Its properties display in the Properties editor.
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2. In the General section, click Edit to select a Splash Image. The Splash Image dialog appears.

l If you want a default splash image for all the platforms, select default option under

platform and assign a desired image.
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l If you want to set image for selected platforms, you need to select required platform and

an image respectively.

l You need to set image for iPad-LandscapeMode separately.

Note: Splash screen Image names should not have spaces, uppercase letters, special

characters. Supported formats for the image are PNG, JPEG, andGIF.

3. In the General section, click Edit to configure a Loading Indicator. This property is applicable

only for iPad, Android, Windows platforms.

l The Show Loading Indicator dialog appears in which you need to select required platform

and set value to true in order to show loading indicator.

l If you want same value for all platforms, select default option under platform and set its

value to true or false.

4. Click Edit to select Splash Video. Choose Splash Video dialog appears in which you need to

select a video (Make sure the video is placed in common folder under Resources). This property

is applicable only for iPad and Android platforms.

Note: Splash video occupies the time between start of the application till the initialization of

the application. Once the application gets initialized, it ends the video (even if it is not

complete) and launches the application. The preferable video formats areMP4 andM4V.

5. Select if the video can be interrupted using Video Interpretable check box.

6. Specify the Animation Duration in seconds. Each progress bar image you specify, appears on

the screen for the specified number of seconds.

7. Specify the Progress Bar Animation Images by clicking the Edit button. Browse and select to

add each progress bar animation image. This property is applicable only for Android.
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8. Select the Background Color.

l Under Android, the color picker dialog appears, in which you need to choose a desired

background color.

l Under SPA, the color picker dialog appears in which you need to choose a desired

background color.

l Under Windows 8 Tablet, the color picker dialog appears in which you need to choose a

desired background color.

9. Select Foreground Color under Windows 8 Tablet section, the color picker dialog appears in

which you need to choose a desired foreground color.

Native iOS Configuration for Xcode Launch Storyboard

AsApple has deprecated support for Splash images fromApril 2020, support for creating and

launching an Xcode Storyboard through Visualizer has been added fromKony Visualizer V8 SP4

FP77 and V8 SP3 FP68.

For more information on how to configure the launch storyboard feature, refer the article on

Basecamp.

Kony has deprecated support for the iOS Splash screens. Youmust use the Launch Storyboard

feature to configure splash screens for iOS devices. The launch storyboard feature supports all the

existing functionality of the splash screen such as support for video, active indicator, and others.

However, the Splash image that you set will not work.

Storyboards are flexible to any device orientation and any device size. Using the storyboard, you can

design a splash screen by configuring the UISupportedInterfaceOrientations keywith information

about the supported orientations in the infoplist_configuration.json file.

Important: These settings are equivalent to the app-level setting. If a specific orientation is

mentioned here, and an unsupported orientation ismentioned at the form-level, the application

may crash.
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Here is an example for configuring the infoplist_configuration file to support the Xcode Storyboard

feature on an application setting level.

{

"UISupportedInterfaceOrientations~ipad": [

"UIInterfaceOrientationPortrait",

"UIInterfaceOrientationPortraitUpsideDown",

"UIInterfaceOrientationLandscapeLeft",

"UIInterfaceOrientationLandscapeRight"

]

}

l If the applicationmust only support portrait orientation, youmust mention only the

UIInterfaceOrientationPortrait, UIInterfaceOrientationPortraitUpsideDown values for iPad

and {{UIInterfaceOrientationPortrait}} value for iPhone.

l If the applicationmust only support landscape orientation, youmust mention only the

UIInterfaceOrientationLandscapeLeft, UIInterfaceOrientationLandscapeRight values for both

iPhone and iPad.

Note: If you do not configure the UISupportedInterfaceOrientations key, iPhone appswill support

all device orientations other than the upside-down orientation, and iPad appswill support all

device orientations, by default.

Configure the Splash Screen for iOS Native Devices

AsApple has deprecated support for Splash images fromApril 2020, support to customize a Splash

screen for the iOS Native channel has been added in Visualizer fromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack

90. For the iOS Native channel, you can add widgets to the Splash screen, and also customize the

properties for the widgets.

QuantumVisualizer has deprecated support for the iOS Splash images. Youmust use the Launch

Storyboard feature to configure the splash screens for iOS devices. The launch storyboard feature

supports all the existing functionality of the splash screen such as support for video, active indicator,

and others. However, the Splash image that you set will not work.
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Note: If you import a project that was created in previous versions of Kony Visualizer, youmust re-

configure the Splash screen for the iOS Native channel.

For the iOS Native channel, in addition to the stepsmentioned at Configure the Splash Screen for the

Tablet Channel, you can configure the Background of the Form from the Skin tab, and also drag and

drop theWidgets from the Default Library onto the Form.

Note: Currently, only the Image and Label widgets can be added to a Splash Screen Form.

Configure the Skin Properties of the Splash Screen

In the Background section of the Skins tab, from the Type drop-down list, select the type of

background you want.

Note: Background Type for the Splash Screen Skin only supports Single Color.

l Click the square color icon to open the Color Palette window.

To select a particular hue, on the vertical color bar drag the two opposing arrows to the hue you

want, and then change the hue’s lightness, darkness, and saturation by dragging to the desired

location on the large color square. You can also assign a color by changing the RGB values, the

HSB values, or pasting a hexadecimal value from another program into the # text box. To close

the Color Palette window, click anywhere outside of it.

l By default, the opacity is set to 100, making the background completely opaque with no

transparency. However, if you want the background to have a degree of transparency, you can

decrease its opacity. To do so, type a value between 0 and 100 in the Opacity text box, or drag

the opacity slider to the degree of opacity that you want.

Add Widgets from the Default Library

The Splash Screen Form only supports the Image and Label widgets.

When you add an Image widget to a Splash Screen, the following properties are available in the

Properties panel:
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Look Image

General

Visible

Controls whether or not the widget is visible to the

user of the app.

l Tomake a widget visible, click On.

l Tomake a widget invisible, click Off.

Flex Properties

The Flex properties enables you to resize, move

and position a widget.

Following are the options that can be used as

units of the Flex properties:

l dp: Specifies the values in terms of device

independent pixels.

l %: Specifies the values in percentage

relative to the parent dimensions.

Left: Determines the left edge of the widget and

measured from the left bound of the parent

container.

Right: Determines the right edge of the widget

andmeasured from the right bound of the parent

container.

Top: Determines the top edge of the widget and

measured from the top bounds of the parent

container.

Bottom: Determines the bottom edge of the

widget andmeasured from the bottom bounds of

the parent container.

Width: Width determines the width of the widget

as measured along the x-axis.

Height: Determines the height of the widget as

measured along the y-axis (height of the parent).

Center X: The Center X property refers to the

center of the widget as measured from the left

boundary of the parent container.

Center Y: The Center Y property refers to the

center of the widget as measured from the top

boundary of the parent container.

Source

Specifies the source of the image to be displayed.

You can specify an image from the Resources

folder.

To specify an image:

1. Click the Edit button to open the Source

dialog box.

2. Locate and select the image you want from

the list of available images.

3. Click Open. The Source property displays

the file name.

Content Mode

Specifies how the image is scaled within the

Image widget.

Default: Scale Aspect Fit

The following scale options are available:

l Scale to Fill: Scales the image

horizontally and vertically in the frame of

the image widget (stretches). It does not

maintain the aspect ratio.

l Scale Aspect Fit: Fits the image into the

frame based on the dimension of the image

and the frame of the widget (either fits

horizontally or fits vertically depending on

the dimensions of the image widget, or the

rendering room available for the image). It

maintains the aspect ratio of the image.

l Scale Aspect Fill: Fills the image

completely in the frame of the image

widget (fills both horizontally and vertically

depending on the dimensions of the image,

covering the complete frame of the

widget). It maintains the aspect ratio of the

image.
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When you add a Label widget to a Splash Screen, the following properties are available in the

Properties panel:
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Look Skin

General

Visible: Controls whether or not the widget is

visible to the user of the app.

l Tomake a widget visible, click On.

l Tomake a widget invisible, click Off.

Appearance

Content Align

Allows you to define how content lines up within

the widget. Following alignment options are

available:

1. Horizontal Alignment : Aligns content

relative to the left and right margins of the

widget. The available options for alignment

are Left, Center , and Right.

Note: Horizontal alignment of a

widget is possible only when the

Expand Horiz property is enabled.

Text

Specifies the text displayed on a widget.

Flex Properties

The Flex properties enables you to resize, move

and position a widget.

Following are the options that can be used as

units of the Flex properties:

l dp: Specifies the values in terms of device

independent pixels.

l %: Specifies the values in percentage

relative to the parent dimensions.

Left: Determines the left edge of the widget and

measured from the left bound of the parent

container.

Top: Determines the top edge of the widget and

measured from the top bounds of the parent

container.

Width: Width determines the width of the widget

as measured along the x-axis.

Height: Determines the height of the widget as

measured along the y-axis (height of the parent).

Center X: The Center X property refers to the

center of the widget as measured from the left

boundary of the parent container.

Center Y: The Center Y property refers to the

center of the widget as measured from the top

boundary of the parent container.

General

Name:When you create a new skin, Kony

Visualizer generates a unique name for it. And

while you're welcome to keep the name that Kony

Visualizer generates, youmight find it more useful

and easily recognizable if you rename it.

Fonts

You canmodify the following font properties of a

widget:

l Color: Denotes the font color. Tomodify

the font color, do one of the following:

l Select a color. To do so, click the

square color icon to open the Color

Palette window. To select a

particular hue, on the vertical color

bar drag the two opposing arrows to

the hue you want, and then change

the hue’s lightness, darkness, and

saturation by dragging to the

desired location on the large color

square. You can also assign a color

by changing the RGB values, the

HSB values, or pasting a

hexadecimal value from another

program into the # text box. To

close the Color Palette window,

click anywhere outside of it.

l Reuse an existing color. For more

information, see Copy and Paste a

Color or Gradient.

l Opacity: You can change the opacity level

of the font color.

l Size: You can set the font size by pixels (0

to 600) or as a percentage (0 to 600) of the

baseline font size of 28 pixels.

Note: The [[[Undefined

variable MyVariables.MADP]]]

framework, however,

consumes only percentage-

based values for font size. As

the px values are purely

representational, youmust use

percentage-based values while

setting the skin's font size.

Note: In iOS devices with OS

13, for certain font sizes, you

will observe spacing.

l Font Family: Click the Edit button of the

Font Family property to open the Font

Names window.
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Configure the Splash Screen for the Desktop Channel

To configure the splash screen for the Desktop channel, do the following:

1. On the Project Explorer, on the Properties tab, expand the Desktop channel, and then click

Splash Screen.

2. In the General section, click the Edit button that correspondswith Select an image. The Splash

Image dialog displays.

3. appears in which you need to select DesktopWeb platform and an image.

Note: Splash screen Image names should not have spaces, uppercase letters, special

characters. Supported format for the image is PNG. Supported formats for the image are

PNG, JPEG, andGIF.

4. In the General section, click Edit to configure a Loading Indicator. The Show Loading Indicator

dialog appears in which you need to select DesktopWeb platform and set value to true in order

to enable this property.

5. In DesktopWeb section, select Background Color. The color picker dialog appears in which you

need to choose a desired background color.
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Clear the Splash Screen of a Channel

You can clear the splash screen configuration so that you can either restart the configuration or do

without a splash screen.

To clear the splash screen configuration of a channel, do the following:

1. In the Project Explorer, on the Project tab, expand the channel for which you want to clear the

splash screen.

2. Click Splash Screen.

3. In the Properties Editor, on the Splash Screen tab, click the Edit button associated with the

Splash Image property.

4. Ensure that the check box for the platform you want to clear the splash screen from is checked,

then click that platform's Value cell.

5. Click once any image file that is listed so that it is selected in the list, then click it again so that no

image in the list is selected.

6. ClickOK to close the Select Image dialog box.

7. Repeat steps 4 through 6 for any other platforms that you want to clear the splash screen from.

8. ClickOK to close the Splash Image dialog box.

l In the Project Explorer, on the Project tab, click the context menu arrow for the desired channel

(Mobile, Tablet, or Desktop), and then click Clear Splash Screen.

Mobile Web Properties

MobileWeb is the browser on the device. MobileWeb properties define the properties for the

application onMobileWeb under various platforms.

To set Mobile Web properties, do the following:
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1. On the Edit menu, click Settings, and then click theMobile Web tab.

2. In the Shortcut icons section, click the Browse button that correspondswith the iPhone Shortcut

property, and then navigate to and select the file you want to use as the icon that represents the

app on the iPhone screen.
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3. In the Shortcut icons section, click the Browse button that correspondswith theWeb Browser

property, and then navigate to and select the file you want to use.When you launch the

application in a web browser you see the icon specified here as the application icon.

4. In the Title text box, enter the title that you want to appear in the in the web browser when you

launch the application onMobileWeb.

5. Navigate to the General tab.

i. Select the appropriate Session Manager in Session Management. Session

management indicates how session data (for example, user name and password) is

managed. Kony SessionManager indicates that the data is stored on the Kony

Application Server and Http SessionManager indicates that the data is stored as part of

the session object.

ii. Select Phone format Indicator if you want to highlight a telephone number clearly in the

browser.

iii. Select Requires GPS functionality to enable the application to use theGPS

functionality. For more information about GPS functionality, see the appendixGPS

Functionality.

iv. Select Enable focus skin for HTML5 iPhone, to enable focus skins for HTML5 iPhone.

v. Select Enable Server side Mobile Web in Build Screen, to build applications for the

Server sideMobileWeb platform.

vi. Under No Java Script message, enter amessage to be displayed to the user if the

browser does not support Java Script. the default message is To use this site, first enable

your browser's JavaScript support and then refresh this page. If you want to display a

different message, overwrite thismessage.

6. Navigate to Base Fonts tab.
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i. Select appropriate Base Font sizes in points for iPhone and various categories of

browsers.

Note: When you specify the font size within the skin of a widget, the font size is

calculated based on this Base Font.

The following table explains the base fonts for each platform:

Platform Base Font (in points)

iPhone 12

Basic Devices 10

Basic with JS 240 10

Basic with JS 320 10

Basic with JS 480 10

Android 240 10

Android 320 10

Android 480 14
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Platform Base Font (in points)

Android 640 19

Palm 240 10

Palm 320 12

Palm 480 14

SPA iPad 17

SPA Android Tablet 17

7. Navigate to App Menu More Image tab.

i. On platforms like iPhone, Android, Palm, XHTMLBJS, and XHTMLMore button appears

when the appmenu hasmore than 5 appmenu items. You can specify an image for the

More button on these platforms. Browse and select the image if you an image to

displayed instead of the standardMore button.

Note: If you do not specify an image, the standardMore button is displayed.
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8. Navigate to Site Minder tab.

i. Add a Context ID. Context ID is used to set the context path in the URL of an application.

ii. Add a corresponding Context Path. Context Path appears in the application URL.

9. Navigate to Import JS tab.

i. Click the Add button to add a row where you can specify the URL of the Java Script file

that you want to be executed in the browser.

ii. Repeat the above step if you want addmore Java Script files.

10. Navigate toMixed Mode Server Details tab. Provide the details of the server that must be

used for aMixedMode application. Use this option to set default image while downloading the

image if you do not have any image for image while loading property.

11. You can specify a default downloading image under the SPA tab which is displayed to the user

instead of a blank page.

12. Click Finish.
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Desktop Web Properties

DesktopWeb is the browser of the desktop. DesktopWeb properties specify the properties for the

application on DesktopWeb under various platforms.

To set Desktop Web properties, do the following:

1. On the Edit menu, click Settings, and then click the Desktop Web tab.

1. Browse and select the appropriate fav icons for DesktopWeb Browser. When you launch the

application on the DesktopWeb Browser you see the icon specified here as the application icon.

2. Enter a Title for the application. This title appears on the web browser when you launch the

application onMobileWeb.

3. If you want to enable support for offline objects for your desktop web application, in the Offline

Objects Support section, select Enable Offline Objects.
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4. If you want to build a ProgressiveWeb App, in the Progressive Web App section, select

Enable PWA.

Once you select the option, theWebManifest JSON option is enabled.

5. FromWebManifest JSON , select Browse. The file explorer opens.

6. Navigate to the folder where you have the JSON file and select your desktopwebmanifest file.

TheWebManifest JSON file contains information on the resources the ProgressiveWeb App

required. The information can be name of the app, app icons, etc. Click here for a sample.

7. Using the Enable Embedding iFrame feature, you can choose the SPA/Desktopweb

application behavior in a subwindow (for example, iFrame). The default setting for this feature is

not selected. To allow an application to open in a subwindow, select Enable Embedding

iFrame. The application can be launched in any other main windows application.

To restrict the application from opening in a subwindow, leave the default setting. The

application will not open in any other main windows application.

8. Navigate to the General tab.

9. From the Base Fonts list, select the appropriate base font size in pixels.

i. Select appropriate Base Font sizes in points for iPhone and various categories of

browsers.

Note: When you specify the font size within the skin of a widget, the font size is

calculated based on this Base Font.

10. In the ScreenWidth field, specify the width the application occupies in the DesktopWeb

browser. The screen width value can be percentage based or pixel based.

11. From the Alignment list, select how the application is aligned in the browser. The possible

values are center, left, and right.

12. Select the check box of Enable Responsive Web if you want to enable ResponsiveWeb

design for your desktop application.
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Important: If you have enabled ProgressiveWeb App in Project Settings, when you build a

ResponsiveWeb application, the build creates a new output in the ProgressiveWeb App format.

For more information about ResponsiveWeb apps, click here. For more information about

ProgressiveWeb Apps, click here.

Push Properties

This tab allows you to specify a user-defined function that registers the application for Push

Notifications.

To set push notification properties, do the following:

1. Go to Project Properties window.

2. Click Push Notifications tab.

3. Select an appropriate function that registers the application for Push Notifications and enables

push notifications.

4. Click Finish.
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Set Native App Properties

Native app properties are divided into two categories: those that are common to all platforms, and

those that are platform-specific. These properties range from the logo image your app displays to the

types of screens and SDKs the app supports, and how certificates are handled.

FromKony Visualizer V8 SP4, you can also enable certain Android features bymanually adding the

corresponding properties to the androidbuild.properties file.

To set Native app properties, follow these steps:

1. In Kony Visualizer, from the Project Explorer, click Project Settings. The Project Settings

window appears.

2. Click the Native tab. A list of sub-tabs appears.

3. Click the Common sub-tab, and set the following properties:

a. Enter a Name for the Native channel version of the application. If no name is specified,

the Application ID specified under Application Properties is used.

Note: For iOS applications, if the Name of the app has non-English characters, you

must add the unicodeAppNameFlag: true key in the infoplist_

configuration.json file.

b. Browse and select an image file for the logo.

Important:
l The logo you specify here will be renamed to icon.png while building the

application on the iPhone platform.

l For Desktop/Kiosk, the icon dimensionmust be inmultiples of 8. Minimum

pixels can be 8 x 8 andmaximumpixels can be 248 x 248.

4. Click the Android sub-tab, and set the following properties:
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a. In the Supported Screens section:

l Any Density - If this option is enabled, the application can accommodate any

screen density for a resource. You do not have to use this option if your app directly

manipulates bitmaps. Generally this optionmust always be set to true.

l Small Screens - If this option is enabled, the application supports smaller screen

form-factors. A small screen is one with a smaller aspect ratio than the normal

(traditional HVGA) screen. An application that does not support small screens is

not available for small screen devices from external services (such asGoogle

Play).

l Normal Screens - If this option is enabled, the application supports normal screen

form-factors. Traditionally, this is an HVGAmedium density screen, butWQVGA

low density andWVGA high density are also considered to be normal.

l Large Screens - If this option is enabled, the application supports larger screen

form-factors. A large screen is defined as a screen that is significantly larger than a

normal handset screen, andmight require some special care on the application's
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part to make good use of it. The applicationmay rely on resizing by the system to fill

the screen.

If this option is unchecked, it enables screen compatibilitymode.

l Extra Large Screens - If this option is enabled, the application supports extra large

screen form-factors. An extra large screen is defined as a screen that is

significantly larger than a large screen, for example, tablet (or something larger)

andmay require special care on the application's part to make good use of it. The

applicationmay rely on resizing by the system to fill the screen. If the option is

unchecked, this will generally enable screen compatibilitymode.

l Resizable - If this option is enabled, the application is resizable for different screen

sizes. This property is deprecated by Android SDK and is supported only for

customers on the 2.6 plug-in. This property enables you to run an application in the

compatibilitymode. For more information, see Support Screen Elements for the

Android AppManifest.

b. In the SDK Versions section:

l Select theMinimum SDK Version that needs to be supported for the application.

The default minimumSDK value is 4.0.

Notes:
l Kony Visualizer does not support SDK Versions less than 4.0.

l Youmust keep theminimumSDK value between 4.0 and 4.4.

l The SDK values of 5.0 and above results in a build error(technical

limitation).

l The applicationmust be built with aminimum versionmatching the

device SDK version. For example, a device with 5.0 version of

SDK cannot run an application built on 4.0.
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l Select the Target SDK Version that needs to be supported for the application.

Note: The Target SDK Versionmust be greater than or equal to theMinimum

SDK Version.

l Select theMaximum SDK Version that needs to be supported for the application.

c. Package Name: Package name is a unique name to identify a specific application. It is

generally in the format domain.company.application.

Note: The name you specify for Android Packagemust contain at least two

segments.

A segment is a valid Java package name. The following are a few examples of valid

Android Package names:

l com.konylabs.<ApplicationName>

l com.kony.<ApplicationName>

l com.konysolutions.<ApplicationName>

l com.kony.<ApplicationName>_Android.

d. Version Code. This is an internal version number. This number is used to determine

whether the application is a recent version. This version number is not shown to users.

The valuemust be an integer. You can increase each version by one to indicate a newer

version.

e. In Push Notification section:

l GCM - Select this option to enable Push Notifications for the application. This

option copies the libraries required for push notification into the project during build

time.
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Important: GCM (Google CloudMessaging) is supported only for Android

SDK Versions 2.3 and above.

l Custom GCM Broadcast Receiver (Optional) - If your application requires

to override the default GCMbroadcast receiver behavior, you can provide

your own custom broadcast receiver. To customize theGCM receiver, see

Customizing GCMBroadcast Receiver.

l FCM Select this option to enable Push Notifications for the application. This option

copies the libraries required for push notification into the project during build time.

l Custom FCM Service (Optional) - If your application requires to override

the default FCM service, you can provide your own customFCM service. To

customize the FCM service, see Customizing FCMService.

f. In theMiscellaneous section:

l Enable Charts - Select this option to enable charts in your application. Charts

represent numeric data in graphical format.

Note: Charts are not supported in arm64 and x86_64 architectures. If you

enable both the Enable Charts and the Support 64-bit devices checkboxes,

the project build fails. Kony has, however, developed several useful Chart

components, which are pre-built and are ready to use. You can directly

download and import these Chart components fromKonyMarketplace to your

Kony Visualizer project. Alternatively, you can use the kony.ui.browser

function to render HTML-based JavaScript charts.

l Protected Mode - Selecting this option ensures that your app is not run on a

rooted/jail-broken device.
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Note: This option works only if the application is built in Releasemode. The

ProtectedMode option works only if the application is built in Releasemode.

To know more about protecting your application, see Applying Application

Security.

l Enable Local Notifications - Select this option to enable notifications scheduled by

an app and delivered on the same device. They are suited for the appswith time-

based behaviors, such as calendar events.

l Enable Payment API - Selecting this option enables online transactions in

applications.

l Network Trust Config - Using this option, you can control the certificates that are

used.

o None - No certificates are allowed. Thismeans that if the certificate is

present in the Android Trust store, it will allow the N/W call to proceed;

otherwise, it throws an exception.With this option, servers having non-

trusted or self-signed certificates are not accessible via the app on the

device.

o All - All types of certificates are allowed regardless of whether they are

bundled. This option is useful during the development phase of an app, but

not for publication.With this option, all servers are accessible regardless of

the kind of certificate they hold (i.e. self-signed, non-trusted, trusted). Due to

the lack of security inherent in this option, the Google Play store rejects such

appswhen they are submitted for publication.

o Allow Bundled - Only the certificates that are bundled along with the app are

allowed.With this option, the app can communicate only with servers that

have the certificate(s) that are bundled with the app.

o To bundle the certificate in the application, copy the certificate under

the following folder:
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For mobile,
<workspace>/<app>/resources/mobile/native/androi

d/assets/certs

For tablet,
<workspace>/<app>/resources/tablet/native/androi

dtab/assets/certs

Note: If an assets folder does not exist, create an assets folder

under respective locations as indicated above.

Create certs directory under the assets folder and add all the

certificates into this folder.

Important: Allow Bundled option will not work in Android 2.3.xOS

versions due to certificate chaining issue (causes certificate

exception). This is a known Android native issue. For more

information, see Issue 25152 on the Android Open Source

Project Issue Tracker. Among other topics, Issue 25152

documents that to make the bundled option work in Android 2.3.x

devices, the root CA needs to be omitted from the server end.

o Allow Pinned - Only the certificates that are pinned or associated to the

host. Pinningmakes use of knowledge of the pre-existing relationship

between the user and an organization or service tomake the security-

related decisions better.

g. In the Install Location section:

l Use Location Preference. This property defines the location where the application

is deployed.

o Auto - Indicates that the application is deployed on the device and can be

moved to the SD Card later if required.
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o Prefer SD Card - Implies that the application is deployed on the storage card

and cannot later bemoved to the devicememory.

Note: This works only if theMinimumSDK is 2.3 or above.

h. Signing - Use this option to sign the android binary automatically during the build process.

l Key Alias- Use this option to enter the alias of the key.

l Key Password - Use this option to enter the password for the key.

l Store File - Use this option to locate and configure the store file.

l Store Password - Use this option to enter the password for the store.

i. Splash Screen Orientation Mode - When resource folders are created from IDE byAdd

resource folders option, then directories like drawable-port and drawable-land are

created automatically inside the directory

<workspace>/<app>/resources/mobile/native/android.

l Portrait - Use this option if splash screen support is required only for portrait mode,

and copy it inside drawable-port folder.

l Landscape - Use this option if splash screen support is required only for landscape

mode, and copy it inside drawable-land folder.

l Both - Use this option if splash screen support is required for bothmodes. If splash

screen images are different images, then place the image in their respective

directories. If you use same image for bothmodes, then copy the resources under

mobile > native > android instead of drawable-port or drawable-land

folder.

j. ActionBar - Enabled only if target SDK is 3.0 or above. Use this option to enable Action

Bar feature.

k. Support x86 Devices - Select this option to support any Android-x86 devices.
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l. Support 64-bit Devices - Select this option to build an Android APK with 64-bit support.

Once you select this option, only 64-bit .so files (arm64-v8a and x86_64 ) are packed

and the application leaves out 32-bit .so files (armeabi-v7a and x86). If you do not select

the Support 64-bit devices option, 32-bit libraries/.so files (armeabi-v7a and x86) are

packed by default.

Note: FromAugust 1st 2019 onwards, all apps published onGoogle Playmust

support 64-bit architectures.

To support both 64-bit and 32-bit architectures in Google Play store, youmust make sure

that you perform the following actions:

l Build the 32-bit and 64-bit APKswith two different version codes, which are

separated by at least 1000.

For example, 64-bit version code = 32-bit version code +

1000.

l Ensure that the third-party libraries (AAR files) contain the respective .so files in all

supported architectures: lib/armeabi-v7a, lib/arm64-v8a, and lib/x86 lib/x86_64 for

32-bit and 64-bit architectures, respectively.

Note: To enable your application to be built with bundled 32-bit native libraries and to

make your app compatible with 32-bit devices, set the support32bit property as true

in the androidbuild.properties file.

Note: Charts are not supported in arm64 and x86_64 architectures. If you enable

both the Enable Charts and the Support 64-bit devices checkboxes, the project

build fails. Kony has, however, developed several useful Chart components, which

are pre-built and are ready to use. You can directly download and import these Chart

components fromKonyMarketplace to your Kony Visualizer project. Alternatively,

you can use the kony.ui.browser function to render HTML-based JavaScript charts.
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m. Support SQL DB Encryption (FIPS)- In Android, if you select this option, Kony

Visualizer automatically bundles Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS)

compliant SQLCipher third-party library with the application. After the application is

complied with this option selected, the APIs inWeb SQL support database encryption.

For more info, see API Reference Guide > Offline Data Access APIs > Web SQL

APIs.

Note: FIPS does not provide themechanism to build the x86_64 architecture for

Android. FromV8 SP4 onwards, for the x86_64 architecture, Kony Visualizer

automatically bundles libraries that are non-compliant to FIPS for the following items:

SQLCipher

OpenSSL

n. Bundle OpenSSL Library- In Android, if you select Bundle OpenSSL Library option,

Kony Visualizer automatically bundles a third-party OpenSSL native library along with the

application. The following APIs use this OpenSSL library to support additional hashing

algorithms than the algorithms supported byNative Android SDK (Java Implementation).

For information on supported algorithms in these APIs, see API Reference Guide

> Cryptography APIs.

i. kony.crypto.createPBKDF2Key

ii. kony.crypto.createHMacHash

Note: FIPS does not provide themechanism to build the x86_64 architecture

for Android. FromV8 SP4 onwards, for the x86_64 architecture, Kony

Visualizer automatically bundles libraries that are non-compliant to FIPS for

the following items:

SQLCipher

OpenSSL

o. Disable Application Screenshot - This option specifies whether the user can take a

screenshot of your application.
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p. Enable File Upload - Enables you to upload files to a remote sever by using the

HttpRequest API.

q. In Manifest Properties section:

l Permissions tab: Set the permissions to true or false based on the application

requirements. Set the appropriate permissions for AndroidManifest file. For more

information, see The AndroidManifest File.

i. To enable permissions, select the permissions from the left pane and click

Add >.

ii. To disable permissions, select the permissions from the right pane and click

< Remove.

Important: Add the WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE setting if you need

to save images in an external storage like SD Card.

l Tags tab: You can add tags to the Androidmanifest file directly fromKony

Visualizer by specifying tag entries and attributes on the Tags tab. You can specify

child tag entries and attributes for <manifest> and <application> tags, and theMain

Launcher <activity> tag. For more information on the tags you can add with the
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manifest or application tags, see

http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/manifest-intro.html.

For more information on the tags you can add, see

http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/manifest-intro.html.

l Deeplink URL Scheme tab: You can use the URL Scheme tab for Deeplinking.

The values for Scheme/ port/ path/host/pathprefix/path pattern specified under this

tab can be used to deep-link to a particular URL directly. For instance, if you set the

masterdata for a browser widget to be a URL to deep-link, use the following

format, scheme://host:port/pathorpathPrefixorpathPattern. For

more information on each of the values available under the URL Scheme tab, see

http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/data-element.html#path.

Important: For a URL scheme in Android, please note that the scheme name

should be in lowercase; otherwise the scheme namewill not work in higher

versions (Android 4.0 and above) or Android devices.
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l Gradle Entries tab: You can use theGradle Entries tab to import additional gradle

packages, apply external plugins, or specify build-related configuration information,

build dependencies, or the location of any external repositories or modules used by

your Android application.

You can specify build.gradle entries as a prefix or suffix entries:

o Prefix entries are added just below any existing import statements in the

build.gradle build script file. Use prefix entries to import additional gradle

packages, or to specify external plugins to use in the build.

o Suffix entries are appended to the end of the generated build.gradle file. Use

suffix entries to customize build logic; for example, to add compilation

dependencies such asGoogle and Android support repositories, local library

modules, or local and remote repository paths. For more information, see

Organizing Build Logic.
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Use the gradle.properties entry to configure project-wide Gradle settings, such as

theGradle daemon'smaximumheap size or proxy settings. For more information,

see The Build Environment.

Use the settings.gradle entry to specify externalmodules (Gradle-based third-party

Android libraries) to include when building your application. For more information,

see Configure Your Build.

5. Under iPhone/iPad/Watch tab, set the following properties:

a. Bundle Identifier - Provide an unique name that identifies the application bundle. This is

usually in three parts and follows the convention of com.kony.<appname>.

b. Bundle Version - a number that identifies the version of the application bundle.

c. Apply Glossy Effect to App Icon - specifies if the glossy effect must be applied to the

app icon. The default value is false.

d. Enable Charts - Select this option to enable charts in your application.Charts represent
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numeric data in graphical format.

e. Enable Watch - Select this option to enable wearable functionality in your application. If

you select this option, wearable binaries are bundled with your application.

f. Protected Mode - Selecting this option ensures that your app is not run on a rooted/jail

broken device. To use this option, you have to patch Xcode with the Finalizer utility. For

information on patching Xcode with Finalizer, see the Install Finalizer Package. This

option works only if the application is built in Releasemode. The Debugmodewill

generate unprotected binaries.To know more about protecting your application, refer

Protect your app topic.

Note: From the Kony Visualizer V8 Service Pack 3 release, it is not mandatory to

install the Finalizer tool to build iOS applications in protectedmode.

g. Push Certificate - Choose the required option from the list to either enable push

notifications in different types of environments. You can also disable receiving push

notifications for any environment. This field contains the following options:

l development: Select this option to receive push notificationswhen in the developer

environment.

l production: Select this option to receive push notificationswhen in the production

environment.

l None: Select this option to disable push notifications in any environment.

Note: This feature is available fromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 FP19 onwards, and is

available in both Kony Visualizer Classic and Kony Visualizer.

h. Application Launch Mode for iPad - specifies the default mode of launching the

application on iPad. Portrait is the default value.
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i. Supported Orientations for iPad - specifies the supported orientations for the iPad. This

depends on the launchmode. The different orientations for a form and at application level

are listed at

j. Deeplink URL Scheme: specifies a url to which the application will deep-link to. If the

application name is southwest then the url scheme that the other applications can use to

launch the southwest application is southwest://. For more information about deep-

linking, see Appendix E: the App Service Event.

l Platform Settings: Using the PlatformSettings Area, you can set certain default

properties for an application for iPhone.

o Generic exception alert: When true, generic exception alerts like "system

error" are fired and when false detailed exceptionmessage is shown as

alert. Best practice is to be use true for releasemode and false for debug

mode.

o Exception alert: When true, system throughs the exception alerts otherwise

(with false) app would crash in case of exception instead of alert. Best

practice is to be use true for releasemode and true for debugmode.

o Globalsmonitoring: If set to true, the information like number of variables of

the given type used in the app. Possible types are Strings, tables, numbers,

closures, forms, other objects is printed in the logs.
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o Paste Board Type: It will allow the user to copy paste content from the app to

external writable area likemessage etc. system level - it will allow to copy

paste into other applications. Applevelpersistent - it will allow to copy paste

within the app and themessages are persistent will be available across the

app restarts. Applevelnonpersistent - it will allow to copy paste within the app

and themessages are Not persistent and will not be available across the app

restarts. Nopasteboard - it will not allow paste anywhere.

o Allow Self Signed Certificate: By default it is false, if true, it allows self

signed certificate for development.

Note: Self Signed Certificate option is only applicable if you use Network

APIs in your application.

o Input Accessory View Type: The input accessory view type for widgets like

text box, calendar, grouped widgets etc where you have next previous

cancel buttons. This can be overridden by form level Input Accessory View

Type.

o Anti Aliased Drawing: If set to true, allows smoother widgets and layout

without any jagged edges.

o Camera Settings: Allows to set images to the iconswhich appear on the

camera such as cancel icon, settings icon, tapanywhere.

o Backward_compatibility_mode: By default it is false, if true it will allow the

application feature to behave as it would have behaved on earlier version (if

there is any behavioral change in the latest version)
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6. Click theWindows Phone sub-tab, and set the following properties:

a. Under the Common sub-tab:

l ClickGenerate to generate a GuID for theWindowsMobile. ThisGuID enables

you to view the application onWindows 7 emulator. You need to perform this step

only once after you install theWindows 7 SDK.
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Note: Youmust have theWindows 7 SDK installed to generate theWindows

Mobile GuID. For more information about installingWindows 7 SDK, see the

Kony Visualizer Installation Guide.

l Network Trust Config - Using this option, you can control the certificates that are

used.

l None - No certificates are allowed. Thismeans that if the certificate is

present in theWindowsCertificate Trust Root, it will allow the N/W call to

proceed; otherwise, it throws an exception.With this option, servers having

non-trusted or self-signed certificates are not accessible via the app on the

device.

l All - All types of certificates are allowed regardless of whether they are

bundled. This option is useful during the development phase of an app, but

not for publication.With this option, all servers are accessible regardless of

the kind of certificate they hold (i.e. self-signed, non-trusted, trusted). Due to

the lack of security inherent in this option, theWindowsStore rejects such

appswhen they are submitted for publication.

Note: All the allowable exceptions are bypassed. For exceptions that

cannot be bypassed, corresponding action should be taken by the app

developer.

l Allow Bundled - Only the certificates that are bundled along with the app are

allowed.With this option, the app can communicate only with servers that

have the certificate(s) that are bundled with the app.

To bundle the certificate in the application, copy the certificate under the

following folder.

Mobile:
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<workspace>/<app>/resources/mobile/native/winphone8/

assets/certs

<workspace>/<app>/resources/mobile/native/winphone10

/assets/certs

Tablet:

<workspace>/<app>/resources/tablet/native/windows8/a

ssets/certs

<workspace>/<app>/resources/tablet/native/windows10/

assets/certs

l Allow Pinned- Only the certificates that are pinned or associated to the

server. Pinningmakes use of knowledge of the pre-existing relationship

between the user and an organization or service tomake the security-

related decisions better.

Note: The Network Trust Config field is also available under theWindows

Tablet andWindows Desktop sub-tabs.

SSL Pinning - Windows Limitation

For Windows devices, when SSL pinning is implemented, and the HTTPRequest

initiates, if a Man in theMiddle (MitM) attack accesses the HttpRequest (for

example, fiddler), the HttpRequest goes to the server through theMitM and comes

with a response. However, the client does not receive the response as theMitM

attack corrupts the certificate of the response during the communication process.

This applies to all windows channels (WindowsPhone8.1, Windows 8.1, Windows

10,Windows 10mobile &WindowsDesktop).
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In case of Android and iOS platforms, if there is aMitM attack, the HttpRequest

aborts.

l Tile Title - Specifies the Title Headers for the application which is displayed as a

tile.

l Tile Image - Browse and select a Tile Image for Windows platform. This image

must be of the size 173x173 pixels and is used as the image for the tile (application

icon).

l Manifest Properties - set the appropriate permissions to true using themanifest

properties area. For more information refer, WindowsManifest.

b. Under theWindows Phone 8.1 sub-tab:

a. In the Application UI sub-tab, set the following:

l Display name: Specifies display name of the application visible in the

applications list.

l Description: Specifies the description to be displayed on the tile. For

example a tile on finance can contain a generic description about stocks.

c. In the Capabilities tab, set the permissions to true or false based on the application's

requirements. For more information about each of the permissions refer Capabilities and

requirements.

l To enable permissions, select the permissions that are currently false and click Add

>.

l To disable permissions, select the permissions that are currently true and click <

Remove.

d. In the Packaging tab, set the following properties:

l Package name: A unique name to identify a specific application. It is generally in

the format domain.company.application.
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l Package display name: The namewith which the application is submitted to

Google play. This name is used to search the application in Google play.

l Publisher name: The publisher of the app. This default value is the name of the

project. This attribute is required for certain types of apps, such as push-enabled

apps.

l Publisher display name: Display name of the publisher.

l Version: Internal version number of the package.

l Publisher ID: Kony is the default Publisher ID of the project.

7. Click theWindows Tablet andWindows Desktop sub-tabs to set their respective properties.

InWindowsDesktop, if you select Disable Application Minimize feature, the application will

not be allowed tominimize.

8. Click Finish.

Add Android Properties to androidbuild.properties File

FromV8 SP4 onwards, you can enable or disable certain Android features by adding the

corresponding properties to the androidbuild.properties file. Youmust first create the

androidbuild.properties file in your Kony Visualizer project workspace

(workspaceLocation\\project) as shown in the image.
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Note: If the same property is passed fromKony Visualizer in future plugins, the Kony Visualizer

property takes precedence.

Enable Android Features

You can enable the following Android features by adding these properties in the

androidbuild.properties file:

Public Key Pinning

You can enable the Public Key Pinning feature by specifying the following property in the

androidbuild.properties file as shown.

This feature is enabled only if the networktrustconfig property is set as Allow Pinned in the

androidbuild.properties file.

networktrustconfig = Allow Pinned
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React Native

Youmust set both the following properties in the androidbuild.properties file as shown, to enable

React Native feature support:

enableReactNative = true

Add the enableReactNative flag to enable ReactNative support.

reactNativeAppsList = "<reactNativeApp1>,<reactNativeApp2>..."

Specify the list of ReactNative apps (root folder name of ReactNative apps that are placed in the

ReactNativeProjects folder) to be embedded into your Kony app.

APK Tamper Protection

The APK Tamper Protection feature helps you to verify if an APK has been tampered with (modified

from its original version). If a tamper is detected, the application safely exits during the bootup process.

This is an optional feature that is supported only in Release and Protectedmodes. APK Tamper

Protection is available fromV8 SP4 onwards. FromV8 SP4 Fixpack 20 onwards, support for Google

Play App Signing has been added. Google Play App Signing is amandatory signup for Android App

Bundle support.

This feature is enabled only if the addAPKTamperProtection property is set as true in the

androidbuild.properties file.

addAPKTamperProtection = true

For this feature to work, youmust provide either of the information as follows:

l Add KeyStore entries from the Signing section in Visualizer: Project Settings > Native >

Android > Mobile/Tablet > Signing.

l Alternatively, you can add the developerSigningKeyHash key in the androidbuild.properties file.

An example of a typical developerSigningKeyHash is shown here.

developerSigningKeyHash:2otpMeAC68KCm7Q+F48tzTFtzmU=
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The developerSigningKeyHash key helps you to utilize the APK Tamper Protection feature in the

following scenarios:

l Google Play App Signing, where the key used to sign the APK that is being uploaded is different

from the final APK delivered to customers fromGoogle Play. For more information on how the

Google Play App Signing processworks, click here.

l CI/Cloud build environment, without actually revealing the original developer signing KeyStore

information.

Generate the developerSigningKeyHash Key for Google Play App Signing

1. When customers enroll into the Google Play App Signing process , the SHA-256 or SHA-1

hash of the public key can be obtained. They can obtain the hash by signing in to Google Play

Store Console, navigating to Release Management > App Signing, and then copying the

SHA-256/SHA-1 certificate fingerprint.

2. Go to <WorkSpace>\temp\<AppID>\build\luaandroid\extres.

3. Locate and open the PrintApkSignatureHash.jar file.

4. Run the following command to generate the developerSigningKeyHash:
java -jar PrintApkSignatureHash.jar --fingerprint "<Hash-

Algorithm>: <certificate fingerprint in Hexadecimal>"

Here, Hash-Algorithm can either be SHA-1 or SHA-256.

For example:

java - jar PrintApkSignatureHash.jar--fingerprint“ SHA256: EB: 71: 4E:

90: 3D: 2A: 7E: 14: 4B: D1: 73: 47: 3A: EA: 3D: 06: C5: F2: 69: B5:

DC: BB: 28: 44: A0: 8D: AC: 17: E7: F2: 7F: 8F”

5. Here is a sample output that is generated.

developerSigningKeyHash : xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

6. Copy and paste the output value in the androidbuild.properties file.
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Important Points

a. If you specify KeyStore entries through Kony Visualizer, the KeyStore entries will take

precedence over the developerSigningKeyHash key until Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 19.

b. FromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 20 onwards, if you specify Visualizer KeyStore entries

and developerSigningKeyHash, both items are respected simultaneously and the app is

launched if any one of these itemsmatches. This enhancement helps you to test the APK locally

before uploading it to Google Play.

c. If you do not want to upload the Upload Signing key to the CI cloud, use the

uploadSigningKeyHash property in the additionalbuild.properties file as an alternative to

specifying KeyStore entries.

d. Youmust provide either the KeyStore or uploadSigningKeyHash to test Google Play App

Signing locally for the enrolled APK, which is tamper-protected. If you do not provide any of

those values, the test APK that is generated will be signed by the debug key and the APK will

not boot as the hash validation process fails at run time.

Generate the developerSigningKeyHash Key by using the KeyStore File

Tomanually sign the application by using your own keystore file, follow these steps:

1. Go to <WorkSpace>\temp\<AppID>\build\luaandroid\extres.

2. Locate and open the PrintApkSignatureHash.jar file.

3. Run either of the following commands to generate the developerSigningKeyHash:

l For apps built in Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 19 or earlier, use the following

command. This command generates the hash with SHA-1 algorithm.
java -jar PrintApkSignatureHash.jar keyStorePath

keyStorePassword keyAlias
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l For apps built in Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 20 or later, use the following command.

This command generates the hash with either SHA-1 or SHA-256 algorithm, depending

on the -- algorithm input parameter.
java -jar PrintApkSignatureHash.jar –-storepath keyStorePath

–-storepass keyStorePassword –-alias keyAlias --algorithm

hash-logo

Here, the items are as follows:

l keyStorePath: Path to your actual developer signing key, which is used to upload your

app's APK to theGoogle Play Store.

l keyStorePassword: Password of your developer KeyStore.

l keyAlias: Signing key alias of your developer KeyStore.

l hash-algo: Hashing algorithm that is used to generate the signing key hash. It can either

be SHA-1 or SHA-256.

Note: If the hash is generated with SHA-256 algorithm, the hash will not work for apps built in

Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 19 or earlier. However, if the hash is generated with SHA-1 or

SHA-256 algorithm, the hash will work for apps built in Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 20 or

later.

4. Here is a sample output that is generated.

developerSigningKeyHash : xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Note: If you are generating the hash of the upload signing key to support Google Play App

Signing, use uploadSigningKeyHash as the key instead of developerSigningKeyHash.

5. Copy and paste the output value in the androidbuild.properties file.
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Support for 32-bit and 64-bit Architectures in a Single APK

The support32bit property enables your application to be built with bundled 32-bit native libraries

andmakes your app compatible with 32-bit devices.

This feature is enabled only if the support32bit property is set as true in the

androidbuild.properties file.

support32bit = true

Earlier, when you selected or unselected the Support 64-bit Devices check box fromProject

Settings > Native > Android, either 64-bit support or 32-bit support was enabled for your application.

It was not possible for you to generate an application binary that bundles both 32-bit and 64-bit native

libraries.

FromV8 SP4 Fixpack 12GA onwards, when you enable the support32bit property in the

androidbuild.properties file and select the Support 64-bit Devices check box fromProject

Settings > Native > Android, the Kony Android build generates a Fat application. This Fat

application supports all architectures: armeabi-v7a, x86, arm64-v8a, and x86_64.

Note: Kony recommends that you use a Fat binary for testing purposes only, and Kony does not

recommend you to upload a Fatbinary to Google Play. Use either the Split APK feature or the

Android App Bundle feature to reduce the size of the binary that is downloaded to customers'

devices.

Note: The Charts widget is supported only on 32-bit devices; so for an application that has 32-bit

and 64-bit support, the Charts widget does not work for 64-bit devices. Kony has, however,

developed several useful Chart components, which are pre-built and are ready to use. You can

download and import these Chart components fromKonyMarketplace. Alternatively, you can use

the kony.ui.browser function to render HTML-based JavaScript charts.
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Split APKs based on Supported Architecture

Bundling all architectures into a single fat APK increases the APK size of the app that is delivered to

customers. This APK Splitting feature, which has been introduced fromV8 SP4 Fixpack 12GA

onwards, helps you to decrease the APK size that is downloaded based on the target platform

architecture. For more information on the splitting of APKs, click here.

Youmust enable the splitapks property as true in the androidbuild.properties file. This action

generates the architecture-specific individual .apk files and universal .apk file that supports all the

architectures. This approach reduces the size of the .apk file.

splitapks = true

Note: Based on the specified value of the support32bit property in the androidbuild.properties

file aswell as on the selection of the Support x86 Devices and Support 64-bit Devices check

boxes in the Kony Visualizer Project Settings, the Kony Android build generates a set of APKs,

each with a single supported architecture.

l Architecture-specific .apk files are generated with this naming convention: <appid>-

<architecture>-<buildtype>.apk

Consider an app with appid as KonySample, for which the 64-bit ARMAPK names for Debug

and Releasemodes are as follows:

l Debugmode: KonySample-arm64-v8a-debug.apk

l Release Unsignedmode: KonySample-arm64-v8a-release-unsigned.apk

l Release Signedmode: KonySample-arm64-v8a-release-signed.apk

l Universal .apk files with all selected architectures are generated with this naming convention:

<appid>-universal-<buildtype>.apk

Consider an app with appid as KonySample, for which the APK names for Debug and Release

modes are as follows:

l Debugmode: KonySample-universal-debug.apk

l Release Unsignedmode: KonySample-universal-release-unsigned.apk
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l Release Signedmode: KonySample-universal-release-signed.apk

The APKs are generated under the following paths:

l For Mobile: <workspace>\temp\<appid folder>\build\luaandroid\dist\<appid

folder>\build\outputs\apk folder.

l For Tablet: <workspace>\temp\<appid folder>\build\luatabandroid\dist\<appid

folder>\build\outputs\apk folder.

Note: For architecture-specific .apk files, the version code of the individual .apk file must be

unique. This is because since both 32-bit and 64-bit APKs are supported in 64-bit devices, there

will be a conflict while choosing the APK file. Specifying a higher version code for the 64-bit APK

file results in a greater precedence, and thus the 64-bit APK file would be chosen for a 64-bit

device. This process helps to leverage the higher performance of a 64-bit APK in a 64-bit device.

The Kony Android build.gradle file automatically handles the use cases related to APK

versioning in the followingmanner:

1. The Kony Android build.gradle file assigns architecture codes in the following order of

priority:

'armeabi-v7a':1 < 'x86':2 < 'arm64-v8a':3 < 'x86_64':4

2. The final Google Play version code of the individual .apk file is: {(architecture code) * 1000} +

(version code from project settings)

For example, if the version code in the Kony Visualizer Project Settings is 3. Then, the Google

Play version codes of each architecture APK is as follows:

l armeabi-v7a: 1003 {(1 * 1000) +3 }

l x86 : 2003 {(2 * 1000) +3 }

l arm64-v8a : 3003 {(3 * 1000) +3 }

l x86_64 : 4003 {(4 * 1000) +3 }
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Note: If you want to split APKs based on density along with architecture, customize the build by

adding the appropriate build.gradle entries in the Gradle Entries tab > build.gradle entries to

Suffix section.

Generate Android App Bundle

Google Play’s Dynamic Delivery feature uses your Android App Bundle to build and serve APKs that

are optimized for each device configuration. This results in a smaller app download for customers by

removing unused code and resources needed for other devices. The support for Android App Bundle

generation has been added fromV8 SP4 Fixpack 12GA onwards. For more information about

Android App Bundle, click here.

To enable this feature, youmust set the generateAppBundle property as true in the

androidbuild.properties file. The Kony Android build then generates the binary in App Bundle (aab)

format. The AAB file is a Google Play upload format file, and is not an installable file.

Note: Kony Visualizer and CI builds in Kony Visualizer do not provide support for the generation of

binaries in the Android App Bundle (aab) format. Youmust configure Kony Visualizer to support

the generation of 32-bit and 64-bit architectures in a single APK for generating the Android App

Bundle.

generateAppBundle = true

The AAB file is generated in the following paths after the build:

l For Mobile : <workspace>\temp\<appid folder>\build\luaandroid\dist\<appid

folder>\build\outputs\bundle folder.

l For Tablet : <workspace>\temp\<appid folder>\build\luatabandroid\dist\<appid

folder>\build\outputs\bundle folder.

Note: The Kony Android build generates an AAB file with all the selected architectures. The

selected architectures are based on the specified value of the support32bit property in the

androidbuild.properties file aswell as on the selection of the Support x86 Devices and Support 64-

bit Devices checkboxes from the Kony Visualizer Project Settings.
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To test how Google Play uses the AAB file to generate APKs and how those APKs behave when

deployed to a device, follow these steps:

1. Download bundletool.

Note: Android provides a tool, named bundletool, to extract APKs from the AAB file and

test them. For more information on the usage of bundletool, click here.

2. Extract the APKs set file from the aab file by using this command:
java -jar bundletool.jar build-apks --bundle=<app-id>.aab --

output=<app-id>.apks --overwrite

Here, APKs set is an archive file with the extension as .apks.

3. The following command fetches the configuration details of the connected device and installs

the device-compatible set of APKs:
java -jar bundletool.jar install-apks --apks=<app-id>.apks --

device-id=serial-id

Here, --device-id: Optional parameter that helps to install the device-compatible set of APKs to

a specific device (identified by serial-id), whenmultiple devices are connected.

serial-id: Device identifier that the adb devices command returns.

Note: If you want to estimate the download size of the APKs fromGoogle Play, generate the

device-specific set of APKs by following the procedure specified here.

As part of the V8 SP4 Fixpack 12GA release, the Dynamic Delivery feature (on-demand delivery of

moduleswhen an app developer requests) is not supported for Kony Framework libraries. You can,

however, implement the Dynamic Delivery feature for third-party libraries by using FFI code.

To sign the App Bundle file and ensure that the file is ready to be uploaded to Google Play, follow

these steps

1. It ismandatory that you enroll into the Google Play App Signing process for you to be able to

upload your App Bundle to the PlayConsole. Otherwise, you cannot upload the App Bundle to
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Google Play. For more information on how theGoogle Play app signing processworks, click

here.

2. The Release build generates a signed App Bundle with the Release Key value, which is

specified in Kony Visualizer. This Release Key is usually either the Upload Key (if you have

already enrolled for the Google Play App Signing process) or the actual Release Key (if you are

opting for the Google Play App Signing process for the first time to submit an update in the form

of an App Bundle to the existing app in Google Play). The signed App Bundle can then be

uploaded to Google Play. While delivering optimized APKs to the device, Google Play signs the

APKswith its own app signing key.

3. If the Release Key value is not specified in Kony Visualizer, the Release build generates an

unsigned App Bundle. The jarsigner command can be used to sign the aab file. For further

information on jarsigner, click here.
jarsigner -verbose -sigalg SHA1withRSA -digestalg SHA1 -keystore

<keystorefile>

<app bundle file> alias_name

Note: apksigner is not supported to sign the App Bundle.

4. In Debug build, Gradle automatically signs the App Bundle with the Android SDK Debug Key.

Bundle a Customized Cordova-Generated Android Project

To bundle themanually customized version of your Cordova-generated Android project, youmust set

the cordovabuildmode property as incremental in the androidbuild.properties file. This feature

is available fromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 47.

cordovabuildmode = incremental

For more information about how tomanually customize the Cordova-generated Android project, click

here.

Project Settings in Kony Visualizer

The project settings in Kony Visualizer are categorized into the following broad sections:
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l Application

l Kony Fabric

l Native

l MobileWeb

l DesktopWeb

l ProtectedMode

Application Settings

Application properties are specific to the application. Using application settings, you can configure

details about the Application ID, Version, Company name; set Accessibility configuration,

Internationalization; configure Cordova settings, App preview security, andMapwidget key fields.

The following table describes all the fields in Application settings.

Section Name Field Name Description

General Settings ID Name of the

application.

It is auto

populated.

Version A number

that

represents

version of

the

application.

It is auto-

populated.
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Company

Name

Name of the

company is

auto-

populated.

Accessibility

Config

Enables

assistive

technologies

such as

TalkBack

and

VoiceOver.

It assists

visually-

impaired

users to

navigate

through

various UI

controls.

Cordova Enable

Cordova

Settings

Configures

the settings

related to

Cordova

version.

Version Sets the

Cordova

version.

Use globally

installed

Cordova

version

Enables the

globally-

installed

Cordova

version.
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Internationalization (i18n) Enable Sets various

locales to

the

Visualizer

project.

Enable i18n

Layout

Config

Configures

layout

properties.

Default

Locale

Sets a

default

locale to the

Visualizer

project.

App Preview Security User

Defined

Password

Enhances

app preview

security.

While

performing a

cloud

publish, you

can set a

password.

To preview

the app, you

must enter

the same

password.

Show

Password

Unmasks

the

password.
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Static Map

Widget Key

Map key

enables

application

to display

Google

maps

through the

mapwidgets

within the

applications.

Generate

and enter

the Static

MapWidget

key.

For more

information

on

generating

Map API

keys, refer

Generating

and

Configuring

Map API

keys.
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Android Map

Widget Key

For the

applications

using

Version 1 of

Google

Maps API,

enter the

generated

Android Map

Widget key.

Android Map

Widget Key

2

For the

applications

using

version 2 of

Google

Maps API,

enter the

generated

Android Map

Widget key.

BingMap

Widget Key

Enter Bing

MapWidget

key.

Kony FabricSettings

Using Kony Fabric settings, you can configure the Cloud Account and Environment details.

The following table describes all the fields in Kony Fabric settings.

Section Name Field Name Description

Kony Fabric Details Cloud Account Configures a cloud account.
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Environment Configures an environment in

the selected cloud.

Native

Native app properties are divided into two categories: those that are common to all platforms and

those that are platform-specific. These properties include: the logo image that your app displays, the

types of screens and SDKs that the app supports, and how certificates are handled.

The following platforms are categorised based on their platform-specific properties:

l iPhone / iPad

l Watch

l AndroidMobile / Tablet

l Windows

General Settings

General Settings contain properties that are common to all platforms. UsingGeneral Settings, you can

configure Application name, logo, Test automation aswell as set offline object for Windows 10mobile,

tablet, andWindowsDesktop.

The following table describes all the fields in General settings.

Section Name Field Name Description

General Name Name of the Native channel

version of the application. If

no name is specified, the

name specified under

Application Properties is

used.
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Application Logo Sets an image as the

application logo.

Test Automation Expose widget IDs Exposes the widget IDs.

Windows 10 (Mobile &

Tablet), Windows Desktop

(Kiosk)

Enable Offline Objects Configures Offline objects for

Windows 10Mobile and

Tablet, Windows Desktop

(kiosk).

iPhone/ iPad

Using iPhone/ iPad settings, you can configure iOS Build Settings, Certificates; set Deep link URL

Scheme; configure Target Versions, iPad Settings, and App Icons.

The following table describes about all the fields in iPhone/ iPad settings.

Section Name Field Name Description

iOS Build Settings Bundle Identifier A Unique name that identifies

the application bundle. It

usually consists of three

parts and follows the

convention of

com.kony.<appname>

Bundle Version A number that identifies the

version of the application

bundle.

Glossy Effect key Specifies if the glossy effect

must be applied to the app

icon. The default value is

false.
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Load indicator key Configures the load indicator

in an application.

Hide status bar Hides the status bar in an

application.

ProtectedMode Ensures that your app is not

run on a rooted/jail-broken

device.

To use this option, youmust

patch Xcode with the

Finalizer utility. For

information on patching

Xcode with Finalizer, refer

Install Finalizer Package.

Note: Note: This option

works only if the

application is built in

Releasemode.

Note: From the Kony

Visualizer V8 Service

Pack 3 release, it is not

mandatory to install the

Finalizer tool to build iOS

applications in protected

mode.

Certificates Development Method Refer the article to know

about Development Method.

Mobile Provision Refer the article to know

about Mobile Provision.
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.P12 Refer the article to know

about .P12

P12 Password Refer to the article to know

about P12 Password.

Deeplink URL Scheme URL Scheme Specifies a URL to which the

application will deep-link to.

For more information about

deep-linking, Appendix E: the

App Service Event.

Target Versions iOS Version Configures your iOS version.

iPad Settings Application LaunchMode Specifies the default mode of

launching the application on

iPad. Portrait is the default

value.

Supported Orientations Specifies the supported

orientations for the iPad. This

depends on the launchmode.

App Icons App Store 1x (iOS 1024

pt)

Each app in the App store

can have an icon. Provide the

image that you want

displayed next to your app in

the App Store. The default

size of the icon should be

1024 pt.
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Notification iOS 7-11 20pt

(iPhone and iPad)

Apps that support

notifications should provide a

small icon to display in

notifications. Provide an

image that you want

displayed in notifications for

iOS 7-11.

Spot Light-Ios 5,6

Settings-iOS 5-11 29 Pt

(iPhone)

Every app should provide a

small icon that iOS can

display when the app name

matches the name in a

Spotlight search. Provide an

image that you want

displayed during spotlight

search for iPhone 5,6.

Spot Light-Ios 7-11 40 Pt

(iPhone and iPad)

Provide an image that you

want to display during

spotlight search for iOS 7-11.

App-iOS 7-11 60 Pt

(iPhone)

Provide an image that

represents your app for iOS

7-11.

Settings-Ios 5-11 29 Pt Apps with settings should

provide a small icon to

display in the built-in Settings

app. Provide an image to

display your app for iOS 5-11.

App-iOS 7-11 76 Pt Provide an image that

represents your app for iOS

7-11.
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Watch

UsingWatch settings, you can configure Target Versions, App Icons, and Notification icons for 38mm

and 42mmAppleWatches.

The following table describes all the fields inWatch settings.

Section Name Field Name Description

Target Versions Watch OS Version Configures the OS version

number.

Swift Version Swift version number that the

app is compatible with.

App Icons AppleWatch App Store 1x

1024 pt

Each app in the Apple watch

App store can have an icon.

Provide the image that you

want displayed next to your

app in the App Store.

Home Screen (All) (40 x 40) Provide an image that

represents your app on home

screen.

Companion Settings 2x Configures companion app

settings 2x.

Companion Settings 3x Configures companion app

settings 3x.
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Watch 38mm Notification Centre Icon Apps that support

notifications should provide a

small icon to display in

notifications for smart

watches. Provide an image

that you want displayed in

notifications for watch 38

mm.

Short- Look Notification Icon Short-Look icon appears

briefly, giving the wearer just

enough time to scan a

notification. Provide an

image for the app icon in

short look notifications for

watch 38mm.

Watch 42mm Notification Center Icon Provide an image for app icon

to display notifications in the

center.

Long-Look Notification Icon Long-Look notifications

display more information on

screen from an app, such as

message text and action

buttons. Provide an image for

app icon in long look

notifications for 42mm

watch.
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Short-Look Notification Icon Short-Look icon appears

briefly, giving the wearer just

enough time to scan a

notification. Provide an

image for app icon in short

look notification for 42mm

watch.

Android Mobile/ Tablet

Using AndroidMobile/ Tablet Settings you can configure General Settings, SDK versions, and

Android signing.

The following settings describe all the fields in AndroidMobile/ Tablet settings.

Section Name Field Name Description
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General

Settings

Package

Name

Package Name is the name used to search for an application

in Google Play.

Google Play is an online software store developed by Google

for Android mobile devices. A software program calledMarket

is pre-installed onmost Android mobile devices. This

software allows the users to browse and download third-party

applications.

Note: The name you specify for Android Packagemust

contain at least two segments.

A segment is a valid Java package name. The following are a

few examples of valid Android Package names:

l com.konylabs.<ApplicationName>

l com.kony.<ApplicationName>

Version Code An internal version number, which is used to determine

whether the application is a recent version. This version

number is not shown to users. The valuemust be an integer.

You can increase each version by one to indicate a newer

version.

Protected

Mode

Ensures that your app is not run on a rooted/jail-broken

device.

Note: This option works only if the application is built in

Releasemode. The ProtectedMode option works only if

the application is built in Releasemode. To know more

about protecting your application, refer Applying

Application Security.
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SDK Versions Minimum

SDK

Select theMinimum SDK Version that needs to be supported

for the application. The default minimum SDK value is 4.0.

Notes:
l Kony Visualizer does not support

SDK Versions earlier than 4.0.

l Youmust keep theminimum

SDK value between 4.0 and 4.4.

l The SDK values of 5.0 and above

results in a build error(technical

limitation).

l The applicationmust be built with a

minimum versionmatching the device

SDK version. For example, a device

with 5.0 version of SDK cannot run an

application built on 4.0.

Target SDK Select the Target SDK Version that needs to be supported

for the application.

Note: The Target SDK Versionmust be greater than or

equal to theMinimum SDK Version.

Maximum

SDK

Select theMaximum SDK Version that needs to be

supported for the application.

Android

Signing

Key Alias Used to sign the android binary automatically during the build

process.

Enter the alias of the key.
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Key

Password

Enter the password for the key.

Store

Password

Enter the password for the store.

Store File Locate and configure the store file.

Support for

Margin in

Pixels

True Supports margin in Pixels.

False Disables the support for margin in pixels.

Manifest

Permissions,

Tags and

Gradle Build

Entries

Permissions Sets the permissions to true or false based on the application

requirements. Set the appropriate permissions for Android

Manifest file. For more information, refer The Android

Manifest File.

l To enable permissions, select the permissions from

the left pane and click Add >.

l To disable permissions, select the permissions from

the right pane and click < Remove.

Important: Add theWRITE_EXTERNAL_

STORAGE setting if you need to save images in an

external storage such as an SD Card.
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Tags Adds tags to the Android manifest file directly from Kony

Visualizer by specifying tag entries and attributes on the

Tags tab. You can specify child tag entries and attributes for

<manifest> and <application> tags and theMain Launcher

<activity> tag.

For more information on the tags you can add with the

manifest or application tags, refer

http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/manifest-

intro.html.

Gradle

Entries

Imports additional gradle packages, applies external plugins,

or specifies build-related configuration information, build

dependencies, or the location of any external repositories or

modules used by your Android application.

build.gradle entries to Prefix imports additional Gradle

packages, or specifies external plugins to use in the build.

build.gradle entries to Suffix customizes build logic. For

example, you can add compilation dependencies such as

Google and Android support repositories, local library

modules, or local and remote repository paths. For more

information, seeOrganizing Build Logic.

gradle.properties entries configures project-wide Gradle

settings, such as the Gradle daemon's maximum heap size or

proxy settings. For more information, see The Build

Environment.

settings.gradle entries specifies external modules (Gradle-

based third-party Android libraries) to include when building

your application. For more information, see Configure Your

Build.
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Windows

UsingWindowsSettings, you can configure the DP Scale Factor and ReferenceWidth for aWindows

phone.

The following table describes all the fields inWindowsPhone Settings.

Section Name Field Name Field Name

Windows DP Scale Factor The factor by which you

shouldmultiply the dp units

to get the actual pixel count

for the current windows

screen. Enable DP Scale

factor to modify Reference

width.

ReferenceWidth Configures the width to

which theWindows screen

should scale.

Adaptive Web (Mobile SPA)

AdaptiveWeb (Mobile SPA) is the browser on the device. AdaptiveWeb (Mobile SPA) properties

define the properties of the application on AdaptiveWeb (Mobile SPA) for various platforms. You can

set the Shortcut icons for the application, configure Asyncmode, and define Base fonts.

The following table describes all the fields in MobileWeb settings.

Section Name Field Name Description

Shortcut Icons Web Browser Configures an icon to

represent the app in a web

browser.
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iPhone Shortcut Configures an icon to

represent the app on an

iPhone screen.

Title Configures title of the

application in a web browser.

Async Mode Enable Async Mode All the network calls will be in

asynchronous mode when

enabled.

Base Fonts iPhone (px) Configures the base font of

iPhone in pixel.

BlackBerry Configures the base font of

BlackBerry 240, BlackBerry

320, BlackBerry 360,

BlackBerry 400, BlackBerry

440, and BlackBerry 480 in

pixel.

Android Configures the base font of

Android 240, Android 320,

Android 360, Android 400,

Android 440, Android 480,

and Android 640 in pixel.

SPA iPad Configures the base font of

SPA iPad in pixel.

SPA Android Tablet Configures the base font of

SPA Android Tablet 800,

Android Tablet 1024, Android

Tablet 1280 in pixel.
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SPAWindows Tablet Configures the base font of

SPAWindows tablet in pixel.

WinPhone Configures the base font of

Windows phone 320, 480n in

pixel.

Responsive Web

ResponsiveWeb properties specify the properties of the application on ResponsiveWeb for various

platforms. You can configure Embedding Iframe, and AsyncMode; set theWeb Browser icon,

application title, BaseFont, Alignment, Screen width; and enable ProgressiveWeb App.

The following table describes all the fields in DesktopWeb settings.

Section Name Field Name Description

General Settings Enable ResponsiveWeb Activates the Responsive

WebDesign for your desktop

application.

Enable Embedding Iframe Sets the SPA or Desktop

Web application behavior in a

sub window. Enabling

Embedding Iframe allows an

application to open in a sub

window.

Enable Async Mode All the network calls will be in

asynchronous mode when

enabled.
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Web browser (favicon.ico) Configures appropriate icon

for an application in the

DesktopWeb Browser.

Title Sets the title of an application

in the DesktopWeb Browser.

Base Font (px) Configures appropriate base

font size in pixel.

Alignment Defines the alignment of the

application in the Desktop

Web browser. The possible

values are center, left, and

right.

ScreenWidth Specifies the width that the

application occupies in the

DesktopWeb browser. The

Screen width value can be in

percentage or pixel.

No JavaScript Message Themessage to be displayed

when your browser does not

support JavaScript.

ProgressiveWeb App Enable PWA Builds a ProgressiveWeb

App.

Protected Mode

Protectedmode is a Kony Fabric token validationmethod. A successful validation occurs when the

public keymatcheswith the private key. It ensures that your app is not run on a rooted/ jail-broken

device. Using Protectedmode settings, you can configure the public and private encryption keys.
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Note: This option works only if the application is built in Releasemode. The ProtectedMode

option works only if the application is built in Releasemode. To know more about protecting your

application, refer Applying Application Security.

The following table describes all the fields in ProtectedMode settings.

Section Name Field Name Description

Encryption Keys Public Key Configures the public key.

Private Key Configures the private key.

Set Native App Properties

Native app properties are divided into two categories: those that are common to all platforms, and

those that are platform-specific. These properties range from the logo image your app displays to the

types of screens and SDKs the app supports, and how certificates are handled.

FromKony Visualizer V8 SP4, you can also enable certain Android features bymanually adding the

corresponding properties to the androidbuild.properties file.

To set Native app properties, follow these steps:

1. In Kony Visualizer, from the Project Explorer, click Project Settings. The Project Settings

window appears.

2. Click the Native tab. A list of sub-tabs appears.

3. Click the Common sub-tab, and set the following properties:

a. Enter a Name for the Native channel version of the application. If no name is specified,

the Application ID specified under Application Properties is used.
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Note: For iOS applications, if the Name of the app has non-English characters, you

must add the unicodeAppNameFlag: true key in the infoplist_

configuration.json file.

b. Browse and select an image file for the logo.

Important:
l The logo you specify here will be renamed to icon.png while building the

application on the iPhone platform.

l For Desktop/Kiosk, the icon dimensionmust be inmultiples of 8. Minimum

pixels can be 8 x 8 andmaximumpixels can be 248 x 248.

4. Click the Android sub-tab, and set the following properties:
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a. In the Supported Screens section:

l Any Density - If this option is enabled, the application can accommodate any

screen density for a resource. You do not have to use this option if your app directly

manipulates bitmaps. Generally this optionmust always be set to true.

l Small Screens - If this option is enabled, the application supports smaller screen

form-factors. A small screen is one with a smaller aspect ratio than the normal

(traditional HVGA) screen. An application that does not support small screens is

not available for small screen devices from external services (such asGoogle

Play).

l Normal Screens - If this option is enabled, the application supports normal screen

form-factors. Traditionally, this is an HVGAmedium density screen, butWQVGA

low density andWVGA high density are also considered to be normal.

l Large Screens - If this option is enabled, the application supports larger screen

form-factors. A large screen is defined as a screen that is significantly larger than a

normal handset screen, andmight require some special care on the application's

part to make good use of it. The applicationmay rely on resizing by the system to fill

the screen.

If this option is unchecked, it enables screen compatibilitymode.

l Extra Large Screens - If this option is enabled, the application supports extra large

screen form-factors. An extra large screen is defined as a screen that is

significantly larger than a large screen, for example, tablet (or something larger)

andmay require special care on the application's part to make good use of it. The

applicationmay rely on resizing by the system to fill the screen. If the option is

unchecked, this will generally enable screen compatibilitymode.

l Resizable - If this option is enabled, the application is resizable for different screen

sizes. This property is deprecated by Android SDK and is supported only for

customers on the 2.6 plug-in. This property enables you to run an application in the
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compatibilitymode. For more information, see Support Screen Elements for the

Android AppManifest.

b. In the SDK Versions section:

l Select theMinimum SDK Version that needs to be supported for the application.

The default minimumSDK value is 4.0.

Notes:
l Kony Visualizer does not support SDK Versions less than 4.0.

l Youmust keep theminimumSDK value between 4.0 and 4.4.

l The SDK values of 5.0 and above results in a build error(technical

limitation).

l The applicationmust be built with aminimum versionmatching the

device SDK version. For example, a device with 5.0 version of

SDK cannot run an application built on 4.0.

l Select the Target SDK Version that needs to be supported for the application.

Note: The Target SDK Versionmust be greater than or equal to theMinimum

SDK Version.

l Select theMaximum SDK Version that needs to be supported for the application.

c. Package Name: Package name is a unique name to identify a specific application. It is

generally in the format domain.company.application.

Note: The name you specify for Android Packagemust contain at least two

segments.
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A segment is a valid Java package name. The following are a few examples of valid

Android Package names:

l com.konylabs.<ApplicationName>

l com.kony.<ApplicationName>

l com.konysolutions.<ApplicationName>

l com.kony.<ApplicationName>_Android.

d. Version Code. This is an internal version number. This number is used to determine

whether the application is a recent version. This version number is not shown to users.

The valuemust be an integer. You can increase each version by one to indicate a newer

version.

e. In Push Notification section:

l GCM - Select this option to enable Push Notifications for the application. This

option copies the libraries required for push notification into the project during build

time.

Important: GCM (Google CloudMessaging) is supported only for Android

SDK Versions 2.3 and above.

l Custom GCM Broadcast Receiver (Optional) - If your application requires

to override the default GCMbroadcast receiver behavior, you can provide

your own custom broadcast receiver. To customize theGCM receiver, see

Customizing GCMBroadcast Receiver.

l FCM Select this option to enable Push Notifications for the application. This option

copies the libraries required for push notification into the project during build time.

l Custom FCM Service (Optional) - If your application requires to override

the default FCM service, you can provide your own customFCM service. To

customize the FCM service, see Customizing FCMService.
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f. In theMiscellaneous section:

l Enable Charts - Select this option to enable charts in your application. Charts

represent numeric data in graphical format.

Note: Charts are not supported in arm64 and x86_64 architectures. If you

enable both the Enable Charts and the Support 64-bit devices checkboxes,

the project build fails. Kony has, however, developed several useful Chart

components, which are pre-built and are ready to use. You can directly

download and import these Chart components fromKonyMarketplace to your

Kony Visualizer project. Alternatively, you can use the kony.ui.browser

function to render HTML-based JavaScript charts.

l Protected Mode - Selecting this option ensures that your app is not run on a

rooted/jail-broken device.

Note: This option works only if the application is built in Releasemode. The

ProtectedMode option works only if the application is built in Releasemode.

To know more about protecting your application, see Applying Application

Security.

l Enable Local Notifications - Select this option to enable notifications scheduled by

an app and delivered on the same device. They are suited for the appswith time-

based behaviors, such as calendar events.

l Enable Payment API - Selecting this option enables online transactions in

applications.

l Network Trust Config - Using this option, you can control the certificates that are

used.

o None - No certificates are allowed. Thismeans that if the certificate is

present in the Android Trust store, it will allow the N/W call to proceed;
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otherwise, it throws an exception.With this option, servers having non-

trusted or self-signed certificates are not accessible via the app on the

device.

o All - All types of certificates are allowed regardless of whether they are

bundled. This option is useful during the development phase of an app, but

not for publication.With this option, all servers are accessible regardless of

the kind of certificate they hold (i.e. self-signed, non-trusted, trusted). Due to

the lack of security inherent in this option, the Google Play store rejects such

appswhen they are submitted for publication.

o Allow Bundled - Only the certificates that are bundled along with the app are

allowed.With this option, the app can communicate only with servers that

have the certificate(s) that are bundled with the app.

o To bundle the certificate in the application, copy the certificate under

the following folder:

For mobile,
<workspace>/<app>/resources/mobile/native/androi

d/assets/certs

For tablet,
<workspace>/<app>/resources/tablet/native/androi

dtab/assets/certs

Note: If an assets folder does not exist, create an assets folder

under respective locations as indicated above.

Create certs directory under the assets folder and add all the

certificates into this folder.
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Important: Allow Bundled option will not work in Android 2.3.xOS

versions due to certificate chaining issue (causes certificate

exception). This is a known Android native issue. For more

information, see Issue 25152 on the Android Open Source

Project Issue Tracker. Among other topics, Issue 25152

documents that to make the bundled option work in Android 2.3.x

devices, the root CA needs to be omitted from the server end.

o Allow Pinned - Only the certificates that are pinned or associated to the

host. Pinningmakes use of knowledge of the pre-existing relationship

between the user and an organization or service tomake the security-

related decisions better.

g. In the Install Location section:

l Use Location Preference. This property defines the location where the application

is deployed.

o Auto - Indicates that the application is deployed on the device and can be

moved to the SD Card later if required.

o Prefer SD Card - Implies that the application is deployed on the storage card

and cannot later bemoved to the devicememory.

Note: This works only if theMinimumSDK is 2.3 or above.

h. Signing - Use this option to sign the android binary automatically during the build process.

l Key Alias- Use this option to enter the alias of the key.

l Key Password - Use this option to enter the password for the key.

l Store File - Use this option to locate and configure the store file.

l Store Password - Use this option to enter the password for the store.
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i. Splash Screen Orientation Mode - When resource folders are created from IDE byAdd

resource folders option, then directories like drawable-port and drawable-land are

created automatically inside the directory

<workspace>/<app>/resources/mobile/native/android.

l Portrait - Use this option if splash screen support is required only for portrait mode,

and copy it inside drawable-port folder.

l Landscape - Use this option if splash screen support is required only for landscape

mode, and copy it inside drawable-land folder.

l Both - Use this option if splash screen support is required for bothmodes. If splash

screen images are different images, then place the image in their respective

directories. If you use same image for bothmodes, then copy the resources under

mobile > native > android instead of drawable-port or drawable-land

folder.

j. ActionBar - Enabled only if target SDK is 3.0 or above. Use this option to enable Action

Bar feature.

k. Support x86 Devices - Select this option to support any Android-x86 devices.

l. Support 64-bit Devices - Select this option to build an Android APK with 64-bit support.

Once you select this option, only 64-bit .so files (arm64-v8a and x86_64 ) are packed

and the application leaves out 32-bit .so files (armeabi-v7a and x86). If you do not select

the Support 64-bit devices option, 32-bit libraries/.so files (armeabi-v7a and x86) are

packed by default.

Note: FromAugust 1st 2019 onwards, all apps published onGoogle Playmust

support 64-bit architectures.

To support both 64-bit and 32-bit architectures in Google Play store, youmust make sure

that you perform the following actions:
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l Build the 32-bit and 64-bit APKswith two different version codes, which are

separated by at least 1000.

For example, 64-bit version code = 32-bit version code +

1000.

l Ensure that the third-party libraries (AAR files) contain the respective .so files in all

supported architectures: lib/armeabi-v7a, lib/arm64-v8a, and lib/x86 lib/x86_64 for

32-bit and 64-bit architectures, respectively.

Note: To enable your application to be built with bundled 32-bit native libraries and to

make your app compatible with 32-bit devices, set the support32bit property as true

in the androidbuild.properties file.

Note: Charts are not supported in arm64 and x86_64 architectures. If you enable

both the Enable Charts and the Support 64-bit devices checkboxes, the project

build fails. Kony has, however, developed several useful Chart components, which

are pre-built and are ready to use. You can directly download and import these Chart

components fromKonyMarketplace to your Kony Visualizer project. Alternatively,

you can use the kony.ui.browser function to render HTML-based JavaScript charts.

m. Support SQL DB Encryption (FIPS)- In Android, if you select this option, Kony

Visualizer automatically bundles Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS)

compliant SQLCipher third-party library with the application. After the application is

complied with this option selected, the APIs inWeb SQL support database encryption.

For more info, see API Reference Guide > Offline Data Access APIs > Web SQL

APIs.

Note: FIPS does not provide themechanism to build the x86_64 architecture for

Android. FromV8 SP4 onwards, for the x86_64 architecture, Kony Visualizer

automatically bundles libraries that are non-compliant to FIPS for the following items:

SQLCipher

OpenSSL
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n. Bundle OpenSSL Library- In Android, if you select Bundle OpenSSL Library option,

Kony Visualizer automatically bundles a third-party OpenSSL native library along with the

application. The following APIs use this OpenSSL library to support additional hashing

algorithms than the algorithms supported byNative Android SDK (Java Implementation).

For information on supported algorithms in these APIs, see API Reference Guide

> Cryptography APIs.

i. kony.crypto.createPBKDF2Key

ii. kony.crypto.createHMacHash

Note: FIPS does not provide themechanism to build the x86_64 architecture

for Android. FromV8 SP4 onwards, for the x86_64 architecture, Kony

Visualizer automatically bundles libraries that are non-compliant to FIPS for

the following items:

SQLCipher

OpenSSL

o. Disable Application Screenshot - This option specifies whether the user can take a

screenshot of your application.

p. Enable File Upload - Enables you to upload files to a remote sever by using the

HttpRequest API.

q. In Manifest Properties section:

l Permissions tab: Set the permissions to true or false based on the application

requirements. Set the appropriate permissions for AndroidManifest file. For more

information, see The AndroidManifest File.

i. To enable permissions, select the permissions from the left pane and click

Add >.

ii. To disable permissions, select the permissions from the right pane and click

< Remove.
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Important: Add the WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE setting if you need

to save images in an external storage like SD Card.

l Tags tab: You can add tags to the Androidmanifest file directly fromKony

Visualizer by specifying tag entries and attributes on the Tags tab. You can specify

child tag entries and attributes for <manifest> and <application> tags, and theMain

Launcher <activity> tag. For more information on the tags you can add with the

manifest or application tags, see

http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/manifest-intro.html.
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For more information on the tags you can add, see

http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/manifest-intro.html.

l Deeplink URL Scheme tab: You can use the URL Scheme tab for Deeplinking.

The values for Scheme/ port/ path/host/pathprefix/path pattern specified under this

tab can be used to deep-link to a particular URL directly. For instance, if you set the

masterdata for a browser widget to be a URL to deep-link, use the following

format, scheme://host:port/pathorpathPrefixorpathPattern. For

more information on each of the values available under the URL Scheme tab, see

http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/data-element.html#path.

Important: For a URL scheme in Android, please note that the scheme name

should be in lowercase; otherwise the scheme namewill not work in higher

versions (Android 4.0 and above) or Android devices.

l Gradle Entries tab: You can use theGradle Entries tab to import additional gradle

packages, apply external plugins, or specify build-related configuration information,
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build dependencies, or the location of any external repositories or modules used by

your Android application.

You can specify build.gradle entries as a prefix or suffix entries:

o Prefix entries are added just below any existing import statements in the

build.gradle build script file. Use prefix entries to import additional gradle

packages, or to specify external plugins to use in the build.

o Suffix entries are appended to the end of the generated build.gradle file. Use

suffix entries to customize build logic; for example, to add compilation

dependencies such asGoogle and Android support repositories, local library

modules, or local and remote repository paths. For more information, see

Organizing Build Logic.

Use the gradle.properties entry to configure project-wide Gradle settings, such as

theGradle daemon'smaximumheap size or proxy settings. For more information,

see The Build Environment.
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Use the settings.gradle entry to specify externalmodules (Gradle-based third-party

Android libraries) to include when building your application. For more information,

see Configure Your Build.

5. Under iPhone/iPad/Watch tab, set the following properties:

a. Bundle Identifier - Provide an unique name that identifies the application bundle. This is

usually in three parts and follows the convention of com.kony.<appname>.

b. Bundle Version - a number that identifies the version of the application bundle.

c. Apply Glossy Effect to App Icon - specifies if the glossy effect must be applied to the

app icon. The default value is false.

d. Enable Charts - Select this option to enable charts in your application.Charts represent

numeric data in graphical format.

e. Enable Watch - Select this option to enable wearable functionality in your application. If

you select this option, wearable binaries are bundled with your application.
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f. Protected Mode - Selecting this option ensures that your app is not run on a rooted/jail

broken device. To use this option, you have to patch Xcode with the Finalizer utility. For

information on patching Xcode with Finalizer, see the Install Finalizer Package. This

option works only if the application is built in Releasemode. The Debugmodewill

generate unprotected binaries.To know more about protecting your application, refer

Protect your app topic.

Note: From the Kony Visualizer V8 Service Pack 3 release, it is not mandatory to

install the Finalizer tool to build iOS applications in protectedmode.

g. Push Certificate - Choose the required option from the list to either enable push

notifications in different types of environments. You can also disable receiving push

notifications for any environment. This field contains the following options:

l development: Select this option to receive push notificationswhen in the developer

environment.

l production: Select this option to receive push notificationswhen in the production

environment.

l None: Select this option to disable push notifications in any environment.

Note: This feature is available fromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 FP19 onwards, and is

available in both Kony Visualizer Classic and Kony Visualizer.

h. Application Launch Mode for iPad - specifies the default mode of launching the

application on iPad. Portrait is the default value.

i. Supported Orientations for iPad - specifies the supported orientations for the iPad. This

depends on the launchmode. The different orientations for a form and at application level

are listed at
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j. Deeplink URL Scheme: specifies a url to which the application will deep-link to. If the

application name is southwest then the url scheme that the other applications can use to

launch the southwest application is southwest://. For more information about deep-

linking, see Appendix E: the App Service Event.

l Platform Settings: Using the PlatformSettings Area, you can set certain default

properties for an application for iPhone.

o Generic exception alert: When true, generic exception alerts like "system

error" are fired and when false detailed exceptionmessage is shown as

alert. Best practice is to be use true for releasemode and false for debug

mode.

o Exception alert: When true, system throughs the exception alerts otherwise

(with false) app would crash in case of exception instead of alert. Best

practice is to be use true for releasemode and true for debugmode.

o Globalsmonitoring: If set to true, the information like number of variables of

the given type used in the app. Possible types are Strings, tables, numbers,

closures, forms, other objects is printed in the logs.

o Paste Board Type: It will allow the user to copy paste content from the app to

external writable area likemessage etc. system level - it will allow to copy

paste into other applications. Applevelpersistent - it will allow to copy paste
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within the app and themessages are persistent will be available across the

app restarts. Applevelnonpersistent - it will allow to copy paste within the app

and themessages are Not persistent and will not be available across the app

restarts. Nopasteboard - it will not allow paste anywhere.

o Allow Self Signed Certificate: By default it is false, if true, it allows self

signed certificate for development.

Note: Self Signed Certificate option is only applicable if you use Network

APIs in your application.

o Input Accessory View Type: The input accessory view type for widgets like

text box, calendar, grouped widgets etc where you have next previous

cancel buttons. This can be overridden by form level Input Accessory View

Type.

o Anti Aliased Drawing: If set to true, allows smoother widgets and layout

without any jagged edges.

o Camera Settings: Allows to set images to the iconswhich appear on the

camera such as cancel icon, settings icon, tapanywhere.

o Backward_compatibility_mode: By default it is false, if true it will allow the

application feature to behave as it would have behaved on earlier version (if

there is any behavioral change in the latest version)
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6. Click theWindows Phone sub-tab, and set the following properties:

a. Under the Common sub-tab:

l ClickGenerate to generate a GuID for theWindowsMobile. ThisGuID enables

you to view the application onWindows 7 emulator. You need to perform this step

only once after you install theWindows 7 SDK.
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Note: Youmust have theWindows 7 SDK installed to generate theWindows

Mobile GuID. For more information about installingWindows 7 SDK, see the

Kony Visualizer Installation Guide.

l Network Trust Config - Using this option, you can control the certificates that are

used.

l None - No certificates are allowed. Thismeans that if the certificate is

present in theWindowsCertificate Trust Root, it will allow the N/W call to

proceed; otherwise, it throws an exception.With this option, servers having

non-trusted or self-signed certificates are not accessible via the app on the

device.

l All - All types of certificates are allowed regardless of whether they are

bundled. This option is useful during the development phase of an app, but

not for publication.With this option, all servers are accessible regardless of

the kind of certificate they hold (i.e. self-signed, non-trusted, trusted). Due to

the lack of security inherent in this option, theWindowsStore rejects such

appswhen they are submitted for publication.

Note: All the allowable exceptions are bypassed. For exceptions that

cannot be bypassed, corresponding action should be taken by the app

developer.

l Allow Bundled - Only the certificates that are bundled along with the app are

allowed.With this option, the app can communicate only with servers that

have the certificate(s) that are bundled with the app.

To bundle the certificate in the application, copy the certificate under the

following folder.

Mobile:
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<workspace>/<app>/resources/mobile/native/winphone8/

assets/certs

<workspace>/<app>/resources/mobile/native/winphone10

/assets/certs

Tablet:

<workspace>/<app>/resources/tablet/native/windows8/a

ssets/certs

<workspace>/<app>/resources/tablet/native/windows10/

assets/certs

l Allow Pinned- Only the certificates that are pinned or associated to the

server. Pinningmakes use of knowledge of the pre-existing relationship

between the user and an organization or service tomake the security-

related decisions better.

Note: The Network Trust Config field is also available under theWindows

Tablet andWindows Desktop sub-tabs.

SSL Pinning - Windows Limitation

For Windows devices, when SSL pinning is implemented, and the HTTPRequest

initiates, if a Man in theMiddle (MitM) attack accesses the HttpRequest (for

example, fiddler), the HttpRequest goes to the server through theMitM and comes

with a response. However, the client does not receive the response as theMitM

attack corrupts the certificate of the response during the communication process.

This applies to all windows channels (WindowsPhone8.1, Windows 8.1, Windows

10,Windows 10mobile &WindowsDesktop).
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In case of Android and iOS platforms, if there is aMitM attack, the HttpRequest

aborts.

l Tile Title - Specifies the Title Headers for the application which is displayed as a

tile.

l Tile Image - Browse and select a Tile Image for Windows platform. This image

must be of the size 173x173 pixels and is used as the image for the tile (application

icon).

l Manifest Properties - set the appropriate permissions to true using themanifest

properties area. For more information refer, WindowsManifest.

b. Under theWindows Phone 8.1 sub-tab:

a. In the Application UI sub-tab, set the following:

l Display name: Specifies display name of the application visible in the

applications list.

l Description: Specifies the description to be displayed on the tile. For

example a tile on finance can contain a generic description about stocks.

c. In the Capabilities tab, set the permissions to true or false based on the application's

requirements. For more information about each of the permissions refer Capabilities and

requirements.

l To enable permissions, select the permissions that are currently false and click Add

>.

l To disable permissions, select the permissions that are currently true and click <

Remove.

d. In the Packaging tab, set the following properties:

l Package name: A unique name to identify a specific application. It is generally in

the format domain.company.application.
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l Package display name: The namewith which the application is submitted to

Google play. This name is used to search the application in Google play.

l Publisher name: The publisher of the app. This default value is the name of the

project. This attribute is required for certain types of apps, such as push-enabled

apps.

l Publisher display name: Display name of the publisher.

l Version: Internal version number of the package.

l Publisher ID: Kony is the default Publisher ID of the project.

7. Click theWindows Tablet andWindows Desktop sub-tabs to set their respective properties.

InWindowsDesktop, if you select Disable Application Minimize feature, the application will

not be allowed tominimize.

8. Click Finish.

Add Android Properties to androidbuild.properties File

FromV8 SP4 onwards, you can enable or disable certain Android features by adding the

corresponding properties to the androidbuild.properties file. Youmust first create the

androidbuild.properties file in your Kony Visualizer project workspace

(workspaceLocation\\project) as shown in the image.
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Note: If the same property is passed fromKony Visualizer in future plugins, the Kony Visualizer

property takes precedence.

Enable Android Features

You can enable the following Android features by adding these properties in the

androidbuild.properties file:

Public Key Pinning

You can enable the Public Key Pinning feature by specifying the following property in the

androidbuild.properties file as shown.

This feature is enabled only if the networktrustconfig property is set as Allow Pinned in the

androidbuild.properties file.
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networktrustconfig = Allow Pinned

React Native

Youmust set both the following properties in the androidbuild.properties file as shown, to enable

React Native feature support:

enableReactNative = true

Add the enableReactNative flag to enable ReactNative support.

reactNativeAppsList = "<reactNativeApp1>,<reactNativeApp2>..."

Specify the list of ReactNative apps (root folder name of ReactNative apps that are placed in the

ReactNativeProjects folder) to be embedded into your Kony app.

APK Tamper Protection

The APK Tamper Protection feature helps you to verify if an APK has been tampered with (modified

from its original version). If a tamper is detected, the application safely exits during the bootup process.

This is an optional feature that is supported only in Release and Protectedmodes. APK Tamper

Protection is available fromV8 SP4 onwards. FromV8 SP4 Fixpack 20 onwards, support for Google

Play App Signing has been added. Google Play App Signing is amandatory signup for Android App

Bundle support.

This feature is enabled only if the addAPKTamperProtection property is set as true in the

androidbuild.properties file.

addAPKTamperProtection = true

For this feature to work, youmust provide either of the information as follows:

l Add KeyStore entries from the Signing section in Visualizer: Project Settings > Native >

Android > Mobile/Tablet > Signing.

l Alternatively, you can add the developerSigningKeyHash key in the androidbuild.properties file.

An example of a typical developerSigningKeyHash is shown here.
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developerSigningKeyHash:2otpMeAC68KCm7Q+F48tzTFtzmU=

The developerSigningKeyHash key helps you to utilize the APK Tamper Protection feature in the

following scenarios:

l Google Play App Signing, where the key used to sign the APK that is being uploaded is different

from the final APK delivered to customers fromGoogle Play. For more information on how the

Google Play App Signing processworks, click here.

l CI/Cloud build environment, without actually revealing the original developer signing KeyStore

information.

Generate the developerSigningKeyHash Key for Google Play App Signing

1. When customers enroll into the Google Play App Signing process , the SHA-256 or SHA-1

hash of the public key can be obtained. They can obtain the hash by signing in to Google Play

Store Console, navigating to Release Management > App Signing, and then copying the

SHA-256/SHA-1 certificate fingerprint.

2. Go to <WorkSpace>\temp\<AppID>\build\luaandroid\extres.

3. Locate and open the PrintApkSignatureHash.jar file.

4. Run the following command to generate the developerSigningKeyHash:
java -jar PrintApkSignatureHash.jar --fingerprint "<Hash-

Algorithm>: <certificate fingerprint in Hexadecimal>"

Here, Hash-Algorithm can either be SHA-1 or SHA-256.

For example:

java - jar PrintApkSignatureHash.jar--fingerprint“ SHA256: EB: 71: 4E:

90: 3D: 2A: 7E: 14: 4B: D1: 73: 47: 3A: EA: 3D: 06: C5: F2: 69: B5:

DC: BB: 28: 44: A0: 8D: AC: 17: E7: F2: 7F: 8F”

5. Here is a sample output that is generated.

developerSigningKeyHash : xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

6. Copy and paste the output value in the androidbuild.properties file.
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Important Points

a. If you specify KeyStore entries through Kony Visualizer, the KeyStore entries will take

precedence over the developerSigningKeyHash key until Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 19.

b. FromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 20 onwards, if you specify Visualizer KeyStore entries

and developerSigningKeyHash, both items are respected simultaneously and the app is

launched if any one of these itemsmatches. This enhancement helps you to test the APK locally

before uploading it to Google Play.

c. If you do not want to upload the Upload Signing key to the CI cloud, use the

uploadSigningKeyHash property in the additionalbuild.properties file as an alternative to

specifying KeyStore entries.

d. Youmust provide either the KeyStore or uploadSigningKeyHash to test Google Play App

Signing locally for the enrolled APK, which is tamper-protected. If you do not provide any of

those values, the test APK that is generated will be signed by the debug key and the APK will

not boot as the hash validation process fails at run time.

Generate the developerSigningKeyHash Key by using the KeyStore File

Tomanually sign the application by using your own keystore file, follow these steps:

1. Go to <WorkSpace>\temp\<AppID>\build\luaandroid\extres.

2. Locate and open the PrintApkSignatureHash.jar file.

3. Run either of the following commands to generate the developerSigningKeyHash:

l For apps built in Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 19 or earlier, use the following

command. This command generates the hash with SHA-1 algorithm.
java -jar PrintApkSignatureHash.jar keyStorePath

keyStorePassword keyAlias

l For apps built in Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 20 or later, use the following command.

This command generates the hash with either SHA-1 or SHA-256 algorithm, depending

on the -- algorithm input parameter.
java -jar PrintApkSignatureHash.jar –-storepath keyStorePath
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–-storepass keyStorePassword –-alias keyAlias --algorithm

hash-logo

Here, the items are as follows:

l keyStorePath: Path to your actual developer signing key, which is used to upload your

app's APK to theGoogle Play Store.

l keyStorePassword: Password of your developer KeyStore.

l keyAlias: Signing key alias of your developer KeyStore.

l hash-algo: Hashing algorithm that is used to generate the signing key hash. It can either

be SHA-1 or SHA-256.

Note: If the hash is generated with SHA-256 algorithm, the hash will not work for apps built in

Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 19 or earlier. However, if the hash is generated with SHA-1 or

SHA-256 algorithm, the hash will work for apps built in Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 20 or

later.

4. Here is a sample output that is generated.

developerSigningKeyHash : xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Note: If you are generating the hash of the upload signing key to support Google Play App

Signing, use uploadSigningKeyHash as the key instead of developerSigningKeyHash.

5. Copy and paste the output value in the androidbuild.properties file.

Support for 32-bit and 64-bit Architectures in a Single APK

The support32bit property enables your application to be built with bundled 32-bit native libraries

andmakes your app compatible with 32-bit devices.
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This feature is enabled only if the support32bit property is set as true in the

androidbuild.properties file.

support32bit = true

Earlier, when you selected or unselected the Support 64-bit Devices check box fromProject

Settings > Native > Android, either 64-bit support or 32-bit support was enabled for your application.

It was not possible for you to generate an application binary that bundles both 32-bit and 64-bit native

libraries.

FromV8 SP4 Fixpack 12GA onwards, when you enable the support32bit property in the

androidbuild.properties file and select the Support 64-bit Devices check box fromProject

Settings > Native > Android, the Kony Android build generates a Fat application. This Fat

application supports all architectures: armeabi-v7a, x86, arm64-v8a, and x86_64.

Note: Kony recommends that you use a Fat binary for testing purposes only, and Kony does not

recommend you to upload a Fatbinary to Google Play. Use either the Split APK feature or the

Android App Bundle feature to reduce the size of the binary that is downloaded to customers'

devices.

Note: The Charts widget is supported only on 32-bit devices; so for an application that has 32-bit

and 64-bit support, the Charts widget does not work for 64-bit devices. Kony has, however,

developed several useful Chart components, which are pre-built and are ready to use. You can

download and import these Chart components fromKonyMarketplace. Alternatively, you can use

the kony.ui.browser function to render HTML-based JavaScript charts.

Split APKs based on Supported Architecture

Bundling all architectures into a single fat APK increases the APK size of the app that is delivered to

customers. This APK Splitting feature, which has been introduced fromV8 SP4 Fixpack 12GA

onwards, helps you to decrease the APK size that is downloaded based on the target platform

architecture. For more information on the splitting of APKs, click here.
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Youmust enable the splitapks property as true in the androidbuild.properties file. This action

generates the architecture-specific individual .apk files and universal .apk file that supports all the

architectures. This approach reduces the size of the .apk file.

splitapks = true

Note: Based on the specified value of the support32bit property in the androidbuild.properties

file aswell as on the selection of the Support x86 Devices and Support 64-bit Devices check

boxes in the Kony Visualizer Project Settings, the Kony Android build generates a set of APKs,

each with a single supported architecture.

l Architecture-specific .apk files are generated with this naming convention: <appid>-

<architecture>-<buildtype>.apk

Consider an app with appid as KonySample, for which the 64-bit ARMAPK names for Debug

and Releasemodes are as follows:

l Debugmode: KonySample-arm64-v8a-debug.apk

l Release Unsignedmode: KonySample-arm64-v8a-release-unsigned.apk

l Release Signedmode: KonySample-arm64-v8a-release-signed.apk

l Universal .apk files with all selected architectures are generated with this naming convention:

<appid>-universal-<buildtype>.apk

Consider an app with appid as KonySample, for which the APK names for Debug and Release

modes are as follows:

l Debugmode: KonySample-universal-debug.apk

l Release Unsignedmode: KonySample-universal-release-unsigned.apk

l Release Signedmode: KonySample-universal-release-signed.apk

The APKs are generated under the following paths:

l For Mobile: <workspace>\temp\<appid folder>\build\luaandroid\dist\<appid

folder>\build\outputs\apk folder.
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l For Tablet: <workspace>\temp\<appid folder>\build\luatabandroid\dist\<appid

folder>\build\outputs\apk folder.

Note: For architecture-specific .apk files, the version code of the individual .apk file must be

unique. This is because since both 32-bit and 64-bit APKs are supported in 64-bit devices, there

will be a conflict while choosing the APK file. Specifying a higher version code for the 64-bit APK

file results in a greater precedence, and thus the 64-bit APK file would be chosen for a 64-bit

device. This process helps to leverage the higher performance of a 64-bit APK in a 64-bit device.

The Kony Android build.gradle file automatically handles the use cases related to APK

versioning in the followingmanner:

1. The Kony Android build.gradle file assigns architecture codes in the following order of

priority:

'armeabi-v7a':1 < 'x86':2 < 'arm64-v8a':3 < 'x86_64':4

2. The final Google Play version code of the individual .apk file is: {(architecture code) * 1000} +

(version code from project settings)

For example, if the version code in the Kony Visualizer Project Settings is 3. Then, the Google

Play version codes of each architecture APK is as follows:

l armeabi-v7a: 1003 {(1 * 1000) +3 }

l x86 : 2003 {(2 * 1000) +3 }

l arm64-v8a : 3003 {(3 * 1000) +3 }

l x86_64 : 4003 {(4 * 1000) +3 }

Note: If you want to split APKs based on density along with architecture, customize the build by

adding the appropriate build.gradle entries in the Gradle Entries tab > build.gradle entries to

Suffix section.
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Generate Android App Bundle

Google Play’s Dynamic Delivery feature uses your Android App Bundle to build and serve APKs that

are optimized for each device configuration. This results in a smaller app download for customers by

removing unused code and resources needed for other devices. The support for Android App Bundle

generation has been added fromV8 SP4 Fixpack 12GA onwards. For more information about

Android App Bundle, click here.

To enable this feature, youmust set the generateAppBundle property as true in the

androidbuild.properties file. The Kony Android build then generates the binary in App Bundle (aab)

format. The AAB file is a Google Play upload format file, and is not an installable file.

Note: Kony Visualizer and CI builds in Kony Visualizer do not provide support for the generation of

binaries in the Android App Bundle (aab) format. Youmust configure Kony Visualizer to support

the generation of 32-bit and 64-bit architectures in a single APK for generating the Android App

Bundle.

generateAppBundle = true

The AAB file is generated in the following paths after the build:

l For Mobile : <workspace>\temp\<appid folder>\build\luaandroid\dist\<appid

folder>\build\outputs\bundle folder.

l For Tablet : <workspace>\temp\<appid folder>\build\luatabandroid\dist\<appid

folder>\build\outputs\bundle folder.

Note: The Kony Android build generates an AAB file with all the selected architectures. The

selected architectures are based on the specified value of the support32bit property in the

androidbuild.properties file aswell as on the selection of the Support x86 Devices and Support 64-

bit Devices checkboxes from the Kony Visualizer Project Settings.

To test how Google Play uses the AAB file to generate APKs and how those APKs behave when

deployed to a device, follow these steps:
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1. Download bundletool.

Note: Android provides a tool, named bundletool, to extract APKs from the AAB file and

test them. For more information on the usage of bundletool, click here.

2. Extract the APKs set file from the aab file by using this command:
java -jar bundletool.jar build-apks --bundle=<app-id>.aab --

output=<app-id>.apks --overwrite

Here, APKs set is an archive file with the extension as .apks.

3. The following command fetches the configuration details of the connected device and installs

the device-compatible set of APKs:
java -jar bundletool.jar install-apks --apks=<app-id>.apks --

device-id=serial-id

Here, --device-id: Optional parameter that helps to install the device-compatible set of APKs to

a specific device (identified by serial-id), whenmultiple devices are connected.

serial-id: Device identifier that the adb devices command returns.

Note: If you want to estimate the download size of the APKs fromGoogle Play, generate the

device-specific set of APKs by following the procedure specified here.

As part of the V8 SP4 Fixpack 12GA release, the Dynamic Delivery feature (on-demand delivery of

moduleswhen an app developer requests) is not supported for Kony Framework libraries. You can,

however, implement the Dynamic Delivery feature for third-party libraries by using FFI code.

To sign the App Bundle file and ensure that the file is ready to be uploaded to Google Play, follow

these steps

1. It ismandatory that you enroll into the Google Play App Signing process for you to be able to

upload your App Bundle to the PlayConsole. Otherwise, you cannot upload the App Bundle to

Google Play. For more information on how theGoogle Play app signing processworks, click

here.
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2. The Release build generates a signed App Bundle with the Release Key value, which is

specified in Kony Visualizer. This Release Key is usually either the Upload Key (if you have

already enrolled for the Google Play App Signing process) or the actual Release Key (if you are

opting for the Google Play App Signing process for the first time to submit an update in the form

of an App Bundle to the existing app in Google Play). The signed App Bundle can then be

uploaded to Google Play. While delivering optimized APKs to the device, Google Play signs the

APKswith its own app signing key.

3. If the Release Key value is not specified in Kony Visualizer, the Release build generates an

unsigned App Bundle. The jarsigner command can be used to sign the aab file. For further

information on jarsigner, click here.
jarsigner -verbose -sigalg SHA1withRSA -digestalg SHA1 -keystore

<keystorefile>

<app bundle file> alias_name

Note: apksigner is not supported to sign the App Bundle.

4. In Debug build, Gradle automatically signs the App Bundle with the Android SDK Debug Key.

Bundle a Customized Cordova-Generated Android Project

To bundle themanually customized version of your Cordova-generated Android project, youmust set

the cordovabuildmode property as incremental in the androidbuild.properties file. This feature

is available fromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 47.

cordovabuildmode = incremental

For more information about how tomanually customize the Cordova-generated Android project, click

here.

The Android Manifest File

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.
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When you build an Android app by using Kony Visualizer, an AndroidManifest.xml file is created

in the app's corresponding dist folder. The file is located at

WorkspaceName>/temp/<AppName>/build/luaandroid/dist. Themanifest file provides essential

information about your app to the Android operating system, andGoogle Play store.

The Androidmanifest file helps to declare the permissions that an appmust have to access data from

other apps. The Androidmanifest file also specifies the app’s package name that helps the Android

SDK while building the app. The Androidmanifest file provides information such as activities, services,

broadcast receivers, and content providers of an android application.

With Kony Visualizer, you can define the following options in the AndroidManifest.xml file:

l Supported screen sizes

l Supported SDK versions: minimum, target, andmaximum

l Ability to send Push Notifications

l Various permissions for the application

Tomodify the Android Manifest.xml file fromVisualizer, follow these steps:

1. From the Project Explorer, click Project Settings. The Project Settings window appears.

2. Click the Native tab.

3. Click the Android sub-tab, and then scroll down to theManifest Properties & Gradle Entries

section.

4. Configure the Permissions, Tags, and Deeplink URL scheme tabs. More information on how to

to configuremanifest properties such as Permissions, Tags,and Deeplink URL in the Android

Manifest file. Here is an example of a basic AndroidManifest file generated with default permissions.
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Permissions

An appmust have certain permissions to access data from the other apps. By default, Kony Visualizer

enables and disables certain permissions in the AndroidManifest.xml file. When you build an

application, an AndroidManifest.xml file is automatically generated for the app. Thismanifest file

will contain permissions based on how you have configured those permissions. If you have not

specified any permissions explicitly, default permissionswould apply.

For more information on the AndroidManifest.xml file, refer AppManifest on the Android

Developer site.

The following permissions are set to true and added by default:

l ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE

l INTERNET

l READ_PHONE_STATE

These permissions are set to false by default. You can add the permissions according to the

requirements.

ACCESS_COARSE_

LOCATION

ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION ACCESS_LOCATION_EXTRA_

COMMANDS

ACCESS_MOCK_

LOCATION

ACCESS_SURFACE_

FLINGER

ACCESS_WIFI_STATE

ACCOUNT_MANAGER AUTHENTICATE_

ACCOUNTS

BATTERY_STATS

BIND_APPWIDGET BIND_DEVICE_ADMIN BIND_INPUT_METHOD

BIND_REMOTEVIEWS BIND_WALLPAPER BLUETOOTH

BLUETOOTH_ADMIN BRICK BROADCAST_PACKAGE_

REMOVED
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BROADCAST_STICKY BROADCAST_WAP_PUSH CALL_PHONE

CALL_PRIVILEGED CAMERA CHANGE_COMPONENT_

ENABLED_STATE

CHANGE_

CONFIGURATION

CHANGE_NETWORK_

STATE

CHANGE_WIFI_MULTICAST_

STATE

CHANGE_WIFI_STATE CLEAR_APP_CACHE CLEAR_APP_USER_DATA

CONTROL_LOCATION_

UPDATES

DELETE_CACHE_FILES DELETE_PACKAGES

DEVICE_POWER DIAGNOSTIC DISABLE_KEYGUARD

DUMP EXPAND_STATUS_BAR FACTORY_TEST

FLASHLIGHT FORCE_BACK GET_ACCOUNTS

GET_PACKAGE_SIZE GET_TASKS GLOBAL_SEARCH

HARDWARE_TEST INJECT_EVENTS INSTALL_LOCATION_

PROVIDER

INSTALL_PACKAGES INTERNAL_SYSTEM_

WINDOW

KILL_BACKGROUND_

PROCESSES

MANAGE_ACCOUNTS MANAGE_APP_TOKENS MASTER_CLEAR

MODIFY_AUDIO_

SETTINGS

MODIFY_PHONE_STATE MOUNT_FORMAT_

FILESYSTEMS

MOUNT_UNMOUNT_

FILESYSTEMS

NFC PERSISTENT_ACTIVITY
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PROCESS_OUTGOING_

CALLS

READ_CALENDAR READ_CONTACTS

READ_FRAME_BUFFER READ_HISTORY_

BOOKMARKS

READ_INPUT_STATE

READ_LOGS READ_SMS READ_SYNC_SETTINGS

READ_SYNC_STATS REBOOT RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED

RECEIVE_MMS RECEIVE_SMS RECEIVE_WAP_PUSH

RECORD_AUDIO REORDER_TASKS RESTART_PACKAGES

SEND_SMS SET_ACTIVITY_WATCHER SET_ALARM

SET_ALWAYS_FINISH SET_ANIMATION_SCALE SET_DEBUG_APP

SET_ORIENTATION SET_PREFERRED_

APPLICATIONS

SET_PROCESS_LIMIT

SET_TIME SET_TIME_ZONE SET_WALLPAPER

SET_WALLPAPER_HINTS SIGNAL_PERSISTENT_

PROCESSES

STATUS_BAR

SUBSCRIBED_FEEDS_

READ

SUBSCRIBED_FEEDS_

WRITE

SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW

UPDATE_DEVICE_STATS USE_CREDENTIALS USE_SIP

VIBRATE WAKE_LOCK WRITE_APN_SETTINGS

WRITE_CALENDAR WRITE_CONTACTS WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE
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WRITE_GSERVICES WRITE_HISTORY_

BOOKMARKS

WRITE_SECURE_SETTINGS

WRITE_SETTINGS WRITE_SMS WRITE_SYNC_SETTINGS

Set Android Manifest Permissions

You canmodify the permissions in the AndroidManifest.xml file based on the requirements of

the application.

To set the permissions in the AndroidManifest file, follow these steps:

1. In Kony Visualizer, from the Project Explorer, click Project Settings. The Project Settings

window appears.

2. Click the Native tab.

3. Click the Android sub-tab and then scroll down to theManifest Properties & Gradle Entries

section.

4. To enable permissions, select the permissions from the left pane and click Add >.

For example, If you need to save images to an external storage device such asUSB drive or SD

card, add theWRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE setting.

Note: To select multiple permissions, hold the Ctrl key and click the permissions. To select

continuously listed permissions, hold the Shift key and click the permissions.

5. To disable permissions, select the permissions from the right pane and click < Remove.

6. Click Finish.

When you build the app, Kony Visualizer generates themanifest file with the permissions that

you specified.
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l If the app lists normal permissions in itsmanifest (permissions that don't pose risk to the

user's privacy or the device's operation), the system automatically grants those

permissions to the app.

l If the app lists dangerous permissions in itsmanifest (permissions that could potentially

affect the user's privacy or the device's normal operation), the appmust explicitly request

those permissions.

For more information on requesting runtime permissions, refer Runtime Permissions.

For more information on the list of dangerous permissions, refer Dangerous Permissions List.

Tags

Apart from the permissions, you can also configure tags such as application and activity. Following is a

list of themanifest tags that can be configured fromVisualizer:

l Child Tag entries under <manifest> tag

l Child Tag entries under <application> tag

l Application Tag Attributes (ex: android:name=”string”)

l Manifest Tag Attributes

l Child Tag Entries under Main Launcher <activity> tag

l Main Launcher <activity> Tag Attributes

For example, manifest attributes can bemodified in the Androidmanifest file as follows.

<manifest xmlns: android =

"http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"

xmlns: tools = "http://schemas.android.com/tools"

package = "com.orgname.Sample"

android: versionCode = "1"

android: versionName = "1.0.0" //Manifest attributes>

For more information on AndroidManifest tags and their attributes, refer Manifest Elements
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Deeplink URL Scheme

You can use the URL Scheme tab for Deeplinking. The values for Scheme/ port/

path/host/pathprefix/path pattern specified under the Deeplink URL tab can be used to deep-link to a

particular URL directly.

For example, if a scheme is defined as https and a host is defined aswww.example.com, the following

entry will be added to the Android manifest.xml file under intent-filter tag of default activity.

<intent-filter> <data android: scheme = "https"

android: host = "www.example.com"/> </intent-filter>

Android Manifest Example

The following is a basic AndroidManifest.xml file that is generated with default permissions.

<? xml version = "1.0"

encoding = "utf-8" ?>

//Manifest attributes

< manifest

xmlns: android = "http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"

xmlns: tools = "http://schemas.android.com/tools"

package = "com.orgname.Sample"

android: versionCode = "1"

android: versionName = "1.0.0" >

//Application attributes are added here

< application

android: name = "com.konylabs.android.KonyApplication"

android: icon = "@drawable/Sample_icon"

android: label = "@string/app_name"

tools: remove = "supportsRtl"

tools: replace = "icon" >

//Activity attributes are added here
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< activity

android: name = ".Sample"

android: configChanges =

"locale|keyboardHidden|orientation|screenSize|screenLayout"

android: label = "@string/app_name"

android: launchMode = "singleTask"

android: screenOrientation = "sensor"

android: theme = "@style/Theme.AppCompat.NoActionBar"

android: windowSoftInputMode = "adjustResize" > < intent - filter > <

action android: name = "android.intent.action.MAIN" / > < category

android: name = "android.intent.category.LAUNCHER" / > < /intent-

filter>

<intent-filter>

<action android:name="android.intent.action.SEARCH" /

> < category android: name = "android.intent.category.DEFAULT" / > <

/intent-filter>

<meta-data

android:name="android.app.searchable"

android:resource="@xml/searchable

" /> //Deeplink text is added here

//Add Child Tag Entries under Main Launcher here if required

</activity>

<meta-data

android:name="

android.app.default_searchable "

android:value=".KonyMain " />

<provider

android:name="

com.orgname.Sample.SampleSearchSuggestionProvider "

android:authorities="

com.orgname.Sample.SampleSuggestionProvider " />
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</application>

//supported screens

<supports-screens

android:anyDensity="

true "

android:largeScreens="

true "

android:normalScreens="

true "

android:smallScreens="

true "

android:xlargeScreens="

true " />

//These are the default permissions set as true

// Add permissions here

<uses-permission android:name="

android.permission.READ_PHONE_STATE " />

<uses-permission android:name="

android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE " />

<uses-permission android:name="

android.permission.INTERNET " />

//Add the Manifest child tags here if required

</manifest>
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Add Global Variables

You add global variables to your project using theGlobal Variables dialog box. The variables added

here are accessible globally, that is, they are accessible across:

l All the containers in the application

l Codemodules

l The Action Editor

l TheMapping Editor

Alternatively, you can also add variables in the Action Editor as a part of the action items. The variables

added in the Action Editor are local variables and are available only to the action items defined from

that point onwards.

Notes:
l All the global variables (except Pre Appinit) defined in the Global Variables dialog box

are accessible in the codemodules, but global variables that are defined in the code

modules are not accessible from theGlobal Variables dialog box.

l To ensure the best performance possible for your application, you should use global

variables only if necessary. Be sure to delete any global variables that your app doesn't

use.

l Variables are application-related. After you log out from the application, the variables are

no longer available.

Global Variables are of two types:

l Simple. A variable that contains a single record.

l Collection. A variable that containsmultiple records. You can add asmany records as you want

to a collection.
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Add a Simple Global Variable

To add a Simple global variable, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, on the Project menu, clickGlobal Variables. TheGlobal Variables dialog

box opens.

2. From the Type drop-down list, select Simple.

The Simple variable can be a string, number, or a boolean. Youmust provide the string variable

details in quotes.

3. In the Variable field, enter the name of the variable. Be careful to enter a name that is unique to

the application and is not used for another variable.

4. In the Default Value field, enter the initial value that you want the variable to hold when the app

first starts.

5. To add a new row for another variable, click the plus button.

6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 until you have added all the Simple variables that you want.

7. Close theGlobal Variables dialog box by clicking the gray X in the upper right corner of the

dialog box.

Add a Collection Global Variable

To add a Collection global variable, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, on the Project menu, clickGlobal Variables. TheGlobal Variables dialog

box opens.

2. From the Type drop-down list, select Collection.

3. In the Variable field, enter the name of the variable. Be careful to enter a name that is unique to

the application and is not used for another variable.
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4. In the right column, enter the assignment statements or function calls that you want in JSON

format.

5. To add a new row for another variable, click the plus button.

6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 until you have added all the Collection variables that you want.

7. Close theGlobal Variables dialog box by clicking the gray X in the upper right corner of the

dialog box.
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Invoke Sublime Text from Kony Visualizer

FromV8 SP4 onwards, you can invoke the latest version of Sublime Text (a third-party source code

editor) fromwithin Kony Visualizer. This feature ensures that developers have the option to use an

alternative tool to write andmodify code within Visualizer, in addition to Visualizer's in-built code editor.

You can alsomake use of the auto-complete Intellisense feature for KonyUI, API, and SDK functions

while working with Sublime Text.

Sublime Text is a proprietary cross-platform source code editor with a Python API. This source code

editor natively supports various programming andmarkup languages. You can use Sublime Text to

add functionswith plugins, which are typically community-built andmaintained under free-software

licenses.

Prerequisites

Before you can start using Sublime Text fromVisualizer, youmust meet the following prerequisites:

l Use Kony Visualizer V8 SP4

l Install the latest version of Sublime Text

l Install Package Control

l Install Ternjs for Sublime Text (to add Intellisense for Kony APIs)

Enable Sublime Text

After you havemet the prerequisitesmentioned previously, youmust enable the feature to invoke

Sublime Text fromVisualizer.

Note: By default, Visualizer will recognize Sublime Text if it is installed at a default location.

For Kony Visualizer Enterprise

To enable the feature for Kony Visualizer Enterprise, follow these steps:
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1. In Kony Visualizer Enterprise, do the following:

l For Windows: On themainmenu, clickWindow and then click Preferences.

l For Mac: On themainmenu, click Kony Visualizer and then click Preferences.

The Preferences window appears.

2. From the left pane, expand Kony Visualizer and click Code Editor. The Code Editor section

appears.

3. Under the Sublime section, click Browse and select the absolute file path where you installed

Sublime Text in your local system.

For example, C:\ProgramFiles\Sublime Text 3\sublime_text.exe.

For more information, click the Using Sublime Text with Visualizer link. You will be navigated to

the Kony Basecamp article on using Sublime Text.

4. ClickOK. The Sublime Text feature is enabled.
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For Kony Visualizer

To enable the feature for Kony Visualizer, follow these steps:

1. In Kony Visualizer, do the following:

l For Windows: On themainmenu, click Edit and then click Preferences.

l For Mac: On themainmenu, click Kony Visualizer and then click Preferences.

The Visualizer Preferences window appears.

2. From the left pane, click Code Editor. The Code Editor section appears.

3. Under the Sublime section, click Browse and select the absolute file path where you installed

Sublime Text in your local system.

For example, C:\ProgramFiles\Sublime Text 3\sublime_text.exe.

For more information, click the Using Sublime Text with Visualizer link. You will be navigated to

the Kony Basecamp article on using Sublime Text.
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4. Click Done. The Sublime Text feature is enabled.

Open a JavaScript File with Sublime Text

Now that you have enabled the required option, you can open any JavaScript file in Sublime Text from

Visualizer.

To do so, follow these steps:

1. In your Kony Visualizer project, in the Project Explorer, right-click a JavaScript file/folder. A

context menu appears.
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2. ClickOpen with Sublime. The Sublime Text source code editor appears with the code snippet

of that particular JavaScript file/folder.

You canmake any changes to the code in any JavaScript file/folder by using Sublime Text.
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Add Intellisense for Kony APIs

You can add the auto-complete Intellisense feature for KonyUI, API, and SDK functionswhile

working with Sublime Text fromVisualizer. Youmust install the Ternjs for Sublime package to enable

this feature. Ternjs is a package for Sublime Text that provides JavaScript auto-fill intelligence.

To install Ternjs, follow these steps:

1. Install the Ternjs for Sublime package fromGitHub.

2. Check out the following code into a sub-directory of your Sublime Text's Packages directory.

cd /path/to/sublime-text-N/Packages

git clone https://github.com/ternjs/tern_for_sublime.git

3. Ensure that you have installed node.js and npm (Tern is a JavaScript program), and then install

the dependencies of the package.

cd tern_for_sublime

npm install

Note: OnOS X, youmight also need to install the FixMacPath Sublime plugin to help Sublime

Text to locate your node binary.

Once you successfully install the Ternjs for Sublime package, the Kony JavaScript auto-complete

feature appears as you start typing in the Sublime Text editor.

Note: If you have not installed the Ternjs for Sublime package, theMissing Dependencies

window appears asking you to install that package.
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Find and Replace

With Kony Visualizer, you can find and also replace instances of code and text in your modules,

assets, and action sequences.

To find and replace data, do the following:

1. On the Edit menu, click Find/Replace (Search in Kony Visualizer). The Search tab opens in the

Console.

2. If doing so aids your search, click one or more of the four available search options. They are:

l Regular expression, which interprets your query aswritten using regular expression

notation

l Case-sensitive

l Whole word

l Wrap
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3. In the Find text box, type what you want to search for. As you type, the search results are

immediately returned.

l To open the file where a particular instance of the query resides, click the search result.

To highlight that particular instance in its file, click the search result again.

l To clear your query, hover over the far right end of the text box, and then click the X that

appears.

l To highlight the next instance of your query in the search results, click the Next arrow.

l To highlight the previous instance of your query in the search results, click the Previous

arrow.

4. To replace a query, type the replacing data in the ReplaceWith text box, and then click

Replace. To replace all instances, click Replace All. To undo a change, click in the file that was

modified, and then pressCtrl+Z, or click Undo from the Edit menu. To undo additional

replacements, repeat. You can also undo changes by closing the file without saving the

changes, although this will also lose any unsaved changes youmade to the file before the find

and replace operation.

Note: You cannot undo a Replace All operation.

Capture Product Requirements with Review Notes

Using the Review Notes feature in Kony Visualizer, you can capture feedback from users who are

evaluating your app design. Such requirements capturing helps ensure that the design of your app

successfullymeets the requirements of potential users. The Review Notes feature supports rich text

formatting such as font type and size, paragraph alignment, numbered and bulleted lists, block quotes,

and even tables. There’s no size limit to the notes, and you can carry on conversation threadswith as

many users aswant to participate. A note can be associated with a widget, a form, or even an entire

project, and when you add a note, a numbered badge is associated with that element of the app’s user
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interface on the Visualizer Canvas so that you can easily see what parts of the app have been

commented on. You can turn the badges on and off so that they don’t interfere with your previewing

the app, and comments can bemarked as either New or Resolved so that you can keep track of what’s

been acted upon.

Note: To use Review Notes amongmultiple people, you need to share the project. For information

on how to do so, see Share a Project.

For information on using Review Notes, click any of the following topics:

Add a Review Note

Format a Review Note

Undo and Redo an Action

Review and Reply to Review Notes

View Multiple Review Notes at Once

Edit Review Notes

Search Review Notes

Expand and Collapse a Review Note

Reorder Review Notes

Hide and Display Review Note Badges

Delete a Review Note

Additional Information about Review Notes

Add a Review Note

To add a Review Note in Kony Visualizer, do the following:
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1. On the Project Explorer, click the Project tab.

2. On the Project tab, select the item you want to add a note to. This item is now the item of focus

on the Visualizer Canvas.

3. Right-click the item, click Add Note, and then click in the text field that displays. Alternately, you

can click the item's Review tab on the Properties pane, and then click Notes.

4. Format text by using the rich text controls located above the note's text field. Some text may

need to be selected first before you apply certain kinds of formatting.

5. When you're finished, click anywhere outside the text field. A badge is assigned to the note,

which appears in the upper right corner of the item on the Visualizer Canvas.Widget badges

are orange with white numbers while form badges are blue with a white uppercase "F".

Format a Review Note

You format the text of a Review Note by using the rich text controls located above the note's text field.

Some text may need to be selected first before you apply certain kinds of formatting. The following

table lists the kinds of formatting available.

Type of Formatting Description

Font Name Formats the selected text or text that follows the insertion point with the font typeface
that you select from the Font drop-down list. The available typefaces are as follows:
Arial, Comic Sans MS, Courier New, Georgia, Lucida Sans Unicode, Tahoma,
Times New Roman, Trebuchet MS, andVerdana.

Font Size Formats the selected text or text that follows the insertion point with the font size that
you select from the Font Size drop-down list. The available font sizes range from 8
point to 72 point.

Font Formatting Formats the selected text or text that follows the insertion point with the font formatting
that you select. The available font formatting includes Bold, Italic, Underlined, Font
Color, and Font Background Color.

Alignment Formats the paragraph that the insertion point is currently in with the Alignment that
you select. The available paragraph alignment options include Left-aligned, Centered,
Right-aligned, and Justified.
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Lists Formats the paragraph that the insertion point is currently in with the List Type that you
select. You can create either a numbered list or a bulleted list.

Indent Level Formats the paragraph that the insertion point is currently in with the Indent Level that
you select. You can either increase the Indent Level of a paragraph or decrease it.

Block Quote Formats the paragraph that the insertion point is currently in as a Block Quote, which
sets it off uniquely from the text around it. The Block Quote button acts as a toggle, so
to remove the Block Quote formatting, click the Block Quote button again.

Remove Formatting Removes paragraph-level formatting from the paragraph that the insertion point is
currently in, or removes font-level formatting from the selected text.

Table Opens the Table Properties dialog box where you specify the number of rows and
columns you want the table to have. You can also specify the percentage of the width
of the text field you want the table to take up, specify the height, and indicate whether
the table has a header, as well as setting the alignment, the cell spacing, and the cell
padding. You can also create a caption for the table and a summary.

Undo and Redo an Action

You can undo themost recent instance of typing in the Review Note field, and redo the last action that

you undid. To do so, do the following:

l To undo your last Review Note action, click the Edit menu, and then click Undo.

l To redo the Review Note action that you just undid, click the Edit menu, and then click Redo.

Review and Reply to Review Notes

With Review Notes, multiple users can review a project and provide input. You can also add your own

comments to an existing note.

View Multiple Review Notes at Once

To view multiple Review Notes at once, do the following:
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1. On the Project Explorer, click the Project tab.

2. On the Project tab, select the parent that contains the items that have Review Notes. For

instance, if a number of widgets have Review Notes associated with them, click the parent of

those widgets.

3. On the Properties Pane, click the Review tab, and then click Notes.

All the Review Notes for the widgets in the parent you selected are displayed.

Edit Review Notes

To edit a Review Note, do the following:

1. On the Appmenu, click the Badge of the Review Note you want to edit. The note displays on the

Review tab of the Properties pane.

2. Click the text field of the note. Doing so displays the rich text controls, and the insertion point

begins blinking in the text field, indicating that you can begin editing.

Search Review Notes

To search Review Notes, do the following:

1. On the Project Explorer, click the Project tab.

2. On the Project tab, select the parent that contains the items that have Review Notes. For

instance, if a number of widgets have Review Notes associated with them, click the parent of

those widgets.

3. On the Properties Pane, click the Review tab, and then click Notes.

4. At the top of the Review tab, in the Search box, type the text you want to search for.

All text that matches your search term or phrase is highlighted in yellow in the Review Notes.
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Expand and Collapse a Review Note

As the number of Review Notes increases and each note grows in length, the list can become

unwieldy. Tomitigate this, you can collapse individual Review Notes so that only their title bar displays.

l To collapse a Review Note, click theminus icon located near the right edge of the Review

Note's title bar. The icon changes from aminus to a plus.

l To expand a collapsed Review Note, click the plus icon located near the right edge of the

Review Note's title bar.

Reorder Review Notes

You can change the order that the Review Notes are listed in so that you canmovemore important

notes up and less important notes down.

To reorder review notes, do the following:

1. Displaymultiple Review Notes at once by following the instructions for View Multiple Review

Notes at Once.

2. Hover the cursor over the title bar of the Review Note you want to move until the cursor

becomes a four-headed arrow.

3. Click and drag the Review Note to a new location in the order of Review Notes.

Hide and Display Review Note Badges

Theremay be instanceswhen you do not want to display the Review Notes Badges, such aswhen

you are using the Functional Preview feature, or are simply wanting to see the app as a user would

see it. To accommodate this need, you can turn off Review Notes Badges.

To turn Review Notes Badges on and off, do the following:

l To turn off Review Notes Badges, on the toolbar of the Visualizer Canvas, click the Badges

switch so that the toggle is on the left side of the switch.
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l To turn on Review Notes Badges, on the toolbar of the Visualizer Canvas, click the Badges

switch so that the toggle is on the right side of the switch.

Delete a Review Note

To delete a Review Note, click the trashcan icon located at the right edge of the Review Note's title

bar.

Additional Information about Review Notes

The following are additional facts about Review Notes.

l Each widget can have only one note, but that note can have asmany replies as are needed.

l If you needmore room to display a note, you can increase the width of the Properties pane.

l When you fork a form, all Review Notes of that form are also added to the forked form. There is

no linkage back to the original form’s Review Notes.

l If a project containing notes is imported into Kony Visualizer, these notes appear on the Review

tab of the Properties pane.

l If a component or master has a Review Note, that one note applies regardless of what platform

or channel you select for that component or master; changing the platform or channel does not

change the note.

l When awidget with a Review Note is added to a collection, the Review Note associated with

the widget is not copied into the collection.

Add Comments to Forms

Using the Comments feature in Kony Visualizer, you can add comments to forms to keep track of

changes you'vemade, or changes you're considering. The Comments feature is available only at the

form level, and only for theMobile and Tablet channels.

For information on using comments, click any of the following topics:

Add a Comment
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Edit a Comment

Delete a Comment

Add a Comment

To add a comment in Kony Visualizer, do the following:

1. On the Project Explorer, click the Project tab.

2. On the Project tab, select the form you want to add a comment to from either theMobile or

Tablet channel. This form is now the item of focus on the Visualizer Canvas.

3. In the Properties Editor, click the Review tab, and then click Comments.

4. In the text box at the bottom of the Comments pane, type a comment, and then click Add.

Edit a Comment

To edit a Comment, do the following:

1. Select the formwhose comment or comments you want to edit. This form is now the item of

focus on the Visualizer Canvas.

2. In the Properties Editor, click the Review tab, and then click Comments. Comments that have

been added to the form are listed.

3. Click the pencil icon of the comment you want to edit. The comment populates the text box at the

bottom of the Comments pane.

4. Make your edits to the comment, and then click Save. Alternately, if you want to discard the

changes you'vemade to the comment, click Cancel.

Delete a Comment

To delete a comment, click the X located to the right of the comment's time and date stamp.
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Time and Effort Savers

Kony Visualizer includes a number of features designed to help youmake themost of work you’ve

already done.

Keyboard Shortcuts

DisplayWidget CommandHandles

Select Multiple Items

Undo and Redo an Action

Copy and Paste a Color or Gradient

Jump to the Definition of a Code Element

Open a Resource's Folder

Copy between Designer and Developer Actions

Copy and Paste Forms and Actions acrossChannels

Display a List of JavaScript Code Elements

Expand and Contract the Visualizer Canvas

Go to theMost Recent Edit Location

Jump to a Specific Line in a JavaScript File

Keyboard Shortcuts

The following keyboard shortcuts are available in Kony Visualizer.
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Mac Key Windows Key Function

Control + Click Right-click Opens a widget's context menu.

⌘ + - Ctrl + - Decreases the Code Editor font size and becomes the new
preferred size in the Preferences dialog box.

⌘ + [        Ctrl + [        Moves the selection down one layer in the z-index.

⌘ + ] Ctrl + ] Moves the selection up one layer in the z-index.

⌘ + = Ctrl + = Increases the Code Editor font size and becomes the new
preferred size in the Preferences dialog box.

⌘ + ; Ctrl + ; Toggles the horizontal and vertical rulers on and off when working
on a Desktop channel form on the Visualizer Canvas.

⌘ + A Ctrl + A In the context of a selected form or flex container, selects all the
child widgets.

⌘ + A Ctrl + A In the context of the Code Editor, selects all code.

⌘ + Alt + O Ctrl + Alt + O Opens the Resources folder.

⌘ + Alt + T Ctrl + Alt + T Opens the Build folder.

⌘ + Alt + W R Ctrl + Alt + W R Opens theWebApp Native folder (Applicable only for Visualizer
Enterprise).

⌘ + Alt + W T Ctrl + Alt + W T Opens theWebAppMobile App folder (Applicable only for
Visualizer Enterprise).

⌘ + B Ctrl + B Available only in Kony Visualizer Classic. Initiates the Build Last
command, which uses themost recently-selected platform(s) and
channel(s).

⌘ + C Ctrl + C Copies the selected widget(s).

⌘ + Shift + C Ctrl + Shift + C Copies the selected widget's skin.

⌘ + D Ctrl + D Duplicates the selected widget(s).

⌘ + Delete Delete Deletes the selected widget(s).

⌘ + Drag N/A Constrains themovement of the selected widgets to either the
horizontal or vertical axis.

⌘ + F Ctrl + F When the Code Editor is active, opens the Code Editor Find and
Replace feature. In other contexts, opens the project Search text
box in the Project Explorer.
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Mac Key Windows Key Function

F2 F2 When used, invokes the rename function. User canmodify the
name of the asset to a new name. The rename shortcut supprts
the following assets:

l Widgets (including forked forms, masters, notifications,
glances)

l Skins

l Components

l Modules

l MVC Extensions

l Web apps (including preview)

l Test resources

l Named actions

l User widget modules

l App extension JS files

Renaming a splash screen, app events, controller files, custom
resources, model files, external files, and read-only files is not
supported.

⌘ + Alt + F Ctrl + Alt + F Opens the project Search text box in the Project Explorer.

⌘ + Shift + F Ctrl + Shift + F Opens the Search tab in the Console for conducting global
searches.

⌘ + H Ctrl + H Hides the selected widgets.

⌘ + Shift + H Ctrl + Shift + H Unhides the selected widgets.

Ctrl + L Ctrl + L When used in the context of the Code Editor, opens a command
bar for jumping to a specific line number.

⌘ + L Ctrl + L When used in the context of the Visualizer Canvas, locks the
selected widgets.
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Mac Key Windows Key Function

⌘ + Shift + L Ctrl + Shift + L Unlocks the selected widgets.

⌘ + O Ctrl +O Used within an open JavaScript file in the Code Editor. Displays a
list of the code elements within the JavaScript file, including
objects, functions, arrays, numbers, and strings. Double-clicking
a code element in the list navigates to that code element.

Alt + Q Ctrl + Q Navigates to the previously editedmodule.

⌘ + R Ctrl + R Initiates the Run Last command, building a functional preview of
the app using themost recently-used platform and channel
selections.

⌘ + Shift + R Ctrl +Shift + R Available only in Kony Visualizer Classic. Initiates the Run with
Enterprise Events command, building a functional preview using
the Developer events mode.

⌘ + S Ctrl + S Saves the currently selected project entity (e.g. form).

⌘ + Shift + S Ctrl + Shift + S Saves the current project.

⌘ + Shift + < Ctrl + Shift + < Decreases the font size of the selected widget(s) by 10 units

⌘ + Shift + > Ctrl + Shift + > Increases the font size of the selected widget(s) by 10 units

⌘ + U Ctrl + U Un-parents the selected widget from its parent container, making
it a child to the parent of the container it was un-parented from.

⌘ + V Ctrl + V Pastes the copied widget(s).

⌘ + Shift + V Ctrl + Shift + V Pastes the skin that is on the clipboard to the selected widget.

⌘ + W Ctrl + W Closes the item currently open on the Visualizer Canvas.

⌘ + X Ctrl + X Cuts the selected widget(s).

⌘ + Shift + Z Ctrl + Y Repeats the last action.

⌘ + Z Ctrl + Z Undoes the last action.

Alt + Drag Alt + Drag Changes the Snapmode to function to opposite of what is
configured.

Down Arrow Down Arrow Moves the selected item(s) down by one unit.

Esc Esc Depending on the context, the Esc key cancels the current move
or resize action on the Visualizer Canvas, or closes the search
panel (if open) in the Code Editor window.
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Mac Key Windows Key Function

Left Arrow Left Arrow Moves the selected item(s) to the left by one unit.

Option + ' Alt + ' Selects the right sibling.

Option + ; Alt + ; Selects the left sibling.

Option + [        Alt + [        Selects the parent container.

Option + ] Alt + ] Selects the first child widget.

Option + Drag Ctrl + Drag Disables grid snapping, widget snapping, and widget guides while
moving or dragging the selection on the Visualizer Canvas.

Option + N Alt + N Creates a new project.

Option + Shift + V Alt + Shift + V Assigns the skin in the clipboard to the selected widget.

Right Arrow Right Arrow Moves the selected item(s) to the right by one unit.

Shift + Arrow Shift + Arrow Moves the selected item(s) in the direction of the arrow by 10
units.

Shift + Drag Shift + Drag Disables grid snapping, widget snapping, and widget guides while
moving or dragging the selection along the given axis.

Shift + Resize Shift + Resize Constrains the aspect ratio while scaling the selected widget.
Applicable only if scaling handles are selected.

Space bar +
mousemotion

Space bar + mouse
motion

Moves the canvas around in the BVR mode.

Up Arrow Up Arrow Moves the selected item(s) up by one unit.

Using Placeholder Text

Placeholder text is a feature that is introduced in Kony Visualizer V8 SP3GA release. Placeholders on

forms and segments help a user to identify surfaces and possible actions for drag and drop in

Visualizer.

To turn on or off the Placeholder text, do the following:
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1. In Kony Visualizer, open the project in which you want to make a change to the placeholder

setting.

2. From the File menu, navigate toWindows > Preferences > Kony Visualizer.

3. Select or unselect Show Placeholder Hints.

The feature is turned on or off based on your selection.

Use Rulers and Guides for the Desktop Channel

For DesktopWeb channel forms, you can display horizontal and vertical rulers to help you accurately

position widgets. The rulers are available at a zoom level of 75% and higher. Guides are lines you pull

from either ruler and position on the canvas to help you align widgets with one another. You canmove

guides, or lock them so that they're immovable, unlock them again, hide them, and remove them.
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Rulers and guides are only available for the DesktopWeb channel; they are not available for the

Mobile, Tablet, andWatch channels.

For more information, click any of the following procedures:

Rulers

Show or Hide Rulers

Guides

Add aGuide

Reposition aGuide

Lock and UnlockGuides

Hide or Show Guides

Clear a Guide

Clear All Guides

Show or Hide Rulers

Horizontal and vertical rulers are available on the Visualizer Canvas for forms in the Desktop channel.

If your work requires, you can hide the rulers, and also show them again.

To hide or show the rulers, do the following:

1. In the upper right corner of the Visualizer Canvas, click the round option button , hover over

Ruler, and then click Hide Ruler. The horizontal and vertical rulers become hidden.

2. To show the rulers again, click the round option button, and then click Show Ruler.

Notes:
l You can also toggle rulers to show or hide by pressing Ctrl+;

l For Desktop channel forms, the rulers display only at a zoom level of 75% and higher.
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Add a Guide

To add a guide to your canvas, do the following:

l Click on either the horizontal or vertical ruler, and drag onto the canvas. A guide trackswith the

mouse pointer onto the Visualizer Canvas, displaying the position of the guide as you go.

Reposition a Guide

To reposition a guide, do the following:

1. Hover over the guide with themouse pointer until it becomes a two-headed arrow.

2. Click and drag the guide to the position you want.

Lock and Unlock Guides

To lock and unlock guides, do the following:
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1. In the upper right corner of the Visualizer Canvas, click the round option button , hover over

Ruler, and then click Lock Guides.

2. To unlock the guides, click the round option button, hover over Ruler, and then click Unlock

Guides.

Hide or Show Guides

To hide or show guides, do the following:

1. In the upper right corner of the Visualizer Canvas, click the round option button , hover over

Ruler, and then click Hide Guides.

2. To show the guides, click the round option button, hover over Ruler, and then click Show

Guides.

Clear a Guide

To clear a guide, do the following:

1. Hover over the guide with themouse pointer until it becomes a two-headed arrow.

2. Click and drag the guide back to the ruler.

Clear All Guides

To clear all guides, do the following:

l In the upper right corner of the Visualizer Canvas, click the round option button , hover over

Ruler, and then click Clear All Guides.
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Display Widget Command Handles

Manywidget commands can be accessed from the Visualizer Canvas by opting to display the widget

command handles. By default, these are not activated. There are two handles. One is a delete handle
and the other is a context menu handle . When the command handles are activated and a widget

is selected, it looks like this:

Clicking the delete handle deletes the widget immediately with no additional prompts or warnings.

Clicking the context menu handle displays all the commands available to that particular widget, and is

equivalent to clicking a widget's context menu arrow from the Project tab of the Project Explorer.

The process for enabling the display of widget command handles varies depending on whether or not

you are using Kony Visualizer or Kony Visualizer Classic.

DisplayWidget CommandHandles for Kony Visualizer

DisplayWidget CommandHandles for Kony Visualizer Classic

Display Widget Command Handles for Kony Visualizer

To display widget command handles, do the following:

1. On the Edit menu, click Preferences.

2. On the left side of the Visualizer Preferences dialog box, clickGeneral.

3. Set theWidget Highlighter Actions option to On.

4. Click Apply.

Display Widget Command Handles for Kony Visualizer Classic

To display widget command handles for Kony Visualizer Classic, do the following:
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1. On theWindow menu, click Preferences.

2. On the left side of the Visualizer Preferences dialog box, clickGeneral.

3. Set theWidget Highlighter Actions option to On.

4. Click Apply.

Important: Youmust click Apply to set your changes. If you clickOK or navigate to another

location in the Preferences dialog boxwithout first clicking Apply, any changes youmade

will be lost.

5. ClickOK.

Select Multiple Items

With Kony Visualizer, you can select multiple items located under the same parent at the same nesting

level, making it easier to make changes to their common properties.

Select Multiple Items from the Project Explorer

Select Multiple Items from the Visualizer Canvas

Deselect All Items

Availability of Properties and Commands with Multiple Items Selected

The following tables list the common properties that are editable and the context-menu commands

that are functional whenmultiple items are selected. These vary depending on where in the Kony

Visualizer user interface you access them.
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Availability of Properties

Availability of Context Menu Commands

Availability of Properties

Availability of Tabs in the Properties Editor

Available Properties on the Look Tab

Availability of Tabs in the Properties Editor

The following table lists which tabs are available and unavailable in the Properties Editor when

multiple items are selected:

Tab Availability

Look Some properties are available, depending on what
properties are common among the selected items. The
Look tab properties available across all selectable items
are listed in this table.

Skin Unavailable.

Widget Unavailable.

Action Unavailable.

Review All functionality is available.

Available Properties on the Look Tab

The following properties are available to edit on the Look tab of the Properties Editor whenmultiple

items are selected:

Property Availability

Appearance properties Unavailable.

Padding properties Unavailable.

Visible Available.

Left Available.

Right Available.
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Top Available.

Bottom Available.

Width Available.

Height Available.

MinWidth Available.

Max Width Available.

Min Height Available.

Max Height Available.

Center X Available.

Center Y Available.

Z Index Available.

Availability of Context Menu Commands

Available Project Explorer Commands

Unavailable Project Explorer Commands

Available Visualizer CanvasCommands

Unavailable Visualizer CanvasCommands

Available Project Explorer Commands

The following context menu commands are available on the Project tab of the Project Explorer when

multiple items are selected:

Context Menu Command Description

Cut Cuts the selected items, removing them and placing them on the
clipboard.

Copy Copies the selected items.

Paste Deselects the selected widgets and pastes the widgets from the
clipboard into the selected container or form.

Delete Deletes the selected items.
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Hide on Canvas and Unhide
on Canvas

When items are visible on the Visualizer Canvas, theHide on
Canvas command is available. SelectingHide on Canvas
makes the selected items invisible on the Visualizer canvas, but
they are still listed on the Project tab of the Project Explorer.
When items are invisible on the Visualizer Canvas, theUnhide
on Canvas command is available. SelectingUnhide on Canvas
makes the selected items visible once again on the Visualizer
canvas.

Lock and Unlock Selecting Lock makes the selected items undraggable or
resizable using themouse on the Visualizer Canvas, although
their common properties on the Look tab of the Properties Editor
can bemodified. Selecting Unlock unlocks the selected items
andmakes them capable of being dragged and resized using the
mouse on the Visualizer Canvas.

Unavailable Project Explorer Commands

The following context menu commands are not available on the Project tab of the Project Explorer

whenmultiple items are selected:

Context Menu Function Description

MoveUp Disabled since widgets may belong to toomany
separate hierarchies

Move Down Disabled since widgets may belong to toomany
separate hierarchies

Rename

Unparent Disabled since widgets may belong to toomany
separate hierarchies

Available Visualizer Canvas Commands

The following context menu commands are available on the Visualizer Canvaswhenmultiple items

are selected:

Context Menu Command Description
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Cut Cuts the selected items, removing them and
placing them on the clipboard.

Copy Copies the selected items.

Paste Deselects the selected widgets and pastes the
widgets from the clipboard into the selected
container or form.

Delete Deletes the selected items.

Duplicate Deselects the selected widgets and duplicates
them into the selected container or form

Bring Forward Brings the entire set of selected widgets to a
higher Z Index

Bring to Front Brings the entire set of selected widgets in front
of the highest Z Index

Send Backward Brings the entire set of selected widgets to a
lower Z Index

Send to Back Brings the entire set of selected widgets to the
behind the lowest Z Index

Hide on Canvas and Unhide
on Canvas

When items are visible on the Visualizer Canvas,
theHide on Canvas command is available.
SelectingHide on Canvasmakes the selected
items invisible on the Visualizer canvas, but they
are still listed on the Project tab of the Project
Explorer. When items are invisible on the
Visualizer Canvas, theUnhide on Canvas
command is available. SelectingUnhide on
Canvasmakes the selected items visible once
again on the Visualizer canvas.
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Lock and Unlock Selecting Lock makes the selected items
undraggable or resizable using themouse on the
Visualizer Canvas, although their common
properties on the Look tab of the Properties Editor
can bemodified. Selecting Unlock unlocks the
selected items andmakes them capable of being
dragged and resized using themouse on the
Visualizer Canvas.

Group Into The available sub-commands are:
Flex Container
Flex Scroll Container

Convert to Component Nests the selected items, along with any
instance of a component that might be present,
into a new component.

Select All Selects all of the widgets within the Visualizer
Canvas or the selected container. Selects only
the widgets that are direct descendents of the
Visualizer Canvas.

Unavailable Visualizer Canvas Commands

The following context menu commands are not available on the Visualizer Canvaswhenmultiple

items are selected:

Context Menu Command Description

Widget Actions NoWidget Actions are available in the context menu when
multiple widgets are selected.

Add to Collection

CreateWidgets From
Component

Available only if a single component is selected.

Select Multiple Items from the Project Explorer

To select multiple items from the Project Explorer, do the following:
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1. On the Project Explorer, navigate to the form that contains the widgets you want to select.

2. Expand the form on the Project Explorer so that all of its widgets are listed.

3. While holding down the Ctrl key, click the widgets within the same nesting level that you want to

select. The name of each widget you select becomes highlighted.

Note: If youmistakenly select an item, to deselect, click it again.

Select Multiple Items from the Visualizer Canvas

To select multiple items from the Visualizer Canvas, do one of the following:

l On the Visualizer Canvas, while holding down the Ctrl key, click the widgets that you want to

select. The boundary handles of each widget you select become highlighted. For multiple to be

selected, theymust all be located under the same parent at the same nesting level.

l On the Visualizer Canvas, click anywhere outside of the outline of the device, and then drag the

widgets, selecting the ones you want.

Note: If youmistakenly select an item, to deselect, click it again.

Deselect All Items

l To deselect all items, on the Visualizer Canvas, click anywhere outside the outline of the device.

Undo and Redo an Operation

Kony Visualizer includes the ability to undo and redo an operation.

The Undo command allows you to discard themost recent change in Kony Visualizer. The Redo

command reverses themost recent changemade using Undo.

To undo an action, on the Edit menu, click Undo, or pressCtrl + Z. To redo an action, on the Edit

menu, click Redo, or pressCtrl +Y.
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The following are limitations of the Undo and Redo commands:

l Undo and Redo cannot be used related to operations involving skins and action sequences.

l You can use Undo to rollback all the widgets added to a form or pop-up, but you cannot rollback

the addition of a form or pop-up.

l Undo and redo cannot be used on customwidgets.

l You cannot undo or redo an action performed from the shortcut menu of a form or pop-up.

Copy and Paste a Color or Gradient

With Kony Visualizer, you can reuse a color or gradient by copying it from one widget property and

pasting it to another property, such as from a background to a border. Gradients are especially tedious

to replicate, so being able to copy and paste them can save you considerable time and effort.

To reuse a color or gradient, follow these steps:

1. On the Properties tab of a widget, click Skin.

2. Right-click the color palette of a property and then click Copy.
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3. Depending on whether you want to paste the color and gradient within the samewidget or

another widget, do one of the following:

l Within the same widget. Right-click the color palette of a property, and then click Paste.

l Different widget. Navigate to the Skin tab of the widget, right-click the color palette of a

property, and then click Paste.
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.

Notes:
l The color palette of the copied property and the pasted property should be of the same

type. That is, if the copied color is of multi-step gradient, the pasted property color should

also bemulti-step gradient.

l You can reuse a color across the widgets. That is, you can copy the color of a button

widget and paste it to a Flex Container widget.

l You cannot copy and paste an image.
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Jump to the Definition of a Code Element

As you're working on code, you can jump to the location where a given element of code is defined,

such as a function or variable. Doing so expedites your coding bymaking it easy for you to identify a

code element, such aswhat a particular function does.

To jump to the definition of a code element, do the following:

1. Do one of these two actions:

l If you have a codemodule open such as a .js file, place the insertion point anywhere

within the code element that you want to find the definition for. It isn't necessary to

highlight the code element.

l If the definition you're seeking is for a function in the search results of the Search tab, click

the function in the search results that you want to find the definition for.

2. While holding down the Alt key, press the period key (i.e. Alt + .). Kony Visualizer opens the

asset that contains the code element to the line number where the code element is defined.

Open a Resource's Folder

All the resources of your project, such as forms and widgets, or assets such as images, reside in

folders in your workspace.With Kony Visualizer, you can open the folder location of any resource from

the Project Explorer.

To open a resource's folder, do the following.

l In the Project Explorer, click the context menu arrow of any resource, and then click Resource

Location.

The folder where that resource is located opens.

Copy between Designer and Developer Actions

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.
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If you have Designer actions in your project, you can copy them to Developer actions. Conversely, you

can copyDeveloper actions to Designer actions.

Important: If you copyDesigner actions to Developer actions, any existing Developer actions are

overwritten.

To copy between Designer and Developer actions, do the following:

l On the Edit menu, point to Copy Actions, and then do one of the following:

l To copyDesigner actions to Developer actions, click Designer to Developer. If your

project has existing Developer actions, a dialog box displayswarning you that proceeding

will overwrite the existing Developer actions. To proceed, clickOK. Otherwise, click

Cancel.

l To copyDeveloper actions to Designer actions, click Developer to Designer.

Copy and Paste Forms and Actions across Channels

By copying forms in one channel1 and pasting them to another, you can cut down significantly on your

design and development time. Any action sequences associated with a form are also copied and

pasted. You can copy and paste both flex and VBox forms.

Note: This functionality is only available for flex forms, and is not available for popups.

To copy and paste forms and their action sequences from one channel to another, do the

following:

1. In the Project Explorer, on the Project tab, navigate to the form tor forms that you want to copy.

To select multiple forms, hold down the Ctrl key, and then click the forms you want.

2. Right-click the selection, and then click Copy.

1Device types available within a given platform. These includemobile (i.e. phone), tablet, and desktop.
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3. Navigate to the channel you want to paste the form(s) to, and then expand it.

4. In the destination channel, click the Forms context menu arrow, and then click Paste. The form

or forms are pasted into the channel, including all action sequences, and retains the original

form name. Youmaywant to rename the pasted form so that it is easier to distinguish from the

original. To do so, click the pasted form's context menu arrow, and then click Rename.

5. Repeat the previous step for any additional channels you want to paste the form to.

Display a List of JavaScript Code Elements

When you are editing a JavaScript file in the Code Editor, Kony Visualizer gives you the ability to

display a list of the code elements in that file, in the order that they appear. These code elements

include globally available objects, functions, arrays, numbers, and strings. By double-clicking a code

element in the list, the insertion point navigates to that code element.

Note: This functionality does not apply to popups or code snippets.

Notes:
l The listed results are drawn form the last saved instance of the JavaScript. Any unsaved

code is not reflected in the results.

l This functionality does not apply to popups or code snippets.

To display a list of code elements in a JavaScript file, do the following:

1. Open a JavaScript file in the Code Editor. To do so, in the Project Explorer, on the Projects tab,

expand theModules section, and then click the JavaScript file you want to open.

2. PressCtrl+O ( ⌘ + Oon theMac). A list of code elements displays.

3. Navigate to any code element by double-clicking it from the list.
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Expand and Contract the Visualizer Canvas

Tomaximize your work area on the Visualizer Canvas, you can expand it, regardless of whether you

are working on a form, a codemodule, or an action sequence.When youmaximize the Visualizer

Canvas, it marginalizes the Project Explorer and Library Explorer on the left, the Properties pane on

the right, and the Console along the bottom. Expanding the Visualizer Canvasworks in both Single

and Side by Side views. Contracting the Visualizer Canvas and restoring the Project Explorer, Library

Explorer, Properties pane, and Console is as simple as a double-click.

To expand and contract the Visualizer Canvas, do the following:

1. Along the top of the Visualizer Canvas, double-click the tab of the form, action sequence, or

module that you want to see in an expandedmanner. The user interface elements to the left,

right, and below the Visualizer Canvas aremarginalized.

2. To contract the Visualizer Canvas, double-click the tab of the element you're working on. The

user interface elements to the left, right, and below the Visualizer Canvas are restored to their

previous dimensions.

Go to the Most Recent Edit Location

As you design an application, youmay frequently switch between codemodules, forms, and action

sequences, making it challenging to return to the JavaScript file where you had last been coding.With

Kony Visualizer, doing so is easy. The Last Edit Location feature returns you to the last JavaScript file

you edited, even if it's currently closed.

To go to the most recent edit location, do the following:

l On the Edit menu, click Last Edit Location. Kony Visualizer displays themost recently edited

JavaScript file from theModule section of the Project tab in the Project Explorer, placing the
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insertion point at the row and character position of the last keystroke you entered.

Note: You can also pressCtrl + Q (Alt + Q on theMac).

Jump to a Specific Line of Code

While working on code in the Code Editor, you can jump to a specific line number. This functionality is

available for any code snippet or code file.

To jump to a specific line number, do the following:

1. PressCtrl + L. A command bar opens.

2. In the Jump to line text box, type the line number you want to jump to, and then clickGo. The

insertion point jumps to the line number you specified.
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Creating Applications With Components

Components help you quickly develop sophisticated applicationswith dynamic, responsive user

interfaces acrossmultiple channels — phones, tablets, wearables, and desktops. You can use

components as building blocks for rapid application development without having to write all the code

yourself.

For example, you can build your applications from a rich assortment of components created by the

KonyMarketplace Assets team and other developers. These components are available for download

fromKonyMarketplace:

You can also build your own reusable components to use in your applications or publish to Kony

Marketplace.
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Components are an extension of masters in earlier versions of Kony Visualizer. You can continue to

use existingmasters or import other masters into your applications as components.

The following topics describe how to create digital applicationswith components:

ComponentsOverview

Using Components

Creating a Component

Components Overview

Components provide a powerful way to create complex applications quickly. You can download a rich

assortment of components fromKonyMarketplace, or create your own reusable components, and

then drag and drop the components into your application to create sophisticated, full-featured

applicationswithout writing all of the code. FromV8 SP4 Fixpack 20 onwards, you can also leverage

several Data panel features for components.

For example, suppose you want to create a digital application that lets users log in to their account and

display an account overview. You can build a log-in screen by downloading a log-in component from

KonyMarketplace, and then dragging and dropping it onto a form.

First, navigate to the KonyMarketplace site, either by selecting Browse from theMarketplacemenu in

Kony Visualizer or opening the site in your web browser. Then download the Login component.
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You can easily import the component into your Kony Visualizer library, and then drag and drop it onto a

form.

You could then create an account overview component that can be used inmultiple applications, and

drag and drop that component onto a form to display an account overview in your application. Your

library can containmultiple collections of components that can be used and reused, serving as building

blocks for your applications.
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If you are familiar with earlier versions of Kony Visualizer, youmay recognize components as an

extension of masters. Masters helped streamline digital application developing by letting you define

multiple user interface elements and action sequences as a single entity. Components extend that

ability by providing self-contained and reusable entities that include:

l Codemodules

l Kony Fabric services

l A component contract to simplify usage and enable rapid digital application development

Because components are self-contained entities, you can:

l Reuse a component within a project, or across projects in your workspace.

l Download components created by theMarketplace Assets team and other developers from

KonyMarketplace, and use them in your projects.

l Share your components with a wider audience via KonyMarketplace or a local share.
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Components are also fully customizable. You can choose which properties, events, andmethods of a

component are exposed to users, or create your own custom properties, events andmethods.

For example, you can specify which properties of the Login component are exposed to users by

enabling them in theManage Properties dialog box:

These are called pass through properties.

The Login component also includes custom properties. You can specify custom properties on the

Custom tab of theManage Properties dialog box, and then define their behavior in the component's

controller module, loginController.js:
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Here is the code that defines the passwordValidationMsg property:

There are two types of Kony Visualizer components:

l Components with a contract.

l Components without a contract.

The contract is a JSON file that specifies the component's exposed properties, events, andmethods.

You specify those properties, events, andmethodswithin the Visualizer interface using theManage

Properties, Manage Events, andManage Methods dialog boxes. You can then define the behavior of

custom properties, events, andmethods by adding code to the component's controller module.

You can also create a component without contract. A component without contract is similar to amaster

in earlier versions of Kony Visualizer, except that it includes a controller module. You can publish either

a component with contract or a component without contract to KonyMarketplace, but not amaster.

However, you can convert a master into either a component with contract or a component without

component.

For more information about using components, refer Using Components. For details about creating a

component, refer Creating a Component.
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Using Components

You can simplify and speed up development of digital applications by using a variety of existing

components as building blocks, allowing you to create sophisticated digital applicationswithout having

to write all the code yourself. You can download a variety of components fromKonyMarketplace and

import them into your projects, or import reusable components that you create yourself.

For example, you can download the following free components developed by the KonyMarketplace

Assets team, and drag and drop them into your applications:

l Sliding Menu: Lets you hide the navigation beyond the edge of the screen, and reveal it only

after a user’s action.

l Login: Provides a standard log-in interface with the ability to enforce aminimumpassword and

minimumuser ID length, and local password encryption.

l Place Locator: Provides a powerful map interface that allows you to search for points of interest

near a specified location.

l Floating Action: Represents and promotes the primary action in an application.

l Employee Directory: Provides standard features associated with an employee directory.

l Amadeus: Provides a data adapter that helps you rapidly build travel applications.
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You can also import masters created in an earlier version of Kony Visualizer into a Free Form

JavaScript project. You can continue to use themasters in your applications, or make them available

as reusable components that can be published to KonyMarketplace by converting them to

components. A master is similar to a component without a contract, except that a component includes

a controller module.

For information about creating components, see Creating a Component. For information on the types

of projects, you can create, see Types of Projects.

The following topics provide additional information about using components:

l Download a Component fromKonyMarketplace

l Import a Component into Your Project

l Add a Component to a Collection

l AddDependent Assets to a Component

l View Details and Documentation for a Component

l Add a Component to a Form

l Import a Master into Your Project

l Export a Component

l Publish a Component to KonyMarketplace

l WorkWith a Private Section of KonyMarketplace

l Moderator Capabilities for the Private Section of KonyMarketplace

l Configure SnapMode for Components

l Flatten a Component
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Download a Component from Kony Marketplace

KonyMarketplace gives you access to a rich assortment of components. You can download a

component, and then import it into your project.

Click here to watch a video to learnmore about themyriad features of KonyMarketplace, such as

Data Adapters, DataModels, Components, andmore.

To download a component from Kony Marketplace:

1. Select Browse from theMarketplacemenu, or navigate to the KonyMarketplace website in

your web browser. If you are not already logged into KonyCloud from the Visualizer, a login

window appears. Enter the KonyCloud account credentials.

2. Select the component you want to download to open a web page that describes the component.
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FromAsset Version, select the version of the component to download. Once you are done

selecting the asset version, scroll down.

3. Click the Login to Download button to log in to your Kony account and download the

component.

4. FromSelect Destination list, select one of the options

• Select Collection Library to add the component to your library in Visualizer

• Select Local Drive to download the component to your local drive. You can import this

component later in your Visualizer project.
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Import a Component into Your Project

You can import components to your Kony Visualizer project and reuse them at necessary places in the

application. Components can be imported from the following sources:

l Components that you download fromKonyMarketplace.

l Components that you create and export to your computer, network, or the cloud.

l Components that others create and export to your computer, network, or the cloud.

To import a component to your project, follow these steps:

1. In the Project Explorer, click the Templates tab.
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2. Right-click Components, and then select Import Component. The Import Component dialog

box appears.

3. Click Browse to navigate to the location of the component, select the component, and then click

Import. The component and its associated widgets andmodules are imported in the

Components section on the Templates tab of your project.

Once you have imported a component to your project, you can easily add the component to a form. For

more information, refer Add a Component to a Form.

You can also save the component to a collection. For more information, refer Add a Component to a

Collection.
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Add a Component to a Collection

To help you organize your components, you can group them in a collection within the Library Explorer.

You can organize related components, or organize them however you like, in multiple collections

within a library. You can then easily drag and drop the component from the Collections pane of Library

Explorer onto a form in any of your digital application projects.

To add a component to a collection, follow these steps:

1. Click the Templates tab in either the Project Explorer or the Library Explorer.

2. If it is not expanded already, expand the Components node.

3. Click the context menu arrow of the component you want to add to a collection, and hover over

Add to Collection. Then hover over the library that contains the collection, and click the

collection where you want to save the component. If the library or collection does not exist, you

can create the library or collection.

If the component uses any Kony Fabric services, Kony Visualizer Classic prompts you to select the

services that you want to include with the component. Kony Visualizer creates a trial Kony Fabric

account and includes any required services.

You can also add amaster created in earlier versions of Kony Visualizer to a collection.

Add Dependent Assets to a Component

Starting with Kony Visualizer V 8.1, you can add skins, media assets, and images to components. In

previous releases, when you create a component and export the component to themarketplace,

associated dynamic skins, andmedia assets were not added to the collection automatically. These

skins andmedia assets used to be accessed through the code that you customized within the

component.

Important: When you are importing a component into a project, ensure that the component assets

do not have the same name as any of the assets in the project you are importing the component.

Visualizer does not warn you of any duplication, and youmay lose some functionality.
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Add Skins to a Component

To add skins to a component, do the following:

1. In Project Explorer, click Skins.

2. Right-click on the skin you want to add to a component. A list of options appears.

3. Click Add to Component. The Add to Component dialog appears.

4. Select the component to which you want to add the skin. The skin is added to the selected

component.

When you add a skin to a component, a live two-way dependencymap ismaintained to track skins

associated to a component. If you delete a skin from a project, the skin is removed from associated

components.

Add Media Assets to a Component

To addmedia assets to a component, do the following:

1. In Project Explorer, click Assets. The assets tab appears.

2. Browse to the asset you want to add to a component.

3. Right-click on the asset. A list of options appears.

4. Click Add to Component. The Add to Component dialog appears.

5. Select the component you to which you want to add themedia asset. The asset is added to the

selected component.

If you delete an asset from a project, the asset is removed from associated components.
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Directly Import Images into a Component

FromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 28 onwards, you can directly import an image from your local

computer and add it to the widget in a component. Previously, to change the asscoiated image of a

Login component, you had to first import the image to the Assets tab and only then you could add it to

the component.

To directly import an image and add it to a component, follow these steps:

1. Drag and drop a component to your form. For instance, the ACME Login component from the

Default Library.

2. You can perform any of the following actions:

l On the Project Canvas, double-click the success image .

l In the Project Explorer, go to your form > ACMELogin, right-click imgLogo, and then click

Edit Image Source.
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The Select Image dialog box appears, containing the list of available imported images.

3. Click Import. The File Explorer of your local computer appears.

4. Select the required image, and then clickOpen. The Import Images dialog box appears,

indicating that the image has been imported successfully. If required, Kony Visualizer

automaticallymodifies the file name of the imported image according to the Kony resource

name specification.
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5. The imported image appears in the list of images of the Select Image dialog box. Select the

image, and then clickOK. The image is added to the ACMELogin component.

View Details and Documentation of a Component

Components downloaded fromKonyMarketplace often include documentation supplied by the

component creator. For example, the Rating Prompt component developed by the Kony team

includes a summary of key details about the component, along with amore complete description of the

component and how to use it.
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You can view this documentation, if it exists, fromwithin Library Explorer in the collection where you

saved the component.

To view details and documentation about a component:

1. In Library Explorer, go to the Default Library and Collection where you saved the component.

2. Right-click the component name and select Details. Kony Visualizer opens a viewing pane and

displays the documentation.

To switch between details and documentation view, click Details or Documentation.
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Add a Component to a Form

You can add a component to a form in a project in virtually any form scenario, including using

components within another component. You can then drag and drop the component into your

application to create sophisticated, full-featured digital applicationswithout writing all of the code.

For example, rather than creating a log-in form from scratch for each of your digital applications, you

can download the Login component fromKonyMarketplace. You can add the Login component to a

collection of components, and then add it to a form.

To add a component to a form:

1. On the Project tab of the Project Explorer, locate and open the formwhere you want to add the

component. The form displays on the Visualizer Canvas and has the focus.

2. If you have added the component to a collection, open the library and collection that contains the

component in Library Explorer. Then drag and drop the component onto the form.

Note: FromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 28 onwards, the Default Library filter has been

enhanced to segregate components according to their respective channels. As a result,

mobile-only components are displayed in the Default Library when aMobile form or a

Tablet form is open at that time on the Project Canvas. Similarly, web-only components are

displayed Default Library when aWeb form is open on the Project Canvas. However, when

there is no form open on the Project Canvas, all the available components are displayed in

the Default Library.

If the component is added to the project and appears on the Templates tab, you can also do one

of the following:

l Click the context menu arrow of the component you want to use, and then click Insert

Into. An instance of the component is placed on the form you originally selected.

l Drag the component from the Templates tab to the Visualizer Canvas, and drop the

component onto the form.
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The instance appears in the Project Explorer as blue text with a different icon, making it easy to identify

as a component instance.

Import a Master into Your Project

You can also use amaster created in an earlier version of Kony Visualizer in your digital application by

importing themaster into a Free Form JavaScript project. For information on the types of projects you

can create, see Types of Projects.

To import a master:

1. On the File menu, hover over Import. Then select Masters.

2. Click Browse to navigate to the location of themaster, select themaster, and then clickOpen.

Kony Visualizer adds themaster to theMasters node on the Templates tab in Project Explorer.

If a Masters node does not exist, Kony Visualizer creates one.

You can then drag and drop themaster onto a form just as you would drag and drop a component.

Export a Component

Just as you can import a component into your project, you can export a component to your computer,

network, or the cloud. You can then import the component into another project or share it with others.

To prevent your component from beingmodified by users, youmaywant to lock the component. This

prevents users from viewing or modifying the component's source code. For more information about

locking a component, see Creating a Component.

Note: Locales are not exported with a component. For more information about locales, see

Appendix A • Internationalizing (i18n) Application Content.

To export a component, follow these steps:
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1. If you have added the component to a collection, open the library and collection that contains the

component in Library Explorer. Then select the component.

If the component has been added to the project and appears on the Templates tab, select the

component there.

2. Right-click the component, and then select Export. Kony Visualizer displays the Save As dialog

box.

3. Navigate to the location where you want to export the component, and then click Save. Kony

Visualizer exports the component to that location.

Note: While exporting a component, if any project-level properties have been enabled, these

properties are automatically applied to the exported component. To avoid this issue, youmust first

disable the required NFIs for either iOS or Android fromEdit > Manage Native Function APIs >

iOS/Android and then export the component.

If the component uses any Kony Fabric dependencies, including .jar files, service definitions,

connectors, or node.js files, a pop-up is displayed with the list services used in the component.
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Select the required services by clicking the checkbox and click Package to export (or) to add it to the

library.

If you create a component that requires configuration of Kony Fabric service parameters, follow

these steps:

1. Extract the exported component package file to your local file system.

2. Go to Components folder and extract the services.zip package.
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3. Create a Parameters.json file with all the configurable parameters.

The JSON file includes the information about all the configurable parameters for the services

included in the component.

4. Place the Parameters.json file in the Services folder of the services package.

Here is a sample JSON file with the default parameters.

[{           

"name": database_url,

            "displayName": < Display name of the parameter to

show in Properties Window > ,

            "defaultValue": < Mandatory

if property is readOnly,

Optional otherwise > ,

            "type": < Type of the parameter.Can be one of

String / Integer / Double > ,

            "serviceName": < Name of the MF service > ,

            "serviceType": < Type of the MF service.Can be

one of identity / integration / object / orchestration > ,

"readOnly": true / false

}, { < configurable param 2 >

}]

5. Update the corresponding file located in component_
package/component/services/services/services/service_

type/meta.jsonwith the placeholders. Example, endpoint file for service RDBMS123 is

updated as:

<? xml version = "1.0"

encoding = "UTF-8"

standalone = "yes" ?> < endpoint dataAdapterId = "1"

encryptSecureInfo = "false"

name = "default"
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type = "CustomDataAdapter" > < apiThrottling / > < config

> < entry > < entry > < key > jdbcUrl

< /key>

<value>${database_url }</value > < /entry>

<key>jdbcClass</key > < value >

com.mysql.jdbc.Driver < /value>

</entry > < /config>

</endpoint >

6. Zip the services folder and the component folder and import the package to Visualizer. For more

information on configuring the parameters in Visualizer, refer Configuring Kony Fabric service

parameters in Visualizer.

Publish a Component to Kony Marketplace

To publish a component to KonyMarketplace, first add it to a collection in your project. For more

information on adding a component to a collection, see Add a Component to a Collection.

Click here to watch a video to learn about how to submit Kony Visualizer components to Kony public

Marketplace or to your privateMarketplace.

Note: You can only publish a component with a contract to KonyMarketplace. For more

information about components with a contract, see ComponentsOverview and Creating a

Component.

To publish a component to Kony Marketplace:

1. Open the collection that contains the component that you want you publish.

2. Right-click the component that you want to publish, and then select Publish.

3. Supply log-in information to your Kony account, if necessary, and provide the necessary

information to KonyMarketplace.
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4. Supply log-in information to your Kony account, if necessary, and provide the following

information to KonyMarketplace

o The name of the component

o The asset version

o Description of the asset

o The new feature added in the component in this version(optional)

o Details such as code snippets(optional)

o Asset Display view(optional)

o Detail View Images/Video(optional)

o Developer guide documentation (optional)

o Kony documentation link (optional)

o External links(optional)

o Asset requirements (optional)

o Related tags (optional)

o Domain (optional)

o Additional information (optional).

5. Click 'Submit for Review' to upload the component to theMarketplace.

Note: While uploading a component again, youmust change the asset version.
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Work With a Private Section of Kony Marketplace

If you are an enterprise customer whose organization uses a private section of KonyMarketplace, you

can download a component from that private section or upload a component to that private section

using your organization's cloud account. First, configure Kony Visualizer or Kony Visualizer Classic to

use the cloud account.

Click here to watch a video to learn about the various features of Private section of KonyMarketplace.

To work with a private section of Kony Marketplace in Kony Visualizer:

1. Close Kony Visualizer.

2. Open the default.js file in the config directory of your Kony Visualizer installation.

3. Add the following to the default.js file.

mp:{privateMPAccountId: <MyAccountId>}

<MyAccountId> is the account identifier of your cloud account. The account identifyer is

displayed in the top-right corner of your cloud console onmanage.kony.com.

4. Save and close the default.js file, and then reopen Kony Visualizer.

To work with a private section of Kony Marketplace in Kony Visualizer Classic:

1. Click Project Settings on theQuick Launch Bar or in Project Explorer to open the Project

Settings dialog box, and then click the Kony Fabric tab.

2. In the Cloud Account box, select your cloud account.

To download a component, see Download a Component fromKonyMarketplace. To upload a

component, see Publish a Component to KonyMarketplace.
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Moderator Capabilities for the Private Section of Kony Marketplace

KonyMarketplace offers a private section where you can upload your own components, distribute

them among your teams, download them, and use them.

Moderatorsmanage the private section. As amoderator, you can review a component, approves

them, or delete them.

If you want to be amoderator, youmust have a Kony cloud account, and your cloud administrator must

provide access to the privatemarketplace as amoderator.

ToManage components as amoderator, follow these steps.

1. In Visualizer, navigate toMarketplace > Browse. Or Navigate to your privatemarketplace

website using a web browser. In case you are not logged in to KonyCloud, Visualizer displays a

login window. Enter your KonyCloud account credentials. Once you are logged in, the list of

available assets appears.

2. ClickModerate Assets. The list of components appears.
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The components are sorted under two tabs: Awaiting Approval and Disabled.

3. Tomodify a component, in the Awaiting Approval tab, click the ellipsis.

4. From the list, select an action. Options are:

· Live Preview- Shows themoderator how the component will lookwhen approved

· Disable- Disables the component andmove it to the Disabled tab

· Approve- Approves the component for publishing it

· Reject- Rejects the component. It will not be visible even in the Disabled tab

· Edit- Gives option to edit the whole component details such asDescription, title, version, etc.

5. In the Disabled tab, click on the ellipsis of the component.

6. From the list, select an option. Options are:

• Enable- Enables the component andmoves it to the Awaiting Approval tab

• Delete- Deletes the component from the list
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Configure Snap Mode for Components

When a user wants to create a component, if the user wants to select an option to switch between the

default value for Drag and drop experience for a component, he can do that by the snap to drag

position or snap to the layout.

In Kony Visualizer V8 SP1, Kony introduced Snap Mode feature which enables a user to snap all

components and collections to the layout. A user can configure this in the preferences section of Kony

Visualizer.

If Snap isOFF, all components and collections are placed where the user drags them.When a user

selects Alt + Drag, the function will work opposite to what is configured.

To turn on the Snap Mode, do the following:

1. In your Kony Visualizer project, from the file menu, navigate toWindow > Preferences. The

Preferenceswindow appears.

2. Navigate to Kony Visualizer. The Kony Visualizer section appears.
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3. Select Snap Mode.

4. ClickOK. The Preferenceswindow closes. The Snapmode is turned on.

Customizing a Component

With V8 SP3GA, a new feature is provided to help you to get the UI elements of a component on to a

formwithout affecting the parent component and reuse the component’s UI elements. You can use

Component Flattening to:

l UseUI elements without the pre-bundled logic

l Modify Skin or the UI

l ModifyWidget properties

You can further bundle your modified form to a new component.

The feature, Flatten Component is applicable for components with contracts and components without

contracts. It is also applicable to pre-built components.

To flatten a component, perform these steps:

1. In Kony Visualizer, open your project in which you have a component that you want to flatten.

If you do not have a component already in the project, see Import a Component into Your

Project.

2. In the project explorer, navigate to the form onwhich you have the component added.

3. Right-click on the component and select Flatten Component.

A confirmationmessage appears.

4. ClickOK.

All widgets that are in the component are unpacked and are available on a new flexContainer

and you can edit those widgets. Actions associated with widgets in the component are carried

forward to the widgets.
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Important: All associated controllers andmodule files in component are lost after flattening.

Thismight result in loss of functionality of your component.

Any actions associated with the sourcemodel widgets present in the form are copied to the

newly created flexContainer. All actions also aremoved to a channel specific directory.

Limitations:
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l During the flattening process, nested instances are not further unpacked.

l You cannot flatten locked components.

l During the flattening of the UserWidgetInstance, exposed properties for children inside a target

container will not be retained.

Creating a Component

Themost powerful way to create reusable components is to create a component that includes a

defined contract. The contract is a JSON file that specifies the component's exposed properties,

events, andmethods. You can specify those properties, events, andmethodswithin the Visualizer

interface, and then define the behavior of custom properties, events, andmethods by adding code to

the component's controller module.

When you create a component, you have a choice of creating a component with or without a contract.

A component without a contract is similar to amaster in earlier versions of Kony Visualizer, except that

it includes a controller module. You can also convert a component that does not have a contract, or an

importedmaster, to a component with a contract.

Once you create a component with a contract, you can control what is exposed to users of the

component. You expose only the properties, events, andmethods that you want to make available to

your target audience, enhancing your ability to rapidly create and deploy digitalapplications for

different audiences. The exposed properties, events, andmethods are part of the contract.
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You can then use the component in other applications, or share your custom components with other

digitalapplication developers by publishing them to KonyMarketplace. For more information about

using components, see Using Components.

Important: Parent value for components will always be null. In component controller code,

this.view.parent will always return a null value.

The following topics provide additional information about creating components:

l Create a Component without Contract

l Create a Component with Contract

l Expose a Component'sWidgets

l Data Panel Support for Components

l Specify a Container Widget as a Target Container

l Expose a Component's Skins

l Lock a Component

l Manage Properties of a Component with Contract

l Manage Events of a Component with Contract

l ManageMethods of a Component with Contract

l Group Properties, Events, andMethods of a Component with a Contract

l Define the Behavior of a CustomProperty in Code

l Define a CustomEvent in Code
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Create a Component Without Contract

A component without contract is similar to aMaster in earlier versions of Kony Visualizer, except that a

component includes a Controller module. You can reuse the component within your application and

distribute it via KonyMarketplace. However, you cannot control which of the component's properties,

events, andmethods are exposed, or create custom properties, events, andmethods. To control the

exposed properties, events, andmethods of a component, create a component with contract.

To create a component without contract, follow these steps:

1. In the Project Explorer, click the Templates tab.

2. Right-click Components, point to New, and then select w/o Contract. The Create new

Component without Contract dialog box appears.

3. Enter a Namespace and Name for the component. The component should follow this naming

convention: <first part>.<second part>; for example, my.namespace. The new component

without contract is created. The component includes a FlexContainer to contain anywidgets

that you add to the component and aModules node, comprising the component's Controller and

ActionsController JavaScript files. The ActionsController module is auto-generated and

contains any defined action sequences.

4. Add widgets to the FlexContainer, just as you would for a standard form.

5. Add code to the component's controller module or to actions for widgets on the form. To add

code to widget actions, select the FlexContainer. On the Properties panel, on the Action tab,

click Edit for the event to which you want to add code. For more information, refer Add Actions.

Create a Component With Contract

To create a reusable component that can be published to KonyMarketplace, create a component with

contract. Components with a contract use the KonyReference Architecture: a structured, modular

framework based on theModel-View-Controller (MVC) architecture. For more information on how to

create a KonyReference Architecture project, refer Create a KonyReference Architecture Project.

To create a component with contract, follow these steps:
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1. In the Project Explorer, click the Templates tab.

2. Right-click Components, point to New, and then select with Contract. The Create new

Component with Contract dialog box appears.

3. Enter a Namespace and Name for the component. The component should follow this naming

convention: <first part>.<second part>; for example, my.namespace. The new component with

contract is created. The component includes a FlexContainer to contain anywidgets that you

add to the component and aModules node, comprising the component's Controller and Actions

Controller JavaScript files. The ActionsController module is auto-generated and contains any

defined action sequences.

4. Add widgets to the FlexContainer, just as you would for a standard form.

5. Add code to the component's controller module or to actions for widgets on the form. To add

code to widget actions, select the FlexContainer. On the Properties panel, on the Action tab,

click Edit for the event to which you want to add code. For more information, refer Add Actions.

6. Manage properties, events, andmethods for the component with contract. For more

information, refer Manage Properties of a Component with a Contract, Manage Events of a

Component with a Contract, andManageMethods of a Component with a Contract.

Each component's controller module contains the JavaScript code associated with the component. 

You can add additionalmodules containing any supporting code to theModules node. The actions

Controller module is auto-generated and should not bemodified.

Expose a Component's Widgets

Typically, a component comprisesmultiple widgets. Once you create a component with a contract, you

can specify which of the component's widgets to expose to users.

To expose a component's widgets:

1. Select a component's widget on the Visualizer canvas or on the Templates tab of Project

Explorer.

You can select a container widget or a child widget of a container widget.
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2. Right-click the widget and select Expose Widget, or click on the Look tab in the Properties

pane and set the Expose Widget property to On.

Kony Visualizer displays the Programmatic Key property. You can use the default value or

specify a different programmatic key.

Note: The Expose property will allow a component creator to make the widget visible in the

form or another component. A developer who is using the component cannot access the

widget directly through code.

If you select a container widget, all widgets within the container will be exposed. If you do not

want to expose an individual widget within the container widget, select the widget and set its

Expose Widget property to Off.

Note: You can set the Expose Widget property of a container widget to Off but expose an

individual widget within the container by setting its Expose Widget property to On.

3. Repeat the process for each widget that you want to expose.

Data Panel Support for Components

Earlier, the ability to leverage Data panel features for components was not supported in Kony

Visualizer. FromV8 SP4 Fixpack 20 onwards, you can directly drag and drop services from the Data

panel to a component. In addition, you can drag and drop individual parameters of a sample service to

a component. This enhancement will enable you to quickly customize components according to your

requirement, and reuse them at various places in your Kony Visualizer Classic and Kony

Visualizerprojects. Furthermore, you can publish customized components to KonyMarketplace. You

can leverage Data Panel support for both components with contract and components without contract.

For more information on the Data panel, click here.

Once you drag and drop a sample service from the Data panel to a component, a corresponding

project service is added. That particular project service and its associated parameters are auto-

highlighted in the Data panel. So if multiple components exist and when you select a specific

component, only those serviceswhich have been added to that component are highlighted in the
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Project Services of the Data panel. The Data panel also allows you to view themappings for each

project service operation in the component. The onMapping Event of the operations in the component

is not generated separately in the CodeGen. You can view the onMapping Event in the preShow

Event of the component

Note: Currently, only the Details form and List formUI are supported for the drag and drop of

services into a component; Entry formUI is not supported.

If the sample service that you are trying to add to a component has already been added to another

component, a Conflict window appears. In such a scenario, youmust perform any one of the following

actions to resolve this issue:

l Select the Skip radio button, and then clickOK to use the original service.

l If multiple instances of the same service exist and you want to use the original service,

click Skip All.

l Select the Replace radio button, and then clickOK to use a new service.

l If multiple instances of the same service exist and you want to use a new service, click

Replace All.

This section contains the following topics:
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l How to Create a Component with Services

l How to Use a Component with Services

How to Create a Component with Services

Create a component and leverage sample services from the Data panel. You can bundle these

services to the required widgets of a component. You can directly drag and drop services into a

component and customize it according to your requirement.

In this scenario, we will xthe List-Details (Employee) component fromKonyMarketplace and add

services to the widgets of the component. You can add parameters (for example, Name) to specific

widgets (for example, empname Label) of the component. This component contains the following two

screens:

l Employee List
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l Employee Details

To import the List-Details (Employee) component and add services to the component, follow

these steps:

1. In Kony Visualizer, create a new Sample App project , and then import the List-Details

(Employee) component fromKonyMarketplace.

The landing page of the List-Details (Employee) component is displayed on the Project Canvas

and its associated widgets are displayed in the Project Explorer.

2. To add services to the Employee List screen, follow these steps:

a. In the Project Explorer, go toMobile > Forms, and then click frmList. The list screen is

displayed on the Project Canvas.

b. Go to Data panel > Sample Services, and then expand Employee Services.

c. Under the employees > get > Response > records operation, drag and drop the

following parameters to the respective widgets:

l Name > empname

l Designation > designation
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l Department > department

3. To add services to the Employee Details screen, follow these steps:

a. In the Project Explorer, go toMobile > Forms, and then click frmDetails. The details

screen is displayed on the Project Canvas.

b. Go to Data panel > Sample Services, and then expand Employee Services.

c. Under the employees > get > Response > records operation, drag and drop the

following parameters to the respective widgets:

l Designation > lblEmployeeDesignation

l Primary_Phone > callMobileFlex

l Email > emailFlex

l Department > departmentFlex

l Manager_Name > reportingToFlex
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d. Go to Data panel > Sample Services, and then expand Contacts.

e. Under the getContacts > Response > responseList operation, drag and drop the

following parameters to the respective widgets:

l Name > lblEmployeeName

l Phone > callWorkFlex

The parameters aremapped to the corresponding component widgets, and the services are

created in your Kony Fabric instance. In addition, themappings are highlighted and displayed

under Project Services on the Data panel.
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4. Click View Mapping for a service, and then clickGenerate Code to view the respective

mappings of the operations in the component. Alternatively, you can go to Properties panel >

Component, click Edit for the onMapping Event, and then clickGenerate Code.

5. You can then reuse the updated component across your Kony Visualizer projects or publish this

customized component to KonyMarketplace.

How to Use a Component with Services

Users can import the component with bundled services that you published on KonyMarketplace. They

can thenmodify the component as per their requirement.

Consider a scenario where Valerie (a user who wants to create a CRMapp) imports your Employee

List-Detail component to Kony Visualizer. However, she does not want to view employee data.

Instead, Valerie wants to view the data of her customers. She can use the Data Panel support for

Components feature tomap data from another service that fetches customer data to the widgets,

wherever required. Valerie can leverage anObject service to fetch the data, and she can directlymap

the response parameters from the Data panel.

Valerie can follow these steps to import the Employee List-detail component from Kony

Marketplace and customize the services bundled with it:

1. Create a new project in Kony Visualizer, and then import the component to Collection Library.

2. Create a new form, say frm1.

3. Drag and drop the component fromCollection Library to frm1. The component is added to the

form and the bundled services are displayed under Project Services of the Data panel.

4. For the List and Details screen, add response parameters of the required Object service (that

fetches customer data) to the corresponding widgets of the component. Response parameters

of other services (such asContacts) can also be used wherever necessary. The new

parameters aremapped to the corresponding component widgets, and the services are created

in Kony Fabric. Furthermore, themappings are highlighted and displayed under Project

Services on the Data panel.
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5. Click View Mapping for the service, and then clickGenerate Code to view all themappings of

the parameters in the component.

Alternatively, you can go to Properties panel > Component, click Edit for the onMapping Event,

and then clickGenerate Code.

6. This component can now be used in the CRMapp to display the list of customers on the

Customer List screen and specific customers' information on the Customer Details screen.

Specify a Container Widget as a Target Container

A target container is a Container widget that can contain other child widgets. To specify a Container

widget as a target container, set both its Expose Widget and Set As Target Container properties to

On.

To specify a Container widget as a target container:

1. Select the container widget on the Visualizer canvas or on the Templates tab of Project

Explorer.

2. Click on the Look tab in the Properties pane.

3. Set the Expose Widget property to On, and then set the Set As Target Container property to

On.

Note: If the Expose Widget property is set to Off, setting the Set As Target Container

property to Onwill set both the Expose Widget and Set As Target Container properties to

On.

Kony Visualizer displays the Placeholder property. The Placeholder property lets you specify

further information or direction to a user; for example "Add Content Here" or "Drop Image

Here."
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Expose a Component's Skins

In addition to specifying which of a component's widgets to expose to users, you can specify the skins

to expose.

To expose a component's skins:

1. Select the component on the Visualizer canvas or on the Templates tab of Project Explorer.

2. Select the Skin tab in the Properties pane and select the skin that you want to expose.

3. Set the Expose Skins property to On.

4. Repeat the process for each skin that you want to expose.

Lock a Component

To prevent your component from beingmodified by users, you can lock the component. Users will not

be able to view or modify the component's source code.

To lock a component:

1. Select the component on the Visualizer canvas or on the Templates tab of Project Explorer.

2. Right-click the component and select Lock.

Manage Properties of a Component with a Contract

Once you create a component with a contract, you can specify which properties of the component to

expose to users. The specified properties are called pass-through properties. You can also define

custom properties.

To manage properties of a component with a contract:

1. Click the Templates tab in the Project Explorer or the Library Explorer.

2. Expand the components node, if necessary, and then select the component.
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3. In the Properties pane, click the Component tab.

4. ClickManage Properties. Kony Visualizer displays theManage Properties dialog box.

5. To define pass through properties, select the Pass Through tab on theManage Properties

dialog box.

Click the plus sign (+) for each pass-through property you want to define. Click the delete

symbol (X) to delete an existing property. To define a new pass-through property, specify the

following for each property:

l SourceWidget — The widget that contains the property. Click in the Source Widget field

to display a hierarchical list of the component's widgets, and then select the widget.

l Widget Property — The property that you want to define as a pass-through property. Click

in theWidget Property field to display a list of the source widget's properties, and then

select the property.

l Display Name — The name to display in the Component tab of the Properties pane. Click

in the Display Name field and enter a name. The display name should start with a non-

numeric character, and can contain only alphanumeric characters and spaces.

l Programmatic Name — The name to identify the property in code. Click in the

Programmatic Name field, and enter a name. The programmatic name can contain only

alphanumeric characters, and cannot start with a number or contain spaces.

l Group — The group to which the property belongs. Use groups to display related

properties in their own section in the Properties pane.

l Access — Whether the property is enabled or disabled. Click in the Access field, and

select either Enable or Disable.

Click Apply to add the pass-through property.

Note: You can also designate a widget's property as a pass-through property by navigating

to the widget and right-clicking on the property name.
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6. To define custom properties, select the Custom tab on theManage Properties dialog box.

Click the plus sign (+) for each custom property you want to define. Click the delete symbol (X)

to delete an existing property. To define a new custom property, specify the following for each

property:

l Property Name — The name you want to give the property. Click in the Property Name

field and enter a name. The property name can contain only alphanumeric characters,

and cannot start with a number or contain spaces. The property name is used to refer to

the property in code.

l Display Name — The name to display in the Component tab of the Properties pane. Click

in the Display Name field and enter a name. The display name should start with a non-

numeric character, and can contain only alphanumeric characters and spaces.

l Property Type — The data type of the property. Click in the Property Type field, and select

a value, either boolean, List Selector, String, or HTML, Data Grid, or Integer.

l Value — For a property with a List Selector data type, the key-value pairs that make up the

list. If the property type value is List Selector and you click in the Value field, Kony

Visualizer displays the Key Value Popup dialog box. Enter the values and clickOK. For a

boolean property type, the Value field is automatically set to true/false. For other property

types, the value field is not applicable.

l Default Value — The default property value. Click in the Default Value field, and enter a

default value.

l Group — The group to which the property belongs. Use groups to display related

properties in their own section in the Properties pane.

l Read/Write — Whether the property is read-only or read-write. Click in the Read/Write

field, and select either Read or Write.

Click Apply to add the custom property.
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Important: Unlike a pass-through property, which is based on an existing property of the

component, a custom property has no built-in behavior. Youmust define the property's

behavior programmatically. On the Templates tab, expand the component'sModules node,

open the controller module, and add code defining the property's behavior to the controller

code. For more information, see Define the Behavior of a CustomProperty, Event, or

Method in Code.

Manage Events of a Component with a Contract

In addition to specifying pass-through properties, you can specify which of the component's events to

expose to users. You can also define custom events.

To manage events of a component with a contract:

1. Click the Templates tab in the Project Explorer or the Library Explorer.

2. Expand the components node, if necessary, and then select the component.

3. In the Properties pane, click the Action tab.

4. ClickManage Events. Kony Visualizer displays theManage Events dialog box.

5. To define pass-through events, select the Pass Through tab on theManage Events dialog box.

Click the plus sign (+) for each pass-through event you want to define. To delete an existing

event, select the event and click the delete symbol (X). To define a new pass-through event,

specify the following for each event:

l SourceWidget — The widget that contains the event. Click in the Source Widget field to

display a hierarchical list of the component's widgets, and then select the widget.

l Event — The event that you want to define as a pass-through event. Click in the Event

field to display a list of the source widget's events, and then select the event.
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l Programmatic Name — The name to identify the event in code. Click in the Programmatic

Name field and enter a name. The programmatic name can contain only alphanumeric

characters, and cannot start with a number or contain spaces.

l Group — The group to which the event belongs. Use groups to display related events in

their own section on the Action tab of the Properties pane.

Click Apply to add the pass through event. Kony Visualizer adds the event to the Pass Through

section of the Properties pane's Action tab.

Note: You can also designate a widget's event as a pass-through event by navigating to the

widget and right-clicking on the event name.

6. To define custom events, select the Custom tab on theManage Events dialog box.

Click the plus sign (+) for each custom event you want to define. Click the delete symbol (X) to

delete an existing event. To define a new custom event, specify the following for each event:

l Raised Event — The name you want to give the event. Click in the Raised Events field

and enter a name. The event name can contain only alphanumeric characters, and

cannot start with a number or contain spaces.

l Group — The group to which the event belongs. Use groups to display related events in

their own section on the Action tab of the Properties pane.

To add parameters to the custom event, click theManage Events button, and specify the

parameter information in the dialog box.

Click Apply to add the custom event. Kony Visualizer adds the event to the Custom section of

the Properties pane's Action tab.
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Important: Unlike a pass-through event, which is based on an existing event of the

component, a custom event has no built-in behavior. Youmust define the event's behavior

programmatically. On the Templates tab, expand the component'sModules node, open the

controller module, and add code defining the event's behavior to the controller code. For

more information, see Define the Behavior of a CustomProperty, Event, or Method in

Code.

Manage Methods of a Component with a Contract

In addition to specifying pass through properties and events, you can specify which of the component's

methods to expose to users. You can also define custommethods.

To manage methods of a component with a contract:

1. Click the Templates tab in the Project Explorer or the Library Explorer.

2. Expand the components node, if necessary, and then select the component.

3. In the Properties pane, click the Action tab.

4. ClickManage Methods. Kony Visualizer displays theManage Methods dialog box.

5. To define pass-throughmethods, select the Pass Through tab on theManage Methods dialog

box.

Click the plus sign (+) for each pass-throughmethod you want to define. Click the delete symbol

(X) to delete an existingmethod. To define a new pass-throughmethod, specify the following for

eachmethod:

l SourceWidget — The widget that contains themethod. Click in the Source Widget field to

display a hierarchical list of the component's widgets, and then select the widget.

l Method — Themethod that you want to define as a pass-throughmethod. Click in the

Method field to display a list of the source widget'smethods, and then select themethod.
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l Programmatic Name — The name to identify themethod in code. Click in the

Programmatic Name field and enter a name. The programmatic name can contain only

alphanumeric characters, and cannot start with a number or contain spaces.

l Group — The group to which the event belongs. Use groups to display related events in

their own section on the Action tab of the Properties pane.

Click Apply to add the pass-throughmethod.

6. To define custom properties, select the Custom tab on theManage Methods dialog box.

Click the plus sign (+) for each custommethod you want to define. Click the delete symbol (X) to

delete an existingmethod. To define a new custommethod, specify the following for each

method:

l Method — The name you want to give themethod. Click in theMethod field and enter a

name. Themethod name can contain only alphanumeric characters, and cannot start

with a number or contain spaces.

l Group — The group to which the event belongs. Use groups to display related events in

their own section on the Action tab of the Properties pane.

To add parameters to the custommethod, click theManage Methods button, and specify the

parameter information in the dialog box.

Click Apply to add the custommethod.

Important: Unlike a pass-throughmethod, which is based on an existingmethod of the

component, a custommethod has no built-in behavior. Youmust define themethod's

behavior programmatically. On the Templates tab, expand the component'sModules node,

open the controller module, and add code defining themethod's behavior to the controller

code. For more information, see Define the Behavior of a CustomProperty, Event, or

Method in Code.
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Group Properties, Events and Methods of a Component with a Contract

When you define pass-through or custom properties, events, andmethods for a component, you can

specify how they are displayed in the Properties pane by organizing them in groups.

For example, you can specify that two custom properties are displayed in a group under the heading,

"General," and that a third property is displayed under the heading "Special" by defining them as

follows in theManage Properties dialog box.

The properties will be displayed in the Properties pane.

You can also group both pass-through and custom properties under the same heading. For example,

the followingGeneral properties of the Rating Prompt component include amixture of pass-through

and custom properties:
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To group properties of a component with a contract:

1. Follow the steps inManage Properties of a Component with a Contract to define a pass-

through or custom property.

2. Under Group, specify the group where you want the property to be displayed.

If the group name does not exist, click in the Group field, select Manage Group to open the

Manage Groups dialog box, and then add the group name.

3. Click Apply to add the custom property.

To group events of a component with a contract:
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1. Follow the steps inManage Events of a Component with a Contract to define a pass-through or

custom event.

2. Under Group, specify the group where you want the event to be displayed.

If the group name does not exist, click in the Group field, select Manage Group to open the

Manage Groups dialog box, and then add the group name.

3. Click Apply to add the custom event.

To group methods of a component with a contract:

1. Follow the steps inManageMethods of a Component with a Contract to define a pass-through

or custommethod.

2. Under Group, specify the group where you want themethod to be displayed.

If the group name does not exist, click in the Group field, select Manage Group to open the

Manage Groups dialog box, and then add the group name.

3. Click Apply to add the custommethod.

Define the Behavior of a Custom Property in Code

When you create a component with a contract, you can define pass-through and custom properties,

events, andmethods for the component. Defining pass-through properties, events, andmethods does

not require that you write code. You simply specify the built-in properties, events, andmethods that

you want to expose. However, a custom property, event, or method does not have any built-in

behavior. Youmust define its behavior in code.

First, specify a name for the custom property, event, or method using theManage Properties dialog

box. For a custom property, you can also specify a display name, data type, and default value, and

whether the property is read-only or read-write. If the property has a list selector, you can specify the

key value pairs that make up the list. For more information on working with theManage Properties

dialog box, seeManage Properties of a Component with a Contract, Manage Events of a Component

with a Contract, or ManageMethods of a Component with a Contract.
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Once you specify information in theManage Properties dialog box, you can add code to the

component's controller module to define the behavior of the custom property, event, or method.

To define the behavior of a custom property, event, or method in code (Beta):

1. Specify the required information in theManage Properties dialog box.

2. On the Templates tab, expand theModules node of the component that contains the property,

event, or method.

3. Open the component's controller module; for example, loginController.js.

4. Add JavaScript code that defines the behavior of the property, event, or method.

For example, the following code defines custom properties for the Login component, which can be

downloaded fromKonyMarketplace.

/**

* @function initGettersSetters

* @description contains getters/setters for the usernameMinimumChar

and usernameValidationMsg custom properties

*/

initGettersSetters: function() { 

defineGetter(this, "usernameMinimumChar", function() {

konymp.logger.trace("----------Entering

usernameMinimumCharacter Getter---------", konymp.logger.FUNCTION_

ENTRY);

return this._usernameMinimumChar;
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}); 

defineSetter(this, "usernameMinimumChar", function(val) {

konymp.logger.trace("----------Entering

usernameMinimumCharacter Setter---------", konymp.logger.FUNCTION_

ENTRY);

try {

if (val == null || val == undefined) {

konymp.logger.warn("Username Min Char is undefined");

throw {

"Error": "LoginComponent",

"message": "Username Min Char is undefined"

};

}

if (isNaN(val)) {

konymp.logger.warn("Invalid datatype for Username Min

Characters Property");

throw {

"Error": "LoginComponent",

"message": "Invalid datatype for Username Min

Characters Property"

};

}

if (this.usernameMaxChar & amp; lt; val) {

konymp.logger.warn("usernameMaxChar is less than

usernameMinimumChar");

throw {

"Error": "LoginComponent",

"message": "username Max Char is less than

Username Min Character propert"

};

}

this._usernameMinimumChar = val;

} catch (exception) {
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if (exception["Error"] === "LoginComponent")

alert(JSON.stringify(exception));

}

}); 

defineGetter(this, "usernameValidationMsg", function() {

konymp.logger.trace("----------Entering usernameValidationMsg

Getter---------", konymp.logger.FUNCTION_ENTRY);

return this._usernameValidationMsg;

}); 

defineSetter(this, "usernameValidationMsg", function(val) {

konymp.logger.trace("----------Entering usernameValidationMsg

Setter---------", konymp.logger.FUNCTION_ENTRY);

this._usernameValidationMsg = val;

});

}

Define a Custom Event

Creating and using a CustomEvent involves three stages, creating a custom event, invoking the

custom event, and consuming the custom event.

To create, consume, and invoke a custom event, do the following:

1. In your Visualizer Project, from the Project Explorer section, click Templates tab.

2. FromComponents, select Create new Component with Contract.

3. Enter the Namespace

4. Enter Name

5. ClickOK.

6. Navigate to Project

7. Navigate to Mobile > Forms > New Form. A new form is created.
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8. Navigate to the Templates tab, and drag and drop the new template you created earlier onto

this form. Your component is created, and it is added to the form. Now, let us define a custom

event.

9. Navigate to the component you created.

10. In the Properties pane, click Action.

11. ClickManage Events. TheManage Events pane displays.

12. Click Custom tab.

13. Click on the + sign to add a new custom event.

14. In the RaisedEvents column, enter a name for your event. For example, testEvent.

15. Click Apply. The event is created, and you can view it in the Action tab under General. Now, the

custom event is defined. Let us now invoke the custom event.

16. In your component, add a button.

17. Name the button. For example, Trigger Event.

18. In the Properties pane of the button, navigate to the Action tab and click onClick event Edit

button. The Action Editor opens.

19. From the list of functions available, select Raise Event.

20. From the Function Name dropdown, select testEvent.

21. Close the Action Editor. Now, let us consume the event.

22. Navigate to your form on your Mobile channel.

23. On the form, select the component and from the Properties pane, click Action tab.

24. Under General, you will notice the testEvent you created. Click Edit. The Action Editor opens.

25. From the Functions list, select Add Snippet.
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26. In the code pane, enter alert(“Yay! Custom event”);

27. Close the action editor.

28. From the File Explorer menu of Visualizer, fromRun, select Run.

29. The Building pane appears.

30. Navigate to your local preview. For more information on how to preview your app locally, click

here. You will see your form in local preview in chrome.

31. Click Trigger Event.

An alert Yay! custom event is displayed.

32. ClickOK to close the alert.
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Adding Functionality

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

You can add functionality to your application by adding actions using the Action Editor, by using

services exposed by a URL, and by developing offline applications.

Add Actions

Add Services and Data Sources

DevelopingOffline Applications
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Connect to Services

A Service is an application component that represents the application's interaction with the external

service data source. A service definition comprises themetadata or the configurations required to

exchange data with the external data source. For example, the configurations can be: service type,

service ID, input parameters, output parameters, pre and post processors, target URL, authentication

credentials (if required), and type (HTTP/HTTPS).

You can define the services for the following connectors:

l XML over HTTP

l Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)

l Java - Custom connector for any other data source

l Composite - A combination of all the above

The following services are supported in Kony Fabric:

l XML

l SOAP

l JSON

l Java

l JavaScript

l API Proxy

l MockData

l Kony SAP Gateway

l MuleSoft

l AWS API Gateway
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l Database

l MongoDB

l RAML

l SAP JCo

l IBMMQ

l Salesforce

l Open API (Swagger)

Use Back-End Services in Visualizer

TheData panel feature in Kony Visualizer enables you to link back-end data services to your

application's user interface (UI) elements seamlessly, with low-code to no-code. You can use the

sample services in the Data panel to bind back-end services to your apps and test the UI. If you are an

advanced user of Kony Visualizer and have previously created back-end services in your Kony Fabric

instance, you can view those services in the Data panel. Furthermore, you can create new back-end

services from the Data panel and associate the serviceswith your apps.

The Data panel leverages the Kony Fabric Stub Back-End Response feature. For more information

on Kony Fabric Stub Back-End Response, click here.

Click here to watch a video on how to integrate data by using the Data panel in Kony Visualizer.

The Data panel is available in both Kony Visualizer and Kony Visualizer Enterprise, and it contains two

lists: Sample Services and Project Services.

The Sample Services drop-down list contains various sample services that you can directly start using

in your app. These configured sample services come pre-built with Kony Visualizer.
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You can use Project Services to create a new service. You can now create, edit, and delete various

services fromwithin Visualizer. These services are as follows:

l Identity Service

l Integration Service

l Object Service

The following topics have been covered in this document:

l Use Sample Services

l Use Existing Services

l Create and Use New Services

l Use Project Services

l SendData between Two Forms

l Associated Data Panel Features

Use Sample Services

This section provides information on how to discover and use existing sample services in an app.
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In Visualizer, a set of sample Integration andObject services are bundled. These services are

uploaded to Kony Fabric when the sample data is dragged onto a form.When you drag and drop a

sample service operation on a form, a project service is added. This is the operation with which the

view mapping action is associated.

If the sample service that you are trying to create already exists, a Conflict window appears. Youmust

perform any one of the following actions:

l Select the Skip radio button, and then clickOk to use the original service.

l If multiple instances of the same service exist and you want to use the original service,

click Skip All.

l Select the Replace radio button, and then clickOk to use a new service.

l If multiple instances of the same service exist and you want to use a new service, click

Replace All.

If any services are already associated to your Kony Fabric application, you can view them in the Data

panel. You can drag and drop these services on to variouswidgets in a form.When you perform the

drag and drop action, the code is auto-generated to bind the UI element to the back-end service.

The type of code generated depends on:
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l The type of service that is being created (GET, POST, DELETE, UPDATE)

l The type of widget it is beingmapped to

l Once a data widget is linked to the Post Operation, the data is sent based on test parameters

and not based on the label's text value.

Use and Bind a Sample Service

This section provides information on how to use a sample service and bind it to a form of your

application.

Note: If you invoke the same service and operation on any action in a form or its child widgets, the

mapping gets added to that service call. If multiple such service calls exist, youmust select the

service call to which you want to add themapping.

Use a Sample Identity Service

You can view Identity services in the Data panel. You can also set up new Identity services. Once you

configure the Identity service, you can view the request and response parameters in the Data panel.

The login credentials for the bundled sample Identity service are as follows:
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l User ID: testuser@samples.kony.com

l Password: test@123

To use a sample Identity service, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, create a new project or open an existing one.

2. Create a form; for example, frmSample.

3. From the Data panel, click Sample Services. The list of pre-configured services appears.

4. ExpandMicrosoftActiveDirectory; the login and logout services appear.
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5. Drag and drop the login service on to the form.

6. Post this action, widgets are added to the form and the Identity service is associated with the

form. The service also appears under Project Services in an auto-highlighted state. Here, the

MicrosoftActiveDirectory service is auto-highlighted.

You can expand the login service to view its Request parameters. Themapped parameters of

any service appear in a bold and italics style to differentiate from unmapped parameters. Here,

userid and password are displayed in a bolded and italicizedmanner.
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You can also click View Mapping to view themapping details of the login service in the Action

Editor. The specific operation of the service is auto-highlighted in the Action Editor.

ClickGenerate Code to view all themappings of the login operation.
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Dragging and dropping operations onto the form leads to the auto-generation of UI elements.
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Use a Sample Integration Service

You can view Integration services in the Data Panel. You can also set up new data sources. Once you

configure the Integration service, you can view the request and response parameters in the Data

panel.

To use a sample Integration service, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, create a new project or open an existing one.

2. Create a form; for example, frmSample.

3. From the Data panel, select Sample Services. The list of pre-configured services appears.

4. Expand any Integration service. Here, Locations, Countries, and Contacts are the sample

Integration services.
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5. Expand any service to view its available Request or Response parameter. The respective

responseList or requestList is auto-displayed. Here, Contacts > getContacts > Response >

responseList.

6. You can perform any of the following actions:

l Drag and drop the service onto your form.

A dialog box appears asking you to generate either a List, or a Details, or an Entry form.

You can select any of the three options as follows:
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l List Using Response: If the response contains a collection, a Segment is added to

the parent form. This Segment ismapped to the Response parameter of the

service.

l Details Using Response: A FlexContainer with Labels is added. These Labels are

mapped to the Response parameter of the service.

l Entry form for Request: A FlexScrollContainer containing TextBoxes and Labels is

added. The TextBoxes aremapped to the Request parameter of the operation.

l Alternatively, you can directly drag and drop either the Response or Request parameter

of the service onto the form:

l Drag and drop Response parameter: If a service invocation already exists in the

form, the Response parameter is added to themapping of that service invocation.

Otherwise, a new service invocation is added to the form's onMapping Event.

l Drag and drop Request parameter: If a service invocation already exists in the

form, thismapping is appended to it. Otherwise, a new service invocation is added

on a generated Button widget.

7. Post this action, widgets are added to the form and the Integration service is associated with the

form.
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The selected Integration service appears under Project Services. You can expand any service to view

its Request or Response parameters. Themapped parameters of any service appear in a bold and

italics style to differentiate from unmapped parameters. Here, responseList is displayed in a bolded

and italicizedmanner.

You can also click View Mapping to view themapping details of the getContacts service in the Action

Editor. The specific operation of the service is auto-highlighted in the Action Editor.
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ClickGenerate Code to view all themappings of the getContacts operation.
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Dragging and dropping operations onto the form leads to the auto-generation of UI elements.

Use a Sample Object Service

To use a sample Object service, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, create a new project or open an existing one.

2. Create a form; for example, frmSample.
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3. From the Data panel, select Sample Services. The list of pre-configured services appears.

4. Expand anyObject service. Here, EmployeeDataObjects and ProductDataObjects are the

sample Object services.

5. Expand anyObject service to view its available Request parameter. The respective

responseList or requestList is auto-displayed. Here, Employee Services > employees > get >

Response > records.
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6. You can perform any of the following actions:

l Drag and drop the service on to your form.

A dialog box appears asking you to generate either a List, or a Details, or an Entry form.

You can select any of the three options as follows:

l List Using Response: If the response contains a collection, a Segment is added to

the parent form. This Segment ismapped to the Response parameter of the

service.

l Entry form for Request: A FlexScrollContainer containing TextBoxes and Labels is

added. The TextBoxes aremapped to the Request parameters of the service.

Note: For the GETmethod in Object Services, the Entry form for Request

option is disabled.

l Details Using Response: A FlexContainer containing Labels is added. These

Labels aremapped to the Response parameters of the service.
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l Alternatively, you can directly drag and drop either the Response or Request parameter

of the service onto the form:

l Drag and drop Response parameter: If a service invocation already exists in the

form, this is added to themapping of that service invocation. Otherwise, a new

service invocation is added to the form's onMapping Event.

l Drag and drop Request parameter: If a service invocation already exists in the

form, thismapping is appended to it. Otherwise, a new service invocation is added

on a generated Button widget.

7. Post this action, widgets are added to the form and the Integration service is associated with the

form.

The selectedObject service appears under Project Services. You can expand any service to view its

Request or Response parameters. Themapped parameters of any service appear in a bold and italics
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style to differentiate from unmapped parameters. Here, records is displayed in a bolded and italicized

manner.

You can also click View Mapping to view themapping details of the get service in the Action Editor.

The specific operation of the service is auto-highlighted in the Action Editor.

ClickGenerate Code to view all themappings of the get operation.
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Dragging and dropping operations onto the form leads to the auto-generation of UI elements.
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Use Existing Services

This section explains how to use and configure existing Identity, Integration, andObject services in

your application by using the Data panel.

From the Data panel, configure existing sample services through a simplified view of Kony Fabric

console. You can view the associated services in your corresponding Kony Fabric app.

To select and use an existing Identity/Integration/Object service, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, create or open your project.

2. From the Data panel, select Project Services from the list. The list of available services

appears.

3. Click Add Service. A list of options appears.

4. Click Use Existing. A list of options appears.

5. Select either Identity, Integration, or Objects, and then sign in to your Kony account to use the

required service available in your Kony Fabric instance:

l For Identity service: The Select Identity Service(s) window appears.

Choose the required Identity service; if no service is available in your Kony Fabric

Console, you need to configure one. Specify the details in the required fields, and then

click Save. For more information on how to create an Identity service, click here.

l For Integration service: The Select Integration Service(s) window appears.

Choose the required Integration service; if no service is available in your Kony Fabric

Console, you need to configure one. Specify the details in the required fields, and then

click Save & Add Operation. For more information on how to create an Integration
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service, click here. In this case, the Salesforce Integration service.

l For Object service: The Select Object Service(s) window appears.

Choose the required Object service; if no service is available in your Kony Fabric

Console, you need to configure one. Specify the details in the required fields, and then

click Save & Generate. For more information on how to create anObject service, click

here.
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6. Once the service is created, it is displayed in the Project Services list. You can then directly drag

and drop the service onto a form and start using it.

Create and Use New Services

This section explains how to create new services by using the Data panel and how to use those

services in your application.

From the Data Panel, you can set up new data sources (Kony Fabric services) through a simplified

view of Kony Fabric console. You can view the associated services in your corresponding Kony Fabric

app.

Create a New Identity Service

If your Identity service type is a basic one, the input parameters are username and password. Even for

the OAuth password grant type of service, the parameters are username and password. For all other

types of OAuth services, there are no input parameters. The SAML Identity service follows a similar

pattern as theOAuth service.
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You can view two types of operations for Identity services: login and logout. The SDK code is auto-

generated for each operation. You can edit an Identity service by right-clicking on the service and then

selecting the Edit option.

To create a new Identity service, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, open your project.

2. From the Data panel, select Project Services from the list. The list of available services

appears.

3. Click Add Service. A list of options appears.

4. Click Configure New to configure a new Identity service. A list of services that you can configure

appears.

5. Under Authenticate, select an Identity service; in this case, Microsoft Active Directory.

6. The Configure Identity Service window appears, by using which you need to configure the

Microsoft Active Directory service. Specify the details in the required fields, and then click

Save. For more information on how to create an Identity service, click here.
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7. Once the service is created, it is displayed in the Project Services list. You can then directly drag

and drop the service onto a form and start using it.

When you drag and drop an Identity service onto a form, variouswidgets are created automatically on

the form based on the type of service: OAuth or Non-OAuth. For a Non-OAuth service, two text fields

(username and password) and a button (Login) are generated. For anOAuth service, only a Login

button is generated.

When you click the View button, the newly created form appears. The form’s pre-show invokes the

Identity service and passes the reference of the Browser widget. You canmodify the Browser widget,

which you linked to the button, with a different Browser widget.

Note: The Data panel supports all types of Identity providers such as KonyUser Store, Google,

Salesforce, and Facebook.
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Note: The reference of the device Browser widget ismandatory for Google OAuth 2.0 services.

For this service, the deeplink URL is auto-generated by Kony Visualizer.

Create a New Integration Service

By default, you can view Integration services in the Data panel. You can also set up new data sources.

Once you configure the Integration service, you can view the request and response parameters.

To create a new Integration service, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, open your project.

2. From the Data panel, expand Project Services. The list of available services appears.

3. Click Add Service. A list of options appears.

4. Click Configure New to configure a new Integration service. A list of services that you can

configure appears.

5.  Under Get Data, select an Integration service; in this case, Salesforce.
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6. The Configure Integration Service window appears, by using which you need to configure the

Salesforce service. Specify the details in the required fields, and then click Save & Add

Operation. For more information on how to create an Integration service, click here. In this case,

the Salesforce Integration service.

7. Once the service is created, it is displayed in the Project Services list. You can then directly drag

and drop the service onto a form and start using it.

Create a New Object Service

You can view Object services in the Data panel. You can also set up new data sources. Once you

configure anObject service, you can view the request and response parameters.

To create a new Object service, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, open your project.

2. From the Data panel, expand Project Services. The list of available services appears.

3. Click Add Service. A list of options appears.

4. Click Configure New to configure a new Object service. A list of services that you can configure
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appears.

5. Under Get Data, select an Object service. Here, Data Storage is the Object service.

Note: FromV8 SP4 Fixpack 20 onwards, the Data StorageObject service is available under the

Storage Adapters section in the list of services.

6. The Configure Object Service window appears, by using which you need to configure the Data

Storage service. Specify the details in the required fields, and then click Save & Generate. For

more information on how to create anObject service, click here.
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7. Once the service is created, it is displayed in the Project Services list. You can then directly drag

and drop the service onto a form and start using it.

Unlink a Service

You can unlink a service from your project by right-clicking the service and selecting Unlink.

To unlink a service, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, open your project.

2. From the Data panel, expand Project Services. The list of available services appears.

3. Right-click the service that you want to unlink. A list of options appears.

4. Select Unlink. The Confirm Service Unlinking window appears. This window provides details

on the operations and their respective action sequences that will be unlinked for that service,

and asks for your confirmation whether you want to unlink the service.

5. ClickOk. The service is removed from the Project Services list.
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Edit a Service

You can edit a service that is added to your project by right-clicking the service and selecting Edit.

To edit a service, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, open your project.

2. From the Data panel, expand Project Services. The list of available services appears.

3. Right-click the service that you want to edit. A list of options appears.

4. Select Edit. The service opens in Kony Fabric. Here, while editing an Integration service, the

Edit Integration Service window appears.

5. Make the required changes, and then click Save & Add Operation. The selected service is

updated with your changes.

Use Project Services

This section provides information on how to discover and use a Project service from the Data panel.
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Use an Identity Project Service

To use an Identity Project service, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, open your project.

2. Create a form; for example, frmSample.

3. On frmSample, add button widgets to which you want to add the service.

4. From the Data panel, expand Project Services. The list of services appears.

5. Expand the service that you want to use.

6. Drag and drop appropriate services on to the buttons. The Identity service is associated with the

form.

Use an Integration Project Service

To use an Integration Project service, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, open your project.

2. From the Data panel, expand Project Services. The list of available Project services appears.

3. Expand the service that you want to use and view the requests/responses of the service.

4. Drag and drop the service onto your form. The service is associated with the form.

Use an Object Project Service

To use anObject Project service, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, open your project.

2. From the Data panel, expand Project Services. The list of available services appears.
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3. Expand the service that you want to use and view the requests/responses of the service.

4. Drag and drop the service onto your form. The service is associated with the form.

Send Data between Two Forms

Previously, if you wanted to send data from one form to another, you had to save the data in a global

variable first and then you would be able to use it. FromV8 SP4 onwards, you can send data between

two forms by using Action Editor. You can enter any data, such as an object or a variable, in the Action

Editor UI and then send it to another form.

To send data between two forms, follow these steps:

1. In Kony Visualizer, create a new project.

2. Create two new forms; for example, say frm1 and frm2.

3. Add a button to frm1.

4. Select the button, and then go to Properties > Action.

5. For the onClick Event, click Edit. The Action Editor appears.

6. From the list of actions on the left, scroll to the Navigation section, and then click Navigate to

Form. The navigation action is added to the button.
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7. In the lower section of the Action Editor, select frm2.

Note: Alternatively, you can click Create New to create a new form; say, frm3. And set the

onClick navigation for the button to frm3.

8. Select the Pass data with navigation check box. The form frm1and all of its widgets are listed

in a nested structure along with defined local Variables, if any.

9. You can select the required widget data properties or local variables of frm1 to pass data on

navigation from frm2. As you select multiple widget properties, the Navigation Object is

constructed as key-value pairs.
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10. Click View Code to view the default code for the Navigation Object that has been constructed.

Alternatively, you can select the Custom Input check box to create your customized Navigation

Object or navigation flow data.
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11. ClickGenerate Code to verify the data that is sent to frm2.

To use the data that is received from frm1, follow these steps:

1. Click frm2, and then go to Properties > Action.
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2. For the onNavigate Event, click Edit. A confirmation dialog box appears stating that if you have

already defined the onNavigate Event in FormController, the current action will not be

respected.

3. ClickOk. The Action Editor appears.

4. From the list of actions on the left, scroll to the Functions section, and then click Add Snippet.

The code snippet is added to frm2.
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5. ClickGenerate Code. For this action sequence, you can access the data from the eventobject

argument. This is the same argument that was passed from frm1.

6. Click Close.
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Associated Data Panel Features

Mapping Event

Mapping event is available in theMapping Editor. Service invocations dropped on a form or a

FlexContainer in a canvas aremapped to themapping event .

Note: If you add code to the preshow event dynamically, the new code added will override the

mapping event.

View Mapping

When View Mapping is selected for a service on the data panel, the associated action is displayed.
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If more than one action sequence is associated to a service, a fly-out menu is displayed with a drop-

down list. You can select theMapping Action Sequence you want to view. This opens the Action

Editor. For more information, refer Action Editor.
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Manual Refresh

You can refresh the data in the Data panelmanually by using the Refresh icon.When you click the

Refresh icon, the Data panel fetches the latest data from your associated Kony Fabric application. You

can use this Refresh icon to update any changes youmade to your Kony Fabric service by using the

Kony Fabric console, in Visualizer.

Edit Icon

An Edit icon is available in the Data panel to edit themapping event associated with any form. You can

view the form-levelmappings of a form in the Action Editor by clicking the Edit icon. If a form is not

open or if a form does not have anymapping event associated with it, the Edit icon is disabled. For

more information onmapping, click here.
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Service Invocation

When a network call ismade to invoke an async service, the action sequence appears in the Data

panel. For containers, when you drag and a drop an operation or the response from the data panel,

the async service invocation is added to themapping event. Response parameters are auto-

generated on the form. You can also invoke an Identity service by using the drag-and-drop feature

onto a login form. Network actions are used to generate the service invocation.

Highlighted View of Mapped Widgets

When you select a service or its associated operation from the Data panel, themapped UI elements

are highlighted on the form.

When the Data panel goes out of focus or if you select another form, the highlight effect disappears.
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Delete Mapped Widgets

You can delete anymapped widget that ismapped to services by right-clicking the widget, and then

selecting Delete. Visualizer displays a confirmation popup before you can proceed with the widget

deletion. The display of this alert helps prevent any accidental deletions and service failures. ClickOk

to delete the widget and all its children widgets along with the servicemappings.
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Action Sequences

The following action sequences are auto-generated for responses.

Loading Indicator

When enabled, the loading progress of a service call is displayed until the response is completed. You

also have the option to not display (dismiss) the loading indicator.

Data Type Conversion

When youmap a non-matching data type, a popup appears alerting you of the same. The non-

matching data type is then implicitly converted before beingmapped.

Note: The Calendar Date data type is not converted.

Note: You cannot map Boolean and Date fields to widget positional properties such as left, top,

right, and bottom.
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If you want to view the data type conversion, clickGenerate Code in the Action Editor.

The following data types are converted:

l Boolean

l String

l Number (can be further converted as int and float)

Status Check

TheData panel auto-generates actions to perform a service status check andmap the widgets on the

success of the service call.

You can also define your own IF condition blocks by using the Action Editor.

Search Engine Optimization for SPA

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.
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Kony Visualizer supports search engine optimization (SEO) for single-page applications (SPAs) and

Desktop web apps, making their cached web pages discoverable by search bots and spiders, such as

Googlebot.

Implementing SEO in an SPA or Desktop web app involves the following tasks. Once you have

completed them, building the app optimizes it for search engines.

Install PhantomJS

Create an SEOConfiguration File

Create Sitemap.xml

Create SEOFunctions

Call the Search Initialization as an App Service

Set the SEOData Ready Flag

Enable SEO in Kony Visualizer

Install PhantomJS

Based onWebKit, PhantomJS is a headlessweb page browser that pre-renders the HTML of your

SPA or Desktop web app so that its pages are accessible to search bots. To download PhantomJS,

see the Download page on the PhantomJS web site.

Note: After installing PhantomJS, youmay need to ensure that its installation location is added to

your computer's PATH environment variable.

Create an SEO Configuration File

This .json file provides properties to PhantomJS for pre-rendering an SPA's HTML. If both the SEO

configuration file and sitemap.xml define values for properties of the same name, the values defined in

the SEOconfiguration file to precedence over those in sitemap.xml.
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You specify the location of the SEOconfiguration file in the project settings, as described in Enable

SEO in Kony Visualizer.

Important: The extension of the SEOconfiguration file must be .json. For example: seo.json

SEO Configuration File Properties

The properties that can be defined in the SEOconfiguration file are as follows:

Property Description

baseurl Provides you the option of changing the domain name or IP address of the published
server specified in sitemap.xml.

port Provides you the option of changing the port of the published server specified in
sitemap.xml.

channel Defines the channel(s) for which you want to run SEO. Possible values are:
mobile

desktopweb

both

maxiterations Each page is fetchedmultiple times until the data ready flag is set, otherwise, the
build can fail. The default value is 5.

contextpath Provides you the option of changing the contextpath specified in sitemap.xml.

SEO Configuration File Example

The following is an example of an SEOConfiguration file.

{

"channel": "mobile",

"baseurl": "localhost",

"port": "8888"

}
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Create Sitemap.xml

Using the Sitemap Protocol, the sitemap for an SPA is an XML file that lists the SPA's variousURLs,

providing search bots ameans of cataloging and listing them in search results.

In addition to URLs, a sitemap can indicate how often the content of a given URL changes, when it

was last updated, and its importance relative to other URLs in the app.

A sitemap file always has the file name sitemap.xml.

You specify the location of the sitemap file in the project settings, as described in Enable SEO in Kony

Visualizer.

The following is an example of a sitemap file.

< urlset xmlns = "http://www.sitemaps.org/schemas/sitemap/0.9" > < url

> < loc > http: //localhost:8888/test/p?title=Home</loc>

   <changefreq>daily</changefreq>

   <priority>1.0</priority> </url>

<url>           <loc>http://localhost:8888/test/p?title=products</loc>

   <changefreq>daily</changefreq>

   <priority>1.0</priority> </url>

        <url>           <loc>http://localhost:8888/test/p?title=categ

ories</loc>    <changefreq>daily</changefreq>

   <priority>1.0</priority> </url> <url>

   <loc>http://localhost:8888/test/p?title=list</loc>

   <changefreq>daily</changefreq>    <priority>1.0</priority>

</url></urlset>

Create SEO Functions

Two functions are essential for optimizing the content of your SPA or Desktop web app for search

engines. The first initializes the app's data for searching, and the second sets a flag indicating that the

data is ready to be searched. Additionally, you can use a third function to clear the flag indicating that

the data is ready to be searched.

These functions reside in a JavaScript file in theModules folder of your project.
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You call the initialization function at the Channel level as an App Service, and you set the Data Ready

flag once all service calls are completed. Instructions for doing so are provided in the next two

procedures.

The following is an example of a JavaScript file containing these two functions.

function initDeeplinkforSEO(eventObj) {

var param = eventObj.launchparams; 

if (param.title == "home") return frmHome;

if (param.title == "products") return frm01;

if (param.title == "categories") return frm02;

if (param.title == "list") return frm03;

}

function seoReady() {   //call this method after all service calls

are completed   return kony.application.setSEOdataReadyFlag;}

Call the Search Initialization as an App Service

Once you have created a function that initializes the app's data for searching, you create an action

sequence that invokes it as a part of the App Service function. The App Service is the first event

invoked when an application is launched, and so the logic for presenting search data needs to be

added to the App Service function in an action sequence.

To call the search initialization as an app service, do the following:

1. On the Project tab of the Project Explorer, click the channel for which you want to initialize

search, either Desktop, Tablet, or Desktop. Doing so displays the App Events tab on the

Properties pane.

2. On the App Events tab on the Properties pane, click the Edit button that correspondswith App

Service. An action sequence opens in the Action Editor.

3. Scroll down in the Actions pane to the Functions section, and then click Add Snippet. A code

snippet opens in the Code Editor.
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4. In the Code Editor, invoke the function that initializes the app's data for searching. Using the

earlier example, if the function name is initDeeplinkforSEO, the code snippet would be as

follows:

return initDeeplinkforSEO (eventobject);

5. Save the action sequence by pressing Ctrl+S.

Set the SEO Data Ready Flag

You indicate that the data of your app is ready to be optimized for search by invoking the second

function that you created, which sets the Data Ready flag. This takes place at the form level of your

project.

To set the Data Ready flag for a form, do the following:

1. On the Project tab of the Project Explorer, navigate to the first form in your app, and click it.

Doing so opens it in the Visualizer Canvas.

2. On the Properties pane, click the Action tab, and under the General section, click the Edit button

that correspondswith the postShow event. An action sequence opens in the Action Editor.

3. Scroll down in the Actions pane to the Functions section, and then click Invoke Function. From

the Function Name drop-down list in the bottom pane of the Action Editor, click the name of the

function you created that sets the Data Ready flag. Using the earlier example, if the function

name that would be selected is seoReady.

4. Save the action sequence by pressing Ctrl+S.

5. Repeat this procedure for every form in the app.

Enable SEO in Kony Visualizer

With your channels, app forms, andmodules properly set up for optimizing your app for search

engines, you need to enable SEO in the project settings of Kony Visualizer.

To enable SEO in Kony Visualizer, do the following:
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1. On the File menu, click Settings, and then click theMobile Web tab.

2. Configure the following settings, using the illustration below as a guide.

l In the SEOsection, click Enable SEO.

l Click the Browse button corresponding to sitemap.xml Path, navigate to the location of

your app's sitemap.xml file, click sitemap.xml, and then clickOpen.

l Click the Browse button corresponding to SEO Config File, navigate to the location of

your app's SEOconfiguration file, click it, and then clickOpen.

l Using your computer's file explorer, navigate to the location of the executable for

PhantomJS (i.e. phantomjs.exe), copy the folder path, and then in Kony Visualizer,

paste it into the Phantom path text box of theMobile Web tab.

l In theMeta Tags text box, enter meta tags for the web page. The content entered in this

text box is added to theMeta tag under the head section of HTML for the associatedWeb

app during its initial page launch.

3. Click Finish.

4. Build your app.
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Publish a Kony Fabric App

Until an app is published, all its services and features are limited to just the Kony Visualizer

development environment. To connect the app to live services, you have to publish the application to

Kony Fabric. After you have signed in to Kony Fabric, you can select and publish your app to any of

your cloud accounts. You can publish your app from the Kony Fabric Console by using the Publish tab.

Prerequisites

Before you can publish an app to Kony Fabric, youmust meet the following prerequisites:

l Have a Kony Fabric account.

l Configure Kony Fabric in Kony Visualizer.

l Create a Kony Fabric app corresponding to the Kony Visualizer app that you are publishing.

For more information, refer Connecting to Services andGetting Started with Kony Fabric.

Important: If your app contains deprecated widgets, it is possible that their skinsmay refer to the

Helvetica font. If you are not explicitly using Helvetica in your app, youmust verify your app's

configuration andmanually remove references to Helvetica before submitting it to the store.

This topic contains the following sections:

l Directly publish an app to Kony Fabric

l Publish the app fromKony Fabric

Directly Publish an App to Kony Fabric

FromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 FP 35 onwards, an option to directly publish your app to Kony Fabric

has been provided. This feature is available on both Kony Visualizer and Kony Visualizer Classic.

To directly publish an app to Kony Fabric, follow these steps:
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1. In Kony Visualizer, sign in to your KonyCloud account. To do so, from the upper-right corner of

the Kony Visualizer window, click Login. The Kony Account sign-in window opens. Type your

KonyCloud email and password credentials, and then click Sign in. Kony Visualizer uses the

configured Kony Fabric URL to sign in to Kony Fabric.

Note: In Kony Visualizer Classic, you can configure the Kony Fabric URL by going to:

Window > Preferences > Kony Visualizer > Kony Fabric.

Important: If you are not able to get beyond the login page for the Kony Fabric Console, it

could be because you set up Kony Fabricby using a self-signed certificate. The self-signed

certificate allows you to install Kony Fabric, however, whichWindows andGoogle Chrome

do not trust the allow you to sign in. To resolve this issue, locate the certificate (youmay

need to contact your system administrator to do so), and then import it to the Trusted Root

Certification Authorities folder of theWindowsCertificate Store. For more information on

how to import a certificate into theWindowsStore, refer Import or export certificates and

private keys on theMicrosoft web site.

2. Select a default environment for Kony Fabric. To do so, on the File menu, click Settings. Then,

click the Kony Fabric Details tab. At the top of this tab, under Kony Fabric Environment, select

an environment from the drop-down list. Click Finish. If you do not see any environments listed,

you need to create one. For more information, refer Environments in the Kony Fabric Console

User Guide.

3. To publish to Kony Fabric, your Kony Visualizer client appmust be associated with a Kony

Fabric app, whichmeans that you need to either create a new Kony Fabric app or use an

existing one. To do so, on the Project tab of the Project Explorer, click the context menu arrow

for Kony Fabric, and then click either Create New App or Use Existing App. From the Kony

Fabric Application dialog box, select the Kony Fabric app to which you want to associate your

Kony Visualizer app. For more information on how to create a new Kony Fabric app, refer How

to Add Applications in the Kony Fabric Console User Guide.
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Note: If you want to associate your Kony Visualizer app with a different Kony Fabric app, on the

Project Explorer, click the context menu arrow for Kony Fabric, and then click Unlink App. To link

to a different Kony Fabric app, click the context menu arrow for Kony Fabric, and then click

either Create New App, or Use Existing App.

4. Right-click Kony Fabric for the linked app, and then click Publish to Kony Fabric. The app is

successfully published to Kony Fabric.

Note: If you have not done so earlier, a dialog box appears asking you to select a valid Kony Fabric

environment.

Publish the App from Kony Fabric

After you have published your app to Kony Fabric fromKony Visualizer, you can publish the app from

Kony Fabric. This feature is applicable only in Kony Visualizer Classic.

To publish your app from Kony Fabric, follow these steps:
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1. Once you have selected a Kony Fabric app to which you want to bind your Kony Visualizer app,

the Kony Fabric Console opens. On the Kony Fabric console, click the Publish tab.

The status of the environment to which you want to publish the client app indicateswhether the

Kony Fabric app has been published.

Status when Not Published Status when Published

2. If the Kony Fabric app to which you have bound the client app has not yet been published, select

the app for publish.
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3. Click Next. The Environments page appears.

4. The Configure page displays options to change the configuration of your Services. Tomake any

changes, click + Service Configuration., and then click any of the blue-text fields.

Note: If your app is an upload of web app ( such as SPA, DesktopWeb/ResponsiveWeb,

or ProgressiveWeb App) binary , the Configure page displays a drop-down list of options

specific to the web client environment.

5. If available, you can reconfigure the application-level settings and service configuration settings

from this page .

6. Click Save and Publish. The app and any associated services are published to the selected

environment.

Note: If you are building a Kony Visualizer web app ( such as SPA, Desktop

Web/ResponsiveWeb, or ProgressiveWeb App), youmust first define and publish any

required Kony Fabric services. After you build anyweb application and upload its binaries to

Kony Fabric, you cannot publish a service to it.

If you encounter an error while publishing the Kony Fabric, try publishing again.
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7. To close the Kony Fabric Console and return to Kony Visualizer, from theQuick Launch Bar

along the upper left edge of Kony Visualizer, click the Visualizer icon . Since you are still

logged in to your Kony account, Kony Visualizer continues to have access to your Kony Fabric

apps and services.

8. Launch the app. To do so, on the Product menu, navigate to Run As, and then select an

emulator to run the app on.

Apply Application Security

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

Kony protects all applications usingmethods like design time security, critical business logic security,

and on-device encryption. All the applications developed through Kony are compliant with Payment

Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS), HIPAA/HITECH, SOC2 Type II, ISO

270001:2013, and addressOWASP top 10mobile vulnerabilities, support Single Sign-On (SSO), and

Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA), Federal Information Processing System (FIPS) 140-2. Standards

followed by Kony adhere toMicrosoft Security Development Lifecycle (SDLC) for product

development, OpenWeb Application Security Project (OWASP) for secure coding and testing, Web

Application Security Consortium (WASC) guidelines for threat modeling, coding, and testing, and

follow Application Security Verification Standard (ASVS) for testing security controls.
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For enhanced security, Kony provides strong application protection solutions by using anti-tampering

mechanisms,White BoxCryptography (WBC), Cryptography and Encryption APIs, and also can

secure network communications. Following are twomethods you can use to enhance security in your

application.

l Kony APIs - You canmake your applicationmore secure by protecting the data in your

application using the security APIs provided by Kony. Data can be encrypted using

Cryptography APIs, offline data can be encrypted and stored using SQL Database Encryption

APIs, and network communications can be secured using two-way SSL/Mutual Authentication

(SSL Pinning + Client Authentication).

l Protected Mode option - Applications built in Kony Visualizer can use the additional security

enhancements by building the application in the ProtectedMode. Kony Platform code for iOS

and Android is equipped with mechanisms that can protect your application by detecting attacks

like tampering, swizzling, debugging, jail breaking (iOS), rooting (Android), and information

disclosure. Additional securitymechanisms are provided through the use ofWhite Box

Cryptography to protect application business logic and source code. Application reacts to the

attack by exiting upon detecting attacks to prevent further attempts.

This topic covers the following:

Build Runtime Security in the Application

Protect the Application Binaries

ProtectionMechanismsProvided by Kony

RSA Public/Private Key Pair Generation, Encryption, and Usage

Configure Project Settings in Kony Visualizer

Impact on App's Performance

Application Security Guidelines

Build Runtime Security in the Application

You can build runtime security in your application using the following Kony features and API's: 
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l Data can be encrypted using Cryptography APIs.

l Offline data can be encrypted and stored in SQL Database Encryption APIs.

l Network communications can be secured using Two-way SSL/Mutual Authentication

(SSL Pinning + Client Authentication) which defends against man-in-the-middle attacks by

authenticating both the client and server to each other.

o SSL Pinning - This extra feature authenticates the server to which the application is

communicating. For more information, see Allow Self-Signed Certificates (Android, iOS).

o Client Authentication - This extra security feature uses a certificate to authenticate a

client to a server.

SSL Pinning - Windows Limitation

For Windows devices, when SSL pinning is implemented, and the HTTPRequest initiates, if a Man in

theMiddle (MitM) attack accesses the HttpRequest (for example, fiddler), the HttpRequest goes to the

server through theMitM and comeswith a response. However, the client does not receive the

response as theMitM attack corrupts the certificate of the response during the communication

process. This applies to all windows channels (WindowsPhone8.1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10,

Windows 10mobile &WindowsDesktop).

In case of Android and iOS platforms, if there is aMitM attach, the HttpRequest aborts.

Protect the Application Binaries

In Kony Visualizer, ProtectedMode option enables several security features that secure the binary at

build time by includingmultiple self-protection securitymechanisms. To use the option, enable the

Protected Mode check box in the Project Settings dialog. If an application attack is observed, the

securitymechanism exits the application.

In this section, you will learn about: 

1. ProtectionMechanismsProvided by Kony

2. RSA Key Pair Generation, Encryption, and Usage
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3. Configure Project Settings

Protection Mechanisms Provided by Kony

Kony provides the following application and code-levelmechanisms to protect your application: 

1. Anti-tamper Protection - Following are the application self-protection securitymechanisms

used by Kony that react by exiting application on detecting an attack: 

o Tamper Protection - Fights against application compromise by detectingmodifications in

the application.

o Jailbreak / Root detection – Resists runtime attacks by preventing app from running on a

rooted or jailbroken device. For more information on, click here.

o Swizzling detection – Prevents the abuse/misuse of the swizzling feature to override

methods at runtime. This attack is specific to Objective C in iOS.

o Anti-debugging - Prevents debugging of a production application to prevent attackers

from analyzing the application at runtime.

2. Protecting Cryptographic Keys using White Box Cryptography (WBC) - Cryptographic keys

are critical to securing systems such as applications and communications, and thereforemust

be protected at all times. Kony provides powerful secure cryptographic capability beyond the

native operating system’s capabilities. Kony's encryption and decryption uses a secure process

known asWhite BoxCryptography to perform encryption and decryption while keeping the keys

safe. The keys are never present in static form or in memory at runtime.WBC is a secure

implementation of cryptographic algorithms in a system that employs cryptographic algorithm

and keys. Strong algorithms are used for encryption and decryption, insecure, and deprecated

algorithms are not used.

RSA Key Pair Generation, Encryption, and Usage

Prerequisites

For OpenSSL command to work, for theWindows environment, you can use a couple of different

third-party tools, such asGit Bash, which is available here, and Cygwin, which is available here.
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To generate, encrypt, and use the RSA key pair, follow these steps: 

1. Open a terminal (Git Bash or Cygwin terminal inWindows ) and type openssl.

2. Generate RSA public/private key pair using OpenSSL.

a. Generate a 2048-bit RSA key using this command.

openssl genrsa -out private_key.pem 2048

b. Extract public key fromRSA key pair using this command.

openssl rsa -pubout -in private_key.pem -out public_key.pem

c. View the private key using this command.
openssl rsa -text -in private_key.pem

d. To use private keys use the following commands.

i. less private_key.pem to verify that it starts with a -----BEGIN RSA

PRIVATE KEY-----.

ii. less public_key.pem to verify that it starts with a -----BEGIN PUBLIC

KEY——.

3. Raise a customer support ticket and provide your public key and Kony Visualizer version details

in the ticket.

Important: The Public keymust not be shared with anyone except QuantumSupport.

4. TheQuantum security team validates the information and encrypts your public key.

5. TheQuantum security team shares the encrypted public keywith the unique clientID and

clientSecret in the same customer support ticket that you had raised.

l For iOS, Quantum provides a set of fin keys along with the public key to protect

iOS applications.
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Note: Starting with QuantumVisualizer V8 SP3, fin keys are not applicable.

Quantum support will not provide the fin keys folder if your Visualizer version is V8

SP3 or later.

Important: Youmust not share your private keywith anyone including Kony, Inc. In case of

a key compromise, generate a new set of keys and send the public key via a Quantum

customer support ticket.

6. Navigate to your Konyworkspace and create a __encryptionkeys folder.

7. Place the following keys received fromKony in __encryptionkeys folder.

a. Your private key. The private keymust be named as private_key.pem.

b. Encrypted Public keys provided by Kony.

Note: Starting with Kony Visualizer V8 SP3, fin keys are not applicable. Once you

have updated your Visualizer version to V8 SP3 or later, you can delete the fin keys

folder from your __encryptionkeys folder.

c. For iOS, the fin keys provided by Kony. These keys are provided for protecting

iOS applications.
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Configure Project Settings in Kony Visualizer

To enable Protected Mode in Project Settings, follow these steps:

1. In Kony Visualizer, click Project Settings.

2. Go to Native > iPhone/iPad/Watch or Android tab.

3. Select the Protected Mode option.

Note: The ProtectedMode option works only if the application is built in Releasemode.
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4. Click Finish.
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Note: Before you proceed to build your iOS application, youmust first go toWindow >

Preferences > Kony Visualizer > Devices > iOS and enable automatic builds for iOS. This

action ensures that the native XCode project is updated for the app.

5. Go to Product > Build. The Build Generation for Sample dialog box appears.

6. Select the required channels and platforms.
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7. In the Build Mode drop-down list, click release.

8. Click Build.

9. After the application is built, go to Product > Launch Emulator, and then click the required

emulator or device.
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Impact on App's Performance

While enabling security features in your application ensures attacks are prevented, your application's

start-up timemay slow. Following image provides you insight on the performance hit if you enable the

ProtectedMode option.

Application Security Guidelines

It is recommended that you follow the security guidelines to ensure the application is fully protected.

1. Data at Rest

2. Data Protection

3. Database Security

4. Input Validation
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5. Output Encoding

6. Data in Transit

7. Authentication

8. SessionManagement

9. AccessControl

10. Error Handling and Logging

11. File Management

Data at Rest

l Do not store sensitive information on a device (especially on jailbroken and rooted devices).

l Avoid hard coding sensitive data (cryptographic keys, passwords).

l Consider removing any data stored and cached on the device when a user logs out of the

application or removes application from the device.

Note: If datamust be stored, ensure that it is encrypted by leveraging Kony’s Cryptographic APIs.

In addition, Kony recommends building the application in ProtectedMode for additional protection

of the binary. Although Kony providesmany security features and layers of defense, we cannot

guarantee that your application will remain secure if best practices and secure design principles

are not followed.

Data Protection

l Protect server-side source code from being downloaded by a user.

l Do not store passwords, connection strings, or other sensitive information in clear text or in any

non-cryptographically securemanner on the client side. This includes embedding in insecure

formats likeMicrosoft Viewstate, Adobe Flash, or compiled code.
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l Remove comments in user accessible production code that may reveal back-end system or

other sensitive information.

l Remove debug code and functionality from production code.

l Do not include sensitive information in HTTP GET request parameters.

l Disable autocomplete features on forms containing sensitive information including

authentication.

l Disable client side caching on pages containing sensitive information. Cache-Control - no-store,

may be used in conjunction with the HTTP header control Pragma: no-cache, which is less

effective, but is HTTP/1.0 backward compatible.

l The application should support the removal of sensitive data when the data is no longer

required. (personal information or certain financial data), such as upon a logout.

Database Security

l Use strongly typed parameterized queries.

l Use input validation and output encoding and ensure you addressmeta characters. If these fail,

do not run the database command.

l Ensure that variables are strongly typed.

l The application should use the lowest possible level of privilege when accessing the database.

l Ensure that only cryptographically strong one-way salted hashes of passwords are stored and

that the table/file that stores the passwords and keys is write-able only by the application. (Do

not use theMD5 algorithm if it can be avoided)

Input Validation

l Identify all data sources and classify them into trusted and untrusted. Validate all data from

untrusted sources (for example, databases, file streams, and so on.)

l There should be a centralized input validation routine for an application.
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l Specify proper character sets, such asUTF-8, for all sources of input.

l Encode data to a common character set before validating (canonicalize).

l All validation failures should result in input rejection.

l Determine if the system supports UTF-8 extended character sets. If so, validate after UTF-8

decoding is completed.

l Validate all client provided data before processing, including all parameters, URLs and HTTP

header content (for example, cookie names and values). Include automated postbacks from

JavaScript, Flash, or other embedded code.

l Verify that header values in both requests and responses contain only ASCII characters.

l Validate data from redirects (an attacker may submit malicious content directly to the target of

the redirect, thus circumventing application logic and any validation performed before the

redirect).

l Validate for expected data types.

l Validate data range.

l Validate data length.

l Validate all input against a white list of allowed characters, when possible.

l If any potentially hazardous charactersmust be allowed as input, implement additional controls

like output encoding and secure task-specific APIs. You should also account for the use of data

throughout the application . Examples of common hazardous characters include:

< > " ' % ( ) & + \ \' \"

l If your standard validation routine cannot address the following inputs, then they should be

checked discretely

o Check for null bytes (%00).

o Check for new line characters (%0d, %0a, \r, \n).
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o Check for dot-dot-slash" (../ or ..\) path alterations characters. In caseswhere UTF-8

extended character set encoding is supported, address alternate representation like

%c0%ae%c0%ae/. Utilize canonicalization to address double encoding or other forms of

obfuscation attacks.

Output Encoding

l Conduct all encoding on a trusted system (for example, the server)

l Use a standard, tested routine for each type of outbound encoding.

l Contextually output encode all data returned to the client that originated outside the

application's trust boundary. HTML entity encoding is one example, but does not work in all

cases.

l Encode all characters unless they are known to be safe for the intended interpreter.

l Contextually sanitize all output of untrusted data to queries for SQL, XML, and LDAP.

l Sanitize all output of untrusted data to operating system commands.

Data in Transit

l Implement encryption for the transmission of all sensitive information. This should include TLS

for protecting the connection andmay be supplemented by discrete encryption of sensitive files

or non-HTTP connections.

l TLS certificates should be valid and have the correct domain name. The certificates also should

be current and be installed with intermediate certificates when required.

l Failed TLS connections should not fall back to an insecure connection.

l Use TLS for connections to external systems that involve sensitive information or functions.

l Use a single standard TLS implementation that is configured appropriately.

l Use TLS connections for all content requiring authenticated access and for all other sensitive

information.
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o If SSL/TLS is used, do not mix use of encrypted and unencrypted communication (i.e. do

not use HTTP and HTTPS in the application) because youmay inadvertently disclose

information over an unencrypted channel.

l Usemutual authentication (Two-WaySSL) tomitigateman-in-the-middle attacks.

l Use certificate and public key pinning (https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Certificate_and_

Public_Key_Pinning) to mitigateman-in-the-middle attacks.

l Specify character encodings for all connections.

l Filter parameters containing sensitive information from the HTTP referer, when linking to

external sites.

Note: If certificate pinning is used, be aware that when the SSL certificate expires or is

revoked, a timely application update is required to ensure that users can communicate with

the server and avoid interrupted service. Plan an application update for updating

certificates.

Authentication

l Authenticate each API call and resource.

l Authentication failure responses should not indicate which part of the authentication data is

incorrect. For example, instead of Invalid username or Invalid password, just use Invalid

username and/or password for both. Error responsesmust be identical in both display and

source code.

l Use only HTTP POST requests to transmit authentication credentials.

l Enforce password complexity requirements established by policy or regulation. Authentication

credentials should be sufficient to withstand attacks that are typical of the threats in the deployed

environment. (requiring alphanumeric and/or special characters).

l Enforce password length requirements established by policy or regulation. Eight characters is

commonly used, but 16 is better. Also, consider the use of multi-word pass phrases.
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l Password entry should be obscured on the user's screen. (for example, on web forms use the

input type password).

l Enforce account disabling after an established number of invalid login attempts (for example, a

limit of five attempts is common). The account must be disabled for a period of time sufficient to

discourage brute-force guessing of credentials, but not so long as to allow for a denial-of-service

attack to be performed.

l Password reset and changing operations require the same level of controls as account creation

and authentication.

l If using email-based resets, only send email to a pre-registered addresswith a temporary

link/password.

l Temporary passwords and links should have a short expiration time.

l Enforce the changing of temporary passwords on the next use.

l Notify users when a password reset occurs.

l Prevent re-use of passwords.

l Disable Remember Me functionality for password fields.

l The last use (successful or unsuccessful) of a user account should be reported to the user upon

the next successful log-in.

l Re-authenticate users before performing critical operations.

l Usemulti-factor authentication for highly sensitive or high value transactional accounts.

l If using third-party code for authentication, inspect the code carefully for malicious code.

Session Management

l Use the server or framework’s sessionmanagement controls. The application should only

recognize the session identifiers as valid.

l Log-out functionality should be available from all pages protected by authorization.
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l Set the domain and path for cookies containing authenticated session identifiers to an

appropriately restricted value for the site.

l Sessionmanagement controls should use well-vetted algorithms that ensure sufficiently

random session identifiers.

l Establish a session-inactivity timeout that is as short as possible, based on balancing risk and

business functional requirements. In most cases, the timeout should be nomore than several

hours.

l Disallow persistent log-ins and enforce periodic session terminations, even when the session is

active. Especially for applications supporting rich network connections or connecting to critical

systems. Termination times should support business requirements, and a user should receive

sufficient notification to lessen negative impacts.

l If a session was established before log-in, close that session and establish a new session after a

successful log-in.

l Generate a new session identifier on any re-authentication.

l Do not allow concurrent log-ins with the same user ID.

l Do not expose session identifiers in URLs, error messages, or logs. Session identifiers should

only be located in the HTTP cookie header. For example, do not pass session identifiers asGET

parameters.

l Periodically generate a new session identifier if the connection security changes fromHTTP to

HTTPS, as can occur during authentication.Within an application, it is recommended to

consistently use HTTPS rather than switching between HTTP to HTTPS.

l Generate a new session identifier and deactivate the old one periodically. (This action can

mitigate certain session hijacking scenarios where the original identifier was compromised).

l Set HttpOnly (https://www.owasp.org/index.php/HttpOnly) attributes on all cookies.

l Set the secure attribute for cookies transmitted over a TLS connection.

(https://www.owasp.org/index.php/SecureFlag)
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Access Control

l Access controls should fail securely.

l Deny all access if the application cannot access its security configuration information.

l Enforce authorization controls on every request, including thosemade by server-side scripts,

includes, and requests from rich client-side technologies like AJAX and Flash.

l Segregate privileged logic from other application code.

l Restrict access to files or other resources, including those outside the application's direct

control, to only authorized users.

l Restrict access to protected URLs to only authorized users.

l Restrict access to protected functions to only authorized users.

l Restrict direct object references to only authorized users.

l Restrict access to services to only authorized users.

l Restrict access to application data to only authorized users.

l Restrict access to user and data attributes, and policy information used by access controls.

l Restrict access to security-relevant configuration information to only authorized users.

l Server-side implementation and presentation layer representations of access control rulesmust

match.

l If state datamust be stored on the client, use encryption and integrity checking on the server

side to catch state tampering.

l Enforce application logic flows to comply with business rules.

l Limit the number of transactions a single user or device can perform in a given period of time.

The transactions/time should be above the actual business requirement, but low enough to

deter automated attacks.
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l Use the referer header as a supplemental check only. The referer header should never be the

sole authorization check, because it can be spoofed.

l If long authenticated sessions are allowed, periodically re-validate a user’s authorization to

ensure that the user's privileges have not changed. If the privileges have changed, log the user

out and force the user to re-authenticate.

l Implement account auditing and enforce the disabling of unused accounts. (for example, after

nomore than 30 days from the expiration of an account’s password).

l An applicationmust support disabling of accounts and terminating sessionswhen authorization

ceases. (for example, changes to role, employment status, business process, and so on).

Error Handling and Logging

l Do not disclose sensitive information , such as system details, session identifiers or account

information,

l Use error handlers that do not display debugging or stack trace information.

l Implement generic error messages, and use custom error pages.

l An application should handle application errors and not rely on the server configuration.

l Properly free allocatedmemorywhen error conditions occur.

l Error handling logic associated with security controls should deny access by default.

l All logging controls should be implemented on a trusted system (that is the server)

o Logging controls should support successes and failures of specified security events.

o Ensure logs contain important log event data.

o Ensure log entries that include un-trusted data will not execute as code in the intended log

viewing interface or software.

o Restrict access to logs to only authorized individuals.

l Use amaster routine for all logging operations.
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l Do not store sensitive information in logs, including unnecessary system details, session

identifiers, or passwords.

l Ensure that amechanism exists to conduct log analysis.

l Log all input validation failures.

l Log all authentication attempts, especially failures.

l Log all access control failures.

l Log all apparent tampering events, including unexpected changes to state data.

l Log attempts to connect with invalid or expired session tokens.

l Log all system exceptions.

l Log all administrative functions, including changes to the security configuration settings.

l Log all back-end TLS connection failures.

l Log cryptographicmodule failures.

l Use a cryptographic hash function to validate log entry integrity.

File Management

l Require authentication before allowing a file to be uploaded.

l Limit the type of files that can be uploaded to only those types that are needed for business

purposes.

l Validate uploaded files are the expected type by checking file headers. Checking for file type by

extension alone is not sufficient.

l Do not save files in the sameweb context as the application. Files should either go to the

content server or in the database.

l Prevent or restrict the uploading of any file that may be interpreted by the web server.

l Turn off execution privileges on file upload directories.
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l When referencing existing files, use a white list of allowed file names and types. Validate the

value of the parameter being passed, if the value does not match one of the expected values,

either reject it or use a hard-coded default file value for the content instead.

l Do not pass directory or file paths, use index valuesmapped to pre-defined list of paths.

l Never send the absolute file path to a client.

l Ensure application files and resources are read only.

l Scan user uploaded files for viruses andmalware.

Note: For amore comprehensive list, Kony recommends the secure coding checklists and best

practicesmaintained by theOpenWeb Application Security Project (OWASP).

Jailbroken and Rooted Device Detection

Android

OnAndroid devices, root detection dialog displayswhen the app is launched in the foreground. The

detection happens through the Kony auto-generated launcher activity using KonyMain. If a user writes

custom activities using FFI and Framework, root detection does not happen.

If an app is triggered by background sources (Push, GeoFence, SMS, etc.,) root detection dialog does

not display. However, a process is created in the background for this app with no application data

loaded inmemory.

Default Error Message: This device does not meet theminimum security requirements for this

application. Please contact the app publisher for more details. The application will exit when you press

OK.

You canmodify the Default Error Message using the i18N string defined with keyROOT_

DETECTION_MESSAGE. If you do not have an i18n string, default standard error message appears.

Visualizer tries to respect the i18N key defined in a locale whichmatches current device locale and

then the i18N key defined in a locale whichmatches Visualizer/IDE set default locale and then the

Default Error Message in order of preference.
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The following APIs are not respected as they are available only when JavaScript is loaded and

JavaScript is never loaded when rooting of a device is detected.

l kony.i18n.setCurrentLocaleAsync

l kony.i18n.setDefaultLocaleAsync

Important: Youmust define your locate specific error message with i18n keyROOT_

DETECTION_MESSAGE.

Tomodify the default error message for Android, do the following:

1. Create a stringconstants.xml file with the following content.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<resources>

<string name="default_root_detetection_message">Custom Root

Detection Message</string>

</resources>

2. Modify the CustomRoot DetectionMessage as per your requirement

3. Copy the file in the following folders as required

For mobile - <WorkSpace>\<Application>\resources\mobile\native\android\values

For tablet - <WorkSpace>\<Application>\resources\tablet\native\androidtab\values

iOS

Visualizer tries to respect the i18N key defined in a locale whichmatches current device locale and

then the i18N key defined in a locale whichmatches Visualizer/IDE set default locale and then the

Default Error Message in order of preference.

Whenever an app is launched on a jailbroken iOS device, a jailbroken detection dialog will appear.

To customize the jailbroken dialog in i18n keys manually, do the following:
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1. In Kony Visualizer, on the Edit menu (the Project menu for Kony Visualizer), click

Internationalization (i18n). The Configure Internationalization dialog box displays.

2. In the Configure Internationalization dialog box, an initial row for an i18n key and the locales you

want your app to support is displayed. In the Key field, type the name for your jailbroken key,

ROOT_DETECTION_MESSAGE.

3. In each locale's field for the ROOT_DETECTION_MESSAGE key, enter the word or phrase.

Here, for English locale, define your message.

4. Click Finish.

For more information on how tomanually add keys in i18N, click here.

Certificate Pinning

To check trust for communication between an app and a server, server certificates are bundled with

the application. Pinning is a process of associating a host with their expected certificate or public key.

Once a certificate or public key is known or seen for a host, the certificate or public key is associated or

pinned to the host.

Pinningmakes use of knowledge of the pre-existing relationship between the user and an organization

or service tomake the security-related decisions better. As the information is already on the server or

service, you do not need to rely on generalizedmechanismsmeant to solve the key distribution

problem. You do not need to turn to DNS for name/addressmappings or CAs for bindings and status.

In this document, you will learn about the following topics: 

1. Get the Certificate that you want to Pin

2. Enable Certificate Pinning in iOS

3. Enable Certificate Pinning in Android

4. Enable Certificate Pinning inWindows
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Get the Certificate that you want to Pin

To get the certificate that is to be pinned, follow any of these two procedureswhich are common for all

platforms:

Generate by using the KonySSLPinningTool.jar Tool

Follow these steps to use the KonySSLPinningTool.jar file:

1. Download the zipped KonySSLPinningTool.jar file to your local system, and then unzip it.

Note: Youmust run the KonySSLPinningTool.jar file with Java 8 or later.

2. Run the following command to save the entire certificate chain from leaf to root individual cert

files in der format:

java -jar KonySSLPinningTool.jar --cert_format DER --ssl_host HOST_NAME --ssl_port

PORT

here, HOST_NAME: The host name of your server.

PORT: HTTPS port on which your server is listening. It defaults to 443, if --ssl_port option is not

specified.

All the certificates are saved with their common name (CN) as the file names after replacing the non-

alpha numeric characters with underscore ( _ )

Note: TheWindows platform respects only .cer extension for certificates. So, youmust change

the extension of the generated certs from .der to .cer before performing pinning in the application.

You can get additional information on the supported command line arguments by using this command:

java -jar KonySSLPinningTool.jar –help

Retrieve Certificates through openssl Command or Browser

Follow these steps to retrieve the certificate by using either the openssl command or by using anyweb

browser:
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l Use the following openssl command to get the leaf certificate for a site.

openssl s_client -servername <HOST_NAME> -showcerts -connect < HOST_NAME

>:<PORT> </dev/null 2>/dev/null|openssl x509 -outform PEM >mycertfile.pem

where, HOST_NAME: The host name of your server.

PORT: HTTPS port on which your server is listening. The port number is usually 443, unless

configured differently.

Note: This commandmay return a different certificate when the server supports Server

Name Indication (SNI).

So, while using with servers that support SNI, ensure that the openssl version is 1.1.1a or

1.0.2q or later, which has SNI extension enabled by default.

Note: You can verify the Open SSL version by using the following command: openssl

version

l Alternatively, you can retrieve the certificates by using browser by opening anyHTTPS URL of

the required domain in your web browser and export the certificate (leaf or any intermediate) by

inspecting the certificates fetched from the HTTPS connection. Note that the certificate-

exporting proceduremay vary from browser to browser and from version to version of the same

browser. You can consult the respective usage guides for the relevant procedure.

l Use the following command to convert the certificate to .der format:

l For iOS and Android: openssl x509 -outform der -in mycertfile.pem -out certificate.der

l For Windows: openssl x509 -outform der -in mycertfile.pem -out certificate.cer

Note: Windows platform respects only .cer extension for certificates.
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Note: The certificate that you choose for pinning impacts the level of security you achieve.

The security level decreases as you navigate up the certificate chain from leaf to root

certificate. You can pin either the leaf certificate in chain, or the intermediate CA certificate,

or pin both the leaf and intermediate CA certificates simultaneously. Typically, the

intermediate CA certificate is your organizational CA certificate.

Enable Certificate Pinning in iOS

Follow these steps to enable Certificate Pinning in iOS:

1. Bundle the certificate in the application.

a. Navigate to the application resources folder and create a certs folder in it.

b. certs folder need to be created in the following path:

i. <workspace>/<app>/resources/mobile/native/iphone/

ii. <workspace>/<app>/resources/tablet/native/ipad/

c. Place server certificates inside the certs folder.

2. Configure SSL Pinning.

a. In infoplist_configuration.json file, add the entry { "allowbundledonly" = true }. For more

information on how to configure custom key value pairs in iOS platform, click here.

Enable Certificate Pinning in Android

Follow these steps to enable Certificate Pinning in Android:
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1. Navigate to the application resources folder.

2. Copy the server certificate to the certs folder as shown. Create the folder hierarchy, if required.

l For mobile - <workspace>/<app>/resources/mobile/native/android/assets/certs/

l For tablet - <workspace>/<app>/resources/tablet/native/androidtab/assets/certs/

3. In Kony Studio, right-click your application and go to Properties > Native > Android.

4. From the Network Trust Config (or) Allow Self Signed/Untrusted Certificates drop-down list,

select Allow Bundled.

5. Build the application for Android platform.

Enable Certificate Pinning in Windows

Follow these steps to enable Certificate Pinning inWindows:

1. Navigate to the application resources folder.

2. Copy the server certificate to the certs folder as shown. Create the folder hierarchy, if required.

l For mobile - <workspace>/<app>/resources/mobile/native/winphone8/assets/certs/

l For tablet - <workspace>/<app>/resources/tablet/native/windows8/assets/certs/

3. For themobile channel in Kony Studio, right-click your application and go to Properties >

Native > Windows Phone > Common.

4. For tablet channel in Kony Studio, right-click your application and go to Properties > Native >

Windows Tablet > Application UI.

5. From the Network Trust Config (or) Allow Self Signed/Untrusted Certificates drop-down list,

select Allow Bundled.

6. Build the application fromWindows platform.
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Public Key Pinning

SSL Pinning

SSL Pinning is the process of associating a host with their expected X509 certificate or a public key.

Once a host's certificate or public key is known or identified, the certificate or public key is associated or

'pinned' to the host. This offers protection against certificate forgery.

You have to take the following decisions in the pinning process:

l What must be pinned: Either pin the certificate or pin the public key. Kony supports both

Certificate pinning and Public Key pinning.

l Which certificate/public key to pin against in the chain: The certificate/public key that you

choose for pinning impacts the level of security that can be achieved, and this security level

decreases as you navigate up the certificate chain from leaf to root certificate. Youmust pin

either the leaf in chain or the intermediate CA. Typically, you should choose the organizational

CA as the intermediate CA for pinning.

Public Key Pinning

Kony has previously rolled out the Certificate Pinning feature. The drawback of Certificate Pinning is

that when the server rotates its certificate on a regular basis, you would need to update the application

regularly aswell.

The Public Key Pinning feature addresses the downside of certificate pinning. By using key pinning,

you can avoid frequent application updates as the pubic key can remain same for longer periods.

So if you want to minimize your maintenance efforts and still want a secure communication through

your application, then leveraging the HTTP Public Key Pinning feature is the best solution.

Note: For Android, you can alternatively achieve Public Key Pinning by using Android Network

Security Configuration for API level 24 and later. To learnmore about the differences between the

Kony Public Key Pinning and Android Network Security Configuration features, click here.
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Enable Public Key Pinning

To enable the Public Key Pinning feature for a Kony application, follow these steps:

1. In your Kony Visualizer project, from the Project Explorer, click Project Setings. The Project

Settingswindow appears.

2. Click the Native tab. A horizontal list of sub-tabs appears under Native.

3. Follow these steps for the required platform:

l For Android: Go to Android > Mobile/Tablet. From the Network Trust Config drop-down

list, select Allow Pinned.

If the Allow Pinned option is not available in Visualizer, you canmanually specify the

networktrustconfig property in the androidbuild.properties file.

l For WindowsPhone: Go toWindows Phone > Common. From the Network Trust

Config drop-down list, select Allow Pinned.

l For Windows Tablet: Go toWindows Tablet > Application UI. From the Network Trust

Config drop-down list, select Allow Pinned.

l For iOS: In infoplist_configuration.json file, add the entry { 

"KonyHTTPPublicKeyPinning" = true }. For more information on how to configure

custom key value pairs in iOS platform, click here.

In addition, youmust provide the <workspace>/<platform-specific-path-to-certs>/public_keys.json

file. This file contains all the information on the domain versus the pins configuration (the JSON format

is explained in the next section).

Path of public_keys.json file in different Platforms and Channels

In iOS

l For iPhone: <workspace>/<app>/resources/mobile/native/iphone/certs/public_keys.json

l For iPad: <workspace>/<app>/resources/tablet/native/ipad/certs/public_keys.json
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In Android

l For mobile: <workspace>/<app>/resources/mobile/native/android/assets/certs/

l For tablet: <workspace>/<app>/resources/tablet/native/androidtab/assets/certs/

In Windows

l For mobile: <workspace>/<app>/resources/mobile/native/winphone8/assets/certs/

l For tablet: <workspace>/<app>/resources/tablet/native/windows8/assets/certs/

Note: Make sure the file name containing SSL Pinning Public Keys is in the exact public_keys.json

case.

Format of the JSON File for the Public Keys (certs/public_keys.json)

{

"domain-expression1": [

"sha256-pin1",

"backup-sha256-pin2",

// ...

],

"domain-expression2": [

"sha256-pin3",

"backup-sha256-pin4",

// ...

],

// ...

}

Domain Name (Expression) Rules

The rules for the domain names/expressions in the public_keys.json file are as follows:
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l Wildcard patterns are permitted in hostnames (domain name expressions). The wildcard

pattern rules are as follows:

l * is only permitted in the left-most domain name label andmust be the only character in

the hostname label.

For instance, *.kony.com is permitted. But, *a.kony.com, a*.kony.com, a*b.kony.com,

and a.*.kony.com are not permitted.

l * cannot match across domain name labels.

For example, *.kony.com matchesmanage.kony.com, but it does not match

sub.manage.kony.com.

l If the hostname is pinned directly aswell as via wildcard pattern, both direct and wildcard pins

are used for pin validation.

For example, if *.kony.com is pinned with pin1 andmanage.kony.com is pinned with pin2 to

check *.manage.kony.com: both pin1 and pin2 are used.

Example

{

"*.kony.com": [

"rSV28bZT885DlLB9/wTzyMuYG+VdA0OlRjjzC72rxno=",

"JSMzqOOrtyOT1kmau6zKhgT676hGgczD5VMdRMyJZFA="

],

"manage.kony.com": [

"HA8d0iApa5nQhToDQIcwYQmDYi1rd07MLck8Px4+31B=",

"JSMzqOOrtyOT1kmau6zKhgT676hGgczD5VMdRMyJZFA="

],

"*.amazon.in": [

"VkvE/TdvozXh8Frp01wrxI0nh63JIE7FKRt2EQ+Phew="

]

}
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Remarks

l The Public Key Pinning feature is supported on iOS, Android, andWindows 10 tablet and

Windows 10mobile.

l The Public Key Pinning feature is applicable for kony.net APIs, and is not applicable for the

kony.ui.Browser widget.

l It is recommended to specify at least one backup pin along with the valid leaf certificate pin. You

must not choose the backup pin from the current certificate chain of the host, that is being

pinned. You should always choose a pin that is not yet deployed on the server as a backup pin.

l Public Key Pinning does not work in case of self-signed certificates.

l For Android, while using Public Key Pinning, youmust set theminimumSDK version as 17 or

later.

l FromV8 SP4 onwards, the Allow Self Signed/ Untrusted Certs option has been renamed as

Network Trust Config.

l The public_keys.json file specifies a white list of domains and their pins. Consequently, the

kony.net network callsmade to any other domain that is not listed in the public_keys.json file will

fail.

Generate SPKI Pin Hash

To generate the SPKI Pin Hash from the certificate, follow one of these procedures:

Generate by using the KonySSLPinningTool.jar Tool

Follow these steps to use the KonySSLPinningTool.jar file and generate SPKI hashes:

1. Download the zipped KonySSLPinningTool Jar file to your local system, and then unzip it.

Note: Youmust run the KonySSLPinningTool.jar file with Java 8 or later.
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2. Run the following command to generate SPKI PinsHashes for the entire certificate chain from

leaf to root:

java -jar KonySSLPinningTool.jar --cert_format DER --ssl_host HOST_NAME --ssl_port

PORT

here, HOST_NAME: The host name of your server.

PORT: HTTPS port on which your server is listening. It defaults to 443, if --ssl_port option is not

specified.

This command prints the SPKI hashes on the console and saves them to a file.

You can get additional information on the supported command line arguments by using this command:

java -jar KonySSLPinningTool.jar –help

Retrieve Certificate and Generate SPKI Pin Hash from the Certificate

Follow these steps to retrieve the certificate by using either the openssl command or by using anyweb

browser.

l Use the following openssl command to get the leaf certificate for a site.

openssl s_client -servername <HOST_NAME> -showcerts -connect < HOST_NAME

>:<PORT> </dev/null 2>/dev/null|openssl x509 -outform PEM >mycertfile.pem

where, HOST_NAME: The host name of your server.

PORT: HTTPS port on which your server is listening. The port number is usually 443, unless

configured differently.

Note: This commandmay return a different certificate when the server supports Server Name

Indication (SNI).

So while using with servers that support SNI, youmust ensure that the openssl version is 1.1.1a or

1.0.2q or later, which has SNI extension enabled by default, or alternatively, use Browser to fetch

certificates.

Note: You can verify the Open SSL version by using the following command: openssl version
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l Alternatively, you can retrieve the certificates by using browser by opening anyHTTPS URL of

the required domain in your web browser and export the certificate (leaf or any intermediate) by

inspecting the certificates fetched from the HTTPS connection. Note that the certificate-

exporting proceduremay vary from browser to browser and from version to version of the same

browser. You can consult the respective browser usage guides for the relevant procedure.

l Use the following command to generate the SPKI Pin hash from the certificate:

openssl x509 -in mycertfile.pem -pubkey -noout | openssl pkey -pubin -outform der |

openssl dgst -sha256 -binary | openssl enc -base64

Android Network Security Configuration

As a security improvement , apps that target Android 7.0 (API level 24 and later) and later will no

longer trust user-installed certificates on deviceswith Android 7.0 and later.

FromAndroid 7.0 devices and later, Android has offered a way to customize app behavior for all

secure HTTPS communications that originate out of the application (including theWebView/Browser

widget network calls) without touching the application code. This is achieved by using a Network

Security Configuration that is defined as an xml resource (network_security_config.xml file) in the

application.

This xml file helps you to customize the following features in the application:

l Certificate Pinning: Helps you to specify which certificates are to be trusted for all secure

connections that originate out of the application. Typical examples of certificates pinned include

self-signed certificates or a restricted set of organizational and public CAs.

l Public Key Pinning: Lets an application limit which server keys are to be trusted for secure

connections.

l Debug-only Overrides: Helps you to do a different trust configuration for only debug builds.

l Clear Text Traffic Opt-out: Helps the application to restrict anyHTTP communication or clear

text traffic that originates out of the application.
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Note: For the apps that target Android 9 PIE or later (API level 28 or later), all HTTP

communications are disabled by default.

For more information on the usage of the Android Network Security Configuration feature, refer the

following links:

l https://developer.android.com/training/articles/security-config

l https://developer.android.com/about/versions/nougat/android-7.0#network_security_config

Add Android Network Security Configuration

If you want to add support for the Network Security Configuration feature to your existing Kony

Andorid project, follow these steps:

Note: This feature works only for deviceswith Android API level 24 and later.

1. In Kony Visualizer, go to Project Settings > Native >Android >Tags >Application Tag

Attributes.

2. Add the following application tag entry in the app’sManifest file:

android:networkSecurityConfig="@xml/network_security_config"
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3. Add the network_security_config.xml file in the following path, as appropriate:

l For mobile: <vizproject>/<app>/resources/mobile/native/android/xml/network_security_

config.xml

l For tablet: <vizproject>/<app>/resources/tablet/native/android/xml/network_security_

config.xml

Kony Public Key Pinning vs. Android Network Security Configuration

The following table illustrates the differences between KonyHTTP Public Key Pinning and Android

Network Security Config.

Difference

Aspect

Kony Public Key Pinning Android Network

Security Configuration
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Support Scope kony.net.* JS APIs Entire application including

kony.net.* , FFI network

calls, andWebViews

(including Kony Browser

widget)

Hosts Allowed Network calls to non-pinned hosts fail by

default, which is in line with the certificate

pinning feature and the pinned hosts are

allowed after the pin is successfully

validated

Network calls to non-

pinned hosts are also

allowed

CanCertificate

Pinning and

Public Key

Pinning be applied

at the same time?

Mutually Exclusive Both can be configured

simultaneously

Precedence when

both features are

configured

Respected after Android Network Security

Configuration (if already configured) rules

are applied

Takes first precedence.

Pin Generation

Mechanism

SPKI (Subject Public Key Info) SPKI (Subject Public Key

Info)

Supported

Andorid Versions

17 and later (Android 4.2.x) 24 and later (Android 7)

Supported Kony

Versions

V8 SP4 onwards Applicable in any Kony

version

Disable Screen Capture and Recording for Android

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.
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With Kony Visualizer, you can provide a deterrent to the capturing and recording of an app's screens

for the Android platform.

To disable screen capture and recording for Android, do the following:

1. On the File menu, click Settings.

2. Click the Native tab, and then the Android sub-tab.

3. Check the Disable Application Screenshot checkbox.

4. Click Finish.

Disable Screen Capture and Recording for Windows Phone

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

With Kony Visualizer, you can provide a deterrent to the capturing and recording of an app's screens

for theWindowsPhone platform.

To disable screen capture and recording for Windows Phone, do the following:

1. On the File menu, click Settings.

2. Click the Native tab, and then theWindows Phone sub-tab.

3. Check the Disable Application Screenshot checkbox.

4. Click Finish.
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Integrating Third-party Libraries Using FFI

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

Foreign Function Interface (FFI) is amechanism that provides support for the application written in

one programming language to use themethods, functions, and serviceswritten in another

programming language.

FFI leverages thismechanism to invoke native SDK functions from the JavaScript language runtime

infrastructure while building the application in the IDE. FFI is also used to integrate third-party tools

such asWeb Trends, Omniture, and so on.

For amore hands-on approach on how to integrate third-party libraries by using FFI, import and

understand the implementation of the Android Calendar Events FFI app by using Kony Visualizer.

To view a video about FFI implementation, see Root Detector in the Kony Visualizer video series.

Important: If you pick up an application that already exists, explicitly generate the code if it is not

present.

Advantages/Limitations

FFI feature has the following advantages:

l Methods or functions available in the native SDK can be readily leveraged instead of re-creating

the entire functionality in the application.

l Third partyMini application can also be integrated in the Kony application using FFI, For e.g. if a

third party library provides a bar code scanning library (with its ownUI and screens) such an app

can be invoked from a Kony form. In summary once the control is given to the third party library it
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can show its own screens / forms aswell. Using callbacks the user can also return back to the

Kony form from a third party screen.

FFI has the following limitations:

l The third-party library for WindowsPhone should be aWindowsPhone Class Library. If the

third-party library belongs to any other library, the build generation will fail onWindowsMobile.

l On JDK versions prior to 1.5, you have to explicitly typecast boolean to Boolean. From JDK 1.5

onwards, the typecasting is done automatically.

l Customwidgets cannot be consumed through FFI.

l Importing custom native types such as structures or classes is not supported currently.

l Importing the native C based functions for platforms like iPhone is not supported currently.

Prerequisites/Assumptions

Make sure the following software is installed:

l Java Development Kit (JDK) on the localmachine

l .NET Framework 4.0 on the target machine on which you will run the application.

The following are the assumptions for Foreign Function Interface feature in the IDE:

l Themetadata is applicable across all platforms. This is because the IDE assumes that for a

given functionality, the binaries of different platforms adhere to similar signature.

l The nativemethods that are accessed are publicmethods.
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FFI Approach

The following diagram illustrates the approach of FFI:

Using FFI for JavaScript Projects

This section lists the JavaScript datatypesmapped across platforms, procedures for integrating a third

party library, adding a class, adding a function, and invoking JavaScript methods.

JavaScript Datatypes

This section provides information about the datatypes for the FFI feature:

l JavaScript data types are represented asObject counter parts in the Native SDK as against

primitive types. For example, java.lang.Double is used instead of double and java.lang.Boolean

instead of boolean.
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l JavaScript numbers are represented asObjects in native SDK. For example, java.lang.Double

in Java, NSNumber in iPhone and so on.

l The conversion between theObject and primitive types happens automatically on Android

platform.

The following table explains the datatypemapping in different languages:

JavaScript

Type

Objective -C

Type

Java Type C# Type

Number int, long,float,

double,

NSNumber

(Depending on

themetadata

provided)

int, long,float, double ,

java.lang.Integer,

java.lang.Long,

java.lang.Double,

java.lang.Float

(Depending on the

metadata provided)

int, long, double (Depending on

themetadata provided)

String NSString java.lang.String String

Boolean BOOL

(primitive)

java.lang.Boolean,

boolean

bool (primitive)

Array NSArray java.util.Vector System.Collections.GenericList

Object NSDictionary,

id

java.lang.Object,

java.lang.Hashtable

object

Function Callback com.kony.vm.Function Closure

void void void void
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Adding Third-party Libraries

Integrate the third-party custom libraries with Kony Visualizer to generate XML files. The IDE uses

these XML files as input and generates the platform specific Stub templates, which in turn are used by

the JavaScript runtime infrastructure to invoke native SDKmethods.

To integrate the third-party libraries with Kony Visualizer for a JS project, do the following:

1. On the Edit menu, click Integrate Third Party, and then clickManage Custom Libraries. The

Custom Libraries dialog box appears.

2. Right-click JavaScript FFI Definition, and then click Add JavaScript Namespace.

3. Select .

4. Enter a name for the namespace.

Note: The namespace namemust be unique and should not be a part of the Kony system

namespace. The namespace cannot start with the word kony.
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5. Right-click the namespace and do any of the following:

l Select Add JavaScript Class to add a class. A class is the blueprint fromwhich individual

objects are created as represented in the external library. In an external library it has only

instancemethods.

l Select Add JavaScript Function to add a function. A function represents a utilitymethod

exposed by the external library and can be accessed without creating individual objects.

After adding a class, follow these steps:

1. Expand the namespace and select .

2. In the JavaScript Definition tab, enter a name for the created class. The name of a class cannot

begin with the name kony.When you create a class, you create an object of that class.

3. Add the constructor parameters for the class. The possible data types for the constructor

parameters are String, Boolean, Number, Array, Object or Function. The Sample invocation

code block provides a sample snippet for how the class is invoked.
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Note: Thismethod does not have any application logic attached to it.

4. You can add parameters rows by clicking . You can remove parameters by selecting a

parameter row and clicking . You can change the order in which parameters are passed by

selecting the up or down arrows. You can insert a new parameter before another parameter by

clicking . You can insert a new parameter after a parameter by clicking .

Note: Youmust select the native datatype that corresponds to each input parameter.

5. In the Native Mapping tab, performmapping of the parameter for every platform. Themapping

is an essential step as it associates the JS object with the actual object specified for each

individual platform. During runtime, this information is used to invoke the corresponding platform

specific nativemethod.
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Note: If you do not map the Javascript object at least on one platform, an empty

<mappings> element is created in the corresponding XML file. For more information, see

the sample XML file.

i. ClickManage libraries icon ( ) to load the third-party library. The Import libraries

window appears as shown below:

Click Import and browse the required jar file (s).

ii. Or select a Library from the drop-down list.

Note: Only the libraries that are imported appear under the drop-down list.

iii. The following table shows the acceptable custom library formats that you can load for

individual platforms:

Platform Library File Format

iPhone .zip file (the zip file should have at least one.a file and one.h file;

else the IDE does not accept the zip file and displays an error)

Android .jar file

Windows

Mobile

.dll file
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Platform Library File Format

J2ME .jar file

Note: This .jar file has to be compatible with Java 1.2.

Ensure that the class files are compiled using the following JAVAC

Flags:

javac -target "1.1" -source "1.2"

iPad .zip file (the zip file should have at least one.a file and one.h file;

else the IDE does not accept the zip file and displays an error)

iv. For Android andWindowsPhone 8, specify the required Package name that is part of the

loaded library.

v. For iPhone, specify the required Framework name that comprises the libraries. You can

specifymultiple frameworks using a comma separator.

vi. Specify the Class name. This class should exist in the package / framework specified in

the previous step. The class name corresponds to the native class on the platform.

vii. Select Static if you want to define themethod as a staticmethod exclusively.

Note: By default, anymethod is a non-staticmethod, i.e., an instancemethod. An

instancemethod is associated with an object. You should use

<objectname>.<methodname> to invoke an instancemethod.

Note: A staticmethod is associated with a class. You should use

<classname>.<methodname> to invoke a staticmethod.
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viii. Specify theMethod name. Thismethod should be part of the class specified in step iii.

Themethod should have an application logic defined.

Note: Themethod you specify here should have a one-one correspondence with the

JaveScript method signature, i.e., the number of input parameters, the sequence in

which they are passed, and the return value should exactly be the same for both the

methodswithout any deviation.

Important: If there is no one-one correspondence between themethods, Kony

Visualizer throws an error at build time.

For example, the add JS method ismapped to the testMethod on Android platform.

When you invoke the addmethod in any JS codemodule, the testMethod of native

language is invoked internally on Android platform. i.e., the application logic associated

with testMethod is executed.

ix. To copy themapping created for themobile platform to the tablet channel or vice versa,

right-click the platform name and select Copy mapping to xxx.

x. Themethod parameters defined in step 3 are automatically populated. Select the Native

type for each of the input parameters. The Native method signature block, displays the

native signature of the object on the native platform.
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6. DefineMethod Exceptions.

i. Add an Error Code and define specify the corresponding Error Type.

ii. Repeat the above step for all the possible error code for thismethod.

7. Additionally you can addmethods to a class. Themethodswithin the class are non-static. The

createdmethod should belong in the same parent class.

Note: By default, anymethod is a non-staticmethod, i.e., an instancemethod. An instance

method is associated with an object. You should use <objectname>.<methodname> to

invoke an instancemethod.
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i. Right-click the created class and select Add JavaScript Method.

ii. In the JavaScript Definition tab, select the Return type of themethod.

iii. Specify the name of the createdmethod and specify parameters within the Parameters

area asmentioned in step 3.

iv. In the Native Mappings tab, specify themethod name of themethod on the native

platforms.

v. Select the Return type per platform. The Return type list is populated based on the

Return Type selectionmade in the JavaScript Definition tab.

vi. Select the Native types for each of the input parameters.

8. Repeat steps 2 to 4 and add other methods (if any).

9. Click Finish. A confirmation window appears.

Select the appropriate option based on your requirement.

When you click Finish, the FFI configuration is done in the background. As a part of the

configuration, an XML file is generated for every namespace. For information about the location

of the XML files and generated Stub templates, see FFI Directory Structure.

Note: XML files are independent of platforms, whereas the generated Stub templates are

platform dependent, i.e., there is one Stub template per platform. You can edit the

generated Stub templatesmanually, if required.

Adding a JavaScript function, execute the following:

1. Expand the namespace and select .

2. In the JavaScript Definition tab, select the Return type of the JavaScript function.

3. In the JavaScript Definition tab, enter a name for the created function.
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4. Add the input parameters for themethod. The possible data types for the input parameters are

String, Boolean, Number, Array, Object or Function. The Sample invocation code block

provides a sample snippet for how the class is invoked.

5. You can add parameters rows by clicking . You can remove parameters by selecting a

parameter row and clicking . You can change the order in which parameters are passed by

selecting the up or down arrows. You can insert a new parameter before another parameter by

clicking . You can insert a new parameter after a parameter by clicking .

Note: Youmust select the native datatype that corresponds to each input parameter.

6. In the Native Mapping tab, performmapping of the functions for every platform. Themapping is

an essential step as it associates the JS method with the actual function specified for each
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individual platform. During runtime, this information is used to invoke the corresponding platform

specific nativemethod.

Note: If you do not map the JavaScript method at least on one platform, an empty

<mappings> element is created in the corresponding XML file. For more information, see

the sample XML file.

i. ClickManage libraries icon ( ) to load the third-party library. The Import libraries

window appears as shown below:

Click Import and browse the required jar file (s).

ii. Or select a Library from the drop-down list.

Note: Only the libraries that are imported appear under the drop-down list.

iii. The following table shows the acceptable custom library formats that you can load for

individual platforms:

Platform Library File Format

iPhone .zip file (the zip file should have at least one.a file and one.h file;

else the IDE does not accept the zip file and displays an error)

Android .jar file

Windows

Mobile

.dll file
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Platform Library File Format

J2ME .jar file

Note: This .jar file has to be compatible with Java 1.2.

Ensure that the class files are compiled using the following JAVAC

Flags:

javac -target "1.1" -source "1.2"

iPad .zip file (the zip file should have at least one.a file and one.h file;

else the IDE does not accept the zip file and displays an error)

iv. For Android andWindowsPhone 8, specify the required Package name that is part of the

loaded library.

v. For iPhone, specify the required Framework name that comprises the libraries. You can

specifymultiple frameworks using a comma separator.

vi. Specify the Class name. This class should exist in the package / framework specified in

the previous step. The class name corresponds to the native class on the platform.

vii. By default, any function is a staticmethod, i.e., an instancemethod. An instancemethod

is associated with an object. You should use <objectname>.<methodname> to

invoke an instancemethod.

Note: A staticmethod is associated with a class. You should use

<classname>.<methodname> to invoke a staticmethod.

viii. Specify theMethod name. Thismethod should be part of the class specified in step iii.

Themethod should have an application logic defined.
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Note: Themethod you specify here should have a one-to-one correspondence with

the JaveScript method signature, that is, the number of input parameters, the

sequence in which they are passed, and the return value should exactly be the same

for both themethodswithout any deviation.

Important: If there is no one-to-one correspondence between themethods, Kony

Visualizer throws an error at build time.

For example, the add JS method ismapped to the testMethod on Android platform.

When you invoke the addmethod in any JS codemodule, the testMethod of native

language is invoked internally on Android platform. i.e., the application logic associated

with testMethod is executed.

ix. Select Pass Activity Context Object to method as first parameter to pass Activity

Context object as the first Parameter to third-party librarymethods. This step is applicable

only for on Androidmobile and tablet platforms.

x. Themethod parameters defined in step 3 are automatically populated. Select the Native

type for each of the input parameters. The Native method signature block, displays the

native signature of the function on the native platform.
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7. DefineMethod Exceptions.

i. Add an Error Code and define specify the corresponding Error Type.

ii. Repeat the above step for all the possible error code for thismethod.

8. Repeat steps to add other functions (if any).

9. Click Finish. A confirmation window appears.

Select the appropriate option based on your requirement.
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When you click Finish, the FFI configuration is done in the background. As a part of the

configuration, an XML file is generated for every namespace. For information about the location

of the XML files and generated Stub templates, see FFI Directory Structure.

Note: XML files are independent of platforms, whereas the generated Stub templates are

platform dependent, i.e., there is one Stub template per platform. You can edit the

generated Stub templatesmanually, if required.

Invoking JavaScript Classes

You can invoke the JavaScript Classes defined through FFI in the codemodules. Use the following

syntax to invoke the JavaScript class(integrated or imported):

<variable classobject> = <JavaScriptnamespace>.<class_namespace>

(<input parameters>)

Themethodsmapped through the FFI functionality return the following:

l result

Invoking JavaScript Functions

You can invoke the JavaScript Functions defined through FFI in the codemodules. Use the following

syntax to invoke the JavaScript function (integrated or imported):

<variable returnedvalue> = <JavaScriptnamespace>.<function_namespace>

(<input parameters>)

Themethodsmapped through the FFI functionality return the following:

l result
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Building and Packaging the Final Executable

When you build the application, the third-party libraries (custom libraries you have loaded) and the

generated Stub templates are packaged along with the application binary. If there are any errors

during the Build process, the errors are displayed on the Console.

All the custom libraries are packaged along with the application as theymay be inter-dependent on

each other.

Note: If you do not want a specific library to be included in the application binary, delete that library

from the <workspace>/<application name>/customlibs/lib/<platform> folder.

Important: If you delete a library that is in use, the IDE shows an error during Build generation.

FFI Directory Structure for JavaScript

This section explains the directory structure involved in saving the FFI related files. FFI related files are

stored at the following location on your localmachine: <workspace>/<application

name>/resources/customlibs. The customlibs directory contains the following resources:

l custom libraries

l generated XML files

l generated Stub templates.
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l /lib (contains all the loaded custom libraries grouped by platform)

o /android

o /ipad

o iphone

o /winmobile and so on

l /jsSrc (contains the generated Stub templates grouped by platform). For more information, see

the sample Stub template.

o /android

o /blackberry

o /winmobile and so on.

l /jsXml (contains the XML files generated by the IDE - one for each JS namespace).

Guidelines for Third-party Libraries

This section explains the guidelines that a third-party librarymust follow before it is integrated with

Kony Visualizer.
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iPhone

Prerequisite

l Ensure that the library uses theObject versions of primitive typeswhile writing the Hybrids for

FFI compatibility.

For example, if a number ismentioned in the IDE, the Hybrid should accept NSNumber.

l Ensure that namespace for FFI does not clash with the names of the header files in the imported

zip file.

For example, if the namespace is zxling then there should not be any header file with the

name zxling.h.

l Ensure that any dependent frameworks are added as part of the Xcode project configuration

before building the Xcode project.

Invoking callback functions for iPhone

To execute a callback from FFI, follow these steps:

1. Import Callback.h file into the FFI class. For example: #import "CallBack.h"

2. Following are the two APIs to be called upon Callback object [passed from JavaScript], to

execute the JavaScript method, as required.

a. (NSArray*) executeWithArguments: (NSArray*) arguments;

l arguments: Array containing the parameters to be passed for the JavaScript

function.

b. (NSArray*) executeWithArguments: (NSArray*) arguments spawn:(BOOL) spawn;

l arguments: Array containing the parameters to be passed for the JavaScript

function.
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l spawn:

If set to Yes, then Callback is executed on the thread other than themain thread

(which is responsible for executing all the JavaScript code). To avoid

synchronization problems, it is advised to set asYes.

If set to No, then Callback is executed on the thread fromwhich the FFI is called.

3. To execute any functionality asynchronously, FFI can create its own thread using Objective-C,

NSThread APIs

Android

To develop a third-party Java library and to integrate it with Kony Application using FFI, you need

the following .jar files:

l android-support-v4.jar - to access activity context. This file is located at

<workspace>/temp/<app>/build/luaandroid/dist/<app>/libs.

l konywidgets.jar - to access some classes andmethods to communicate back-and-forth

between third-party libraries and Kony Platform. This file is located at

<workspace>/temp/<app>/build/luaandroid/dist/<app>/libswhen you build

the application.

l android.jar - to access some Android specific APIs or refer Android classes. This file is

located at <android-sdk>/platforms/android-<api_level_number>. For more

information about API Levels, see http://developer.android.com/guide/appendix/api-levels.html.

Youmust link these jar files to your third-party Java library project while developing the application.

After you link these files, you do not need to import these files while integrating Java library with FFI.
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Invoking callback functions for Android

Callback functions that aremapped as parameters to third-party librarymethods are Function objects.

The class Function is present in konywidgets.jar file. To invoke a callback function from third-

party library, call callback.execute (new Object[]{param1, param2, ….}) where

callback is of type Function and param1, param2... are arguments to callback function. The type

of those arguments shouldmatch type of arguments of corresponding callback function. If you do not

want to pass arguments, call callback.executewith null as the argument.

The Context object

From 5.0, IDE does not support passing implicit Android Context object ("PassContext object as first

parameter") to the FFI APIs.

Application developers (FFI Jar dev) would be able to get the Android context object using one of the

following API's which are available in the konywidgets.jar file.

l KonyMain.getActivityContext();

l KonyMain.getAppContext();

Do not store the context object locally since the Activity context becomes invalid(null) based on the

application state.

KonyMain.getActivityContext() can possibly return null, Application developers should check for not

null before using it.

It is recommended to use "KonyMain.getAppContext()" unless Activity context is specifically required.

The JavaScript Function

The class com.konylabs.vm.Function represents the JavaScript datatype Function. If a

callback function takes JavaScript Object as its parameter while invoking callback in Java, creates

object of either Hashtable or Vector depending on the type of data. FFI Java should passHashtable if

callback paramObject is expected to be of type key-value pair JavaScript Object. FFI Java should

pass Vector if callback paramObject is expected to be of JavaScript Array object.
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Example

Hashtable < String,

String > param1 = new Hashtable < String,

String > ();

param1.put("key1", "value1");

param1.put("key2", "value2");

Vector < String > param2 = new Vector < String > ();

param2.add("item1");

param2.add("item2");

callback.executeAsync(new Object[] {

param1, param2

});

Consuming services offered by Android System or third-party or native applications

installed on a Device

An application can leverage the services offered by another/same application or Android system itself

in an asynchronousmanner through Intent mechanism. These services can be in the form of UI or

non-UI. In both the cases, some sort of data is returned back to calling application asynchronously as a

result.

When you want to use services offered by another/same application, youmust send an appropriate

Intent to Android System. In case of UI, the system handles launching appropriate Activity of an

application which can handle this Intent. The systemwill show a list of Activities if there aremore than

one which can handle this Intent. In case of non-UI, a listener is registered along with the Intent to the

system so that systemwill broadcast the result to registered listeners.

Themethods android.content.Context.startActvity() and

android.app.Activity.startActivityForResult() can be used to send the intent to

system for services involving UI. The former method launches the activity that handles Intent and latter

method launches the activity. The launched activity returns the result back to the caller in an

asynchronousmanner. Themethod android.content.Context.registerReceiver() can

be used to register a listener with the system along with intent for services involving non-UI.

For more information about intents, see Intents and Intent Filters on the Android developer site.
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For information about Android API documentation, see Package Index on the Android developer site.

Capturing results of a service involving UI

For third-party libraries to capture the results of another/same application's activity, the Kony Android

provides an interface named com.konylabs.ffi.ActivityResultListener. The third-

party library classmust implement and register this interface with the platform through

com.konylabs.android.KonyMain.registerActivityResultListener().

Interface Description

package com.konylabs.ffi;

import android.content.Intent;

/**

* Callback interface which the client needs to be implemented and

registered with

* ActivityResultPublisher (a.k.a com.konylabs.android.KonyMain) along

with

* unique requestCode.

*/

public interface ActivityResultListener {

/**

* Callback that is called when some other activity, launched via

* Context.startActivityForResult(), exits.

* Ensure that requestCode with which callback is being registered

should be * the same as the one passed to startActivityForResult().

* Same requestCode will be sent as one of the input parameters.

*

* @param requestCode - unique token with which this callback was

registered. * This should be the same as the one with which an

Activity was invoked via startActivityForResult().

* @param resultCode - result code indicating status of the

result. Either of Activity.RESULT_OK or Activity.RESULT_CANCELLED.

* @param data - intent data that is passed by the called

Activity.
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*/

public void onActivityResult(int requestCode, int resultCode,

Intent data);

}

Interface Registration Method and Description

/**

* Registers a callback that will be invoked when some other activity,

* launched via Context.onActivityForResult() exits.

* Ensure that requestCode with which callback is being registered

should be * the same as the one passed to startActivityForResult().

*

* @param requestCode - unique token that is mapped to this callback.

This * should be the same as the one passed to

startActivityForResult().

*

* @param activityResultListener - the callback listener which the

client * needs to be implemented or null to deregister callback.

*/

public void

com.konylabs.android.KonyMain.registerActivityResultListener(

int requestCode, ActivityResultListener activityResultListener);

Typical exampleswhere you can use ActivityResultListener to capture result in third-party libraries are

to:

l get the captured image by launching native camera application.

l pick an image or file from native gallery or file explorer application

l pick a contact from native phone book application.

Apart from these, you can use the services offered by other third-party applications installed in a

particular device.
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Capturing results of a service involving non-UI

For third-party libraries to fetch the result of a service involving non-UI, the client Classmust register

an instance of android.content.BroadcastReceiverwith the system along with Intent for

which it wants to listen. To register a listener, invoke Context.registerReceiver() and then

implement its onReceive()method. For more information about BrodcastReceiver, see

BroadcastReceiver on the Android developer site.

Typical exampleswhere you use BroadcastReceiver to capture result in third-party libraries are:

l Knowing battery status like percentage of charge, battery connected or disconnected.

l Knowing system shutdown or booting finished

l Knowing alarm expiry or timezone changed.

Apart from these system-wide notifications sent by Android system, there can be application specific

broadcast notifications. Those applications can be native or third-party applications installed on the

device.

Extracting Result Data

The actual result data returned by the invoked Activity (in case of UI) or broadcast message sent (in

case of non-UI) to the caller, will be present in Intent object parameter in onActivityResult() or

onReceive()method respectively. The type of data that is returned is defined by the invoked

Activity or broadcast message sender of a third-party/native application or Android system. Android

defines a protocol on how to extract data. for more information, see Intent on the Android developer

site.

Once the actual data is extracted, pass it back to the Kony Application as parameters to registered

JavaScript callback function (optionally) by parsing that data into a type that can be interpreted by the

JavaScript code.

Intent to select/pick an image or a file

//registering current class as an ActivityResultListener for the

specified request code. Current class implements
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ActivityResultListener.

((KonyMain) context).registerActivityResultListener(SELECT_FILE_

REQUEST_CODE, this);

Intent intent = new Intent();

intent.setAction(Intent.ACTION_GET_CONTENT);

//set the mime-type of content to be selected. For only images specify

image/*

intent.setType("*/*");

((Activity) context).startActivityForResult(intent, SELECT_FILE_

REQUEST_CODE);

where SELECT_FILE_REQUEST_CODE can be any integer. Same integer is returned as a

parameter to onActivityResult(). In onActivityResult(), get the URI of selected

image/file from Intent data object as Uri uri = data.getData().

Intent to get the image captured by Camera application

//registering current class as an ActivityResultListener for the

specified request code. Current class implements

ActivityResultListener.

((KonyMain) context).registerActivityResultListener(CAMERA_REQUEST_

CODE, this);

//create an empty image file at pre-defined location

File capturedImage = new File(FILE_LOCATION_PATH);

Uri capturedImageUri = Uri.fromFile(capturedImage);

Intent intent = new Intent(MediaStore.ACTION_IMAGE_CAPTURE);

//specify the uri at which camera should save the captured image

intent.putExtra(MediaStore.EXTRA_OUTPUT, fileUri);

((Activity) context).startActivityForResult(intent, CAMERA_REQUEST_

CODE);
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where CAMERA_REQUEST_CODE can be any integer. Same integer is returned as a parameter to

onActivityResult(). In onActivityResult(), get the URI of captured image from Intent

data object as

Uri uri = data.getData()

For more information about the Camera API, including video capture, see Camera on the Android

developer site.

Intent to send an Email

Intent emailIntent = new Intent();

emailIntent.setAction(Intent.ACTION_SEND_MULTIPLE);

emailIntent.setType("text/plain");

//specify email addresses of primary recipients

emailIntent.putExtra(Intent.EXTRA_EMAIL, new String[] {

to

});

//specify email addresses of secondary recipients

emailIntent.putExtra(Intent.EXTRA_CC, new String[] {

cc

});

//specify email addresses of tertiary recipients

emailIntent.putExtra(Intent.EXTRA_BCC, new String[] {

bcc

});

//specify subject

emailIntent.putExtra(Intent.EXTRA_SUBJECT, subject);

//specify email body

emailIntent.putExtra(Intent.EXTRA_TEXT, message);

//specify attachments if any

ArrayList < Uri > attachmentUris = new ArrayList < Uri > ();

for (String attachment: attachments) {

Log.d(TAG, "Attachment: " + attachment);
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attachmentUris.add(Uri.parse(attachment));

}

emailIntent.putParcelableArrayListExtra(Intent.EXTRA_STREAM,

attachmentUris);

context.startActivity(emailIntent);

This intent opens an email client installed on the device capable of handling this intent. This intent does

not result any data back to the caller.

Intent to pick a contact

//registering current class as an ActivityResultListener for the

specified request code. Current class implements

ActivityResultListener.

((KonyMain) context).registerActivityResultListener(PICK_CONTACT_

REQUEST_CODE, this);

Intent intent = new Intent(Intent.ACTION_PICK);

//specify URI of the Contacts Table

intent.setData(ContactsContract.Contacts.CONTENT_URI);

context.startActivityForResult(intent, PICK_CONTACT_REQUEST_CODE);

where PICK_CONTACT_REQUEST_CODE can be any integer. Same integer is returned as a

parameter to onActivityResult(). In onActivityResult(), get the URI of selected contact from Intent data

object as

Uri contactUri = data.getData()

Using ContentResolver and this contactUri get the Cursor object to selected contact as

Cursor cursor = context.getContentResolver().query(contactUri, null,

null, null, null, null)

For more information about retrieving information from the cursor and contacts table, see the following

on the Android developer site:

Content Providers
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Cursor

ContactsContract.Contacts

Intent to get the battery status

//register a broadcast receiver to receive updates regarding battery

status

mContext.registerReceiver(mBatInfoReceiver,

new IntentFilter(Intent.ACTION_BATTERY_CHANGED));

where mBatInfoReceiver is an instance of class that extends BroadcastReceiver. System

will broadcast the information about battery such as charging level, status, and other information about

battery to the registered broadcast receivers as intent data to its onReceive() callback. In

onRecieve(), retrieve information about battery like charging status, level etc from the intent object

passed to it.

//get the level of battery charge

int level = intent.getIntExtra(BatteryManger.EXTRA_LEVEL, 0);

//get the status of battery such as charging, discharging, full, not

charging

int status = intent.getIntExtra(BatteryManger.EXTRA_STATUS, 0);

For more information, see BatteryManager on the Android developer site.

Guidelines

l The Java Class on which the staticmethod is invoked should have a public default constructor:

public class Foo

{

......public Foo()

......{

......}

}
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l A few Android native APIs require access to the Activity class present in the

konywidgets.jar file. Ensure that this JAR file is located at
<workspace>\temp\<appName>\build

\luaandroid\dist\<appName>\libs\ folder. Use the staticmethod

com.konylabs.KonyMain.getActContext() to access the current Activity class.

l You can reference any of the APIs that are already present on the device (including

konywidgets.jar) in the Java projects. But ensure that you do not import these JAR files

into Kony Visualizer.

Windows

The following are the operating systems supported for FFI.

Important: To use the information in this section, youmust be an expert at Visual Studio and in

creating class libraries. If you are not sure how to use the information below, please contact your

administrator.

l Windows 7:WindowsDesktop/Kiosk 32-bit and 64-bit. Windows class libraries with .Net

framework 4/4.5 are allowed to deploy onWindows 7 systems. Class libraries developed with

other .Net framework libraries are not allowed to deploy. Download and install Visual Studio

fromMSDN.

l Windows Phone 8 and 8.1: WindowsPhone 8 and 8.1. WindowsPhone class libraries are

allowed to deploy on theWindowsPhone. Class libraries developed with other than .Net

framework libraries are not allowed to deploy. Download and install Visual Studio fromMSDN.

l Windows 8.1: Windows 8.1 32-bit and 64-bit. Windows store class libraries are allowed to

deploy onto the windows 8.1 tablets. Class libraries developed with other .Net framework

libraries are not allowed to deploy. Download and install Visual Studio fromMSDN.
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Prerequisites

l Targeted systemmust have .Net framework 4.5

l Appropriate SDKs have to be installed for native library development. App developers can

download SDKs fromMSDN locations.

l Windows phone 8 and 8.1

l Windows 8.1 tablet

l Windows 7 Desktop/Kiosk

Exposed Syntax Restrictions

All functions defined in the library contract of Kony studiomust be publicly accessible. Parameter

passing type can be “ref” (?), “out” (?) or normal “in”.

See the following sample FFI Calculator Class for FFIWindows phone 8.

using Framework;

using System;

using System.Net;

using System.Windows;

using System.Windows.Controls;

using System.Windows.Documents;

using System.Windows.Ink;

using System.Windows.Input;

using System.Windows.Media;

using System.Windows.Media.Animation;

using System.Windows.Shapes;

namespace Calc {

public class Calculator {

public int Add(int a, int b) {

Util.Trace("The Addition is" + a + b);

return a + b;
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}

public int Subtract(int a, int b) {

return a - b;

}

public int Divide(int a, int b) {

return a / b;

}

public int Multiply(int a, int b) {

return a * b;

}

}

}

Implementing FFI in Windows

If the native library has libraries specific to architecture (X86 or ARM) or foundation, dll is referenced to

call closure or write debug statements. Library hierarchy should be in a zip file. format. For example, if

CustomLibrary.dll is used for WindowsPhone 8, for each processor, the architecture should include

ARM\CustomLibrary.dll folder structure and X86\CustomLibrary.dll folder structure.

1. If you want to call a closure by referencing the foundation.dll,

i. Create a zip file, change the build configuration to ARM, add reference to foundation.dll

for ARMarchitecture, and build the class library.

ii. Change the build configuration to X86 and add a reference to foundation.dll for X86

architecture, and build the class library.

Note: Since foundation.dll is already present in the build folder, you do not need to

add it to the zip file.

iii. Take the class library from the build folder of the visual studio for each architecture types

and create two folders ARMand X86. Place the respective architecture built class library
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and dependent component in the folders and zip it. Keep the name of the zip file the same

as the name of class library, in current example the zip file namewill be Classlibrary1.zip.

iv. Now in kony studio, manage custom libraries , Select the zip file for the Library.

2. FFI is commonly executed on a background thread. However user interface components can be

invoked bywrapping the UI component execution within the code specific to windows phone. To

call user interfacemethods in the FFI Library, see the example below.

AutoResetEvent ar = new AutoResetEvent(false);

Deployment.Current.Dispatcher.BeginInvoke(() = > { //your code

goes herear.Set();});ar.WaitOne();

Note: It is necessary to include dependent libraries for the class library used for FFI, else the

FFI may not work at all.

3. Themethod Util.Trace will log your statements to Logger output you can see in debugmode.

To use Util.Trace specified in Addmethod (in the example), add a reference to Foundation.dll.

Generating IPA from KAR files

To generate an .ipa file from the .kar file in Xcode, follow these steps:

1. Once you extract the kar file, open the Xcode project.

2. Select a device under KRelease.
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3. Select the option Product > Archive.

4. Click next in all other windows that follow.

5. Click Finish.
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Developing Offline Applications

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

Offline Applications enable you to access services on your device if it is not connected to a network

(data). This basically provides you with the flexibility to define a service for your application which can

be accessed by the user when the device is not connected to a network. You can access the following

Data sources offline by using the Kony Sync tool chain View.

l SkyData Objects

l Databases

l WebServices

l SAP Services

l Siebel Services

For more information, see Synchronization andObject Services.
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Building and Viewing an Application

Kony Visualizer gives you different ways of building and viewing your app, depending on your needs.

In Kony Visualizer Classic, you can build your app either from the Product menu, or from a command

line. And you can view your built app either by previewing it on amobile device, or by using device

emulators and simulators that you configure.

For a smooth build in Kony Visualizer Classic, you'll want to ensure that the following issues have been

addressed:

l Ensure that Kony Fabric is set up in Kony Visualizer and that you have selected a default Kony

Fabric environment to publish to. For more information, see Connect to the Kony Fabric

Console.

l Be prepared to provide your Kony Visualizer licensing information the first time you build an

application.

l You can choose to not generate print statements during either or both DebugMode builds and

ReleaseMode builds. For more information, see Disable Print Statements in Builds.

l For Android, ensure you have set theminimumSDK version to between 4.0 and 4.4. To change

this setting, on the File menu, click Settings. Click the Native tab, and then click the Android

sub-tab. TheMinimum setting is located in the SDK Versions section of the dialog box. After

changing the setting, click Finish.

l For Android, ensure you have set the location of the Android SDK. To do so, on theWindow

menu, click Preferences. In the left pane, double-click Kony Visualizer, and then click Build. If it

hasn't done so already, at this point Kony Visualizer auto-detects the Android SDK and asks if

you would like to use the path that it has discovered as the Android Home. If you wish to, click

OK. If Kony Visualizer did not auto-detect the Android SDK, in the Android Home text box,

enter the path to the Android SDK packages. To ensure you don't introduce errors into the path

that you type, youmaywant to click the accompanying Browse button, navigate to the Android

SDK's location, and then clickOK.
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l For Android, ensure you have set the SDK home environment variable for your computer. To do

so, see Set the Android SDK HomeEnvironment Variable.

Important: If your app contains deprecated widgets, it's possible that their skinsmaymake

reference to the Helvetica font. If you are not explicitly using Helvetica in your app, you should

verify your app's configuration andmanually remove references to Helvetica before submitting it to

the store. The following topics are covered with regard to building an app using Kony Visualizer.

Build an iOS Application

Build an Android Application

Build a Universal Application

Build aWindows 10 Application

Build an SPA Application

Disable Print Statements in Builds

Build an AppOffline

Perform aHeadless Build

Continuous Integration

Publish a Project to KonyFabric

Preview an App on a Device

Monitor an App's Performance

View an Application on an Emulator

iOS Build Automation

OpenWebapp and Build Folders

Incremental Build
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Build in the Background

When a user builds an application in Kony Visualizer, till Kony Visualizer V8, the user was not allowed

to perform any other activities on Visualizer till the build is complete. The user is effectively blocked

from performing any design activities when the build is in progress. FromKony Visualizer V 8.1

release onwards, some parts of the build process happens in the background thus enabling a user to

continue with their design activities while the build is in progress.

When you click on Build, the Initiating Build message appears. Then, the dialog boxminimizes to the

console panel, and the build continues in the background. You can see the Build status in the Build tab

next to the Console and Search tabs in the console panel.

The tab displays information on different types of builds you chose and their status. A blue progress

bar displays the progress of the build for each of the channels you chose. Once the build process is

complete, an alert pop up appears on the screen. Once you close the alert popup, the build panel

displays the build status for each one of the channels.

Incremental Build

While developing any application on Visualizer, youmust undertake certain steps such as testing the

application and building the binariesmultiple times. For every change that youmake in the app, the

whole project needs to be built each time; thereby, increasing the build time.

To ensure that there is a faster turnaround, a new feature, Incremental Build is introduced in Kony

Visualizer V8 SP4 release.

When an app is built for the first time, a full build is performed. The subsequent builds are incremental.

In an incremental build, the previously built state of the project is used and only those resources that

are changed since the last build are regenerated.

The following are the scenarios where the build is always a full build.
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l If controllers that interact with the NFI aremodified.

l If controllers that interact with third-party libraries aremodified.

l If any changes aremade to the property window. For example, SDK/iOS deployment.

l If a marketplace component is added into the Visualizer project.

l If a new appmodule(group) is added into the Visualizer project.

l If any changes aremade to plugins like Sketch and Adobe Photoshop.

l If the following project settings aremodified:

o Accessibility Config

o Enable Cordova

o Enable Action Bar (for Android native platform)

o Enable ResponsiveWeb (for DesktopWeb platform)

o Enable i18n Layout Config

o Enable designer/ developer actions

You do not have to perform an incremental build and a full build separately. Visualizer will

automatically decide whether to perform a full build or an incremental build based on the changes

made.

If you add an external asset or library to the Visualizer project after a full build, youmust clean up the

project using the Cleanmenu. The Cleanmenu erases files that were generated during the previous

build andmakes the project ready for the subsequent build. Once the project is cleaned, Visualizer will

perform a full build the next time you trigger a build.

If you do not clean the project and perform a build, Visualizer will not take into consideration the assets

and libraries added while performing the build.

Note: The Incremental build is supported only by the regular build.
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Build an iOS Application

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

Once you have created and configured an app’s assets, resources, and services, you compile and link

them by building your app.

Prerequisites

l Configure Xcode on your Mac

l Connect your Macwith Visualizer

This topic covers the following topics:

About App Transport Security (ATS)

AutomaticallyModify info.plist with CustomKeyValue Pairs

Automatically Add Required SystemFrameworks to the XCode Project

Build an App

About App Transport Security (ATS)

As of January 2017, Apple Corp. requires that all iOS appsmake use of App Transport Security

(ATS), which implements the https protocol when communicating with internet resources. Introduced

in iOS 9, ATS enforces secure connections between internet resources (such as the backend server)

and an iOS app, ensuring that internet communications via the iOS platform conform secure

connection best practices. Doing so lessens the likelihood of accidentally disclosing sensitive

information either directly through an app or through a library consuming data.
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Kony Visualizer supports ATS and assumes that 1) your iOS applicationsmake use of https, and 2)

your communication through higher-level APIs is encrypted using TLS version 1.2 with forward

secrecy. As a workaround to this requirement, if your app needs tomake a request to an insecure

domain, you have to specify this domain in your app's info.plist file. For more information, see the

Apple Developer site.

Automatically Modify info.plist with Custom Key Value Pairs

When you build an app for the iOS platform in Kony Visualizer, Xcode generates a build properties file

called info.plist. Bymodifying this file, you can customize the properties of the build, which are

reflected in the app the next time you build it. Modifications to info.plist take priority over

whatever properties are set by Kony Visualizer.

If your app requires that the info.plist file be configured with sets of key value pairs of native SDK

or custom-defined entries, you can automate this customization using a json file. The json file contains

the key value pairs that you want added to info.plist, and during the building of the app, this json

file is incorporated into the kar file. When the kar file is extracted, iOS incorporates the key value pairs

in the json fie into info.plist.

To automatically modify info.plist with custom key value pairs, do the following:

1. Create a json file with the following file name:
infoplist_configuration.json

2. Place the json file in the following Kony Visualizer project folder:

<WorkspaceName>\<ProjectName>\resources\common

3. Edit the json file, adding the key value pairs that you want automatically incorporated into the

info.plist file. Save the file and close it.

4. In Kony Visualizer, build the app.

The json file is incorporated into the kar file. When the kar file is extracted, iOS incorporates the

key value pairs in the json fie into info.plist.
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Automatically Add Required System Frameworks to the XCode Project

When you use FFIs with Kony Visualizer, if the FFI has dependencies on any system frameworks, you

can add those system frameworks to your XCode project. You can do so by configuring a kony_

frameworks.json file.

To add system frameworks to the XCode project, do the following:

1. Navigate to the common folder in your Kony Visualizer project. For example, <Workspace

Name>/<Project Name>/resources/common

2. In the folder, create a JSON file and name it kony_frameworks.json.

3. Open the JSON file in any text editor.

4. Add a JSON object with the key as systemframeworks and value as an array containing all the

system frameworks that are dependencies for FFI’s. For example,

{

"systemframeworks" : ["AVFoundation", ”Security”,

”LocalAuthentication”]

}

5. In Kony Visualizer, build the app.

The JSON file is incorporated into the KAR file. When the KAR file is extracted, system

frameworks provided in the JSON is added to the XCode project.

Build an App

To save time and effort, you can rebuild your app with your most recent build settings, or you can build

with new or different settings.

To build an app with your most recent build settings, do the following:

l On the Product menu, click Build Last.

To build an app with new or different settings, do the following:
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1. On the Product menu, click Build.

2. In the Build Generation dialog box, select the channels and platforms for which you want to build

your app. For example, youmaywant to build a native type of app for Mobile (phone) devices

and Tablet devices for the iOS and Android platforms. For more information about native and

SPA apps, see Types of Applications.

3. Select the build mode, either debug or release.

l Debug mode. To help you identify and fix errors, Kony Visualizer emits the complete

symbolic debug information . To lessen the amount of time necessary to complete the

build, the build is not optimized for code execution, so it may tend to execute slower than a

build optimized for release. Also, the inclusion of the symbolic debug information causes

the final executable to be larger than a release build.

l Release mode. Kony Visualizer optimizes the build for execution, requiringmore time to

generate the build. It also does not emit the complete symbolic debug information, making

the final executable smaller than a debug build.

4. Click Build.

Important: If you want to build your iOS app with multiple workspaces, youmust select the

Support Multiple iOS Workspaces from the Build section (Windows > Preferences > Kony

Visualizer > Build). If this option is not checked, the workspace is replaced for every build. When

this option is checked, a separate workspace is created for each application. It will reduce the time

and effort required for building applications every time you switch from one application to another.
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Build an Android Application

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.
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Once you have created and configured an app’s assets, resources, and services, you compile and link

them by building your app.

To save time and effort you can rebuild your app with your most recent build settings, or you can build

with new or different settings.

To build an app with your most recent build settings, do the following:

l On the Product menu, click Build Last.

To build an app with new or different settings, do the following:

1. On the Product menu, click Build.

2. In the Build Generation dialog box, select the channels and platforms for which you want to build

your app. For example, youmaywant to build a native type of app for Mobile (phone) devices

and Tablet devices for the iOS and Android platforms. For more information about native and

SPA apps, see Types of Applications.

3. Select the build mode, either debug or release.

l Debug mode. To help you identify and fix errors, Kony Visualizer emits the complete

symbolic debug information . To lessen the amount of time necessary to complete the

build, the build is not optimized for code execution, so it may tend to execute slower than a

build optimized for release. Also, the inclusion of the symbolic debug information causes

the final executable to be larger than a release build.

l Release mode.Kony Visualizer optimizes the build for execution, requiringmore time to

generate the build. It also does not emit the complete symbolic debug information, making

the final executable smaller than a debug build.

If you want to sign your android application with your keystore certificate, see Build and

Sign an Android application in ReleaseMode.

4. Click Build.
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Build and Sign an Android Application in Release Mode

Kony Visualizer V 8.1 introduced a new feature for Android application build where you can generate

and sign an Android application in the releasemodewith a keystore certificate.

Youmust configure the settings for the keystore certificate in the Project Settings section.

During the build process in the releasemode, keystore configuration from the Project Settings is used

to sign the Android binary. Once the Android binary is built with the signing certificate, you can upload

the binary to Google Playstore.

To configure the keystore certificate, do the following:

1. On the File menu, click Settings.

2. Click the Native tab.
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3. On the Android tab, in the Signing section, set the following properties:

4. Key Alias: Enter the alias for your key.

5. Key Password: Enter the password to access the key.

6. Store File: Browse to the location of your store and select the store certificate.

7. Store Password: Enter the password to access the store.

8. Click Finish.
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Android SDK and Gradle Dependencies

FromKony Visualizer V8 release, Visualizer downloads the required dependencies before the

Android build. If you have started the build for Android for the first time, all required SDK, support

packages, and dependent libraries download in the background. Your build is blocked till the time the

downloads are complete.

Known Issues:

l When a download dependency is in progress, and the network disconnects in themiddle,

Android build may hang indefinitely. This is a known technical issue with Gradle. Refer

https://github.com/gradle/gradle/issues/868 for more info. Youmay have to restart visualizer to

build again.

l When an SDK component is partially downloaded or corrupted, the build fails. Delete the

corrupted SDK component and then proceed with the build.

Updating an Android App

If your Android app is published even once, when youmodify the app, youmust ensure to change the

version of the app from project settings. Modifying the version number is amandatory step for the

changes to reflect in the app.

l From the File menu, navigate to Project Settings.

l In the Application tab, update the version number to the next version. For example, if the

Version is 1.0.0, modify it to 1.0.1.

Build a Universal Application

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

For iOS and Android platforms, you can build an application in universal binary format, allowing the

application to run on bothmobile and tablet channels.

To build a universal application:
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1. On the Product menu, click Build.

2. In the Build Generation dialog box, select the channels and platforms in the Universal column for

which you want to build your app. For example, to build a universal application for the iOS

platform only, select the iOS box in the Universal column for either mobile or table channels:
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Kony Visualizer automatically selects the iOS box for bothmobile and tablet channels. Similarly,

Kony Visualizer automatically selects the Android box for bothmobile and tablet channels if you

select the Android box in the Universal column. To select mobile and table channels for both iOS

and Android platforms, select the top box in the Universal column, or the boxes on theMOBILE

or TABLET row.

3. Select the build mode, either debug or release.

l Debug mode. To help you identify and fix errors, Kony Visualizer emits the complete

symbolic debug information . To lessen the amount of time necessary to complete the

build, the build is not optimized for code execution, so it may tend to execute slower than a

build optimized for release. Also, the inclusion of the symbolic debug information causes

the final executable to be larger than a release build.

l Release mode.Kony Visualizer optimizes the build for execution, requiringmore time to

generate the build. It also does not emit the complete symbolic debug information, making

the final executable smaller than a debug build.

4. Click Build.

Build a Windows 10 Application

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

The process of developing and deploying a Kony Visualizer app for theWindows 10 platform consists

of three phases:

1. Develop and build the application in Kony Visualizer.

2. Create an APPX file onWindows 10.

3. Deploy the APPX file on aWindows 10 target system.

In the pursuit of this process, this section covers the following topics:

Prerequisites to building applications for Windows 10

Setting up the environment for development
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Secure application code

APPX Creation

Create APPX files from zip files (x86/x64/ARM)

Deploying APPX on a computer

Deploying an x86 zip on a x86/x64 computer

Deploying an x64 APPX on ax64 computer

Deploying an ARMAPPX on an ARM tablet

Deploying an ARMZip on an ARM tablet

Understanding Prerequisites and Processor Architecture

Before building an application for Windows 7/8/8.1/10, ensure you have knowledge about the

prerequisites, compatibilitymatrix, and processor architecture of themachine.

Prerequisites

Following are the prerequisites and compatibilitymatrix to build applications: 

Windows 7

l Kony Visualizer

l Microsoft .net framework 4.0

Windows 8

l Kony Visualizer

l Microsoft .net framework 4.5 (This is installed automatically withWindows 8/8.1)

Windows 10
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l Kony Visualizer

l Development environment setup (to generate APPX files and test applications on theWindows

10).

Important: While developing aWindows app, do not create a variable with the name uid.

Compatibility Matrix (APPX File vs. Machine architecture)

The following compatibilitymatrix showsAPPX install possibility in amachine. For example, if you

want to install a 64-bit APPX file, you need a 64-bit system.

x86 machine x64 machine ARMmachine

x86 APPX Yes Yes No

x64 APPX No Yes No

ARM APPX No No Yes

Processor Architecture

Before deploying an APPX file, youmust know the processor architecture of themachine.

To know the processor architecture, follow these steps: 

1. Open command prompt.

2. Type echo %PROCESSOR_ARCHITECTURE%. A list of results depending on the processor

architecture appears.

Processor Architecture Result

x86 based x86
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Processor Architecture Result

x64 AMD64

ARM based ARM

Alternatively, you can find the architecture type from the system properties.

1. Open Control Panel > All Control Panel Items > System.

2. Observe System Type under View basic information about your computer > System.

The following chart shows the system type and result.

System Type Result

X86 x86

X64 x64

ARM ARM

Development Environment Setup

To run theWindows 10 simulator and test applications, you have to download and install Visual

Studio Community 2015 for Windows 10 fromMicrosoft's website.

In this section, you will learn about: 

1. Preliminary StepsRequired to Set Up Development Environment

2. Enable Developer Mode

3. Secure Application Code
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4. Restrict the Application to a Device Family

5. Issue in UniversalWindowsApplications

Preliminary Steps Required to Set Up Development Environment

To setup development environment, follow these steps:

1. Ensure you have a x86 or x64Windows 10machine.

2. Ensure that the UniversalWindowsAppDevelopment Tools are selected from the optional

features list.

3. After installing this software, you need to enable your Windows 10 device for development.

4. Download and install Visual Studio community 2015 for Windows 10 vs_community.exe

file from https://www.visualstudio.com/en-us/products/visual-studio-community-vs.aspx

5. Launch Visual Studio.
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6. Complete the trial activation using Visual Studio onscreen instructions.

7. Get a valid developer license.

8. Install Visual C++ RedistributableWindows 8/8.1 (Optional) - Visual C++ Redistributable (for

Visual Studio 2012 and Visual Studio 2013) packages install runtime components of visual C++

libraries that are required to runWindows 10.

Installing the package speeds up the application deployment time.

a. Visual C++ Redistributable for Visual Studio 2012 (x86) – English :

http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9815734

b. Visual C++ Redistributable for Visual Studio 2012 (x64) – English :

http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9815744

c. Visual C++ Redistributable for Visual Studio 2012 (ARM) – English :

http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9815754

d. Visual C++ Redistributable for Visual Studio 2013 (x86) – English :

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=40784

e. Visual C++ Redistributable for Visual Studio 2013 (x64) – English :

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=40784

f. Visual C++ Redistributable for Visual Studio 2013 (ARM) – English :

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=40784

Important: To buildWindows 10 applications, either Windows 7,Windows 8/8.1, or Windows 10

can be used. But to runWindows 10 applications, you need aWindows 10machine.

Enable Developer Mode

To enable developer mode, follow these steps:
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1. In Visual Studio, open Settings and navigate to Updates and Security > For Developer.

2. Click Enable Developer Mode.

Secure Application Code

TheWindows 10 binary contains platform code, application code (JavaScript) and other resources.

Platform code is secured from disassembly when the application is built in Releasemode.Windows

internally uses native .Net Compilation in releasemode and classic .net compilation in debugmode.

To hide the JavaScript code, Kony Visualizer needs to pass hideSourceCode property with True as

value to the build process. You have to set the flag so that the build process ensures the application is

hidden from dis-assembly.

To set hideSourceCode property, follow these steps: 

1. Open the Kony Visualizer installation location.

2. Search for Win10FfiGenerator.exe inWindowsExplorer.

3. Open the folder location.

4. Navigate a level up in the folder structure.

5. Open build.xml in an editor.

6. Create a property hideSourceCode and set its value to True or False. For example,

<property name="hideSourceCode" value="true"/>.

7. Save and close the file.

8. Build the application.
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Restrict the Application to a Device Family

Windows 10 allows a single application binary to be deployed and run onmultiple device families such

asmobile, desktop/tablet, Xbox and IoT. You can choose the binary to be run on anyWindows 10

device (of any device family) or you can restrict the binary to be allowed to run on particular device

family/families only. Currently, the allowed device families are: 

1. Universal – an app can be deployed and run on anyWindows 10 device.

2. Mobile – an app is allowed to be deployed and run onWindows 10mobiles.

3. Desktop – an app is allowed to deployed and run onWindows 10 desktops/tablets.

Kony Visualizer needs to pass this option to platform build scripts. Currently, in 7.0 there is no way to

pass this flag. By default, all apps are allowed to run on anyWindows 10 device.

If you want to restrict the application to a device family, follow these steps: 

1. Open the Kony Visualizer installation folder.

2. Search for Windows 10 plug-in extracted location. Search for Win10FfiGenerator.exe in

WindowsExplorer.

3. Open the folder location.

4. Navigate one level up in the folder structure.

5. Open build.xml in any editor.

6. Create a property win10targetdevicefamily, and set its value to

Universal/Mobile/Desktop. For example, <property

name="win10targetdevicefamily" value="Desktop"/>.

7. Save and close the file.

8. Build the application.

Note: You can also open themanifest file in Visual Studio and reuse themanifest.
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Issue in Universal Windows Applications

If you build the application for Windows 10, the build fails for the first time because of extension SDKs.

To resolve this issue, follow these steps:

1. Open konyApp.sln once from the Visual Studio so that it installs the required packages for the

universalWindows application.

Location of KonyApp.sln file:

%Workspace% \ temp \ %Application% \ build \ windows10 \ windows10

\ KonyApp \ KonyApp.sln

2. Run the application in debug/release for x86/x64 in the localmachine. Ensure you have internet

connection at this time to download the required packages.

3. Install the certificate.

APPX Creation

The deployable component for Windows 10 tablet/desktop is an APPX file. If an application is built

using Kony Visualizer onWindows 10, the application creates an APPX file with the name

<applicationname>.appx in target build output folders
<workspace>\temp\<eclipseproject>\build\windows10\windows10\KonyApp\x8

6|x64|ARM\<applicationname>.appx.
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If an application is built using Kony Visualizer onWindows 7 or Windows 8/8.1 system, a zip file is

created with all the required information with name konywindows10.zip in the build output folder.

The file can help you to create an APPX file.

In this section, you will learn about:

1. Create APPX Files FromZip Files (x86/x64/ARM)

2. Deploying APPX on a Computer

a. Deploying x86 Zip on x86/x64 Computer

b. Deploying x64 APPX on x64 System

c. Deploying ARMAPPX on ARMTablet

d. Deploying ARMZip on ARMTablet - Manual

e. Use Different Developer Certificates

3. Build theWindowsApplication

4. Debug Kony Application in Visual Studio

5. UpdateManifest File and Code Signing Certificate

6. Application Submission to theWindowsStore

Create APPX Files From Zip Files (x86/x64/ARM)

If an application is built onWindows 7,Windows 8/8.1, or Windows 10, a zip file named

konywindows10.zip is created with all the required information at: 

l <EclipseWorkspace>\temp\<Eclipse project name>\build\windows10\Windows10

l Kony Visualizer copies the zip file to Jetty server.
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On a separateWindows 10 systemwith development configuration, copy the above output folder

(through a USB or pen drive). Ensure the extracted folder is not a system folder such as ProgramFiles

or Windows. The folder has the following batch file:

l PackageFromZipFile.bat – for x86, x64 and ARM.

You can use PackageFromZipFile.batwith either of the following options to deploy the

application on to a x86/x64/ARM-basedWindows 10machine. Ensure APPX file is created in the

same folder. The batch file deploys the application when the APPX file is created.

1. PackageFromZipFile.bat <jetty url>

l URL must be a fully qualified name of the zip file on the Jetty server. Example -

http://10.10.4.56:8888/<appid>r?type=windows10.

l Windows 8 - http://localhost:8888/<appid>r?type=windows8

l Windows 10 - http://localhost:8888/<appid>r?type=windows10

2. PackageFromZipFile.bat <zipfile name>

l App developersmust copy the zip to the extracted folder before using the command.

l Example - PackageFromZipFile konywindows10.zip debug|release

x86|x64|arm.

Deploying APPX on a Computer

APPX files can be deployed to theWindows 10machine (x86/x64/ARM) asmentioned in the

compatibilitymatrix.

1. Open the target output folder, and ensure the APPX file is present in the folder.

2. Run Add-AppDevPackage.ps1with PowerShell on device.

3. Open PowerShell with elevated permissions, navigate to

Windows10\KonyApp\x86|x64|ARM folder, and execute Add-AppDevPackage.ps1.
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4. After you see a successful installation in the PowerShell, launch the application from the Start

menu.

Deploying an x86 Zip on x86/x64 Computer

If the application is built onWindows 7 or Windows 8/8.1, konywindows10.zip file is created at
<EclipseWorkspace>\temp\<Eclipse project

name>\build\windows10\Windows10.

1. Follow the APPX creation process in APPX creation for x86 systems.

2. When the APPX file is created, continue from step 3 in section Deploying an APPX on

respective system.

Deploying an x64 APPX on x64 System

To deploy an x64 APPX on an x64 machine, follow these steps: 

1. The applicationmust be built on aWindows 10 system, and x64must be selected in the Build

option.

2. Open the build folder and navigate to theWindows10 folder. Ensure the APPX file is in the

folder.

3. Copy theWindows10 folder to the x64-based system.

4. If the APPX file is present in the target folder, continue from step 3 in section Deploying an appx

on respective system.

Deploying an ARM APPX on ARM Tablet

To deploy an ARM APPX on an ARM tablet, follow these steps:

1. The applicationmust be built on aWindows 10 system for ARM configuration.

2. Open the build folder and navigate to theWindows10 folder.
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3. Ensure the APPX file is present.

4. Copy theWindows10 folder to surface/tablet with a USB/use network.

5. If an APPX file is present in the target folder, continue from step 3 in Deploying an APPX on

respective system.

Deploying an ARM Zip on ARM Tablet - Manual

If an application is built onWindows 7 or Windows 8/8.1 the konyWindows10.zip file is created at
<EclipseWorkspace>\temp\<Eclipse project

name>\build\windows10\Windows10.

To deploy an ARM zip file on an ARM tablet, follow these steps: 

1. Follow the APPX creation process in APPX creation for ARM systems.

2. When the APPX file is created, continue from step 3 in section Deploying an APPX on a

machine.

Use Different Developer Certificates

Do not use Kony developer certificate to sign the customer application. The Kony developer certificate

should be used only during the application development. When submitting the application to the store,

you can use your own certificate to sign the APPX package.

To use different developer certificates, follow these steps: 

1. Right-click on an application in Eclipse, and open the properties page.

2. Navigate to Native App > Windows Tablet > Packaging.
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3. To use the existing certificate file, use the Certificate file section, and select the required PFX

certificate file. Ensure the publisher name of the existing certificatematches the publisher name

provided previously. The build fails if the publisher names does not match.

a. To create the certificate on your own see these articles:

i. Article 1

ii. Article 2

b. To create a certificate on your own, the following command can be used to create the

certificate file. The .cer and .pvk file need to be used to generate the .pfx file, which is

provided as input to Certificate file section in Kony Visualizer.

c. Execute the below command line with makecert.exe

makecert -cy end -eku 1.3.6.1.5.5.7.3.3 -sv yourcompany.pvk -

n "CN=yourcompany" yourcompany.cer -b mm/dd/yyyy -e

mm/dd/yyyy –r
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d. Execute the below command line with pvk2pfx.exe to get the certificate pfx file

pvk2pfx -pvk yourcompany.pvk -spc yourcompany.cer -pfx

yourcompany.pfx

4. To create a new certificate, see Create Your Own Test Certificate.

5. Build the application.

Build the Windows Application

Once you have created and configured an app’s assets, resources, and services, you compile and link

them by building your app.

To save time and effort you can rebuild your app with your most recent build settings, or you can build

with new or different settings.

To build an app with your most recent build settings, do the following:

l On the Product menu, click Build Last.

To build an app with new or different settings, do the following:

1. On the Product menu, click Build.

2. In the Build Generation dialog box, select under each applicable channel1 theWindows

versions you are configured to build for, along with the hardware architecture, and environment

(e.g. Native, HTMLSPA). For more information about native and SPA apps, see Types of

Applications.

3. Select the build mode, either debug or release.

1Device types available within a given platform. These includemobile (i.e. phone), tablet, and desktop.
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l Debug mode. To help you identify and fix errors, Kony Visualizer emits the complete

symbolic debug information . To lessen the amount of time necessary to complete the

build, the build is not optimized for code execution, so it may tend to execute slower than a

build optimized for release. Also, the inclusion of the symbolic debug information causes

the final executable to be larger than a release build.

l Release mode.Kony Visualizer optimizes the build for execution, requiringmore time to

generate the build. It also does not emit the complete symbolic debug information, making

the final executable smaller than a debug build.

4. Click Build.

Note: While building aWindows application, you cannot build the app for other platforms. This is a

limitation ofWindows emulator.

Debug Kony Application in Visual Studio

Kony helps you launch and debug applications in Visual Studio.

Debugging an application involves two steps: 

1. Open the Kony Application in Visual Studio

2. Debug the Kony Application

Open the Kony Application in Visual Studio

To open a Kony application in Visual Studio, follow these steps: 

1. Open Visual Studio Community 2015. You can use any Visual Studio version that can open

universal projects.

2. Navigate to the build folder

(<workspace>\temp\<eclipseproject>\build\windows10\Windows10) and find the KonyApp

folder.
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3. Open KonyApp.sln in Visual Studio.

4. Change the configuration to x86, x64, or ARMdepending on the requirement. The configuration

must not be Any CPU. App developers can select the application to be deployed in Debug or

Releasemode by choosing the required value in the drop-down list.

5. Right-click KonyApp (Universal Windows) project and select Set as Startup Project.

6. Choose the right simulator/emulator/localmachine to deploy the application.
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Debug the Application

To debug the application, follow these steps: 

1. Press F5 on the keyboard, or select Start > Visual Studio > Debug > Start debugging.

2. To see the application logs, open the output window under Debug > Windows > Output.

3. You can use other debugging tools available in Visual Studio to debug the application like any

other native UniversalWindows application. The output window will not show logswhen the

release option is selected.
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Update Manifest File and Code Signing Certificate

You can open the solution folder, andmake changes to the appmanifest file. Youmust place the

updatedmanifest file in the Resources folder so that the build process picks and uses for application

build.

Note: After you place the new manifest file in resources, any change done in Kony Application

properties page will not be considered as the files provided by user replace all Kony Application

Properties page.

To update the manifest file and code signing certificate, follow these steps: 

1. Launch Visual Studio.

2. In Solution Explorer View, open the Package.appxmanifest file in design or XML view.

3. For more information, see the following links: 

a. https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/br211474.aspx.

b. https://channel9.msdn.com/Series/Windows-Phone-8-1-Development-for-Absolute-

Beginners/Part-8-Working-with-the-package-appxmanifest

c. https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/br230260.aspx

Application Submission to the Windows Store

To create the app package, follow theMicrosoft MSDN guidelines at https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-

us/library/hh454036.aspx. You can also refer, https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-

us/library/windows/hardware/dn265142%28v=vs.85%29.aspx.

Build an SPA Application

The process of building an app differs between Kony Visualizer and Kony Visualizer Classic. Select

the procedure for the edition that you are using.
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This topic contains the following sections:

l Build an SPA Application for Kony Visualizer

l Build an SPA Application for Kony Visualizer Classic

l WebAppCompatibilityMode

l Secure your Web Applications

Build an SPA Application for Kony Visualizer

To build an SPA application for Kony Visualizer, do the following:

1. Indicate that you want to build the app for the SPA environment. To do so, on the Edit menu,

click Preferences.

2. On the left pane of the dialog box, click Functional Preview, and then in the right pane, click the

HTML 5 SPA checkboxes for the platforms and channels that you want to generate an SPA

build of. Click Apply.

3. On the Runmenu, click Run.

4. After the build is completed, open your browser. Ensure that it is in Developer mode.

5. Open the app. The URL for doing so should be as follows:

localhost:9989/<ProjectName>/p

For Desktopweb, the URL should be: localhost:9989/<ProjectName>/kdw

Build an SPA Application for Kony Visualizer Classic

To save time and effort you can rebuild your app with your most recent build settings, or you can build

with new or different settings.

Click here to watch a video on building an SPA application for Kony Visualizer.
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To build an app with your most recent build settings, do the following:

l On the Product menu, click Build Last.

To build an app with new or different settings, do the following:

1. On the Product menu, click Build.

2. In the Build Generation dialog box, select the channels and platforms for which you want to build

your app. For example, youmaywant to build a native type of app for Mobile (phone) devices

and Tablet devices for the iOS and Android platforms. Also, select the HTMLSPA checkboxes

among the relevant platforms and channels that you are building for. For more information

about native and SPA apps, see Types of Applications.

3. Select the build mode, either debug or release.

l Debug mode. To help you identify and fix errors, Kony Visualizer emits the complete

symbolic debug information . To lessen the amount of time necessary to complete the

build, the build is not optimized for code execution, so it may tend to execute slower than a

build optimized for release. Also, the inclusion of the symbolic debug information causes

the final executable to be larger than a release build.

l Release mode. Kony Visualizer optimizes the build for execution, requiringmore time to

generate the build. It also does not emit the complete symbolic debug information, making

the final executable smaller than a debug build.

4. Click Build, and address any dialog boxes that appear. When the build finishes, a dialog

displays indicating the URL to use to view the app.

Note: You can also locate the URL in the Console log.

5. After the build is completed, open your browser. Ensure that it is in Developer mode.

6. Using the URL provided by Kony Visualizer, open the app. The URL for doing so should be as

follows:

localhost:8888/<ProjectName>/p

For Desktopweb, the URL should be: localhost:8888/<ProjectName>/kdw
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7. If your SPA app is published to Kony Fabric runtime server, the URLs of the SPA app are

printed on the Kony Fabric Publish section. To access the publish page, navigate to File

> Publish to KonyFabric. For more details, see the images below: 
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Web App Compatibility Mode

Starting with Kony Visualizer V8 Service Pack 2 on KonyCloud, the Kony Fabric Server supports a

new optimized web app package format that improves the app performance andminimizes downtime

during deployments. Visualizer automatically picks the right format based on the version of the

selected Kony Fabric Environment. Alternatively, you can force the CompatibilityMode to build the

web app package using the older format irrespective of the selected environment. You can choose

Compatibilitymode from the Project Settings pane.

To select compatibility mode, do the following:
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1. In Kony Visualizer, fromProject Explorer, select Project Settings.

2. In the Project Settings pane, select Force Web App Build Compatibility Mode.

3. Click Finish.
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Secure your Web Applications

Client- side attacks leave your web applications vulnerable, allowing attackers to steal data.

Obfuscators protect your apps from reverse engineering andmalware attacks. Using Kony Visualizer

V8 SP4, you can create a post-build hook for your SPA or DesktopWeb applications.

Note: Ensure that the Kony application is working before you implement obfuscation. Also, make

sure that the obfuscation of the web artifact works before importing it into Kony Visualizer.

Note: When you build a ResponsiveWeb or SPA application in Releasemode, both the

obfuscation andminify features are available in the build. The presence of these two features

increases the total build time of the project.

If you want to disable the minify feature before building the ResponsiveWeb or SPA project,

create a folder named custombuild under Project Resources. Youmust then place the

spadw.properties file with minify as false, in the following path: <project-

loc>/custombuild/spadw.properties.

Here is the sample code to disable minify in Releasemode:

minify=false

To implement obfuscation in your web apps, do the following:

1. Navigate to the location of your project. For example, <your workspace

folder>/<appid>/.

2. Create a new folder with the name custombuild.

3. In the custombuild folder, create a new file, build.xml.

4. In the build.xml file, create an ANT task, postbuild.
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a. In the postbuild task, write a code that implements an obfuscation of your choice.

b. After you implement an obfuscation, write a code to replace the existing artifact in the web

artifact folder with the protected artifact.

The protected artifact is generated as the output from the obfuscator tool.

Here is an example of the contents of the build.xml file with the postbuild task:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<project name="CustomBuildTask" basedir=".">

<target name="postbuild" description="post build for

spa/desktopweb">

<echo message="Post Build Started for Project ::

${projname}" />

<!-- Code to generate protected artifact from chosen

obfucator and replacing the existing webartifact -->

<!-- App Developer Code start -->

<exec executable="cmd" failonerror="true">

<arg line="${project.loc}\custombuild\somebatch.bat

--app ${webartifactpath} -- ANY OTHER INPUTS FOR YOUR

OBFUSCATOR" />

<redirector output="${basedir}\protected_ob.log"

alwayslog="true"></redirector>

</exec>

<!-- start error message code - to halt the system when

any error occurs -->

<loadfile srcfile="${basedir}\protected_ob.log"

property="errorline">

<filterchain>

<linecontains>

<contains value="ERROR, UNEXPECTED

EXCEPTION"></contains>

</linecontains>
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</filterchain>

</loadfile>

<fail message="Unable to obfuscate - ${errorline}">

<condition>

<contains string="${errorline}"

substring="ERROR, UNEXPECTED EXCEPTION"/>

</condition>

</fail>

<!-- error message Code end -->

<!-- replacing old artifact with protected artifact

start-->

<move file="${webartifactfolder}

/${projname}.${webartifacttype}" tofile="${webartifactfolder}

/${projname}-old.${webartifacttype}"/>

<move file="${basedir}/protected_

${projname}.${webartifacttype}" tofile="${webartifactfolder}

/${projname}.${webartifacttype}"/>

<!-- replacing old artifact with protected artifact

end-->

<!-- App Developer Code end -->

</target>

</project>

5. Once you create the ANT task, save and close the file.

Note: Ensure that you exclude any variables with global scope from obfuscation.

6. Build the project. After the project is built, the protected binary is uploaded to Kony Fabric.

Once the build is completed, youmust publish the app to your Fabric environment. Once you

publish the app, you will get theWeb Application URL.
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Build a Progressive Web App

A ProgressiveWeb App (PWA) is the next step of a ResponsiveWeb app. A ProgressiveWeb App is

an application that feels like a Native app, but is available over web browsers to a user. A user can

access a ProgressiveWeb App on anyweb browser on amobile device. The app is responsive,

functions even when the device is offline or has limited network speed, and does not require any

updates.

For more information about ProgressiveWeb Apps, click here.

Important: Before you start to build a ProgressiveWeb App, youmust enable the PWA option for

a ResponsiveWeb application.When you do so and build the application, a new output is created

in the ProgressiveWeb App format. This new output does not replace anyResponsiveWeb

output, but instead a new output is created in the same folder. For more information about

ResponsiveWeb apps, click here.

To build a Progressive Web App, follow these steps:

1. In Kony Visualizer, click Project Settings. The Project Settings dialog box appears.
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2. Click the Desktop Web tab. The DesktopWeb contents appear.

3. Select Enable PWA. TheWeb Manifest JSON field is enabled.

4. If you want to add information about the ProgressiveWeb app with amanifest file, select

Browse. The file explorer opens.
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5. Go to the folder where the JSON file is located, and then select your DesktopWebmanifest file.

TheWebManifest JSON file contains information on the resources that the ProgressiveWeb

App requires. The information can be details such as name of the app and app icons. Click here

for a sample.

6. Click Finish.

7. From the Kony Visualizer File menu, go to Product > Build.

The Build page appears.

8. Under the Desktop section, select Responsive Web, and then click Build. The build process

starts.

Once the build is completed in Releasemode, youmust publish the app to your Fabric environment

with HTTPS. Once you publish the app, theWeb Application URL is your ProgressiveWeb App.

For amore hands-on approach on the ProgressiveWeb Apps feature provided by Kony AppPlatform,

import and preview the Events, Employee Directory, and Resort Feature sample apps by using Kony

Visualizer.

l Events app:

l Employee Directory app:

l Resort Feature app:
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Live Preview

Overview

Live Preview, a feature introduced in Kony Visualizer V8 SP4, provides a seamless in-app preview

experience within Kony Visualizer. Live Preview reduces the build and preview time of an adaptive

web app. It enables you to view your app as it appears on various deviceswithout having to view the

app on those devices.

Faster Previews:

Before V8 SP4, if one had to view aweb app, they had to build the app, publish the app, get the URL,

and open the URL in a web browser to test it.

FromV8 SP4, thismultistep process has been simplified. Now, when a developer selects the Live

Preview option, Visualizer builds the app. Once the build is complete, a Visualizer Preview window

appears which displays the web app.

Preview a Web app on Different Devices on a Single window:

Using Live Preview, you can switch between variousDevices to experience their different form

factors. From the Visualizer Preview window, you can select the device from a drop-down list.

When you select a specific device, the previewer instantly displays the web appmimicking the view on

the device.

In-app Debugging:

Provides you with a debugger to detect and diagnose errors in your applications. You can set

breakpoints and step through the application’s code using the in-app debugger.

Preview your Web App with Visualizer

Important: Before you run a Live Preview, ensure that you have a project in which you have a

Web app designed.

To preview an Adaptive Web App, do the following:
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1. Open the Kony Visualizer project in which you have your web app designed.

2. You can perform any of the following actions:

l For Kony Visualizer Classic: From themainmenu, go to Preview > Configure Channels.

l For Kony Visualizer: From themainmenu, go to Build > Live Preview Settings.

The Live Preview Settings window appears.

3. Select the Adaptive Web channel for all the required platforms.

4. Click Save & Run or click Save and pressCtrl+R (CMD+R onMac) on your keyboard to

launch the Live Preview.

The build process begins in the Visualizer Build tab.

Once the build for the selected platforms is completed, a new Visualizer Preview window

appears.

5. From the Visualizer Preview window, you can select specific platformmodels from the drop-

downmenu and adjust their dimensions as required.
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In Visualizer, you can see a Live Preview is ready window. The window contains App Details

andQR code for the web app. Using the details, you can preview the web app on your device.

For more details on how to view the app on your device, go to Preview an App on a Device.
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Debugging in Visualizer Live Preview

Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 comeswith an in-app debugger that can detect and diagnose errors in

applications. AdaptiveWeb apps can be debugged within the Visualizer Preview window using the

latest Visualizer debugger.

After launching the Live Preview, a debugger window automatically appears within the Visualizer

Preview window.

You can also open the debugger in a separate window by clicking on the Un-dock Developer Tools

into separate window button on the upper-right corner of the Visualizer Preview window.
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The debugger allows you to control the execution of your application by:

l Setting breakpoints.

l Suspending launched applications.

l Stepping through your code.

l Examining the contents of the variables.

Debugging an application involves launching the application in the Live Preview mode on your

desktop.

You can then use the in-appGoogle Chrome debugger to debug the application. For information on

using the Chrome debugger, seeGet Started with Debugging JavaScript in ChromeDevTools on the

Google Chromewebsite.

To understand how to Debug an application for iOS and Android platforms you can refer to:

l Debug JavaScript for iOS in Kony Visualizer

l Debug JavaScript for Android in Kony Visualizer
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Limitations

The Live Preview feature has the following limitations:

l It does not support viewing the functionality of the NFIs/FFIs in your app. If your app contains an

NFI or a FFI or any third-party library dependency an error message is displayed.
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l It does not support the execution of APIs that require a handheld device, for example: Vibration

API.

l Youmust still view your Native applications on a handheld device.

Generate Native Library for an App

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

You can build a native library for an app that is created in Kony Visualizer. Once you generate the

native library, you can embed the native library in your platform specific native applications. For

example, if you generated a native library for Android, you can use the library in Android native

application.

The Native Library feature of Kony Visualizer uses some Kony application APIs and a few native APIs

that establish the communication between Kony library and the native application.

l Communication API for Native Library

Click here to watch a video on generating a native library for an app in Kony Visualizer.

The iOS library is created in the .zip format while the Android library is created in the .aar format. If

there are any errors during the process of library creation, the Console section of Kony Visualizer logs

the issues.

To generate native library for your app, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, from the File menu, click Product, and then Build.

The Build generation page displays.
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2. Select Generate Native Library.

Those builds which do not support generating Native library are disabled.

3. Select the channel you want to generate the native library and then click Build.

4. The build process starts.

Once the build is complete, a successmessage is displayed. Hyperlink for location of generated

library artifacts appears in the console.

5. Click the hyperlink to navigate to the path to view the build files.

Integrating the Native Library into a Native App - Android

To integrate native library into a native app, do the following:
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1. Once you build the native library successfully for the application in Kony Visualizer, youmust

copy the generated aars of the application to the libs folder of appmodule of the Android native

project. If the libs folder is not present in the appmodule of the native project, create the libs

folder and paste the aar files in it.

Location of aars in Kony Visualizer project:

Mobile channel: <workspace>/temp/<AppID>/

build/luaandroid/dist/<AppID>_aars

Tablet Channel:

<workspace>/temp/<AppID>/build/luatabrcandroid/dist/<AppID>_aars

Note: Hyperlink of the generated library artifacts location will appear in the build console of

Kony Visualizer.

2. In the native app'smain project build.gradle, add the following snippet under allprojects >

repositories scope.

flatDir {

dirs 'libs'

}

Here is how the code looks before adding flatDir

Once the code is added, here is the view.
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3. In the build.gradle file of appmodule of the native project, to sync Kony application aars into the

appmodule of native project, add the following code.

fileTree(dir: 'libs', include: '**/*.aar')

.each {

File file - & gt;

dependencies.add("implementation", [name:

file.name.lastIndexOf('.').with {

it != -1 ? file.name[0.. & lt; it] : file.name

},

ext: 'aar'

])

}

4. Add gradle dependencies of Kony library application (mentioned under dependencies scopes )

of build.gradle file to the native project appmodule build.gradle file dependencies scope.

Mobile channel: <workspace>/temp/<AppID>/

build/luaandroid/dist/<AppID>

Tablet channel :
<workspace>/temp/<AppID>/build/luatabrcandroid/dist/<AppID>
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Note: Library application build.gradle file may containmultiple dependencies scope, so you

must add all gradle dependencies under multiple dependencies scope of library application .

If there are any external(remote) dependencies, then you shouldmention corresponding

repository and url information in the native project main build.gradle file under allprojects

repositories scope .
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Once you incorporate the changesmentioned in the steps above, the gradle file looks like the

image below.

5. Sync gradle changes of appmodule to add library artifacts.

Reduce Android App Binary Size

When you build a Kony app as Android library, native framework libraries (.so files)are bundled for

supported 32 and 64-bit architectures in the library . For example, 32-bit architectures armeabi-v7a,

x86, 64-bit architectures arm64-v8a, x86_64, and so on.

You can reduce the binary size of the native app by specifying the specific architecture of the library

you want to support in your native app. You can do that by adding appropriate ndk filters to the app

module build.gradle file of the native app.

android {

defaultConfig {
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ndk {

abiFilters "armeabi-v7a"

}

}

}

In this example, only armeabi-v7a architecture is bundled resulting in reduced binary size.

You can addmore architectures you need by separating themwith a comma. For example,

android {

defaultConfig {

ndk {

abiFilters "armeabi-v7a, x86"

}

}

Integrating the Native Library into a Native App using integrateiOSLibrary Tool

You can integrate the native library in iOS using the integrateiOSLibrary tool.

1. Download the integrateiOSLibrary tool from here.

2. Open the tool and run the following arguments.
./integrateiOSLibrary -proj <path to xcodeproj> -lz <path to

Generated iOS Native Library>

Note: In case of xcworkspace, pass one of the projects in the workspace as an argument to

the executable.

Once you run the executable with arguments, the integrateiOSLibary tool adds all the

frameworks packed in the generated iOS native library to App targets of the provided native

XCode project.
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Note: All frameworks of Kony are dynamic frameworks. Hence, all the frameworks should

get added to both Embed Frameworks and Link Binary with Libraries sections of App

Targets of the provided native XCode project.

integrateiOSLibrary Executable Usage

The following table provides information on options that you can execute using the integrateiOSLibrary

tool.

Options Requirement Details

--help Optional Executable Information about usage and options.

-g | --groupname Optional Group Name in Xcode Project to which frameworks need to

be added. If a new group name is given, the tool will create

that group in the Xcode project and adds all the frameworks

to that group. If the group name is not provided, a group with

generated library zip namewill be created.

./integrateiOSLibrary -proj <path to

xcodeproj> -lz <path to Generated iOS

Native Library> -g <group name>
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Options Requirement Details

-lf | --

libraryframeworks

Optional If frameworks generated with wrappers around library APIs

need to be added to any framework target, pass respective

framework targets using --frameworkTargets and respective

frameworks(containing wrappers) using--

libraryframeworks. You can providemultiple

Frameworks separated by a comma.

./integrateiOSLibrary -proj <path to

xcodeproj> -lz <path to Generated iOS

Native Library> -f

<frameworktarget1,frameworktarget2> -

lf

<libraryframework1,libraryframework2>

-f | --

frameworkTargets

Optional If library APIs must be used in any framework target, provide

that framework target as an argument. Tool will add the

required frameworks which has library APIs to the provided

framework targets. Multiple Framework Targets can be

provided separated by comma

./integrateiOSLibrary -proj <path to

xcodeproj> -lz <path to Generated iOS

Native Library> -f

<frameworktarget1,frameworktarget2>

--debug Optional Prints debug statements
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Options Requirement Details

-clean Optional Removes all the Kony Frameworks added to the project.

Argument : Pass xcodeproj to which kony frameworks are

added and group name in the xcodeproj to which frameworks

are added using -g option.

./integrateiOSLibrary --clean <path

to Xcode project> -g <group name>

-proj Mandatory Xcode Project

Example

. / integrateiOSLibrary - proj / Users / abcd / iOSNativeProject /

iOSNativeProject.xcodeproj - lz / Users / abcd / iOSNativeLibrary.zip

Note: If any of Kony frameworks are addedmanually to the XCode project, make sure to delete

the frameworksmanually before running the executable.

Integrating the Native Library into a Native App Manually - iOS

Once you build the native library for the application in Kony Visualizer, youmust copy the generated

.zip files of the application to the iOS native project. The generated library artifacts are present in a .zip

file with the AppID (<AppID>.zip).

The location of the file is

<Workspace>/temp/<AppName>/build/server/(iphonekbf (or) ipadkbf (or)

universalkbf)

Note: Path of the generated library artifacts location will appear in the build console of Kony

Visualizer.
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When you unzip the .zip file, it contains the following files.

l Frameworkwith name of <AppID>.framework – Contains Kony iOS platform frameworks

l PlatformDependencies.zip.

l LibraryDependencies.zip. – Contains all dynamic frameworks.

To add frameworks to the iOS native project, do the following:

1. Create a folder in the native project and copy all the frameworks in the .zip file that includes

AppID.framework, frameworks in the Library Dependencies, and frameworks in Platform

Dependencies.

2. Open the XCode Project and add the folder as a group to the project. Initially uncheck all the

targets in the Add to targets section.

3. Navigate to Project > App Target >General and add all the dynamic Frameworks in the folder

to the embedded binaries section.

Note: All the frameworkswill be available in both Embedded Binaries and Link Binary with

Libraries sections in Build Phases of the App target.

Integrating the Native Library into a Native App - Windows

Once you build the native library for the application in Kony Visualizer, youmust copy the generated

library artifacts of the application to theWindows native project.

The generated library artifacts are available in the following locations:

l Mobile channel:
<workspace>/temp/<AppID>/build/windows10/Windows10Mobile/<AppID>

l Tablet Channel:
<workspace>/temp/<AppID>/build/windows10/Windows10/<AppID>

To link Kony App to the Windows native library, do the following:
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1. Download the KonyLibraryLinker tool from here.

2. Open KonyLibraryLinker tool.

3. Configure Target Path to the library artifacts for specific channels.

Mobile channel:

<workspace>/temp/<AppID>/build/windows10/Windows10Mobile/<AppID>

Tablet Channel:
<workspace>/temp/<AppID>/build/windows10/Windows10/<AppID>

Limitations

Android:

l Kony Android library does not support the supportsRtl feature . Native apps integrating with

Kony android librarymust use tools:remove ="android:supportsRtl line under the application

tag of the appmodule in the AndroidManifest.xml file to disable the supportsRtl feature .

l SQLCipher and BundleOpenSSL options are not supported for x86_64 bit architecture .

iOS:

The following features are not supported for the iOS platform:

l Watch App Channel

l Extensions

l Universal Links

l Deeplink

l Native Support for App life cycle events through ApplicationNativeCallbacks.m

l Youmust manually add usage Descriptions such asNSCameraUsageDescription to the

Native App to whichMicro App is integrated. Even if Usage Descriptions are provided in the

infoplist_configuration.json file, the descriptions are not respected.
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l If any resources such as png (or) xib are accessed through the code written as a part of FFI, the

resources should be accessed from Framework Bundle instead of Main Bundle.

NSString *konyLibraryPath = [[[[NSBundlemainBundle] bundlePath]

stringByAppendingPathComponent:@"Frameworks"]

stringByAppendingPathComponent:@"AppID.framework”];

Note: AppID refers to the AppID in Project settings > Application > ID of Viz Project.

NSBundle *konyLibraryBundle = [NSBundle bundleWithPath:libraryPath];

Bundle for accessing resources should be konyLibraryBundle instead of [NSBundle

mainBundle]

Integrate a React Native App to a Kony App

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

Using this feature, you can integrate a React Native app (which is developed in React Native

framework) to a Kony app (which is developed in Kony framework). The React Native app is

embedded into the Kony form through a container, called as the React Native Container.

Furthermore, some APIs are used to communicate between the React Native app's JavaScript

framework and the Kony app's Kony framework. This feature is available fromKony Visualizer V8

SP4 onwards.

React Native is a framework developed by Facebook. React Native is used to create cross-platform

mobile applications.

To gain amore hands-on experience on the React Native Integration process, download and use the

TaskListSample app fromGitHub.

For more information on the container and communication APIs that are essential to integrate a React

Native app to a Kony app, refer these sections:
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l React Native Container

l Communication APIs for React Native App

Prerequisites

Before you try to integrate the React Native app into your Kony project, ensure that you compile the

reactNative project and run it at least once (bywhich you can confirm that the project is error-free).

Requirements for the React Native Project

For integrating the reactNative app into your Kony project, the requirements for the reactNative

Project are as follows:

l Youmust create the reactNative project by using the react-native init <AppName> command.

l If multiple React Native apps are used in the Kony app, ensure that all React Native apps have

the same dependency versions (for example, react-native": "0.57.0 ). Verify the package.json

file of the React Native app to identify the dependencies.

Note: The supported React Native version in QuantumVisualizer is 0.59.x and not any

other version above that.

For the Android OS, if the React Native version is less than 0.58.0, then the React Native

apps bundles only armeabi-v7a, arm64-v8a and x86 .so files but not the x86_64 .so file. If

the version is equal to or greater than the version. 0.58.0, then both 32- and 64-bit

architectures .so files of arm and x86 are bundled with React Native app.

To check the path of the React Native app version, navigate to the React native workspace

and open the package.json file. <react-native app workspace>/package.json

l Ensure that the node dependencies of the reactNative project are installed. If they are not

installed , install it by using the npm install command.
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Note: For iOS, the application code inside the React Native AppDelegate class is ignored. Multiple

appsmust not have the same class files or classeswith the same name.

Manually Integrate a React Native App to a Kony App

In this section, you will learn how to integrate a React Native app to a Kony appmanually.

Important: Currently, Kony Visualizer does not provide the support to directly integrate a React

Native app to a Kony app. As a result, youmust perform the stepsmentioned in the following

sections to execute the integration process.

Common Steps

1. In the root folder of your Kony application workspace, create a folder and name it as

ReactNativeProjects.
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2. Copy the React Native app(s) to the ReactNativeProjects folder.

For iOS, follow these steps:

i. Create a package.json file in the ReactNativeProjects. This json file must contain a

JSON object with a single key-value pair, where the key is dependencies and its value is

an array of react-native dependenciesmentioned in each package.json file of all the

React Native apps. For example,

//package.json file content

{

"dependencies": ["react","react-native","react-navigation"]

}
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ii. If the React Native apps contain pod dependencies, create a pod file in the

ReactNativeProjects folder andmention all the pod dependencies for all the React Native

apps, with the target as KRelease inside the pod file.

3. Run the following platform-specific React Native command from each ReactNative app root

folder to generate the hierarchical JavaScript bundle:

l For Android:

react-native bundle --platform android --dev false --entry-file index.js --bundle-output

android/app/src/main/assets/<AppName>/index.android.bundle --assets-dest

android/app/src/main/res

Note: Create the assets folder (under <reactNativeApp>/android/app/src/main/) and

also <AppName> folder under assets, if they do not exist.

l For iOS:

react-native bundle --entry-file index.js --platform ios --dev false --bundle-output

ios/<AppName>/main.jsbundle --assets-dest ios

Note: Replace <AppName> with the app's name key value that is available in the

app.json file, which is located at the root folder of the each React Native project.

Enable React Native for Andorid

You can enable the React Native feature for Android by adding its corresponding properties to the

androidbuild.properties file. For detailed information on themanual steps of this process, click here.

Enable React Native for iOS

Themanual steps to enable the React Native feature for iOS are as follows:

1. In Kony Visualizer, go to Product > Build, select the iOS Build option, and then click Build.

2. In the Console, a link will be generated, which is the path to the created KAR file.
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3. Click the link. The KAR file location opens.

4. Rename the konyappiphone.KAR file to konyappiphone.zip

5. Unzip the konyappiphone.zip file, and then paste the ReactNativeProjects folder (which is

present at root folder of app. workspace) in the unzipped folder.

6. Compress the contents of the unzipped folder to create an archive (zip).

7. Rename the zip with extension as KAR; this creates a KAR file that contains React Native apps.

8. Navigate back to Visualizer, go to Product > Run As, and then select the iOS emulator. The

relevant logs in the Console are generated.

9. In the Console, a link to the path of VMAppWithKonylib is created.

10. Click the link to open the VMAppWithKonylib location.

11. Go to the gen folder inside the VMAppWithKonylib folder in the terminal.

12. Enter the perl extract.pl modified_KAR_file location command to perform the KAR file

extraction.

13. After the Perl extract is complete, under the Edit Scheme Build options, deselect the

Parallelize Build option for the release scheme.

14. For pods after the Perl extract, the VMAppWithKonyLib.xcworkspace file will be created; use

this file to build the application.

If this file is present, the youmust add the $(inherited) flag under the Other Linker flag setting.

15. The third-party React Native libs that depend on pods should set the Framework Search Path,

Library Search Path, and Header Search Path as $(SRCROOT)/../../../../../Pods/ recursive.

16. If the pods require any specific build settings, such as enablemodules, deployment target, and

swift version, youmust set them.

17. If the third-party React libraries have specific fonts, youmust add those files to the project and

also to the Info.plist file.
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18. If the app depends on any other framework or library file other than pods, youmust add them to

the project.

19. If you are building in DEBUGmode, set BUILD ACTIVE ARCHITECTURES to YES.

Resolutions for Android Build Failure Issues

For Android, React Native apps are added as libraries to the Kony app, whichmight result in the failure

of the build due tomany reasons. Here are a few build failure issueswhen the React Native app is

embedded and built for Android:

l minSDKVersion of the Kony app is lesser than one of the integrated React Native apps

Resolution: Ensure that the Kony app'sminSDKVersion value is equal to or greater than that of

the integrated React Native app.

l Build Failure due to conflict of Gradle dependencies versions (caused by using different

versions of Gradle dependencies ) in the Kony app and the React Native app and its

libraries. For example, com.android.support:appcompat-v7:26.1.0.

Resolutions:

l Modify the build.gradle file of the React Native apps and its corresponding libraries

to use the dependency versions same as that of Kony versions.

i. Location of the build.gradle file in the React Native app:

<reactNativeAppRootFolderPath>/android/app:build.gradle

Note: The latest React Native apps use support libraries version

variable as ext block of the build.gradle file, which is located at

<reactNativeAppRootFolderPath >/android. You canmodify the

supportLibVersion from this location.

The relevant example is as follows.

ext {............

supportLibVersion = "26.1.0"
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}

i. The build.gradle location of the Libraries that is embedded in the React

Native app is as follows:

<reactNativeAppRootFolderPath>/nodemodules/<libraryName>/android/b

uild.gradle

Note: You can view which libraries/modules are added to the React

Native app by opening the settings.gradle file, which is located at

<reactnativeApp>/android.

ext {............

supportLibVersion = "26.1.0"

}

ext {............

supportLibVersion = "26.1.0"

}

l Specify the Gradle system to use the given dependency version through the

configuration strategy by adding the following code in the build.gradle file of the

Kony app. To add the code in the build.gradle file, do the following:

Go to Project Settings > Native > Android, scroll down to theManifest

Properties & Gradle Build Entries section, and then select the Gradle Entries

tab.
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configurations.all {

resolutionStrategy {

force "com.android.support:recyclerview-

v7:27.1.1"

force "com.android.support:appcompat-v7:27.1.1"

}

}

Click here to resolve other types of Gradle-dependency issues, such as duplicate

classes.

l Build failure due to not identifying the React Native app'sGradle dependencies.

Resolution: Add all respositories of the React Native appmentioned in the build.gradle

(<reactNativeApp>/android) file to the Kony app's build.gradle file. To add the

repositories in the build.gradle file, do the following:

Go to Project Settings > Native > Android, scroll down to theManifest Properties &
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Gradle Build Entries section, and then select the Gradle Entries tab.

allprojects {

repositories {

mavenLocal() google() jcenter() maven { // All of

React Native (JS, Obj-C sources, Android binaries) is

installed from npmurl "$rootDir/../node_modules/react-

native/android"}maven {url 'https://maven.google.com/'name

'Google'}maven { url "https://jitpack.io" }}}

l Build failure due to using different Build Tools versions in the Kony app and the React Native

app.

Resolution: Use the same Build Tools version in the React Native app as that of the Kony Build

Tools version.

Note: The Build Tools versions arementioned in the appmodule build.gradle file.
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android {

..........

buildToolsVersion '27.0.3'

}

l Manifest merge conflicts

Resolution: Click here to solveManifest merge conflicts.

Kony's Gradle Plugin, Build Tools, and Gradle Dependencies

The relevant information on Kony'sGradle Plugin, Build Tools, andGradle Dependencies for V8 SP4

is as follows.

Note: The versionswill change based on the plugins, so always refer the plugin corresponding to

the build.gradle file for the exact Kony versions used .

Location of the build.gradle file:

<workspace>/temp/<appName>build/<luaandroid/luatabrcandroid>dist/<appName>:

/** gradle android plugin version **/

classpath 'com.android.tools.build:gradle:3.2.1'

/** compileSDKVersion **/

28

/** build_tools_version **/

28.0.3

/** gradle version **/

gradle 4.6

/** support library dependencies **/

implementation 'com.android.support:recyclerview-v7:28.0.0'
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implementation 'com.android.support:appcompat-v7:28.0.0'

/** Google play services dependencies versions **/

//maps

implementation 'com.google.android.gms:play-services-maps:11.6.0'

//locationlibversion

implementation 'com.google.android.gms:play-services-location:11.6.0'

//multidex_dependency

implementation 'com.android.support:multidex:1.0.0'

//dependencies_google_play_wearable_version

implementation 'com.google.android.gms:play-services-wearable:11.6.0'

//dependencies_android_support_wearable_version

implementation 'com.google.android.support:wearable:2.0.2'

//dependencies_android_wearable_wearable_version

compileOnly 'com.google.android.wearable:wearable:2.0.2'

//dependencies_google_fcm_messaging

implementation 'com.google.firebase:firebase-messaging:11.6.0'

//dependencies_google_play_pay_version

implementation 'com.google.android.gms:play-services-wallet:11.6.0'

//classpath_google_services

classpath 'com.google.gms:google-services:3.1.0'
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Disable Print Statements in Builds

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

Using print statements is a commonway of evaluating a build and assisting in its debugging. However,

youmaywish to disable the generation of print statements during a build, especially when generating

a release build. Depending on your debuggingmethodologies, youmay even want to disable print

statements for debug builds aswell.

By default, Kony Visualizer generates print statements for both DebugMode and ReleaseMode

builds.

To disable the generation of print statements during a build, do the following:

1. On theWindow menu, click Preferences.

2. From the left pane of the dialog box, double-click Kony Visualizer, and then click Build. Doing

so displays the Build options in the right pane.

3. Do one or both of the following, depending on whether you want to disable print statements for

DebugMode and ReleaseMode builds:

l Release Mode builds. To disable the generation of print statements during Release

Mode builds, check the check box of the option titled Stub the print statements in

custom modules during release build.

l Debug Mode builds. To disable the generation of print statements during DebugMode

builds, check the check box of the option titled Stub the print statements in custom

modules during debug build.
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4. Click Apply, and then clickOK.

Build an App Offline

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

In a typical build, Kony Visualizer checks to ensure that the following three conditions aremet:

l That you are logged in to Kony Fabric.

l That a valid environment is associated with the cloud account.

l For SPA, that a Kony Fabric application has been associated with the project.

These constitute an online build. However, it is possible to bypass these three conditions so that Kony

Visualizer performs an offline build.

To perform an offline build, do the following:

1. If you are logged in to your Kony account, log out. To do so, near the right edge of the status bar,

click the account name, and then click Logout.

2. On the Product menu, click Build.

3. In the Build Generation dialog box, select the channels and platforms for which you want to build

your app. For example, youmaywant to build a native type of app for Mobile (phone) devices

and Tablet devices for the iOS and Android platforms. For more information about native and

SPA apps, see Types of Applications.

4. Select the build mode, either debug or release.
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l Debug mode. To help you identify and fix errors, Kony Visualizer emits the complete

symbolic debug information . To lessen the amount of time necessary to complete the

build, the build is not optimized for code execution, so it may tend to execute slower than a

build optimized for release. Also, the inclusion of the symbolic debug information causes

the final executable to be larger than a release build.

l Release mode.Kony Visualizer optimizes the build for execution, requiringmore time to

generate the build. It also does not emit the complete symbolic debug information, making

the final executable smaller than a debug build.

5. Click Build.

6. A Warning dialog box appears indicating that the three conditions necessary for the build to be

online have not beenmet. It's in this dialog box that you indicate that you want to build offline.

In this dialog box, select among the following options:

l If you want Kony Visualizer to remember your selection for the rest of the current session

(i.e. until you close Kony Visualizer), check the Remember for current session

checkbox. This sets a property located in the Preferences dialog box. If you want to reset

your decision for this session so that thisWarning dialog box returnswhen you attempt to

build without being logged in, on theWindow menu, click Preferences. In the left pane of

the Preferences dialog box, expand Kony Visualizer, click Build, and clear the check

mark from the Continue build even of no valid Kony Fabric configuration is found
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checkbox. Click Apply, and then clickOK.

l To perform an offline build, click Continue.

l To log in to Kony Fabric for a conventional, connected build, clickOK.

l To cancel the build process all together, click the X in the upper right corner of the dialog

box.
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Perform a Headless Build

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

A headless build is amethod of building and publishing an app without launching the Eclipse

environment that hosts Kony Visualizer. Instead, Ant1manages the build and publish process.

Conducting headless builds has a number of advantages.

l A developer does not have to open Kony Visualizer to build the application. This helps to

integrate the compilation and building of Kony Visualizer projects with continuous build and

integration tools like Cruise Control, Maven, and Hudson.

l A non-developer can handle releasemanagement.

l You can specify the binaries to be copied to a specific location of your choice, which reducing

themanual effort of copying the files to a specific location.

l You can easily deploy an application tomultiple servers.

l You can build the applications for multiple platformswith a single command.

l You can build applicationswith binaries protectedmode enabled.

You will need to configure few other settings for this to work. See Application Security for more

information.

Running a headless build involves the following tasks: 

1. Prerequisites for a Headless Build

2. Configure the HeadlessBuild.properties File

3. Configure the HeadlessBuild-Global.properties File

1An open-source software tool developed by the Apache Software Foundation that automates

software build processes.
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4. Increase HeapMemory

5. Build the Application

Note: Before using conducting a headless build, ensure you have the filesmentioned in

Prerequisites

For headless builds, the following two files are required:

l HeadlessBuild.properties

l HeadlessBuild-Global.properties

Most of the effort in preparing a headless build involves configuring these files. Ant gives you the

flexibility to build an app or publish it. The decision of building or publishing is configured usingModes.

Themodes are: 

l Mode 0 - The application is built, and all the binaries are generated.

l Mode 1 - The application is published on Kony Fabric.

l Mode 2 - Through this combination of modes 0 and 1, the application is built and published on

the Kony Fabric.

l Mode 3 - Thismode generates a web archive file that is combined with the Kony Fabric archive

and also generates either a .war or .ear file, depending on what you specify. Youmust

manually deploy the app on the server, or use a separate script.

l Mode 4. A combination of modes 0 and 3. The application is built and a web archive file that is

combined with the Kony Fabric archive also is generated, along with either a .war or .ear file,

depending on what you specify. Youmust manually deploy the app on the server, or use a

separate script.

Prerequisites

Following are the prerequisites for doing headless build: 
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l Before doing headless builds, you have to do a blank publish to Kony Fabric to use services in

your app. Building the application is not required in this case.

l Kony Visualizer is installed on your computer.

l Headless builds are supported only on Kony Studio 4.1 plug-ins and above.

l Ensure that there is no space in the file or folder names, and in the parents folder name.

l Applications imported form 6.5 version of Kony Visualizer needs to be built once in Kony

Visualizer Enterprise before performing a headless build.

l If you are doing headless builds for iPhone or iPad, ensure that the Xcode in theMacmachine is

available in the /Applications directory instead of the /Developers directory. To change

the directory, use the command. xcode-select.

l For iOS, make sure to obtain a 10-digit development team identifier fromApple. The Team ID

can be found in theMembership Details of your Apple Developer account.
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Note: The Team ID must not include spaces. Otherwise, the IPA generation in Kony Visualizer

fails.

Configure the HeadlessBuild.properties File

The following sections explain where to find the HeadlessBuild.properties file and how to

configure it. Depending on what mode you are building (either 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4), you need to set

particular values in the HeadlessBuild.properties file. These are detailed in "Configure the

Mode" on page 1346.

1. How to Find the HeadlessBuild.properties File

2. Configure theMode
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How to Find the HeadlessBuild.properties File

The file HeadlessBuild.properties is stored in the project folder of your workspace. For

example, if the name of your project is HelloWorld, and the name of your workspace folder is

Workspace, the path in Microsoft Windowswill be:

C:\Users\<username>\Workspace\HelloWorld

Example of HeadlessBuild.properties file

Following is an example of sections that are present in the HeadlessBuild.properties file and

the values that can be used.

Important: If the values for any variables are left blank, then the values set through Kony

Visualizer will be retained while building the application.

#Note: Please escape '\' with '\\' in all file paths#

#This file represents the Application level properties used by

headless build.

project.name=app1

#mode 0-Build; 1-Publish; 2-Build & Publish; 3-Combine Web

Application+Kony Server Archive; 4-Build & Combine Web

Application+Kony Server Archive;

#mode-0: Application will be built for the selected build platforms

#mode-1: Based on publish.web, publish.service properties, app will

be published & services will be published

#mode-2: Application will be built for selected build platforms and

publish will be performed.

#mode-3: Combines web archive of app & kony server archive and

generates combined war/ear file

#mode-4: Application will be built & Generated web archive will be

combined with Kony server archive and final war/ear will be

generated

mode=0
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#build mode [release | debug]

build.mode=release

#Application details

appid=app1

#Please ensure that this is incremented while doing multiple

Headless builds involving the modes 0 or 1 or 2

version=1.0.0

map_google_key=

default_locale=

#The android packagename can follow the pattern

com.<orgname>.<appid>

android.packagename=com.orgname.app1

#Cloud Mode credentials (Applicable only for cloud)

cloud.username=

cloud.password=

#Provide Kony Fabric specific details

konyfabric.url=

# Environment.Name used for publishing example using the format

LocalDevEnv

# For example, if your Kony Fabric Environment URL is:

# https://mycompany.konycloud.com

# then the value is as follows: environment.name=mycompany

environment.name=

account.id=

mf.appname=

mf.app.version=

#Specify the platforms for which the headless build needs to run.

#Mobile Channel.
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iphone=false

android=false

windowsphone8=false

windowsphone81s=false

spa.iphone=false

spa.android=false

spa.blackberry=false

spa.winphone=false

spa.hybrid.blackberry=false

#Tablet Channel.

ipad=false

androidtablet=false

#Selecting Windows8.1 or Windows10 will also trigger builds for

X86,X64,ARM architectures.

windows8.1=false

windows10=false

spa.ipad=false

spa.androidtablet=false

spa.windowstablet=false

#Desktop Channel.

desktop_kiosk=false

desktopweb=false

#Wearbles channel.

iphonewatch=false
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#Universal Channel.

universal.iphone=false

universal.android=false

#App Extensions

iosappextension=false

#Provide iOS deployment target details in the case of iPhone or

iPad.

#Ex: 8.0, 9.0, 10.0

mac.iosdeploymenttarget=

#Ex: 2.0, 3.0, 4.0

mac.watchosdeploymenttarget=

#Ex: 4.0, 5.0

mac.swiftversion=

#Provide following details to generate IPA file in the case of

iPhone or iPad.

mac.ipaddress=

mac.username=

mac.password=

keychain.password=

#Possible values for method are "app-store", "ad-hoc", "enterprise",

"development"

method=

#Examples for development.team are "G9B5P7QDV2", "PM7453S8QE"

development.team=

#Possible values are true/false

genipaiphone=false

genipaipad=false
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#middleware server properties

middleware_server_ip=192.168.251.1

middleware_http_port=80

middleware_https_port=443

#used in cloud mode

cloud.middleware.url=

middleware_web_context=middleware

mobileweb_web_context=app1

#To build binaries with protected mode enabled.

protectedmodeenabled.ios=true

protectedmodeenabled.android=true

#If not specified, by default final binaries will be copied to

'binaries' folder inside project

binaries.location=

#Combine Web Application+Kony Server Archive. Applicable for mode =

3 or 4 #

#Full path of middleware archive (war/ear).If project has Kony

session Manager,

#provide with-cache archive, for Http session Manager, provide

without-cache archive.

combinewar.middlewarearchive=

combinewar.context=

#combinewar.war,combinewar.ear are mutually exclusive(Only one of

them should be true)

combinewar.war=false

combinewar.ear=false

#Provide full path of dependant libraries,Separate with semicolon(;)

if there are multiple libraries

combinewar.dependencylibraries=
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# Supported context paths for Kony Fabric components, if customized.

context.path.identity

context.path.workspace

context.path.accounts

context.path.console

#Siteminder login URL if your on-premise Kony Fabric is protected by

siteminder.

login.siteminder.url

Important: If you do not want to store your password in the headless build.properties file, you can

usemfcli to encrypt your password. You can download themfcli.jar from

https://community.kony.com/downloads.

Ensure that you use the corresponding version of MFCLI as that of the Visualizer. i.e 7.x viz, 7.x

mfcli, 8.x viz, 8.xmfcli.

To encrypt the password usingmfcli (using default password.encryption.key),
java -jar mfcli.jar encrypt "Kony@1234"

Encrypted password is: en1801f1abee7b9e12426c062509e1b18epd

Configure the Mode

Depending on what mode you are building for (either 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4), you need to set values in the

HeadlessBuild.properties file.
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Mode 0 Properties

In Mode 0, the application is built, binaries are generated at the location specified in

HeadlessBuild.properties, additionally if no location is specified theywill also be copied to

<drive>/<workspace>/<project>/binaries, apart from the temp folder. To configure

build.properties for mode 0, in addition to setting mode=0, simply set the platform you are

building for to true.

For example, iphone=true

Mode 1 Properties

In mode 1, the application or services are published, the application or services are published to Kony

Fabric, depending on the Kony Fabric details in HeadlessBuild.properties file. The properties

are in addition to setting mode=1.

Note: In order to publish, initial build has to be done inmode 0 before you executemode 1 and

mode 2.

Mode 2 Properties

Becausemode 2 is a combination of modes 0 and 1, youmust set the properties described in the

Mode 0 properties andMode 1 properties, and set the property mode=2 in order to build and publish to

Kony Fabric. For example:

#Cloud Mode credentials (Applicable only for cloud)

cloud.username=username@kony.com

cloud.password=Abc@123

#Provide Kony Fabric specific details

konyfabric.url=https://mbaastest25.konylabs.net:443

# Environment.Name used for publishing example using the format

LocalDevEnv

# For example, if your Kony Fabric Environment URL is:

# https://mycompany.konycloud.com
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# then the value is as follows: environment.name=mycompany

environment.name=

Mode 3 Properties

In mode 3, Kony Visualizer combines the web archive and the Kony Fabric archive which presumes

the web archive is already built and generates a combined war/ear file. If the application is not built or

the web archive is not available, then Kony Visualizer displays an error. To configure

HeadlessBuild.properties for mode 3, in addition to setting mode=3, the following properties

must be set:

#Full path of middleware archive (war/ear). If project has Kony

session Manager, provide with-cache archive, for Http session

Manager, provide without-cache

archive.combinewar.middlewarearchive= <Path to middleware archive

(war/ear, based on whether combinewar.ear / combinewar.war

properties)>

combinewar.context= <Provide context name with which final war/ear

will be generated.>

#combinewar.war and combinewar.ear are mutually exclusive(only one of

them should be true)

combinewar.war=false

combinewar.ear=false

#Provide full path of dependent libraries, separated by semicolons(;)

if there are multiple libraries

combinewar.dependencylibraries= <All MobileWeb dependency jars (full

path) separated by semicolons(;) should be provided.>

Mode 4 Properties

Becausemode 4 is a combination of modes 0 and 3, youmust set the properties described in the

headingsMode 0 Properties andMode 3 Properties, and set the property mode=4.
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Configure Kony Fabric Parameters

To configure Kony Fabric parameters, follow these steps:

1. Open HeadlessBuild.properties file.

2. Provide user-name at cloud.username.

3. Provide password at cloud.password.

4. Provide Kony Fabric URL at konyfabric.url.

5. Provide Kony Fabric environment name at environment.name.

Note: Providing user-name, password, and Kony Fabric URL aremandatory to build an

application from the command line.

#Cloud Mode credentials (Applicable only for cloud)

cloud.username=username@kony.com

cloud.password=Abc@123

#Provide Kony Fabric specific details

konyfabric.url=https://mbaastest25.konylabs.net:443

# Environment.Name used for publishing example using the format

LocalDevEnv

# For example, if your Kony Fabric Environment URL is:

# https://mycompany.konycloud.com

# then the value is as follows: environment.name=mycompany

environment.name=

6. In order to enable services, you need to publish the app at least once from IDE.
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Configure the HeadlessBuild-Global.properties File

The following sections explain where to find the HeadlessBuild-Global.properties file and

how to configure it.

How to Find the build.properties File

The file HeadlessBuild-Global.properties is stored in the root folder of your workspace. For

example, if the name of your workspace folder isWorkspace, the path in Microsoft Windowswould be

something like this:

C:\Users\<username>\Workspace

Example of HeadlessBuild-Global.properties File

The following illustrates the sections that comprise the global.properties file and the values that can be

used.

#The file represents the workspace level properties relevant for

Headless Build

#Note: Please escape '\' with '\\' in file paths (Ex:

C:\\workspace\\project)

#Specify the eclipse workspace path where the project exists.

workspace.location=

#Full Path to a jar file whose name starts with

'org.eclipse.equinox.launcher_' in eclipse plugins folder

#Example: D:\\eclipse\\plugins\\org.eclipse.equinox.launcher_

1.1.0.v20100507.jar

eclipse.equinox.path=

#Android Home-Please specify the path of Android SDK. This is needed

only if Android Builds are being triggered

android.home=
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Increase Heap Memory

If required, you can increase the heapmemory available to your build bymodifying the run file (either

run.bat or run.sh). To increase the heapmemory, type the followingmemory options in the run

file.

java -Xms40m -Xmx512m -Dinput.file=%1 -Dglobal.file=%4 -cp %3

org.eclipse.core.launcher.Main -data %2 -application

com.pat.tool.keditor.konyapplication

Generating IPA

To generate IPA, following fields need to be configured before triggering the build.

1. Open HeadlessBuild.properties file.

2. ProvideMacUser-name at mac.username.

3. ProvideMac password at mac.password.

4. Provide IP address at mac.ipaddress.

#Provide following details to generate IPA file in the case of

iPhone or iPad.

mac.ipaddress=xx.xx.xx.xx

mac.username=Username

mac.password=p@ssword

5. Provide profile key chain password, export method, and Team ID.

keychain.password=p@ssword

#Possible values for method are "app-store", "ad-hoc",

"enterprise", "development"

method="development"
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#Examples for development.team are "G9B5P7QDV2", "PM7453S8QE"

development.team="G9B5P7QDV2"

6. Based on the requirement, user should set genipaiphone or genipaipad value to true.

#Possible values are true/false

genipaiphone=true

genipaipad=false

7. Value of the respective channel should be set to true.

#Mobile Channel.

iphone=True

android=false

windowsphone8=false

windowsphone81s=false

8. Build the application to generate IPA.

Build the Application

To build the application, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your application's workspace.

2. Make sure the files run.bat, build.xml, HeadlessBuild.properties, and HeadlessBuild-

Global.properties are present in the workspace.

3. Update the HeadlessBuild-Global.properties file with details like workspace location,

eclipse.equinox.path, and preference. For example.
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workspace.location = c:\\Myprojects\\Releases

eclipse.equinox.path = c:\\Eclipse_

6.5\\plugins\\org.eclipse.equinox.launcher_1.1.1.R36x_v20101122_

1400.jar

4. Update the HeadlessBuild.properties file with details like project.name, application, and

platforms that you are building the application for.

5. Open the command prompt in the workspace.

6. Type ant in the command prompt. You can see the status of the build on the command prompt

window.

Note: If you want to write the console statements to a file for later viewing, such as for

evaluating errors, use the command ant > <drive:\filename>

7. If the app is built for Android, you can expect the folder to have the following structure (unless

otherwise defined in the binaries section of the HeadlessBuild.properties file).

Continuous Integration

Introduction

CI Build allows the user to build and publish an app from the command line without any

eclipse/installer dependency.

Prerequisite

Following are the prerequisites to install CI Build:
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1. Ant (version >1.8.2) and Node (version > 7.10.0) should be installed in the system.

2. Copy the following plugins from <<install_

location>>\KonyVisualizerEnterprisex.x\Kony_Visualizer_

Enterprise\plugins to a new folder.

l com.kony.desktopweb_x.x

l com.kony.ios_x.x

l com.kony.mobile.fabric.client.sdk_x.x

l com.kony.spa_x.x

l com.kony.studio.viz.core.win64_x.x(for Windows 64-bit users)

l com.kony.studio.viz.core.win32_x.x (for Windows 32-bit users)

l com.kony.studio.viz.core.mac64_x.x (for Mac 64-bit users)

l com.kony.studio.viz.core.mac32_x.x (for Mac 32-bit users)

l com.kony.thirdparty.jars_x.x

l com.kony.windows_x.x

l com.kony.windows8_x.x

l com.kony.windows10_x.x

l com.kony.windowsphone8_x.x

l com.pat.android_x.x

l com.pat.tabrcandroid_x.x

l com.pat.tool.keditor_x.x

l com.kony.cloudmiddleware_x.x
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l com.kony.webcommons_x.x

l com.kony.cloudthirdparty_x.x

Note: Windows platform is not supported in the version 8.0.

3. Copy package.json and build.js files from download.kony.com/visualizer_

enterprise/citools/<fix pack/service pack version>/visualizer-ci-

tool-<fix pack/service pack version>.zip in the project location. For example,

For Fix Pack 8 of V8 the URL is http://download.kony.com/visualizer_

enterprise/citools/8.0.8/visualizer-ci-tool-8.0.8.zip

4. Open the command prompt in the project location and perform the npm install.

Configure HeadlessBuild.Properties

HeadlessBuild.properties file is present in the project location.

New Entries

Upgrade Enterprise project to 8.x or add the below new entries in

HeadlessBuild.properties file:

protectedmodeenabled.ios If the user wants to build for iOS in protectedmode, change

the value to true.

protectedmodeenabled.andr

oid

If the user wants to build for android in protectedmode,

change the value to true.

plugin.dir Points to the directory, where the plugins required for the

build are copied.
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javaloc Java home (provide the folder location consisting bin where

the Java is installed.)

Example: <Install_
location>\KonyVisualizerEnterprise8.0\Java

\jdk

androidHome Android SDK path

For Proxy setup, the following new

entries are applicable:
proxy.host

proxy.port

proxy.username

proxy.password

If you are running CI build on a system behind a proxy,

provide proxy details.

Existing Entries

Add the following existing entries in HeadlessBuild.properties file:

Key Name Description

project.name Project name

mode Only modes 0, 1 and 2 are supported

build.mode Themode of the build. Release or Debug.

appid ID of the application

#cloud mode credentials

cloud.username

cloud.password

Applicable only for cloud
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Key Name Description

#mobilefabric specific details

mobilefabric.url

environment.name

accountd.id

mf.appname

mf.app.version

Applicable only when you are trying to

publish the app.

#specify the environment you want to

publish Example:qa

cloud.environment

Applicable only when you are trying to

publish the app.

#The platforms for which the headless build need to run

#Mobile Channel
iphone

android

spa.iphone

spa.android

spa.blackberry

spa.winphone

#Tablet
ipad

androidtablet

spa.ipad

spa.androidtablet

spa.windowstablet

# Desktop Channel

desktopweb

# Wearables

iphonewatch

androidwearos

The value is either true or false. Enter true

to build the platform else false.

Please note that you cannot build Apple

watch alone. When you build for Apple

watch ensure that you build for iPhone as

well.
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Key Name Description

#Provide the following details for IPA generation:

mac.ipaddress

mac.username

mac.password

keychain.password

development.team.id

method

genipaiphone (to generate IPA for iPhone)

genipaipad (to generate IPA for iPad)

Enter true to generate IPA for iPhone and

iPad.

For themethod, possible values

supported are app-store, ad-hoc,

enterprise, and development.

Universal build for iOS:

universal.iPhone

universal.android

Enter true to perform universal build for

iPhone.

Enter true to perform universal build for

Android.

#Windows platform for headless build:

#Mobile Channel
windowsphone8

windowsphone81s

windowsphone10

#Tablet
windows8.1

windows10

#Desktop Channel
desktop_kiosk

Window platforms

binaries.location Location, where the binaries are saved

after the app is successfully built.
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Key Name Description

version

default_locale

android.packagename

android.versioncode

ios.bundleversion

Support has been added for the following

items from V8 SP1 onwards.

keyAlias

keyPassword

keyStoreFilePath

keyStorePassword

Support has provided for the Android

signing keys from V8 SP1 onwards for

signing.

context.path.identity

context.path.workspace

context.path.accounts

context.path.console

Supported context paths for Kony Fabric

components, if customized.

login.siteminder.url Siteminder login URL if your on-premise

Kony Fabric is protected by siteminder.

iosappextension App extension of the iOS.
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Key Name Description

#Supported platforms for Generate Native Library

generatenativelibrary

#Mobile Channel

iPhone

Android

Windowsphone10

#Tablet Channel

iPad

Android Tablet

Windows10

The value is either True or False.

Enter false to build the Generate Native

Library.

Important: There aremany keys available in the HeadlessBuild.properties file. However, not all

of them are applicable for the CI Build. The keysmentioned above are the only ones applicable for

CI Build.

Important: If you do not want to store your password in the headless build.properties file, you can

usemfcli to encrypt your password. You can download themfcli.jar from

https://community.kony.com/downloads.

Ensure that you use the corresponding version of MFCLI as that of the Visualizer. i.e 7.x viz, 7.x

mfcli, 8.x viz, 8.xmfcli.

To encrypt the password usingmfcli (using default password.encryption.key),
java -jar mfcli.jar encrypt "Kony@1234"

Encrypted password is: en1801f1abee7b9e12426c062509e1b18epd
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Platforms Supported

Following platforms are supported to build the CI application:

l iPhone, iPad

l Androidmobile and tablet

l SPAmobile, tablet and desktop web

l SPA/DW publish

l Windowsmobile, tablet and kiosk

Build the Application

Follow these steps to build the application:

1. Copy the build.js file to the project location.

2. Update the HeadlessBuild.properties file of the project, provide the necessary entries.

3. Open the command prompt in the project location.

4. Run the node command node build.js

If there is a change in the plugin use –clean parameter, as below:

node build.js –clean

5. If the app is built successfully, the binaries are saved in the location defined in the binaries

section of HeadlessBuild.properties file.

Note: If the binary location is not specified in the file, the binaries are saved in the following

default location.

<projectLocation>/Binaries.
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Error Codes

The error codes are indicative of failed stage or operation. The actual error messages differ from the

descriptionmentioned below:

Example: Error code 50 describes as one of themandatory field ismissing. Actual error message will

list the fieldsmissing.

Error

Code

Description

50 One ormoremandatory fields aremissing in HeadlessBuild.properties.

51 At least one platform should be selected for the build in HeadlessBuild.properties.

52 Plugin extraction failed (or) one or moremandatory plugins aremissing.

53 Publishing Kony Fabric application failed.

54 Kony Fabric configuration details aremissing in HeadlessBuild.properties.

Example: error message will be (cloudname, cloudpassword, envname, accountID,

mfAppName) is (or) aremissing.

55 Project porting failed.

56 There are no forms created to build the selected channels.

Example: There are no forms created for: Desktop

57 JAVA_HOME not found in environment variables (or) expected Java version is not

found.

58 ANT_HOME not found in environment variables (or) expected ant version is not found.

59 Expected node version not found.

Example: node versionmismatch: required 7.10.0, found 6.10.2.
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Error

Code

Description

60 Expected Xcode version not found.

61 Expected Finalizer version not found.

62 Build failed for one or more selected platforms.

Continuous Integration for Kony Visualizer

Introduction

CI Build allows the user to build and publish an app from the command line without any

eclipse/installer dependency.

Prerequisites

Following are the prerequisites to install CI Build:

1. Ant (version >1.8.2) and Node (version > 7.10.0) should be installed in the system.

Note: Windows platform is supported from the Visualizer V8 SP1

2. Download and extract the zip file from the location:download.kony.com/visualizer_
enterprise/citools/<fix pack/service pack version>/visualizer-ci-

tool-<fix pack/service pack version>.zip into the project location.

For example, For V8 SP3 the URL is http://download.kony.com/visualizer_

enterprise/citools/8.3.0/visualizer-ci-tool-8.3.0.zip

3. Copy plugindownload.js, package.json and build.js files from visualizer-ci-tool<fix

pack/service pack version> folder.

4. Open the command prompt in the project location and perform the npm install.
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5. Update plugin.dir and javaloc properties in HeadlessBuild.properties file.

CI Build for Kony Visualizer

Starting with Kony Visualizer V8 SP3GA, CI build is supported in Kony Visualizer.

Note: Youmust upgrade to V 8 SP3 to get CI build in applications created with a lower version of

Kony Visualizer than SP3

The following properties have a default value. You can configure them if required.

Property

Name

Property Key Default

Value

Property File Name

Accessibility

config

isA11yConfigEnabled false projectprop.xml

Android wear

minimum sdk

version

andwearminsdkkey 7.1 (25) projectprop.xml

Android wear

target sdk

version

andweartargetsdkkey 7.1(25) projectprop.xml

Android wear

maximum sdk

version

andwearmaxsdkkey None projectprop.xml

Android

(mobile/tablet)

minimum sdk

version

andminsdkkey 4.0(14) projectprop.xml
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Property

Name

Property Key Default

Value

Property File Name

Android

(mobile/tablet)

target sdk

version

andtargetsdkkey 4.0(14) projectprop.xml

Android

(mobile/tablet)

maximum sdk

version

andmaxsdkkey None projectprop.xml

iOS

Deployment

target version

mac.iosdeploymenttarget HeadlessBuild.properties

Apple watch

Deployment

target version

mac.watchosdeploymenttarget HeadlessBuild.properties

iOS swift

version

mac.swiftversion HeadlessBuild.properties

Splash screen

related changes

splashscreenproperties.json

In case you want to modify any of the listed properties, you can find them in the following location:

<workspace name>/<application name>.

Configure HeadlessBuild.Properties

HeadlessBuild.properties file is present in the project location.
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New Entries

Upgrade Kony Visualizer project to 8.3.x or add the below new entries in

HeadlessBuild.properties file:

protectedmodeenabled.ios If the user wants to build for iOS in protectedmode, change

the value to true.

protectedmodeenabled.andr

oid

If the user wants to build for android in protectedmode,

change the value to true.

plugin.dir Points to the directory, where the plugins required for the

build are copied.

javaloc Java home (provide the folder location consisting bin where

the Java is installed.)

Example: <Install_
location>\KonyVisualizerEnterprise8.0\Java

\jdk

androidHome Android SDK path

For Proxy setup, the following new

entries are applicable:
proxy.host

proxy.port

proxy.username

proxy.password

If you are running CI build on a system behind a proxy,

provide proxy details.

Existing Entries

Add the following existing entries in HeadlessBuild.properties file:
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Key Name Description

project.name Project name

mode Only modes 0, 1 and 2 are supported

build.mode Themode of the build. Release or Debug.

appid ID of the application

#cloud mode credentials

cloud.username

cloud.password

Applicable only for cloud

#mobilefabric specific details

mobilefabric.url

environment.name

accountd.id

mf.appname

mf.app.version

Applicable only when you are trying to

publish the app.

#specify the environment you want to

publish Example:qa

cloud.environment

Applicable only when you are trying to

publish the app.
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Key Name Description

#The platforms for which the headless build need to run

#Mobile Channel
iphone

android

spa.iphone

spa.android

spa.blackberry

spa.winphone

#Tablet
ipad

androidtablet

spa.ipad

spa.androidtablet

spa.windowstablet

# Desktop Channel

desktopweb

The value is either true or false. Enter true

to build the platform else false.

#Provide the following details for IPA generation:

mac.ipaddress

mac.username

mac.password

keychain.password

development.team.id

method

genipaiphone (to generate IPA for iPhone)

genipaipad (to generate IPA for iPad)

Enter true to generate IPA for iPhone and

iPad.

For themethod, possible values

supported are app-store, ad-hoc,

enterprise, and development.

Universal build for iOS:

universal.iPhone

universal.android

Enter true to perform universal build for

iPhone.

Enter true to perform universal build for

Android.
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Key Name Description

#Windows platform for headless build:

#Mobile Channel
windowsphone8

windowsphone81s

windowsphone10

#Tablet
windows8.1

windows10

#Desktop Channel
desktop_kiosk

Window platforms

binaries.location Location, where the binaries are saved

after the app is successfully built.

version

default_locale

android.packagename

android.versioncode

ios.bundleversion

Support has been added for the following

items from V8 SP1 onwards.

keyAlias

keyPassword

keyStoreFilePath

keyStorePassword

Support has provided for the Android

signing keys from V8 SP1 onwards for

signing.

context.path.identity

context.path.workspace

context.path.accounts

context.path.console

Supported context paths for Kony Fabric

components, if customized.

login.siteminder.url Siteminder login URL if your on-premise

Kony Fabric is protected by siteminder.
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Key Name Description

iosappextension App extension of the iOS.

Important: There aremany keys available in the HeadlessBuild.properties file. However, not all

of them are applicable for the CI Build. The keysmentioned above are the only ones applicable for

CI Build.

Important: If you do not want to store your password in the headless build.properties file, you can

usemfcli to encrypt your password. You can download themfcli.jar from

https://community.kony.com/downloads.

Ensure that you use the corresponding version of MFCLI as that of the Visualizer. i.e 7.x viz, 7.x

mfcli, 8.x viz, 8.xmfcli.

To encrypt the password usingmfcli (using default password.encryption.key),
java -jar mfcli.jar encrypt "Kony@1234"

Encrypted password is: en1801f1abee7b9e12426c062509e1b18epd

Build the Application for Kony Visualizer

Follow these steps to build the application:

1. Open the command prompt in the project location.

2. Run the node command node build.js in any of the following formats. These commands

will download the required plugins aswell as build the application.

l node build.js --version <version number> // This commandwill download the

specified plugin version to'plugin.dir' location and build the app.
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l node build.js // This commandwill build the app with existing plugins located in

'plugin.dir'.

l node build.js -clean // This commandwill re-extract the plugins from plugin.dir folder

Note: For Delta download or when the 'plugin.dir' location already has a set of

plugins then, run the following command

node build.js -c --version <version number>

This commandwill download the upgraded plugins and build the project.

3. If the app is built successfully, the binaries are saved in the location defined in the binaries

section of HeadlessBuild.properties file.

Note: If the binary location is not specified in the file, the binaries are saved in the following

default location.

<projectLocation>/Binaries.

Error Codes

The error codes are indicative of failed stage or operation. The actual error messages differ from the

descriptionmentioned below:

Example: Error code 50 describes as one of themandatory field ismissing. Actual error message will

list the fieldsmissing.

Error

Code

Description

50 One ormoremandatory fields aremissing in HeadlessBuild.properties.

51 At least one platform should be selected for the build in HeadlessBuild.properties.

52 Plugin extraction failed (or) one or moremandatory plugins aremissing.
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Error

Code

Description

53 Publishing Kony Fabric application failed.

54 Kony Fabric configuration details aremissing in HeadlessBuild.properties.

Example: error message will be (cloudname, cloudpassword, envname, accountID,

mfAppName) is (or) aremissing.

55 Project porting failed.

56 There are no forms created to build the selected channels.

Example: There are no forms created for: Desktop

57 JAVA_HOME not found in environment variables (or) expected Java version is not

found.

58 ANT_HOME not found in environment variables (or) expected ant version is not found.

59 Expected node version not found.

Example: node versionmismatch: required 7.10.0, found 6.10.2.

60 Expected Xcode version not found.

61 Expected Finalizer version not found.

62 Build failed for one or more selected platforms.

Platforms Supported

Following platforms are supported to build the CI application:

l iPhone, iPad

l Androidmobile and tablet
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l SPAmobile, tablet and desktop web

l SPA/DW publish

l Windowsmobile, tablet and kiosk

Publish a Kony Fabric App

Until an app is published, all its services and features are limited to just the Kony Visualizer

development environment. To connect the app to live services, you have to publish the application to

Kony Fabric. After you have signed in to Kony Fabric, you can select and publish your app to any of

your cloud accounts. You can publish your app from the Kony Fabric Console by using the Publish tab.

Prerequisites

Before you can publish an app to Kony Fabric, youmust meet the following prerequisites:

l Have a Kony Fabric account.

l Configure Kony Fabric in Kony Visualizer.

l Create a Kony Fabric app corresponding to the Kony Visualizer app that you are publishing.

For more information, refer Connecting to Services andGetting Started with Kony Fabric.

Important: If your app contains deprecated widgets, it is possible that their skinsmay refer to the

Helvetica font. If you are not explicitly using Helvetica in your app, youmust verify your app's

configuration andmanually remove references to Helvetica before submitting it to the store.

This topic contains the following sections:

l Directly publish an app to Kony Fabric

l Publish the app fromKony Fabric
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Directly Publish an App to Kony Fabric

FromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 FP 35 onwards, an option to directly publish your app to Kony Fabric

has been provided. This feature is available on both Kony Visualizer and Kony Visualizer Classic.

To directly publish an app to Kony Fabric, follow these steps:

1. In Kony Visualizer, sign in to your KonyCloud account. To do so, from the upper-right corner of

the Kony Visualizer window, click Login. The Kony Account sign-in window opens. Type your

KonyCloud email and password credentials, and then click Sign in. Kony Visualizer uses the

configured Kony Fabric URL to sign in to Kony Fabric.

Note: In Kony Visualizer Classic, you can configure the Kony Fabric URL by going to:

Window > Preferences > Kony Visualizer > Kony Fabric.

Important: If you are not able to get beyond the login page for the Kony Fabric Console, it

could be because you set up Kony Fabricby using a self-signed certificate. The self-signed

certificate allows you to install Kony Fabric, however, whichWindows andGoogle Chrome

do not trust the allow you to sign in. To resolve this issue, locate the certificate (youmay

need to contact your system administrator to do so), and then import it to the Trusted Root

Certification Authorities folder of theWindowsCertificate Store. For more information on

how to import a certificate into theWindowsStore, refer Import or export certificates and

private keys on theMicrosoft web site.

2. Select a default environment for Kony Fabric. To do so, on the File menu, click Settings. Then,

click the Kony Fabric Details tab. At the top of this tab, under Kony Fabric Environment, select

an environment from the drop-down list. Click Finish. If you do not see any environments listed,

you need to create one. For more information, refer Environments in the Kony Fabric Console

User Guide.

3. To publish to Kony Fabric, your Kony Visualizer client appmust be associated with a Kony

Fabric app, whichmeans that you need to either create a new Kony Fabric app or use an

existing one. To do so, on the Project tab of the Project Explorer, click the context menu arrow
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for Kony Fabric, and then click either Create New App or Use Existing App. From the Kony

Fabric Application dialog box, select the Kony Fabric app to which you want to associate your

Kony Visualizer app. For more information on how to create a new Kony Fabric app, refer How

to Add Applications in the Kony Fabric Console User Guide.

Note: If you want to associate your Kony Visualizer app with a different Kony Fabric app, on the

Project Explorer, click the context menu arrow for Kony Fabric, and then click Unlink App. To link

to a different Kony Fabric app, click the context menu arrow for Kony Fabric, and then click

either Create New App, or Use Existing App.

4. Right-click Kony Fabric for the linked app, and then click Publish to Kony Fabric. The app is

successfully published to Kony Fabric.

Note: If you have not done so earlier, a dialog box appears asking you to select a valid Kony Fabric

environment.
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Publish the App from Kony Fabric

After you have published your app to Kony Fabric fromKony Visualizer, you can publish the app from

Kony Fabric. This feature is applicable only in Kony Visualizer Classic.

To publish your app from Kony Fabric, follow these steps:

1. Once you have selected a Kony Fabric app to which you want to bind your Kony Visualizer app,

the Kony Fabric Console opens. On the Kony Fabric console, click the Publish tab.

The status of the environment to which you want to publish the client app indicateswhether the

Kony Fabric app has been published.

Status when Not Published Status when Published
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2. If the Kony Fabric app to which you have bound the client app has not yet been published, select

the app for publish.

3. Click Next. The Environments page appears.

4. The Configure page displays options to change the configuration of your Services. Tomake any

changes, click + Service Configuration., and then click any of the blue-text fields.

Note: If your app is an upload of web app ( such as SPA, DesktopWeb/ResponsiveWeb,

or ProgressiveWeb App) binary , the Configure page displays a drop-down list of options

specific to the web client environment.

5. If available, you can reconfigure the application-level settings and service configuration settings

from this page .

6. Click Save and Publish. The app and any associated services are published to the selected

environment.

Note: If you are building a Kony Visualizer web app ( such as SPA, Desktop

Web/ResponsiveWeb, or ProgressiveWeb App), youmust first define and publish any

required Kony Fabric services. After you build anyweb application and upload its binaries to

Kony Fabric, you cannot publish a service to it.

If you encounter an error while publishing the Kony Fabric, try publishing again.
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7. To close the Kony Fabric Console and return to Kony Visualizer, from theQuick Launch Bar

along the upper left edge of Kony Visualizer, click the Visualizer icon . Since you are still

logged in to your Kony account, Kony Visualizer continues to have access to your Kony Fabric

apps and services.

8. Launch the app. To do so, on the Product menu, navigate to Run As, and then select an

emulator to run the app on.

Build and Publish on Kony Visualizer

Overview

Build and Publish, a feature introduced in Kony Visualizer V8 SP4, is used to build and publish apps

in Kony Visualizer . So far, Kony Visualizer could be used to preview your apps, now you have the

feature to build the app and generate native app binaries.

Kony Visualizer supports the following types of cloud builds:

l Build and Publish Native - Builds the application for the selected native platforms and performs

the selected Post Build Action. There are three types of Post Build Actions:

l Publish tomyApp Store – This action publishes the application to your Enterprise App

Store
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l Run onmyDevice – This action installs the application to your connected device and

enables you to view your app on your device

l Generate Native App – This action generates the binaries and build logs for your Native

application and saves it on your file system

l Build and Publish Web - Builds the web application for selected web platforms and publishes

to Kony Fabric. For more details refer to Build and PublishWeb Apps on Kony Visualizer.

Note: You can configure Push Notifications for applications built using cloud build. For information

on how to do so, click here.

Build and Publish Native

With the Build and Publish Native feature the dependency on Xcode for building iOS applications and

the dependency on Android SDK for building Android applications has been removed.

The build process is a process through which application components are collected and repeatedly

compiled for testing purposes, to ensure a reliable final product. Build process creates new resources,

updates the existing resources, or does both.

After you develop an application, youmust build the application to do the following:

l Test the application for its performance and appearance on a device or on emulators.

l Install the application on your devices.

The publish processmakes the built application accessible fromKony Enterprise App Store. When

you build and publish a native application, it is hosted on the Enterprise App Store associated to your

Cloud account and can be accessed from the server.

To understand the build and publish process for native applications in Kony Visualizer, go to Build and

Publish a Native App.

Prerequisites

Following are the prerequisites to build and publish a native app within Kony Visualizer:
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l Access to a KonyCloud account. If you do not have a cloud account, you can register for it at

KonyCloud Registration.

l Access to a KonyCloud Build Environment. By default, new users get access to the Cloud build

environment. Existing users need to request for access.

l Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 or later.

l For publishing to the Enterprise App Store youmust have Kony Fabric V8 SP4 or later.

l Configure the various Project Settings.

Go to Project > Settings and configure the build settings for each Native platform. For more

information on Project Settings, click here.

l Platform specific prerequisites:

l If you choose to build an application for the iOS platform, youmust provide theMobile

Provision, .P12, P12 password, and the Development method. To do so, go to Project

Settings > Native > iPhone/iPad. For more details on the iOS configurations, click here.

l If choose to build an application for the Android platform in Release mode, then the

Android signing details aremandatory. To do so, go to Project Settings > Native >

AndroidMobile/Tablet. For more details on Android signing details, click here.

l If you choose to build an application in Protected mode, then setting the public and private keys

ismandatory. To do so, go to Project Settings > ProtectedMode. For more details on how to

generate public and private keys, click here.

Post Build Actions

The Post Build Action is initiated after the Build is complete. Youmust choose the Post Build Action in

the Build and Publish window, before the build process begins. There are three types of Post Build

Actions, they include:

1. Publish tomyApp Store

2. Run onmy device
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3. Generate Native App

Publish to my App Store

The Publish tomyApp Store action generates native app binaries and publishes the application to

your Enterprise App Store. After a successful publish, a confirmation window appears, which shares a

link to view the Enterprise app store on your device.

To publish an app to the Enterprise App Store logging in to your Kony Account ismandatory.

Note: You cannot build apps for the universal channel using this option.

For more information on Publish tomyApp Store, click here.
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Run on my device

TheRun onmyDevice action installs the application to your connected device and enables you to view

your app on your device.

Establish a USB connection between the computer that built the app, and your device.

Important: USB Tethering for iOS devices on Windows Machine:

Prerequisites - Ensure that the latest version of iTunes is installed on theWindowsmachine.

Before you start viewing the app on your iOS device by using the USB feature on KonyQuantum

App, open iTunes on your Windowsmachine.

If you connect your device to the system after selecting the post build action, use the Refresh option to

refresh the list of available devices that are connected to the system.

Use the Clear History option to clear out old entries of devices that are not connected to the system.
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Once this action is completed, by default Android devices launch the app.Whereas, for iOS devices

you need to explicitly launch the app by tapping on the app icon.

Generate Native App

TheGenerate Native App action generates the binaries and build logs for your Native application and

saves it on your file system. The Visualizer project does not have to be linked to Kony Fabric to

complete this action.

Once the build is completed,

l If you have successfully built your Visualizer project for the Android channel, you will get Android

mobile and/or tablet native APKs in your project's Kony Visualizer workspace > binaries folder.
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l If you have successfully built your Visualizer project for the iOS channel, you will get iOS mobile

and/or tablet native IPAs in your project's Kony Visualizer workspace > binaries folder.

l Youwill also get the build logs in your project's Kony Visualizer workspace > binaries folder.

You can refer to the logs to analyze the build for failures or success.

Alternatively, once the build is complete, you will get notified by an email from "Kony – Build Service",

with download links for all these binaries.

You can generate native apps even for the Universal channel using option. This option will generate

the APK or IPA for each of the platforms and channels selected.

To understand any build failures, you can go through the log file. To understand Run and Publish

actions related to this type of Build, go to Post Successful Build.
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Build and Publish a Native App

To build an application, follow these steps:

1. On your Kony Visualizer, from themainmenu select Build.

2. From the context menu, select Build and Publish Native.

3. Select the platforms and channels for which you want to build the application.

4. From the Post Build Action drop-downmenu, select the desired Post Build Action. For more

details about the Post Build Action, click here.

5. You can choose to change the cloud environment on which your app will be published. To do so

click on Change beside the Environment option. By default, the Environment displayed is the

one that is last selected.

6. From the Build Mode drop-down list, select your desired build mode.

7. Click Build. The build generation begins. You can check the status of your build in the Build tab.

If there are any errors, they appear in the Build tab. Switch to the Console tab to view a detailed

log of the errors.

You can check the status of your build in the Build tab. It undergoes various actions, like Project

compression, uploading the compressed project to the cloud, then the actual build begins. This

processmay take some time.

If there are any errors, they appear in the Build tab.

8. From the Build tab, click on View logs to open the build logs for the build service on your

system.

Post Successful Build

Once the build is completed, the generated binaries with the download link are provided in the Build

tab.
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1. Click on the binaries to open them in your default web browser.

2. You can click on Run to run the app on your local device. If your post build action is already

selected asRun onmyDevice, then the Run option is not enabled and there is no need to

explicitly run the app again.

3. You can click on Publish to publish the App on Enterprise App Store. If your post build action is

already selected as Publish tomyApp Store, then the Publish option is not enabled and there is

no need to explicitly publish the app again.

4. Click on View Logs to view the build related logs.

Alternatively, once the build is complete, you will get notified by an email from "Kony – Build Service",

with download links for all the successfully built app binaries. Themail contains details related to the

Build. It contains the Project name, Build Action Triggered by, Date of Build, Build duration details. The

Build Information section contains details about the Channels for which the App has been built.

l If you have successfully built your Visualizer project for the Android channel, you will get Android

mobile and/or tablet native APKs link in themail.

l If you have successfully built your Visualizer project for the iOS channel, you will get iOS mobile

and/or tablet native IPAs link in themail. Themail will also contain the OTA (plist) link, through

which you can directly install the app on your device.

l Youwill also get the build logs. You can refer to the logs to analyze the build for failures or

success.

Note: The artifact links will be available only for 24 hours.
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Publish Apps to the Enterprise App Store

Applies to Kony Visualizer.

Overview

Starting with Kony Visualizer V8 SP4, all KonyCloud users have access to an Enterprise App Store

that enables users to securely distribute their appswithin an Enterprise.

You can access Kony Apps published fromVisualizer and Fabric directly from the Enterprise App

Store. Just like how you can access apps from the Android Play Store and the Apple App Store.

This feature allows you tomaintain your own app store for your organization. To do so, you can create

an app store on your Fabric cloud account. After an app is built, you can choose to publish the app to

the Enterprise App Store available in your Kony cloud account. You can then enable and customize

access for certain users, using which they can access the various apps published on the Enterprise

App Store.

This feature workswith the help of the Build and Publish feature of Kony Visualizer V8 SP4. Once you

have built your app using the build and publish feature, you can then choose to publish it to your EAS,

using the Publish tomyApp Store action in Visualizer.

You can publish Native Apps andWeb Apps to the Enterprise App Store. For information about how

to publish apps to the Enterprise App Store, refer the following links:

l Publish Native Apps to the Enterprise App Store

l PublishWeb Apps to the Enterprise App Store

Prerequisites

l Access to a KonyCloud account. If you do not have a cloud account, you can register for it at

KonyCloud Registration.

l Access to a KonyCloud Build Environment version V8 SP4 or later.

l Kony Visualizer V8 SP4 or later.
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l For publishing to the Enterprise App Store, youmust have Kony Fabric V8 SP4 or later.

l Configure the various Project Settings.

Go to Project > Settings and configure the build settings for each Native platform. For more

information on Project Settings, click here.

l Platform specific prerequisites:

l If you choose to build an application for the iOS platform, youmust provide theMobile

Provision, .P12, P12 password, and the Development method. To do so, go to Project

Settings > Native > iPhone/iPad. For more details on the iOS configurations, click here.

l If choose to build an application for the Android platform in Release mode, then the

Android signing details aremandatory. To do so, go to Project Settings > Native >

AndroidMobile/Tablet. For more details on Android signing details, click here.

Note: If you choose to build an application for the Android platform in Debug mode,

no changes are required in the Project Settings. The build process begins

immediately.

l If you choose to build an application in Protected mode, then setting the public and private keys

ismandatory. To do so, go to Project Settings > ProtectedMode. For more details on how to

generate public and private keys, click here.

Publish Native Apps to the Enterprise App Store

There are two ways to publish an app to the Enterprise App Store using Visualizer:

l Single click approach(Build and Publish)

l Build and then Publish

Single click approach

To build and publish an application in one step, follow these steps:
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1. From themainmenu on Kony Visualizer, select Build.

2. From the context menu, select Build and Publish Native.

3. Select the platforms and channels for which you want to build the application.

4. From the Post Build Action drop-downmenu, select Publish to my App Store.

The Publish tomyApp Store action publishes the application to your Enterprise App Store and

shares a link and aQR code to view the app on your mobile. As a part of this action, backend

services are also published to Kony Fabric.
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Note: To publish an app to the Enterprise App Store logging in to your Kony Account is

mandatory.

5. You can choose to change the cloud environment on which your app will be published. To do so

click on Change beside the Environment option.

To change the Environment from the Project Settings, go to Project Settings > Kony Fabric

and from the drop-downmenu, select your desired environment.

6. From the Build Mode drop-down list, select your desired build mode.

7. Click Build. The build generation begins.

You can check the status of your build in the Build tab. It undergoes various actions, like Project

compression, uploading the compressed project to the cloud, then the actual build begins. This

processmay take some time.
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8. Upon successful build and publish, a confirmation window appears, which displays a link and a

QR code to view the Enterprise App Store on your mobile device.

9. Type the App Store link on a browser on your mobile or scan the displayedQR code to launch

the Enterprise App Store on your mobile.

Note: For the first time, any user can access the published app, unless access to the

app store is restricted bymanaging app store users.

10. Your published app will be listed with the same name as your Visualizer Project. Click onGET

to fetch the app from the Enterprise App Store and launch it on your device.

The logo of the application will be the image you set in Project Settings > Native > Application

Logo. If you do not set an Application Logo, a default icon is displayed as the application logo.

Build and then Publish

To build and then publish an application you can choose either of the other Post Build Actions

available. The other two Post Build Actions are:
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l Run onmyDevice: The Run onmyDevice action installs the application to your connected

device and enables you to view the app on your device.

l Generate Native App: TheGenerate Native App action generates the binaries for your Native

application and saves it on your file system.

Publish Web Apps to the Enterprise App Store

To build and publish aWeb application, follow these steps:

1. From themainmenu in Kony Visualizer, select Build.

2. From the context menu, select Build and Publish Web.

The Build and PublishWebwindow appears.

3. Select the channels for which you want to build the application.
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4. You can choose to change the cloud environment on which your app will be published. To do so,

click Change next to the Environment option.

To change the Environment from the Project Settings, go to Project Settings > Kony Fabric

and from the drop-downmenu, select an environment.

5. Enable the Publish to my App Store option.

Note: To publish an app to the Enterprise App Store, it ismandatory to log on to your Kony

Account.

6. From the Build Mode drop-down list, select a build mode.

7. Click Build. The build generation begins. As a part of this action, backend services are also

published to Kony Fabric.

You can check the status of your build in the Build tab. Before the actual build starts, various

actions such as project compression and upload of the compressed project to the cloud are

performed. This processmay take some time.

8. Upon successful build and publish, a confirmation window appears. The window will display a

link and aQR code to view the Enterprise App Store on a browser of your mobile device.
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9. Type the App Store link on a browser of your mobile or scan the displayedQR code to launch

the Enterprise App Store on your mobile device.

Note: When an App is published for the first time, any user can access the app, unless

access to the app store is restricted bymanaging app store users.

10. The published app will be listed on the Enterprise App Store with the same name as your

Visualizer Project. Click onOpen to fetch the app from the Enterprise App Store and launch it

on a browser of your mobile.
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Manage App Store Users

The Enterprise App Store(EAS) is an application to distribute your native apps. An organization that

uses Kony EAS can customize the user access based on their requirements. To view andmanage the

active user list for any Kony EAS account there exists theManage App Store Users window within

Kony Visualizer.

You can access this window from the confirmation window that appears after the successful publish of

an app to the EAS. The link to the application on the Enterprise App Store can be accessed by clicking

on theMy App Store button on the Header of the Visualizer App Canvas. You can also access the link

to the application on the Enterprise App Store from the Project Settings > Kony Fabric page.
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To Manage app store users from Visualizer, do the following:

1. From the confirmation window, click on theManage App Store Users link. TheManage App

Store Users window appears.

Using this window, you canmanage users, enable access to install your apps for any user that

has the app store link.

2. You can import users, add new users and perform a test login from theManage App Store

window. These actions are specific to KonyUser Repository.

Note: By default, theManage Users Login is disabled. The default authentication type for

Kony EAS is KonyUser Repository. So when an app is published to the EAS, all users

registered in the KonyUser Repository are authorized to access this app for the first time.

You can change the authentication fromKony Fabric.
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3. On theManage App Store Users window, toggle theMy App Store Login switch to enable the

access settings. You can now control the user authentication and access to your app store.

4. You can go to Kony Fabric and enable authentication to authenticate users with the Identity

services available in theManage App Store Users window.

You can set up an identity service based on the type of the users who are allowed to access

your application. For example: To restrict access to your organisation's internal audience, use

Microsoft Active Directory authentication. To allow access of your application to a larger

audience, you can use enterprise identity providers (Microsoft Active Directory, Kony SAP

Gateway, Open LDAP, OAuth 2.0, Salesforce, Custom Identity Service, SAML, SiteMinder or

KonyUser Repository authentication) and social identity providers (Google, LinkedIn,

Instagram, Amazon, Microsoft, Yahoo, BOX, Facebook).

Note: Setting up an identity service is optional. You can choose not to implement any

authentication services for your application.

Important: For more information onManaging the Enterprise App Store, refer to Enterprise App

Store on Kony Fabric.

Cancel publish to the EAS

You can cancel the publish during the build and publish process. Click on the Cancel button available

in the Build tab in Visualizer to cancel the build and publish process at any time.

You cannot open a different project when one project is being built in Visualizer.

Unpublish an App from the EAS

Once your app is published to the Enterprise App Store (EAS) , if you want to unpublish it for any

reason, you can do so in Kony Visualizer. The Unpublish option is available in the confirmation window

that appears after the successful publish of an app to the EAS.

To unpublish a Kony Visualizer app from the EAS, follow these steps:
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1. In Visualizer, from the blue header above the App Canvas, clickMy App Store.

TheMyApp Store dialog box appears.

2. Click Unpublish App. The Select Apps to unpublish dialog box appears.

3. Select the channels fromwhich you want to unpublish the app, and then click Unpublish. The

progress of the app-unpublish process appears in the Build tab. Once the app is successfully

unpublished, a confirmationmessage appears.

Note: You can also unpublish the published app through the Kony Fabric console. For more

information, refer Enterprise App Store on Kony Fabric.

Publishing a Web App in Kony Visualizer

Applies to Kony Visualizer.
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Overview

WebPublish, a feature introduced in Kony Visualizer V8 SP4, enables you to build and publish a web

app fromVisualizer to your Kony Fabric cloud.

Seamless in-app Build and Publish Experience

Starting with Kony Visualizer V8 SP4, you can publish a web app to Kony Fabric, without leaving the

Visualizer window. Earlier, one had to design their web app in Visualizer and then open the Kony

Fabric console to the publish the web app. This process has now been simplified.

The Build and PublishWeb feature is available in the Build menu of the Kony Visualizer application.

The publish process occurs in the background, and you can continue to use the Visualizer canvas

while the app is being built and published.

Access to the Published URL within Visualizer

Once the publish is complete, the published URL is displayed on the Build tab in Visualizer. When you

click on the URL, the Visualizer Preview window opens. For more information on the Visualizer

Preview window, click here.

You can also click on Copy beside the URL to copy it and view the app in a web browser of your

choice.

The Build tab in Visualizer displays the status of your app publish. If there are any errors, they appear

in the Build tab. You can switch to the Console tab for a detailed view of the error logs.

Prerequisites

Following are the prerequisites to publish a Web App within Kony Visualizer:

1. Sign in to your KonyCloud account.

2. Link a new or an existing fabric app to your Visualizer Project.

When you try to publish the app without logging into Kony Fabric, the login window appears.
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If you try to publish the app, even when you do not have an associated Kony Fabric app, you will get a

prompt to link a Kony Fabric app.

To change the selected Cloud account or Environment, go to Project Settings > Kony Fabric.

To publish the Kony Visualizer web app to Kony Fabric, the app needs to be associated with a Kony

Fabric app.

If no Fabric App is associated to your Visualizer project, an error message is displayed.

Youmust either create a new Kony Fabric app or use an existing one. For information on how to

create a new Kony Fabric app, see How to Add Applications in the Kony Fabric Console User Guide.

Publish a Web app

Important: Before you publish a web app, ensure that you have a project in which you have aWeb

app designed.

To publish a Web App, do the following:
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1. Open the Visualizer Project in which there is a web app designed.

2. Login to your KonyCloud account.

3. Link your Visualizer Project to a Kony Fabric app. You can link your Project to a new or an

existing Fabric app.

4. On the Project tab of the Project Explorer, click the context menu arrow for Kony Fabric.

5. Click either Create New App or Use Existing App.

Kony Fabric console appears.

6. Login using your cloud credentials.

7. If you choose:

a. Create New App, a new Fabric app with the same name as the Visualizer Project is

created.

b. Use Existing App, a list of existing apps from your Kony Fabric account are displayed.

8. To select the Kony Fabric app that you want to associate your Kony Visualizer app with, click

Associate beside the App Name.
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The app you chose/created is successfully linked to your Visualizer Project.

9. Close the Kony Fabric window and return to Kony Visualizer by clicking on the Visualizer icon

on the left navigation pane.

10. On your Kony Visualizer, from themainmenu select Build.

A context menu appears
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11. From the context menu, select Build and Publish Web.

The Build and PublishWebwindow appears.

12. Select the required Platforms and Channels for which you want to build and publish your web

app.

13. From the Build Mode drop-down list, select your desired build mode.

14. You can choose to change the cloud environment on which your app will be published. To do so

click on Change beside the Environment option.

15. Once all the required settings are ready, click Build.

The progress of theWeb App Publish is displayed in the Build tab of Visualizer.

Once the publish process is complete, aWeb AppURL appears on the Build tab.

16. Click on the generated URL to preview your Web app in the Live Preview mode.

The Visualizer Preview window appears. You can use this window to debug the application.
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17. You can also click on Copy to copy the URL to your clipboard and view it in a web browser of

your choice.

18. Click on View Logs to access the logs of the publish process.

19. An Application was deployed mail will also be sent to your registered e-mail account. Thismail

will contain the App details along with the App URL. Click on the URL in themail to open the

web app in your default web browser.

Use Test Scripts in Kony Visualizer

You can create test scripts and use them in Kony Visualizer fromKony Visualizer SP3GA onwards.

Even though testing scripts were supported by Kony earlier, theywere never supported in Kony

Visualizer directly. In previous releases of Kony Visualizer, you could create scripts and place them in

theOther Resources folder in the Project View of Kony Visualizer.

The new Test Resources folder in Kony Visualizer allows you to create test scripts for specific

channels such asMobile, Tablet, DesktopWeb etc. The new feature also allows you to usemultiple

testing frameworks. For each one of the testing framework, the test resources folder has separate

child folders for each channel. This allows you to easily identify the script types and use the oneswhich

are appropriate for the channel you are testing. You can now manage your scripts directly from the

Kony Visualizer UI.
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The Test Resources folder contains a TestNG folder by default. This folder further contains default

channel folders.

You can add another testing framework, Jasmine, by editing the projectproperties.json file located in

your project folder (<workspace><project>/projectProperties.json). Enter the

following key-value pair in the projectproperties.json file and the Jasmine testing frameworkwill be

added to the Test Resources folder in Kony Visualizer.

"enableJasmineAutomation": "true"

Once you refresh the TestResources folder, the Jasmine folder will be listed.

You can create a new test script specific to the channel by placing a test script within the channel's sub

folder. If the file is created under the TestNG sub directory, the new file contains an empty shell with

the basic TestNG test script. When youmake edits to a script, it is saved when the project is saved.

The following sections in the document describe about creating and executing testscripts for TestNG

and Jasmine test frameworks.

Create a test script for TestNG

Execute test script for TestNG
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Create a test script for Jasmine

Execute test script for Jasmine

Create a New TestNG Test Script

To create a new test script in TestNG folder, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, open the project you want to create the test scripts.

2. Navigate to the TestNG folder in the Project Panel.

3. Click on the drop-down icon of the channel in which you want to create the test script.
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4. Select New Script (Java)

A new test script is created

5. Edit your script using Java.

Execute your Test Script in TestNG

To execute test scripts in TestNG, do the following:

1. Open Visualizer.

2. In the File menu, navigate to Product > Build.

Build the app for the channel you are testing the script.

3. Run your app on the simulator.

4. Copy the workspace location of your test scripts.

5. Open Command Prompt on your system.

6. Run the following command
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ant build.xml/Project name/<location_of_scripts_in_workspace>

Your test scripts are executed.

Create a New Jasmine Test Script

To create a new test script in the Jasmine folder, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, open the project that you want to create the test scripts for.

2. From the Project explorer, go to Test Resources > Jasmine.

3. Click on the drop-down icon of the channel in which you want to create the test script and then

select New Script (JS).

Note: It is not mandatory to create the new file. You can write all your automation scripts in

the automationStartup.js file, that is auto generated. Youmust create a new file only when

you want to segregate test scripts for each of your app flow.
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4. A new test script is created.

5. Enter your automation code in the new test script created. For instance, following is the code for

testing a button on-click action.

describe("sample", function() {

beforeEach(function() {

//gets executed once before each spec in the describe

});

afterEach(function() {

//gets executed once after each spec.

});

it("sample_testCase", async

function() {

kony.automation.button.click(["Form1",

"Button0ec5b6258f1504e"]);

});

});
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To execute the script, enter the code in the following format, in the automationStartup.js file.

require(["testScripts/sample-suite"], //prepending testScripts

function() {

jasmine.getEnv().execute();

});

Youmust prepend each file that is being required with a keyword testScripts. In the require

callback, youmust appropriately call the jasmine execution. If you want to requiremultiple files,

jasmine executionmust be called in the last required file.

You will notice an auto generated script customReporter.js in the Common folder. The cus-

tomReporter.js file contains several jasmine test reporting callbacks (jasmineStarted, suiteStarted,

specStarted, specDone, suiteDone, and jasmineDone). Using the customReporter test script, you can

configure where you want to export your test results. When you build any of your app, the file cus-

tomReporter.js is added tomobile, tablet, and desktop web channel test folders.

Important: The name customReporter.js file is reserved for the Jasmine test scripts common js

file. If you name any of your test scripts with customReporter.js, testing feature as explained in this

section will not work. Ensure that you give unique test javascript file names across channels.

With the customReporter.js test script, you can access all Kony APIs andmethods used in Kony

Visualizer . In any test script that you create on your own in the common folder, you can only access

the kony.print API. Ensure that you do not modify anything in the customReporter.js. You can write

your code in the jasmine callbacks.

Execute your Test Script in Jasmine

To execute test scripts in Jasmine, do the following:

1. Open Visualizer.

2. From the Project Explorer, right click on Jasmine and then select Deploy.
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3. From the File menu, go to Product > Build.

Build the app for the channel that you are testing the script, in debug mode.

4. Run your app on the target simulator or device.

Note: The test scripts are hosted on the Visualizer node server. The target device should

have access to this server (Visualizer needs to be running). Ensure that the system on

which the Kony Automator runs and the target device are on the same network. If the

network changes, youmust rebuild the app.

Although the system and the target device are connected on the same network, youmay

have trouble executing your test script when the app uses an inaccessible IP address. To

modify the IP address, follow these steps:

1. Open the konyviz_preferences.json file located at Users\<user ID>\Kony

Visualizer\ vizdata.

2. Set the "autoDetectIP" key as false.

3. Under the "general" Object, specify the required IP address against the "staticIP"

key.

Note: In Jasmine, the jasmine.DEFAULT_TIMEOUT_INTERVAL property is not considered

for Native channels. This is because the Async/Await command support in Jasmine is only

applicable for the ResponsiveWeb channel, but not for Native. However, if you specify an

Async/Await command as part of your test script for Native channels, your script still works as

expected.

For more information about APIs and automation in Kony, click here.

Debug Test Script for Jasmine in Android

To debug an Android application while using Jasmine test scripts, follow these steps.
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1. In Kony Visualizer, from the File menu, go to Product > Build.

2. In the Build Generation dialog box, select Android platform.

3. Select the Build Mode as Test and click Build.

4. If you have not set the debugging as true:

i. Go to the <workspace location>/<app name> folder.

ii. Open the projectProperties.JSONfile and then add the following script.

“enableJasmineJSDebuggingForAndroid” : "true"

5. Switch back to Kony Visualizer. From the Project Explorer, right-click Jasmine, and then click

Deploy.

6. Start the app on your device. TheWaiting for Debugger to connect... dialog box appears on

your device.

7. FromKony Visualizer, go to Product>Debug As>Debug android application. TheGoogle

Chromeweb browser openswith the chrome devtools URL.

For example,

chrome-

devtools://devtools/bundled/inspector.html?experiments=true&v8only=true&ws=127.0.0.1:92

22

For more information about how to debug an Android application, click here.

Note: The chrome devtools URL uses only the 9222 port while using Jasmine test scripts.

Preview an App on a Device

The procedure for previewing an app differs between Kony Visualizer and Kony Visualizer Classic.

Click the procedure that applies to the edition of Kony Visualizer that you are using.

Preview a Kony Visualizer App on a Device
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Preview a Kony Visualizer Classic App on a Device

Monitor an App's Performance

With Kony Visualizer, you can conduct application performancemonitoring (APM) so that you can

evaluate the performance of your app and use the feedback as the basis for improving its

performance. This topic only covers how to activate APM in Kony Visualizer. Capturing events and

tracing the user journey through an app is handled by Kony Fabric. For more information on

customizing and using APM, refer Kony Fabric Reporting and Analytics.

Note: FromKony Visualizer V8 SP4 Fixpack 20 onwards, APMevents are supported in Kony

Visualizer. However, APM is not supported for the Run Live Preview and Publish Live Preview

features in Kony Visualizer.

To activate APM, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, open theMetrics APM tab. To do so, follow any of these steps:

l In Kony Visualizer Classic: On the Project tab, click Project Settings. The Project

Settingswindow appears. Click theMetrics APM tab.
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l In Kony Visualizer: From the Project menu, click Settings. The Project Settingswindow

appears. Click theMetrics APM tab.
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2. Activate APMby selecting the Enable automatic event capture check box.

3. Configure the extent of the APMactivity by setting the following types of events.

l Navigation. To capture when the user enters a form, check FormEntry.To capture when

the user exits a form, check FormExit.

l User Interaction. To capture when the user touches the screen or clicks a button, check

Touch or Click. To capture when the user changes the orientation of the device, check

Orientation Change.To capture when the user uses a gesture, such as a swipe, check

Gesture.

l Services. To capture when the app initiates a service request, check ServiceRequest.

To capture when the app receives a response from a service, check ServiceResponse.

l Exceptions. To capture when an unhandled error exception takes place, check Error. To

capture when the app crashes, checkCrash.

4. Click Finish.
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View an Application on an Emulator

After you create an application and build it, you can view it on a device emulator that you have set up

using the resources of a given platform's SDK.

To view the application on an emulator, do the following:

1. Configure an emulator for the platform1 and channel2 that you want to view the app on.

2. Build the application.

3. On the Product menu, point to Launch Emulator, and then select the emulator that you want to

run.

4. The emulator opens.

l On an Android emulator, the application opens automatically.

Generate Automatic Output for iOS

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

In addition to creating iPhone and iPad applications directly from source code, you can use Kony

Visualizer to build an iPhone or iPad application and deploy it to aMac automatically. You need a

dedicatedMac to enable creation of iPhone and iPad application binaries.

Important: Currently, Kony Visualizer supports Xcode 9.0 and later.

Prerequisites

Before you begin, ensure the following conditions aremet:

1The operating system of a given device. iOS and Android are examples of platforms.
2Device types available within a given platform. These includemobile (i.e. phone), tablet, and desktop.
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l Xcode and command line tools are installed on theMac.

l Xcode path is set to /Applications/Xcode.app/Contents/Developer/.

To check the Xcode path or modify the path: 

1. Open the Terminal.

xcode-select --print-path

Output must be: /Applications/Xcode.app/Contents/Developer/

2. If the path is not set, enter the following command:

sudo xcode-select --switch

/Applications/Xcode.app/Contents/Developer/

l Youmust have a valid Apple developer account, and youmust be signed in to the Accounts

section of XCode Preferences.

l Kony Visualizer iOS plug-in must be available in plugins or dropins folder.

l Youmust have obtained a 10-digit development team identifier fromApple. The Team ID can

be found in theMembership Details of your Apple Developer account.

IPA Generation

Building an iPhone or iPad application and deploying it to aMac involves generating an archive file,

and then exporting the archive file to an IPA file based on the specified distributionmethod.

To enable automatic builds for iOS:

1. In Kony Visualizer, on theWindow menu, click Preferences.

2. From the navigation pane on the left, double-click Kony Visualizer to display its options,

double-click Devices, and then click iOS.
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3. Under the iOS Build Server area, specify the following:

l Mac IP Address/Name: The IP address or domain name of theMac system in which you

want to remotely build and view your application.

l Mac Username: The user name of theMac system you want to remotely access to build

your application.

l Mac Password: The password of theMac system you want to remotely access to build

your application.

TheOpen project in Xcode option is enabled by default. Xcode opens automatically when you

create an IPA in Visualizer Enterprise.
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4. Specify values for the following:

l Base SDK Version: The Base SDK version on which the device runs.

l Keychain Password: The Keychain password for your application. On the iPhone,

Keychain rights depend on the provisioning profile used to sign your application. Ensure

that you consistently use the same provisioning profile across different versions of your

application.

l Method: The application's distributionmethod. Themethod can be one of the following:

l development: Signs and packages the application for development distribution

outside the iOS App Store.

l app-store: Signs and packages the application for distribution in the iOS App

Store.

l ad-hoc: Signs and packages the application for ad-hoc distribution outside the iOS

App Store.

l enterprise: Signs and packages the application for enterprise distribution outside

the iOS App Store.

An archive file is always generated initially using development code signing. Xcode then

automatically generates the required development provisioning profiles. For development

code signing, youmust have a valid development certificate installed in your keychain.

When exporting the archive to an IPA using the development option, Xcode reuses the

development certificate and provisioning profile that are used for archive code signing. It

is unnecessary to create profiles from the development center and install them on your

system.

For app-store, ad-hoc, and enterprise options, make sure you have a valid developer

certificate, distribution certificate, and distribution profile installed on your system. Xcode

will not automatically generate these distribution profiles.

l Development Team: Your 10-digit development team identifier obtained fromApple.

The Team ID can be found in theMembership Details of your Apple Developer account.
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5. Click Save.

Important: Youmust click Save to apply your changes. If you clickOK or navigate to

another location in the Preferences dialog boxwithout first clicking Save, any changes you

madewill be lost.

6. ClickOK.

7. Build your application for iPhone or iPad.

Note: All errors, warnings, and confirmations can be seen on the Console.

8. Generate the IPA file.
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Open Webapps and Build Folders

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

To locate your Webapps and build resources, you can open their respective folders for any of the

channels.

To open a Webapps or build folder for a channel, do the following.

1. In the Project Explorer, click the context menu arrow of any of the available channels, namely

Mobile, Tablet, Desktop, or Watch.

2. From the context menu, click one of the available options:

l Open Build Folder

l WebappsNative Folder

l WebappsMobileWeb Folder
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Debugging an Application

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

Kony Visualizer provides you with a debugger to detect and diagnose errors in your applications.

FromV8 SP4 onwards, you can debug apps in Kony Visualizer.

The debugger allows you to control the execution of your application by:

l Setting breakpoints.

l Suspending launched applications.

l Stepping through your code.

l Examining the contents of the variables and view them on an emulator.

The debugger has a client and server design. This design allows you to debug applications that are

running remotely on the network aswell as the applications running locally on your workstation.

Debugging an application involves building the application in debugmode (iOS or Android) and

launching the application in an iOS or Android emulator or device. You can then use theGoogle

Chrome debugger to debug the application. For information on using the Chrome debugger, seeGet

Started with Debugging JavaScript in ChromeDevTools on theGoogle Chromewebsite.

See the following for information on debugging an application:

l Build and Launch an iOS Application

l Build and Launch an Android Application

l Debug JavaScript for iOS in Kony Visualizer

l Debug JavaScript for Android in Kony Visualizer

Build and Launch an iOS Application

Youmust build and debug an iOS app in theMac environment.
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To build and launch an iOS application for debugging, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, build the application in debugmode. To do so:

l In Visualizer Enterprise, from the Product menu , click Build. In the Build dialog box,

select Debug from the Build Mode drop-down list.

l In Kony Visualizer, from the Build menu, click Build and Publish Native. In the Build

dialog box, select Debug from the Build Mode drop-down list.

2. After the build is complete, extract the built .kar file.

3. Open an Xcode project.

4. Select the target asDebug, choose an emulator, and click Run. The emulator launches and the

following dialog appears:

5. Select Start in the emulator. The waiting for debugger dialog appears.

6. Follow the steps in Debug JavaScript for iOS in Kony Visualizer.

Build and Launch an Android Application

To build and launch an Android application for debugging, do the following: 
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1. In Kony Visualizer, build the application in debugmode. To do so:

l For Visualizer Enterprise, from the Product menu , click Build. In the Build dialog box,

select Debug from the Build Mode drop-down list.

l In Kony Visualizer, from the Build menu, click Build and Publish Native. In the Build

dialog box, select Debug from the Build Mode drop-down list.

2. Launch the application in the emulator or device.

The devicemust connected using a USB connection. If you have specified a port other than

9222 as your Android debugger port in:

l Visualizer Enterprise in theWindow menu, click Preferences. From the Preferences

dialog box, click Kony Visualizer and update the Android Debugger Ports setting to use

the same port.

l Kony Visualizer in the Edit menu, click Preferences. From the Preferences dialog box,

click Build and update the Debugger ports to use the same port.

3. Click Start in the emulator. A Waiting for the Debugger message appears.

4. Follow the steps in Debug JavaScript for Android in Kony Visualizer.
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Debug JavaScript for iOS in Kony Visualizer

Visualizer Enterprise

With Kony Visualizer, you can perform JavaScript debugging on connected Apple computers and

devices. This procedure assumes that you have theGoogle Chromeweb browser installed on your

computer. You also need to install and run on your Mac the iOSWebKit Debug Proxy (ios_webkit_

debug_proxy). It must be version 1.6 or greater. To install this utility, from your Mac, open a terminal

and enter the following command:

brew install ios-webkit-debug-proxy

Important: You can debug JavaScript applications in iOS using the Kony Visualizer preview app

on your device or on the simulator. The option to debug applications in iOS is available from

Preview > Debug in Kony Visualizer Enterprise.

Important: If you are using aWindowsmachine to connect to aMacmachine for debugging, for

iOS applications Functional Preview debugging, a URLwill be generated in the console of Kony

Visualizer. Ensure that you copy and paste the generated URL in your Chrome browser to start

the debugging process.

Important: Ensure that you deactivate and activate the breakpoint once your debugging starts in

your Chrome browser. This is applicable for Windows andMacmachines.

To debug JavaScript applications for iOS on a simulator or device:

1. In Kony Visualizer, build your application for the iOS platform in debugmode. To do so,

l In Visualizer Enterprise, from the Product menu , click Build. In the Build dialog box,

select Debug from the Build Mode drop-down list.

l In Kony Visualizer, from the Build menu, click Build and Publish Native. In the Build

dialog box, select Debug from the Build Mode drop-down list.
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2. Launch the application in a simulator on your Mac computer, or on the device.

3. l For Kony Visualizer Classic, from the Product menu , click Debug As, and then select

Debug iOS application on a simulator or Debug iOS application on a device.

l For Kony Visualizer, from the Debugmenu, click Debug Native App. From the Debug

Native App drop-down list, select either iOS Devices or iOS Simulators.

4. Kony Visualizer displays a dialog box confirming whether the app is running in an iOS simulator

on aMac computer. .

5. If you click Yes in the dialog box and you're running Kony Visualizer on aWindows computer,

Kony Visualizer displays a dialog box prompting you for information so that the debugger can

connect to theMac computer running the iOS simulator. Once you have entered the needed

information, click Test Connection. If the connection is configured properly, the Result reads

Test connection successful. ClickOK.
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6. Kony Visualizer tests to see if it can locate Google Chrome on your computer. If it does not find

Chrome in the ProgramFiles folder, a Google Chrome Location field appears in the above

dialog box. Click its corresponding Browse button to locate the Chrome executable.
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7. Once the connection to theMac computer running the simulator is established and Kony

Visualizer has verified the location of Google Chrome, Kony Visualizer launches the iOSWebKit

Debug Proxy tool. If Kony Visualizer does not find the iOSWebKit Debug Proxy tool, it prompts

you tomanually run the necessary script file on your Mac computer.

8. Upon the successful start of the iOSWebKit Debug Proxy tool, Kony Visualizer opens a new

Google Chrome debugger window. JavaScript files that you open appear on the Sources panel

of the window, and you can add breakpoints and step through the code using the Debugger

panel.

You can then use theGoogle Chrome debugger to debug the application. For information on using the

Chrome debugger, seeGet Started with Debugging JavaScript in ChromeDevTools on theGoogle

Chromewebsite.
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Kony Visualizer

Kony Visualizer supports JavaScript debugging for iOS native applicationswith Safari web browser

andWeb Inspector. Ensure that you have the latest version of Safari web browser installed in your

system. Ensure that you enable developer settings in your iOS device.

To get started with debugging iOS native applications, youmust enable Developer Settings on your

iOS device. If your Mac has anOS earlier thanMojave, the Developer settings are automatically

configured. If your Mac hasMojaveOS or later, configureMojaveOS Specific settings.

Once you are done configuring the settings, you can Build iOS Native Application in the Debugmode

and then further, Debug the iOS Native Application using Safari Browser.

iOS Device Developer Settings

For the debugging to work, youmust enable theWeb Inspector developer tool on your device before

debugging an application. To enableWeb Inspector tool, follow these steps:

1. On your iOS device, open Settings.

2. Go to Safari > Advanced.

3. Toggle the button next to JavaScript to enable JavaScript in the Safari browser.

Toggle the button next toWeb Inspectorto debug iOS native applications.

Mac Developer Settings

For theMacOS versions earlier thanMojave, Visualizer automatically connects to the Safari

JavaScript debugger, provided that the developer settings in your iOS device are configured.

Mojave-specific Settings

For theMacOS versionsMojave and later, full disk access and accessibilitymust be provided to the

Terminal due to enhanced security of newer MacOS versions.

For the debugger to run on your Mac, follow these steps:
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1. In your Mac, go to System Preferences > Security and Privacy.

2. Click the Privacy tab, and then click the lock icon at the bottom of the screen. Youmay receive a

password prompt.

3. If the password prompt appears, enter your password.

4. Once you can access the settings, from the left pane, select Full Disk Access .

5. Click the + icon to add the Terminal to the list of applicationswith Full Disk Access.

6. From the left pane, select Accessibility.

7. Click the + icon, and then add Terminal to the list of applications for accessibility.

Note: If Visualizer fails to automatically communicate with Safari to launchWeb-inspector, you

must debug the applicationmanually.

Build and Debug iOS Native Application

Build iOS Native Application in the Debug Mode

To debug an application, youmust first build the application in the Debugmode. To do so, follow these

steps:

1. In Kony Visualizer, from the Build menu, click Build and Publish Native.

2. In the Build dialog box, from the Build Mode drop-down list, select Debug.

3. Click Build.

4. If you haven't configured the P12 password, .P12 certificate, Mobile Provisioning profile, target

iOS version, and development method in the iPhone tab of the Project Settings, you will see an

error dialog in Visualizer. Click Settings to configure the certificates. Refer to iOS automation for

more information on configuring the certificates.
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Debug iOS Native Application

Follow these steps to debug JavaScript applications for an iOS device:

1. In Kony Visualizer, from themainmenu, click Debug.

2. Go to Debug Native App > Connected iOS Devices.

3. From the list of connected devices, select your device.

4. If you haven't enabled the Developer settings in your iOS device already, follow the steps in the

popup and click Yes.

You can select the Do not show this again checkbox to not see the popup again.

If the debug process is successful, the Safari web browser withWeb Inspector is auto-

launched.

5. In case the Safari web browser does not launch automatically, youmust debug the application

manually.

l If your MacOS version isMojave or later, youmust configure theMojave-specific settings

or follow the steps in the following popup.
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l If your MacOS version is earlier thanMojave, ensure that you have provided the

accessibility to the terminal by following the steps in the popup.

l If you have configured the Security and Privacy settings and the Safari web browser still

does not launch, youmust debug the applicationmanually or follow the steps in the

popup.
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Manual Debugging

If the application debugging fails and the Safari web browser does not launch automatically, youmust

configure the following stepsmanually:

1. Launch Safari web browser.

2. From themenu bar, go to Safari and click Preferences.

3. In the Preferences menu, click Advanced.

4. Select the Show Develop Menu In Menu Bar check box.

5. Connect your device to your Mac system using a USB.

6. From themenu bar, click the Developmenu, you will see the device name that is connected to

your Mac system.

7. Click on the device name and enable Automatically Show Web Inspector for JS Contexts.

8. Launch the application on your device to see the Safari Debug Console.
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Debug JavaScript for Android in Kony Visualizer

With Kony Visualizer, you can perform JavaScript debugging on connected Android computers and

devices. This procedure assumes that you have theGoogle Chromeweb browser installed on your

computer.

Note: By default, the Android debugger uses port 9222. If there is a conflict, you can change the

port that the debugger uses.

In Visualizer Enterprise in theWindow menu, click Preferences. From the Preferences dialog

box, click Kony Visualizer and update the Android Debugger Port settings.

In Kony Visualizer in the Edit menu, click Preferences. From the Preferences dialog box, click

Build and update the Debugger ports settings.

Note: You can now use Android FP debugger from the Preview menu. This uses the Kony

QuantumApp app to debug the app. By default, the Android FP Debugger Port feature uses

9333. If there is a conflict, you can change the port that the debugger uses.

In Visualizer Enterprise in theWindow menu, click Preferences. From the Preferences dialog

box, click Kony Visualizer and update the Android FP Debugger Port settings.

In Kony Visualizer in the Edit menu, click Preferences. From the Preferences dialog box, click

Build and update the Debugger ports settings.

To debug JavaScript applications for Android in Kony Visualizer: 

1. In Kony Visualizer, build your application for the Android platform in debugmode. To do so,

l In Visualizer Enterprise, from the Product menu , click Build. In the Build dialog box,

select Debug from the Build Mode drop-down list.

l In Kony Visualizer, from the Build menu, click Build and Publish Native. In the Build

dialog box, select Debug from the Build Mode drop-down list.

2. Launch the application in an emulator or device. The devicemust be connected using a USB

connection.
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3. l For Kony Visualizer Classic, from the Product menu, point to Debug As, and then select

Debug android application.

l For Kony Visualizer, from the Debugmenu, click Debug Native App. From the Debug

Native App drop-down list, select Android Devices/Simulators.

4. A confirmation dialog box appears asking if the project was built with the Debug option. If you

know that it was, click Yes. Otherwise, click No, which ends the debug process.

Note: To debug applications in Kony Visualizer, youmust have built the application using

the Build Mode Debug. To do so, in the Build dialog box, select Debug from the Build Mode

drop-down list.

5. Kony Visualizer displays a popup that the debugging has started. Open your Google Chrome

browser and enter the URL displayed in the popup into the address bar of the browser.

The URLwill be as follows, chrome-

devtools://devtools/bundled/inspector.html?experiments=true&v8only=true&ws=127.0.0.1:

<port_number>

For example,

chrome-

devtools://devtools/bundled/inspector.html?experiments=true&v8only=true&ws=127.0.0.1:92

22

JavaScript files that you open appear in Sources panel. You can add breakpoints and step

through the code using the Debugger panel.
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You can then use theGoogle Chrome debugger to debug the application. For information on using the

Chrome debugger, seeGet Started with Debugging JavaScript in ChromeDevTools on theGoogle

Chromewebsite.

Important: In Google Chrome version 66 and higher, the breakpoints do not get applied. You can

write the keyword debugger in the JS files where the debugger needs to be stopped. This

debugger keyword acts as a breakpoint.

Note the following behavior when debugging an Android application:
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l When the debugger connects, the focus changes to the DevTools console. However, the

debugger is paused in startup.js, which can be found on the Pages tab which is under the

Sources tab. Youmust manually switch to the Sources tab to debug your JavaScript code.

l Your application stopsworking when you try to perform a JSBinding operation after the

JSDebbuging is complete.

Expose Widget IDs for Test Automation

Applies to Kony Visualizer Classic.

Kony Visualizer can expose the IDs of widgets so that they can be used by a test automation

framework. This option is available for iOS, Android, andWindows, and is disabled by default.

This section covers the following topics:

Expose theWidget IDs

Limitations by Platform

Expose the Widget IDs

To expose the widget IDs, do the following:

1. On the File menu, click Settings. The Project Settings dialog box displays.

2. Click the Native tab.

3. On the Common sub-tab, click Expose Widget IDs for Test Automation, and then click Finish.

For the Android platform, when you select to expose widget IDs, an xml file is generated during the

build containing the widget IDs of the app. This is explained in detail under Android Limitations.
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Limitations by Platform

Each supported platform has its own set of limitationswith respect to using exposed widget IDs for test

automation.

iOS Limitations

The iOS platform has the following limitations:

l No twowidgets within the same form can have samewidget ID.

l The content of the following widgets cannot be accessed using the exposed widget IDs:

List, PickerView ,OnScreenWheel, SegementedUI, ToggleView

l Only widgets that are visible within the screen area of the canvas have their widget IDs

exposed.

l For widgets that are partially exposed within the screen area of the canvas, such as a

ComboBox, CheckBoxGroup, RadioButtonGroup, and SegmentedUI—only the child elements

that are visible, such as rows and tabs, have their IDs exposed.

l Annotations in aMapwidget cannot be accessed.

l The IDs of customwidgets are not exposed.

Android Limitations

The Android platform has a number of limitations that you want to bemindful of when it comes to

exposing widget IDs for test automation.

XML Files of Static and Dynamic Widgets

Tomake use of the exposed widget IDs in automated testing for the Android platform, Android relies

on an xml file that captures all the widget IDs.
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For static Kony Visualizer widgets—those that you can drag and drop using the user interface—the IDs

of these widgets are automatically collected at build time into an xml file called widgetids.xml. The

paths are as follows, depending on whether the app is built for theMobile or Tablet channels:

Android Mobile
<WorkSpaceName>\<ProjectName>\resources\mobile\native\android\values\

Android Tablet

<WorkSpaceName>\<ProjectName>\resources\tablet\native\androidtab\value

s\

For dynamic widgets—those defined in a JavaScript module—if you want them to be accessed by

automated tests, you need to create a separate xml file listing them called

dynamicwidgetids.xml. The path and file name are as follows, depending on whether the app is

built for theMobile or Tablet channels:

Android Mobile
<WorkSpaceName>\<ProjectName>\resources\mobile\native\android\values\

Android Tablet

<WorkSpaceName>\<ProjectName>\resources\tablet\native\androidtab\value

s\

The xml file dynamicwidgetids.xml needs to be structured in the following way:

l For every widget ID, theremust be one Item tag entry.

l Each widget ID represented by an Item tagmust have a Type property of id.

l All the Item tagsmust be enclosed in a Resources block.

l All widget IDsmust be unique. No duplicates.

l No dynamic widget IDs should conflict with the IDs of the static widgets.

The following is an example of how the file dynamicwidgetids.xml should be structured:
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<? xml version = "1.0"

encoding = "utf-8" ?> < resources > < item name = "widgetid1"

type = "id" / > < item name = "widgetid2"

type = "id" / > < item name = "widgetid3"

type = "id" / > < item name = "widgetid4"

type = "id" / > < /resources>

Other Android Limitations

l Unique IDs for the child elements of the following widgets cannot be exposed for test

automation:

Browser, Calendar, CheckBoxGroup, ComboBox, DataGrid, ImageStrip, ListBox, PickerView,

RadioButtonGroup, Segment, Tab

However, you can use the following snippet to retrieve the child object:

UiObject radiobutton1 = new UiObject(new UiSelector().resourceId

("com.konylabs.android:id/radiobuttongroup103994549623788")).getChild

(new UiSelector().index(1));

l The child elements and content of a RichText widget cannot be accessed. This is native

behavior for Android.

Windows Limitations

TheWindows platform, specifically for the Tablet channel, has the following limitationswith respect to

using exposed widget IDs for test automation:

l OnlyWinium and CodedUI is supported.

l IDs cannot be given to a header in a Segment.

l UsingWinium, within a Popup, ListBoxwidgets andMessage dialogs cannot be automated.
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Android USB Debugging on Windows 10

You can debug your Android app on an Android device using the USB. To debug an Android app on

Windows 10, do the following:

l Enable USB debugging on your Android phone

l Install Java SE SDK 8 update 152

l Configure Android SDK

l Configure Google Chrome for debugging

Enable USB debugging on your Android phone

OnAndroid 4.1 and lower, the Developer options screen is available by default. On Android 4.2 and

higher, do the following:

1. Open the Settings app.

2. Select System.

3. Scroll to the bottom and select About phone.

4. Scroll to the bottom and tap Build number 7 times.

5. Return to the previous screen to find Developer options near the bottom.

6. Scroll down and enable USB debugging.

Install Java SE SDK 8 update 152

Install Java SE SDK 8 update 152, click Java SE SDK 8Update 152 and follow the instructions on

your Windows 10machine.
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Configure Android SDK

To download and configure Android SDK on your Windows 10 computer, do the following:

Ensure that the same Android SDK version is used in Visualizer.

1. Download the Android Studio .

i.  Click sdk-tools-windows-3859397.zip to download the Android SDK Command line tool

for Windows.

ii. Extract the downloaded content to C:\Users\USERNAME\AppData\Local\Android.

iii. Navigate to C:\Users\USERNAME\.android and create an empty file named

repositories.cfg.

2. Install the Android SDK platform tool.

i. Navigate to C:\Users\USERNAME\AppData\Local\Android\tools\bin

ii. Open a commandwindow (Shift-Right click, Open Powershell window here, type cmd in

the Powershell window).

iii. Run the command sdkmanager platform-tools to install the Android SDK

platform tools.

3. List the Android devices connected to theWindows 10 PC.

i. Navigate to C:\Users\USERNAME\AppData\Local\Android\platform-tools.

ii. Open a commandwindow.

iii. Run adb devices -l to list the Android devices connected to theWindows 10 PC.

4. Connect to the Android device.

i. Navigate to C:\Users\USERNAME\AppData\Local\Android\tools

ii. Run monitor.bat and click on the connected device.
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Ensure that your environment variables are set correctly from here.

Now your Android device is successfully connected to your Windows 10 PC and can be used to debug

your application in Visualizer Enterprise.

Important: Before you do start debugging your Android app on theWindows 10machine, ensure

that Google Chrome is version 62 or earlier. Debugging will not work with version 63 and later.

Configure Google Chrome for debugging

To configure Google Chrome for Android USB debugging, do the following:

1. Download Chrome version 61 from https://www.slimjet.com/chrome/google-chrome-old-

version.php

2. Uninstall the current version of Chrome.

3. Stop all Google Processes in TaskManager.

4. Disable Google Update from theWindowsStartup.

5. Stop theGoogle Update Services.

6. Erase the directory Update in C:\Program Files (x86)\Google.

7. Install Chrome 61 from the Downloads directory.

8. Quit Google Chrome 61 as it starts.

9. If Google Chrome has already started, it will begin the auto-update. In that case:

i. Exit Google Chrome

ii. Navigate to C:\Program Files (x86)\Google\Chrome\Application and delete the file

update_chrome.exe.

iii. Erase the directory Update in C:\Program Files (x86)\Google.

10. Start Google Chrome 61 and check the version.
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11. To disable Google Chrome automatic updates if they are re-enabled, change the following

registry key: Set HKEY_LOCAL_

MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Policies\Google\Update\AutoUpdateCheckPeriodMinutes to the

REG_DWORD value to 0.

12. See https://support.google.com/chrome/a/answer/6350036#Policies for more information

about disabling Google Chrome automatic updates.
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Internationalizing (i18n) Application Content

The process of designing or developing an application in such a way that it supports various languages

and regions is referred to as Internationalization, also known as i18n. In Kony Visualizer, the i18n

featuresmake it possible to build your app for various language locales without making changes to the

application code or logic. By setting up the locales that you want to support and then adding what

amounts to a vocabulary list for each locale, your app can become functional in multiple languages.

Each entry that youmake is called a key, and defines a given term in each of the locales that you want

your application to support.

The following topics lead you through the process of implementing i18n functionality in an app:

Create Locales

Add i18n Content for Each Locale

Assign an i18n Key to aWidget

Search for An i18n Key

View a Locale Using the Preview App
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In addition, you can also export a project's i18n settings and import them into another project.

Export Internationalization Settings

Import Internationalization Settings

Updating i18N Keys on Android Applications

Create Locales

To create locales, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, on the Project (Edit menu for Kony Visualizer Classic) menu, click

Internationalization (i18n). The Configure Internationalization window appears.

2. ClickOpen Locales.

3. On the Predefined tab, select the checkboxes of the locales that you want your app to support. If

you do not see the locale you want, click the Custom tab, and then add your own locale, giving it

values for Language, Country, and Locale. For these values, use the patterns found in the

predefined locales as examples to guide you.

Notes:
l The Locale field must use the format aa_AA or aa. For example, jp_JP, or jp

would be a valid locale name.

l TheCountry field can only contain letters.

l The Language field must begin with a letter.

4. Once you have created your locales, clickOK. The Configure Internationalization dialog box

now has a column for each locale you created. For every locale you configure, a corresponding

empty folder is created in your workspace using the following path:

<workspace>\<application>\resources\common

You can add images to this folder which you can use in the project for corresponding locale.

5. Set the default locale by selecting the locale you want from the Default Locale drop-down list.
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6. Click Finish.

With your locales chosen, you can now define i18n keys for each locale.

Add i18n Content for Each Locale

When it comes to adding i18n content to your application, you have a couple of options:

l  You can add i18n content within Kony Visualizer

l By adding i18n keys one after the other manually, or

l By adding all the i18n keys at once from a resource bundle

l You can add i18n content programmatically from the code using APIs.

Add i18n Keys Manually

This procedure assumes that you have already created the locales that you want your app to support.

For more information, see Create Locales.

To add i18n keys manually, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, on the Edit menu (the Project menu for Kony Visualizer), click

Internationalization (i18n). The Configure Internationalization dialog box displays.

2. In the Configure Internationalization dialog box, an initial row for an i18n key and the locales you

want your app to support is displayed. In the Key field, type a name for your key, such as

key001.

3. In each locale's field for the key you just named, enter the word or phrase for the term you're

defining. For instance, if you're entering the Spanish equivalent for the English phrase Sign In,

you would enter Iniciar Sesión.

4. Add a new row for each key you create by clicking the green plus sign button.

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each new key you want to create.
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6. Click Finish.

Add i18n Programmatically Using APIs

For information on how to use APIs to programmatically add i18n functionality to an app, see the Kony

Visualizer API Developer's Guide.

Assign an i18n Key to a Widget

To assign an i18n key to a widget, do the following:

1. Using either the Project Explorer or the Visualizer Canvas, select a widget.

The text of a widget uses the default language of the project.

2. On the Look tab of the Properties pane, select the key you want from the Text i18n Key drop-

down list, or using the search icon, search and filter for the key you want.
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Note: For GroupWidgets (such asComboBox, DataGrid, and CheckBoxGroup) and

SegmentWidget, you assign i18n keys in theMaster Data.

Search for An i18n Key

When adding editing, or deleting i18n keys, you canmake it easier to locate particular keys by

searching for them.

To search for an i18n key, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, on the Edit menu (the Project menu for Kony Visualizer), click

Internationalization (i18n). The Configure Internationalization dialog box displays.

2. In the Search text box, type text that matches the key you're looking for. Keys that contain the

text you type are listed in the table of i18n keys.

View a Locale Using the Preview App

To get a sense for what the user will experience when viewing an app in a particular locale, you can

use the Kony Visualizer preview feature. The preview feature builds a preview version of the app,

posts it to the cloud, and then gives you a publish code that you—or anyone you give the code to—can

use to view the app on a device, such as a smartphone. The device simply needs to have the Kony

Visualizer Preview App installed, which is available free fromKony on your device's app store.

To view a locale using the Preview App, do the following:

1. Set the default locale of the app to the locale that you want to view using Functional Preview. To

do so, on the Project (Edit menu for Kony Visualizer Classic) menu, click Internationalization

(i18n), and then select the locale you want from the Default Locale drop-down list.

2. Follow the instructions provided in the topic, Preview an App on a Device.
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Export Internationalization Settings

You can export your i18n settings so that you can import them for use in a different Kony Visualizer

project. FromV8 SP4 onwards, you can export your i18n settings either as a JSON or as a CSV file

format.

To export i18n settings, you can perform any of the following actions.

From the File Menu

1. In Kony Visualizer, on the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer) , point to Export, and

then click i18n resources.
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2. Select the file format as either JSON or CSV. The Save As dialog box appears.

3. Navigate to the folder where you want to save the i18n settings, and then click Save. Kony

Visualizer exports the i18n resources as a zipped file.

From the Edit Menu

1. In Kony Visualizer, on the Edit menu (the Edit menu in Kony Visualizer) menu, click

Internationalization (i18n). The Configure Internationalization window appears.

2. Click the export icon beside the Configure Locales button.

3. Select the file format as either JSON or CSV. The Save As dialog box appears.

4. Navigate to the folder where you want to save the i18n settings, and then click Save. Kony

Visualizer exports the i18n resources as a zipped file.
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Import Internationalization Settings

If you have the exported i18n settings from another Kony Visualizer project, you can import them into

the project you're working on. FromV8 SP4 onwards, you can import i18n settings either as a JSON

or as a CSV file format.

To import i18n settings, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, on the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer) , point to Import, and

then click i18n resources.

2. In the Open dialog box, navigate to the zipped file that contains the i18n settings you want to

import, select the file, and then clickOpen.

Important Considerations

The following are important considerations when importing i18n keys:

l If the current project contains i18n keys, the imported keys are added to the existing i18n file.

l If the name of an existing key is the same as an imported key, then the imported key values

overwrite the existing key values.

l If the name of an existing key is the same as an imported key but the locales are different, then

only those locales that are common are overwritten.

l If the imported i18n keys have locales that are not defined in the current project, then Kony

Visualizer activates these locales in the current project, and then assigns the imported i18n

values.

Resource Bundle

A resource bundle is a properties file that contains all the i18n keys, along with their values. It is locale-

specific, that is, you will have one resource bundle per locale. To use resource bundles, you design

your application to access the locale of choice at run-time, depending on the language the user

chooses to display the app in. When the user chooses a different language, the resource bundle for
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that locale is implemented. A resource bundle follows the naming convention of <language_

Country>.properties. For example,

l For the United States English locale, the resource bundle isen_US.properties

l For the French Canadian locale, the resource bundle isfr_CA.properties.

Updating i18N Keys on Android Applications

If your Android app is published even once, when youmodify the app (including i18N locales, values),

youmust ensure to change the version of the app from project settings. Modifying the Version Number

and Version Code aremandatory steps for the changes to reflect in the app.

To update the Version Number, do the following:

1. From the File menu, navigate to Project Settings.

The Project Settings window opens.

2. In the Application tab, update the version number to the next version. For example, if the

Version is 1.0.0, modify it to 1.0.1

3. Click Finish.

To update the Version Code, do the following:

1. From the File menu, navigate to Project Settings.

The Project Settings window opens.

2. Navigate to Native > Android.

The Android tab contents appear. By default, theMobile/Tablet tab displays.

3. Update the entry in the Version Code. For example, if the Version Code is 1.0, modify it to 1.1

4. Click Finish.
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Supporting Right-to-Left Languages

Kony Visualizer V8 SP1 supports Right-to-Left (RTL) languages.WhenRTL layout is enabled, the

user interface ismirrored. The text direction changes from right-to-left.

The Internationalization section of Visualizer has a new i18N property (Project Settings > Application

in Kony Visualizer). When a user configures locales, the user can define each one of the following:

l Flex Position properties: When enabled, layout properties are reversed from Left to Right

(LTR) and Right to Left(RTL).

l Content Alignment: When enabled, the flex content is aligned from right to left.

FromV8 SP4 onwards, we also have:

l Flow Horizontal Alignment: When enabled, flow horizontal left alignment is converted to flow

horizontal right alignment.

By default, these options are disabled.

l In Kony Visualizer, after the Enable i18n feature is enabled in Project Settings, a new field,

Enable i18n Layout Config appears beside it. For Visualizer Enterprise, the Enable i18n

Layout Config always appears by default.

l At form level, for those widgets on the form onwhich i18n is applicable, a new Replace i18n

Layout is enabled in the Properties > Look section. Using these fields, you can allow exceptions

for this right to left layout configured at the locale level.

l The exception toggle is enabled when you set Custom to On from under the Replace i18n

Layout.

l The toggles for all the properties are only visible when Custom is configured asOn. The default

value for these isOff.

l OnceCustom is set to On, all locales respect only the custom configuration.
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l For anywidget, once the Custom button is set to On and if one or more of the toggles (Flex

Position Properties / Content Alignment / Flow Horizontal Alignement) are set to On, then the

widget ignores the configurations set at locale level and renders the layout as it is designed.

Click here to watch a video on locale based layout.

Important Considerations

l For anywidget which has an exception toggle set, there won’t be any changes to the layout.

l For anywidget where Left is set, andWidth is set, but Right is empty, the Left value will be

replaced into the Right value, and the Left value will be changed to NULL

l For anywidget where Right is set andWidth is set, but Left is empty, the Right value will be

replaced into the Left value, and the Right value will be changed to NULL.

l For anywidget which has both Right and Left Values set, the values are swapped.

l For anywidget with content alignment is configured to Left, content alignment is configured to

Right

l For anywidget where content alignment is configured to Right, content alignment is configured

to Left.

l For anywidget, if the Padding has a Left value, the Left value will be replaced into the Right

value.

l For anywidget, if the Padding has a Right value, the Right value will be replaced into the Left

value.

l FromV8 SP4 onwards,

l For anyContainer widgets, if the layout type is set to Flow Horizontal, the layout type

changes from Flow Right to Flow Left.

l For anyContainer widgets, if the layout type is Free form, the Left layout property is

converted to Right and Right layout property is converted to Left. Also, the widget order is

reversed.
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Supported Widgets

l FlexContainer

l Flex Scroll Container

l Label

l Text Box

l Button

l Text Area

l Switch

l Segment

l Image

l Camera

l Map

l Rich text widget

l Browser widget

l Slider

l Video

l ComboBox

l Phone

l PickerView

l Tab Pane

l Tab
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Configure Right-to-Left Layout

To configure internationalization, do the following:

1. On the Edit menu (Project Settings> Application in Kony Visualizer), click Internationalization

(i18n)(click Configure in Kony Visualizer). The Configure Internationalization page opens.

2. Check the Enable i18n Layout Config check box.

For Kony Visualizer, on the Application tab, check the Enable i18n checkbox.When you select

the Enable i18n checkbox, the Enable i18n Layout Config checkbox is enabled. Select Enable

i18n Layout Config checkbox.

3. Click Configure Locales. The Configure Locales page opens. The page displays predefined

languages that support Right-to-Left layout.

4. For any of the language, you want to enable RTL, select the locale. You can choose to select

the checkboxes for check Flex Position Properties, Content Alignment, and Flow Horizontal

Alignement.

Exceptions for Right-to-Left Layout from the Properties Pane

Every widget has an exception toggle for the supported properties. You can enable this toggle by

selecting Custom under Replace i18n Layout.

To configure exceptions for Right-to-Left layout from the properties pane, do the following:

1. In the Project Explorer, on the Project tab, expand the forms. Select the form for which you want

to configure Right-to-Left layout.

2. Click the widget for which you want to change the property.

3. On the Properties pane, in the Look tab, the Replace i18n Layout is visible.

4. If this is turned off, select the On radio button. The properties appear.
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5. Select On or Off radio button as required for the following:

a. Flex Positions Properties: Reverses layout properties for Left and Right

b. Content Alignment: Content alignment changes fromRight to Left and or from Left to

Right.

c. Flow Horizontal Alignment: Flow horizontal alignment changes from Left to Right.

6. Save the changes.

Known Limitations

l Support for Right to Left languages is not added for widgets in the VBox layout.

l Support for Right to Left languages is not added for Watch channel.

l For Components andMasters, the user will be able to set the properties under Replace i18n

Layout at source only but not on instance widgets. Also, these are not pass through properties

for Components with the contract.

l When the user provides values for below fields and switches to Right-to-Left locale, the layout in

Visualizer Canvas is not in syncwith the layout in app runtime.

l Center X and Left/Right

l Width, Left and Right

l The layout does not mirror on switching to Right-to-Left locale when the values for Center X and

Width are given.

l For a Segment widget, if the content is set using the data property, setData API, and setDataAt

API, the content does not get mirrored.
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Android Build Environment and Configurations

Android developers can customize and configure Android build environments using the following

information:

1. Access theGenerated Android Project for Kony Application

2. Main Activity and its Life CycleMethods

3. Android Pre-compile and Post-compile Ant Tasks Support

4. Support for Integrating Android Third-Party LibrariesWith Kony Project

Access the Generated Android Project for Kony Application

If an application is built in Kony Visualizer for the Android platform, a corresponding native Android

project is generated.

Changesmade to the project can be compiled in the command line using gradle

assembleDebug, gradle assembleRelease by navigating to the native Android application

folder in the command line.

To access the generated Android project, do the following: 

1. In Kony Visualizer, in the Project Explorer, on the Project tab, click the context menu arrow for

your platform of choice (e.g. Mobile), and then clickOpen Build Folder.

2. Launch Kony Visualizer.

3. In Kony Visualizer, in the Project Explorer, on the Project tab, click the context menu arrow for

your platform of choice (e.g. Mobile), and then clickOpen Build Folder. Open the build folder. A

folder openswith the directory structure <WorkSpace>\temp\<AppID>.
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4. Navigate to the respective folder: 

l Mobile: <WorkSpace>\temp\<AppID>\build\luaandroid\dist\<AppID>.

l Tablet

: <WorkSpace>\temp\<AppID>\build\luatabrcandroid\dist\<AppID>.

Main Activity and its Life Cycle Methods

If the application package name is com.xyz.sample and the Application ID is SampleApplication, the

Kony Visualizer build process generates aMain Activity Java source file with Application ID as its

name in the following path: 

l Mobile: 
<WorkSpace>\temp\SampleApplication\build\luaandroid\dist\SampleApp

lication\src\com\xyz\sample\SampleApplication.java

l Tablet: 
<WorkSpace>\temp\SampleApplication\build\luatabrcandroid\dist\Samp

leApplication\src\com\xyz\sample\SampleApplication.java

A developer can add custom code and add/modify overridden Android activity life cyclemethods such

as onCreate(), onStart(), onResume(), onPause(), onStop(), onRestart(), onDestroy(), onNewIntent

(Intent), and so on. A developer can also invoke any third-party APIs directly from overridden life cycle

methods of the class.

While enhancing the Java file, a developer needs to remember the following points: 
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1. You can enhance the auto-generatedmethods in this class, but youmust not remove any auto-

generated code.

2. While overriding life cyclemethods, youmust call the superclass implementation of each life

cyclemethod.

3. While using the pre-compile task feature(described in next section), to overwrite the generated

Main Activity file with themodified file, a developer may need tomaintain separateMain Activity

Java source files for debug and releasemodes, because they differ in certain functions or

parameters.

Android Pre-compile and Post-compile Ant Tasks Support

A developer can perform custom tasks before and after compiling the generated native Android

application using androidprecompiletask.xml and androidpostcompiletask.xml.

For example, a developer can perform the following pre-compile tasks using

androidprecompiletask.xml: 

1. Overwrite the generatedMain Activity Java file with modified file in

<AppID>\src\<packagepath>\ folder .

2. Copy themodified Android application build XML file to the native Android folder.

3. Copy any custom libs, assets, res, and other files/folders into the native Android hierarchy.

4. Append custom properties to project.properties or local.properties, etc.

For example, you can perform the following post-compile tasks using

androidpostcompiletask.xml: 

1. Automating signing of an application with a release key.

2. Trigger a security scan on a generated APK for security flaws.
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3. Trigger automation on a compiled APK file and publish results.

4. Check-in code in GIT repositories.

A developer can copy these XMLs into Kony project workspace base directory with same names

(androidprecompiletask.xml and androidpostcompiletask.xml).

A template androidprecompiletask.xml file is available at

<WorkSpace>\temp\<AppID>\build\luaandroid\extres. This XML is available under

extres folder after building any sample project. This XML file contains build parameter information

useful to perform the tasks explained in the example above.

Note: The pre- and post- compile Ant tasks can support integration with external tools such as

binary protection tools, static analyzer tools, and so on.

Support for Integrating Android Third-Party Libraries With Kony Pro-

ject

Since Kony's build system is based onGradle, integrate third party Android library format (.aar) files

into the project by copying .aar files to the required path.

Similarly, third-party java class (.jar) files can also be integrated into the project by copying .jar files to

the required path.

l For mobile -
<WorkSpace>\<Application>\resources\customlibs\lib\android

l For tablet -
<WorkSpace>\<Application>\resources\customlibs\lib\tabrcandroid

If the library format's .aar or .jar file depends on other libraries, add them to your project.

Important: If the included dependencies have an associated order among them, theymust be

added in same order. For more information on dependency order, see Dependency order.
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For Kony Visualizer version 7.3, use the build.gradle entries to Suffix Gradle property to add

dependencies. For example, if your .aar file or .jar file depends on Appcompat and Play Services

Analytics, you can add the following dependency entries.

For information onGradle properties, see Set Native App Properties.

For Kony Visualizer version 7.2 and earlier, add dependencies by adding script code to

androidprecompiletask.xml. For example, the following concatenates the Appcompat and Play

Services Analytics entries to the build.gradle file.

< concat destfile = "${app.dir}/build.gradle"

append = "true" > $ {

line.separator

}

dependencies.compile 'com.android.support:appcompat-v7:24.0.0' <

/concat>

< concat destfile = "${app.dir}/build.gradle"

append = "true" > $ {

line.separator

}

dependencies.compile 'com.google.android.gms:play-services-

analytics:10.0.0' < /concat>
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Generating and Configuring Map API Keys

Youwill needMapsAPI Key for Maps to work in the applications you develop. You need to generate

theMapsAPI key and specify it in the properties of theMapwidget.

You need to configure the followingmap keys for your application:

l Application LevelMapwidget key

l GoogleMap key for Android (exclusive key for Android platform).

l BingMap key for Windows

Application Level Map Widget Key

Themapwidget key needs to be generated based on a domain name. The key generated for a single

domain can be used for all sub-domains, URLs on hosts in those domains, and all ports on those

hosts. For more information about the domain to be used for generating amap APIs key, see

http://code.google.com/apis/maps/faq.html#keysystem.

The generatedmap key is configured at an application level. Thismap key is used by all theMap

widgets within an application. Thismap key enables the application to displayGoogleMaps through

theMapwidgets within the application.

To configure map widget key, do the following:

1. Go to https://code.google.com/apis/console and log in with your Google Account.

i. Click the Services link from the left-handmenu.

ii. Activate the GoogleMaps API v3 service.

iii. Note the API Key that you generate.

iv. Click the API Access link from the left-handmenu. Your API key is available on the API

Access page, in the Simple API Access section. Maps API applications use the Key for

browser apps.
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By default, a key can be used on any site. We strongly recommend that you restrict the

use of your key to domains that you administer, to prevent use on unauthorized sites. You

can specify which domains are allowed to use your API key by clicking the Edit allowed

referrers... link for your key.

2. In Kony Visualizer, on the File menu (the Project menu in Kony Visualizer), click Settings.

3. On the Application tab, in theMapWidget section, enter the API Key you generated in the Static

map widget key text box.

4. Enter the API Key you have generated in the Static map widget key field under Map widget.

5. Click Finish. A Build dialog box appears offering to rebuild your app for the platforms that you

selected earlier in the Build Generation dialog box.

Note: When you add aMapwidget to a form, themapwidget key you have entered

automatically appears against the GoogleMap Key property of theMapwidget. The key

generated once is applicable to all theMapwidgets within an application.

This configuredmapwidget key is applicable for all platforms except for Android. For Android you

need to generate a specificmap APIs key and use it in the properties. For more information, see

GoogleMap Key for Android.

Google Map Key for Android

You need theGoogleMaps API key for Android in order to enableMaps in the applications you

develop for Android platform. Maps API keys are linked to specific certificate/package pairs, rather

than to users or applications.You only need one key for each certificate, nomatter how many users

you have for an application. Applications that use the same certificate can use the same API key. For

generatingmaps API key for Android, you need to provide the fingerprint of the signed certificate. For

more information seeMapsDocumentation.
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Important: Version 1 of the GoogleMaps Android API as been officially deprecated as of

December 3rd, 2012. Thismeans that fromMarch 3rd, 2013 you will no longer be able to request

an API key for this version. No new featureswill be added to GoogleMaps Android API v1.

However, apps using v1 will continue to work on devices. Existing and new developers are

encouraged to useGoogleMaps Android API v2.

To obtain and configure Google Maps API Key v2 for Android, follow these steps:

1. Follow steps for Display your app's certificate information and get an API key from the

developers console.

2. Ensure GoogleMaps Android API is enabled.

3. Navigate to Properties > Application tab. Under Map Widget, add the key generated above in

the Android map widget key 2 field.

Important: Google Play servicesRevision 13 (Version Name 4.0.30 released on November

2013) and newer versions require Android 2.3 or higher.

4. If you haveGoogle Play Services older to v13, you do not have to perform this step.

If you have downloadedGoogle Play Services v13 in Android SDKmanager, follow either of the

below options:

o To support Android v2.2 and above devices, do the following:

i. DownloadGoogle Play services for Froyo from the Android SDKmanager. The

Google Play services for Froyo will be available for download only after checking

Obsolete option in Android SDKmanager.

ii. Rename the folder "google_play_services_froyo" to "google_play_

services", in the Android SDK path: ..\android-sdk-
windows\extras\google\.
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o To use the latest Google Play libraries (Rev 13 and above which supports only Android

v2.3 and above devices), do the following:

i. In Kony Visualizer, On the Project menu, click Settings.

ii. Click the Native tab, and then click the Android sub-tab.

iii. Scroll down in the dialog box, and under Manifest Properties, click the Tags tab.

iv. In the Child tag entries under <application> tag text box, add the following tag:

<meta-data android:name="com.google.android.gms.version"

android:value="@integer/google_play_services_version" />.

Important Considerations:

l GoogleMaps V2 does not work in an emulator.

l Multiple Mapwidgets per Form is not supported for Map V1.(Supported for Map V2)

l If MapV2 key is provided in IDE and if the application is installed on a device with Android

Verison 2.2 and above (i.e kony.os.deviceInfo().APILevel >= 8 ) GoogleMaps Version 2 would

be loaded by default. In rest all casesGoogleMaps Version 1 would be loaded.

l If the developer usesGoogleMaps V2, the developer must meet the Google Play attribution

requirements as specified at

https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/android/intro#attribution_requirements .

The attribution text is available by using kony.os.deviceInfo().googleplayservicesoftwarelicence

in Lua and kony.os.deviceInfo().googleplayServiceSoftwareLicence in JavaScript projects

respectively . This property returns the open source software license information for the Google

Play services application, or null when either Google Play services is not available on this device

or MapV2 Key is not added in application properties.

l Map does not work on a popup.

l Map preview launches only version 1map

l MapV2works for Android 2.2 and above.
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l Clickable/Interactive widgets inside aMap callout template will become non-clickable when

AndroidMap V2 version is used. This is the limitation of native AndroidMap V2 callout. As

callouts are displayed as static image snapshot of callout template and only the entire callout is

clickable. onSelection event callback is invoked when a callout is clicked.

l You need to update the "Android SDK Tools"," Android SDK Platform-tools" to the latest

revision using under SDKManager (Min revision of Android SDK Tools required is >=15 for

Android GoogleMapV2).

l Android GoogleMapsV2 requiresOpenGL ES version 2 to load.

l You need to download the latest Google Play Services sdk using the SDKManager. To do so,

navigate to Extras > Google Play Services. Please refer to the links below for additional

information on how Android Google Play andGoogleMapsV2work

o http://developer.android.com/google/play-services/index.html

o http://developer.android.com/google/play-services/setup.html

o http://developer.android.com/google/play-services/maps.html

Troubleshooting Android Build Failure with MapV2 Key

If the build fails for MapV2, verify the log if it contains the followingmessages.

"[exec-shell] BUILD FAILED

[exec-shell] ..\sdk\tools\ant\build.xml:601: Invalid file:

..\LibProjects\google-play-services_lib\build.xml"

"

[exec-shell] Error: The project either has no target set or the target

is invalid.

[exec-shell] Please provide a --target to the 'android.bat update'

command.

(or)

google-play-services_lib\build.xml[dependency] Ordered libraries:

Follow these steps to resolve the build issue:
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1. Verify if the target that is set in the project.properties file is already downloaded in the

SDKManager. The project.properties file is available at the following location:

<SDK-PATH>\extras\google\google_play_services\libproject\google-

play-services_lib\project.properties.

2. Check if the target is available in the SDKManager by checking theObsolete option, download

the corresponding target API.

3. If the target is not available in the SDKManager, then change the project.properties file

to point to an appropriate target in the SDKManager.

For example, if project.properties file contains target=android-9 and it is not

available in the SDKManager, change the target as target=android-8 or

target=android-10, which ever target is available.

Alternative Procedure

1. List the available targets in the system using the following command:

android list targets

2. Set appropriate target from the available targets to <SDK-
PATH>\extras\google\google_play_services\libproject\google-play-

services_lib using the following command:

android update lib-project --target <appropriate target ID number

from above command> --path <SDK-PATH>\extras\google\google_play_

services\libproject\google-play-services_lib/

Bing Map Key for Windows

To generate a BingMap Key for Windows platforms, refer http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-

us/library/ff428642.aspx.

Navigate to Application>Properties and enter the obtained key in the Bing map widget key field.
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The App Service Event

Using the App Service lifecycle event, you can launch and deep-link Kony native applications from any

third-party native application and browser application. This feature allows better integration of Kony

applications (all native and hybrid applications) with other native and browser-based applications. The

App Service event is available on all platforms.

Characteristics of an App Service Event

An App Service event is characterized by the following:

l An app can have only one App Service event.

l You define the App Service event by creating an action sequence for it in the Properties Editor

of a given channel (e.g. Mobile or Tablet).

l The function should always return the form handle that the user will be navigated to, which is the

entry point to the target application. The parameters that are part of the URL scheme in the

applications are saved in a Lua table and passed to the App Service event.

l The function that you are invokingmust be returnedmanually by adding a snippet. For example,

if the function you are invoking is launchParams, then the snippet must be defined as:

return launchParams(params);

l The closure function you write in reference to the App Service event is invoked by the platform in

a sequence, and this function should also return the form handle.

Note: If both Post Appinit and App Service events return the form handle, the

platforms givemore priority to the form returned by the App Service event. If both

App Service and Postappinit return a null value, the showstartupform event is

called.

l Do not invoke form.show within the App Service event.
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l The App Service event executes every time you access, from your app, a destination outside

the app.

Create an App Service Event

To create an App Service event, do the following:

1. In Kony Visualizer, open the project for which you want to set action sequences for the app's

lifecycle.

2. From the Project tab of the Project Explorer, click either Mobile, Tablet, Desktop, or Watch.

The Visualizer Canvas displays text indicating that you can define app life cycle events from the

Properties Editor.

3. On the App Events tab of the Properties Editor, click the Edit button that correspondswith the

App Service event.

4. Using the Action Editor, create the action sequences you want. For more information, see Add

Actions.

App Service Event Example

The following is an example of an App Service event.

function launchParams(params)

{

//The line below displays how an application is launched: Normal,

Push, URL

kony.print("*************** params is: "+params);

for (var key in params) { 

kony.print("**********"+params[key]);

}

kony.print("*************** launch mode is: " + params.launchmode);

if(params.launchmode == 1)

{
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labelText = "You have launched this native app from the device.";

segData = null;

frmMain.segParam.removeAll ();

return frmIntro;

}else if(params.launchmode == 3){

labelText = "You have launched this kony native app from a third

party app.";

//Displays the launchparams. The Launchparams table is a table with

key value pairs specific to the applications needs;

kony.print("*************** launch params are: " + params.

launchparams);

if(params.launchparams != null){

segData = [ ];

for ( k in params.launchparams ){

var v = params.launchparams[ kony.decrement( k ) ];

kony.print("key:" + k + "value:" + v);

kony.table.insert(segData, { lblkey : "" + k + " :", lblval : ""

+ v } );

}

labelText = labelText + "The Parameters are:";

}else{

kony.print("*************** launchparams is nil");

}

return frmMain;

}

return frmIntro;

}

The application path in the URL for iPhone and Android is defined by the URL scheme. For more

information, see Set App Lifecycle Events and Native Application Properties.
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For Windows 7.5, you can launch and deep-link Kony native applications from any third-party native

application and browser application using Cards. Unlike other applications, deep-linking inWindows

7.5 opens an application from a Bing Browser. For more information about setting cards, see

WindowsManifest File. You can also deep-link applications using secondary tiles.

For Windows 8 deep-linking occurs solely through secondary tiles using a code like the snippet below.

function onPostappInitDl(params)

{

kony.print("post app init");

kony.print(params);

if(params.launchMode == 2)

{

var x = params.launchParams;

if(x.tileId == "myTile1")

{

return form2;

}

}

};

For more information on setting secondary tiles, see the Kony Visualizer API Developer's Guide.
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Camera Access in Android Browser

OnAndroid devices, you can access the camera from the Browser widget. The feature is available on

deviceswith Android OS 5.0 and later. For camera access, the Browser widget HTML pagemust

contain the following code.

<input type=”file” accept=”image/*” capture />

The capture attribute in the earlier snippet can be of the following types:

capture

capture="true"

capture="camera"

Note: For the camera to write the captured image to your application private file system youmust

expose a file URI using FileProvider. For more information on FileProvider, click here.

To enable camera access in the Browser widget, do the following:

l Add the camera permissions

l Add FileProvider support to the application

l Create a fileproviderpaths.xml file and add it to the Native folder.

l Configure the folder to save the captured images. This is an optional step.

Adding Camera Permissions

To add the camera permissions, do the following:

1. In your Visualizer enterprise edition, open the project for which you want to add the camera

access to the Browser widget.

2. Navigate to Project Settings > Native > Android. The Permissions tab is open by default.
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3. In the The following permissions are set to ‘true’ column, ensure that the CAMERA option is

added. If it is not added, add it.

Adding FileProvider Support to the Application

Youmust add an entry to the AndroidManifest.xml file in the child tag entries. To add FileProvider

support to the application, do the following:

1. In your Visualizer enterprise edition, open the project for which you want to add camera access

to the Browser widget.

2. Navigate to Project Settings > Native > Android. The Permissions tab is open by default.

3. Under theManifest Properties & Gradle Build Entries section, click Tags. The Tags tab

opens.

4. In the Child tag entries under <application> tag text box, enter the following code.

< provider

android: name = "android.support.v4.content.FileProvider"

android: authorities = "<application package name >"

android: exported = "false"

android: grantUriPermissions = "true" > < meta - data

android: name = "android.support.FILE_PROVIDER_PATHS"

android: resource = "@xml/fileproviderpaths" / > < /provider>

Important: In the <provider> entry, replace <application package name> with your application

package name. For example, if your application package name is com.orgname.delta, replace

application package namewith com.orgname.delta.

Creating and Adding the fileproviderpaths.xml File

To create and add fileproviderpaths.xml file, do the following:
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1. Navigate to your native Android folder in your workspace. <work space> > <Kony app folder>

resources > mobile > native > android > xml. This path is for themobile. For a tablet, the path

is <work space> > <Kony app folder> resources > tablet > native > androidtab.

2. Create a new XML file in the folder and name it fileproviderpaths.xml.

3. Open the XML file and paste the following in it.

<? xml version = "1.0"

encoding = "utf-8" ?> < paths xmlns: android =

"http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android" > < files - path

name = "local_file_provider"

path = "/" / > < /paths>

Note: This xml file name fileproviderpaths (without extension) must match with the value in the

manifest <provider> entry for the android:resource attribute.

By default, the path attribute value is "/". This implies that an image file URI is created under the

files root folder inside the application private space on the device and a file URI for this file path

with write permissions is be shared with the external app camera to save the captured image.

Configuring a New Folder to Save Captured Images

You can configure an alternate folder to save captured images. This is optional. To save the captured

images in a different sub folder inside the directory other than the root of the Files folder, do the

following:

Modifying an Existing fileproviderpaths.xml File

1. Navigate to the path where you have the fileproviderpaths.xml file path.

2. Open the file and change the path attribute to a different value.

For example, path="images1". Another example is path="browsercache/images1".
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Note: When you specify a different folder path, ensure that the path value does not begin or end

with "/".

Create a New fileproviderattr.xml File

1. For Mobile, navigate to <work space> > <Kony app folder>resources > mobile > native >

android > values. For tablet, navigate to <work space> > <Kony app folder>resources >

tablet > native > androidtab > values

2. Create a new fileproviderattr.xml file with the following content.

<? xml version = "1.0"

encoding = "utf-8" ?> < resources > < item type = "string"

name = "file_provider_path" > images1 < /item>

</resources >

The path value that youmention in the <item> tag of the fileproviderattr.xml file must match the "path"

attribute value in the fileproviderpaths.xml file.

Browser Widget Code Changes in JS Layer

Configure the enableSoftwareRendering writable property value as true for the Browser widget. The

property changes the browser rendering from hardware to software.

formHome.browser1.enableSoftwareRendering= true

In a few devices, after capturing images from the camera, the Browser widget may disappear from the

form.

As the camera is amemory hogging application, the Android OS freesmost of the resources in the

devicememory to render the camera application. In such cases, the hardware rendering of the

Browser widget may fail in some devices: thismay also happen if you open the camera frequently or

when the device has low memory. . This is a technical limitation of Android OS.
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To handle this issue, you can change the browser rendering from hardware to software that ensures

that Browser widget is always displayed properly.

If you configure the enableSoftwareRendering property value to True, the Browser widget refresh

rate decreases. The decrease in the Browser widget refresh rate will impact the refresh rate of

animations, GIFs, and videos in the browser.
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Appendix F: Accessibility (508 Compliance)

In software application development, 508 Compliance is also referred to as accessibility. For example,

people with impaired visionmust be able to use software with the help of touch gestures, that is

designed to run on a system that has a keyboard. The result of performing a function is read out using

the screen reading technology.

Note: The screen-reading capabilities of the different assistive technologiesmay vary andmay not

produce the same results.

Web Content Access Guidelines (WCAG)

Drafted as a 1986 amendment to the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section 508 was originally intended to

address the workplace needs of disabled workers in the electronics and information technology fields.

That measure was replaced in 1998 by the Federal Electronic and Information Technology

Accessibility and Compliance Act, which requires that all electronic and IT products and services

offered by federal agencies be accessible to people with disabilities. A “refresh” of Section 508 took

effect in 2018 and sought to bring American standardsmore in line with international accessibility

efforts such as theWorldWideWebConsortium’sWebContent AccessGuidelines 2.0 (WCAG2.0).

TheWorldWideWebConsortium (W3C) is an international consortiumwhereMember organizations,

a full-time staff, and the public work together to developWeb standards.W3C primarily pursues its

mission through the creation ofWeb standards and guidelines designed to ensure long-term growth

for theWeb. To learnmore about theWorldWideWebConsortium, refer AboutW3C.

W3C’sWeb Accessibility Initiative (WAI) brings together individuals and organizations from around

the world to develop strategies, guidelines, and resources to helpmake theWeb accessible to people

with disabilities. To learnmore aboutWeb Accessibility Initiative, refer WAI website.

WCAG Principles

WCAG2.0 compliance requires the applications to adhere to the following four principles:
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l Perceivable - Information and user interface componentsmust be presentable to users in ways

they can perceive.

Thismeans that usersmust be able to perceive the information being presented. (It can't be

invisible to all their senses).

l Operable - User interface components and navigationmust be operable.

Thismeans that usersmust be able to operate the interface. (The interface cannot require

interaction that a user cannot perform).

l Understandable - Information and the operation of user interfacemust be understandable.

Thismeans that usersmust be able to understand the information aswell as the operation of the

user interface. (The content or operation cannot be beyond their understanding).

l Robust - Content must be robust enough that it can be interpreted reliably by a wide variety of

user agents, including assistive technologies.

Thismeans that usersmust be able to access the content as technologies advance. (As

technologies and user agents evolve, the content should remain accessible.)

Best Practices

The assistive technology (AT) for iPhone and Android platforms has built-in programs that support

accessibility when enabled on devices. Browser-based platforms use theWeb Accessibility Initiative -

Accessible Rich Internet Applications (WAI-ARIA) framework. TheWAI-ARIA framework enables

you to add attributes to identify features for user interaction, map controls, events, and APIs used in a

rich Internet application.

The following tablemaps different platforms and their assistive technology:

Platform Assistive Technology

iOS VoiceOver

Android TalkBack
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Platform Assistive Technology

SPA WAI-ARIA

For more information, refer the following links:

l 508 Complaince in Plain English

l W3Accessibility Guidelines

l WebAccessibility Best Practices

Importance of Accessibility

By integrating accessibility features and services, you can improve the usability of your app,

particularly for users with disabilities. People with disabilities depend on accessible apps and services

to communicate, learn, and work. Bymaking your appmore accessible, you can reachmore users.

Accessible design improves overall user experience and satisfaction, especially in a variety of

situations, across different devices, and for older users. Accessibility can enhance your brand, drive

innovation, and extend your market reach.

There are guidelines, standards, and techniques for web accessibility, such as theWebContent

Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG), which is the international standard ISO/IEC 40500. Yet, when

designers, developers, and project managers approach accessibility as a checklist to meet these

standards, the focus is only on the technical aspects of accessibility. As a result, the human interaction

aspect is often lost, and accessibility is not achieved.

Web designers and developers can use usability processes, methods, and techniques, to address the

user interface component of accessibility. While the considerations of people with disabilities are not

always included in common practices, they can easily be integrated into user experience design.

A key aspect is incorporating real people in design:

l Ensuring that everyone involved in web projects understands the basics of how people with

disabilities use theWeb,
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l Involving users with disabilities early and throughout the design process, and

l Involving users in evaluating web accessibility.

Combining accessibility standards and usability processeswith real people ensures that web design is

technically and functionally usable by people with disabilities. This is referred to as usable

accessibility or accessible user experience (UX).

Accessibility standards also have an important role in accessible design. For example, understanding

the basic Accessibility Principles and using them for developing and evaluating early prototypes helps

the development team provide basic accessibility in the earliest stages. Addressing accessibility at

later stages becomes increasingly difficult.

Also, usability processes and user involvement alone cannot address all accessibility issues. Even

large projects cannot cover the diversity of disabilities, adaptive strategies, and assistive technologies.

Accessibility guidelines, standards, and techniques ensure that the wide range of issues are

adequately covered.

Web Accessibility

TheWeb offers the possibility of unprecedented access to information and interaction for many people

with disabilities. TheWeb is an increasingly important resource inmany aspects of life: education,

employment, government, commerce, health care, recreation, andmore. It is essential that theWeb

be accessible in order to provide equal access and equal opportunity to people with diverse abilities.

Access to information and communications technologies, including theWeb, is defined as a basic

human right in the United NationsConvention on the Rights of Personswith Disabilities (UN CRPD).

WAI-ARIA, the Accessible Rich Internet Applications Suite, defines a way tomakeWeb content and

Web applicationsmore accessible to people with disabilities. It especially helps with dynamic content

and advanced user interface controls developed with Ajax, HTML, JavaScript, and related

technologies. Currently, certain functionality used inWeb sites is not available to some users with

disabilities, especially people who rely on screen readers and people who cannot use amouse.WAI-

ARIA addresses these accessibility challenges, for example, by defining new ways for functionality to

be provided to assistive technology.WithWAI-ARIA, developers canmake advancedWeb

applications accessible and usable to people with disabilities.
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More specifically, WAI-ARIA provides a framework for adding attributes to identify features for user

interaction, how they relate to each other, and their current state. WAI-ARIA describes new navigation

techniques tomark regions and commonWeb structures asmenus, primary content, secondary

content, banner information, and other types ofWeb structures. For example, withWAI-ARIA,

developers can identify regions of pages and enable keyboard users to easilymove among regions,

rather than having to press Tabmany times.

Essential Components of Web Accessibility

It is essential that several different components of web development and interaction work together in

order for the web to be accessible to people with disabilities. These components include:

l Content - the information in a web page or web application, including:

l Natural information such as text, images, and sounds

l Code or markup that defines structure, presentation, etc.

l Web browsers, media players, and other “user agents”

l Assistive Technology, in some cases - screen readers, alternative keyboards, switches,

scanning software, etc.

l Users’ knowledge, experiences, and in some cases, adaptive strategies using the web

l Developers - designers, coders, authors, etc., including developers with disabilities and users

who contribute content

l Authoring tools - software that createswebsites

l Evaluation tools - web accessibility evaluation tools, HTML validators, CSS validators, etc.

When accessibility features are effectively implemented in one component, the other components are

more likely to implement them.
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Evaluating Web Accessibility

While developing or redesigning a website, evaluate accessibility issues early and throughout the

development process, when it is easier to address them. Simple steps, such as changing settings in a

browser, can help you evaluate some aspects of accessibility. Comprehensive evaluation to determine

if a website meets all accessibility guidelines takesmore effort.

There are evaluation tools that help with evaluation. However, no tool alone can determine if a site

meets accessibility guidelines. Knowledgeable human evaluation is required to determine if a site is

accessible. Refer Evaluation tools for a list of Web Accessibility Evaluation tools approved byWAI.

If you want to get a general sense of how aweb page addresses a few accessibility issues, refer Easy

Checks. The EasyChecks cover just a few accessibility issues and are designed to be quick and easy,

rather than definitive. A web page could seem to pass these checks, yet still have significant

accessibility barriers. More robust assessment is needed to evaluate accessibility comprehensively.

Website Accessibility Conformance EvaluationMethodology (WCAG-EM) is an approach for

determining how well a website conforms toWebContent Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG).

Note: WCAG-EM is a supporting resource for theWCAGstandard; it does not define additional

WCAG requirements.

Enable Accessibility in Visualizer

Kony Visualizer provides accessibility features to support all the above principles for support to

assistive technology, for its widgets and components to be compliant withWCAG2.0.WCAG2.0

compliance is not a framework compliance but it applies to the applications designed & developed

using the framework. The framework enables (through its features) app design & development to

follow this standard. The application design and development requirements would need to adhere to

theWCAG2.0 guidelineswhile developing the application. This along with the features that the

platform exposeswould ensure compliance toWCAG2.0.

The built-in assistive technology in the iOS and Android platforms reads some basic widgets of Kony

Visualizer, such as Button, Label, and TextBox. The assistive technology in iOS and Android platforms

read the information differently on other widgets.
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Every application that is created using Kony Visualizer is accessible to the built-in assistive technology

of the iOS and Android platforms. The way the assistive technology interprets the widget information is

left to its individual capability. Developers can enhance the behaviour of assistive technologywith the

configuration property (explained in the next page) available for each accessibility supported widget.

Configuring Accessibility

To define the Accessibility Config property for a widget fromKony Visualizer, follow these steps:

1. From the Default Library in Kony Visualizer, drag a widget and drop it onto the canvas. For

example, a Button widget.

2. Select the Button widget and navigate to the Look tab of the Properties pane.

3. Locate the Accessibility Config section, and enter the following values in the respective fields:

l a11yLabel: Specifies an alternate text to identify the widget. In general, the labelmust be

the text that is displayed on the screen.

l a11yValue: Specifies the current state/value associated with the widget so that the user

can perform an action. For example, a checkbox is in selected state or unselected state.

l a11yHint: Specifies the descriptive text that explains the action about the widget.

l a11yHidden: Specifies if the widget must be ignored by assistive technology.

Note: The Accessibility Config section appears on the Look tab only when the Accessibility

Config check box is selected in the Project Settings > Application.
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For Camera widget, when the capturemode is set to video, you will get additional options to record the

video. The below keys are used to configure accessibility for the additional options:

l accessibilityConfigCaptureControl: Provides accessibility support to video capture button.

l accessibilityConfigTimerControl: Provides accessibility support to video timer button.

l accessibilityConfigSettingsControl: Provides accessibility support to video settings button.

l accessibilityConfigCancelControl: Provides accessibility support to video cancel button.

l accessibilityConfigVideoStartButton: Provides accessibility support to video start button.

l accessibilityConfigVideoStopButton: Provides accessibility support to video stop button.

accessibilityConfig Property

In order to support accessibility in Visualizer, a common property, accessibilityConfig is available in all

widgets. This property enables you to control accessibility behavior and alternative text for the widget.

Syntax

accessibilityConfig = {

"a11yLabel" = "string value",

"a11yValue" = "string value",

"a11yHint" = "string value",

"a11yHidden" = true/false

}

Type

Object

Read/Write

Read + Write
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Remarks

The accessibilityConfig property is enabled for all the widgets which are supported under the Flex

Layout.

The accessibilityConfig property is a JavaScript object which can contain the following key-value

pairs.

Key Type Description ARIA Equivalent

a11yLabel String This is an optional parameter.

Specifies alternate text to identify

the widget. Generally the label

should be the text that is displayed

on the screen.

For all widgets, this parameter

maps to the aria-label property

of ARIA in HTML.

Note: For the Image

widget, this parameter

maps to the alt attribute of

ARIA in HTML.

a11yValue String This is an optional parameter.

Specifies the descriptive text that

explains the action associated with

the widget. On the Android

platform, the text specified for

a11yValue is prefixed to the

a11yHint.

This parameter is similar to the

a11yLabel parameter. If the

a11yValue is defined, the value

of a11yValue is appended to

the value of a11yLabel. These

values are separated by a

space.

a11yHint String This is an optional parameter.

Specifies the descriptive text that

explains the action associated with

the widget. On the Android

platform, the text specified for

a11yValue is prefixed to the

a11yHint.

For all widgets, this parameter

maps to the aria-describedby

property of ARIA in HTML.
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Key Type Description ARIA Equivalent

a11yHidden Boolean This is an optional parameter.

Specifies if the widget should be

ignored by assistive technology.

The default option is set to false.

This option is supported on iOS 5.0

and above, Android 4.1 and above,

and SPA

For all widgets, this parameter

maps to the aria-hidden

property of ARIA in HTML.

a11yARIA Object This is an optional parameter. For

each widget, the key and value

provided in this object are added as

the attribute and value of the HTML

tags respectively.

This parameter is only available

on the DesktopWeb platform.

Android limitations

l If the results of the concatenation of a11y fields result in an empty string, then

accessibilityConfig is ignored and the text that is on widget is read out.

l The soft keypad does not gain accessibility focus during the right/left swipe gesture when the

keypad appears.

SPA/Desktop Web limitations

l The behavior of accessibility depends on theWeb browser, Web browser version, Voice Over

Assistant, and Voice Over Assistant version.

l Currently SPA/Desktop web applications support only a few ARIA tags. To achievemore

accessibility features, use the attribute a11yARIA. The corresponding tagswill be added to the

DOMas per these configurations.
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Example

This example uses the button widget, but the principle remains the same for all widgets that have

an accessibilityConfig property.

//This is a generic property that is applicable for various widgets.

//Here, we have shown how to use the accessibilityConfig Property for

button widget.

/*You need to make a corresponding use of the accessibilityConfig

property for other applicable widgets.*/

Form1.myButton.accessibilityConfig = {

"a11yLabel": "Label",

"a11yValue": "Value",

"a11yHint": "Hint"

    a11yARIA: {

"tabindex" < all lowercase > : integer // no floating/decimal

numbers,

"role": 'Prescribed string value as per wcag guidelines',

//not encouraged

"aria-invalid": true / false,

"aria-keyshortcuts": "Shift+Space"

}

};

Platform Availability

l Available in the IDE

l iOS

l Android

l SPA

l DesktopWeb
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Widget Navigation

Here is a sample representation of accessibility on iPhone and Android devices. For example, you

have a Confirm button on form frm1, and the accessibilityConfig is defined as below:

Note: In the above snapshot the highlighted text is role, generated by native platforms. The

iPhone appended the text button to the value, and Android appended the text button to the hint

automatically. Kony Visualizer has no control on this behavior. Developers should test the text that

is provided for accessibilityConfig.

Note: To focus on widgets in ResponsiveWeb and SPA applications, you can use the Tab key on

the keyboard. However, while using the Tab key to focus on non-input widgets (for example,

Button widget) with the accessibility On, the focus skin does not always display. To get the focus

skin for non-input widgets, use the customCSS. Here is an example of a customCSS for a

widget:

Widget:focus:not([kdisabled='true'])

{     border: 0px solid #ffffff;

font: normal normal 24.0pxHelvetica;

color: #ffffff;

background: #00ff00; }
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Container Widgets

Following are the platforms behaviors for the container widgets when the accessibility feature is

enabled.

l FlexForm

l Form (Deprecated)

l HBox (Deprecated)

l VBox (Deprecated)

l ScrollBox (Deprecated)

l Popup (Deprecated)

FlexForm

Keyboard/Gesture-based

Interactions

l Tab key or equivalent touch gesturemoves the focus to the first

focusable child widget of the form.

l Multiple tabs move the focus to the interactive child widgets of

the form.

l The title of the form is accessible in the platforms that support

native form widget titleBar property using the tab key or

equivalent touch gesture along tab order.

Default Behavior l The a11yLabel overrides the text of the title property.

l The a11yValue, a11yHint, and a11yHidden fields are not

applicable to form and are ignored.

l accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android, and

SPA-iPhone platforms.
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Limitations iOS:

l When the VoiceOver focus reaches the bottom of the form, it

does not cycle to the top of the form again, with a right swipe

gesture. Similarly, with a left swipe gesture, the focus does not

cycle to the bottom of the form when you have reached the top of

the form.

l The iOS VoiceOver, focus the first accessible widget available on

the form.

Android:

l onTap gesture on a form, when there are no focusable widgets,

the assistive technology reads all non-focusable widgets text

available in the form.

l In Android OS versions less than 4.2, form does not scroll,

although it has content to scroll. You have to enable an option in

Android OS versions 4.2 and above in system accessibility

settings to auto scroll the content on swipe gesture.

l Accessibility capability of the ActionBar is left to the device

default behavior.

SPA:

l SPA-iPhone: When the VoiceOver focus reaches the bottom of

the form, it does not cycle to the top of the form again, with a right

swipe gesture. Similarly, with a left swipe gesture, the focus does

not cycle to the bottom of the form when you have reached the top

of the form.

l SPA-Android: accessibilityconfig is not supported
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Form (Deprecated)

Keyboard/Gesture-based

Interactions

l Tab key or equivalent touch gesturemoves the focus to the first

focusable child widget of the form.

l Multiple tabs move the focus to the interactive child widgets of

the form.

l The title of the form is accessible in the platforms that support

native form widget titleBar property using the tab key or

equivalent touch gesture along tab order.

Default Behavior l The a11yLabel overrides the text of the title property.

l The a11yValue, a11yHint, and a11yHidden fields are not

applicable to form and are ignored.

l accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android, and

SPA-iPhone platforms.
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Limitations iOS:

l When the VoiceOver focus reaches the bottom of the form, it

does not cycle to the top of the form again, with a right swipe

gesture. Similarly, with a left swipe gesture, the focus does not

cycle to the bottom of the form when you have reached the top of

the form.

l The iOS VoiceOver, focus the first accessible widget available on

the form.

Android:

l onTap gesture on a form, when there are no focusable widgets,

the assistive technology reads all non-focusable widgets text

available in the form.

l In Android OS versions less than 4.2, form does not scroll,

although it has content to scroll. You have to enable an option in

Android OS versions 4.2 and above in system accessibility

settings to auto scroll the content on swipe gesture.

l Accessibility capability of the ActionBar is left to the device

default behavior.

SPA:

l SPA-iPhone: When the VoiceOver focus reaches the bottom of

the form, it does not cycle to the top of the form again, with a right

swipe gesture. Similarly, with a left swipe gesture, the focus does

not cycle to the bottom of the form when you have reached the top

of the form.

l SPA-Android: accessibilityconfig is not supported
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HBox (Deprecated)

Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

l Tab key or equivalent touch gesturemoves the focus along the

tab order when:

a. Box is clickable

b. accessibilityConfig is defined.

l With a focus on the HBox, press Spacebar or Enter or equivalent

gesture action to select the HBox when it is clickable.

l Multiple tabs or navigation keys help in navigating focus to the

child widgets that are actionable.

Default Behavior accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android, and SPA

platforms.

Limitations iOS:

l If the accessibilityConfig is set for an HBox, then the focus never

goes to its child widgets and other widgets within the HBox are

not accessible to the user.

Android: None

SPA:

l SPA-iPhone: If the accessibilityConfig is set for an HBox, then

the focus never goes to its child widgets, and other widgets within

the HBox are not accessible to the user.

l SPA-Android: If the accessibilityConfig is set for an HBox, then

widgets within the HBox are not accessible to the user with a

swipe gesture. But when touched explicitly the widgets gain

focus. The option a11yHint is not supported.
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VBox (Deprecated)

Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

l Tab key or equivalent touch gesturemoves the focus along the

tab order when:

a. Box is clickable.

b. accessibilityConfig is defined.

l With a focus on the VBox, press Space or Enter or equivalent

gesture action to select the VBox when it is clickable.

l Multiple tabs or navigation keys help in navigating focus to the

child widgets that are actionable.

Default Behavior accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android, and SPA

platforms.

Limitations iOS:

l If the accessibilityConfig is set for a VBox, then the focus never

goes to its child widgets and other widgets within the VBox.

Android: None

SPA:

l SPA-iPhone: If the accessibilityConfig is set for a VBox, then the

focus will never go to its child widgets, and other widgets within

the VBox are not accessible to the user.

l SPA-Android: If the accessibilityConfig is set for a VBox, then

widgets within the VBox are not accessible to the user with a

swipe gesture. But when touched explicitly the widgets gain

focus. The option a11yHint is not supported.
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ScrollBox (Deprecated)

Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

l Tab key or equivalent touch gesturemoves the focus along the

tab order when accessibilityConfig is defined.

l Multiple tabs or navigation keys help in navigating focus to the

child widgets that are actionable.

l Page Up / Page Down or equivalent key/gesture allows you to

scroll the content of the ScrollBox.

Default Behavior accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android, and SPA

platforms.
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Limitations iOS:

l If the accessibilityConfig is set for a ScrollBox, then the focus

never goes to its child widgets, and other widgets within the

ScrollBox are not accessible to the user.

Android: In Android OS versions less than 4.2, the form does not scroll

although it has content to scroll. It depends on the capability of the built-

in Accessibility service. You have to enable an option in Android OS

versions 4.2 and above in the system accessibility settings to auto-scroll

the content on swipe gesture. Similar behavior is observed with native

applications as well.

When the scrollDirection property is set to SCROLLBOX_SCROLL_

BOTH, the behavior is undefined.

SPA: When a user scrolls through the Scrollbox, it does not scroll and

the widgets are not displayed in the view port, even if you set

accessibility. This is due to the inability of the browsers to detect the

touch gestures. But the widgets within Scrollbox are navigated and

accessibility of the widget is read out.

l SPA-iPhone: If the accessibilityConfig is set for a ScrollBox, then

widgets within the ScrollBox are not accessible to the user.

l SPA-Android: If the accessibilityConfig is set for a ScrollBox,

then widgets within the ScrollBox are not accessible to the user

with a swipe gesture. But when touched explicitly the widgets

gain focus. The option a11yHint is not supported.

Popup (Deprecated)

Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

l Tab key or equivalent touch gesturemoves the focus to the first

focusable child widget of the popup.

l Multiple tabs move the focus to the interactive child widgets of the

popup.
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Default Behavior l The a11yLabel overrides the text of the title property.

l The a11yValue, a11yHint, and a11yHidden fields are not

applicable to popup and are ignored.

l accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android, and

SPA-iPhone platforms.

Limitations iOS:

l When the VoiceOver focus reaches the bottom of the popup, it

does not cycle to the top of the popup again, with a right swipe

gesture. Similarly with a left swipe gesture, the focus does not

cycle to the bottom of the popup when you have reached the top

of the popup.

Android:

l When there are no focusable widgets in a popup, the assistive

technology reads all non-focusable widgets text available in the

popup.

l In Android OS versions less than 4.3, the popup does not scroll

although it has more content to scroll. It is the capability of the

built-in Accessibility service (TalkBack) that is lacking in versions

less than 4.3 OS versions. You have to enable an option in

Accessibility settings in 4.3 and 4.4 Android OS versions to auto-

scroll the content on a swipe gesture.

SPA:

l SPA-iPhone: When the VoiceOver focus reaches the bottom of

the popup, it does not cycle to the top of the popup again, with a

right swipe gesture. Similarly, with a left swipe gesture, the focus

does not cycle to the bottom of the popup when you have reached

the top of the popup.

l SPA-Android: accessibilityConfig is not supported.
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Basic Widgets

Below are the platforms behaviors of the basic widgets when accessibility feature is enabled.

l Button

l Calendar

l CheckBox

l ComboBox

l Image

l Label

l Line

l Link

l ListBox

l RadioButton

l RichText

l Slider

l TextArea

l TextBox
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Button

Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

l With a focus on the Button, press the Spacebar or Enter key or

equivalent gesture action to select the Button.

l Single finger double tap to execute the action.

l Accessible by the tab key or equivalent touch gesture along tab

order.

Default Behavior accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android, SPA, and

DesktopWeb platforms.

Limitations iOS: None

Android: None

SPA:

l SPA-iPhone: None

l SPA-Android: The option a11yHint is not supported.

Calendar

Description A Calendar widget accepts dates from the user. Following are the view

types that support accessibility in respective platforms:

l CALENDAR_VIEW_TYPE_DEFAULT (Android)

l CALENDAR_VIEW_TYPE_WHEEL_POPUP (iPhone)

l CALENDAR_VIEW_TYPE_GRID_POPUP (iPhone and SPA)
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Keyboard/ Gesture based

Interactions

l Accessible by the tab key or equivalent touch gesture along tab

order.

l Before the V8 SP4 release, using a tab key to focus on the

calendar icon in the Calendar widget was not supported. Post the

Visualizer V8 SP4 release, when you use the Tab key, the focus

moves to the calendar Input box. When you use the Tab key again,

focus moves to the calendar icon.

l For SPA and DesktopWeb platforms, when the focus is on the

Calendar widget, press the Spacebar or Enter key or equivalent

gesture action to launch the date selector. If you press the Tab key

again, the date selector is closed and the focus is moved back to

the calendar icon.

l You can reach to each available day, month, and year in a calendar

through one/ some of the keys or touch gestures.

Default Behavior l accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android, SPA,

DesktopWeb platforms.

Limitations l a11yValue is not applicable.

l It is recommended to provide accessibility text to the assistive

technology to read the date when the tab focus/gesturemakes a

selection.

l accessibilityConfig is not supported for the viewTypes that are not

focused as a whole.
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CheckBox

Keyboard/Gesture

based Interactions

l Accessible by the tab key or equivalent touch gesture along tab order.

l Multiple tabs or navigation keys help in navigating the focus to each check

button in the group.

l With a focus on the CheckBox, press the Spacebar or Enter key or

equivalent gesture to change the selection state of the focused check

button.

Default Behavior l accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android, SPA, and

DesktopWeb platforms.
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Limitations iOS: Following are the limitations of iOS platform based on the selected

viewType:

viewType accessibilityConfig

 Widget Level
Items within

widget

CHECKBOX_VIEW_TYPE_

LISTVIEW

Respected
Ignored

CHECKBOX_VIEW_TYPE_

TOGGLEVIEW

Ignored
Respected

CHECKBOX_VIEW_TYPE_

ONSCREENWHEEL

Ignored
Ignored

CHECKBOX_VIEW_TYPE_

TABLEVIEW

Ignored
Respected

* accessibilityConfig is ignored when set throughmasterData or masterDataMap

to the items within the widget that pops up as pickerview from the bottom.

Android: None

SPA:

l SPA-iPhone: accessibilityConfig for CheckBox as a whole is not

respected, but the items within the widget are respected. The CheckBox

state and the item text gets the focus separately.

l SPA-Android: accessibilityConfig for CheckBox as a whole is not

respected, but the items within the widget are respected. The CheckBox

state and the item text get the focus separately. The option a11yHint is not

supported.

Example code Click here to view the sample code
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ComboBox

Keyboard/Gestur

e based

Interactions

l Tab key or equivalent touch gesture along tab order.

l With a focus on the ComboBox, press the Spacebar or Enter key or

equivalent gesture action to open the drop-down list.

l With drop-down list in an expanded state, press the Spacebar or Enter key

or equivalent gesture to select the focused item.

l Multiple tabs or navigation keys help in navigating the focus to each item in

the ComboBox.

Default Behavior l accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android, SPA, and

DesktopWeb platforms.
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Limitations iOS: Following are the limitations of iOS platform based on the selected

viewType:

viewType accessibilityConfig

 Widget Level
Items Within

Widget

COMBOBOX_VIEW_TYPE_

LISTVIEW

Respected
Ignored *

COMBOBOX_VIEW_TYPE_

TABLEVIEW

Ignored
Respected

COMBOBOX_VIEW_TYPE_

TOGGLEVIEW

Ignored
Respected

COMBOBOX_VIEW_TYPE_

ONSCREENWHEEL

Ignored
Ignored

* accessibilityConfig is ignored when set throughmasterData or masterDataMap

to the items within the widget that pops up as pickerview from the bottom.

Android: If the accessibilityConfig is set, it will override the selected item.

SPA:

l SPA-iPhone: The ComboBox widget is mapped to the HTMLComboBox,

and browsers launch the list items as native popup. Accessibility

configuration working for the list items cannot be controlled by Kony

Platform. Accessibility is not supported for the items of the ComboBox

widget.

l SPA-Android:The ComboBox widget is mapped to the HTMLComboBox,

and browsers launch the list items as native popup. Accessibility

configuration working for the list items cannot be controlled by Kony

Platform. Accessibility is not supported for the items of the ComboBox

widget.
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Example code Click here to view the sample code

Image

Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

Tab key or equivalent touch gesture along tab order.

Default Behavior accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android, SPA, and

DesktopWeb platforms.

Limitations On all platforms, except SPA, if the accessibility is not configured, the

image widget is not accessible to the user.

SPA-Android: The option a11yHint is not supported.

Label

Description A Label widget is used to display non-editable text to the user.

Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

Tab key or equivalent touch gesture along tab order.

Default Behavior accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android, and SPA-

Android platforms.

Limitations iOS: None

Android: None

SPA:

l SPA-iPhone: accessibilityConfig property is not supported.

l SPA-Android:The option a11yHint is not supported
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Line

Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

Not accessible by the tab key or equivalent touch gesture.

Default Behavior accessibilityConfig property is not supported.

Limitations None

Link

Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

l With a focus on the link, press the Spacebar or Enter key or

equivalent gesture action to select the link.

l Single finger double tap to execute the action.

l Tab key or equivalent touch gesture along tab order.

Default Behavior accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android, and SPA

platforms.

Limitations iOS: None

Android: None

SPA:

l SPA-iPhone: None

l SPA-Android: The option a11yHint is not supported.
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ListBox

Keyboard/Gesture

based Interactions

l Accessible by the tab key or equivalent touch gesture along tab order.

l With a focus on the ListBox, press the Spacebar or Enter key or

equivalent gesture to open the drop-down list.

l With drop-down list in an expanded state, press the Spacebar or Enter key

or equivalent gesture to select the focused item.

l Multiple tabs or navigation keys help in navigating the focus to each item

in the ListBox.

Default Behavior l accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android, SPA, and

DesktopWeb platforms.
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Limitations iOS: Following are the limitations of iOS platform based on the selected

viewType:

viewType accessibilityConfig

 Widget Level
Items Within

Widget

LISTBOX_VIEW_TYPE_

LISTVIEW

Supported
Ignored *

LISTBOX_VIEW_TYPE_

TABLEVIEW

Ignored
Supported

LISTBOX_VIEW_TYPE_

TOGGLEVIEW

Ignored
Supported

LISTBOX_VIEW_TYPE_

ONSCREENWHEEL

Ignored
Ignored

* accessibilityConfig is ignored when set throughmasterData or masterDataMap

to the items within the widget that pops up as pickerview from the bottom.

Android: If the accessibilityConfig is set, it will override the selected item.

SPA:

l SPA-iPhone: The ListBox widget is mapped to the HTML ListBox, and

browsers launch the list items as native popup. Accessibility configuration

working for the list items cannot be controlled by Kony Platform.

Accessibility is not supported for the items of the ListBox widget.

l SPA-Android:The ListBox widget is mapped to the HTML ListBox and

browsers launch the list items as native popup. Accessibility configuration

working for the list items cannot be controlled by Kony Platform.

Accessibility is not supported for the items of the ListBox widget. The

option a11yHint is not supported.

Example code Click here to view the sample code
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RadioButton

Keyboard/Gestur

e based

Interactions

l Accessible by the tab key or equivalent touch gesture along tab order.

l With a focus on the RadioButton, press the Spacebar or Enter key or

equivalent gesture to change the selection state of the focused item.

l Multiple tabs or navigation keys help in navigating the focus to each item in

the RadioButton.

Default Behavior l accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android, SPA, and

DesktopWeb platforms.
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Limitations iOS: Following are the limitations of the iOS platform based on the selected

viewType:

viewType accessibilityConfig

 Widget

Level

Items Within

Widget

RADIOGROUP_VIEW_TYPE_

LISTVIEW

Supported
Ignored *

RADIOGROUP_VIEW_TYPE_

TABLEVIEW

Ignored
Supported

RADIOGROUP_VIEW_TYPE_

TOGGLEVIEW

Ignored
Supported

RADIOGROUP_VIEW_TYPE_

ONSCREENWHEEL

Ignored
Ignored

* accessibilityConfig is ignored when set throughmasterData or masterDataMap

to the items within the widget that pops up as pickerview from the bottom is

ignored.

Android: None

SPA:

l SPA-iPhone: accessibilityConfig for RadioButton as a whole is not

supported, but the items within the widget are supported.

l SPA-Android: accessibilityConfig for RadioButton as a whole is not

supported, but the items within the widget are supported. The option

a11yHint is not supported.

Example code Click here to view the sample code
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RichText

Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

Accessible by the tab key or equivalent touch gesture along tab order.

Default Behavior accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android, SPA, and

DesktopWeb platforms.

Limitations On all platforms, links inside a RichText widget are not accessible.

SPA-Android: The option a11yHint is not supported.

Slider

Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

l Accessible by the tab key or equivalent touch gesture along tab

order.

l With a focus on the Slider, press the Right / Up key or equivalent

gesture to increase the value of the slider. Press the Left / Down

key or equivalent gesture to decrease the value of the slider.

Default Behavior l accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android,

SPA, and DesktopWeb platforms.

Limitations Android: Android OS cannot change the slider value when accessibility is

set.

SPA:

l SPA-iPhone: Browsers cannot change the slider value when

accessibility is set.

l SPA-Android: Browsers cannot change the slider value when

accessibility is set.
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TextArea

Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

l With a focus on the TextArea, press the Spacebar or equivalent

gesture to open the soft keypad for touch devices.

l Single finger double tap to execute the action.

l Accessible by the tab key or equivalent touch gesture along tab

order.

l Soft keypad gains focus on explicit touch on the soft keypad.

Default Behavior accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android, SPA, and

DesktopWeb platforms.

Limitations iOS: None

Android: When the accessibilityConfig is defined for placeholder or

entered text, then behavior is left to the device.

SPA:

l SPA-iPhone: None

l SPA-Android: The option a11yHint is not supported.

TextBox

Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

l With a focus on the TextBox, press the Spacebar or equivalent

gesture to open the soft keypad for touch devices.

l Single finger double tap to execute the action.

l Accessible by the tab key or equivalent touch gesture along tab

order.

l Soft keypad gains focus on explicit touch on the soft keypad.
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Default Behavior accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android, SPA, and

DesktopWeb platforms.

Note: To configure the clear text button, use the property

accessibilityConfigForClearButton and the keys are same as that of

accessibilityConfig. This is applicable to iOS platform only

Limitations iOS: None

Android: When the accessibilityConfig is defined for placeholder or

entered text, then behavior is left to the device.

SPA:

l SPA-iPhone: None

l SPA-Android: The option a11yHint is not supported.

Advanced Widgets

Below are the behaviors of the advanced widgets when the accessibility feature is enabled.

l Alert

l Camera

l Hz Image Strip

l PickerView

l SegmentedUI - TABLEVIEW

l SegmentedUI - PAGEVIEW

l Switch
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Alert

Description An Alert is a dialog displayed to show an alert message.

Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

l Touch gesture: Single finger double tap.

l Accessible by the tab key or equivalent touch gesture to navigate

and focus on the buttons andmessages of the Alert dialog box.

l With a focus on the Alert button, press the Enter or Spacebar or

equivalent gesture to select the button.

l By default, Alerts should gain focus as Alert displays.

Default Behavior accessibilityConfig is not supported.

Limitations On all platforms, the buttons within the Alert dialog are not configurable.

Camera

Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

l Touch gesture: Single finger double tap.

l Accessible by the tab key or equivalent touch gesture along tab

order.

l With a focus on the camera, press the Enter or Spacebar or

equivalent gesture to launch the camera.

Default Behavior l accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone and Android

platforms.

Limitations

accessibilityConfig property is not supported in SPA platform
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Hz Image Strip

Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

l Touch gesture: Single finger double tap.

l Accessible by the tab key or equivalent touch gesture along tab

order.

l Onmultiple tabs or equivalent touch gesture, move the focus to

the images where accessibility is configured and visible on the

screen.

l Images that are not visible are scrolled automatically to a visible

region on a tab or equivalent gesture.

Default Behavior l accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone, Android,

SPA, and DesktopWeb platforms.
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Limitations If the entire image strip widget is not focused as a whole, then the

accessibilityConfig is not respected in any of the platform. The

accessibilityConfig is supported only when the viewType is set to

HORIZONTAL_IMAGESTRIP_VIEW_TYPE_STRIPVIEW.

iOS:For the viewType when set to HORIZONTAL_IMAGESTRIP_

VIEW_TYPE_STRIPVIEW, accessibility is ignored. But the

accessibility configured for each image is supported. Accessibility is not

available for all other viewtypes.

Android: In Android OS versions less than 4.2, Horizontal Image Strip

does not scroll though it has content to scroll. It depends on the

capability of the built-in accessibility service. Youmust enable an option

in Android OS versions greater than equal to 4.2 in system accessibility

settings to auto scroll the content on swipe gesture. You will observe

similar behavior with native applications as well.

SPA:

l SPA-iPhone: If the accessibilityConfig is set for a Horizontal

Image Strip, then widgets within the Horizontal Image Strip are

not accessible to the user.

l SPA-Android: If the accessibilityConfig is set for a Horizontal

Image Strip, then widgets within the Horizontal Image Strip are

not accessible to the user with a swipe gesture. But when

touched explicitly the widgets gain focus. The option a11yHint is

not supported.

Example code sample code
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PickerView

Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

l Touch gesture: Single finger double tap.

l Accessible by the tab key or equivalent touch gesture along tab

order.

l Every column in the PickerView is reachable by the tab key or

equivalent touch gesture.

l With a focus on the PickerView, press the Right / Up key or Left /

Down key or equivalent gesture to allow navigation between

items in the focused column.

l With a focus on the PickerView, press the Enter or Spacebar or

equivalent gesture to select the focused item in the PickerView.

Default Behavior l accessibilityConfig property is supported in Android platforms.

Limitations iOS: accessibilityConfig is not supported

Android: In Android OS versions less than 4.2, SegmentedUI does not

scroll though it has content to scroll. It depends on the capability of the

built-in accessibility service. Youmust enable an option in Android OS

versions greater than equal to 4.2 in system accessibility settings to

auto-scroll the content on a swipe gesture. You will observe similar

behavior with native applications as well.

Example code sample code

SegmentedUI - TABLEVIEW

Description A SegmentedUI is a container widget to display multiple rows of

information in vertical order.
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Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

l Accessible by the tab key or equivalent touch gesture along the

tab order moves the focus to the first row.

l If the first row is a section header, then the subsequent tabs move

the focus to the interactive child widgets. If there are no child

widgets or interactive widgets, or all child widgets are reached,

the tabmoves the focus to the next row until it reaches the last

visible row.

l In SINGLE_SELECT_MODE orMULTI_SELECT_MODE, as the

row gets the focus through the tab, underlying accessibility

technology conveys the user as either selected/unselected.

Default Behavior l At widget level, accessibilityConfig property is not supported in

iPhone, Android, and SPA platforms because it is not focusable

completely. Accessibility is supported only for the individual rows

because they are focused completely.

l accessibilityConfig is applied to the row template, and then

accessibility is applied to each row, unless overridden by the row

data.

l Row template's accessibility configurations can bemodified

before setting the row data to the SegmentedUI and should not be

modified after data are set.
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Limitations iOS: If the accessibilityConfig is set to a row of a SegmentedUI, then

actionable child widgets of the row become inaccessible.

Android: In Android OS versions less than 4.2, SegmentedUI does not

scroll though it has content to scroll. Youmust enable an option in

Android OS versions 4.2 and above system accessibility settings to

auto-scroll the content on a swipe gesture. You will observe similar

behavior with native applications.

SPA:

l SPA-iPhone: If the accessibilityConfig is set to a row of a

SegmentedUI, then actionable child widgets of the row become

inaccessible.

l SPA-Android: If the accessibilityConfig is set to a row of a

SegmentedUI, then actionable child widgets of the row become

inaccessible. But when touched explicitly the widgets gain focus

with a swipe gesture. The option a11yHint is not supported.

Example code sample code

SegmentedUI - PAGEVIEW

Description A SegmentedUI is a container widget to display multiple rows of

information in horizontal layout with a single row appearing on the widget.
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Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

l Touch gesture: Single finger double tap.

l Accessible by the tab key or equivalent touch gesture along tab

order.

l If the first row is a section header, then the subsequent tabs move

the focus to the interactive child widgets. If there are no child

widgets or interactive widgets, or all child widgets are reached,

the tabmoves the focus out of the widget.

l If there are page indicators at the bottom of the PAGEVIEW and

the page indicators are interactive, the tab focus each page and

pass the index of the total page information to the assistive

technology.

l In SINGLE_SELECT_MODE orMULTI_SELECT_MODE, as the

row gets the focus through the tab, underlying assistive

technology conveys the user as either selected/unselected.

Default Behavior l At widget level accessibilityConfig property is not respected. It is

respected only for the page level in iPhone, Android, and SPA

platforms.

l accessibilityConfig applied to the row template and its internal

widgets are applied to each row, unless overridden by the row

data.

l Row template's accessibility configurations can bemodified

before setting the row data to the SegmentedUI and should not be

modified after data are set.
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Limitations On all platforms, accessibilityConfig is not supported for page indicators.

iOS: If the accessibilityConfig is set to a row of a SegmentedUI, then

actionable child widgets of the row become inaccessible.

Android: In Android OS versions less than 4.2, SegmentedUI does not

scroll though it has content to scroll. It depends on the capability of the

built-in accessibility service. Youmust enable an option in Android OS

versions 4.2 and above, in system accessibility settings to auto-scroll

the content on a swipe gesture. You will observe similar behavior with

native applications as well.

SPA: The event onRowClick is fired when any child widget is explicitly

selected or clicked.

l SPA-iPhone: If the accessibilityConfig is set to a row of a

SegmentedUI, then actionable child widgets of the row become

inaccessible.

l SPA-Android: If the accessibilityConfig is set to a row of a

SegmentedUI, then actionable child widgets of the row become

inaccessible. But when touched explicitly the widget's gain focus.

The option a11yHint is not supported.

Switch

Keyboard/Gesture based

Interactions

l Accessible by the tab key or equivalent touch gesture along tab

order.

l With a focus on the Switch, press the Enter key or Spacebar or

equivalent gesture to toggle the state and initiate the action.

Default Behavior l accessibilityConfig property is supported in iPhone and SPA

platforms.
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Limitations iOS: The option a11yValue is not supported.

SPA:

l SPA-iPhone: None

l SPA-Android: The option a11yHint is not supported.

Platform-specific Accessibility features

This topic provides information about various accessibility compliance features and guidelines

provided by different OS providers.

An accessible app supports personalization by design and gives everyone a great user experience,

regardless of their capabilities or how they use their devices. This allows individuals with a range of

disabilities, such as visual, hearing, physical, or speech impairments, to enhance their ability to access

and interact with web pages and apps.

iOS

On the iOS platform, Apple provides Accessibility features that are broadly classified into four

categories: Vision, Physical andMotor, Hearing, andGeneral.

The Vision section contains VoiceOver, Zoom, Display & Text Size and Audio Descriptions

configurations. The Physical and Motor section contains options such as Face ID, Switch Control,

Apple TV Remote and Keyboard. The Hearing section provides configuration options for Hearing

Devices, Audio/Visual, and Subtitles & Captioning. TheGeneral category containsGuided Access,

Siri, and Accessibility Shortcut options.

For detailed information on all the features supported, refer Accessibility Features on iPhone. For

information on how tomake your app accessible, refer Human interfaceGuidelines.

Android

The accessibility features available on the Android platform vary depending on theOEM (original

equipment manufacturer).
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On the Android platform, options that a user can configure for Accessibility include settings for Screen

Readers, Display options, Audio andOn-screen Text options, Interaction controls, and Experimental.

The Screen Readers section contains the configuration for the Text-to-speech output. The Display

section contains the settings for Font Size, Display size, Magnification, Color correction, Color

inversion. The Interaction Controls section contains the settings for Dwell timing, Power button ends

call, Auto-rotate screen, Touch and hold delay, and Vibration. The Audio and On-screen text section

has settings for Mono Audio and Captions. The Experimental section has the option to enable high

contrast text.

For more information on the features supported on the Android platform and how tomake your app

accessible, refer Development resources.

Gestures

When a device enables assistive technology, visually impaired users typically navigate through the UI

controls such as tab/enter/arrow keys/page up/down keys. On various touch-only devices, a few of

these key actions aremapped to touchscreen finger gestures.

The following table depicts how keyboard-based navigation keys aremapped to gestures onmobile

platforms:

Keyboard

based

devices

(desktop)

Purpose Android touch

(Android 4.1 and

higher) (talkback)

iOS touch

Tab Tomove focus in

forward direction

One finger

right/down flick

gesture

One finger right flick gesture

Shift+Tab Tomove focus in

reverse direction

One finger left/up

flick gesture

One finger left flick gesture

Enter /Space To take action on

the focused widget

One finger double

tap

One finger double tap
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Keyboard

based

devices

(desktop)

Purpose Android touch

(Android 4.1 and

higher) (talkback)

iOS touch

Right

Arrow/Up

Arrow

To increase the

value selection on

specific widgets like

slider/picker

One finger up flick gesture

Left Arrow/Up

Arrow

To decrease the

value selection on

specific widgets like

slider/picker

One finger up flick gesture

Page Up To scroll up/left of

the content in a

scroll container.

Two/three finger

up/left flick gesture

Three fingers up/right flick

gesture

Page Down To scroll down/right

the content in a

scroll container

Two/three finger

down/right flick

gesture

Three fingers down/right

flick gesture

Starts reading from

the beginning of the

page

Two fingers up flick gesture

Starts reading from

the current focused

item

Two fingers down flick

gesture

Note: A gesturemay function differently in different assistive technologies. Refer to the respective

assistive technology documentation for more information on gestures.

Following are some of the gestures explained in the above table:
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For more information on accessibility gestures, refer to:

l Android: https://support.google.com/nexus/answer/2926960?hl=en

l iOS: https://www.apple.com/in/accessibility/osx/voiceover/

l SPA: http://www.w3.org/WAI/mobile/

Platform-specific Limitations

The following is the list of platform-specific limitations.

SPA

This section lists the accessibility limitations of SPA platforms.

1. Scrolling a form and SegmentedUI through a swipe with three fingers and tab gestures (custom

scroll) is not supported in SPA platform.

2. When a Popup is loaded, the default focus goes to the form onwhich the Popup is loaded, and

then it comes to Popup.

3. A Label widget without any text is not focusable with tab gestures.

4. When a form is loaded, the default focus can be anywhere in the form.

5. For the widgets such as ScrollBox, Horizontal Image Strip, Slider, and Segment (PAGEVIEW),

a swipe or tab gesture will not bring the focused item into a view area.

6. On the SPA Android platform, accessibiltiyConfig for form and Popup is not supported.
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7. On the SPA Android platform, before loading a form, some random text is read by assistive

technology. The random text is read from the script tag that may be present in JavaScript.

8. For container widgets, if only a11yHint is configured, then accessibility first reads the text of the

child widgets and then a11yHint text that is configured for a container widget.

9. When the accessibilityConfig is set for any container widget (HBox, VBox, Scrollbox,

FlexContainer and FlexScrollContainer), the widgets inside the container will not get focused

while navigating in iOS Safari.

10. When the accessibilityConfig is set for any container widget (HBox, VBox, Scrollbox,

FlexContainer and FlexScrollContainer), the container widget will not get focused while

navigating in Android browsers.
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Support for iPhone X

iPhone X comeswith a super retina edge to edge display with 458 PPI. It comeswith a device height

of 812, width of 375 and a screen resolution of 2436×1125 (@3X). In iPhone X, Face ID replaces the

Touch ID authentication.

Note: For information about how to detect whether an iPhone device supports either the Touch ID

or Face ID feature, refer the getBiometryType API.

Prerequisites

l Youmust have Xcode 9.0.1 to test the applications on iPhone X simulator.

Requirements

To provide support for iPhone X on Kony Visualizer, do the following:

l Provide a 3X splash image: Current Appswhich do not have a 3X splash image, will not be

able to fill the complete screen, from edge to edge in iPhone X. Splash screen with name

splashscreen-812h@3x.png with a resolution of 1125 By 2436 should be provided for iPhone X.

l Provide a 2×1 splash video: Current Appswhich do not have a splash video of the resolution

2×1, will not fit-to-screen in iPhone X. Splash video with name splashvideo-2x1.mp4 should be

provided for iPhone X. This ensures that the video will fit-to-screen and will not extend in the

AVKit safe area. For details on AVKit Safe Area, refer to Human InterfaceGuidelines for

iPhone X.

l Add NSFaceIDUsageDescription in the infoplist_configuration.json: Youmust add the

NSFaceIDUsageDescription (Privacy - Face ID Usage Description) key in the configuration

file for the Face ID to work. Navigation path:

projectname/resources/common/infoplist_configuration.json. If you do not

perform the above step, the app will crash. See Apple's documentation for more information.
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Limitations

l When using Face ID on Xcode 9.0.1 simulator, authentication will fail every other time, and an

error message Lost connection to coreauthd appears. This is a limitation fromApple. For more

information, refer https://openradar.appspot.com/34769844 and

https://github.com/lionheart/openradar-mirror/issues/18536

Related API Documentation

l Home Indicator Auto Hide: See prefersHomeIndicatorAutoHidden in

setApplicationBehaviour function.

l Get Biometric Type
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Appendix: Universal Links

Kony Studio supports the universal links feature provided by Apple. The universal links feature

enables you to set connectivity between your website andmobile app.When an end-user taps a link to

your website from any iOS device, the framework directly opens the app (connected with your

website) installed on the iOS device. If the app relative to your website is not installed on the iOS

device, the URL is opened on the Safari browser. The universal links feature is supported from iOS 9

onwards.

To use the universal links feature, youmust configure the following at the app server side, and also in

themobile app.

App server side configuration

1. Create a file with file name, apple-app-site-association. The file should contain JSON

data about URLs that your app should handle.

2. Upload the file to the root directory or to the .well-known subdirectory at your HTTPS web

server. Here is a sample apple-app-site-association file.

{

"applinks": {

"apps": [],

"details": [

{

"appID": "9JA89QQLNQ.com.apple.wwdc",

"paths": [ "/wwdc/news/", "/videos/wwdc/2015/*"]

},

{

"appID": "ABCD1234.com.apple.wwdc",

"paths": [ "*" ]

}

]

}
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}

In the sample, the applinks element defines the apps that are associated with your website. The value

of the apps key is an empty array. The details key defines an array of dictionaries to link appIDs

and URL paths. You can define one dictionary per app that your website supports.

The appID is the combination of teamID followed by app's bundle ID (for example, if appID is

9JA89QQLNQ.com.apple.wwdc, where 9JA89QQLNQ is the teamID and com.apple.wwdc is the

bundle ID). The paths key is an array of strings that contains parts of the website that should be

associated with the app, and also the parts that should not be supported by the app. To specify the

parts of the website that are not to be supported by the app, prefix the string with "NOT " (including a

space after 'T') as shown below.

"paths": [ "/wwdc/news/", "NOT /videos/wwdc/2015/*"]

Note: The apps key in the apple-app-site-association file ismandatory and the value should be an

empty array.

Mobile app level configuration

1. In Kony Studio, add domains that your app supports in the app Application Properties dialog

(Application Properties>Native>iPhone/iPad). For more information, see iPhone/iPad tab.

When iOS launches the app, the App Service callback is invoked by the framework and shows the

form returned by the callback. If no form is specified in the callback, the home form of the app is shown.

The App Service receives an object as an argument, which gives the information about the URL that

triggers the universal link.

Here is a sample for handling universal links in App Service.
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function callback_UniversalLinks(params) {

if (params.launchmode == 4) {

kony.print("Universal links CallBack : launchMode : " +

params.launchmode + "Launch Params : " + JSON.stringify

(params.launchparams));

return frmCallBack;

}

}
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Frequently Asked Questions

Click the required topic to view the corresponding information.

Android SDK and Emulator Setup - FAQ’s

Below are some potential areaswhere youmay encounter questionswhile setting up the Android

SDK and Emulators.

In case you already have SDK and emulators configured for Android, youmay not have to go through

the setup process again. This section covers issues to assist with new Android SDK and Emulators

setup.

This section is not intended to be used in isolation but must be used along with the Kony Setup

documentation.

What do I need for setting up Android with myKony Visualizer?
To be able to build (APK) and run applications for Android, at aminimum, you need the following setup:

l Android SDK

In the case where you would like to set up and use aGUI version of the AVD Manager (for an Android Emulator)

and SDK Manager (to downloadmissing SDK components. Support andGoogle library components and

emulator images), you will also need:

l Android Studio

Why do I need Android Studio?
With version 25.3.0 of the Android SDK, Android had deprecated and removed the standalone AVD (Android

Virtual Device) Manager and SDK Manager GUI tools from the Android SDK package. These tools are now only

available as part of the Android Studio with GUI or through the command line. To useGUI to create Android

Emulators andmanage versions of SDK, Android expects its users to install Android Studio.

What is an AVD Manager?
The AVD (Android Virtual Device) Manager is an Android SDK tool that helps you create andmanage AVDs

which allow Android developers to emulate an Android Device.

I have downloaded the Android Studio, but I see errors in its console. For example, Failed to find the

target with hash string android-26 in: <location>. Should I try to resolve these?
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You do not need to resolve errors you see in Android Studio console. The Android Studio is only used for having

aGUI interface to AVD Manager and SDK Manager. Youmay need to install the corresponding android-target

which your Kony Visualizer project depends for compilation which is captured as compileSdkVersion in

build.gradle.

What is HAXM?Do I need it?
The Android Emulator supports several hardware acceleration features to improve performance and HAXM is

one of them. HAXM or Hardware Accelerated ExecutionManager is a Virtual Machine acceleration software to

speed up Android Emulators.

HAXM can be used to speed up X86 based Emulators. AVDs that use an ARM orMIPS-based system images

cannot be accelerated using HAXM.

You can always use ARM-based emulators however if your environment supports HAXM, it is recommended to

set it up to speed up your emulators.

How do I Setup HAXM?
You can readmore about HAXM and steps on how to setup HAXM at

https://developer.android.com/studio/run/emulator-acceleration.html#accel-graphics.

Will HAXMbased emulator work onmymachine?
HAXM based emulators do not work in all environments. Youmay need tomake changes to your environment

configuration and BIOS settings while setting up HAXM. HAXM does not work on a Parallels VM.

For detailed steps on how to setup HAXM, click https://developer.android.com/studio/run/emulator-

acceleration.html#accel-graphics

How can I use an X86 Emulator with Visualizer?
For creating x86 based emulator you need to

l Install HAXM

l Enable Virtualization extensions in your computer BIOS

https://developer.android.com/studio/run/emulator-acceleration.html#accel-vm

To use an x86 Emulator with Visualizer, you need to build your Visualizer with X86 device support.

You can do this by following the below steps.
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1. Navigate to Project Settings.

2. Select the Native tab and then Select the Android tab.

3. Check the box for Support x86 device and then click Finish.

Now you can build your projects and test them using an x86 Emulator.

Support 64-bit Devices option usage
If a user has checked the Support 64-bit Devices option and the built binary has 64 bit libraries, such apks would

only install and run on emulators created on 64 bit architectures, i.e arm64 and x86_64. There are some cases

where the apk may contain only 32 bit libs, exception cases are captured in documentation.

What if I have downloaded the Android SDK package (zipped) separate fromAndroid Studio? How do

I use that to create an AVD?
If a developer has downloaded just SDK tools package and wants to set up the full SDK out of it from Android

studio from https://developer.android.com/studio/index.html, follow the below steps:

1. In the downloaded and unzipped SDK folder, create folder platforms in parallel to the tools folder.

2. Open Android Studio and navigate to File > Project Structure> SDK Location> Android SDK

Location.

3. Set the Android SDK Location path.

4. Navigate to File > Settings > Appearance & Behavior > System Settings > Android SDK. The

Android SDK settings window appears with the SDK Platforms tab open by default.

5. Click the SDK Tools tab.

6. Select the following components.

i. Android SDK Build Tools

ii. Android Emulator

iii. Android SDK Platform Tools

iv. Android SDK Tools
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v. Google Play Services

vi. Support Repository (all the items under it)

7. Download at least one system Image from SDK Platforms tab and click Apply to download.

Once the download is complete, under the Tools Menu in Android Studio, you should be able to see an

Android option, which would allow you to create an AVD using AVD Manager.

Visualizer shows an error message (could not find platform folder) while trying to add the Android SDK

location. What do I do?
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To fix the platform folder issue, do the following:

1. In the downloaded and unzipped SDK folder, create a folder platforms parallel to the tools folder.

Once you create the folder, you will be able to select the Android SDK location.

2. Build your project for Android, and the build process will determine the required tools which aremissing

and will automatically download the required tools to update the Android SDK.

3. Once the required tools are downloaded, you can set up your emulator and run your application.

I have an Android SDK, but I do not have Android Studio installed. Will I still be able to Build & Runmy

Apps?
Youwill be able to build your apps using the Android SDK, but since you do not have an Android Studio, you will

not haveGUI to create AVDs to run your app on an emulator. However you can explore command line options to

create AVD’s using the avdmanager tool.

For more information, refer: https://developer.android.com/studio/command-line/avdmanager.html

MyEmulator (AVD) does not launch. How do I validate that my emulator is working?
To launch the AVD you created, do the following:

1. In your computer, add the following entries to the user path variable as part of the environment variables

in the order of preference specified below. Prefix the entries to path.

i. AndroidSDKPath

ii. AndroidSDKPath\emulator\

iii. AndroidSDKPath\tools\

iv. AndroidSDKPath\platform-tools

2. Set the ANDROID_HOME variable to AndroidSDKPath.
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3. Restart themachine and try the command if the emulator configured is ARM based.

emulator.exe -avd <avdname> -port 5554

4. Cross check if the right emulator is being picked from right SDK folder by using the below command in

command prompt.

Windows:

where emulator

MAC:

which emulator

If the AndroidSDKPath/emulator folder and the AndroidSDKPath/tools folder contains the

emulator.exe in the newly downloaded SDK, make sure the one under emulator is picked up.

5. If the right path is not being picked up or if the emulator command fails to launch the AVD, clean up

unnecessary PATH environment variable entries and check if it resolves the issue.

Note: If the emulator does not launch after performing all the above steps, uninstall Kony Visualizer and

install Kony Visualizer again.

Important: It is recommended to configure Android SDK path entries before installing Kony Visualizer.

When I ranmy app on the emulator, the emulator launched, but my console continues to display wait-

ing for device or stops at installing package.What should I do?
Sometimes the ARM-based emulators run extremely slow in some environments andmay take upwards of 10 –

15minutes for the emulator to launch the first time. Youmay want to wait and observe if this is the case on your

environment. X86 Emulators usually launchmuch faster.

Do I need to run the app every time I need to launch the emulator?
No, you can use the Launch Emulator option under the build menu to directly launch the project in the emulator.
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